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General Meeting Information

Registration
Advance and On-Site Registration
East Lounge, Ballroom level
Wednesday, 10:00am - 7:00pm
Thursday, 7:30am - 5:00pm
Friday, 7:30am - 4:00pm
Saturday, 7:30am - 2:00pm

Registration materials: Program and a badge (required for admission to all sessions, meetings and convention services).

Lost programs: Lost programs will be replaced with proof of registration.

Abstracts: Abstracts of Papers presented at this meeting may be purchased at the on-site registration desk or at the AAA booth in the Exhibit Hall

Workshops/Roundtables: Attendance is by advance registration. Tickets when available will be sold at the on-site registration desk. The schedule appears on page 251.

Meeting Information: Advance Registration Desk, East Lounge, Ballroom Level.

Location of Meetings
All of the scientific sessions, exhibits, and meeting services are being held at the Hilton San Francisco.

Wi-Fi West Lounge-Ballroom level
Intel Corporation has provided funding for WiFi service during the meeting. The WiFi will be available in the West Lounge throughout the meeting. The Association is very grateful for this support.

Welcome Reception
The reception hosted by Setha Low (AAA President) at 6:30pm on Thursday precedes the Business meeting.

Business Meeting
The Association’s business meeting takes place on Thursday, 7:30pm in Continental Ballrooms 5 and 6.

Help Desk
East Lounge, Ballroom Level
10:00am - 7:00pm Wednesday
8:00am - 5:00pm Thursday through Saturday
8:00am - 2:00pm Sunday

AAA staff will be available to help with meeting arrangements, session or paper cancellations and general information.

Day Care Center
Union Square 1-4, Forth Floor
Wednesday 10:00am - 7:00pm
Thursday through Saturday, 7:00am - 6:00pm
Sunday 7:30am - 12:30pm

Attendance is by advance registration. For more information please see staff at the Day Care Center.

Exhibits
Grand Ballroom, Grand Ballroom Level
Thursday and Friday, 9:00am - 5:00pm
Saturday, 9:00am-4:00pm

Invited Sessions
Sessions designated invited are open to all meeting registrants.

Meeting Information at the Help Desk
Advance Registration Desk, East Lounge, Ballroom Level
Wednesday, 10:00am - 7:00pm
Thursday, 7:30am - 5:00pm
Friday, 7:30am - 4:00pm
Saturday, 7:30am - 12:30pm
Sunday, 7:30am - 12:00pm

Membership
AAA booth 302, Grand Ballroom, Grand Ballroom Level
Thursday and Friday, 9:00am - 5:00pm
Saturday, 9:00am-4:00pm

AAA staff will be available to answer questions about membership and publications. Abstracts of Papers are for sale at the booth.
General Meeting Information

**Message Center**  
*Grand Ballroom Foyer, Grand Ballroom level*  
Wednesday, 12:00pm - 8:00pm  
Thursday - Saturday, 8:00am - 6:00pm  
Sunday, 8:00am - 12:00pm

**Placement Service**  
*Plaza B, Lobby Level*  
Thursday 9:00am - 5:00pm  
Friday 8:00am - 6:00pm  
Saturday 9:00am - 4:00pm

Position-open boards will be open to all individual AAA members. Employers who are members of the Academic Services Program may use the services without charge. Other employers will be charged for listing position vacancies.

**Press Room**  
*Union Square 25, 4th floor*  
Wednesday 12:00am - 5:00pm  
Thursday - Saturday 9:00am - 5:00pm

Copies of papers delivered to the press room should carry the following statement: “Quotation of isolated portions (not exceeding four lines) for purposes or reviews or news articles is permitted. All other rights are reserved by the author and other quotations may not be made without written consent of the author.”

**Recording Sessions**  
To record scholarly sessions, follow scholarly convention and obtain permission of the person to be recorded and the organizer of the session. There should be no publication of such material without following scholarly procedure regarding permission and citation.

**Speaker Ready Room**  
*Green room, Grand Ballroom Level*  
Thursday - Saturday 10:00am-11:30am

**Student Lounge**  
*Union Square 7, 4th floor*  
Wednesday 12-8  
Thursday, Friday, Saturday 8am-8pm

**Accessibility**  
Space for disabled persons is reserved at the back of each meeting room. The Association requests that this space be left available for those persons requiring it.

**Session Paper Order**  
Names of discussants appear at the end of each session listing.
AAA 2008 Award Winners

BOAS:
George Armelagos
Emory University

AAA / OXFORD U PRESS TEACHING AWARD:
Paula K. Clarke
Columbia College

AIME:
James McKenna
U of Notre Dame
AAA 2008 Award Winners

KIDDER

David C. Grove
Jubilee Professor Emeritus at the University of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign, and Courtesy Professor at the University of Florida – Gainesville.

SOLON T KIMBALL AWARD

Rosita Worl
Sealaska Heritage Institute

MINORITY DISSERTATION FELLOWSHIP

Kerry Thompson
University of Arizona
Wednesday, November 19, 2008

Names of discussants appear at the end of each session listing.

Tuesday, November 18, 2008

0-001  AAA NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE MEETING  Executive Board Room
9:00 AM-5:00 PM  Chair: Daniel A Segal (Pitzer College)

0-002  Society for Visual Anthropology 24TH ANNUAL VISUAL RESEARCH CONFERENCE, PART 1  Union Square 15 & 16
9:00 AM-6:00 PM  Organizer(s): Thomas D Blakely (Penn State University) and Joanna C Scherer (Smithsonian Institution)
    JENNY T CHIO (University of California Berkeley)
    JELANI K MAHRI (University of California, Santa Cruz)
    JENNIFER M WOLOWIC (SFSU)
    PETER BIELLA (San Francisco State University)
    KATHARINE G YOUNG
    CARLOS D TORRES (University of Colorado)

Wednesday, November 19, 2008

0-003  National Association for the Practice of Anthropology WORKSHOP: WHERE TO BEGIN ON PROGRAM EVALUATION  Union Square 16
8:00 AM-11:00 AM  SATISH K KEDIA (Univ of Memphis)

0-007  National Association for the Practice of Anthropology WORKSHOP: THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY  Union Square 17
9:00 AM-11:00 AM  SUNIL K KHANNA (Oregon State)

0-004  AAA Committee on Public Policy COMMITTEE MEETING  Union Square 9
9:00 AM-12:00 PM  Chair: Andrew Bickford (George Mason University)

0-005  AAA EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING I  Union Square 21
9:00 AM-1:00 PM  Chair: Setha M Low (Graduate Center, CUNY)

0-006  Society for Visual Anthropology 24TH ANNUAL VISUAL RESEARCH CONFERENCE, PART 2  Franciscan D
9:00 AM-2:00 PM  Organizer(s): Thomas D Blakely (Penn State University) and Joanna C Scherer (Smithsonian Institution)
    PATRICIA G. LANGE (U of Southern California)
    CRAIG AR CAMPBELL
    WAYNE H OSBORN (University of California, San)
    JEAN DENNISON (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)
    SARA E BRANDON (Savannah College of Art)
    OSCAR F GIL (UC Santa Barbara)

0-006A  National Association for the Practice of Anthropology WORKSHOP: ETHNOGRAPHY IN THE CORPORATION: A WORKSHOP  Union Square 14
11:30 AM-3:30 PM  BRIGITTE JORDAN (Palo Alto Research Center)
    JULIA C GLUESING (Wayne State U)

12:00 PM  Organizer/Chair: Jonathan I Gayles (Georgia State University)
    JONATHAN I GAYLES (Georgia State University) ANTHROPOLOGY, AFROCENTRICITY AND AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES: A DIALOGUE ABOUT DISCIPLINARITY
12:15 PM

ALLAN CHARLES DAWSON (McGill University) LEGITIMATING AFROCENTRIC DISCOURSES: THE PERSISTENT LEGACY OF AFRO-AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY IN BAHIA, BRAZIL.

12:30 PM

ANDREA C ABRAMS (Centre College) BECOMING AFRICAN IN AMERICA: A BLACK CHURCH, THE AFROCENTRIC DEBATE AND QUESTIONS OF IDENTITY

12:45 PM

JACQUELINE COPELAND-CARSON (Copeland Carson & Associates)

1:00 PM

A.A. AKOM (San Francisco State University/Cesar Chavez Institute)

1:15 PM

Discussion

1:45 PM

End of Session

0-009

Invited Session: ANTHROPOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING IN INTERNATIONAL AND INTERCULTURAL CONTEXTS (General Anthropology Division) Taylor B
Organizer: Kiran Cunningham (Kalamazoo College)
Chair: Susan Buck Sutton (Indiana-Purdue (IUPUI))

12:00 PM

KIRAN CUNNINGHAM (Kalamazoo College) PUTTING THE ETHNOGRAPHIC TOOLKIT TO USE IN STUDY ABROAD AND SERVICE-LEARNING

12:15 PM

JOSEPH J KINSELLA (DePaul University) USING ETHNOGRAPHIC METHODS TO LINK EXPERIENCES WITH CONCEPTS ON A STUDY ABROAD PROGRAM

12:30 PM

RUSSELL D RHoads (Grand Valley State University) TRANSFORMATIONAL LEARNING AT THE FARMERS’ MARKET: ENGAGING STUDENTS IN A LATINO NEIGHBORHOOD INITIATIVE

12:45 PM

HILARY E KAHN (Indiana University) SEEING INTERNATIONAL; DISRUPTING BOUNDARIES IN GLOBAL LEARNING

1:00 PM

SUSAN BUCK SUTTON (Indiana-Purdue (IUPUI)) EXPERIENCING DIALOGUE: TRANSFORMING LEARNING THROUGH CONVERSATION AND PARTNERSHIP

1:15 PM

ANDREA M ALLEN AND BIDEVARAY, Pedro PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT: ANTHROPOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO PROMOTING AND ASSESSING TRANSFORMATIVE LEARNING AT EARTH UNIVERSITY

1:30 PM

Discussion

1:45 PM

End of Session

0-010

ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON ONLINE AND HYBRID EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITIES (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Continental Parlor 4
Chair: Chia Yuan Hung

12:00 PM

CHIA YUAN HUNG PLAYERS IN ACTION: DISCOVERING THE METHODS OF MEANING-MAKING BETWEEN VIDEO GAME PLAYERS

12:15 PM

S. A. MOUSALIMAS (UMUC Europe) 3-D VIRTUAL WORLDS AND THE TEACHING OF CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY ONLINE

12:30 PM

SUNDY L WATANABE AND SEARLE, KRISTIN A (U of Pennsylvania) REPRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY: UPWARD BOUND STUDENTS IN A MULTIMODAL COMPOSITION CLASSROOM

12:45 PM

WESLEY R SHUMAR (Drexel University) HYBRID SOCIAL SPACES: DISCOURSE, COMMUNITY AND IDENTITY

1:00 PM

JOANNE KLEIFGEN (Teachers College, Columbia U.), CURINGA, MATTHEW (Teachers College, Columbia U.) and KAUN, KAREN (Teachers College, Columbia U.) STEPS TO LITERACY FOR EMERGENT BILINGUALS: INTEGRATING WEB-BASED AND CURRICULAR SUPPORT FOR LATINO MIDDLE-SCHOOL WRITERS

1:15 PM

KATALIN J. KABAT (T. C., Columbia University) COMMUNICATION BETWEEN INFORMANTS, TEXTS, METHODOLOGIES, AND DISTANCE LEARNING: WHERE, WHEN, AND HOW DO STUDENTS ‘EDUCATE’ THEMSELVES?

1:30 PM

Discussion

1:45 PM

End of Session
0-011 ANTHROPOLOGIZING THE LATINO LIFE COURSE (Reviewed by Association for Latina and Latino Anthropologists) Yosemite C
Chair: Cristina L Ortiz (University of Iowa)
12:00 PM Cristina L Ortiz (University of Iowa) CONSUMING IDENTITIES: HOW QUINCEAÑERA-RELATED BUYING AND SPENDING PRACTICES HELP CREATE AND (RE)ASSERT IDENTITIES
12:15 PM Discussion
12:30 PM Hilda I Llorens (U of Puerto Rico-Cayey) SCULPTING A NEW WOMAN: UNDERSTANDING AESTHETIC SURGERY PRACTICES AMONG LATINAS
12:45 PM Discussion
1:00 PM Iraida V Carrion MANAGING MULTIPLE ROLES IN END OF LIFE RESEARCH WITH LATINOS: PURSUING ETHICAL RESEARCH
1:15 PM Discussion
1:45 PM End of Session

0-012 CATCH 22: ANTHROPOLOGY IN MILITARY SETTINGS (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Franciscan A
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Erica Weiss and Erin E Fitz-Henry
12:00 PM Robertson Allen (University of Washington) THE AMBIGUITY OF MILITARY PLAY AND ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH WITHIN ARMY VIDEO GAME DESIGN INSTITUTIONS
12:15 PM Ilisa Lam (CUNY Graduate Center) TEST SITES AND NERVE CENTERS: STUDYING UP AND ACROSS THE U.S. MISSILE DEFENSE COMPLEX
12:30 PM Erin E Fitz-Henry BETWEEN OFFICERS AND ACTIVISTS: SEARCHING FOR "NEUTRAL" GROUND AROUND A U.S. MILITARY FACILITY
1:00 PM Erica Weiss WALK THE LINE: ETHNOGRAPHY WITH THE ISRAELI MILITARY AND ITS DISCONTENTS
1:15 PM Discussion
1:45 PM End of Session

0-013 DIVERSITY, MULTICULTURALISM AND HEGEMONY (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Yosemite A
Organizer(s): Boone W Shear (Umass Amherst) and Ashley Spalding (University of South Florida)
Chair: Boone W Shear (Umass Amherst)
12:00 PM Liz Braun DIVERSITY EMBODIED: THE CONSTRUCTION OF ALANA STUDENTS IN PREDOMINANTLY WHITE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
12:15 PM Boone W Shear (Umass Amherst) "WHAT DOES DIVERSITY HAVE TO DO WITH POLITICS?: MULTICULTURALISM AND NEOLIBERAL Restructuring
12:30 PM Ashley Spalding (University of South Florida) "IT'S NOT THAT I DISLIKE THE DIVERSITY": NEOLIBERAL DISCOURSES IN A MIXED INCOME, MIXED RACE NEIGHBORHOOD
12:45 PM Susan D Greenbaum THE SAD SLOW DEATH OF CENTRAL AVENUE: EXTIRPATING BLACKNESS FROM THE URBAN CORE
1:00 PM Juan G Ruiz (University of South Florida) NEOLIBERAL DISPLACEMENT OF MOBILE HOME PARK RESIDENTS AND MULTICULTURALISM
1:15 PM Christopher M Sweetapple VIOLENCE AS PHATIC COMMUNICATION: CONSIDERING MULTICULTURAL PARIS AND BERLIN
1:30 PM Discussant: Vincent Lyon-Callo (Western Michigan University)
1:45 PM End of Session
ENGAGING IMAGES: INSCRIPTION, NEGOTIATION AND RE-CONTEXTUALIZATION IN VISUAL PRODUCTIONS (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Continental Parlor 1
Organizer(s): Jenny T Chio (University of California Berkeley) and Alex L Fattal (Harvard)
Chair: Michael M.J. Fischer (MIT)
12:00 PM
Introduction
12:15 PM Benjamin K Hodges IMPOSSIBLE FUTURES: REFLECTIONS ON THE VISUAL CULTURE OF BULGARIAN POP(FOLK)
12:30 PM Alex L Fattal (Harvard) WAR IN THE AGE OF DIGITAL DISSEMINATION: A COLOMBIAN WEIRD MEDIA EVENT IN CONTEXT
12:45 PM Jenny T Chio (University of California Berkeley) PICTURING "MODEL MINORITIES": POWER, PHOTOGRAPHY AND ECONOMY IN CHINESE ETHNIC TOURISM
1:00 PM Jelani K Mahiri (University of California, Santa Cruz) FACING THE CHALLENGES OF INCLUSION: DOCUMENTARY PORTRAITURE, NON-FORMAL EDUCATION, COLLABORATION, AND ENGAGEMENT WITH AT-RISK YOUTH IN SÃO PAULO, BRAZIL
1:15 PM Krisjon R Olson (Colgate University)
1:30 PM Discussion
1:45 PM End of Session

Invited Session: FEMALE CIRCUMCISION AND THE ORGASM PUZZLE (Association for Africanist Anthropology, Society for Psychological Anthropology) (Reviewed by Association for Africanist Anthropology) ~
Organizer: Ylva K Hernlund (University of Washington)
Chair: Henrietta L Moore (London School of Economics)
12:00 PM Introduction: Lucrezia L Catania
12:15 PM Birgitta Essen (Uppsala University) WHERE HAVE ALL THE WOMEN WITH FGC AND SEXUAL PROBLEMS GONE?
12:30 PM Christopher J Vaughn (University of Chicago) FEMALE GENITAL CIRCUMCISION: BIOMEDICAL AND FEMINIST CRITIQUES FROM THE "OUTSIDE"
12:45 PM Ylva K Hernlund (University of Washington) PLEASURE IN ITS PLACE: SOME GAMBIAN THOUGHTS ON THE SOURCE OF CHAOS
1:00 PM Sara Johndotter (MalM University) THE BACKLASH OF PRO-ORGASM INTENTIONS IN ANTI-FGM CAMPAIGNING
1:15 PM Fuambai S Ahamou (University of Chicago) REFLECTIONS ON WESTERN PSYCHOANALYSIS, FEMALE "CASTRATION", AND EXCISION
1:30 PM Ellen Gruenbaum (Purdue University)
1:45 PM End of Session

FORGING FAMILY: LEGAL DOCUMENTS AS NEW KINSHIP TECHNOLOGIES (Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology) Continental Parlor 2
Organizer/Chair: Sameena Mulla (Johns Hopkins University)
12:00 PM Srimati Basu (University of Kentucky) DOCUMENTING THE INSCRUTABLE: TRANSLATING SEX IN AN INDIAN COURTROOM
12:15 PM Siodhartaan Maunaguru "PICTURE"ING MARRIAGES: LEGALIZING TRADITIONS, KINSHIPS AND MARRIAGE THROUGH NEW "LEGAL" DOCUMENTS
12:30 PM Christine M Hegel-Cantarella (CUNY Graduate Center) BETWEEN PROMISES AND SURETY DOCUMENTS: SECURING A MARRIAGE IN EGYPT
12:45 PM Shonna L Trinch (John Jay College, CUNY) THE MEANING AND IMPORTANCE OF FAMILY IN FAMILY VIOLENCE CASES IN THE U.S. LEGAL SYSTEM
1:00 PM Sameena Mulla (Johns Hopkins University) HOME, HARM AND HEALING: DOCUMENTARY REGIMES OF THE DOMESTIC IN SEXUAL ASSAULT INTERVENTION
1:15 PM Jennifer A Hamilton (Hampshire College) LEGAL DOCUMENTS, ANCESTRY AND THE KINNING OF GENETIC CODES
1:30 PM Discussion
1:45 PM End of Session
0-018 LANGUAGE IN DC: THE BIDIRECTIONAL CONSTRUCTION OF ETHNORACIAL IDENTITY AND PLACE (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Continental Parlor 3
Organizer(s): Robert J Podesva and Cala A Zubair
Chair: Cala A Zubair
12:00 PM NATALIE SCHILLING-ESTES CARVING A SOCIOCULTURAL PLACE IN INNER-CITY DC THROUGH NARRATIVE AND DIALECT STYLE
12:15 PM CALA A ZUBAIR DISCOURSES OF HISTORY IN A GENTRIFYING NEIGHBORHOOD OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
12:30 PM ROBERT J PODESVA LINKING PHONOLOGICAL VARIATION TO DISCOURSES OF ETHNICITY AND PLACE IN DC
12:45 PM JIA LOU (Georgetown University) THE MULTIDIRECTIONAL SPATIALIZATION OF “CHINESE” IN WASHINGTON, DC CHINATOWN
1:00 PM GABRIELLA MODAN (Ohio State) and SHUMAN, Amy E (Ohio State University) “THERE’S NO MORE SECOND CHEEK”: DEIXIS, NEGATION, AND ZIONIST SUBJECTIVITY IN DC ETHNIC NARRATIVES
1:15 PM BONNIE MCELHINNY (University of Toronto) Discussion
1:30 PM End of Session

0-019 LATIN AMERICA-BORDERLANDS IN A GLOBAL CONTEXT (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Continental Parlor 5
Chair: Gabriele Kohnahl (CSUN)
12:00 PM Introduction
12:15 PM GABRIELE KOHPAHL (CSUN) ENGENDERING THE BORDER: MEXICAN WOMEN IN EL PASO, TEXAS
12:30 PM JOSE L SANTOS GOD AND MEN IN EL SALVADOR
12:45 PM Break
1:00 PM FAZILA F BHIMJI (University Central Lancashire) CROSSING EL PASO: MEXICANS AND CENTRAL AMERICANS CONTEST THE U.S.-TEXAS/MEXICAN BORDER
1:15 PM LAUREN A HAYES WOMAN WORK: WOMEN, DAUGHTERS, AND MICROFINANCE IN THE BAY ISLANDS OF HONDURAS
1:30 PM Discussion
1:45 PM End of Session

0-020 MEDICAL TOURISM: SEEKING STEM CELLS, KIDNEYS, BABIES, AND BEAUTY IN A GLOBAL WORLD (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Continental Parlor 8
Organizer(s): Amy Speier (Lawrence University) and Beth E Kangas (Oakland University)
Chair: Amy Speier (Lawrence University)
12:00 PM BETH E KANGAS (Oakland University) MEDICAL TOURISM AND THE (UN)LINKING OF PEOPLE, NATIONS, TERRITORIES, AND CULTURES
12:15 PM PRISCILLA P SONG (Harvard U) FROM CYBERSPACE TO CHINA: BIOTECH PILGRIMS AND THE TRANSNATIONAL QUEST FOR STEM CELL CURES
12:30 PM SARA L ACKERMAN (UNC Chapel Hill) IMAGING JOURNEYS: BEFORE AND AFTER PHOTOGRAPHS, ON-LINE SOCIALITY, AND TRAVEL NARRATIVES AMONG NORTH AMERICAN COSMETIC SURGERY PATIENTS IN COSTA RICA
12:45 PM ANDREA M WHITTAKER (University of Melbourne) TO HAVE BABY... WILL TRAVEL: REPRODUCTIVE TRAVEL/TOURISM IN THAILAND
1:00 PM AMY SPEIER (Lawrence University) IVF VACATION: PROVIDING “MODERN” FERTILITY TREATMENTS AT LOWER COSTS
1:15 PM DIANE M TOBER (UCSF) KIDNEYS AND CONTROVERSIES: ORGAN FLOW AND MEDICAL TOURISM IN IRAN
1:30 PM MARCIA C INHORN (Yale U) End of Session
0-021

MODES OF COLLABORATION: HOW TO ENGAGE IN THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY
(Reviewed by National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Sutter A
Chair: Sherylyn H Briller (Wayne State University)
12:00 PM DAVID M FETTERMAN (Stanford University) EMPOWERMENT EVALUATION: A
COLLABORATIVE APPROACH TO IMPROVING STANFORD'S MEDICAL SCHOOL
CURRICULUM
12:15 PM CHARLES H SEAGLE (Macro International) WHOSE EVIDENCE? WHOSE PRACTICE?
MODIFYING ‘EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE’ IN CHILD TRAUMA
12:30 PM ALEXANDRA L CRAMPTON (University of Michigan)
12:45 PM MARIA AMELIA VITERI (AMERICAN UNIVERSITY) and TOBLER, Aaron M (American
University) BRIDGING TROUBLED WATERS: A CASE-STUDY OF STUDENT
ENGAGEMENT IN CONFERENCE DEVELOPMENT
1:00 PM SHERLYN H BRILLER (Wayne State University) and GOLDMACHER, Amy (Wayne
State University) ENGAGING STUDENTS IN DESIGNING ANTHROPOLOGICAL
CAREERS: CREATING A SERIES OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT EXERCISES
1:15 PM Discussion
1:45 PM End of Session

0-022

ON THE EDGE OF THE DREAM: NARRATIVES OF ARRIVAL AND FORECLOSURE (Reviewed
by American Ethnological Society) Continental Parlor 6
Organizer(s): Caitrin Lynch (Olin College) and
Kristin L Bright (New York University)
Chair: Sarah E Lamb (Brandeis U.)
12:00 PM CAITRIN LYNCH (Olin College) ARRIVING AT A RETIREMENT JOB: NARRATING
AMBIVALENCE, ANALYZING DISLOCATION
12:15 PM ANN J RUS (U. Rochester Medical Center) ARRIVING AT DECISIONS ABOUT
“DESTINATION THERAPIES” NEAR THE END OF LIFE
12:30 PM KATE SCHECHTER ANALYSIS DEFERRED: THE “TALKING CURE” TALKS BACK
12:45 PM Kristin L Bright (New York University) CRACKS IN THE MARBLE: COMING TO
AMERICA AND THE DREAM OF PUBLIC MEDICINE
1:00 PM AMY A DONOVAN (UC Berkeley) and ADAMS, Rachael V UNDER THE RADAR AND
OFF THE GRID: RIDING THE RAILS TO WORK—HOBO SONGS AND OTHER
HISTORICAL AND CONTEMPORARY LABOR NARRATIVES OF HOMELESS AMERICA
1:15 PM JEAN N SCANLdyn (UCD) MULTIPLE ARRIVALS: NARRATIVES OF HOPE AND
PROMISE AMONG INNER CITY YOUTH
1:30 PM ANAHI Viladrich (Hunter College, CUNY)
1:45 PM End of Session

0-023

PEOPLE IN MOTION, THINGS IN MOTION: TALES OF TRANSNATIONAL WORK (Reviewed by
Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology)
Union Square 23 & 24
Organizer(s): Mathangi Krishnamurthy (UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN) and
Elizabeth H LeFlore (The University of Texas at Austin)
Chair: Mathangi Krishnamurthy (UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN)
12:00 PM GORDON C MATHEWS (Chinese Univ. of Hong Kong) CHUNGKING MANSIONS AS A
WORLD CENTER OF LOW-END GLOBALIZATION
12:15 PM ELIZABETH H LEFLORE (The University of Texas at Austin) THE FORCE OF
DEVOTION: PERFORMING A TRANSNATIONAL SPIRITUALITY
12:30 PM YONNHEE KANG (Nanyang Technological University (Singapore)) GOD’S GREEN
CARD: MEANINGS OF MOBILITY IN RELIGIOUS NARRATIVES AMONG
INDONESIAN MIGRANT WORKERS IN PHILADELPHIA
12:45 PM SRABANI MAITRA NEGOTIATING THE BLOCKED MOBILITY EFFECTS: LIVED
EXPERIENCES OF SOUTH ASIAN IMMIGRANT WOMEN IN HOME-BASED WORK IN
TORONTO
1:00 PM  **BEHZAD BS SARMADI** IN SEARCH OF A SPACE FOR IDENTITY: IRANIAN EXPERIENCES IN DUBAI
1:15 PM  **MATHANGI KRISHNAMURTHY** (UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN) JUST ANOTHER JOB: TRANSNATIONALITY AND MOBILITY IN THE INDIAN CALL CENTER ECONOMY
1:30 PM  Discussion
1:45 PM  End of Session

**0-024**  RECONSIDERING SELVES IN SOCIETY: INTERSECTIONAL APPROACHES ON INCLUSION, WELLBEING, AND SOCIAL JUSTICE (Reviewed by Society for Psychological Anthropology)  *Yosemite B*
Organizer: Karen Gainer Sirota (Rutgers University)
Chair: Karen Gainer Sirota (Rutgers University)
12:00 PM  **ELIZABETH H NICKRENZ** (University of Chicago) BUILDING BRIDGES BETWEEN SOCIAL AND MEDICAL MODELS OF AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER
12:15 PM  **JUDITH L.M. McCAY** SOCIAL JUSTICE, INCLUSION AND THE POLITICAL IMPACT OF QUALITATIVE RESEARCH: A VIEW ON ALLIED RESEARCH AIMS IN SOCIAL WORK AND ANTHROPOLOGY
SHDAIMAH, Corey S. (University of Maryland)
12:30 PM  **JUSTIN B RICHLAND** (UC Irvine) THE HOPI STATE OF/AS EXCEPTION: TRADITION AS LIMIT ON WAYS OF KNOWING
12:45 PM  **MI KYUNG KIM** (UCLA) BAGUAZHANG’S CHALLENGE FOR A CRITICALLY INCLUSIVE ANTHROPOLOGY: MODELS OF HEALTH AND EMBODIED SELF-EXPERIENCE IN AN INTERNAL CHINESE MARTIAL ART
1:00 PM  **SUZANNE PELKA** (UCLA) BIO-GENETIC SHAPE SHIFTERS: INTENTIONALITY, POWER, AND CULTURAL MODELS OF KINSHIP AMONGST GAY FATHERS, THEIR BIOLOGICAL CHILDREN, AND THEIR REPRODUCTIVE “THIRD PARTIES”
1:15 PM  **KATHLEEN BARLOW**
1:30 PM  **MARJORIE FAULSTICH**
1:45 PM  End of Session

**0-025**  REMIXING ANTHROPOLOGY: COLLABORATION 2.0 IN THE REPUTATION ECONOMY (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology)  *Union Square 18*
Organizer(s): P. Kerim Friedman (Nat’l. Dong Hwa Univ. TAIWAN) and Michael L Wesch (Kansas State University)
Chair: P. Kerim Friedman (Nat’l. Dong Hwa Univ. TAIWAN)
12:00 PM  **P. KERIM FRIEDMAN** (Nat’l. Dong Hwa Univ. TAIWAN) MASSIVELY MULTIPLAYER ONLINE ANTHROPOLOGY
12:15 PM  **TODO S HARPLE** (Intel Corporation) TOGETHER ALONE: PARADOXES OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL COLLABORATION
12:30 PM  **KIMBERLY A CHRISTEN** (Washington State University) QUESTIONS OF PROPERNESS: DEBATING THE ECOLOGY OF INFORMATION SHARING IN THE DIGITAL AGE
12:45 PM  **ERIC C KANSA** THE MASS-CUSTOMIZATION OF PLACES: PEER PRODUCTION, DATA-MINING, AND THE EXPERIENCE OF PLACE
1:00 PM  **CASEY K O’DONNELL** (University of Georgia) WRITING GAME ETHNOGRAPHIES: THE POETICS AND POLITICS OF INTERACTIVE NARRATIVE
1:15 PM  **MICHAEL L WESCH** (Kansas State University) DIGGING IN THE DIGITAL DATABASE OF THE MUNDANE: THE DIGITAL LIVES OF SAN FRANCISCO
1:30 PM  **CHRISTOPHER M KELTY** (Rice University)
1:45 PM  End of Session
0-026 TALKING BACK: MEDIA, MUSLIMS AND MARGINALIZATION IN SOUTH ASIA (Reviewed by Society for Anthropology of Religion) Sutter B Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Sally A Steindorf (Syracuse University) and Carla Bellamy (Baruch College)

12:00 PM Introduction
12:15 PM CARLA BELLAMY (Baruch College) DEFINE, DEFEND, DISMISS: ISLAM IN URDU AND HINDI PAMPHLET LITERATURE
12:30 PM JOEL LEE (Columbia University) THE NEW AHLE KITAAB: DALIT MUSLIM PROTEST WRITERS IN INDIA
12:45 PM SALLY A STEINDORF (Syracuse University) TELEVISION TALK: RURAL INDIANS’ ARTICULATIONS OF SELF AND OTHER IN THE CONTEXT OF MUSLIM SERIALS
1:00 PM ANAND V TANEJA ‘MUSLIMNESS’ IN HINDI CINEMA: THE AMBIGUITY OF THE (ANTI)NATIONAL SELF
1:15 PM PETER S GOTTESCHALK (Wesleyan University)
1:30 PM Discussion
1:45 PM End of Session

0-027 THE POLITICS OF UN·NATURAL NATURES: SCIENCE, ENVIRONMENT AND WORLD MAKING. (Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Section) Franciscan C Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Andrew S Mathews (UC Santa Cruz) and Adam P Henne (University of Georgia)

12:00 PM ANDREW S MATHEWS (UC Santa Cruz) HOW DOES AN OAK CHANGE THE MEXICAN STATE? CAN NATURAL ACTORS RE-MAKE POLITICAL LANDSCAPES?
12:15 PM ADAM P HENNE (University of Georgia) GOOD WOOD AND GOOD GOVERNMENT: FOREST CERTIFICATION AND THE STATE IN CHILE
12:30 PM PETER S ALAGONA (Harvard University) THE MOJAVE DESERT TORTOISE INDUSTRY
12:45 PM PAUL F ROBBINS TERRITORIES OF PREHENSION: CONSUMING AND BEING CONSUMED IN CONSERVATION AREAS
1:00 PM SARAH HUNT (University of Georgia) DOES A BEAR SH*T IN THE WOODS? AND SHOULD A HUMAN?: RE-EMBEDDING THE SOCIAL WORLD IN NATURE THROUGH DESIGNED ECOSYSTEMS.
1:15 PM TIMOTHY CHOI (UC Davis)
1:30 PM J. PETER BROSIUS (University of Georgia)
1:45 PM End of Session

0-028 Invited Session: THEORY, RELEVANCE, METHODS, AND THE FUTURE OF COGNITIVE ANTHROPOLOGY (Society for Anthropological Sciences) Lombard Organizer/Chair: David B Kronenfeld (UC Riverside)

12:00 PM DAVID B KRONENFELD (UC Riverside) THEORY, RELEVANCE, METHODS, AND THE FUTURE OF COGNITIVE ANTHROPOLOGY
12:15 PM GIOVANNI BENNARDO (northern illinois university) UNIT OF ANALYSIS FOR CULTURE IN MIND: A LINGUISTIC METAPHOR PROPOSAL
12:30 PM VICTOR C DE MUNCK (SUNY-New Paltz) THE SELF AND CULTURAL MODELS AS INTERACTING SYSTEMS USING COURTSHIP PROCESSES IN THE U.S. AS AN EXAMPLE
12:45 PM JOHN B GATEWOOD (Lehigh University) and CAMERON, Catherine M (Cedar Crest College) TEMPORAL SCALE AND DEGREE OF CONSENSUS AS VARIABLES IN CULTURAL MODEL RESEARCH: RESIDENTS’ UNDERSTANDINGS OF TOURISM IN THE TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS
1:00 PM MICHAEL D FISCHER (U Kent, Canterbury) WHY SCHNEIDER WAS RIGHT - AND WRONG: LIMITS ON THE LOGIC OF EMERGENT RELATIONSHIPS
1:15 PM NORBERT O ROSS (Vanderbilt University) CULTURE, THE MIND AND THE SOCIAL AN INTERACTIVE PROCESS
1:30 PM CLAUDIA STRAUSS (Pitzer College) CULTURAL MODELS AND SOCIAL DISCOURSES
1:45 PM End of Session
**0-029**

**USING THE PAST TO UNDERSTAND THE FUTURE: BIOARCHAEOLOGY AND FORENSICS**
(Reviewed by Biological Anthropology Section) Franciscan B

Chair: Heidi J Bauer-Clapp (University of Massachusetts, Amherst)

12:00 PM

**LISA Y RIOS** (University of Nevada, Las Vegas) and MARTIN, Debra L (University of Nevada, Las Vegas) THE ANCESTRAL PUEBLO PEOPLE OF BLACK MESA: LESSONS FOR SUSTAINABILITY, COMMUNAL LIVING AND AN ABSENCE OF VIOLENCE

12:15 PM

**KATHRYN BAUSTIAN and MARTIN, DEBRA L** (University of Nevada, Las Vegas) A SLICE OF LIFE FROM A BRONZE AGE VILLAGE: READING THE BONES FROM A COLLECTIVE TOMB

12:30 PM

**CONRAD B QUINTYN** (Bloomsburg University, PA.) BIOLOGICAL ANSWERS TO SOCIAL QUESTIONS: FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGY, ADMIXTURE, AND THE INCREASING DIFFICULTIES IN FINDING "RACE."

12:45 PM

**SHARYN JONES** (University of Alabama at Birmingham), QUINN, Rhonda L and WALSH-HANEY, Heather A FEASTS OF MEN OR KANA TAMATA: INTERDISCIPLINARY DATA ON CANNIBALISM IN FIJI

1:00 PM

**HEIDI J BAUER-CLAPP** (University of Massachusetts, Amherst) and PEREZ, Ventura R (University of Massachusetts) OPPRESSION, STRESS, AND VIOLENCE: A BIOARCHAEOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF SKELETAL REMAINS OF THE YAQUI FROM SONORA, MEXICO

1:15 PM Discussion

1:45 PM End of Session

**0-030**

Council for Museum Anthropology BOARD MEETING Union Square 8

Organizer: Alex Barker (University of Missouri)

12:00 PM-2:00 PM

**0-031**

Invited Session: ADVOCACY ON THE FRONTLINES: REFLECTIONS FROM ACTIVIST SCHOLARS WORKING FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND SOCIAL CHANGE (AAA Committee for Human Rights) Union Square 17

Organizer: Victoria D Sanford (Lehman College-CUNY)

Chair: Rob Albro (George Washington University)

12:00 PM Introduction

12:15 PM

**ANA C ZENTELLA** (UC San Diego) LANGUAGE AND SOCIAL JUSTICE: THE US CENSUS BUREAU'S LANGUAGE QUESTIONS AND CLASSIFICATIONS

12:30 PM

**SARA L.M. DAVIS** (Asia Catalyst) ADVOCATING FOR GRASSROOTS CIVIL SOCIETY IN CHINA

12:45 PM

**KIMBERLY S THEIDON** (Harvard) RECONSTRUCTING MASCULINITIES: WORKING WITH FORMER COMBATANTS IN COLOMBIA

1:00 PM

**KATHRYN R LIBAL** (University of Connecticut) AMPLIFYING THE ADVOCACY OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND HUMANITARIAN ORGANIZATIONS ON BEHALF OF DISPLACED IRAQIS

1:15 PM

**VICTORIA D SANFORD** (Lehman College-CUNY) and WALSH-HANEY, Heather A USING THE TOOLS OF ANTHROPOLOGY TO CHALLENGE IMPUNITY AND PROCEDURAL INJUSTICE

1:30 PM

**TERENCE S TURNER** (General Anthropology)

1:45 PM

**ALEX HINTON** (Rutgers U)

2:00 PM

**ALDO CIVICO** (Columbia University)

3:45 PM End of Session
0-032 GENDER AND SUSTAINABILITY: PUTTING INCLUSION, COLLABORATION AND ENGAGEMENT INTO ENVIRONMENTAL PRAXIS (Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Section) Union Square 22
Organizer(s): Pamela D McElwee (Arizona State University) and Maria L Cruz-Torres (Arizona State University)
Chair: Maria L Cruz-Torres (Arizona State University)
12:00 PM MARIA L CRUZ-TORRES (Arizona State University) GENDER AND SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOODS IN FISHING-DEPENDENT MEXICAN COMMUNITIES
12:15 PM LINDA D'AMICO (Winona State University) ENVIRONMENTALISM AND GENDER IN INTAG, ECUADOR
12:30 PM STEPHANIE J. BUECHLER (University of Arizona) SUSTAINABILITY OF GENDERED AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING IN THE CONTEXT OF WATER SCARCITY AND CLIMATE CHANGE ON THE MEXICAN BORDER WITH THE UNITED STATES
12:45 PM REBECCA MEUNINCK (Michigan State University) GENDER, SUSTAINABILITY, AND FAIR TRADE COFFEE: THE IMPACTS OF THE FAIR TRADE MOVEMENT/MARKET ON FAMILY FARMERS IN MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL
1:00 PM DANA E POWELL (UNC-Chapel Hill) GRANDMA LADIES AND GREEN POWER: ENERGY DEVELOPMENT ACTIVISM ON THE NAVAJO NATION
1:15 PM LISA L GEZON (U West Georgia) Discussion
1:30 PM JAMES F EDER (Arizona State University) THE ROLE OF GENDER IN THE REDUCTION OF FISHING EFFORT IN THE COASTAL PHILIPPINES
2:00 PM PORANEE NATADECHA-SPONSEL (CHAMINADE UNIVERSITY OF HONOLULU) CHANGING ROLES: PERCEPTIONS OF WORKING WOMEN IN THAILAND
2:15 PM GEORGINA R DREW (UNC, Chapel Hill) MORE THAN WATER: GENDER AND DEVELOPMENT IN DEBATES OVER THE FUTURE OF THE GANGES RIVER
2:30 PM NEERA M SINGH (Michigan State University) GENDERED SPACES AND WOMEN'S VOICES: ENGENDERING OF COMMUNITY FORESTRY IN ORISSA, INDIA
2:45 PM HONG ANH T Vu FIRMLY ENSCONCED IN A MALE BASTION: WOMEN, SHRIMP FARMING
3:00 PM PAMELA D McELWEE (Arizona State University) THE GENDERED DIMENSIONS OF ILLEGAL TRADE IN ENDANGERED SPECIES
3:15 PM JOAN P MENCHER (CUNY) Discussion
3:30 PM End of Session

0-033 REPRESENTATION, CULTURAL HERITAGE AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF IDENTITY (Reviewed by Council for Museum Anthropology) Continental Parlor 7
Organizer: Alex Barker (University of Missouri)
Chair: J. Daniel Rogers (Smithsonian Institution)
12:00 PM J. DANIEL ROGERS (Smithsonian Institution) and ALTERMAN, Jai ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE GLOBAL MUSEUM
12:15 PM ANNU JALAIS (London School of Economics) STATE SECRETS AND ARTIFACTS
12:30 PM MELISSA S BIGGS COUPAL (U Texas-Austin) EL PASADO PRESENTE: VISITING THE SALA MEXICA AT THE MUSEO NACIONAL DE ANTROPOLOGIA IN MEXICO CITY
12:45 PM KATHRYN K KLEIN (University of New Mexico) COLLABORATIVE PARTNERSHIPS AND COMMUNITY PROJECTS: THE ALFONSO ORTIZ CENTER FOR INTERCULTURAL STUDIES
1:00 PM MARGARET B BODEMER DOI MOI IN THE MUSEUM: ENGAGING SOCIAL ISSUES IN AN ANTHROPOLOGY MUSEUM IN CONTEMPORARY VIETNAM
1:15 PM ANITA L HARRIS (University of Louisville) MURALS OF TREME: A SYNERGY OF VISUAL ART, NARRATIVE, AND NATIONHOOD
1:30 PM Break
2:15 PM  Eika Ta  MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION AT THE OSAKA HUMAN RIGHTS MUSEUM
2:30 PM  Alexander V Benitez (George Mason University)  ARCHAEOLOGY’S RESPONSIBILITY TO ARCHAEOLOGY’S LEGACY
2:45 PM  Soma W. Morse (University of Victoria)  OUR NEIGHBOURHOOD, (Y)OUR MUSEUM? QUERYING THE PROMISES OF A COMMUNITY-BASED EXHIBIT.
3:00 PM  W Warner Wood (Central Washington University) and Turner, Kathryne (Central Washington University)  EXHIBITING THE WIND’S POWER: ENGAGING PRIVATE, NON-PROFIT, TRIBAL, AND PUBLIC STAKEHOLDERS IN COLLABORATIVE STUDENT-DRIVEN EXHIBIT MAKING
3:15 PM  Patricia L Nietfeld (NMAI, Smithsonian Institution) and Benitez, Alexander V (George Mason University)  NOT DEAD YET: RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES WITH MUSEUM COLLECTIONS
3:45 PM  End of Session

0-034

SURGICAL FUTURES: PERSON, NATION, POPULATION  (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology)  Imperial A
Organizer(s): Fouzieyha Towghi (UCBerkeley and UCSF), Organizer: Elizabeth F. S. Roberts (University of Michigan) and Organizer: Lawrence Cohen (UC Berkeley)
Chair(s): Lawrence Cohen (UC Berkeley) and Elizabeth F. S. Roberts (University of Michigan)

12:00 PM  Introduction:  Lawrence Cohen (UC Berkeley)
12:15 PM  S. Lochlann Jain  (Oxidate Wkg Group/ Stanford)  A MISSING SPONGE
12:30 PM  Lori Leonard  NEW WOMEN, NEW WORLDS: GENITAL CUTTING IN SOUTHERN CHAD
12:45 PM  Fouzieyha Towghi  (UCBerkeley and UCSF)  THE “OPERABILITY” OF IN-OPERABLE BODIES: PARTICULARIZING RURAL WOMEN’S SOCIALITY TO NORMALIZE INJECTIONS AND HYSERECTOMIES IN PAKISTAN.
1:00 PM  Lawrence Cohen (UC Berkeley)  OPERABLE TIME AND SELF-SURGERY: WORK VERSUS LABOR IN PROJECTS OF SELF
1:15 PM  Warwick Anderson (University of Sydney)
1:30 PM  Discussion
1:45 PM  Break
2:00 PM  Alexander B Edmonds  (University of Amsterdam)  LEARNING TO LOVE YOURSELF: AESTHETIC MEDICINE AS SELF-GOVERNANCE IN BRAZIL
2:15 PM  Megan Crowley-Matoka  (UPittsburgh/UChicago)  OPERATING (FOR) LEGITIMACY?: PAIN, AMBIGUITY AND SURGICAL POWER
2:30 PM  Eric D Plemons  SURGICAL COMPASSION: THE MARK ON THE MARKET AND THE ETHICS OF MERCY
2:45 PM  Elizabeth F. S. Roberts  (University of Michigan)  THE SCARS OF GOVERNANCE
3:00 PM  Susan Stryker
3:15 PM  Discussion
3:45 PM  End of Session

0-034A

FIGURES OF INDONESIAN MODERNITY  (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society)  Union Square 20
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Johan Lindquist (Stockholm University) and Joshua Barker (University of Toronto)

12:00 PM  Introduction
12:15 PM  Tom Boellstorff  (U of California, Irvine)  ODHA
12:30 PM  Dadi Darmadi  (Center for the Study of Islam and Society, Jakarta, Indonesia)  PAK HAJI: A MUSLIM FIGURE OF INDONESIAN MODERNITY
12:45 PM  James B. Hoesterey  (U of Wisconsin-Madison)  TELE-DAI (MUSLIM TELEVISION PREACHER)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM</td>
<td>Karen Strassler</td>
<td>Pakar Telematika (The Authenticity Expert): Technology, Scandal and Credibility in Post-Suharto Indonesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15 PM</td>
<td>Aryo Danusiri</td>
<td>Orang LSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 PM</td>
<td>Johan Lindquist</td>
<td>Petugas Lapangan (Field Operative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:45 PM</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
<td>Doreen Lee</td>
<td>Aktivis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15 PM</td>
<td>John M MacDougall</td>
<td>Militants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM</td>
<td>Jesse H. Grayman</td>
<td>The GAM Ex-Combatant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45 PM</td>
<td>Sheri Lynn Gibbings</td>
<td>Pedagang Kaki Lima (Street Vendor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
<td>S Chris Brown</td>
<td>Anak Jalanan (&quot;Street Kid&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15 PM</td>
<td>Joshua Barker</td>
<td>Orang Kaya (Rich Person): The Discourse on Wealth in an Indonesian Slum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 PM</td>
<td>Rosalind Morris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45 PM</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**0-035**

AAA Committee on Ethics

AAA COMMITTEE ON ETHICS Union Square 12

1:00 PM-3:00 PM

Chair Katherine C. MacKinnon (St. Louis University)

**0-036**

AAA Anthropology Education Committee

ANTHROPOLOGY & EDUCATION COMMITTEE MEETING Union Square 10

1:00 PM-3:00 PM

**0-037**

WORKSHOP: HOW TO WRITE A SUCCESSFUL GRANT Union Square 13

1:00 PM-3:00 PM

Leslie C Aiello (Wenner-Gren Foundation) Deborah Winslow (NSF)

**0-038**

Society for Humanistic Anthropology

WORKSHOP: HOW TO TURN YOUR DISSERTATION INTO A BOOK Union Square 19

1:00 PM-4:00 PM

Gary Dunham (SUNY Press)

**0-039**

National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

PLANNING MEETING Union Square 11

1:00 PM-5:00 PM

Organizer(s): Dennis Wiedman (Florida International) and Mary Odell Butler (University of Maryland)

**0-040**

AAA ASSOCIATION OPERATIONS COMMITTEE MEETING Union Square 21

1:30 PM-3:30 PM

Chair Deborah L. Nichols (Dartmouth College)

**0-041**

AAA Committee on Scientific Communication

Union Square 5

1:30 PM-3:30 PM

Chair Sally Engle Merry (NYU)

**0-044**

COMMUNITY INCLUSION, COLLABORATION AND ENGAGEMENT IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF TOURISM

(Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Yosemite B

Organizer/Chair: Julie Hartley (Brigham Young University)

2:00 PM

Catherine M Cameron (Cedar Crest College) and Gatewood, John B (Lehigh University) COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT IN TOURISM DEVELOPMENT: THE PROBLEM OF CULTURE LAG

2:15 PM

James Tim M Wallace (North Carolina State U) APPLIED, COLLABORATIVE ETHNOGRAPHY AND TOURISM IN THREE COUNTRIES: SOME WILL AND SOME WON'T

2:30 PM

Carol J Evans (Eliz. City State University) CONFLICT AND COLLABORATION FROM INDIGENOUS POPULATIONS TOWARDS TOURISM DEVELOPMENT IN APPALACHIA
2:45 PM  JULIE HARTLEY (Brigham Young University) THE PUBLIC IN PUBLIC LANDS TOURISM
3:00 PM  DAVID L HOUSTON (McGill University) MANY LEVELS OF ENGAGEMENT: LOCAL RESPONSE TO TOURISM IN ST. MARTIN/SINT MAARTEN
3:15 PM  VALENE SMITH NAMIBIA WILDLIFE HERITAGE TOURISM: A COLLABORATIVE INDUSTRY SUCCESS
3:30 PM  CARLA GUERRON-MONTERO (University of Delaware) End of Session

0-045  CONCEPTUALIZING, NEGOTIATING AND EXECUTING POWER: CASE STUDIES FROM AFRICA (Reviewed by Association for Africanist Anthropology) Continental Parlor 6 Chair: Stephanie K Rupp (CUNY/Lehman College)
2:00 PM  REBECCA L GOLDEN (Tulane University) MOVING FROM THE WAR ZONE TO THE WARRIOR: IJAW VIOLENCES AND OTHER KILLER NOTES
2:15 PM  FREHIWOT TESFAYE (York University) UNDERSTANDING ETHNOGRAPHIC KNOWLEDGE AS TWO WAY PROCESSES OF EMPOWERMENT: FOOD AID AND THE ETHIOPIAN FAMILIES
2:30 PM  KIYOSHI TAKEUCHI (University of Toyama) FROM ‘COMMUNITY THROUGH EXCLUSION’ TO ‘MARGINALIZED AND FRAGMENTED COMMUNITY’: THE AKA FOREST FORAGERS SOCIETY IN THE REPLUBLIC OF THE CONGO
2:45 PM  MOUGO NYAGGAH (California State U Fullerton) KENYA: ETHNIC DISCOURSES, COLONIAL LEGACY, FAILING DEMOCRACY AND GENOCIDE
3:00 PM  STEPHANIE K RUPP (CUNY/Lehman College) AFRICA AND CHINA: ENGAGING POSTCOLONIAL INTERDEPENDENCIES?
3:15 PM  MARK DAVIDHEISER (Nova Southeastern University) ‘MEN DON’T WANT TO TELL THE TRUTH’: THE GENDERING OF DISPUTE PROCESSING BEHAVIORS AND PREFERENCES
3:30 PM  Discussion
3:45 PM  End of Session

0-046  CULTURED YOUTH (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Union Square 18 Chair: Suad A Khabeer (Princeton University)
2:00 PM  SOO AH KWON (University of Illinois) YOUTH POLITICAL ACTIVIST: CONFRONTING THE LIMITS OF STATE AND CIVIL SOCIETY
2:15 PM  MARIE E LOWE (University of Alaska) GENERALLY IN THE COUNTRY OR PARTICULARLY IN THE CITY: YOUTH CULTURE IN COASTAL ALASKA
2:30 PM  LOUIS H MARCELIN (Family & Community Research Ctr) GANGS, DRUGS, GENERATION, AND VIOLENCE IN PORT-AU-PRINCE, HAITI AND MIAMI-DADE, US: A TRANSNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
2:45 PM  ONEKA LABENNETT (Fordham U) TOWARDS A YOUTH CULTURE CENTERED APPROACH TO WEST INDIAN TRANSNATIONALISM: HOW CAN HIP HOP HELP ANTHROPOLOGY?
3:00 PM  SUAD A KHABEER (Princeton University) RACE, PLACE AND ISLAM IN CHICAGO
3:15 PM  CHRISTINA M GETRICH (University of New Mexico) NAVIGATING IMMIGRANT "ILLEGALITY": SECOND-GENERATION MEXICAN YOUTH AND THE U.S.-MEXICO BORDER SURVEILLANCE REGIME
3:30 PM  Discussion
3:45 PM  End of Session

0-046A  MULTILINGUAL LANGUAGE AND EDUCATION POLICIES AND IDEOLOGIES (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Continental Parlor 9 Chair: Huamei Han (Simon Fraser University)
2:00 PM  HUAMEI HAN (Simon Fraser University) IDENTIFYING "WESTERNERS", AND BECOMING "CHINESE IMMIGRANTS": LANGUAGE LEARNING AND IDENTITY (RE)CONSTRUCTION IN CANADA
2:15 PM  **Kimberly S Anderson** (Regional Ed. Laboratory-SE) KEY POINTS IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF POLICY AS PRACTICE: LESSONS FROM LANGUAGE EDUCATION POLICY ETHNOGRAPHY

2:30 PM  **Kara D Brown** (U of South Carolina) EDUCATION FOR HOMOGENIZATION? MINORITY & REGIONAL LANGUAGE EDUCATION IN ESTONIA

2:45 PM  **Luz A Murillo** (The University of Texas Pan-American) "A LANGUAGE MAKES A PERSON WHO THEY ARE"

3:00 PM  **Lauren R Zentz** (University of Arizona) LANGUAGE IDEOLOGY ACQUISITION AND ENACTMENT IN A BILINGUAL KINDERGARTEN CLASSROOM

3:15 PM  **Preetam Prakash** and HAYES, Lauren A BUILDING COMPETENCE: PERSPECTIVES ON BILINGUAL EDUCATION IN ARIZONA

3:30 PM  Discussion

3:45 PM  End of Session

### 0-048

EMPIRICAL SCIENCE, CONCEPTIONS OF NATURE AND SPIRITUALITY: CRITICAL INTERSECTIONS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND CONSERVATION IN LATIN AMERICA (Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Section)  **Franciscan B** Organizer/Chair: Catherine M Tucker (Indiana University)

2:00 PM  **Kristin Norget** PAPA DIOS & NUESTRA MADRE TIERRA: NOTES ON THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE AND THE SCIENCE OF RELIGION

2:15 PM  **Colleen M Scanlan Lyons** (University of Colorado, Boulder) RELIGION, SPIRITUALITY, PRACTICES, AND POLITICS: WHERE IS GOD IN SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVISM?

2:30 PM  **Andrea Ballester** (University of California-Irvine) FAITH IN THE FUTURE: SCENARIOS, SCIENCE, AND WATER IN COSTA RICA

2:45 PM  **Catherine M Tucker** (Indiana University) CONTRADICTIONS, CORRELATIONS AND TRANSFORMATIONS: EXAMINING FOREST MANAGEMENT, COFFEE PRODUCTION AND INDIGENOUS BELIEFS IN HONDURAS

3:00 PM  **Andrew S Mathews** (UC Santa Cruz)

3:15 PM  **Arturo Escobar** (UNC - Chapel Hill)

3:30 PM  Discussion

3:45 PM  End of Session

### 0-049

Invited Session: ETHNOGRAPHIC FILM, ETHICS, AND EMOTION: HONORING THE WORK OF KARL G. HEIDER (Society for Visual Anthropology)  **Continental Parlor 1**

Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Kimberly K Cavanagh (University of South Carolina) and Bridget McDonnell (University of South Carolina)

2:00 PM  Introduction

2:15 PM  **James Peacock** (University of North Carolina)

2:30 PM  **Karen Nakamura** (Yale University)

2:45 PM  **Pamela A. R. Blakely**

3:00 PM  **Thomas D Blakely** (Penn State University)

3:15 PM  **Charles Goodwin** (UCLA)

3:30 PM  **James B. Hoesterrey** (U of Wisconsin-Madison)

3:45 PM  End of Session

### 0-050

Invited Session: GLOBALIZATION AND ANTHROPOLOGY: BUILDING THEORIES THROUGH A SCHOLAR-PRACTITIONER LENS  **Lombard**

Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Christina Wasson (University of North Texas), Mari H Clarke (World Bank Consultant) and Mary Odell Butler (University of Maryland)

2:00 PM  **Mary Odell Butler** (University of Maryland) GLOBAL DISEASE CONTROL: PUBLIC HEALTH THEORY IN GLOBAL PRACTICE.

2:15 PM  **Madelyn A Iris** (Council for Jewish Elderly) THE CHANGING FACE OF THE GLOBAL COMMUNITY: OLDER ADULTS, OLDER AGE, AND NEW EXPECTATIONS.
2:30 PM  MARI H CLARKE (World Bank Consultant) BRIDGING THE GENDER GAP: WINNERS AND LOSERS IN THE GLOBALIZATION OF LOCAL PRODUCTION
2:45 PM  JACQUELINE COPENLAND-CARSON (Copeland Carson & Associates) PRACTICING ANTHROPOLOGY ACROSS THE "NEW DIVERSITY:" NAVIGATING TRANSLOCAL COMMUNITY IN THE U.S.
3:00 PM  SUSAN R PASSMORE THE CHILD AND THE STATE: ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON PRIVATIZATION IN CHILD WELFARE SERVICES.
3:15 PM  SUSAN E SQUIRES (Sun Microsystems) and WASSON, Christina (University of North Texas) DESIGNING TECHNOLOGIES FOR LOCAL STAKEHOLDERS THAT RESPOND TO CHALLENGES OF GLOBALIZATION
3:30 PM  JEAN J SCHENSUL (Inst. for Community Research)
3:45 PM  End of Session

0-051  IMMORAL ECONOMIES, AFRICAN REALITIES AND WESTERN IMAGINATIONS: GLOBAL DISCOURSES WITH AFRICA (Reviewed by Association for Africanist Anthropology) Taylor B Chair: Nancy P Schwartz (College of Southern Nevada)
2:00 PM  MARTIN LINDHARDT MORE THAN JUST MONEY. THE FAITH GOSPEL AND OCCULT ECONOMIES IN CONTEMPORARY TANZANIA
2:15 PM  BATAMAKA SOME SELECTIVE INCLUSION, COLLABORATION, AND ENGAGEMENT: EFFICIENT NEGOTIATION TOOLS WITHIN THE COTTON FARMING HOUSEHOLD
2:30 PM  NANCY P SCHWARTZ (College of Southern Nevada) MAGICAL AND MUNDANE POWERS OF AFRICAN BIRDS: AVIAN COMMUNICATIONS RECONSIDERED
2:45 PM  DOUGLAS J FALEN (Agnes Scott College) AZE AND BO: THE CONVERGENCE OF WITCHCRAFT AND SORCERY IN BENIN
3:00 PM  REMI WARNER BEYOND THE RAINBOW: HIPHOP BLACK GLOBALITY IN THE NEW SOUTH AFRICA
3:15 PM  JOHN C MCCALL (Southern Illinois U-Carbondale) THE SUBALTERN ARE SPEAKING; CAN WE LISTEN? THE CHALLENGE AND PROMISE OF NOLLYWOOD MOVIES
3:30 PM  MICHELLE A OSBORN (University of Oxford) CELL PHONE POLITICS IN KENYA'S POST-ELECTION CRISIS
3:45 PM  End of Session

0-052  INTEXTUALITY AND MISUNDERSTANDING (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Continental Parlor 4
Organizer: Eleanor Nevins (University of Nevada, Reno)
Chair: Charlene E. Makley (Reed College)
2:00 PM  RICHARD HENNE (Univ. California, Santa Cruz) FROM ETHNOGRAPHIC INTERVIEW TO LAKOTA WAYÁKSAPA: COORDINATION AND MISUNDERSTANDING IN THE PRODUCTION AND RECEPTION OF TWO DISCOURSE GENRES
2:15 PM  KATHRYN M HOWARD (Penn: GSE) PERFORMANCE AS CAMOUFLAGE: ANTHEMS AND OATHS IN NORTHERN THAILAND
2:30 PM  ELEANOR NEVINS (University of Nevada, Reno) CONTRASTING ENTEXTUALIZATIONS OF THE BIBLE ACROSS COMPETING RELIGIOUS IDENTITIES ON THE WHITE MOUNTAIN APACHE RESERVATION
2:45 PM  FRANCES TRIX (Indiana University) BALKAN MIGRANT IDENTITY IN ISTANBUL: SUTURING A WEEKLY "FIDDLER ON THE ROOF"
3:00 PM  THOMAS J NEVINS (San Diego State U) A CONVENIENT WINTER: AMBIGUITY AND THE POLITICS OF CLIMATE SKEPTICISM
3:15 PM  CHARLENE E. MAKLEY (Reed College) INSCRUTABILITY, DEITY SPEECH AND DILEMMAS OF DEVELOPMENT AMONG TIBETANS IN THE PRC
3:30 PM  RICHARD BAUMAN (Indiana U)
3:45 PM  End of Session
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2:00 PM | **MIDDLE CHILDHOOD IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE** (Reviewed by Evolutionary Anthropology Society) Continental Parlor 5 Organizer/Chair: Ben C Campbell  
**ALAN MANN** (Princeton University) and **MONGE, Janet M** DENTAL EVIDENCE FOR THE EARLY EVOLUTION OF MIDDLE CHILDHOOD  
**JENNIFER L THOMPSON** (UNLV) MIDDLE CHILDHOOD AND MODERN HUMAN ORIGINS  
**BEN C CAMPBELL** MIDDLE CHILDHOOD, ADRENAHCE, AND BRAIN DEVELOPMENT  
**KAREN L KRAMER** (Harvard University) and **GREAVES, Russell D** (Univ of Texas at San Antonio) MIDDLE CHILDHOOD AMONG PUMÉ FORAGERS. POOLED ENERGY, TIME BUDGETS AND GROWTH PATTERNS |
| 3:00 PM | **MARK V FLINN** (U of Missouri) MALE/FEMALE DIFFERENCES IN HORMONAL RESPONSES TO SOCIAL EVENTS DURING MIDDLE CHILDHOOD |
| 3:30 PM | **THOMAS S WEISNER** (UCLA) End of Session |
| 2:00 PM | **Invited Session: MOVING EXPERIENCES: DANCE, PERFORMANCE, AND EMBODIED ETHNOGRAPHY** (Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Sutter B Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Anya P Royce (Indiana University) and Jonathan S. Marion (CSUSM / SDSU)  
**ANYA P ROYCE** (Indiana University) AN AESTHETIC OF THE ORDINARY: EMBODYING ZAPOTEC GESTURE, MOVEMENT, AND CRAFT  
**SUSAN G LAMBERTH** (Indiana University) COLLABORATING WITH THE SPIRITS: SACRED AND SECULAR IN JAVANESE DANCE  
**CAROL SUBINO SULLIVAN** EMBODIYING GLOBAL AND LOCAL IN "EL MOVIMIENTO AFRO"  
**KAZUKO YAMAZAKI** (Next Stage Dance Theatre) MEDIATING DANCE AND ANTHROPOLOGY |
| 3:00 PM | **CORINNA M QUINTANA** TRANSFORMING THE EMBODIED SELF: JOURNEYS IN MIND/BODY CHANGE THROUGH THE PRACTICE OF PILATES |
| 3:15 PM | **JONATHAN S. MARION** (CSUSM / SDSU) DOING DANCESPORT: EMBODIMENT AND ETHNOGRAPHY IN COMPETITIVE BALLROOM DANCE |
| 3:30 PM | Discussion |
| 3:45 PM | End of Session |
| 2:00 PM | **POPULAR MUSIC AND THE POLITICS OF ENGAGEMENT IN AFRICAN PUBLIC SPHERES** (Reviewed by Association for Africanist Anthropology) Yosemite A Organizer: Bob W White (University of Montreal) Chair: Mike McGovern (Yale U)  
**KELLY M ASKEW** (Univ of Michigan) "A SUNG HERO: CASSETTE LAMENTATIONS FOR JULIUS NYERERE"  
**MIKE MCGOVERN** (Yale U) FREE MONEY: YOUTH, POLITICS, AND POPULAR MUSIC IN ABIDJAN, CÔTE D'IVOIRE  
**BRIAN LARKIN** (Barnard College) OVERCODING: THE SOUNDS OF ISLAMISM, SUFISM AND PENTECOSTALISM  
**BOB W WHITE** (University of Montreal) "THE WAY THEY ACT IS EXACTLY LIKE MOBUTU": POPULAR MUSIC AND POLITICAL CULTURE IN A POST-ZAIRIAN CONGO OR HOW A SENTENCE IN A TAXI CHANGES EVERYTHING  
**ERIC E GABLE** (Mary Washington) THE PICKPOCKET: PLAYING OFF PATRIOTISM IN MANJACO YOUTH THEATRE |
| 3:30 PM | Discussion |
| 3:45 PM | End of Session |
0-056  RECONCEPTUALIZING HOMELESSNESS  (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Continental Parlor 8
Organizer/Chair: Joann Martin
2:00 PM  Introduction: Joann Martin
2:15 PM  Ferit Guven (Earlham College)  THE HOME OF DISCIPLINARY POLITICS: DEMOCRACY AND NEO-COLONIALISM
2:30 PM  Sandrine Sanos (Earlham College)  THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF HISTORY: MEMORY & HOMELESSNESS IN HIROSHIMA MON AMOUR (1959).
2:45 PM  Daniel M. Price (University of Houston)  HEIDEGGER’S RUINED HOMES: HOMELESSNESS AS MOVEMENT OF ABANDON
3:00 PM  Joann Martin  THE MIGRATION OF THE LIVING DEAD
3:15 PM  Philip C. Parnell (Indiana University)  Discussion
3:30 PM  End of Session

Organizer(s): Jeffrey H Cohen (The Ohio State University) and Anna O O’Leary (University of Arizona)
Chair: Martha W Rees (Agnes Scott College)
2:00 PM  Jeffrey H Cohen (The Ohio State University), Byers, Lise E and Rios, Bernardo R  BEYOND TRANSNATIONALISM: ESTIMATING THE COSTS OF MIGRATION FOR sending households in rural Oaxaca.
2:15 PM  Richard C. Jones (Univ. of Texas at San Antonio) and De la Torre, Leonardo (U Catolica, Cochabamba, Bolivia)  TRANSNATIONALISM IN BOLIVIA’S VALLE ALTO: WILL THE BENEFITS OF EMIGRATION ENDURE?
2:30 PM  Anna O O’Leary (University of Arizona)  THE ABCS OF UNAUTHORIZED BORDER CROSSING COSTS: APPREHENSION, BAJADORES, AND COYOTES
2:45 PM  Aaron C Thornburg (Duke University)  ROTHARÍ MÓR AN TSAOIL: DISCOURSES ON THE IRISH AND IMMIGRATION
3:00 PM  Cynthia A Werner (Texas A&M)  MOBILITY, IMMOBILITY AND RETURN MIGRATION: THE IMPACT OF TRANSNATIONAL MIGRATION ON THE KAZAKH DIASPORA IN MONGOLIA
3:15 PM  Ibrahim Sirkeci (EBSL, Regent’s College London)  “DISCUSSING TRANSNATIONAL MIGRATION IN A CONFLICT PERSPECTIVE” IN PANEL “COST OF MOVING: A CRITICAL REVIEW OF TRANSNATIONAL MIGRATION” ORGANISED BY JEFFREY H COHEN
3:30 PM  Lisa Cluggett (U of Kentucky)  End of Session

0-043  (NEO)LIBERALIZING SOCIALISM? HISTORICIZING CONNECTIONS BETWEEN SOCIALIST LIBERALIZATION AND POSTSOCIALIST NEOLIBERALIZATION  (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Yosemite C
Organizer(s): Csilla Kalocsai (Yale University) and Mary N Taylor (CUNY graduate center)
Chair: Mary N Taylor (CUNY graduate center)
2:00 PM  Yiching Wu  COPING WITH CRISIS IN THE WAKE OF THE CULTURAL REVOLUTION: TOWARD A GENEALOGY OF CHINA’S POSTSOCIALIST CONDITION
2:15 PM  Michal J Buchowskii (U Poznan)  FROM LIBERALIZED COMMUNISM TO NEOLIBERAL POSTSOCIALISM: AN ETNOGRAPHIC CASE STUDY IN POLAND
2:30 PM  Mary N Taylor (CUNY graduate center)  SOCIALIST CULTURAL MANAGEMENT? CIVIC CULTIVATION AND ASSOCIATIONAL LIFE IN “LIBERALIZING” SOCIALIST HUNGARY
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2:45 PM  ZHANARA NAURUZBAYEVA (Stanford University) ART FOR GOVERNMENT: ENTREPRENEURIAL TECHNIQUES OF THE UNION OF ARTISTS IN POST-SOCIALIST KAZAKHSTAN
3:00 PM  MICHELE DESANDO (UCSB) AFRO CUBAN WOMEN’S INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION IN THE NEW DISCOURSE OF CITIZENSHIP IN CUBA
3:15 PM  IVAN SZELENYI (Yale University)
3:30 PM  Discussion
3:45 PM  Break
4:00 PM  LARISA L HONEY (Lehman College) THE SELF-HELP MOVEMENT: DEVELOPING NEO-LIBERAL PRACTICES IN SOVIET MOSCOW
4:15 PM  CSILLA KALOCSAI (Yale University) MASCULINITY, YOUTH, AND THE ENTREPRENEURIAL SUBJECT IN HUNGARY’S TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATE ARENA
4:30 PM  SABINA DOYON (Université Laval) NEOLIBERALIZING THE REVOLUTION? PRACTICE AND POLITICS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH IN CUBA
4:45 PM  EMILY CHUA THE BESTSELLING HISTORY OF CHINA: PUBLISHING THE NATION IN ‘POST-SOCIALIST TRANSITION’
5:00 PM  DOUGLAS J ROGERS (Yale U)
5:15 PM  JUDITH B FARQUHAR (University of Chicago)
5:30 PM  Discussion
5:45 PM  End of Session

0:058  Invited Session: BLACK ATLANTIC AND CARIBBEAN RELIGIONS: TRANSNATIONAL FLOWS AND LOCAL HISTORIES (Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness, Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology) Taylor A Organizer(s): George E Brandon (CUNY Medical School) and Stephen D Glazier (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)
Chair: George E Brandon (CUNY Medical School)
2:00 PM  RAQUEL ROMBERG (Temple University) CREOLE HETERO DOXIES AND ORTHODOXIES IN THE BLACK ATLANTIC: A PERSPECTIVAL LOOK AT TRANSNATIONAL RELIGIOUS ECLECTICISM AND ESSENTIALISM
2:15 PM  KENNETH ROUTON (Wesleyan University) CAN ORULA SPEAK? THE POLITICS OF THE IFA ORACLE IN HAVANA AND MIAMI
2:30 PM  KAREN E RICHMAN (Notre Dame) A MORE POWERFUL SORCERER? MAGIC AND CONVERSION IN A HAITIAN TRANSNATIONAL COMMUNITY
2:45 PM  JOSEPH M MURPHY (Georgetown University) OBJECTS THAT SPEAK CREOLE: LAYERING AND JUXTAPOSITION OF RELIGIOUS DEVOTIONS AT BOTANICAS IN WASHINGTON, DC.
3:00 PM  J L MATORY (Harvard University)
3:15 PM  JALANE D SCHMIDT (University of Virginia) CATCHING THE CIMARRON: EMERGING MEMORIES OF SLAVERY IN CUBAN POSSESSION TRANCE
3:30 PM  Break
3:45 PM  ELIZABETH MCAULISTER (Wesleyan University) COMPETING HISTORIES OF HAITI: WHAT SPIRIT HOLDS THIS LAND?
4:00 PM  ALICE BALDWIN-JONES (Columbia University Teachers C) ANCESTRAL CULT PRACTICES OF THE JAMAICAN ACCOMPONG MAROONS
4:15 PM  NZINGA METZGER (Florida State University) AFRICAN AMERICANS AND ORISA TRADITION IN PHILADELPHIA
4:30 PM  BRIAN C BRAZEAL (CSU, Chico) THE DESERT AND THE CITY OF WITCHCRAFT: MOVEMENT, HISTORY AND POWER IN AFRO-BRAZILIAN RELIGIONS.
4:45 PM  DOLORES J SHAPIRO ALL MIXED UP: TRANSFORMATION AND TENSION IN THE BRAZILIAN CANDOMBLÉ
5:00 PM  STEPHEN D GLAZIER (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)
5:15 PM  Discussion
5:45 PM  End of Session
0-059 OFF STAGE AND INTO THE FIELD: UNCONVENTIONAL THEATRES OF MEMORY AND HISTORICAL PRESENCE (Reviewed by Society for Humanistic Anthropology)
Union Square 23 & 24
Organizer(s): Laurie Frederik Meer (University of Maryland) and Susan Seizer (Indiana University)
Chair: Karalee Dawn (University of Maryland - College Park)
2:00 PM ASHLEY L DUNCAN (University of Maryland) 'RIOTOUS YOUTH': GROUP AND SELF IDENTITY THROUGH SHAKESPEARE PERFORMANCE
2:15 PM LAURA IVINS-HULLEY (Indiana University) REMEDIATING TRADITION IN KIHACHIRO KAWAMOTO'S 'HOUSE OF FLAME'
2:30 PM JAMES HESLA (University of Maryland) INDONESIAN THEATRE AND THE (RE-)CONSTRUCTION OF JAVANESE IDENTITY: CHALLENGING TRADITION IN THE ERA OF "DEMOKRASI"
2:45 PM KRISTIANA M WILSEY HANGING ON THEIR EVERY WORD: FRAMEWORKS FOR PERFORMANCE
3:00 PM ROBERT C THOMPSON PARANORMAL PLAY: THE PERFORMANCE OF GHOST TOURS
3:15 PM SUSAN SEIZER (Indiana University)
3:30 PM Discussion
3:45 PM Break
4:00 PM KARALEE DAWN (University of Maryland - College Park) CREATING SCOTLAND IN AMERICA: PERFORMING SCOTTISH CULTURAL IDENTITY AT THE HIGHLAND GAMES FESTIVAL
4:15 PM JUSTIN A POOLE THE PERFORMANCE OF AUSTRIA AND/OR EUROPE AT THE EUROPEAN CAPITAL OF CULTURE FESTIVAL
4:30 PM ELISE M DECA M (Indiana University) "PRYOR" INFLUENCES ON TELEVISED RACIAL HUMOR STYLES
4:45 PM GINA PISASALE (University of Maryland) THE GATHERING OF SOUND: (RE)SOUNDING P'UNG MUL IN A KOREAN-AMERICAN URBAN COMMUNITY
5:00 PM JULIE A SEARCY SOCIAL DRAMAS AND RITUAL PERFORMANCE: SOUTH AFRICA'S TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION COMMISSION
5:15 PM LAURIE FREDERIK MEER (University of Maryland)
5:30 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session

0-060 Invited Session: SITUATING TRANSFORMATIONAL PRACTICES (AAA Presidential Session, American Ethnological Society) Franciscan A
Organizer(s): Lucy Suchman (Lancaster University) and Dorothy C Holland (UNC - Chapel Hill & CIRA)
Chair(s): Jean C Lave (U.C. Berkeley) and Donald Brenneis (UCSC)
2:00 PM Introduction: JEAN C LAVE (U.C. Berkeley)
2:15 PM PENELOPE M HARVEY (U of Manchester) THE ETHIC OF CRAFTSMANSHIP: THE TRANSFORMATIONAL PROJECTS OF ANTHROPOLOGY AND ENGINEERING
2:30 PM HELEN VERRAN (University of Melbourne) RE-IMAGINING OBJECTS
2:45 PM LUCY SUCHMAN (Lancaster University) SITUATING PRACTICES OF FUTURE-MAKING
3:00 PM SHARON TRAWEK (History Dept., UCLA) MAKING DISTINCTIONS IN MIXED COMPANY
3:15 PM DOROTHY C HOLLAND (UNC - Chapel Hill & CIRA) SHIFTING LOCATIONS: ANTHROPOLOGY & SOCIAL MOVEMENTS
3:30 PM PAUL DUGUID (UC Berkeley) "COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE" AS WANDERWORT
3:45 PM OLE DREIEr STUDYING PERSONS IN PRACTICES REACHING ACROSS PLACES
4:00 PM-5:45 PM Discussion
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0-061  Invited Session: THE LEGACY OF DAPHNE BERDAHL (Society for the Anthropology of Europe)
Continental Parlor 3
Organizer(s): Matti Bunzl (University of Illinois), Martha Lampland (Univ of California-San Diego) and Krisztina Fehervary (Univ of Michigan)
Chair: Martha Lampland (Univ of California-San Diego)
2:00 PM  Introduction: MARTHA LAMPLAND (Univ of California-San Diego)
2:15 PM  DOMINIC C BOYER (Cornell University) NOSTOMANIA FOR THE PRESENT
2:30 PM  JASON C JAMES (University of Mary Washington) OSTALGIE AND ITS ANTIDOTE?
2:45 PM  ANDREAS GLAESER (University of Chicago) OF GEOGRAPHY AND CAPITAL: FROM BORDERLANDS TO AMBULANT PRACTICES OF DEMARCATION AND POTENTIAL CLASS CONFLICT IN POST UNIFICATION GERMANY
3:00 PM  MARKO ZIVKOVIC (University of Alberta) TALES OF MEGA JURY-RIGGING: TRABI, FICA AND DIANA IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE
3:15 PM  KATHERINE M VERDERY (City University of New York Graduate Center)
3:30 PM  Break
3:45 PM  MATTI BUNZL (University of Illinois) DAPHNE BERDAHL’S ETHNOGRAPHIC STYLE
4:00 PM  KRISZTINA FEHERVARY (Univ of Michigan) OBJECTS, CONTEXTS, AND CITIZENS IN DAPHNE BERDAHL’S WRITING
4:15 PM  WILLIAM F KELLEHER (Syracuse University) READING DAPHNE BERDAHL’S ETHNOGRAPHY: LEARNING LESSONS PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE
4:30 PM  GLORIA G RAHEJA (University of Minnesota) DAPHNE BERDAHL: LIFE, WORK AND INSTITUTIONAL LEGACY
4:45 PM  THOMAS C WOLFE THINKING THROUGH FRIENDS: DAPHNE AND THE ACADEMIC LIFE
5:00 PM  EDWARD M BRUNER (University of Illinois)
5:15 PM  JAMES W FERNANDEZ (Univ of Chicago)
5:30 PM  Discussion
5:45 PM  End of Session

0-062  Invited Session: TRANSNATIONAL NETWORKS, GLOBALIZATION AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS (American Ethnological Society, Society for Cultural Anthropology) Franciscan C
Organizer(s): Lamia Karim (University of Oregon) and Arturo Escobar (UNC - Chapel Hill)
Chair: Lamia Karim (University of Oregon)
2:00 PM  ARTURO ESCOBAR (UNC - Chapel Hill) SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AS WORKS IN PROGRESS: SOME NEW LANGUAGES FOR TALKING ABOUT MOVEMENTS.
2:15 PM  DAVID R GRAEBER (Yale U) ON THE CONFLICT BETWEEN POLITICAL ONTOLOGIES OF VIOLENCE AND POLITICAL ONTOLOGIES OF THE IMAGINATION
2:30 PM  MARISOL DE LA CADENA (uc davis) INDIGENOUS POLITICS BEYOND POLITICS
2:45 PM  TATSURO FUJIKURA (Kyoto University) OF LANDS AND RED CARDS: THE BONDED LABORERS’ FREEDOM MOVEMENT AND THE MAOIST PEOPLE’S WAR IN NEPAL
3:00 PM  LAMIA KARIM (University of Oregon) STRUCTURES OF POLITICS: RESISTIVE STRATEGIES AND PEOPLE’S MOVEMENT IN BANGLADESH
3:15 PM  JOHN BURDICK (Syracuse University)
3:30 PM  Discussion
3:45 PM  Break
4:00 PM  JEFFREY S JURIS (Arizona State University) MEDIA ACTIVISM, GLOBALIZATION, AND AUTONOMY IN MEXICO CITY
4:15 PM  XOCHITL LEVYA (CIESAS) TRANSNATIONAL NETWORKS, GLOBALIZATION AND THE NEOZAPATISTA MOVEMENT
4:30 PM  MICHAL OSTERWEIL (UNC- Chapel Hill) ITALY’S “BECOMING MOVEMENT”: CIRCULATING KNOWLEDGES, IMAGINARIES AND THE POSSIBILITY OF RE-MAKING POLITICS.
4:45 PM GIUSEPPE CARUSO (University of London) THE WORLD SOCIAL FORUM AS A SPACE OF GLOBAL TRANSFORMATIVE DELIBERATIVE ACTION.
5:00 PM MARY STEPPICA KING (U of Massachusetts, Amherst) TOWARD AN ALTERNATIVE COMMUNICATIVE GEOGRAPHY - A SOCIAL HISTORY OF CIVIL SOCIETY INTERNET APPROPRIATION
5:15 PM LYNN M. STEPHEN (University of Oregon)
5:30 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session

0-063
3:00 PM JEAN-LUC CHEVE, HOLY WEEK IN SICILY (LA SETTIMANA SANTA SICILIENNE)
4:35 PM HECTOR ALARCON, TUNNEL VISION
4:50 PM ADAM FISH, WORLD OF WONDER: QUEER TELEVISION
5:21 PM KYI PHYU SHIN, A SKETCH OF WATHONE (IN THE ART OF DOCUMENTARY EDITING)
5:41 PM LAY THIDA, JUST A BOY (IN THE ART OF DOCUMENTARY EDITING)
5:59 PM SHIN DAEWA, LIKE FATHER, LIKE SON (IN THE ART OF DOCUMENTARY EDITING)
6:18 PM THU THU SHEIN, A MILLION THREADS (IN THE ART OF DOCUMENTARY EDITING)
6:33 PM Break and Discussion

0-063A
3:00 PM BRAM T. TUCKER (University of Georgia) HOW POVERTY, MARKET INTEGRATION, AND CULTURAL TRADITION INFLUENCE DECISIONS IN PREFERENCE EXPERIMENTS AMONG MIKEA FORAGERS, MASIKORO FARMERS, AND VEZO FISHERS OF SOUTHWESTERN MADAGASCAR
4:15 PM CHRISTOPHER R. VON RUEDEN and GURVEN, Michael D. (UCSB) THE ROOTS AND FRUITS OF MALE SOCIAL STATUS IN A SMALL-SCALE AMAZONIAN SOCIETY
4:30 PM DOUGLAS M. JONES HOW RELIGION WORKS: ONTOLOGICAL MARKEDNESS AND INDIRECT COMMUNICATION
4:45 PM WESLEY ALLEN-ARAVE (University of New Mexico) A MULTILEVEL REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF ACHE RESERVATION FOOD TRANSFERS.
5:00 PM ULRICH H. REICHARD and NOWAK, Matthew G. (Southern Illinois University) LIFE IN THE SLOW LANE, COMPLEX POSITIONAL BEHAVIORS, AND THE EVOLUTION OF INTELLIGENCE IN A SMALL-BODIED APE, THE WHITE-HANDED GIBBON (HYLOBATES LAR).
5:15 PM ERIC SCHNITER (UCSB) CULTURE ACROSS THE LIFESPAN: THE DISTRIBUTION AND ONTOGENY OF ESSENTIAL Tsimane' CULTURAL SKILLS AND ABILITIES.
5:30 PM MARY K. SHENK (University of Missouri) and SCELZA, Brooke A (University of Washington) THE IMPORTANCE OF PATERNAL INVESTMENT FOR STATUS-RELATED CHILD OUTCOMES: A TEST CASE FROM SOUTH INDIA
5:45 PM End of Session

0-064
3:00 PM DEBORAH A. BOEHM (University of Nevada, Reno) "ANDA CON OTRA/HE IS WITH ANOTHER WOMAN" - INTIMACY, DESIRE, AND (IN)FIDELITY IN THE U.S.-MEXICO TRANSNATION
4:00 PM CATI M. COE (Rutgers University, Camden) LONGING FOR MOTHER LOVE AND MORAL CHILDREN: AFFECT IN GHANAIAN TRANSNATIONAL FAMILIES
4:30 PM  EMILY W MANETTA  (University of Vermont) PARADISE LOST: TAJIK REPRESENTATIONS OF AFGHAN BADAKHSHAN
4:45 PM  RACHEL J STRYKER  (Mills College) THE WAR AT HOME: TRANSNATIONAL ADOPTEES AND THE POSTPLACEMENT ECONOMY OF MEMORY, LOSS AND NOSTALGIA
5:00 PM  HEIDI A SWANK  (U of Nevada, Las Vegas) ‘A WANDERER IN A DISTANT PLACE’: TIBETAN EXILE WRITINGS OF TRANSNATIONAL NOSTALGIA AND DISILLUSIONMENT
5:15 PM  LOUISA SCHEIN  (Rutgers)
5:30 PM  Discussion
5:45 PM  End of Session

0-065  ANTHROPOLOGICAL COLLABORATIONS AND KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION  (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Union Square 20
Chair: Susan J Rasmussen  (U of Houston Antro Dept.)
4:00 PM  MAIA GREEN  (U of Manchester UK) KNOWING PRACTICE: KNOWLEDGE MAKING IN DEVELOPMENT AND ANTHROPOLOGY
4:15 PM  ZOE H WOOL  (University of Toronto) COMBATIVE ENGAGEMENTS: AN ETHNOGRAPHIC APPROACH TO ANTI-ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE U.S. MILITARY
4:30 PM  SUSAN J RASMUSSEN  (U of Houston Antro Dept.) HOW COLLABORATIVE IS COLLABORATION? BEYOND BINARIES OF INFORMANT VS. CONSULTANT AND TOWARD FINER NUANCES OF ETHNOGRAPHIC KNOWLEDGE
4:45 PM  JOHN M. COGGESHALL  (Clemson University) NEGOTIATING PRIVATE HISTORY INTO PUBLIC SPACE: COLLABORATION WITH AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN COMMUNITY
5:00 PM  ISABELLE S SCHULTE-TENCKHOFF  (IHEID) ‘CO-PRODUCING’ ANTHROPOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE? A COMPARISON OF ABORIGINAL CANADA AND CENTRAL AFGHANISTAN
5:15 PM  CRAIG TOWER  (Northwestern University) “PERSONAL OPINION IS NOT INFORMATION:” PRODUCING PROFESSIONAL AND SOCIAL KNOWLEDGE IN MALIAN FM RADIO
5:30 PM  RANDA A KAYYALI  (George Mason University) ETHNOGRAPHIC PRACTICE IN CULTURAL STUDIES AND ANTHROPOLOGY
5:45 PM  End of Session

0-066  ANTHROPOLOGISTS ENGAGED: REFLECTIONS FROM LATIN AMERICA  (Reviewed by Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology) Yosemite B
Chair: Fernando Santos-Granero  (Smithsonian Tropical Research)
4:00 PM  ANNE E KRAEMER  (University of Kansas) ANTHROPOLOGISTS AS ENGAGED COLLABORATORS: CORRECTING THE WRONGS BY NONGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS IN SEVERAL GUATEMALAN COMMUNITIES
4:15 PM  ANGELA N CASTANEDA  (DePauw University) “WHEN ARE YOU LEAVING (AGAIN)”: NEGOTIATING RESEARCHER-SUBJECT COLLABORATIVE RELATIONSHIPS
4:30 PM  BEATRIZ MORALES  (U de Guerrero) CONFLICT, COLLABORATION AND ENGAGEMENT IN A RURAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL PROGRAM IN RURAL MEXICO.
4:45 PM  S. ASHLEY KISTLER  (Rollins College) DISCOVERING AJ POP B’ATZ: INDIGENOUS COLLABORATION AND THE EXPLORATION OF Q’EQCHI’ PERSONHOOD
5:00 PM  ALCIRA FORERO-PENA  (University of Colorado Denver) GUATEMALAN INDIGENOUS WOMEN, THE “MAYA MOVEMENT”, AND ENGAGED ANTHROPOLOGISTS
5:15 PM  FERNANDO SANTOS-GRANERO  (Smithsonian Tropical Research) REFLECTIONS ON AMAZONIANIST ANTHROPOLOGY
5:30 PM  Discussion
5:45 PM  End of Session
BEING “JAPANESE” AND THE CONSEQUENCES OF WORLD WAR II: CULTURE, CITIZENSHIP, AND LEGAL POWER (Reviewed by Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Union Square 18
Organizer: Nobuko Adachi (Illinois State U)
Chair: James Stanlaw (Illinois State U)
4:00 PM JAMES STANLAW (Illinois State U) JAPANESE PERUVIANS IN US INTERNMENT CAMPS
4:15 PM SACHIKO TAKITA-ISHII RENUNCIANTS: JAPANESE AMERICANS WHO RENOUNCED THEIR US CITIZENSHIPS
4:30 PM SHUN OHNO (Kyushu University) FROM “NIKKEIJIN” TO “DISPLACED JAPANESE:” THE PHILIPPINE NIKKEIS’ SURVIVAL STRATEGY IN THE AGE OF TRANSNATIONAL CITIZENSHIP
4:45 PM MARIKO TAMANOI ORPHANS OF THE SYSTEM OF NATION-STATES: THE JAPANESE WHO HAD BEEN LEFT BEHIND IN CHINA
5:00 PM NOBUKO ADACHI (Illinois State U) GLOBAL POLITICS, COLONIALISM, AND SOCIALISM: THE FOREVER-HOMELESS KOREANS IN SAKHALIN
5:15 PM HARUMI BEFU (Stanford University)
5:30 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session

CONFLICT, POST-CONFLICT, AND THE RETURN OF VIOLENCE (Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology) Continental Parlor 5
Organizer(s): Ellen E Moodie (University of Illinois) and Stefan Senders (Cornell University)
Chair: Billie Jean Isbell (Cornell U)
4:00 PM JIN-HEON JUNG A SYMPTOM OF POST-DIVISION Conflicts; AGONIES AND DREAMS OF NORTH KOREAN MIGRANTS IN SOUTH KOREAN PROTESTANT CHURCH
4:15 PM ARION MELIDONIS (Princeton University) “THE ONLY TRUE CYPRIOTS ARE THE DONKEYS”: CONTESTED IDENTITIES AND THE CYPRUS CONFLICT
4:30 PM STEFAN SENDERS (Cornell University) and GAGNON, Chip (Ithaca College) HONORABLE DISCHARGE, THE CESSION OF CONFLICT, AND IDEOLOGIES OF PEACE: INTRUSIVE MEMORY AND POST-CONFLICT STUDIES
4:45 PM ELLEN E MOODIE (University of Illinois) “IT’S WORSE THAN THE WAR”: READING POST-CONFLICT IDENTITIES THROUGH CRIME STORIES
5:00 PM BILLIE JEAN ISBELL (Cornell U)
5:15 PM CAROLYN R NORDSTROM (U of Notre Dame)
5:30 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session

CONTESTING AND IMAGINING LEARNING ACROSS COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Continental Parlor 4
Chair: Loukia K Sarroub (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)
4:00 PM LOUKIA K SARROUB (University of Nebraska-Lincoln) READING BETWEEN THE WALLS: LITERACIES AND SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS IN A HIGH SCHOOL CLASSROOM
4:15 PM SYLVIA BERENKHEIM (Stanford University), BRADDOCK, Clarence H (Stanford University), DAVIDSON, Heather (Stanford University) and HOOPER, Kambria M (Stanford University) QUALITY IMPROVEMENT OF GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION: AN ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDY OF INTERNAL MEDICINE RESIDENCY PROGRAM AT STANFORD HOSPITAL
4:30 PM JESSICA A SKOLNIKOFF (Roger Williams University) and MACPHEE, Marybeth J (Roger Williams Univ) THE WIDENING GAP OF YOUTH ACTIVITY LEVEL
4:45 PM MARI HANEDA COMMUNITY IN THE CLASSROOM: AN ILLUSION OF SHARED PRACTICES?
5:00 PM TAMARA J WARHOL (University of Mississippi) WHY WOULD MYSTICS MATTER?
5:15 PM JUSTIN GEER “YOU SHOULD'VE NEVER GRADUATED HIGH SCHOOL...”
5:30 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session
0-070 DEMOCRACIES, PUBLIC SPHERES, AND THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF SOCIAL CHANGE IN BOLIVIA
(Reviewed by Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology) Imperial B
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Tobias Reu (New York University) and Caroline S Conzelman (University Of Colorado-Boulder)
4:00 PM LAURENCE J CUELENAERE AYMARA PLACENAMES, SPATIAL PRACTICES AND MARCHAS IN THE BOLIVIAN HIGHLANDS
4:15 PM TOBIAS REU (New York University) BOLIVIAN CULTURES OF ORGANIZATION AND PUBLIC ACTION: THE EXAMPLE OF A FOLKLORE ASSOCIATION
4:30 PM CAROLINE S CONZELMAN (University Of Colorado-Boulder) AGRARIAN SINDICATO DEMOCRACY IN THE BOLIVIAN YUNGAS
4:45 PM NANCY G POSTERO (UC San Diego) SUBALTERN COUNTER-PUBLICS AND THE STATE IN CONTEMPORARY BOLIVIA
5:00 PM ROBERT D ALBRO (George Washington University) CHOQUEHUANCADAS, INDIGENISTAS OR INDIGENOUS GOVERNANCE IN BOLIVIA? THE NEW ROLE OF INDIGENOUS ELITES
5:15 PM THOMAS ABERCROMBIE (New York University)
5:30 PM M BARBARA LEONS (Towson University)
5:45 PM End of Session

0-071 EMBLEMATIC RELIGIOUS POLITICS (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Continental Parlor 6
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Matt Tomlinson (Monash University) and Susanna Trnka (Univ of Auckland)
4:00 PM MATT TOMLINSON (Monash University) LAND AS AN EMBLEM IN FIJIAN METHODISM
4:15 PM SUSANNA TRNKA (Univ of Auckland) SEVA, BHAKTI, AND THE POLITICS OF PAIN: A RHETORIC OF NATIONAL BELONGING AMONG HINDUS IN FIJI
4:30 PM DEIRDORE L DE LA CRUZ (University of Michigan) FROM THE POWER OF PRAYER TO "PRAYER POWER": RELIGION AS POLITICS IN THE CONTEMPORARY PHILIPPINES
4:45 PM DOMINICA M TOLENTINO (University of Hawaii) ENGAGEMENT AND ENTANGLEMENT OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IN THE POLITICS OF GUAM, MARIANA ISLANDS
5:00 PM SUSAN LEPSELTER (Indiana University)
5:15 PM ILANA GERSHON (Indiana University)
5:30 PM GAUTAM GHOSH (U of PENNSYLVANIA)
5:45 PM End of Session

0-072 EMBLEMS OF INDIGENEITY: LOCAL AND GLOBAL STRUGGLES FOR THE POWERS SIGNIFIED BY EAST AFRICAN MATERIAL CULTURE (Reviewed by Association for Africanist Anthropology) Union Square 22
Organizer/Chair: Monica Udvardy (University of Kentucky)
4:00 PM LINDA L GILES (Independent Scholar) ANTHROPOLOGISTS, MUSEUMS, MEDIA, AND LOCAL AFRICANS: ENGAGEMENT AND COLLABORATION. REPATRIATING KENYAN MIJKENDA MEMORIAL STATUES (VIGANGO) (PART 1)
4:15 PM MONICA UDVARDY (University of Kentucky) MEANING, MORALITY AND THE MEDIA: THE PUBLIC'S RESPONSE. REPATRIATING KENYAN MIJKENDA MEMORIAL STATUES (VIGANGO) (PART 2)
4:30 PM Discussion
4:45 PM CELIA K NYAMWERU SYMBOLS OF INDIGENOUS IDENTITY: THE NDATA LEADERSHIP STAFFS OF THE KAYA ELDERS OF KILIFI DISTRICT, KENYA
5:00 PM REBECCA K GEARHART REVOLVING DOORS: THE CIRCULATION OF SWAHILI WOODWORK DESIGN
5:15 PM BILINDA S STRAIGHT (Western Michigan University)
5:30 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session
Invited Session: GLOBAL PROCESSES, LOCAL PLACES: REDEFINING MARGINALIZED FOODS (Culture and Agriculture) Sutter A
Organizer(s): Elizabeth Finnis (University of Guelph) and Wini P Utari (University of Kentucky)
Chair: Elizabeth Finnis (University of Guelph)

4:00 PM  ELIZABETH FINNIS (University of Guelph) SUBSISTENCE STRATEGIES, MARKETING STRATEGIES: REDEFINING MINOR MILLETs IN SOUTH INDIA

4:15 PM  LISA B MARKOWITZ (University of Louisville) HIGHLAND HAUTE CUISINE: THE TRANSFORMATION OF ALPACA AND LLAMA MEAT

4:30 PM  LOIS M STANFORD (New Mexico State U) WHEN THE MARGINAL BECOMES THE EXOTIC: THE POLITICS OF CULINARY TOURISM IN INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES IN RURAL MEXICO

4:45 PM  Wini P UTARI (University of Kentucky) DECENTRALIZING NATIONAL ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEM; REDEFINING LOCAL FOOD CULTURE

5:00 PM  KARIN S.M. VANEKER DISCOVERING POM'S POTENTIAL: HOW A NEGLECTED CROP APPEARED ON THE DUTCH MENU.

5:15 PM  RICHARD R WILK (Indiana U) I WAS HOPING TO GET AWAY FROM EATING BUSH FOOD, AND HERE I AM SERVING IT TO TOURISTS. THE PARADOXES OF AUTHENTICITY AND CLASS IN SERVING INDIGENOUS FOOD

5:30 PM  JOHN BRETT (Colorado)

End of Session

Invited Session: HIV/AIDS: UNDERSCORING NEEDS FOR AND CHALLENGES TO COLLABORATION (Association for Africanist Anthropology, National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Continental Parlor 1
Organizer(s): Alexander Rodlach (Creighton University) and David S Turkon (Ithaca College)
Chair: David S Turkon (Ithaca College)

4:00 PM  FRASER G McNEILL (London School of Economics) "CONDOMS CAUSE AIDS": POISON, PREVENTION, AND DENIAL IN THE VENDA REGION OF SOUTH AFRICA

4:15 PM  ROOS A WILLEMS (Catholic Uni. Leuven, Belgium) DE-STIGMATIZING HIV/AIDS IN RURAL SENEGAL: THE CRUCIAL IMPORTANCE OF INTERDISCIPLINARY COLLABORATION

4:30 PM  JOHN MAZZEO (DePaul University) and MAKONESE, Loveness (University of the Western Cape) ACCOUNTING FOR THE EXPERIENCES OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE EVALUATION OF AIDS PROGRAMMING

4:45 PM  DAVID S TURKON (Ithaca College), HIMMELGREEN, David A (University of South Florida), MAMELLO, Mpemi (National University of Lesotho), MOHAMMED, Jamal (National University of Lesotho), OKELLA-UMA, Ipolto (National University of Lesotho), ROMERO-DAZA, Nancy Y (University of South Florida) and SELLEN, Daniel W (U Toronto) CHALLENGES, REWARDS, AND POTENTIALS: INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH ON HIV/AIDS

5:00 PM  ALEXANDER RODLACH (Creighton University) HOME-BASED CARE FOR AIDS SUFFERERS IN ZIMBABWE – AN EXAMPLE OF PATIENT DUMPING?

5:15 PM  Discussion

5:45 PM  End of Session
Invited Session: POLITICAL PARTIES AND SUBJECTIVITY IN AFRICA (Association for Africanist Anthropology, Association for Political and Legal Anthropology) Continental Parlor 2
Organizer(s): Kristin D Phillips (University of Wisconsin-Madison) and Erin Dean (New College of Florida)
Chair: Kristin D Phillips (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

4:00 PM Introduction: Kristin D Phillips (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
4:15 PM Dillon J Mahoney (Rutgers University) POLITICAL SUBJECTIVITIES IN KENYA’S 2007 ELECTION: THE APPEAL OF THE ORANGE DEMOCRATIC MOVEMENT IN MOMBASA

4:30 PM Kristin D Phillips (University of Wisconsin-Madison) PARTY POLITICS AND THE SPECTRE OF THE POLITICAL PATER IN TANZANIA
4:45 PM Erin Dean (New College of Florida) POLITICAL CONSTRUCTION OF “TRADITIONAL” KNOWLEDGE IN ZANZIBAR
5:00 PM Jennie E Burnet (U of Louisville) DENSE CITIZENSHIP: PRODUCING CITIZENS AND PERFORMING NATIONAL UNITY IN POST-GENOCIDE RWANDA
5:15 PM Angelique Haugerud (Rutgers University)
5:30 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session

Invited Session: ROUNDTABLE: WORKING WITH CHILDREN: METHODOLOGICAL AND ETHICAL ISSUES IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF CHILDHOOD *ORGANIZED BY THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF CHILDREN AND CHILDHOOD INTEREST GROUP* (Society for Psychological Anthropology)

Taylor B
Organizer/Chair: Kristen E Cheney

4:00 PM Helen B Schwartzman (Northwestern University)
4:15 PM Pia Christensen (University of Warwick)
4:30 PM Myra Bluebond-Langner (Rutgers U)
4:45 PM Jane E Baxter (DePaul University)
5:00 PM Paul B Garrett (Temple U)
5:15 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session

Invited Session: THE CULTURAL POLITICS OF EXCLUSION, FRAGMENTATION, AND DISCONNECT (AAA Committee on Minority Issues in Anthropology) Sutter B
Organizer: Erik P Reavely (UNC Chapel Hill)
Chair(s): Erik P Reavely (UNC Chapel Hill) and Pearl Chan (Indiana University)

4:00 PM Erik P Reavely (UNC Chapel Hill) ORGANIC EXPERTISE AND THE CULTURAL POLITICS OF YOUTH WORK
4:15 PM Pearl Chan (Indiana University) ENTANGLED ENGAGEMENTS: IDENTITY, COMMUNITY ACTION, AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL PRACTICE
4:30 PM Aaron A Greer (SOCIAL CULTURAL) PARADOXES OF MODERNITY: HINDU NATIONALISM AND COMMUNITY ORGANIZING IN TRINIDAD
4:45 PM Debarati Sen (Rutgers University) “WE ARE THE POLICE OF OUR FIELDS”: WOMEN’S TEA FARMERS’ COMMUNITY ACTIVISM AND FAIR TRADE IN DARJEELING, INDIA
5:00 PM Maggi Nowak (University of Puget Sound) “NOTHING ABOUT US WITHOUT US!”: A CASE STUDY OF DISABILITY RIGHTS-INSPIRED SELF ADVOCACY
5:15 PM Jennifer L Hale Gallardo (University of Florida) “WE ARE BEING EATEN”: TENIOUS ALLIANCES AND THE CULTURAL POLITICS OF INSTITUTIONALIZING TRADITIONAL HEALERS IN PUEBLA, MEXICO
5:30 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session
0-080  TOWARD A CULTURAL GRAMMAR OF SCHOOL: PRACTICES AND FUTURE PROMISES FOR THE ANALYSIS OF CLASSROOM INTERACTION (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Continental Parlor 7 Organizer(s): Jason D Raley (UC Santa Barbara), Raymond P McDermott and Frederick D Erickson (UCLA) Chair: Martin T Connell (Loyola Marymount University)

4:00 PM  JASON D RALEY (UC Santa Barbara) MOTIVATION MEANS MOVING: AN ANALYSIS OF COMMONSENSE ACCOUNTS OF VARIATION IN CLASSROOM PARTICIPATION

4:15 PM  INGRID C LI (Univ. of Calif - Santa Barbara) "EXACTLY! THANK YOU! BINGO!!: CONSTRUCTING ENTITLEMENT IN THE "THIRD POSITION"

4:30 PM  EVA M OXELSON (University of California, Santa Barbara) THE INTERACTIONAL ACHIEVEMENT OF SUBJECT MATTER AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

4:45 PM  JESSE A GILLISPE MAKING TROUBLEMAKERS: TROUBLE AND TROUBLE-MAKING AS JOINT ACHIEVEMENTS OF EVERYDAY CLASSROOM INTERACTION

5:00 PM  MARTIN T CONNELL (Loyola Marymount University) PUT DOWN YOUR RULERS: FROM CERTAINTY TO RISK IN TEACHING

5:15 PM  SUSAN FLORIO-RUANE

5:30 PM  HUGH MEHAN (UCSD)

5:45 PM  End of Session

0-081  Invited Session: TRANSNATIONAL LIVES, POLITICAL PRACTICES (Society for the Anthropology of North America) Lombard Organizer/Chair: Miranda C Hallett

4:00 PM  SUJEY VEGA (University of Illinois CU) PARTICIPATORY CITIZENSHIP AND THE MAKING OF LATINO BELONGING IN THE HEARTLAND

4:15 PM  KASSAHUN H KEBEDE (Syracuse University) "ALL THE CAB-DRIVERS WANT A REGIME CHANGE IN ETHIOPIA:" ETHIOPIAN IMMIGRANTS IN THE UNITED STATES AND THE QUEST FOR THE DEMOCRATIZATION OF HOME

4:30 PM  MIRANDA C HALLETT and BAKER-CRISTALES, Beth (California State University, Los Angeles) DIASPORIC SUFFRAGE: VOTING RIGHTS AND TRANSNATIONAL CITIZENSHIP

4:45 PM  LEO R CHAVEZ (UC IRVINE) ILLEGALITY, BELONGING, AND CLAIMING CITIZENSHIP AMONG 1.5 GENERATION UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANTS

5:00 PM  LEILA RODRIGUEZ (Penn State University) TRANSNATIONAL POLITICAL INVOLVEMENT OF NIGERIAN IMMIGRANTS: MOTIVATIONS, MEANS, AND CONSTRAINTS

5:15 PM  JOSEPH L WILTBERGER (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill) THE DIRECTIONALITY OF COLLECTIVE ACTION: PLACE-BASED POLITICS AMONG SALVADORAN MIGRANTS IN THE NEW TERRAIN OF LATINO IMMIGRATION

5:30 PM  MICHAEL PETER SMITH (University of California)

5:45 PM  End of Session

0-082  UNCERTAINTY AND EVENTS: ANTHROPOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF EVENT-APPROACH PRACTICES (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Union Square 17 Organizer: Meg Stalcup (UC Berkeley) Chair: Limor Darash (Hebrew University)

4:00 PM  LIMOR DARASH (Hebrew University) PREPAREDNESS FOR THE POSSIBLE EVENT AND THE VIRTUAL EVENT: THE STATE, UNCERTAINTY AND 'EVENT APPROACH PRACTICES'

4:15 PM  LYLE FEARNLEY (UC Berkeley) DETECTING EPIDEMIC EVENTS: SYNDROMIC SURVEILLANCE AS EVENT-APPROACH PRACTICE

4:30 PM  GAYMON BENNETT (UC Berkeley) SYNTHETIC ANTHROPOS: EVENTS, UNCERTAINTY,
EQUIPMENT

4:45 PM  Todd Ramon Ochoa (UNC Chapel Hill, Religious Studies)
5:00 PM  Meg Stalcup (UC Berkeley) CONTACTS, INCIDENTS AND INDICATORS: "DISCERNMENT" AS AN EVENT-APPROACH PRACTICE IN CONTEMPORARY COUNTERTERRORISM INTELLIGENCE
5:15 PM  Nick Allyn Bartlett (UCSF/UCB Joint Med Anthro) STATE PREPAREDNESS AND HEROIN USE IN CHINA: OF MAINTENANCE AND COMPULSORY DETOXIFICATION
5:30 PM  Mary E Murrell (University of California, Berkeley) THE OPEN BOOK: UNCERTAINTY AND EVENT FROM PAGE TO SCREEN
5:45 PM  Monica E Epplinger TEMPORALITY, UNCERTAINTY, AND ACTION-FORCING EVENTS
6:00 PM  Todd Ramon Ochoa (UNC Chapel Hill, Religious Studies)
6:15 PM  End of Session

0-082A
RITUALS IN MODERN SOCIETIES: AN EXPLORATION OF THE USE OF RITUAL IN VICTIMIZATION (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness)
Franciscan B
Organizer/Chair: Dana Raphael (Human Lactation Center Ltd)
4:00 PM  Introduction: Dana Raphael (Human Lactation Center Ltd)
4:15 PM  Discussion
4:30 PM  William F Guine (Westminster College) DRINKING STORIES, HEALING, AND LEVI STRAUSS: THE MECHANISMS OF ABREATION AND CATHARSIS IN THE NARRATIVES OF ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
4:45 PM  Letty Lincoln (Cascade AIDS Project) WOMEN CONSTRUCT THEIR OWN RITUALS
5:00 PM  Connie Valentine (California Protective Parents) REDEFINING RITUAL - A JUDEO-CHRISTIAN CONTEXT
5:15 PM  Randy Nobility BENEVOLENT AND MALEVOLENT PATTERNS OF RITUAL: PERSONHOOD AND VICTIM
5:30 PM  John R Baker (Moorpark College)
5:45 PM  End of Session

0-083
TRAINING SESSION FOR RDC Union Square 5 & 6
4:00 PM-6:00 PM  Chair: Laurse Lamphere (University of New Mexico)

0-084
AFFECTIVE GOVERNMENTALITY: CULTIVATING AND ADJUDICATING RESPONSIBILITY IN THE CONFIGURATION OF THE "SELF" (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology)
Yosemite A
Organizer(s): Jocelyn L Chua (Stanford University), Ramah Mckay (Stanford University) and Tomas A Matza (Stanford University)
Chair: Kevin L O’Neill (Indiana University - Bloomington)
4:00 PM  Introduction: Kevin L O’Neill (Indiana University - Bloomington)
4:15 PM  Kathleen C Stewart (University of Texas, Austin) AFFECTIVE ECOLOGIES OF THE SELF
4:30 PM  Jocelyn L Chua (Stanford University) THE LEGIBILITY OF INTENT: DETERMINING THE SINCERITY OF THE SUICIDE THREAT IN KERALA, SOUTH INDIA
4:45 PM  Tomas A Matza (Stanford University) FEELING THINGS OUT, VIRTUALLY: TALK SHOWS, PUBLIC INTIMACY AND AFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENTS IN POST SOCIALIST RUSSIA
5:00 PM  William M Reddy (Duke University) "THE RETURN OF ROMANTIC LOVE"
5:15 PM  Lisa B Ropei (U of California, Santa Cruz)
5:30 PM  Discussion
5:45 PM  Break
6:00 PM  Lisa H Malkki (Stanford University) BABY ANIMALS AND WELFARE PIGEONS: ON THE USES OF NONHUMAN IN THE CULTIVATION OF HUMANITARIAN SENTIMENT
6:15 PM  Ramah Mckay (Stanford University) LEARNING TO LISTEN: MAKING AFFECTIVE EXPERTISE IN MOZAMBIQUE
6:30 PM  ODED M KORCZYN  POLITICS OF COMPASSION AND INDIGNATION: THE ROLE OF BUREAUCRATIC EMOTIONS IN DECIDING THE FUTURE OF LABOR MIGRANTS IN ISRAEL

6:45 PM  KEVIN L O'NEILL (Indiana University - Bloomington)  THE RULE OF INTIMACY

7:00 PM  Discussion

7:45 PM  End of Session

0-085

ROOTED COSMOPOLITANISM: HONORING ORIOL PI SUNYER (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe)  Union Square 14

Organizer/Chair: Jacqueline Urla (University of Mass-Amherst)

4:00 PM  Introduction:  JACQUELINE URLA (University of Mass-Amherst)

4:15 PM  KATHRYN A WOOLARD (UCSD)  ROOTBOUND COMMUNITY, ROOTLESS COSMOPOLITANISM, OR NEW ROOTS/ROUTES FOR POST-POST-TRANSITION CATALONIA?

4:30 PM  JARO STACUL (Grant MacEwan College)  REGIONALISM DE-POLITICIZED: ECONOMIC LIBERALISM AND ITS INTERPRETATIONS IN ITALY.

4:45 PM  SHARON R ROSEMAN (Memorial University)  WRITING AGAINST THE SILENCES: MEMORY POLITICS AND THE ROLE OF INTELLECTUALS IN CONTEMPORARY GALICIA

5:00 PM  RUTH BEHAR (University of Michigan)  GLOBALIZATION AND ITS DISCONTENTS: A TALE OF TWO SISTERS

5:15 PM  Break

5:30 PM  THOMAS M WILSON (Binghamton U, SUNY)  REMEMBERING ULSTER: THE POLITICS OF MEMORY IN CROSS-BORDER TOURISM IN IRELAND

5:45 PM  STANLEY H BRANDES (UC BERKELEY)  TOROPHILES AND TOROPHOBES: THE POLITICS OF THE BULLFIGHT IN CONTEMPORARY SPAIN

6:00 PM  JAMES W FERNANDEZ (Univ of Chicago)  THE CHEESE AND THE TOURISTS

6:15 PM  WAYNE FIFE (Memorial U. of Newfoundland)  ARBITRARY FRAMES: HOW TO EMPTY A LANDSCAPE OF ITS POLITICAL ECOLOGY

6:30 PM  Break

6:45 PM  ANDREW LASS (Mount Holyoke College)  TOURIST MEMORIES AND DISCONTENTED PLACES IN THE OLD TOWN OF PRAGUE

7:00 PM  WILLIAM A DOUGLASS (University of Nevada, Reno)

7:15 PM  ORIOL PI-SUNYER

7:30 PM  Discussion

7:45 PM  End of Session

0-086  Association for Feminist Anthropology BOARD RETREAT AND MEETING  Union Square 9

4:00 PM-8:30 PM  Organizer: Cheryl R Rodriguez (U South Florida)

0-087  National Association for the Practice of Anthropology WORKSHOP: TOURISM RESEARCH: WORKSHOP IN NEW THEORIES, METHODS, AND PRACTICES  Union Square 19

4:30 PM-7:30 PM  QUETZIL E CASTANEDA (OSEA & Indiana University)

4:30 PM-7:30 PM  JAMES TIM M WALLACE (North Carolina State U)

0-088  Society for Visual Anthropology WORKSHOP: FUNDING AND DISTRIBUTION OF ETHNOGRAPHIC FILMS  Union Square 16

5:00 PM-7:00 PM  CYNTHIA L CLOSE (Documentary Educational Resources)

0-089  AAA Committee for Human Rights COMMITTEE MEETING  Union Square 13

5:00 PM-8:00 PM  Chair: Victoria Sanford (Lehman College)
0-090 AIDS AND IDENTITY: NEW ANALYSES, SHIFTING PARADIGMS (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Union Square 18
Organizer(s): Anika Wilson (U of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) and Carey E Scheerer (University of Colorado)
Chair: Jill Owczarzak (Medical College of Wisconsin)
6:00 PM JILL OWCZARZAK (Medical College of Wisconsin) RISK AS RESOURCE: PREVENTING HIV AND DEFINING THE NEEDS OF THE “GAY COMMUNITY” IN POSTSOCIALIST POLAND
6:15 PM ROBERT WYROD (University of California, San Francisco) FROM DENIAL TO ASSIMILATION: AIDS AND THE CONTOURS OF MASCULINITY IN URBAN UGANDA
6:30 PM FANNY FC CHABROL “GOVERNMENT LOVES ITS CITIZENS SO MUCH THAT IT GIVES MEDICATION”: RESHAPING NATIONAL IDENTITY AROUND ACCESS TO FREE AIDS TREATMENT IN BOTSWANA.
6:45 PM ANIKA WILSON (U of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) THIS DISEASE OF OURS: RESPONSIBILITY AND BLAME IN VERNACULAR NAMES FOR AIDS IN MALAWI
7:00 PM CAREY E SCHEERER (University of Colorado) (RE)CONFIGURING IDENTITIES IN THE AIDS INDUSTRY: EXPLORING EFFECTS OF THE GLOBAL FUND TO FIGHT AIDS, TUBERCULOSIS, AND MALARIA
7:15 PM CELINA E KAPOOR TOLERATING STIGMA?: THE ROLE OF HIV/AIDS RELATED STIGMA IN THE CREATION OF BIOMEDICAL SUBJECTS
7:30 PM JAMES T PFEIFFER (University of Washington) End of Session

0-091 CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN FOOD AND NUTRITION (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition) Union Square 23 & 24
Chair: Brian Thom (University of Victoria)
6:00 PM SELINE A SZKUPINSKI QUIROGA (Arizona State Univ), BREWIS, Alexandra A (Arizona State University) and WINHAM, Donna M COMPETING DEFINITIONS OF ‘HEALTHY’: IMPLICATIONS FOR OBESITY PREVENTION PROGRAMS IN LATINO COMMUNITIES
6:15 PM MAISSA S BAKRI and MURRIETA, Rui Sergio S FOOD CONSUMPTION, ECOLOGY AND HEALTH OF AN AMAZONIAN CABOCLO POPULATION: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH.
6:30 PM BRIAN THOM (University of Victoria) and FEDIUK, Karen INDIGENOUS FOOD (IN)SECURITY IN THE COAST SALISH WORLD
6:45 PM MILAN SHRESTHA (University of Georgia) FOOD SECURITY AND SOCIAL VULNERABILITY IN LAMJUNG, NEPAL: A FOCUS ON THE LIKELY IMPACT OF GLOBAL CHANGE ON MOUNTAIN AGRICULTURE
7:00 PM RANDI KAARHUS (Legal and Political) FOOD AS A TOTAL SOCIAL FACT - AND IMPROVED NUTRITION? SUBSISTENCE PRODUCERS IN MALINZANGA VILLAGE, TANZANIA
7:45 PM End of Session

0-092 DIVERSE PERSPECTIVE IN CONTEMPORARY ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Sutter B
Chair: Anthony Kwame Harrison (Virginia Tech)
6:00 PM ANTHONY KWAME HARRISON (Virginia Tech) SUBCULTURAL ETHNOGRAPHY IN A COMPUTER MEDIATED COMMUNICATION ERA
6:15 PM LAWRENCE E FISHER (Roosevelt University) CONSUMER ETHNOGRAPHY: LESSONS LEARNED FROM AND FOR CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY
6:30 PM NAOKO TAMURA (Univ. Rene Descartes Paris 5) ANALYTICAL STUDIES OF CAFES: COMPARISON BETWEEN PARISIAN CAFES, FAST-FOOD-STYLE CAFES CHARACTERIZED BY STARBUCKS IN PARIS, AND JAPANESE STARBUCKS
6:45 PM **Priscille Touraille** (social anthropologist) IS SEXUAL DIMORPHISM OF STATURE AN EVOLUTIVE ANSWER TO GENDERED IDEOLOGIES? A QUESTION AT THE CROSSROADS OF KNOWLEDGES.

7:00 PM **Dara Culhane** (Simon Fraser U) THE “SHEEHY’S SECOND SUNDAYS”: THE POLITICAL SERIOUSNESS OF PLAY

7:15 PM **Ole Dreier** (University of Copenhagen) STUDYING PERSONS IN PRACTICES REACHING ACROSS PLACES

7:30 PM Discussion

7:45 PM End of Session

0-093 HEALTH AND HEALING IN CULTURAL CONTEXTS (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Union Square 20

Chair: Mario A Cubas (Florida International University)

6:00 PM **Mario A Cubas** (Florida International University) MAGICAL MEDICINE, MAGICAL DEATH : AFRO-CUBAN HEALING AND REVENGE SORCERY IN SUBURBAN SOUTH FLORIDA

6:15 PM **Louise M.C Badiane** and **Erickson, Pamela I** (U. Connecticut) FROM STIGMATIZATION TO ACCEPTANCE: THE DIAMBAKOSS MANKAGNE HEALERS IN ZIGUINCHOR, SENEGAL

6:30 PM **Taewoo Kim** (SUNY at Buffalo) TRADITIONAL MEDICINE IN THE MAKING: NEW THERAPIES OF KOREAN MEDICINE IN CONTEMPORARY SOUTH KOREA

6:45 PM **Daniel J Foy** (University of Nebraska) and **Draper, Patricia C** (U of Nebraska) TRANCE HEALING AMONG THE JU’HOANSI: DEMOGRAPHICS OF RECIPIENTS

7:00 PM **Amy B. Nichols-Belo** (University of Virginia/ VCU) WITCHCRAFT AS ETIOLOGY: NEGOTIATING DISEASE AND TREATMENT PATHWAYS IN MWANZA, TANZANIA

7:15 PM **Hung-Yu Ru** (University of Hawaii at Manoa) I DRINK AND MY LIVER IS HARD: STUDYING INDIGENOUS ILLNESS REPRESENTATION AND HEALTH SEEKING BEHAVIORS TO LIVER DISEASE IN EASTERN TAIWAN

7:30 PM **Margaret A. Karnyski** (University of South Florida) ETHNOMEDICAL AND BIOMEDICAL HEALTH CARE AND HEALING PRACTICES AMONG THE RATHWA OF KADIPANI VILLAGE, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.

7:45 PM End of Session

0-094 IMPUNITY, COMPLICITY, AND THE EXCEPTION: RETHINKING ARENAS OF SOVEREIGNTY BEYOND THE STATE (Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology) Taylor B

Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Kenneth MacLean (Clark University) and Haley Duschinski (Ohio University)

6:00 PM **Kenneth MacLean** (Clark University) STATES OF NON-COMPLIANCE: FORCED LABOR AND THE RECONFIGURATION OF IMPUNITY IN BURMA

6:15 PM **Haley Duschinski** (Ohio University) STATE OF EMERGENCE: FAKE ENCOUNTERS AND LOCAL MEANINGS OF JUSTICE IN THE “DANGEROUS AND DISTURBED” REGION OF KASHMIR VALLEY

6:30 PM **Caroline A Yezser** (College of the Holy Cross) ACCOUNTABILITY FOR THE UNCOUNTABLE: THE PROBLEM OF IDENTITY PAPERS AND SOCIALLY MEANINGFUL DEATH FOR PERU’S DISSAPPEARED

6:45 PM **Rebecca M Klenk** (University of Tennessee-Knoxville) EXCEPTIONAL PRODUCTION: AGAMBEN AND THE CULTURAL POLITICS OF SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONES

7:00 PM **Ashley B Lebner** (University of Cambridge) SOVEREIGNTY WITHOUT THE DECISION: THINKING BRAZILIAN STATE PRACTICES THROUGH SOCIALITY ON THE AMAZONIAN FRONTIER

7:15 PM **Victoria Bernal** (U of California Irvine)

7:30 PM Discussion

7:45 PM End of Session
INCLUDING NATIONALIST-MINORITES (OTHERS) IN EXCLUSIVE NATIONALIST-DISCOURSE: SOME NEW THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR NATIONALISM AND ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Continental Parlor 8
Organizer: J P Linstroth (Nova Southeastern University)
Chair: Chris M Beyers (IDS Program, Trent University)
6:00 PM RICHARD WARREN PERRY (San Jose State/UC Berkeley) FROM CONSANGUINITY TO CONTIGUITY IN THE MARKET-STATE
6:15 PM EBEN KIRKSEY (UC Santa Cruz) TECHNOLOGIES AND TOPOLOGIES OF NATIONALISM IN WEST PAPUA
6:30 PM SCOTT E SIMON (Univ of Ottawa) FIRST NATIONS AND FRAGMENTED CHINESENESS : INDIGENOUS NATIONALISMS AND THEIR DISCONTENTS ON TAIWAN
6:45 PM ROSA DE JORIO (University of North Florida) THE POLITICS OF HERITAGE PRESERVATION IN MALI, WEST AFRICA
7:00 PM HAMDESA TUSO (Nova Southeastern U) THEORIES OF NATIONALISM: A PERSPECTIVE FROM THE INDIGENOUS EXPERIENCE
7:15 PM DRU C GLADNEY (Pomona College)
7:30 PM VERED AMIT (Concordia University)
7:45 PM End of Session

INDIA: SYMBOLS, CULTURE, AND POLITICS (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Continental Parlor 1
Chair: Bruce D Roberts (Minnesota State Univ Moorhead)
6:00 PM Introduction
6:15 PM BRUCE D ROBERTS (Minnesota State Univ Moorhead), MOLLICK, Farhad (Guru Ghasidas University) and VERMA, Godhuli (Guru Ghasidas University) THE STATE OF INDIA'S TRIBAL POPULATION - ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES FROM CHHATTISGARH
6:30 PM YULIA EGOROVA DNA EVIDENCE? GENETIC ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE STUDY OF THE CASTE SYSTEM
6:45 PM Break
7:00 PM MELANIE DEAN KEEPING UP WITH THE THEVARS: GOLD AS SUBSTANCE AND SIGN IN SOUTH INDIA
7:15 PM JASON G CONS (Cornell University) A POLITICS OF SENSITIVITY: RESEARCH AND REGULATION ALONG THE INDIA-BANGLADESH BORDER
7:30 PM Discussion
7:45 PM End of Session

INTIMATE STATE(S): ENGAGING WITH THE "FAMILY" OF NEOLIBERALISM (Reviewed by Society of Lesbian and Gay Anthropologists) Union Square 22
Organizer(s): Michelle A Marzullo (American University), John Cho (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) and Organizer: Jessica A Johnson
Chair(s): Michelle A Marzullo (American University) and Lisa M Hoffman (U Washington, Tacoma)
6:00 PM Introduction: LISA M HOFFMAN (U Washington, Tacoma)
6:15 PM JOHN CHO (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) "WHAT TIME IS IT IN KOREAN GAY CYBERSPACE?" THE CHRONOPOLITICS OF KOREAN INTERNET POLICIES AND NEOLIBERAL REFORMS
6:30 PM YOUNG-GYUNG PAIK (Johns Hopkins University) OUR FUTURE HOPE, OR BETTER WITHOUT CHILDREN: THE NEOLIBERAL POLITICS OF REPRODUCTIVE FUTURITY IN SOUTH KOREA'S FERTILITY BOOST DRIVE
6:45 PM JESSICA A JOHNSON THE GOOD SOLDIER: FATHERING 'EMERGING' CHURCH FAMILIES, PATROLLING 'DOMESTIC' BOUNDARIES
7:00 PM  **LAVINIA M NICOLAE** (University of New Mexico) PRESENTING THE NORMAL “GAY FAMILY:” SAME-SEX MARRIAGE ACTIVISM AND THE ACCEPTABLE QUEER FAMILY IN NEW MEXICO

7:15 PM  **MARCIA OCHEA** (UC Santa Cruz)

7:30 PM  Discussion

7:45 PM  End of Session

**0-098**

MOURNING THROUGH TECHNOLOG IN KOREA AND JAPAN (Reviewed by Society for East Asian Anthropology) Continental Parlor 5

Organizer(s): Elise Marie Prebin (Harvard University) and Nan Youngnan Kim-Paik (Univ. of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

Chair: Eleana J Kim (University of Rochester)

6:00 PM  Introduction

6:15 PM  **ELISE MARIE PREBIN** (Harvard University) TELEVISED MEETINGS FOR BETTER SEPARATIONS

6:30 PM  **NAN YOUNGNAN KIM-PAIK** (Univ. of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) RECUPERATING THE KOREAN WAR’S PRESUMED DEAD: INTERSECTIONS OF MEDIA TECHNOLOGY AND POLITICAL TECHNOLOGY IN DIVIDED KOREA

6:45 PM  **FABIENNE DUTEIL-OGATA** GRAVE-COMPUTER: NEW MEDIATION BETWEEN THE LIVING AND THE DEAD?

7:00 PM  **ELLEN SCHATTSCHEINER** (Brandeis University)

7:15 PM  **MICHAEL HERZEFELD** (Harvard U)

7:30 PM  Discussion

7:45 PM  End of Session

**0-099**

RACE, MULTICULTURALISM, AND PARADOXES OF “EQUALITY” (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Continental Parlor 2

Chair: Jennifer E Alvey (U Michigan-Flint)

6:00 PM  **JENNIFER E ALVEY** (U Michigan-Flint) PLAYING RACE OFF GENDER: DISCURSIVE STRATEGIES OF INCLUSION/EXCLUSION IN MICHIGAN’S ANTI-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION INITIATIVE

6:15 PM  **JESSICA A WALKER** (University of Oklahoma) RECONSIDERING ‘EQUAL’ PARTNERS: UNIVERSITIES, TRIBAL NATIONS, AND ALL-BLACK TOWNS REDUCING CANCER DISPARITIES THROUGH THE CNP

6:30 PM  **BANSENG HOE** (Canadian Museum of Civilization) MULTICULTURALISM: PERSPECTIVES FROM THE CHINESE CANADIAN

6:45 PM  **CRAIG N CIPOLLA** (University of Pennsylvania) APPROPRIATED SIGNS: A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF BROHTERTOWN DISCOURSE

7:00 PM  **THEODOR P GORDON** “THE DIGGER SEEMS TO BE DOOMED”: ANGLO STEREOTYPES AND “KNOWLEDGE” OF CALIFORNIA INDIANS DURING THE GOLD RUSH

7:15 PM  Discussion

7:45 PM  End of Session

**0-100**

RADICAL THEATER AS CULTURAL INTERVENTION: EXPLORING ART AND POLITICS IN ANTHROPOLOGY’S CENTER-STAGE. (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Yosemite B

Organizer(s): Mariana L Ferreira (San Francisco State) and Ariane Dalla-Dea (U of California, Irvine)

Chair: Mariana L Ferreira (San Francisco State)

6:00 PM  **BRAD E ERICKSON** (UC Berkeley, Anthropology) POST-APOCALYPSE ETHNOGRAPHY

6:15 PM  **DEBRA J KAJIYAMA** (Navarrete x Kajiyama Dance Theater) and NAVARRETE, Jose A

THE REVENGE OF HUITLACOCHE

6:30 PM  **ARIANE DALLA-DEA** (U of California, Irvine) THE REPRESENTATION OF THE ANTHROPOLOGIST AS AN ACTIVIST: ENGAGEMENT AND COMMUNITY
COLLABORATION

6:45 PM  **EVA LANGMAN** (San Francisco State U) and **FERREIRA, MARIANA L** (San Francisco State) ‘MAY YOUR BODY LAY NAKED ON MOTHER EARTH:’ A PLAY ON GENOCIDE AND THE POLITICS OF AMERICAN INDIAN REPATRIATION IN THE UNITED STATES

7:00 PM  **SHANE BOYLE** (UC Berkeley) KÖPI BLEIBT! (KÖPI WILL STAY!)

7:15 PM  **JENNIFER KRIER** (Independent) BETRAYED: AN ETHNOGRAPHIC INTERVIEW ON STAGE

7:30 PM  **ASHLEY R MARINACCIO** (New York University, Graduate Student) DOCUMENTARY: A TEENAGER’S NARRATIVE ON SUICIDE, SEXUALITY AND SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE

7:45 PM  End of Session

0-101

REMEMBERING, EXPERIENCING, AND PERFORMING SELF AND COMMUNITY IN POST-SOCIALIST VIETNAM (Reviewed by Society for East Asian Anthropology) Sutter A
Organizer(s): Merav Shohet (UCLA) and Allen L Tran (U of California, San Diego)
Chair: Merav Shohet (UCLA)

6:00 PM  **ALLEN L TRAN** (U of California, San Diego) SENTIMENTS AND SUBSIDIES: REMEMBERING REGIME CHANGE AND REMAKING POLITICAL SUBJECTIVITY IN VIETNAM

6:15 PM  **MERAV SHOHET** (UCLA) BIERs AND TEARS: A POLITICAL ECONOMY OF EMOTIONS IN THE FLUX OF LATE SOCIALIST FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

6:30 PM  **MARGARET M STALFORD** (Harvard University) POPULAR EMBRACE OF PERSONAL NARRATIVES OF CHRONIC ILLNESS IN CONTEMPORARY VIETNAM

6:45 PM  **LAUREN D MEEKER** (SUNY New Paltz) “BUT TODAY WE ILLUSTRATE (MINH HOA) WITH DANCE”: STAGING CHEO IN CONTEMPORARY VIETNAM

7:00 PM  **NINA M HIEU** A SHOCK TO THE SENSES: VISUAL AND TACTILE IMAGINARIES IN HO CHI MINH CITY IN THE NEW MILLENNIUM

7:15 PM  **IVAN V SMALL** (Cornell University) ECONOMIES OF IMAGINATION: SOCIAL DYNAMICS OF VIETNAMESE REMITTANCE AND GIFTING EXCHANGES

7:30 PM  **CHRISTINA L SCHWENKEL** (UC Riverside)

7:45 PM  End of Session

0-103

THE PROBLEM WITH “COMMUNITY”: RETHINKING PARTICIPATION, CONTESTATION, AND IMAGINATION IN SPACES OF TEACHING AND LEARNING (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Taylor A
Organizer/Chair: Doris S Warriner (Arizona State University)

6:00 PM  **TRICIA NIESZ** (Kent State University) BEYOND NETWORK UTOPIAS: EXPLORING THE RELATIONSHIPS AMONG COLLECTIVITY, IDENTITY, AND ACTION IN EDUCATOR NETWORKS

6:15 PM  **MOLLIE V BLACKBURN** (Ohio State University) COMMUNITY AS RHIZOME: STRUGGLE AND PRODUCtIVE POSSIBILITIES IN A TEACHER INQUIRY GROUP

6:30 PM  Discussion

6:45 PM  **DORIS S WARRINER** (Arizona State University) RE-IMAGINING COMMUNITY: WHEN SHARED PRACTICES AND PARTICIPATION DO NOT TRANSLATE INTO SHARED EXPERIENCES

7:00 PM  **MANDI RHOADES** BREAKING THE BINARY: GENDER, TECHNOLOGY, AND SHIFTING SUBJECTIVITIES

7:15 PM  **KRIS GUTIERREZ** (UCLA)

7:30 PM  Discussion

7:45 PM  End of Session
0-104 TRANSREGIONAL EXCHANGE AND CONNECTION: BETWEEN CONVENTIONAL SPACETIME AND DISCIPLINARY COORDINATES (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Continental Parlor 9 Organizer(s): Rusaslina Idrus (Harvard University) and Prista Ratanapruck (Rutgers Ctr Historical Analysis) Chair: Michael J Puett (Harvard University) 6:00 PM JESSICA L O’REILLY SAMPLES AND SPECIMENS AT ANTARCTIC BIOSECURITY BORDERS 6:15 PM PRISTA RATANAPRUCK (Rutgers Ctr Historical Analysis) MANANGI TRADE DIASPORAS IN SOUTH ASIA AND SOUTHEAST ASIA 6:30 PM RUSASLINA IDRUS (Harvard University) RETHINKING CUSTOMARY RIGHTS IN A 21ST CENTURY LAWSUIT 6:45 PM LINDSAY A SMITH (Harvard University) FORENSIC PERIPHERIES AND CENTERS: DACTYLOSCOPY AND DNA IDENTIFICATION IN ARGENTINA 7:00 PM AMITA SATYAL OVERLAND TRADE AND MOBILITY ACROSS ISLAMIC EMPIRES IN ASIA, 1500-1700 7:15 PM MICHAEL J PUETT (Harvard University) 7:30 PM Discussion 7:45 PM End of Session

0-105 TROUBLED CITIZENS; TROUBLING CITIZENSHIP: PARADOXES OF INCLUSION AND ENGAGEMENT. (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Continental Parlor 3 Organizer: John Clarke (The Open University, UK) Chair: Kathleen M Coll (Stanford University) 6:00 PM Introduction: JOHN CLARKE (The Open University, UK) 6:15 PM KATHLEEN M COLL (Stanford University) UN/COMPROMISING CITIZENSHIP: IMMIGRANT EMPOWERMENT STRUGGLES AND STATE DISCIPLINE 6:30 PM CATHERINE NEVEU (CNRS) “CULTURAL MEDIATION”, CITIZENSHIP AND POLITICS 6:45 PM Discussion 7:00 PM SANDRA L MORGAN (Oregon) 7:15 PM TANIA M LI (University of Toronto) 7:30 PM Discussion 7:45 PM End of Session

0-106 Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology BOARD MEETING Union Square 10 Organizer(s): Gabriela Vargas-Cetina (Autonoma de Yucatan) and Travis A Du Bry (U of California-Santa Barbara) Chair: Gabriela Vargas-Cetina (Autonoma de Yucatan)

0-107 Association of Black Anthropologists BOARD MEETING Union Square 8 Organizer: Dana-Ain Davis (Queens College)

0-108 Society for Linguistic Anthropology EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING Union Square 11 Organizer: J Joseph Errington (Yale University)

0-109 Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING I Union Square 12 Organizer: David W Haines (George Mason University) Chair: Petra Y Kuppinger (Monmouth College)
0-110  
**Association of Black Anthropologists**  
TRANSFORMING ANTHROPOLOGY BOARD MEETING  
Union Square B  
7:30 PM - 8:30 PM  
Organizer(s): Deborah A Thomas (U of Pennsylvania) and John L Jackson (U of Pennsylvania)

0-102  
**THE PRAGMATICS OF VISIBILITY AND INVISIBILITY** (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology)  
Yosemite C  
Organizer(s): Alexis R Matza (University of Iowa) and Kenda Stewart (University of Iowa)  
Chair: Sarah S Ono (University of Iowa)  
6:00 PM  
**SARAH S ONO** (University of Iowa) “NOW WAS I SUPPOSED TO BE VISIBLE OR INVISIBLE?": CREATING A PRESENCE IN HOLLYWOOD  
6:15 PM  
**ERIKA HOFFMANN-DILLOWAY** (Oberlin College) I CAN SEE THAT YOU ARE DEAF: SIGNING AND BELONGING IN NEPAL  
6:30 PM  
**ABBY WIGHTMAN** (University of Oklahoma) ENGAGING THE INVISIBLE: POWWOWS, CULTURAL IDENTITY AND COLLABORATION AMONG THE PLAINS APACHE  
6:45 PM  
**LISA M ANDERSON-LEVY** (Beloit College) ‘HIDING IN THE OPEN’: THE HYPER-VISIBLE INVISIBILITY OF WHITENESS IN JAMAICA  
7:00 PM  
**ALEXIS R MATZA** (University of Iowa) MASKULINITY: EXPLORING MASCULINITY AND INVISIBILITY  
7:15 PM  
**BEN PEACOCK** ‘PEEK-A-BOO, I SEE YOU’: PROSTHETIC SHIELDS AND STRATEGIC SELF-FASHIONING IN MANAGING PROXIMITY IN PUBLIC SPACE  
7:30 PM  
**KENDA STEWART** (University of Iowa) INVISIBLE VICTORIES: EXAMINING THE (IN)VISIBILITY OF PALESTINIAN WOMEN’S SOCCER IN ISRAEL  
8:00 PM  
**FAE G. GOODMAN** (Tulane University) “DERBY DRAG”: FASHION AND GROUP IDENTITY FORMATION IN WOMEN’S ROLLER DERBY  
8:15 PM  
**JASON C ROMERO** (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) GAY MEN IN JAPAN ARE LIKE COCKROACHES: TRANSNATIONAL GAY DISCOURSES AND THE POLITICS OF (IN)VISIBILITY IN TOKYO  
8:30 PM  
**LAUREN D HEIDBRINK** (Johns Hopkins University) IMPOSSIBLE SUBJECTS: UNACCOMPANIED MIGRANT YOUTH  
8:45 PM  
**ATHENA McLEAN** (Central Michigan U) TRAVERSING DYNAMIC ZONES OF VISIBILITY AND INVISIBILITY IN PERSON-ENVIRONMENT RELATIONS: IMPLICATIONS FOR UNDERSTANDING INTERGROUP PENETRATION AND INDENTITY (TRANS)/FORMATION  
9:00 PM  
**ERIK A AASLAND** (Fuller Graduate School) NOW YOU SEE ME, NOW YOU DON’T: PROVERBIAL EMPOWERMENT IN THE SHADOW OF DEICTIC PROJECTION  
9:15 PM  
**MEENA R KHANDELWAL** (University of Iowa)  
9:30 PM  
**VIRGINIA R. DOMINGUEZ** (University of Illinois)  
9:45 PM  
End of Session

0-111  
**ANTHROPOLOGIES OF POPULATION** (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society)  
Imperial B  
Organizer: Jennifer Johnson-Hanks (UC Berkeley)  
Chair: William Webb Sprague (UC Berkeley)  
6:00 PM  
**WILLIAM WEBB SPRAGUE** (UC Berkeley) AN ETHICS OF DEMOGRAPHIC PRACTICE FOR THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY  
6:15 PM  
**ALLISON ALEXY** (Yale U) THE POPULAR LOGICS OF DEMOGRAPHICS IN JAPAN  
6:30 PM  
**KATRINA L MOORE** (Harvard University) THE POLITICS OF LONGEVITY IN CONTEMPORARY JAPAN  
6:45 PM  
**CHINA R SCHERZ** (University of California San Francisco) THE VULNERABLE AND THE WORTHY: MAKING AND ERASING POPULATION DISTINCTIONS CENTRAL UGANDA
7:00 PM  Ryan A Brown (Robert Wood Johnson Foundation - UCSF/UCB)
7:15 PM  Discussion
7:30 PM  Sarah S Willen (Harvard)
7:45 PM  Discussion
8:00 PM  Daniel Jordan Smith (Brown University) ‘KANO HIDES A POOR MAN’: RURAL-URBAN MIGRATION AND THE BURDENS OF KINSHIP
8:15 PM  Jennifer Johnson-Hanks (UC Berkeley) AGGREGATION PROBLEMS
8:30 PM  Elise L Andaya (SUNY Albany) CALCULATED RISKS: ABORTION, MODERNITY, AND THE POLITICS OF RISK IN POST-SOVIET CUBA
8:45 PM  Sondra L Hausner (Oxford University) THE DYNAMICS OF DISPERSION
9:00 PM  Vinay R. Kamat (University of British Columbia)
9:15 PM  Discussion
9:30 PM  Vanessa L Fong (Harvard University)
9:45 PM  End of Session

0-112

CERAMIC ECOLOGY XXII: CURRENT RESEARCH ON CERAMICS 2008 (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Franciscan B
Organizer/Chair: Charles C Kolb (National Endowment Humanities)
Introduction:
Marilin Beaudry-Corbett (UCLA)
6:00 PM  Anabel Foro (U C Santa Barbara) IMPLICATIONS OF VOLCANIC ASH IN LATE CLASSIC MAYA POTTERY
6:15 PM  Marcie L Venter FEASTING AND SOLIDARITY: CERAMIC EVIDENCE FROM THE LATE POSTCLASSIC TUXTLA MOUNTAINS, VERACRUZ, MEXICO.
6:45 PM  Dean E Arnold (Wheaton College (IL)) and Neff, Hector MAYA BLUE: WHERE DID ITS PALYGORSKITE CONSTITUENT ORIGINATE?
7:00 PM  Ana Lucia Gonzalez (U of Hawaii Manoa) and Connell, Samuel V (UCLA) REVEALING VARIATIONS ON CERAMIC TECHNOLOGY IN THE NORTHERN ANDES OF ECUADOR
7:15 PM  Brenda J Bowser (Cal State-Fullerton) ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE OF CHILDREN’S CRAFT PRODUCTION: TESTING METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO LEARNING IN POTTERY-MAKING SOCIETIES
7:30 PM  Break
7:45 PM  Alexandre Livingstone Smith (Royal Museum for central Africa (Belgium)) ARCHAEOLOGY AND LINGUISTICS: A COMPARATIVE OVERVIEW OF POTTERY TRADITIONS IN CENTRAL AFRICA
8:00 PM  Claire Corniquer (ULB) THE SOCIAL LIFE OF POTTERY: CONTEXT AND SCALES OF PRACTICE
8:15 PM  Tara L Tetrault AKAN MATRILINEAL POTTERY PRACTICE IN GHANA, WEST AFRICA
8:30 PM  Kostelena Michalka (McMaster University) STENTINELLO. IMPRESSED AND BUFF WARES OF MIDDLE NEOLITHIC SW CALABRIA, ITALY: EXPLORING THE CO-EXISTENCE OF MULTIPLE OPERATIONAL SEQUENCES
8:45 PM  Julie Woods (University of Massachusetts) and Chilton, Elizabeth (UMass Amherst) CONTINUITIES AND CHANGES IN NATIVE CERAMIC TECHNOLOGIES IN THE MIDDLE CONNECTICUT RIVER VALLEY, MASSACHUSETTS
9:00 PM  Discussion
9:15 PM  Marilin Beaudry-Corbett (UCLA)
9:30 PM  Discussion
9:45 PM  End of Session

37
0-113 CONJUNCTURES AND DISJUNCTURES OF SOCIAL IDENTITY IN GLOBALIZED, POST-NATIONAL AND NATIONAL SPACES: EXAMPLES FROM THE “LUSOPHONE WORLD” (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Continental Parlor 7 Organizer(s): Paula M Santos (Universidade Fernando Pessoa) and Shawn Parkhurst (U of Louisville)
Chair: Jose Manuel Sobral (ICS, University of Lisbon)
6:00 PM NAOMI M LEITE (UC Berkeley) LOCAL IDENTITY, GLOBAL IDENTIFICATION: PORTUGAL’S NEW MARRANOS AND THEIR ASHKENAZI JEWISH ‘KIN’ ABROAD
6:15 PM JOSE MANUEL SOBRAL (ICS, University of Lisbon) CONSTRUCTING MEMORY AND NATIONAL IDENTITY IN POST-NATIONAL TIMES: DISCOURSE AND PRACTICES OF IMMIGRANTS FROM S. TOME E PRÍNCIPE IN LISBON
6:30 PM Discussion
6:45 PM Break
7:00 PM JAMES B BEARD (UC - Berkeley) FITTING IN, STANDING OUT, LOOKING UPWARD: THE SPIRITUAL LIVES OF AFRICAN IMMIGRANTS IN PORTO, PORTUGAL
7:15 PM PAULA M SANTOS (Universidade Fernando Pessoa) INSCRIBING THE OTHER ONTO URBAN SPACE – AN ORDERING OF ETHNIC SUBJECTS IN PORTUGUESE SOCIAL SPACE
7:30 PM Discussion
7:45 PM Break
8:00 PM SHAWN PARKHURST (U of Louisville) SOME GROUNDS FOR COUNTERHEGEMONY: ENGAGING THE IDEOLOGY OF LAND ABANDONMENT IN PORTUGAL
8:15 PM PAULO C. SEIXAS (Universidade Fernando Pessoa) TRANSLATING THE RELATIONS BETWEEN IDENTITY FORMATION AND INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION PROCESSES IN URBAN EAST TIMOR
8:30 PM Discussion
8:45 PM Break
9:00 PM KESHA FIRES
9:15 PM CRISTIANA BASTOS (ICS-Lisbon)
9:30 PM Discussion
9:45 PM End of Session

0-114 ETHNOLOGIST, THEORIST, ACTIVIST, PIONEER: PAPERS IN HONOR OF THE ERNESTO DE MARTINO CENTENNIAL (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Continental Parlor 6 Organizer/Chair: Dorothy L Zinn (Università degli Studi della Basilicata)
Introduction: DOROTHY L ZINN (Università degli Studi della Basilicata)
6:00 PM GILLES BIBEAU (Universite de Montreal) ERNESTO DE MARTINO BETWEEN CALIBAN AND PROSPERO: IS DOMINANCE ALWAYS ASSOCIATED WITH HEGEMONY?
6:15 PM GIOVANNI PIZZA (University of Perugia (Italy)) PRESENCE, EMBODIMENT, AND RELATIONS OF FORCE: DE MARTINO AND GRAMSCI
6:30 PM FILIPPO FURRI (UNIVERSITY OF MONTREAL) ERNESTO DE MARTINO: CRITICAL ETHNOCENTRISM AS POLITICAL COMMITMENT.
6:45 PM ALESSANDRO DURANTI (UCLA)
7:00 PM MARIA- LIISA HONKASALO (University of Helsinki) ‘CRISIS OF PRESENCE’ AND SECULAR SUFFERINGS: RETHINKING ERNESTO DE MARTINO IN THE NORTH KARELIAN CONTEXT
7:15 PM SABINA MAGLIUCCO (California State University) “IT’S NOT TRUE, BUT I BELIEVE IT:” BELIEF, RATIONALITY AND THE WORKS OF ERNESTO DE MARTINO
7:30 PM SARA M BERGSTRESSER (Nathan Kline Inst) NORD E MAGIA
7:45 PM CRISTINA GRASSENI (university of bergamo) DE MARTINO AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL FILM-MAKING
8:30 PM  ERICK CASTELLANOS (Ramapo College of New Jersey)
8:45 PM  Break
9:00 PM  Discussion
9:45 PM  End of Session

0-115  ILLEGIBILITY, AMBIVALENCE, AND THE POLITICAL (Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology) Continental Parlor 4
Organizer: Brandt G Peterson (Michigan State University)
Chair: Elana Zilberg (Univ. of California San Diego)

6:00 PM  Introduction
6:15 PM  ANNA LIM (University of Virginia) INVISIBILITY AND THE PARADOX OF INTEGRATION
6:30 PM  JENNIFER STAMPE (New York University) ON THE UNFIXING OF BOUNDARIES
6:45 PM  DAVID M. BOZZINI (University of Neuchâtel) LIMITS OF STATE CONTROL AND SOCIAL ILLEGIBILITY IN ERITREA
7:00 PM  JOANIE L MCCOLLM (University of California, Santa Cruz) RUNNING AMOK: “MALAYS,” “INDIANS,” AND POLITICAL POWER IN MALAYSIA
7:15 PM  KAUSHIK GHOSH (University of Texas at Austin)
7:30 PM  Discussion
7:45 PM  Break
8:00 PM  VINCENT LYON-CALLO (Western Michigan University) A LACK OF IMAGINATION? EXPLORING THE ILLEGIBLE AND COMMON SENSE RESISTANCE TO NEOLIBERAL RESTRUCTURINGS
8:15 PM  ALLISON TRUITT (Tulane University) UNCERTAIN LOCATIONS: THE NEW ORLEANS’ CHARTER SCHOOL MOVEMENT
8:30 PM  REBECCA B GALEMBA (Brown University) LIVING IN-BETWEEN THE LINES: DOCUMENTATION AND ILLEGIBILITY AT THE MEXICO-GUATEMALA BORDER
8:45 PM  BRANDT G PETERSON (Michigan State University) AN ILLNESS THAT MAKES US BELIEVE THAT WE ARE NOT INDIGENOUS: VISUALIZING AND MAKING VISIBLE INDIGENOUS EL SALVADOR

9:00 PM  ELANA ZILBERG (Univ. of California San Diego) A DISTURBANCE IN REPRESENTATION
9:15 PM  DIANE M NELSON (Duke University)
9:30 PM  Discussion
9:45 PM  End of Session

0-116  MAKING MODERNITIES IN YOUTH CULTURES (Reviewed by Society for Psychological Anthropology) Lombard
Organizer/Chair: Karen J Brison

6:00 PM  KAREN J BRISON ‘I’M JUST A REGULAR WHITE GIRL’: EMERGING MIDDLE CLASS IDENTITIES IN FIJIAN KINDERGARTENS
6:15 PM  SAYUMI YAMAKAWA (University of Manchester (PG student)) YOUTH’S IDENTITY PRACTICES IN CULTURAL SPACES OF CHURCH AND SCHOOL AMONG OWAMBO PEOPLE IN NORTHERN NAMIBIA
6:30 PM  CHRISTINA P DAVIS (University of Michigan) SCHOOLS, PEER-GROUPS, AND MASS-MEDIA AS FORMS OF MODERNITY: THE REGIMENTING OF LINGUISTIC PRACTICE AMONG SRI LANKAN ADOLESCENTS
6:45 PM  SUSAN C DEWEY “WE FIJIAN BOYS LIKE TO PLAY WITH GUNS”: NEGOTIATING PRESCHOOL UNDER MILITARY RULE IN FIJI
7:00 PM  JACQUELYN A LEWIS-HARRIS KEEPING THE CULTURE TO KEEPS US SANE
7:15 PM  BIANCA DAHL (University of Chicago) EQUAL, EMPOWERED, ENTITLED: ORPHANED YOUTH, IDENTITY AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN BOTSWANA
7:30 PM  LEIGH M CAMPOAMOR (Duke University) PITY, PERFORMANCE, AND THE PRODUCTION OF VALUE(S) AMONG WORKING CHILDREN IN LIMA, PERU
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:45 PM</td>
<td>DAWN M GRIMES-MACLELLAN (Saint Mary's University)</td>
<td>BETWEEN HOPE AND FEAR: NAVIGATING YOUTH IDENTITY IN (POST)MODERN JAPAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 PM</td>
<td>DWAYNE DIXON</td>
<td>EXCESSIVE FAILURE: JAPANESE SKATEBOARDERS AND THE PRODUCTION OF AN URBAN IMAGINARY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 PM</td>
<td>CATHY VAUGHAN (London School of Economics)</td>
<td>PICTURING FUTURES: PARTICIPATION, PHOTOVOICE AND YOUNG PEOPLE'S HEALTH IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 PM</td>
<td>MARY K GOOD (U of Arizona)</td>
<td>BEBO BOYFRIENDS, FILIPINO FILM LOVERS: NEW PERSPECTIVES ON ROMANCE AND GENDER IN THE KINGDOM OF TONGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 PM</td>
<td>JOSEPH W ESSEY</td>
<td>THE &quot;MODERN&quot; GANGSTER: EMERGENT GANG IDENTITIES AND YOUTH FORMATIONS WITHIN THE TONGAN DIASPORA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 PM</td>
<td>EILEEN P ANDERSON-FYE (Case Western Reserve University)</td>
<td>&quot;IT'S REALLY DIFFERENT UP THERE&quot;: GENDER, RETURN MIGRATION, AND PSYCHOLOGICAL WELL-BEING AMONG ADOLESCENT BELIZEANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 PM</td>
<td>JAE HUN JUNG</td>
<td>EXPERIMENTING WITH AMERICAN INDIVIDUALISM: ANTI-SCHOOL AND HOMESCHOOLING MOVEMENTS IN SOUTH KOREA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 PM</td>
<td>Leticia J. Braga (Harvard Graduate School of Ed)</td>
<td>FORGING PERSPECTIVES: HOW MIGRATION AND ADOLESCENCE SHAPE IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0:117

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Organizer</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:00 PM</td>
<td>PAUL R TAMBURRO (Indigenous)</td>
<td>SWEAT LODGE OR SANTA?: DISCOURSE ON &quot;AUTHENTIC&quot; 21ST CENTURY LANGUAGE REVIVAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15 PM</td>
<td>THEA R STRAND (U of Arizona)</td>
<td>WINNING THE DIALECT POPULARITY CONTEST: LANGUAGE STATUS AND STYLE IN RURAL VALDRES, NORWAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30 PM</td>
<td>RACHAEL ALBRIGHTEN (Georgetown University)</td>
<td>WHERE DO WE DRAW THE URBAN/RURAL BORDER?: PERSONAL IDENTITY AND INTRA-COMMUNITY LINGUISTIC VARIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:45 PM</td>
<td>REZENET MOGES (CSU, Long Beach)</td>
<td>DICHOTOMY IN THE COMMUNITY OF DEAF ERITREANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00 PM</td>
<td>MOLLIE CALLAHAN (University of Michigan)</td>
<td>ENTTEXTUALIZING KALLAWAYA MEDICAL EXPERTISE ACROSS THE RURAL-URBAN SPECTRUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:15 PM</td>
<td>JUDITH M. S. PINE (Western Washington University)</td>
<td>WHAT IS THE POINT?: INDEXICALITY, LANGUAGE IDEOLOGY AND THE USE OF ENGLISH IN LAHU SETTINGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:45 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 PM</td>
<td>DEBRA J OCCHI (Miyazaki International College) and SHIBAMOTO-SMITH, Janet S (Anthropology, UC-Davis)</td>
<td>MODERNITY, IDEOLOGY, WOMEN'S LANGUAGE, AND WOMEN'S SPEECH IN CONTEMPORARY JAPAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 PM</td>
<td>HOLLY HK DIDI-OGREN (The College of New Jersey)</td>
<td>LANGUAGE IDEOLOGY AND URBAN/RURAL DISTINCTIONS IN THE JAPANESE CONTEXT:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 PM</td>
<td>ALICIA A DeNICOLA (Syracuse University)</td>
<td>MARKING THE RURAL IN COSMOPOLITAN DISCOURSE: URBAN DESIGNERS DISCUSSING TRADITIONAL (RURAL) PRINTERS IN NORTH INDIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 PM</td>
<td>NATALIE J.K. BALOY (University of British Columbia)</td>
<td>TALKING THEIR LANGUAGES IN THE CITY: ABORIGINAL LANGUAGE EDUCATION IN VANCOUVER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 PM</td>
<td>BARBARA C LE MASTER (CSULB)</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
0-118  POSTSOCIALIST DEVELOPMENT ENCOUNTERS: INTERNATIONAL AID AND ITS IDEOLOGIES  
(Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Franciscan A  
Organizer/Chair: Ruth Mandel (Univ College London)  
6:00 PM  
Introduction: Ruth Mandel (Univ College London)  
6:15 PM  
Melissa L Caldwell (U California, Santa Cruz) COMPASSIONATE DEVELOPMENT:  
FRIENDSHIP, ASSISTANCE, AND ADVOCACY IN MOSCOW'S FAITH-BASED AID WORLD  
6:30 PM  
Noor Borbieva (University of Notre Dame) FAITH AND DEVELOPMENT: THE  
NURCU MOVEMENT IN CENTRAL ASIA  
6:45 PM  
Sean R Roberts (University of Southern Cal.) THE DEMOCRACY DANCE IN CENTRAL  
ASIA: THE FORMAL AND INFORMAL IN POST-SOVET DEVELOPMENT ENCOUNTERS  
7:00 PM  
Armene Ishkanian (London School of Economics) RECLAIMING DEMOCRACY IN  
CYBERSPACE: ARMENIA'S VIRTUAL PUBLIC SPHERE  
7:15 PM  
Patricia L Fogarty (Emory University)  
7:30 PM  
Discussion  
7:45 PM  
Break  
8:00 PM  
Andrew Gilbert (University of Toronto) BEYOND POLITICS AND ANTI-POLITICS:  
HUMANITARIANIZATION AND AID INTERVENTION IN POST-WAR POST-SOCIALIST  
BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA  
8:15 PM  
Jessica Greenberg (Harvard University) INTERNATIONAL INTERVENTION, MASS  
MOBILIZATION AND THE LIBERAL PUBLIC SPHERE IN SERBIA  
8:30 PM  
Kimberley A Coles (U Redlands) MAPPING DEMOCRACY PROMOTION:  
POSTSOCIALIST EXPERIENCES IN A GLOBALIZING ELECTION CIRCUIT  
8:45 PM  
Janine R Wedel (George Mason University) ONE TRUE ANSWER: FROM  
POSTSOCIALIST PRIVATIZATION TO WAR IN IRAQ  
9:00 PM  
Elizabeth C Dunn (University of Colorado)  
9:15 PM  
Discussion  
9:45 PM  
End of Session  

0-119  RACIALIZING DISCOURSES (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Franciscan C  
Organizer: Kristina S Wirtz (Western Michigan University)  
Chair: Hilary P Dick (Univ of Chicago)  
6:00 PM  
Valentina Pagliai (University of California Los Angeles) THE UNMARKING OF  
RACIST DISCOURSE IN ITALY AND THE ROLE OF THE MEDIA  
6:15 PM  
Hilary P Dick (Univ of Chicago) MAKING 'THE ILLEGAL MEXICAN'—AND  
MEXICANS ILLEGAL—IN SMALL TOWN USA  
6:30 PM  
Stanton E Wortham (University of Pennsylvania), Allard, Elaine C (University of  
Pennsylvania) and Mortimer, Katherine (University of Pennsylvania)  
RACIALIZATION IN PAYDAY MUGGING NARRATIVES: TRAJECTORIES OF  
STORYTELLING ACROSS COMMUNITIES  
6:45 PM  
J Kathe Managan (University of Alaska Fairbanks) FRENCH RACIAL DISCOURSES  
AND THE ERASURE OF ANTILLEANS  
7:00 PM  
Ryan E Blanton (University of Oklahoma) DISCOURSE AND THE MAINTENANCE  
OF ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM  
7:15 PM  
Kathleen D Hall (U of Pennsylvania)  
7:30 PM  
Discussion  
7:45 PM  
Break  
8:00 PM  
Lanita Jacobs-Huey (USC) IS OBAMA BLACK ENOUGH?: A (PARTIAL) DEFENSE OF  
THE QUESTION FROM AFRICAN AMERICAN STANDUP COMEDY  
8:15 PM  
Jonathan E Hill "PLAYING BLACK": CRITIQUES ON THE AESTHETICS OF WHITENESS  
AND BLACKNESS IN THE PERFORMANCE OF THE BLUES IN KALAMAZOO  
8:30 PM  
Natasha Pravaz (Wilfrid Laurier University) THE TAN FROM IPANEMA:  
MORENIDADE AND THE CULT OF THE BODY IN RIO DE JANEIRO  
8:45 PM  
Kristina S Wirtz (Western Michigan University) VOICING AND EMBODYING  
CONGOS, WITCHES, AND MAROONS: RACIALIZING PERFORMANCES IN CUBAN  
POPULAR RELIGION AND FOLKLORE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00 PM</td>
<td><strong>JOHN BAUGH</strong> (Washington University) THE &quot;RACE CARD&quot; VS. THE &quot;GENDER CARD&quot; IN THE RACE TO THE WHITE HOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 PM</td>
<td><strong>BONNIE URCIUOLI</strong> (Hamilton College)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 PM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 PM</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-120</td>
<td><strong>Society for Visual Anthropology SVA AWARDS CEREMONY</strong> Franciscan D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00 PM-8:00 PM</td>
<td>Organizer(s): Kate Hennessy (University of British Columbia) and Joyce D Hammond (Western Washington University) Chair: Joyce D Hammond (Western Washington University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-121</td>
<td><strong>Council on Anthropology and Education STUDENTS OF COLOR MENTORING PROGRAM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 PM-9:30 PM</td>
<td>Organizer(s): Amina U Tawasli (Teachers College, Columbia University) and Aide Acosta (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-122</td>
<td><strong>Invited Session: &quot;INIMICAL TERRAINS&quot; IN ETHNOGRAPHIC FIELDWORK. (American Ethnological Society, Society for Cultural Anthropology)</strong> (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Yosemite B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 PM</td>
<td>Introduction: <strong>BRIGITTE H BECHTOLD</strong> (Central Michigan University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 PM</td>
<td><strong>SOPHIA KOUFOPOULOU</strong> (Univ of Crete,Greece)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>DONALD E SOCHA</strong> (Central Michigan University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 PM</td>
<td><strong>ANGELA R DEMOVIC</strong> (Louisiana State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 PM</td>
<td><strong>IOANNIS PAPAGEORGIOU</strong> (aristotle university)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 PM</td>
<td><strong>BERNARD GALLIN</strong> (Michigan State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>MARK A FERGUSON</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 PM</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-123</td>
<td><strong>ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE</strong> (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Continental Parlor 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 PM</td>
<td><strong>LARS RODSETH</strong> (Univ of Utah) and NOVAK, Shannon A FROM OWNERSHIP TO ANTAGONISM: THE POLITICAL ECOLOGY OF GENDER VIOLENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 PM</td>
<td><strong>MARGARET A CROUCH</strong> (Eastern Michigan University) &quot;PUBLIC&quot; AND &quot;PRIVATE&quot; VIOLENCE: SEXUAL HARASSMENT AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>KIM L SHIVELY</strong> (Kutztown University) &quot;WE COULDN'T JUST THROW HER IN THE STREET&quot;: GENDERED VIOLENCE AND WOMEN'S SHELTERS IN TURKEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 PM</td>
<td><strong>KARIN U FRIEDERIC</strong> (U of Arizona) VIOLENT MACHOS AND MACHO VIOLENCE IN RURAL ECUADOR: HISTORICIZING GENDER AND CULTURE IN DOMESTIC VIOLENCE RESEARCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 PM</td>
<td><strong>HILLARY J HALDANE</strong> (Quinnipiac University) TE RITO AND MAORI FAMILY VIOLENCE: THE DISTANCE BETWEEN POLICY AND PRACTICE IN NEW ZEALAND/ AOTEAROA'S RESPONSE TO VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 PM</td>
<td><strong>MARIA CRISTINA ALCALDE</strong> (University of Kentucky) THE EVERYDAY EXPERIENCES AND DANGERS OF STARTING OVER: INTERSECTING FORMS OF VIOLENCE IN BATTERED WOMEN'S LIVES IN PERU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>KAORU KK KUWAJIMA</strong> CURRENT STATE OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND RESPONSES IN JAPAN: A STUDY OF NATIONAL POLICY, LOCAL IMPLEMENTATION, AND INDIVIDUAL CASEWORK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 PM</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Session Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 PM</td>
<td><strong>ANTHROPOLOGY, HISTORY, PRAXIS, TRANSFORMATIONS</strong> (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Continental Parlor 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 PM</td>
<td><strong>CUSHING IN SAN FRANCISCO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>AN EARLY GERMAN ANTHROPOLOGIST IN CENTRAL AMERICA: TRACES OF WALTER LEHMANN'S 1907-1909 EXPEDITION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 PM</td>
<td><strong>TAXONOMIES ARE FOR TALKING: REANALYZING A SACKS' CLASSIC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 PM</td>
<td><strong>ENGAGING SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY, COGNITIVE SCIENCES AND EVOLUTIONARY RESEARCH. EPISTEMIC CHANGES FOR REAL INTERDISCIPLINARITY.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 PM</td>
<td><strong>REDEFINING THE APOTHEOSIS: THE CHALLENGE TO WESTERN ANTHROPOLOGISTS' RIGHTS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 PM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 PM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 PM</td>
<td><strong>DISTILLING KOREA: MATTERS OF PURITY</strong> (Reviewed by Society for East Asian Anthropology) Continental Parlor 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 PM</td>
<td><strong>BEYOND MOTHERLANDS AND MOTHER LOVE: FIGURING KOREAN ADOPTEES IN GLOBAL KOREA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>TOILET REVOLUTION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 PM</td>
<td><strong>BUT IS SHE FIT? KOREAN ATHLETIC BODIES THAT MATTER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 PM</td>
<td><strong>LOCATING KOREA: OVERSEAS MISSIONS AND THE POLITICS OF DISTANCE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 PM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 PM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 PM</td>
<td><strong>DOOMSDAYS AND CAPITALIST PROMISED LANDS: EVANGELICAL ESCHATOLOGIES IN THE GLOBAL SOUTH</strong> (Reviewed by Society for Anthropology of Religion) Continental Parlor 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 PM</td>
<td><strong>END TIME THEOLOGIES, RESISTANCE, AND SOCIAL ISOLATION IN THE ANDES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>THE CAPITALIST PROMISED LAND: TRADE NETWORKS AND TOURIST MESSIAHS IN THE ANDES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 PM</td>
<td><strong>APOCOLYTIC ETHNOPOLITICS IN TRINIDADIAN PENTECOSTALISM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 PM</td>
<td><strong>MEDICINE AT THE END OF TIME: MISSIONARY STRATEGIES AND THE ASMAT TEMPORALITY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 PM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 PM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 PM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
0-127  DYNAMICS OF POWER: INDIGENOUS SELF-GOVERNANCE, ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE, AND NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Section) Union Square 18
Chair: Harvey A Feit (McMaster Univ.)
8:00 PM  HARVEY A FEIT (McMaster Univ.) GOVERNMENTAL RATIONALITIES AND NATION STATE — INDIGENOUS CO-EXISTENCE AT JAMES BAY, FROM MERCANTILIST PARTNERSHPHS TO NEOLIBERAL MECHANISMS
8:15 PM  SHAUNA C MCGARVEY (McMaster University) and GOETZE, Tara C (McMaster University) BUILDING CONFIDENCE: TRUST, RISK AND THE (RE)NEGOTIATION OF INDIGENOUS-STATE POWER RELATIONS IN ALBERTA AND BRITISH COLUMBIA
8:30 PM  KAREN E PENNESI (University of Western Ontario) ETHNOMETEOROLOGY ONLINE: A COLLABORATIVE DATABASE OF CULTURAL PRACTICES
8:45 PM  JAMES S HILL REIGNING IN THE RAIN FORESTS: CONTESTED MANAGEMENT PRACTICES IN COLONIAL CAMEROON
9:00 PM  MATTHEW T LAUER (San Diego State University) INDIGENOUS ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE AS SITUATED PRACTICE: UNDERSTANDING FISHERS’ KNOWLEDGE IN THE WESTERN SOLOMON ISLANDS.
9:15 PM  Discussion
9:45 PM  End of Session

0-128  ENVIRONMENT AND HEALTH - AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL DISCOURSE (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Union Square 23 & 24
Organizer(s): Azizur R Molla (Mansfield University) and Catherine Hodge McCoid (Central Missouri State U)
Chair: Azizur R Molla (Mansfield University)
8:00 PM  CAROL J COLFER (CIFOR) THE HEALTH OF FOREST PEOPLES: A GLOBAL OVERVIEW
8:15 PM  MARTHA L LINCOLN (CUNY Graduate Center) “TO REVIVE OUR WILL”: PUBLIC HEALTH AND CLIMATE CHANGE IN VIETNAM’S MEKONG DELTA
8:30 PM  MICHAEL C ENNIS-MCMILLAN (Skidmore College), BLACK, Erin (Skidmore College), KELLOGG, KAREN A (Skidmore College) and STAFFORD, Allison (Skidmore College) BLESSED WITH WATER: DRINKING WATER POLITICS IN UPSTATE NEW YORK
8:45 PM  ANNA L LORA-WAINWRIGHT (Manchester University) OF FARMING CHEMICALS AND CANCER DEATHS: THE POLITICS OF HEALTH IN CONTEMPORARY RURAL CHINA
9:00 PM  CATHERINE HODGE MCCOID (Central Missouri State U) REDUCING BREAST CANCER BY ADDRESSING THE ENVIRONMENT
9:15 PM  AZIZUR R MOLLA (Mansfield University) PUBLIC HEALTH RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH INDOOR RADON GAS IN TIOGA COUNTRY, PENNSYLVANIA
9:30 PM  PETER J BROWN (Emory Univ)
9:45 PM  End of Session

0-129  HISTORICIZING INCLUSION: TENSIONS OF CITIZENSHIP IN THE FRENCH REPUBLIC (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Taylor A
Organizer(s): Mayanthi L Fernando (University of California Santa Cruz) and Yarimar Bonilla (University of Virginia)
Chair: Yarimar Bonilla (University of Virginia)
8:00 PM  Introduction: TYLER STOVALL
8:15 PM  GARY WILDER (Pomona College) DECOLONIZATION WITHOUT NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE: LEOPOLD SENGHOR’S UTOPIAN VISION OF POSTWAR FRANCE
8:30 PM  YARIMAR BONILLA (University of Virginia) A POSTCOLONIAL SYNDICALISM: THE AMBIGUITIES OF INCLUSION IN THE FRENCH OUTRE-MER
8:45 PM  MAYANTHI L FERNANDO (University of California Santa Cruz) NEITHER WHORES NOR DOORMATS: “SECULAR” MUSLIM WOMEN AND THE POLITICS OF INCLUSION IN FRANCE
9:00 PM  SUSAN J TERRIO (Georgetown U)
9:15 PM  PAUL SILVERSTEIN (Reed College)
9:30 PM  Discussion
9:45 PM  End of Session
0-130

HOW COMMUNITIES BECOME “THEMSELVES”: THE ROLE OF KNOWLEDGE, COLLABORATION, AND MEMORY DURING CULTURAL REVIVAL

(Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology)

Sutter B

Organizer: Jennifer R Cash (University College London)
Chair: Pia Moriarty (Popular Education Specialist)

8:00 PM

JULIE FAIRBANKS EMBODIED KNOWLEDGE, CULTURAL TRANSMISSION AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN THE NORTHWEST CAUCASUS

8:15 PM

YI-TZE LEE (Department of Anthropology, U of Pittsburgh) WHEN DO FARMERS START TO GROW FUELS? EXCHANGE OF KNOWLEDGE, AUTHENTIC FARMERS, AND THE INITIATION OF BIOMASS ENERGY IN TAIWAN

8:30 PM

SILVIA FORNI (Royal Ontario Museum) INNOVATING TRADITION: CONTEMPORARY POTTERY PRODUCTION IN THE VILLAGE OF NSEI (CAMEROON)

8:45 PM

JENNIFER R CASH (University College London) THE LIMITS OF MOLDOVA’S FOLKLORIC MOVEMENT: CULTURAL REVIVAL VS. THE INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF TRADITION

9:00 PM

STEFANO FIORINI (The Macaulay Institute) COLLABORATION AND KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE IN ENVIRONMENTAL AND CULTURAL PROTECTION

9:15 PM

MARJORIE M BALZER (Georgetown University)

9:30 PM

DIANA A N’DIAYE (Smithsonian Institution)

9:45 PM

End of Session

0-131

INSURANCE AND CITIZENSHIP IN A NEW MILLENNIUM

(Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology)

Yosemite A

Organizer(s): Seth D Messinger (U of Maryland Baltimore County) and Tiffany M Romain (Stanford University)
Chair: Tiffany M Romain (Stanford University)

8:00 PM

MATTHEW J WOLF MEYER (UC Santa Cruz) INSURING SLEEP/ENSURING WORK: PHARMACEUTICALS, SLEEP DISORDERS, AND AMERICAN LABOR

8:15 PM

Tiffany M Romain (Stanford University) AUTOLOGOUS TISSUE BANKING: AN “INSURANCE POLICY” AGAINST AGING, DISEASE, AND DEATH

8:30 PM

EMILY M LYNCH (University of Washington) “WELLNESS” AS WORK IN HEALTH INSURANCE REFORM

8:45 PM

SETH D MESSINGER (U of Maryland Baltimore County) MILITARY CITIZENSHIP: SACRIFICE, THE GIFT AND BELONGING

9:00 PM

GORAN DOKIC (University of Victoria, BC) INVESTMENT FOR THE FUTURE: PTSD AND WAR VETERANS IN CROATIAN HEALTHCARE

9:15 PM

Lisa L Wynn (Macquarie University)

9:30 PM

Discussion

9:45 PM

End of Session

0-132

INTEGRALISM, CITIZENSHIP, AND POLITICAL CULTURES OF EUROPE

(Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe)

Continental Parlor 8

Organizer(s): Neringa Klumbyte (Miami University) and Nitzan Shoshan
Chair: Neringa Klumbyte (Miami University)

8:00 PM

NITZAN SHOSHAN INTEGRALIST TRENDS: ULTRA-NATIONALIST NATIVISM AND EUROPE’S “NEW POOR” IN EAST BERLIN

8:15 PM

NERINGA KLUMBYTE (Miami University) BIOGRAPHIC CITIZENSHIP AND INTEGRALIST POLITICS IN LITHUANIA

8:30 PM

ANWEIN M TORMEY (U. of Chicago) BECOMING EUROPEAN: CITIZENSHIP AND THE CULTURAL POLITICS OF INTEGRALISM IN IRELAND

8:45 PM

DAVIDE TORSELLO ENGAGING IN CIVIL SOCIETY UNDER POSTSOCIALISM: IMAGES AND FORMS OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTEST IN SLOVAKIA

9:00 PM

Break

9:15 PM

DOUGLAS R HOLMES (Binghamton University)

9:45 PM

End of Session
0-133  ISSUES IN LATINO HEALTH  (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology)  
Union Square 22  
Chair: Catherine A Timura (Vanderbilt University)  
8:00 PM  MARY F CAMPBELL (University of Alabama) WHAT DO MEXICAN IMMIGRANT WOMEN WANT IN A HEALTHCARE PROVIDER? MODELS OF HEALTHCARE SEEKING BEHAVIOR IN MEMPHIS, TN.  
8:15 PM  JONATHAN N MAUPIN (Vanderbilt University) MEXICAN MIGRATION, CONCEPTUAL VARIATION AND CHANGE IN FOLK MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE  
8:30 PM  CATHERINE A TIMURA (Vanderbilt University) THE IMPACT OF MIGRATION ON HEALTH BELIEFS IN PICHÁTARO, MEXICO  
8:45 PM  JANET E MCCLAUGHLIN (University of Toronto) ‘EL OTRO LADO DEL OTRO LADO’: TRANSNATIONAL FARMWORKERS’ RIGHTS AND HEALTH IN CANADA  
9:00 PM  ALEJANDRA A ESTRIN (U of WI - Milwaukee) GORDITA IS GOOD: THE IMMIGRANT PARADOX AND HEALTH IN FIRST GENERATION IMMIGRANT MEXICAN WOMEN.  
9:15 PM  ELAINE J WALDMAN (LA Cty Dept. of Public Health) and BLOOM, Frederick (CDC) THE POWER OF ETHNOGRAPHY IN PUBLIC HEALTH: AN EXAMPLE FROM LOS ANGELES  
9:30 PM  RITA L ALINGER (Georgetown University), LASUS, Howard (George Mason University) and NGUYEN, Nga (Arlington County) COLLABORATION AMONG ANTHROPOLOGISTS AND PUBLIC HEALTH CLINICIANS IN DESIGNING A CULTURAL INTERVENTION FOR LATENT TB INFECTION AMONG LATINO IMMIGRANTS  
9:45 PM  End of Session  
0-134  MEDIATION IN THE METHODOLOGICAL MIDDLE: REFLECTIONS ON ETHNOGRAPHIC POSITIONING  (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology)  Union Square 20  
Chair: Anna J Willow (U. of Wisconsin-Madison)  
8:00 PM  ANNA J WILLOW (U. of Wisconsin-Madison) CONVERGENCE AND COLLABORATION: CULTURAL REVITALIZATION IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL AND INDIGENOUS DISCOURSE  
8:15 PM  NETTA R VAN VLIET (Duke University) HOMELAND SECURITY, ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSECURITY: PARTICIPANT-OBSERVATION DURING WAR AND CONFLICT IN ISRAEL  
8:30 PM  LISA MODENOS (University of Massachusetts Amherst) I'M NOT HERE TO MEDIATE, I'M AN ANTHROPOLOGIST: AN ETHNOGRAPHIC EXPLORATION OF PEACEBUILDING INTERVENTIONS IN CYPRUS.  
8:45 PM  LYNNETTE K MAWHINNEY (Lincoln University) and PETCHAUER, Emery M (Lincoln University) UPHOLDING HEALTHY DISTRUST IN RESEARCH SPACES  
9:00 PM  MATTHEW C WATSON (University of Florida) LETTERS, REPORTS, AND BLOGS: TECHNOLOGIES OF DOCUMENTATION IN MAYA HIEROGLYPHIC DECIPHERMENT  
9:15 PM  Discussion  
9:45 PM  End of Session  
0-135  MYTHS OF COLLABORATION: “PARTNERSHIPS” BETWEEN INTERNATIONAL MULTILATERAL ORGANIZATIONS AND NATIONAL GOVERNMENTS  (Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology)  Union Square 14  
Organizer(s): Svea H Closser (Middlebury College) and Patricia L Fogarty (Emory University)  
Chair: Svea H Closser (Middlebury College)  
8:00 PM  PATRICIA L FOGARTY (Emory University) COLLABORATION AND PARTNERSHIP? RELATIONSHIPS OF POWER EXPRESSED IN DEVELOPMENT DISCOURSES IN THE REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA  
8:15 PM  SVEA H CLOSSER (Middlebury College) POWER AND “PARTNERSHIP” IN THE POLIO ERADICATION INITIATIVE  
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8:30 PM  KARI R OLSON (Columbia Univ-Social Work) WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT OR GOVERNMENT POWER? A CASE STUDY FROM A UN SPONSORED DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM IN CHINA

8:45 PM  PETER J BROWN (Emory Univ) "HERE COME THE ROCKEFELLER MEN": THE ROCKEFELLER INTERNATIONAL HEALTH DIVISION AND NATIONAL GOVERNMENTS, 1913-1951

9:00 PM  MARK A SCHULLER (Vassar College) "SUDDENLY AIDS IS THE GREAT CRAZE" – HOW "PARTNERSHIPS" BECOME DONOR MANDATES IN A RECIPIENT HAITIAN WOMEN'S NGO

9:15 PM  Break

9:30 PM  MARK NICHTER (University of Arizona)  

9:45 PM  End of Session

0-136  PERSPECTIVES ON POWER, KNOWLEDGE, AND REALITY (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Sutter A
Chair: Allen R Maxwell (U of Alabama)

8:00 PM  Introduction

8:15 PM  ALLER R MAXWELL (U of Alabama) IS TRADITION ALWAYS BEING REINVENTED?: THE CASE OF BRUNEI DARUSSALAM

8:30 PM  SANTA C HUGHES (CUNY Graduate Center) RECONFIGURING SCIENCE FOR PUBLIC CONSUMPTION: SCIENCE CENTERS AS MARKETERS AND MEDIATORS OF CONTROVERSIAL SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE

8:45 PM  MELISSA F BAIRD (University of Oregon) UNIVERSALIZING HERITAGE: HERITAGE DISCOURSE AND THE IMPLICATIONS OF "EXPERT" KNOWLEDGE

9:00 PM  HEATH G BELL COMPASSION DOWNRANGE: ASSESSING THE USE OF TORTURE BY THE U.S. MILITARY

9:15 PM  SADIE S MOORE BECOMING AN AUTHENTIC LEADER: ALLIANCES, ELITISM, AND THE SELF IN THE NEW ECONOMY

9:30 PM  Discussion

9:45 PM  End of Session

0-137  RECULTURING A CONVERSION CHARTER SCHOOL AND ITS IMPACT ON MINORITY ACHIEVEMENT (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Taylor B
Organizer: Rucheeeta V. Kulkarni (Arizona State University)
Chair: Lea A Hubbard (University of San Diego)

8:00 PM  Introduction

8:15 PM  LEA A HUBBARD (University of San Diego) COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT AND SCHOOL CHANGE

8:30 PM  JOI A SPENCER THE ROLE OF DISCOURSE IN SHAPING STUDENT OPPORTUNITY TO EXCEL IN MATHEMATICS

8:45 PM  RUCHEEETA V. KULKARNI (Arizona State University) FROM A CULTURE OF CHAOS TO A CULTURE OF LEARNING: STUDENT EXPERIENCES AND IDENTITY IN THE CONTEXT OF SCHOOL-WIDE RECULTURATION

9:00 PM  MARK SILVER SCHOOL BOARD IMPACT ON A CONVERSION CHARTER SCHOOL

9:15 PM  HUGH MEHAN (UCSD)

9:30 PM  Discussion

9:45 PM  End of Session
0-138 VIOLENCE AS EXPERIENCE AND VIOLENCE AS HEARSAY: AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL DISCUSSION (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Continental Parlor 2
Organizer: Maria-Pia Di Bella (CNRS-IRIS-EHESS, Paris)
Chair: Mariane Ferme (Univ of California, Berkeley)

8:00 PM Introduction: MARIA-PIA DI BELLA (CNRS-IRIS-EHESS, Paris)
8:15 PM GIACOMO LOPERFIDO (U. of Bergamo and EHESS-IRIS) ARMED STRUGGLE BETWEEN NEO-FASCISTS AND ANTI-FASCISTS: A COMPLEX ETHNOGRAPHY
8:30 PM FREDERIC LE MARCIS (University of Bordeaux 2) ENCOUNTERING VIOLENCE AND MAKING SENSE OF IT: ETHNOGRAPHY OF EVERYDAY AIDS IN SOUTH AFRICA
8:45 PM DANIEL M GOLDSTEIN (Rutgers U) VIOLENCE, WITNESSING, AND THE PERILS OF AN ETHICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
9:00 PM MARIELLA R PANDOLFI (Université de Montréal) PLAYING AS AN ANTHROPOLOGIST ON THE STAGE OF CONTEMPORARY VIOLENCE
9:15 PM ALLEN FELDMAN (New York University)
9:30 PM Discussion
9:45 PM End of Session
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Invited Session: A ROUNDTABLE ON GRADUATE STUDENT COLLABORATIONS AND ENGAGEMENTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE RESEARCH (National Association of Student Anthropologists) Powell A Organizers: Rebecca I. Garvoille (Florida International Univ.) Chair: Laura A Ogden (Florida International University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Introduction: LAURA A OGDEN (Florida International University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>KATHRYN A FULTON (University of Oregon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>AMELIA M MOORE (UC Berkeley)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>ERIC J CUNNINGHAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>GEORGINA R DREW (UNC, Chapel Hill)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>KATARINA ALTSHUL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 AM</td>
<td>REBECCA I. GARVOILLE (Florida International Univ.) End of Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM-9:45 AM</td>
<td>Poster Session: AGRICULTURE AND COMMUNITIES: URBAN AND RURAL (Reviewed by Culture and Agriculture) Plaza A Susie Donaldson (University of Iowa) LABOR PANGS IN BURLEY TOBACCO: THE DIFFICULTY OF ADAPTING A LABOR INTENSIVE PRODUCT TO AND INDUSTRIALIZING MARKET Monique D Hassman LOCALIZING URBAN AGRICULTURE AND COMMUNITY CULTIVATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>ADAM WARREN (University of Washington) KALLAWAYA &quot;SCIENCE&quot; AND BOLIVIAN MODERNITY AT THE 1889 PARIS UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>JASON C Pribilsky (Whitman College) CONSTRUCTING SCIENCE IN THE CORNELL-PERU PROJECT AT VICOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>PAUL L DOUGHTY (University of Florida) PERUVIAN ADVENTURES OF THE PEACE CORPS: FROM ENGAGEMENT TO APPLICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>JASON ANTROSO (Hartwick College) THE WORLD BANK IN THE ANDES: COLOMBIA HOSTS THE FIRST-EVER “DEVELOPMENT MISSION”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>MARY J WEISMANTEL (Northwestern U) AMERICAN SEXOLOGY GOES TO PERU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>KARSTEN PAERREGAARD (Copenhagen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 AM</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM-9:45 AM</td>
<td>Poster Session: BODIES AND HEALTH (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Plaza A Michelle Ramirez (IU Sciences Philadelphia) and MCMULLEN, Carmit (Center for Health Research) FROM ABJECT TO SUBJECT: THE BODY/SELF AMONG CANCER SURVIVORS WITH OSTOMIES Shelley R Adler (UCSF), ACKERMAN, Sara L (UNC Chapel Hill), BURNS, Beverly A. (CMCC/UCSF), CASTRO-SMYTH, Lisabeth (UCSF), COULTER, Yvette (UCSF), FERREIRA, Cristina (CMCC), NAPOLES-SPRINGER, Anna (UCSF) and STONE, Kendra (CMCC) LA IMPORTANCIA DE NUESTROS CUENTOS: DESIGNING A NARRATIVE INTERVENTION FOR UNDERSERVED LATINA WOMEN WITH BREAST CANCER AT THE END OF LIFE Keiko Yasuoka (Medical Anthropology) REBIRTHABLE LIFE: VARIOUS PATTERNS OF JAPANESE BRAIN-DEAD DONORS’ LIVES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUMI COLLIGAN (Mass Coll of Liberal Arts) MAKING CHANGE ‘EVEN IF YOU CAN’T WIPE YOUR OWN ASS’: VOICES FROM A NASCENT DISABILITY RIGHTS MOVEMENT IN ISRAEL
TIM C KEENAN (UC Davis Medical Center) WHAT A PAIN! PAIN CONTROL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN METHAMPHETAMINE USERS & NON-USERS
ADRIENNE L BOUARD SMOKING WITHIN THE GAY AND LESBIAN COMMUNITY: FINDINGS AND THE FUTURE
L. ZACHARY DuBois (UMass Amherst) SHIFTING THE BOUNDARIES OF SEX: A BIOCULTURAL PERSPECTIVE ON THE EXPERIENCE AND STRESS OF SEX-TRANSITION.

1-005 Invited Poster Session: COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION NEW SCHOLAR INVITED POSTER SESSION (Council on Anthropology and Education) (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Plaza A

8:00 AM-9:45 AM Organizer/Chair: Tricia Niesz (Kent State University)
GUANGYU TAN (Kent State University) “MODEL MINORITY”: AN EXPLANATION FROM SOCIAL CAPITAL WITHIN A CHINESE IMMIGRANT COMMUNITY IN THE U.S.
Aliah R Carolan-Silva THE CONSTRUCTION AND ENACTMENT OF AGENDAS FOR SCHOOLING IN RURAL PARAGUAY
REBECCA M HODGES (Washington University) MADRASA: WHAT IS “ISLAMIC EDUCATION”?
OMAIA DESSUREAULT (University of Arizona) and GILMORE, Perry (University of Arizona) “EXAMINING IDENTITIES AND EVERYDAY LIVED EXPERIENCES OF MIDDLE EASTERN MUSLIM WOMEN THROUGH POSTCOLONIAL, FEMINIST, & SOCIAL CULTURAL CRITICAL THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS”
ELLEN MOORE (U.C. Berkeley) ARTS, EDUCATION AND ACTIVISM: NARRATIVES OF TRANSNATIONAL ORGANIZING
SEONSOOK PARK (University of New Mexico) DISCURSIVE PLACE IDENTITY IN ESL CONTEXT:
GREG McCLURE PUSHING BACK AGAINST PUSH-IN: ESOL TEACHER RESISTANCE AND THE COMPLEXITIES OF COTEACHING
YENHOA CHING (UC Berkeley) MULTICULTURALISM, ‘CULTURAL STORIES,’ AND RACE AND GENDER PROJECTS AND THE EDUCATION OF SOUTHEAST ASIAN AMERICAN GIRLS
ROSEANN HUGH LEARNING TO LEARN FROM BENCHMARK ASSESSMENT DATA: WHAT IS HAPPENING IN INSTRUCTIONAL COMMUNITIES?
DEBORAH R MARROTT DEFINING LITERACY: HOW BASIC WRITERS DEFINE AND ARE DEFINED BY LITERACY
ELAINE A McNEIL-GIRMAI UNTOLD TALES: AN ANALYSIS OF CULTURALLY RELEVANT PEDAGOGY AS PERCEIVED BY ELEMENTARY TEACHERS, STUDENTS, AND FAMILIES IN AN URBAN SCHOOL
LOUISE LAMHERE BERYL (Teachers College) SOCIAL ORGANIZATION AND PATTERNS OF CHILD SOCIALIZATION IN A TANZANIAN ORPHANAGE
NORMA S. RODRIGUEZ (University of Texas at San Antonio) ¡NO TE MUINES! AN EXPLORATION OF MUINA THROUGH DIABETES AWARENESS PROGRAMS IN SOUTHERN MEXICO
1·006 Invited Session: ENGAGING THE AFRICAN DIASPORA: RACE, IDENTITY AND SOCIAL CHANGE
(Association of Black Anthropologists) Powell B
Organizer(s): Ermitte St. Jacques (University of Florida) and Sybil D Rosado (University of Florida)
Chair: Ermitte St. Jacques (University of Florida)
8:00 AM ANTOINETTE T JACKSON (University of South Florida) SHATTERING SLAVE LIFE PORTRAYALS—RACE, CULTURE, AND REPRESENTATION IN AMERICA
8:15 AM FLEMMING DAUGAARD-HANSEN (University of Florida) LOCATING THE AFRICAN DIASPORA IN BELIZE
8:30 AM SYBIL D ROSADO (University of Florida) PERFORMING IDENTITY IN THE DIASPORA: THE CULTURAL DOMAIN OF HAIR
8:45 AM AMANDA D HOLMES (University of Florida) AN APPROACH TO UNDERSTANDING AFRICAN DIASPORA EPISTEMOLOGIES
9:00 AM DAWN-EILISSA TI FISCHER (U of Florida) HIPHOP AS PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT: EXAMPLES FROM JAPAN AND THE US
9:15 AM FAYE V HARRISON (U of Florida) Discussion
9:30 AM End of Session

1·007 ETHNOPSYCHIATRY AND MENTAL HEALTH CARE IN MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Continental Parlor 6
Chair: Atwood D Gaines (Case Western Reserve U)
8:00 AM ATWOOD D GAINES (Case Western Reserve U) FROM SUBJECT TO OBJECT: THE CHANGING MEANING OF PSYCHIATRY IN THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL GAZE
8:15 AM STEPHANIE J LLOYD (University of Montreal) RE-MEDICALIZING FRENCH ANXIETY: HOW A CULTURE-BOUND SYNDROME, SPASMOPHILIA, BECAME ‘AMERICAN’ SOCIAL PHOBIA
8:30 AM JONATHAN M. METZ (U of Michigan) PROTEST PSYCHOSIS: RACE, STIGMA, AND THE DIAGNOSIS OF SCHizophrenIA
8:45 AM ALESSANDRA MIKLAVCIC (McGill University) MORALITY, PRAGMATICS, AND MENTAL ILLNESS: THE CULTURE BROKER’S ROLE IN RE-ORIENTING THE SELF
9:00 AM JUNKO KITANAKA (Keio University, Tokyo) WORKING ONESELF TO DEATH: MEDICO-LEGAL DISPUTES REGARDING “OVERWORK SUICIDE” IN JAPAN
9:15 AM MEGAN N. SCHWALLIE (University of Chicago) and ANGELL, Beth (University of Chicago) MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE AS GIFT: GRATITUDE AND INDEBTEDNESS IN A PROGRAM OF FORENSIC ASSERTIVE COMMUNITY TREATMENT
9:30 AM Discussion
9:45 AM End of Session

1·008 FEMININE FLUIDS: DRINKS AND IDENTITY IN THE FEMALE LIFE CYCLE (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition) Taylor B
Organizer/Chair: Janet Chrzan (University of Pennsylvania)
8:00 AM PENNY VAN ESTERIK (York University) VINTAGE BREASTMILK: EXPLORING THE DISCURSIVE LIMITS OF FEMININE FLUIDS
8:15 AM ANDREA S WILEY (Indiana University) COW’S MILK FOR “GROWTH” ACROSS THE LIFE CYCLE
8:30 AM RACHEL E BLACK (Universita degli Studi di Scienze Gastronomiche) FROM THE POT TO THE Potty: EATING, THE BODY AND HYGIENE
8:45 AM JANET CHRZAN (University of Pennsylvania) GIRLS GONE WILD: BEER, BOOZE, AND BOYS IN COLLEGE LIFE
9:00 AM GERARDINE MORENO-BLACK (University of Oregon) SLIPPERY NIPPLES, COSMOPOILANS AND PINK MARTINIS: ALCOHOL AND CONTEMPORARY IMAGES OF THE MODERN WOMAN.
9:15 AM SUSAN L JOHNSTON (West Chester U) COFFEE, TEA, OR COKE? CAFFEINATED, SWEETENEDED BEVERAGES AND THE OLDER BLACKFEET WOMAN
9:30 AM VIRGINIA J VITZTHUM (Indiana University) Discussion
9:45 AM End of Session
1-009  GENDER AND RACE IN TRANSNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Union Square 16
Chair: Amanda J Davis (University at Buffalo)
8:00 AM  AMANDA J DAVIS (University at Buffalo) TRANSNATIONAL MARRIAGE AND CULTURAL CONTINUITY AMONG AHMADI MUSLIMS
8:15 AM  PATTY KELLY (George Washington University) THE TRAFFIC IN TRAFFICKING: SEX, WORK, MIGRATION, AND ETHNOGRAPHY BEYOND BORDERS
8:30 AM  SHELLY HABECKER (Oxford University) NEITHER BLACK NOR WHITE. BUT HABASHA: HOW ETHIOPIAN AND ERITREAN IMMIGRANTS NAVIGATE U.S. RACE RELATIONS
8:45 AM  STEPHEN LUBKEMANN (George Washington U) STRAINED INTIMACIES: TRANSNATIONAL KINSHIP AND THE PRODUCTION OF INTERNAL STRANGERHOOD IN MOZAMBIQUE AND LIBERIA
9:00 AM  ASHIDHARA DAS (UCSD) TRANSITION OF THE SELF AND IDENTITY AMONG TRANSNATIONAL IMMIGRANTS
9:15 AM  AMINATA CAIRO (University of Kentucky) OPO YEYE: RAISING THE SPIRIT. COMMUNITY MENTAL WELL BEING FROM AN AFRO-SURINAMESE PERSPECTIVE
9:30 AM  DENICE J SZAFRAN (University at Buffalo) WHY CAN'T WE COUNT PAST TWO? COMPARING THE NEW ANIMISM, LANGUAGE AND CULTURAL VIEWS OF GENDER
9:45 AM  End of Session

1-010  IDENTITY, CONTEXT AND MEANING: YOUTH CIVIC ENGAGEMENT THROUGH AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL LENS (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Sutter B
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Beth C Rubin (Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey) and Kysa Nygreen (UC Santa Cruz)
8:00 AM  MARGARET EISENHART (Univ of Colorado) CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AND THE STRUGGLE TO BE THE “GOOD KIND” OF HIGH SCHOOL GIRL
8:15 AM  BEN KIRSHNER (Univ of Colorado) and POZZOBONI, Kristen M. (Univ of Colorado) COLLECTIVE INTERESTS & COUNTER-NARRATIVES: THE EMERGENCE OF CIVIC IDENTITIES IN YOUTH PARTICIPATORY ACTION RESEARCH
8:30 AM  GENEVIEVE M NEGRON-GONZALES THE MAKING AND UNMAKING OF COMMON SENSE: UNDOCUMENTED YOUTH AND OPPOSITIONAL CONSCIOUSNESS
8:45 AM  KYSA NYGREEN (UC Santa Cruz) KINDS OF KIDS, KINDS OF POLITICAL SUBJECTS: CONSTRUCTING POLITICAL IDENTITY AT THE BOTTOM OF THE EDUCATION HIERARCHY
9:00 AM  DAVID A QUIJADA (University of Utah) REARTICULATING YOUTH IDENTITIES: MAPPING CULTURAL CITIZENSHIP, INTERCULTURAL ALLIANCES AND SOCIAL JUSTICE
9:15 AM  BETH C RUBIN (Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey) FROM “NO BACKPACKS” TO “MURDER”: CIVIC IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT ACROSS SCHOOL CONTEXTS
9:30 AM  THEA R ABU EL-HAJ (Rutgers University)
9:45 AM  End of Session

1-011  Invited Session: INCLUSION, COLLABORATION, ENGAGEMENT: ADVANCING THE BIOCULTURAL PERSPECTIVE IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL INQUIRY, PART 1 (AAA Presidential Session, Biological Anthropology Section) Imperial B
Organizer(s): Thomas W McDade (Northwestern University) and Agustín Fuentes (University of Notre Dame)
Chair: Thomas W McDade (Northwestern University)
8:00 AM  CATHERINE PANTER-BRICK INTEGRATING KNOWLEDGE ON SUFFERING, RESILIENCE AND MENTAL HEALTH
8:15 AM  WILLIAM W DRESSLER (Alabama) CULTURAL CONSONANCE: LINKING LEVELS OF SYSTEM ORGANIZATION
8:30 AM  ELIZABETH SWEET AT THE INTERFACE OF BIOLOGY AND CULTURE: ADOLESCENT EMBODIMENT OF STRESS AND THE EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF CARDIOVASCULAR RISK
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8:45 AM  THOMAS L LEATHERMAN (University of South Carolina) INCLUSIONS, COLLABORATIONS, AND EXPANDING THE SCOPE OF BIOCULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY

9:00 AM  CHERYL K RITENBAUGH (University of Arizona), NICHTER, Mark (University of Arizona) and THOMPSON, Jennifer J (University of Arizona) RECONSIDERING THE PLACEBO EFFECT FROM A BIOCULTURAL AND EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE

9:15 AM  ALEXANDRA A BREWS (Arizona State University), SZKUPINSKI QUIROGA, Selene A (Arizona State Univ) and WUTICH, Amber (Arizona State U) INCLUSIONARY STRATEGIES IN BIOCULTURAL RESEARCH: NUTRITIONAL RISK AND OBESITY IN URBAN SOUTH PHOENIX.

9:30 AM  ALAN GOODMAN (Hampshire College)

9:45 AM  End of Session

1-012  LATINO MIGRANT HEALTH IN TROUBLED TIMES: DEALING WITH STRUCTURAL VULNERABILITY, XENOPHOBIA, AND POLITICS (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Continental Parlor 2
Organizer(s): James Quesada (San Francisco State University), Michael R Duke (Prevention Research Center) and Adrienne Pine (American University in Cairo)
Chair: James Quesada (San Francisco State University)

8:00 AM  ELIZABETH CARTWRIGHT (Idaho State University) THE VIOLENCE OF VULNERABILITY: MIGRANT FARMWORKERS IN THE WESTERN U.S.

8:15 AM  ADRIENNE PINE (American University in Cairo) BORDERLAND RUMORS AND THE CORPORATIZATION OF U.S. HEALTHCARE

8:30 AM  LINDA GREEN (U of Arizona) THINKING THROUGH VIOLENCE AND IMPUNITY: TRAUMA, MEMORY AND SILENCE AMONG UNDOCUMENTED MIGRANT WOMEN IN THE UNITED STATES

8:45 AM  SANDY SMITH-NONINI (UNC Chapel Hill) THE ILLEGAL AND THE DEAD: ARE MEXICANS RENEWABLE ENERGY?

9:00 AM  MICHAEL R DUKE (Prevention Research Center) ETHNICITY, WELL-BEING, AND THE ORGANIZATION OF LABOR AMONG SHADE TOBACCO WORKERS

9:15 AM  SETH M HOLMES (University of Pennsylvania) THE MEDICAL GAZE IN MIGRANT HEALTH: MISRECOGNIZING STRUCTURAL VULNERABILITY

9:30 AM  PHILIPPE BOURGIOIS (University of Pennsylvania)

9:45 AM  End of Session

1-013  NEW STATES OF WAR AND POLICING (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Yosemite B
Organizer/Chair: Andrew Bickford (George Mason University)

8:00 AM  Introduction: ANDREW BICKFORD (George Mason University)

8:15 AM  HUGH GUSTERSON (George Mason U)

8:30 AM  ULI LINKE (ROCHESTER Institute of Technology)

8:45 AM  ROBERTO J GONZALEZ (San Jose State University)

9:00 AM  CATHERINE LUTZ (Brown U)

9:15 AM  DAVID S VINE (American University)

9:30 AM  ROGER N LANCASTER (George Mason U)

9:45 AM  End of Session

1-014  Poster Session: RECENT RESEARCH IN MAYA STUDIES (Reviewed by Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology) Plaza A
Chair: Ivy A. Rieger (Florida State University)

8:00 AM-9:45 AM  IVY A. RIEGER (Florida State University) and LITKA, Stephanie J (Florida State University) MAYA WAYS OF BEING: CONSTRUCTING PERSONHOOD THROUGH LANGUAGE AND PERFORMANCE

SANTIAGO ANDRES GARCIA MONUMENTS OF THE FEATHERED SERPENT OF MESOAMERICA: EARLY FORMATIVE TO POSTCLASSIC
1-015 POST-INDUSTRIAL REALITIES: WORK, WELFARE, AND HEALTH CARE (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Continental Parlor B
Chair: Rebecca Adkins Fletcher (University of Kentucky)

8:00 AM BRIAN A HOEY (Marshall University) NEW WORK FRONTIERS: FREE AGENTS IN THE ‘FLEXIBLE’ ECONOMY

8:15 AM REBECCA ADKINS FLETCHER (University of Kentucky) SUBSTANTIVE CITIZENSHIP RIGHTS AND HEALTH CARE AMONG UNIONIZED WORKERS IN URBAN CENTRAL APPALACHIA

8:30 AM APRYLE J PICKERING (University of Montana) GENDERED DIFFERENCES: THE EXPERIENCE OF THE UNINSURED IN RAVALLI COUNTY, MONTANA

8:45 AM DAVID V FAZZINO (U of Florida) A FACILITATOR OF HEALING EMERGES: MASSAGE THERAPY IDENTITY IN THE UNITED STATES

9:00 AM TERESE LAWNISKI AN ETHNOGRAPHY OF WELFARE RESTRUCTURING: DEVOLUTION, CONTINUED “REFORM,” INTENSIFICATION OF INSECURITY, AND PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

9:15 AM Discussion

9:45 AM End of Session

1-016 RACE AND KNOWING: BORDER CROSSINGS AND MEANING MAKING ACROSS EDUCATIONAL SPACES
(Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Golden Gate 6
Organizer: Lalitha M Vasudevan (Teachers College)
Chair: Lesley Bartlett

8:00 AM Introduction

8:15 AM LINDA J LIN (Teachers College) RACIAL (MIS)RECOGNITION AS RIGHT AND WRONG KINDS OF RACED PERSONS

8:30 AM ANGELINA E CASTAGNO (Northern Arizona University) and BRAYBOY, Bryan M (ASU/UAF) FANCY DANCING: INDIGENOUS WOMEN COLLEGE STUDENTS NAVIGATING THE INSTITUTION

8:45 AM LALITHA M VASUDEVAN (Teachers College) RENEGOTIATING RACIALIZED IDENTITIES AND RESTORING THE SPACE OF EDUCATION

9:00 AM ALI MICHAEL and BARTLETT, Lesley MAKING AND MEDIATING LA RAZA: ETHNICITY AND SCHOOLING IN A NEWCOMER, IMMIGRANT HIGH SCHOOL

9:15 AM Discussion

9:45 AM End of Session

1-017 Invited Session: RELIGION, ANTHROPOLOGY, AND COGNITIVE SCIENCE (Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness, Society for Anthropology of Religion) Golden Gate 5
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Emma E A Cohen (University of Oxford) and Nicola Knight (ICEA and CAM, University of Oxford)

8:00 AM HARVEY H WHITEHOUSE EXPLAINING RELIGION

8:15 AM RITA ASTUTI (London School of Economics) HOW DO WE KNOW WHAT THEY BELIEVE?

8:30 AM STEWART E GUTHRIE (Fordham) SPIRITUAL BEINGS: A COGNITIVE ACCOUNT

8:45 AM JONATHAN A LANMAN SECULARIZING THE MIND: A COGNITIVE ANTHROPOLOGY OF NON-THEISM

9:00 AM MAURICE E BLOCH RELIGION AND IMAGINATION

9:15 AM Discussion

9:45 AM End of Session

1-018 REMEMBERING AND RELOCATING HEALTH WITHIN GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES (Reviewed by Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Union Square 15
Organizer: Lakshmi Fjord (University of California, San Francisco)
Chair: Ann J Russ (U. Rochester Medical Center)

8:00 AM LAKSHMI FJORD (University of California, San Francisco) BEYOND “THE CLINIC”: HOW ALTERNATIVE AND WEB COMMUNITIES OF “LIKE PERSONS” RECONSTITUTE “CLINICAL STUDIES” AND RELOCATE HEALTH

8:15 AM HELEN S CHAPPLE (Creighton University) RE-MEMBERING AND THE DISORDER OF DYING IN AMERICA
8:30 AM Discussion
8:45 AM **LENORE H MANDESON** (Monash University) and **WARREN, Narelle L** (University of Melbourne) MEN MOVING ON: RECLAIMING THE SELF FOLLOWING AMPUTATION SURGERY IN AUSTRALIA
9:00 AM **T.S. HARVEY** (UC, Riverside) MAYA HEALING AND RE-MEMBERING: "WHEN MORE THAN WAS LOST HAS BEEN FOUND"
9:15 AM **ANN J RUSS** (U. Rochester Medical Center)
9:30 AM Discussion
9:45 AM End of Session

1-019 Poster Session: SOCIETY OF LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Plaza A
8:00 AM-9:45 AM **RACHEL D EMERINE** (CSU Long Beach) LANGUAGE ENDANGERMENT AND SHIFT OF NAGU IN THE SOLOMON ISLANDS
**CINDEE J CALTON** (University of Iowa) OFF CAMERA: THE SILENCING OF AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE ON TELEVISION
**KATYN M ADAMS** (Western Michigan University) ANONYMITY AND CYBERCULTURE
**AUTUMN CAHOON** (CSU Sacramento) and **MOON, Monica** LINGUISTIC STEREOTYPING: HOW DO DISNEY AND PIXAR REPRESENT US SOCIAL GROUPS?

1-020 THE INTIMACY OF TRANSGRESSION (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Francisca C
Organizer(s): Kimberly L Hart (Buffalo State College) and Vasiliki Neofotistos (SUNY Buffalo)
Chair: Kimberly L Hart (Buffalo State College)
8:00 AM **ANNA FOURNIER** (Catholic University of America) THE INTIMACY OF DEFACEMENT: FROM THE "CULT OF THE PORTRAIT" TO THE POLITICS OF TRANSGRESSION IN UKRAINE
8:15 AM **BRIAN PALMER** (Uppsala University) INTIMATE MAKEOVER: HOW SWEDISH NEOLIBERALS BECAME THE NEW WORKERS’ PARTY
8:30 AM **TILMAN LANZ** (SUNY at Buffalo) THE MOMENT OF EXTIMACY: CATALAN MINORITY LANGUAGE POLITICS IN THE ERA OF TRANSNATIONAL MIGRATION
8:45 AM **KIMBERLY L HART** (Buffalo State College) ON THE MARGINS AT THE MIDDLE: SUNNI MUSLIM CRITIQUES OF TURKISH MODERNITY
9:00 AM **VASILIKI NEOPHOTISTOS** (SUNY Buffalo) “POLITICS IS A WHORE”: TRANSGRESSION AND THE SOCIO-POLITICAL ORDER IN THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA
9:15 AM **THOMAS M MALABY** (U of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
9:30 AM Discussion
9:45 AM End of Session

1-021 TRANSFORMATION POLITICS: RELIGION ENCOUNTERS MODERNITY/POSTMODERNITY (Reviewed by Society for East Asian Anthropology) Continental Parlor 1
Organizer(s): Shirley S Lin (National Tsinghua University, Taiwan) and Wei-ping Lin Chair: Marc L Moskowitz (University of South Carolina)
8:00 AM **WEI-PING LIN** LOCAL HISTORY THROUGH POPULAR RELIGION: PLACE, PEOPLE AND THEIR NARRATIVES
8:15 AM **CHANG-KWO TAN** (National Taitung University)
8:30 AM **SHIRLEY S LIN** (National Tsinghua University, Taiwan) RESURGING RELIGION AND RITUAL IN AN AGE OF MODERNIZATION: THE KAM IN GUIZHOU, CHINA
8:45 AM **ELANA CHIPMAN** (Ohio State U) FOR OUR CHILDREN OR OUR ANCESTORS? RITUAL SACRIFICES AND CHANGING ENVIRONMENTAL CONSCIOUSNESS
9:00 AM **GARETH J FISHER** (University of Richmond) THE SELF-FULFILLING PROPHECY OF DANGER: THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF A SCHIZOPHRENIC LAY BUDDHIST AND THE PANOPTICAL CHINESE STATE
9:15 AM  **Keping Wu** (The Chinese University of Hong Kong) SPIRITS OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP: SHAMANISM AND CAPITALISM IN MODERN CHINA

9:30 AM  **Joseph Bosco** (Chinese Univ. of Hong Kong) End of Session

9:45 AM  1-022  **UNPACKING THE TINDER BOX: LOCAL HISTORIES AND KENYA'S POST-ELECTORAL VIOLENCE** (Reviewed by Association for Africanist Anthropology) Continental Parlor 3 Organizer: Jon D Holtzman (Western Michigan University) Chair: Philip L Kilbride (Bryn Mawr College)

8:00 AM  **Jon D Holtzman** (Western Michigan University) VIEWS ON A MASSACRE: SAMBURU AND POKOT CONCEPTIONS OF THE STATE IN LAIKIPIA VIOLENCE

8:15 AM  **Justus M Ogembo** (University of New Hampshire) THE SOFT TARGETS OF POLITICAL EXPRESSION: LESSONS FROM KENYA'S 2007 POST-ELECTIONS VIOLENCE

8:30 AM  **Philip L Kilbride** (Bryn Mawr College) KENYA ELECTIONS: LOCAL LEVEL OBSERVATIONS FROM THE FIELD

8:45 AM  **John G Galaty** (McGill University) BEHIND THE ETHNIC FACES OF KENYA'S POLITICAL VIOLENCE

9:00 AM  **Jacqueline M Klopp** (Columbia University) DEMAGOGUES AND DISPLACEMENT: KENYA'S HIDDEN HISTORIES OF VIOLENCE

9:15 AM  **J. Christopher Kovats-Bernat** (Muhlenberg College) Discussion

9:30 AM  End of Session

9:45 AM  1-023  **WHITHER CREATIONISM AFTER KITZMILLER?** Continental Parlor 9 Organizer/Chair: Eugenie C Scott (National Center for Science Ed)

8:00 AM  **Barbara Forrest** (Southeastern Louisiana Univ.)

8:15 AM  **Raymond A Eve** (University of Texas Arlington)

8:30 AM  **Debra S Walker** (Monroe County School Board)

8:45 AM  **Lawrence S. Lerner** (Calif. State Univ., Long Beach)

9:00 AM  **Jason R Wiles** (Syracuse University)


9:30 AM  End of Session

9:45 AM  1-024  **WORKING THE MIGRATION PUZZLE: SECURITY, LABOR, AND SMUGGLING ACROSS THE FORMER SOVIET UNION, THE BALKANS, AND THE EUROPE UNION** (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Union Square 23 & 24 Organizer(s): Gregory M Feldman (University of British Columbia) and Alexia Bloch (U of British Columbia) Chair: Alexia Bloch (U of British Columbia)

8:00 AM  **Jacqueline Berman** (Berkeley Policy Associates) NOT THE USUAL SUSPECTS: INSECURITY, INTERNATIONAL ACTORS AND HUMAN TRAFFICKING IN AN AFFECTIVE EUROPEAN BORDER ZONE

8:15 AM  **Susanne Schratral** (University Bremen) THE POWER OF ATTRIBUTION: IOM'S ANTI-TRAFFICKING CAMPAIGN IN THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

8:30 AM  **Alexia Bloch** (U of British Columbia) NEGOTIATING (IN)FLEXIBLE CITIZENSHIP: POST-SOVIET MIGRANTS, GENDERED MOBILITY, AND RECEIVING STATES

8:45 AM  **Russell G Zanca** CENTRAL ASIA'S HUMAN EXPORT ECONOMY, WAGE SLAVERY WITHOUT THE WAGES AND THE NEW EURASIAN GLOBALIZATION

9:00 AM  **Aija Lulle** (University of Latvia) IMMIGRATION AND SOCIAL CONSTRUCTIONS OF BORDERS IN TODAY'S LATVIA

9:15 AM  **Gregory M Feldman** (University of British Columbia) THE BIOMETRIC SUBJECT: PRODUCING MIGRANTS AS MIGRATION PROBLEMS IN TODAY'S EUROPEAN UNION

9:30 AM  Discussion

9:45 AM  End of Session
1-025  
COMMISSION ON WORLD ANTHROPOLOGIES MEETING  
Organizer(s): Dinah A Winnick and Frances Rothstein (Montclair State University)  
Chair: Ida S Susser (Hunter/CUNY)  
8:00 AM-10:00 AM

1-026  
Invited Session: THE PROBLEM OF GLOBAL TRANSLATION: FEMALE/QUEER MASCULINITIES IN A SAME-SEX WORLD (Association for Feminist Anthropology, Society of Lesbian and Gay Anthropologists)  
Organizer/Chair: Evelyn Blackwood (Purdue University)  
8:00 AM  
KAREN KELSKY (University of Illinois) THE BORDER WAR IN JAPAN: FTMS, LESBIANS, AND THE JAPANESE SEX CHANGE LAW OF 2004  
8:15 AM  
ELISABETH LUND ENGEBOETSEN (London School of Economics and Political Science) PURITY, MACHISMO, AND THE GOOD T(OMBOY): LESBIAN MASCULINITIES IN CONTEMPORARY MAINLAND CHINA  
8:30 AM  
MEGAN J SINNOTT (Georgia State University) THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL CONSTRUCTION OF SEXUAL MINORITIES  
8:45 AM  
EVELYN BLACKWOOD (Purdue University) CIRCUITS OF QUEER KNOWLEDGE AND THE NEGOTIATION OF FEMALE MASCULINITIES IN INDONESIA  
9:00 AM  
KIRA HALL (U of Colorado) MASCULINITY UNDER FIRE IN NEW DELHI  
9:15 AM  
JUDITH M HALBERSTAM (USC)  
9:30 AM  
JEFFREY M DICKEMANN (Independent)  
10:15 AM  
End of Session

1-027  
Invited Session: BEYOND GOOGLING: ELUSIVE FIGURES IN ANTHROPOLOGY (Association of Senior Anthropologists)  
Organizer(s): Alice B Kehoe (U of WI - Milwaukee) and Myrdene Anderson (Purdue U)  
Chair: Phyllis Passariello (Centre College)  
8:00 AM  
SABRA J WEBBER (The Ohio State University) SIR RICHARD BURTON AND THE "ANTHROPOLOGICALS"  
8:15 AM  
ALICE B KEHOE (U of WI - Milwaukee) and EGGERMONT-MOLENAAR, Mary (Independent scholar) C. C. UHLENBECK, LINGUIST FOR BLACKFOOT AND BASQUE  
8:30 AM  
MYRDENE ANDERSON (Purdue U) and PETTINEN, Katja K (Purdue University) WESTERMARCK ON THE MARK  
8:45 AM  
RICHARD T MEYERS (Smithsonian Fellow) and GOLLA, Victor K WILLIAM E. MYERS: AUTHOR OF CURTIS' THE NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN  
9:00 AM  
Discussion  
9:15 AM  
Discussion  
9:30 AM  
PHYLLIS PASSARIELLO (Centre College) OSCAR LEWIS, THE PEOPLES’ ETHNOGRAPHER: OF PEASANTS, POVERTY, AND POPULARITY  
9:45 AM  
MARGARET L BUCKNER (Missouri State) THE OTHER ZANDE ETHNOGRAPHER: ERIC DE Dampierre  
10:00 AM  
HARRIET J OTTENHEIMER (Kansas State U) and OTTENHEIMER, Martin S HEALER AS HERO: ROUKIA AND THE DJINNS  
10:15 AM  
Break  
10:30 AM  
ADA S. JAARSMA (Sonoma State University) HANNAH ARENDT AND THE IMPERATIVE OF JUDGMENT  
10:45 AM  
HERBERT S LEWIS (University of Wisconsin-Madison) PHILLEO NASH: ANTHROPOLOGIST, ACTIVIST, ALUMNUS  
11:00 AM  
SUSAN C SEYMOUR (Pitzer College) CORA DU BOIS: OSS OFFICER IN WORLD WAR II  
11:15 AM  
Discussion  
11:45 AM  
End of Session
1-028  
High Table: Invited Session: EXTREME EVENTS: SOCIAL VULNERABILITY AND GLOBAL POLICY/LOCAL REALITY.  (AAA Executive Program Committee and sponsored by the School for Advanced Research)  
Organizer(s): Linda M Whiteford (Univ.South Florida), Arthur D Murphy (UNC-Greensboro) and Anthony R Oliver Smith (University of Florida)  
Chair: Anthony R Oliver Smith (University of Florida)  
8:00 AM  
Introduction: Anthony R Oliver Smith (University of Florida)  
8:15 AM  
Gregory V Button (University of Tennessee Knoxville)  
8:30 AM  
Marisa O Ensor (Eastern Michigan University)  
8:45 AM  
Susanna M Hoffman (Independent Researcher)  
9:00 AM  
Roberto E Barrios (U of Florida)  
9:15 AM  
Monica L Schoch-Spana (Univ of Pittsburgh)  
9:30 AM  
Discussants: Salvano Briceño (UNISDR)  
9:45 AM  
Andrew Maskey (UNISDR)  
11:45 AM  
End of Session

1-029  
FROM REFLEXIVITY TO ACTION: TOWARD A HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENT  
(Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Union Square 18  
Organizer(s): Kiven Strohm and Lea LK Kalaora  
Chair: Bob W White (University of Montreal)  
8:00 AM  
Introduction  
8:15 AM  
Ronald Niezen The dilemmas of social justice ethnography  
8:30 AM  
Blair A Rutherford (Carleton University) The "(K)No(W)" of politics: fieldwork during the time of Jambanja on Zimbabwean farms  
8:45 AM  
Discussion  
9:00 AM  
Amanda J Hammar (Nordic Africa Institute) Relocating the subject: researching white Zimbabwean farmers across the Mozambique border  
9:15 AM  
Kiven Strohm Anthropology as politics: the grounds of an engaged anthropology  
9:30 AM  
Discussion  
9:45 AM  
Break  
10:00 AM  
Alban Bensa Scientific Research and Political Engagement in New Caledonia  
10:15 AM  
Udo R Krautwurst (University of Prince Edward Island) Terms of Engagement: Fieldwork within the academy and the limits of reflexivity  
10:30 AM  
Discussion  
10:45 AM  
Lea LK Kalaora Without empathy: writing in and after fieldwork  
11:00 AM  
Petra Rethmann (McMaster University) Confronting bipolar disorders (such as revolutionary and reflexive), Via South Africa  
11:15 AM  
Bob W White (University of Montreal)  
11:45 AM  
End of Session

1-030  
GETTING IT DONE: ETHNOGRAPHY OF AND IN NGOS AND EXAMINATIONS OF POWER  
(Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology) Yosemite A  
Organizer(s): Andria D Timmer (University of Iowa) and Anastasia Hudgins (Temple University)  
Chair: Anastasia Hudgins (Temple University)  
8:00 AM  
Christian N Vannier (Wayne State University) Ministries and NGOs: the regulation and taxation of grassroots development in Southern Haiti  
8:15 AM  
R. Nalika Gajaweera (UC Irvine) Cultivating aspirations through self-help: Information communication technology for development in Sri Lanka's rural communities  
8:30 AM  
Andria D Timmer (University of Iowa) Neither Hungarian, nor Gypsy: conflicting goals of Hungarian NGO working with the Roma/Gypsy
8:45 AM  CHELSEA D VOYTEK (Temple University) MANIFESTASYON, COST RECOVERY, AND LEARNING BY MISTAKE: FACING NARROWING OPTIONS AND ASSIGNING BLAME IN THE DISTRICT OF A HAITIAN HEALTH NGO

9:00 AM  LANCE D LAIRD (Boston Univ Sch of Med) AMERICAN MUSLIMS AND NGO POWER IN THE US

9:15 AM  ROOS A WILLEMS (Catholic Uni. Leuven, Belgium) Discussion

9:30 AM  Break

10:00 AM  ANASTASIA HUDGINS (Temple University) EFFECTING POWER: CONSTRUCTIONS OF RISK BY SEX-WORKER-CENTERED NGOS AND POLICIES

10:15 AM  'BETTER MUS' COME ONE DAY: RASTAFARI NGO POLITICS IN TRINIDAD, WEST INDIES

10:30 AM  LUCAS BESBIRE (New York University) DETERMINING SELVES: THE MICROPHYSICS OF TRANSLATION, TRUTH AND SENTIMENT IN AN INDIGENOUS – NGO RELATIONSHIP IN THE GRAN CHACO OF PARAGUAY

10:45 AM  CHUNGHEE S SOH (San Francisco State) ALLIANCE AND ANTAGONISM AMONG NGOS OVER JAPAN'S WARTIME "COMFORT WOMEN": A CRITICAL COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE

11:00 AM  LAUREN J SILVER (Washington University) FAMILIAR ZONES ON THE MARGIN: ADOLESCENT MOTHERS NEGOTIATE CHILD WELFARE GOVERNANCE

11:15 AM  BRAD A CASucci (Case Western Reserve University) TECHNIQUES OF CONTROL, HEALTH CAMPAIGNS AND BLAME IN KENYA: REPRODUCING STEREOTYPES AND UNEQUAL RELATIONSHIPS

11:30 AM  SANGEETA KAMAT (UMASS Amherst) End of Session

1-031  HOW IS ANTHROPOLOGY GOING? AN INQUIRY INTO MOVEMENT, MODE AND METHOD IN THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Continental Parlor 5

Organizer(s): Kevin G Karpik (UC Berkeley), Chris Vasantkumar (Hamilton College) and Mattias Viktorin (Stockholm University)

Chair: Kevin G Karpik (UC Berkeley)

8:00 AM  Introduction

8:15 AM  CHRIS VASANTKUMAR (Hamilton College) PROBLEMS OF THE PATH: "KNOWLEDGE THAT MOVES" AS ETHNOGRAPHIC OBJECT(IVE)

8:30 AM  ERIK NILSSON (Stockholm University) AMERICAN CONSERVATISM AND THE STATUS OF POLITICAL BELIEF

8:45 AM  HELENE L MIALET HAWKING HAWKING: OR HOW TO DO THINGS WITH WORDS?

9:00 AM  KIM FORTUN (Rensselaer) Discussion

9:15 AM  MATTHEW VONHARRIS (Stockholm University) CRITIQUE AT LARGE

9:30 AM  Discuss Break

10:00 AM  MARC A GOODWIN ON THE POLITICS AND AESTHETICS OF "DIFFICULT WRITING": ADORNO'S DILEMMA AND CONTEMPORARY ANTHROPOLOGY

10:15 AM  KEVIN G KARPIK (UC Berkeley) PUTTING THE POLICE INTO MOTION: RHETORIC AND POLITICAL FORM IN FRANCE

10:30 AM  JANE I GUYER LANDMARKS AND HORIZONS: WHAT, OR WHO, IS MOVING?

10:45 AM  AIHWA ONG (Berkeley) Discussion

11:00 AM  GEORGE E MARCUS (U of California-Irvine) End of Session
1-032  LINGUISTIC EXPERTISE  (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology)  Union Square 14
Organizers/Chair(s): Madeleine Adkins (University of California, Santa Barbara) and Jenny L Davis (University of Colorado-Boulder)

8:00 AM  ELENA SKAPOULLI  (UC-Santa Barbara), ADKINS, Madeleine (University of California, Santa Barbara), BARNWELL, Brendan B (UC Santa Barbara), BUCHOLTZ, Mary (UC-Santa Barbara) and LEE, Jung-Eun Janie (University of California, Santa Barbara) THE GRAMMAR OF EXPERTISE: LANGUAGE SOCIALIZATION IN MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM SOLVING AMONG HIGH-ACHIEVING UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE MAJORS

8:15 AM  HEIDI A ORCUTT-GACHIRI  (University of Arizona) SHRUBBING AND THE EVALUATION OF EXPERTISE IN KENYAN ENGLISH AND KISWAHILI: PLACING KENYAN INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES AT RISK

8:30 AM  LAL ZIMMAN  (University of Colorado-Boulder) TALKING LIKE A MAN: DISCOURSES OF LANGUAGE AND MASculinity AMONG TRANSGENDER MEN

8:45 AM  PAJA L FAUDREE  (Brown University) OF DIALECTS AND ARMIES: INDIGENOUS READERS AND BILINGUAL TEXTS

9:00 AM  ELIZABETH A SPRENG  (University of Illinois-UC) BECOMING SORB: CRITIQUES, COMPLIMENTS, AND MIXED REGISTER IN BILINGUAL LUSATIA

9:15 AM  JING LEI  (SUNY-Oswego) LINGUISTIC EXPERTISE AS COMMUNITY-BASED PRACTICE: SITUATED LEARNING AND IDENTITY CONSTRUCTION AMONG CHINESE HERITAGE LANGUAGE LEARNERS

9:30 AM  ALEXANDRA M JAFFE  (Cal State Long Beach)
10:00 AM  PENELIPE BROWN  (Max Planck Institute) BECOMING AN EXPERT COMMUNICATOR: LANGUAGE SOCIALIZATION OF AND BY TZEITAL CHILDREN

10:15 AM  MADELEINE ADKINS  (University of California, Santa Barbara) "I REALLY CANT TAKE CREDIT FOR THE IRISH": NEGOTIATING LINGUISTIC EXPERTISE IN A THEATRICAL PRODUCTION

10:30 AM  JENNIFER QUINCEY  (Washington University in St. Louis) "GOOD WELSH" AND "RUBBISH WELSH": CONSTRUCTING EXPERTISE IN THE WELSH FOR ADULTS CLASSROOM

10:45 AM  JENNY L DAVIS  (University of Colorado-Boulder) "CHICKASH"SHA ANUMAPLI": NEGOTIATING EXPERTISE AND STATUS IN THE CHICKASAW MASTER/APPRENTICE PROGRAM

11:00 AM  JENNIFER N GARLAND  (UC Santa Barbara) 'I AM UNDER COOL': USING HUMOR TO CLAIM GENERAL LINGUISTIC EXPERTISE WITHOUT SPECIFIC LINGUISTIC KNOWLEDGE

11:15 AM  RICHARD J SENGHAS  (Sonoma State University)
11:30 AM  RUSTY BARRETT  (University of Kentucky)
11:45 AM  End of Session

1-033  MEDIATING MOBILITIES: POLITICS, CULTURE, AND SPACE IN THE MIDDLE EAST  (Reviewed by Middle East Section)  Franciscan B
Organizer(s): Kristin V Monroe (Stanford Univ) and Farha Ghannam (Swarthmore College)
Chair: Kristin V Monroe (Stanford Univ)

8:00 AM  Introduction

8:15 AM  ELIZABETH A FAERER  "IT'S ALL IN THE NUMBERS": EXCLUSIVITY, MOBILITY, AND SPATIAL PRACTICE IN DUBAI

8:30 AM  THOMAS P ABOUD  "SURVEILLING THE SACRED UNDER ISRAELI COLONIAL RULE IN JERUSALEM"

8:45 AM  KRISTIN V MONROE  (Stanford Univ) BEIRUT AND THE SPATIAL LIFE OF SECURITY

9:00 AM  RACHEL NEWCOMB  (Rollins College)
9:15 AM  Discussion
9:30 AM  Break
9:45 AM  FARHA GHANNAM (Swarthmore College) PERFORMATIVE ENCOUNTERS: GENDER, CLASS, AND SPACE IN CAIRO, EGYPT
10:00 AM  LIVIA WICK (American University of Beirut) INHABITING REGIMES OF CLOSURE
10:15 AM  CHRISTA SALAMANDRA (Lehman College/CUNY) MYTHS OF DEPARTURE: MOBILITY, INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS AND ARAB TELEVISION DRAMA
10:30 AM  ROXANNE VARZI CREATING SPACE WITHOUT PROPS: THEATER MOVES TEHRAN TO BERLIN
10:45 AM  SORAYA ALTORKI (American U-Cairo)
11:00 AM  Discussion
11:45 AM  End of Session

NARRATIVES OF MODERNITY AND FAITH: JAMES PEACOCK’S LEGACY IN CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Golden Gate 2
Organizer(s): Carla M Jones (University of Colorado, Boulder) and Kenneth M George (U of Wisconsin-Madison)
Chair: Carla M Jones (University of Colorado, Boulder)
8:00 AM  Introduction: CARLA M JONES (University of Colorado, Boulder)
8:15 AM  KARL G HEIDER (U of South Carolina) PEACOCK’S FIRST BOOK
8:30 AM  JAMES A BOON (Princeton University) RITES OF EDUCATION, PEACOCK-WISE
8:45 AM  RUEL W. TYSON, JR. (UNC-CH) ANECDOTE AND QUOTATION IN THE ETHNOGRAPHIC IMAGINATION OF JAMES PEACOCK
9:00 AM  MARY M STEEDLY (Harvard U) LIVING DOWN THE PAST AT A SOUTHERN MILITARY COLLEGE
9:15 AM  KENNETH M GEORGE (U of Wisconsin-Madison) HOW NARRATABLE IS A NARRATIVE ANTHROPOLOGIST? PEACOCK’S TALE
9:30 AM  Break
9:45 AM  SUZANNE A BRENNER (Univ. of California, San Diego) “MUSLIM PURITANS” AND THE REFORMIST ETHOS
10:00 AM  CARLA M JONES (University of Colorado, Boulder) LIFE IS FORM AND CONTENT: MATERIALITY IN JAMES PEACOCK’S ANALYSIS OF NARRATIVE
10:15 AM  JULIE M FLOWERDAY (Truman State University) JAMES PEACOCK’S VISION AND VISUALIZATION IN MODERNIZATION THE PRESENT PAPER LOOKS AT JAMES PEACOCK’S THEORIZATION OF MODERNIZATION THROUGH PHOTOGRAPHY. INTRIGUINGLY, CLAUDE LEVI-STRAUSS, WHO HIMSELF TOOK MORE THAN 3,000 PHOTOGRAPHS DURING HIS TEACHING
10:30 AM  LORRAINE V ARAGON (UNC-Chapel Hill)
10:45 AM  JAMES PEACOCK (University of North Carolina)
11:00 AM  Discussion
11:45 AM  End of Session

PRIVATES AND COUNTERPRIVATES (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Golden Gate 7
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Thomas Strong (NUl Maynooth) and Gretchen E Pfeil (University of Chicago)
8:00 AM  GRETCHEL E PFEIL (University of Chicago) TWO NUDE DANCES AND A (GAY) WEDDING: KINSHIP, CIRCULATION, AND MORAL OUTRAGE IN DAKAR
8:15 AM  PAUL MANNING (Trent University) YOUR GIRLFRIEND IS YOUR 'SWORN BROTHER': PUBLIC IDIOMS FOR INTIMATE RELATIONSHIPS IN MOUNTAIN GEORGIA.
8:30 AM  LILITH MAHMUD (University of California Irvine) SECRET NO MORE: DISCREETION, PRIVACY, AND PUBLICITY AMONG FREEMASONS IN ITALY
8:45 AM  AYLA SAMLI (Rice University) FURNISHINGS FOR LIFE: THE PRIVATE NEGOTIATIONS OF ISTANBUL BRIDES AND GROOMS
9:00 AM  MEGAN E CLARK PRIVATES IN TURKISH, INTIMATES IN KURDISH: OBSCENITY AT THE BILINGUAL MARGINS OF THE KURDISH MOVEMENT IN TURKEY
9:15 AM  HYLTON WHITE (The New School)
9:30 AM  Break
9:45 AM  **Thomas Strong** (NUI Maynooth)  
**Infection as a Social Relation:** 'Serosorting' in San Francisco

10:00 AM  **Leo C Coleman** (Ohio State University)  
**Social Solitude:** Public Privacy in the City

10:15 AM  **Sarah K Pinto** (Tufts U)  
**On Dissolution:** Interiority at the Intersection of Marriage and Mental Illness in India

10:30 AM  **Sasha Newell** (U. Illinois Urbana-Champaign)  
**Performative Privates and Public Secrets:** Bluffing Your Way to Success in Abidjan

10:45 AM  **Julie S Archambault** (SOAS, University of London)  
**Cell Phones and the Etiquette of Agression in Southern Mozambique:** Hide and Seek

11:00 AM  **Erin K Debenport** (University of Chicago)  
**Private Notice:** Negotiating Secrecy in Public Uses of a Pueblo Language

11:15 AM  **James A Boon** (Princeton University)

11:30 AM  **Discussion**

11:45 AM  **End of Session**

1-036  **Projective Self Practices: Representations and Transformations**  
(Reviewed by Society for Psychological Anthropology)  
Golden Gate 4

Chair: Jeannette M Mageo (Washington State U)

8:00 AM  **Andrea Baltazar** (State University of Campinas, UNICAMP, SP, Brazil)  
**Real and Fictional Evil Women:** Medea's and Electra's on Television and/or in the Everyday Life?

8:15 AM  **Aura A Newlin**  
**Dissociation, Representation, and Meaning:** A Case Study

8:30 AM  **Hyoun Park** (Boston College)  
**Conflicting Understanding on Spirit Possession Between Scientific and Cultural Discourses in Modern Korea**

8:45 AM  **Kevin P Groark** (University of Southern California / New Center for Psychoanalysis)  
**Engaging the Enemy:** Persecution Dreams and the Dynamics of Covert Agression among the Highland Maya of Chiapas, Mexico

9:00 AM  **Jeanette M Mageo** (Washington State U)  
**Women Dreaming Masculinities**

9:15 AM  **Discussion**

9:45 AM  **Break**

10:00 AM  **Katayoun T Medhat** (University College London)  
**Good Times-Bad Times** - Alcohol Rehabilitation and Drinking Narratives in Context

10:15 AM  **Lainie Goldwert**  
**Practicing the Body as Self:** Transformation in Contemporary Commercial Yoga Practice

10:30 AM  **Nicholas Grosse**  
**MySpace and YourSpace:** An Ethnographic Study of Virtual Self

10:45 AM  **Graham St John** (University of Queensland)  
**Global Psytrance Culture:** Speed Tribes and Hyper Liminality

11:00 AM  **Discussion**

11:45 AM  **End of Session**

1-037  **Questioning Expertise: Reflexivity, Ethics and Etiquettes of Power**  
(Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology)  
Taylor A

Organizer(s): Victor Braitberg (University of Arizona) and Thomas H Chivens (U of Michigan)

Chair: Victor Braitberg (University of Arizona)

8:00 AM  **Introduction**

8:15 AM  **Summerson Carr** (University of Chicago)  
**Etiquettes of Evaluation and Rationales of Distribution in an American Social Service Network**

8:30 AM  **Lorna A Rhodes** (University of Washington)  
**Risking Therapy:** Expertise in a Therapeutic Community Prison

8:45 AM  **John Clarke** (The Open University, UK)

9:00 AM  **Thomas H Chivens** (U of Michigan)  
**Technologies of Awareness:** Policing, Activism, and Domestic Violence in Poland
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Tara A Schwegler</td>
<td>Technocrats, Politicians, and the Negotiated Epistemologies of Neoliberal Policy in Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>Arthur L Mason</td>
<td>Experts, Agents and Symbols of Global Gas Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 AM</td>
<td>James D Faubion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 AM</td>
<td>Susan J Shaw and Armin, Julie S</td>
<td>Safe Communication: New Formations of Expertise in “Culturally Competent” Health Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>William S Lachicotte</td>
<td>Damage Control: Dialogics of Expertise, Identity and Fate in Clinical Genetic Counseling and Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Steven G Epstein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Barry F Saunders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Victor Braithberg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Dominic C Boyer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>James D Faubion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45 AM</td>
<td>Barry F Saunders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1-038

**RESISTING ENCLOSURE: EMERGENT DIALOGUES IN ARCHAEOLOGICAL ETHNOGRAPHY**
(Reviewed by Archeology Division)
Golden Gate 3
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Kathryn Lafrenz Samuels (Stanford University) and Joshua W Samuels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Susan M Kus</td>
<td>Observing the Past, Participating in the Present: Archaeologically Informed Ethnography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Hamish A. Forbes</td>
<td>Representing and Presenting Rural Greece: Understanding the Present via Investigating the Past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Lindsay M Weiss</td>
<td>Archaeological Ethnography in South Africa: Narrative Choices and Constraints in the Postcolony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>Lena Mortensen</td>
<td>Value, Authority, and Heritage: Ethnographic Approaches to Copán Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Lisa C Breghia</td>
<td>The Curious Coincidence of Artifacts and Oil: Lessons from an Archaeological Ethnography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>Elizabeth E Ferry</td>
<td>How to Do Things with Rocks: U.S.-Mexican Transnational Space as a Sedimentary Formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 AM</td>
<td>Julie Hollowell</td>
<td>Ethnography of Archaeologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Beverley Butler</td>
<td>Return to Alexandria – Emergent Ethnographic Perspectives in Heritage and Museology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Erin L Hasinoff</td>
<td>Speaking to the Present, Not the Past?: An Archaeology of Engagement in Burma (Myanmar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Lynn Meskell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Paul K. Eiss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>James D Faubion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45 AM</td>
<td>Barry F Saunders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

End of Session
Invited Session: THE ENCULTURED BRAIN: NEUROANTHROPOLOGY AND INTERDISCIPLINARY ENGAGEMENT (Society for Psychological Anthropology, Central States Anthropological Society) 

Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Daniel H Lende (University of Notre Dame) and Gregory J Downey (Macquarie University)

8:00 AM DANIEL H LENDE (University of Notre Dame) ETHNOGRAPHY AND THE ENCULTURED BRAIN: DESIGN, METHODS AND ANALYSIS

8:15 AM PETER G STROMBERG (U of Tulsa) EXPLOITING AUTONOMIC PROCESSES TO SHAPE IDEAS: AN EXAMPLE FROM EARLY-PHASE TOBACCO USE

8:30 AM RACHEL S BREZIS (University of Chicago) AUTISM AND RELIGIOUS DEVELOPMENT: A CASE FOR NEUROANTHROPOLOGY

8:45 AM HAROLD L ODDEN (Indiana Univ - Purdue Univ) ETHNOPSICOLOGIES AND CHILDREN'S THEORY OF MIND: FINDING COMMON GROUND BETWEEN ANTHROPOLOGY, PSYCHOLOGY, AND NEUROSCIENCE

9:00 AM CHRISTINA TOREN (University of St Andrews) INTER-SUBJECTIVITY AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEURAL PROCESSES

9:15 AM RYAN A BROWN (Robert Wood Johnson Foundation - UCSF/UCB) THE BRAIN IN CULTURE: EMOTIONAL RESPONSES TO SOCIAL THREAT

9:30 AM KATHERINE C. MACKINNON (Saint Louis University) and FUENTES, Agustin (University of Notre Dame) PRIMATE SOCIAL COGNITION, HUMAN EVOLUTION, AND NICHE CONSTRUCTION: A CORE CONTEXT FOR NEUROANTHROPOLOGY

9:45 AM Break

10:00 AM M CAMERON HAY (Miami University (Ohio)/UCLA) THE RELEVANCE OF NEUROLOGY TO AN INDONESIAN HEALING TRADITION

10:15 AM REBECCA SELIGMAN (Northwestern University) CULTURAL NEUROSCIENCE AND THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF DISSOCIATIVE EXPERIENCE

10:30 AM GREGORY J DOWNEY (Macquarie University) BALANCING BETWEEN CULTURES: A COMPARATIVE NEUROANTHROPOLOGY OF EQUILIBRIUM IN SPORTS AND DANCE

10:45 AM CLAUDIA STRAUSS (Pitzer College)

11:00 AM NAOMI QUINN (Duke University)

11:15 AM ROBERT SAPOLSKY

11:30 AM Discussion

11:45 AM End of Session

THE UNMENTIONABLE: HAZARDS OF ADDRESSIVITY, STRATEGIES OF CONTAINMENT (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Yosemite C

Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Luke Fleming (University of Pennsylvania) and Michael Lempert (Georgetown University)

8:00 AM RUPERT STASCH (UCSD) MADE TO BE BROKEN?: LINGUISTIC TABOOS IN KOROWAI

8:15 AM SUSAN FREKKO (University of Michigan) CONTAINING CASTILIAN IN BARCELONA

8:30 AM ROBERT E MOORE (Dublin City University) ACCENT CULTURE AND SCHIZOGLOSSIA IN CONTEMPORARY IRISH ENGLISH

8:45 AM SABINA M PERRINO (The Catholic University of America) CODE AS CONTAINMENT IN ITALY'S NEW MULTICULTURALISM

9:00 AM JOEL KUIPERS (George Washington University) UNMENTIONABLE OTHERS: PARTICIPATION FRAMEWORKS IN SCHOOL SCIENCE

9:15 AM JUDITH TEMKIN IRVINE (Univ of Michigan)

9:30 AM Break

9:45 AM LUKE FLEMING (University of Pennsylvania) RIGID PERFORMATIVITY, TYPE-SPREADING AND NAME TABOOS

10:00 AM EVE DANZIGER (U of Virginia) ONCE MORE WITH FEELING: A FORBIDDEN PERFORMANCE OF THE 'GREAT SPEECH' OF THE MOPAN MAYA.

10:15 AM MICHAEL LEMPERT (Georgetown University) AVOIDANCE OF "THE ISSUES" AS ADDRESSIVITY IN US POLITICAL DEBATE
10:30 AM  
**SUSAN SEIZER** (Indiana University) F**UCK VULGARITY: ROAD COMICS USE 'A LITTLE BIT OF LANGUAGE'

10:45 AM  
**JOHN B HAVILAND** (UCSD) WHO ASKED YOU, CONDOM HEAD?

11:00 AM  
**MICHAEL SILVERSTEIN** (University of Chicago) Discussion

11:15 AM  
End of Session

1-041  
**Invited Session: THEORIZING CHILDHOOD: INCLUDING THE CHILD'S PERSPECTIVE IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF CHILDHOOD** (Society for Psychological Anthropology) (Reviewed by Society for Psychological Anthropology) Golden Gate 1  
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): David M Rosen (Fairleigh Dickinson U) and Ignasi Clemente (USC & UCLA)

8:00 AM  
**HELEN B SCHWARTZMAN** (Northwestern University) “GOALS AND ASSUMPTIONS IN THE SEARCH FOR CHILDREN’S VIEWPOINTS: PERSPECTIVES ON PERSPECTIVES”

8:15 AM  
**CINDY D CLARK** (Penn State University) SOCIAL STIGMA AND ASTHMATIC CHILDREN: THE NEED FOR A CHILD-CENTERED MODEL

8:30 AM  
**JILL E KORBIN** (Case Western Reserve) RADIOS OR RELIGION: THE LESSONS OF RUMSPRINGA AND WHY AMISH YOUTH CHOOSE A HORSE AND BUGGY LIFESTYLE IN THE 21ST CENTURY

8:45 AM  
**ELISA J SOBO** (SDSU) RESEARCH ABOUT CHILDREN WITHOUT CHILDREN: MISSING THE SUBJECT BUT NOT THE POINT

9:00 AM  
**MARY LAWLOR** (University of So. California) GROWING UP IN AN ETHNOGRAPHIC WORLD: DEVELOPMENTAL PERSPECTIVES ON PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH

9:15 AM  
**JENNIFER F REYNOLDS** (University of South Carolina) Discussion

9:30 AM  
**MYRA BLUEBOND-LANGNER** (Rutgers U) "I WANT TO LIVE UNTIL I DON'T WANT TO LIVE ANYMORE."-PERSONS, SOCIAL POLICY AND ETHICAL TREATMENT OF ILL CHILDREN

10:00 AM  
**DAVID M ROSEN** (Fairleigh Dickinson U) THE LAW'S CHILD: THE CONFLICT BETWEEN EVIDENCE AND ETHNOGRAPHY IN THE SIERRA LEONE WAR CRIMES TRIALS

10:15 AM  
**IGNASI CLEMENTE** (USC & UCLA) WHAT IS PARTICIPATION? CHILDREN'S COMMUNICATION, AGENTY, AND RESPONSIBILITY IN THE EVERYDAY INVOLVEMENT IN THEIR OWN MEDICAL TREATMENT

10:30 AM  
**KRISTEN E CHENEY** REALLY INCLUDING CHILDREN: THE BENEFITS OF PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH WITH AFRICAN AIDS ORPHANS

10:45 AM  
**HILARY LEVEY** (Princeton University) "WHICH ONE IS YOURS?": CHILDREN AND ETHNOGRAPHY

11:00 AM  
**BARRIE THORNE** (Univ. of California, Berkeley) THE "NEW SOCIAL SCIENCE" OF CHILDHOOD: MAPPING FUTURE DIRECTIONS

11:15 AM  
**THOMAS S WEISNER** (UCLA) Discussion

11:30 AM  
**MARY LAWLOR** (University of So. California) End of Session

1-042  
**TOWARD AN ANATOMY OF MOCKING** (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Continental Parlor 4  
Organizer(s): Chantal M Tetreault (U. North Carolina, Charlotte) and Elaine W Chun (University of South Carolina)  
Chair: Angela Reyes (Hunter College)

8:00 AM  
**SATOKO KOBAYASHI** (U of California, Santa Barbara) MOCKING "TYPICAL JAPS": DISCOURSE AND SPATIAL POSITIONING AMONG TRANSNATIONAL JAPANESE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

8:15 AM  
**BARRIE C LEISTER** (CSULB) TEENAGE MOCKING.

8:30 AM  
**AYUMI MIYAZAKI** (University of Tokyo) MOCKING AND CRAFTING GENDERED FIRST-PERSON PRONOUNS: JAPANESE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS’ AND BOYS’
IDENTITY CONSTRUCTION WITHIN SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS

8:45 AM
A. Ashley Stinnett (University of Arizona) "LET'S GET DOWN AN DERBY!": MULTIVOCALITY AND THE TUCSON ROLLER DERBY, A GRASSROOTS WOMEN'S SPORTS ORGANIZATION.

9:00 AM
Maiya C Taha (University of Arizona) IN THE VOICE OF THE FATHER: MOCK ACCENT & AGENCY IN MUSLIM AMERICAN WOMEN'S REPORTED SPEECH

9:15 AM
Shirley B Heath (Brown University)

9:30 AM
Discussion

9:45 AM
Break

10:00 AM
Elaine W Chun (University of South Carolina) INTERSECTIONS OF PLAY, QUOTATION, AND STYLIZATION IN PREP AND ASIAN MOCKING

10:15 AM
Deborah L Cole (University of Texas Pan American) IS 'WETBACK ENGLISH' FUNNY? ACCENT, IDEOLOGY, AND THE INTERPRETATION OF 'MOCKING'

10:30 AM
Mie Hiramoto IS DAT DOG YOU'RE EATING?: MOCK FILIPINO, HAWAII CREOLE, AND LOCAL ELITISM

10:45 AM
Chantal M Tetreault (U. North Carolina, Charlotte) 1. MOCKING FRENCH OTHERS USING MOCK FRENCH

11:00 AM
Anna Marie Trester (Georgetown) IMPROVISED PERFORMANCE AND REDIRECTING THE OBSERVATIONAL GAZE: MOCKING THE RESEARCHER

11:15 AM
Jane H Hill (University of Arizona)

11:30 AM
Discussion

11:45 AM
End of Session

1-043
WHAT GOES ON IN THE MINDS OF BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGISTS?: A SYMPOSIUM IN HONOR OF KENNETH A. R. KENNEDY (Reviewed by Biological Anthropology Section)
Continental Parlor 7
Organizer(s): Leslie E Sponsel (U Hawaii) and Diane Hawkey (Arizona State University)
Chair: Diane Hawkey (Arizona State University)

8:00 AM
Michael A Little FROM CALIFORNIA TO CORNELL: AN INTERVIEW WITH KENNETH A.R. KENNEDY

8:15 AM
Diane Hawkey (Arizona State University) and Deraniyagala, Siran U. (Archaeology Dept., Sri Lanka) WHO ARE THE VEDDAH? RECONCILING BIOLOGICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL DATA WITH CULTURAL IDENTITY IN MODERN SRI LANKA

8:30 AM
Gregory L Possehl HUNTER GATHERER-AGRICULTURALIST EXCHANGE IN PREHISTORIC INDIA

8:45 AM

9:00 AM
Cynthia A Wilczak (San Francisco State University) METHOD AND THEORY IN THE ANALYSIS OF MUSCULOSKELETONAL STRESS MARKERS

9:15 AM
Break

9:30 AM
Angela R Lieverse (University of Saskatchewan) THE BONES OF BAIKAL: THE BIOARCHAEOLOGY OF MECHANICAL STRESS AND ACTIVITY IN THE SIBERIAN MID-HOLOCENE

9:45 AM
Nancy C Lovell NON-MASTICATORY TOOTH WEAR IN A SKELETAL SAMPLE FROM ANCIENT MENDES, EGYPT

10:00 AM
John R Lukacs (University of Oregon) EVOLUTIONARY MEDICINE AND WOMEN'S ORAL HEALTH

10:15 AM
David Aftandilian (Texas Christian University) DUCKS IN THE ILLINOIS MISSISSIPPIAN MIND: ANIMALS, AGRICULTURE, AND RELIGION AMONG A PRECONTACT NATIVE AMERICAN PEOPLE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT ANTHROPOLOGY FROM THE AMAZON TO THAILAND AND BEYOND: ENGAGING THE INSPIRATION OF KENNETH A.R. KENNEDY IN PURSUING THE FOUR FIELD APPROACH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>R. BROOKE THOMAS (U Mass/Amherst)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>KENNETH A KENNEDY (Cornell U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45 AM</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1-043A**

- **Film Screening: AMERICANA AND IMMIGRATION I**
  - Franciscan D
  - ALMUDENA CARRACEDO AND ROBERT BAHAR, MADE IN L.A.
  - LAURA TERRUSO, THE LAST BUTCHER IN LITTLE ITALY
  - MATTHEW DURINGTON, RECORD STORE
  - MITCH TEPLITSKY, SOY ANDINA
  - TADASHI NAKAMURA, PILGRIMAGE (Best Short Film)
  - Break and Discussion

**1-044**

- **AAA SECTION TREASURER'S MEETING**
  - Union Square 12
  - 8:30 AM-10:30 AM  
  - Chair: Suzanne Mattingly (AAA Controller)

**1-045**

- **Society for Anthropological Sciences WORKSHOP: INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS**
  - Union Square 20
  - 9:00 AM-5:00 AM  
  - JEFFREY C JOHNSON (East Carolina University)
  - CHRIS MCCARTY (University of Florida)

**1-046**

- **AA EDITORIAL BOARD BREAKFAST**
  - Union Square 13
  - 9:00 AM-11:00 AM  
  - Chair: Tom Boellstorff (U of California, Irvine)

**1-047**

- **AAA LONG-RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE MEETING**
  - Union Square 21
  - 9:00 AM-11:00 AM  
  - Chair: Virginia R. Dominguez (University of Illinois)

**1-048**

- **THE COMMISSION ON THE ENGAGEMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY WITH THE US SECURITY AND INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITIES**
  - Union Square 10
  - 9:00 AM-11:30 AM  
  - Chair: Robert Albro (American University)

**1-049**

- **General Anthropology Division GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION BOARD MEETING**
  - Union Square 11
  - 9:00 AM-12:00 PM  
  - Organizer: Susan Buck Sutton (Indiana-Purdue (IUPUI))

**1-050**

- **National Association of Student Anthropologists WORKSHOP: HOW TO SELL YOURSELF: CREATING ANTHROPOLOGICAL CURRICULUM VITAS (CV’S) AND RESUMES**
  - Union Square 19
  - 10:00 AM-12:00 PM  
  - JASON E MILLER (University of South Florida)
  - MARCY M HESSLING (Michigan State University)

**1-051**

- **"EVERYTHING WAS DUST AND PANIC": CRISIS MOMENTS AND THE PRODUCTION OF SERENDIPITY IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH**
  - Reviewed by Society for Humanistic Anthropology Continental Parlor 9
  - Organizer(s): Bernard C Perley (University of Wisconsin, Milwa) and Tracey Heatherington (U Wisconsin Milwaukee)
  - Chair: Bernard C Perley (University of Wisconsin, Milwa)
  - R BENJAMIN PENGLASE (Loyola University Chicago) "NOW YOU KNOW WHAT IT’S LIKE": POLICE INVASIONS AND MOMENTS OF CRISIS IN A BRAZILIAN FAVELA
  - VILMA SANTIAGO-IRIZARRY (Cornell University) DEALING WITH THE POLICE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Bernard C Perley (University of Wisconsin, Milw)</td>
<td>Choosing Sides in Cowboys and Indians. Or, Why Tonto Dumped the Lone Ranger, Some Indians Dumped Tonto, and Other Indians Took Him Back.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Ann Marie Leshkowich (College of the Holy Cross)</td>
<td>Moratorium, Trafficking, Kinship Desire, and Neoliberal Ethics: Narratives of Crisis in Transnational Adoption Between Vietnam and the US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Tracey Hetherington (U Wisconsin Milwaukee)</td>
<td>Rumpelstiltskin's Deliverables: Spinning Sustainability on the Post-Socialist Frontier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Frederic Gleach (Cornell University)</td>
<td>Indians in the New World: The (Mis)Adventures of a Consulting Anthropologist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45 AM</td>
<td>Regina D Darnell (U of Western Ontario)</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1-052 Invited Session: "Locating the Factory in the Farm": Forms of Industrial Agriculture in the Contemporary United States (Culture and Agriculture)

10:15 AM Alexander Blanchette (University of Chicago) Naturalizing Industry: Agricultural Science and Factory Production Models

10:30 AM Ronald Rich (Henry Ford Community College) Locating the Farm in the Factory: Localizing Industrialization in Midwestern US Hog Production

10:45 AM Brian D Haley (SUNY Oneonta) Is It Family or Industrial?: Some Implications of Goldschmidt's Forgotten Data

11:00 AM Juan-Vicente Palerm Industrial Agriculture and Farm Labor Communities in California

11:15 AM Julie Hogeland (US Dept. of Agriculture/RurDev) The Evolution of Agricultural Industrialization

11:30 AM Kendall M Thu (N Illinois U) Contesting the Factory and Favoring the Farm

11:45 AM E Paul Durrenberger (Penn State) End of Session

1-053 Unsettling Bodies: Ethnographic Explorations of Sovereignty and Corporeality (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society)

10:15 AM Salih C AciKsoz Introduction

10:30 AM Kenneth T MacLeish Hitting the Deck at Walmart and Other Problems of Bare Life Home from Iraq

10:45 AM Salih C AciKsoz Sacrificial Limbs of Sovereignty: Disabled Veterans and Nationalist Politics in Turkey

11:00 AM Hisyar Ozyor Regulating the Specters of Kurdish Corpses: Sovereignty Beyond and After Death

11:15 AM Serap R Sengul (University of Texas at Austin) Qirix of the Broken City: Contested Identities, Masculinities and City-Zenship in a Kurdish City

11:30 AM Discussion

12:00 PM End of Session

1-054 Poster Session: Anthropology of Work Posters (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Work)

10:15 AM-12:00 PM Rebecca J Crosthwait Gulf Citizens: Labor Trajectories, Mexican Migrants, and Oil in the Gulf of Mexico

10:15 AM-12:00 PM Rebakah L Daro Thailand's Changing Standard of Living: The Impact of Fair Trade on Marginalized Populations
1-055 Invited Session: ANTHROPOLOGY ON-THE-GROUND: INTERPRETING THE CONCEPT OF CULTURE AS A COMPETENCY IN HEALTH CARE (AAA Executive Program Committee) Continental Parlor B Organizer(s): Myrna Jean Gilbert (Practitioner/Consultant) and Noel J Chrisman (U of Washington) Chair: Myrna Jean Gilbert (Practitioner/Consultant)

10:15 AM BEATRIZ SOLIS (The California Endowment) ANTHROPOLOGY ON-THE-GROUND: INTERPRETING THE CONCEPT OF CULTURE AS A COMPETENCY IN HEALTH CARE

10:30 AM NOEL J CHRISMAN (U of Washington) NURSING AND ANTHROPOLOGY: FORTY YEARS OF COLLABORATION TO CREATE CULTURAL CARE

10:45 AM DIANA M CARR (UCR) ANTHROPOLOGY ON-THE-GROUND: INTERPRETING THE CONCEPT OF CULTURE AS A COMPETENCY IN HEALTHCARE

11:00 AM MYRNA JEAN GILBERT (Practitioner/Consultant)

11:15 AM JACQUELYN H FLASKERUD (University of California) CULTURAL AND SYSTEMS ISSUES IN MENTAL HEALTH CARE: IS CULTURAL COMPETENCE POSSIBLE?

11:30 AM ROBERT C LIKE (Robert wood Johnson med sch) LEGISLATION MANDATING CULTURAL COMPETENCE EDUCATION FOR HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS AND THE PROBLEMS AND PITFALLS IN PROVIDING IT

11:45 AM CAYLA R TEAL (HCQCUS, BCM & MEDVAMC) RE-CONCEPTUALIZING AND MEASURING THE PATIENT'S CULTURE FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROVIDING MORE EFFECTIVE HEALTHCARE

12:00 PM End of Session

1-056 Poster Session: CAE POSTER SESSION (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Plaza A

10:15 AM-12:00 PM Chair: David L McConnell (C of Wooster)

DAVID L MCCONNELL (C of Wooster) AMISH EDUCATION SINCE WISCONSIN V YODER: SCHOOL CHOICE IN THE WORLD'S LARGEST PLAIN COMMUNITY

CRAIG A. CAMPBELL JR. AN ADULT EDUCATION STUDY OF PARTICIPATORY COMMUNITY MAPPING FOR INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION

SANDRA J WOLF (Lakehead University) BECOMING WARRIORS: THE PRACTICE OF DEEP AND MEANINGFUL LEARNING

LEAH J. BARNUM (VSA arts, D.C.) BUILDING “ENSEMBLE,” BUILDING “COMMUNITY”: DISCursive ANALYSIS OF TWO INCLUSIVE EDUCATION IN THEATER PROGRAMS

DOROTHY M TAYLOR (University at Buffalo) and SAMWAY, Katharine Davies (San José State University) INTERACTIONS AMONG ELL PARENTS, SCHOOLS, AND COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS: BARRIERS AND OPPORTUNITIES

MAUREEN K PORTER (University of Pittsburgh) LITERACY LINKS: A COLLABORATIVE PERU-US ECOLOGY PODCAST PROJECT

THOMAS HARDY (Keio University) WILL BOYS BE BOYS? PROCESS AND PRODUCT IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF GENDER IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS IN JAPAN.

1-057 Invited Session: COLLABORATION AGAINST MILITARY ENGAGEMENTS: RECONSIDERING ANTHROPOLOGISTS FOR RADICAL POLITICAL ACTION 35 YEARS AFTER THE FACT (AAA Presidential Session) Imperial A Organizer/Chair: David H Price (St. Martin’s University)

10:15 AM KAREN BRODKIN (UCLA) RADICAL ANTHROPOLOGY BACK IN THE DAY: ARPA AND ANTI-IMPERIALIST ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE 60S AND 70S

10:30 AM MARSHALL D SAHLINS “ON THE CONDITIONS AND PRECONDITIONS OF UNIVERSITY PROTEST OF THE VIETNAM WAR”

10:45 AM DAVID H PRICE (St. Martin’s University) ARPA’S UNMEASURED FOOTPRINT: THE AAA, BEFORE AND AFTER ANTHROPOLOGISTS FOR RADICAL POLITICAL ACTION

11:00 AM JAMES C FARIS ARPA AND THE AAA: ONE HISTORY AND COMMENTARY
11:15 AM  Richard B Lee (Univ of Toronto) Present at the Creation: Vietnam, the Left Academy and the Founding of Arpa

11:30 AM  Gerald M Sider (C.U.N.Y./Memorial U) Radical Issues, Here and Then

11:45 AM  Discussion

12:00 PM  End of Session

1-058  Invited Session: Gretel Pelto and the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition
(Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition) Powell A
Organizer(s): Miriam Chaiken (Indiana U of Penn) and Craig A Hadley (Emory University)
Chair: Craig A Hadley (Emory University)

10:15 AM  John Brett (Colorado) Food Insecurity, Malnutrition, and Chronic Disease Among Urban Poor in El Alto, Bolivia

10:30 AM  Deborah L Crooks (University of Kentucky) and Cliggett, Lisa (U of Kentucky) The Quest for Food Security Among Displaced Gwembe Tonga

10:45 AM  Miriam Chaiken (Indiana U of Penn) "I Have Nothing Else to Feed Them": Maternal Choices for Child Feeding in Northern Mozambique

11:00 AM  Craig A Hadley (Emory University) Cultural Transmission and Child Feeding Behaviors: Evidence from Ethiopia

11:15 AM  Alyson G Young (University of Florida) "Do What I Say, Not What I Do": Situating Individual Feeding Practices of Rural Datoga Women into a Larger Community Context

11:30 AM  Gretel H Pelto (Cornell University) Premastication: A Key to Preventing Iron Deficiency in Infancy?

11:45 AM  Discussion

12:00 PM  End of Session

1-059  Identity, Museums, and Anthropology in France: African Art and Museum Culture
(Reviewed by Association for Africanist Anthropology) Union Square 23 & 24
Organizer(s): Bennetta Jules-Rosette (U of California - San Diego) and Wayne H Osborn (University of California, San)
Chair: Bennetta Jules-Rosette (U of California - San Diego)

10:15 AM  Introduction: Bennetta Jules-Rosette (U of California - San Diego)

10:30 AM  Bennetta Jules-Rosette (U of California - San Diego) Africanisms in France: Responses of Black Paris to French Museum Culture

10:45 AM  Dominic Thomas Immigration and National Identity: The Centre National de l'Histoire de l'Immigration


11:15 AM  Discussion

11:30 AM  Peter Bloom (UC Santa Barbara)

11:45 AM  Wayne H Osborn (University of California, San)

12:00 PM  End of Session

1-060  Invited Session: Immigrants and the New Diaspora: When Is Cultural?
(Council on Anthropology and Education) Golden Gate 6
Organizer: Kris Gutierrez (UCLA)
Chair: Alfredo J Artiles (Arizona State University)

10:15 AM  Barbara Rogoff (Univ California, Santa Cruz) Learning by Observing and Pitching In: Generational and Community Shifts

10:30 AM  Angela E Arzubida (Arizona State University) Contested Notions of Community in Five Nations' Preschools
10:45 AM  MARJORIE FAULSTICH  COMMUNITY CONTEXTS AND CULTURAL CONTACTS: THE EXPERIENCES OF CHILD LANGUAGE BROKERS

11:00 AM  KRIS GUTERREZ (UCLA) and ERICKSON, Frederick D (UCLA) SEEKING COMPLEXITY IN DIASPORIC COMMUNITIES: WHEN IS CULTURAL

11:15 AM  Discussion

12:00 PM  End of Session

1-061  Invited Session: INCLUSION, COLLABORATION, ENGAGEMENT: ADVANCING THE BIOCULTURAL PERSPECTIVE IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL INQUIRY, PART 2 (Biological Anthropology Section, AAA Presidential Session) Imperial B
Organizer(s): Agustin Fuentes (University of Notre Dame) and Thomas W McDade (Northwestern University)
Chair: Agustin Fuentes (University of Notre Dame)

10:15 AM  DARNA L DUFOUR (University of Colorado Boulder) THINKING BEYOND SUBDISCIPLINARY AND DISCIPLINARY BOUNDARIES

10:30 AM  THOMAS W McCDADE (Northwestern University), LEONARD, William (Northwestern University), REYES-GARCIA, Victoria E and TANNER, Susan N (University of Georgia) LINKING CULTURE AND BIOLOGY IN THE CONTEXT OF GLOBALIZATION: ETHNOBOTANICAL KNOWLEDGE AND CHILD HEALTH IN LOWLAND BOLIVIA

10:45 AM  LAWRENCE M SCHELL (University at Albany, SUNY), GALLO, Mia (University at Albany) and RAVENSCROFT, Julia (University at Albany) THE CHALLENGES AND BENEFITS OF ENGAGEMENT: PARTNERSHIP RESEARCH WITH THE AKWESASNE MOHAWK COMMUNITY.

11:00 AM  JENNIFER S HIRSCH (Columbia Univ) 'QUE GUSTO ESTAR DE VUELTA EN MI TIERRA': THE GENDERED SEXUAL GEOSPACES OF TRANSNATIONAL MIGRATION

11:15 AM  JAMES J MCKENNA (Univ of Notre Dame) SLEEPING WITH BABY: A QUINTESSENTIAL BIOCULTURAL RESEARCH ISSUE

11:30 AM  CAROL M WORTHMAN (Emory U) BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS FOR BUILDING HEALTH: A CASE STUDY IN SOUTH AFRICA

11:45 AM  MERRILL C SINGER (University of Connecticut) End of Session

1-062  INDIGENOUS ADAPTATIONS (Reviewed by Association for Indigenous Anthropologists) Continental Parlor 2
Chair: Neal B Keating (SUNY Brockport)

10:15 AM  NEAL B KEATING (SUNY Brockport) PEOPLES, STATES, AND THIRD PARTIES: TOWARDS A COLLABORATIVE GLOBAL ETHNOGRAPHY OF INDIGENEITY

10:30 AM  DAVID L DEHASS (University of Alaska Fairbanks) RE-LOCALIZATION: COPING WITH CHANGE

10:45 AM  BRANDON C LEDWARD HAPA AND "REAL" HAWAIANS: DISRUPTING RACIALIZATION WITH NATIVE HYBRIDITY

11:00 AM  DANNY ZBOROVER (University of Calgary) 'TERRITORIAL NARRATIVES' AND 'FACTIONAL COMPETITIONS': THE DEEP ROOTS OF INTER-COMMUNITY CONFLICTS IN SOUTHEASTERN OAXACA, MEXICO

11:15 AM  Discussion

12:00 PM  End of Session

1-063  NEW TECHNOLOGIES, GENDERED MEANINGS, AND SOCIAL INEQUALITIES (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Continental Parlor 3
Organizer(s): Barbara Herr Harthorn (UC Santa Barbara) and Laury Oaks (UC Santa Barbara)
Chair: Barbara Herr Harthorn (UC Santa Barbara)

10:15 AM  BARBARA HERR HARTHORN (UC Santa Barbara) and BRYANT, Karl (SUNY New Paltz) THE "WHITE MALE EFFECT" AND GENDERED RISK BELIEFS ABOUT EMERGING NANOTECHNOLOGIES IN THE US
10:30 AM  **Theresa A. Satterfield** (University of British Columbia) *Crude Proxies, Racializing Narratives, and Backdoor Curiosities: Reflections Across a Few Studies of Race, Gender, and Risk*

10:45 AM  **Muriel Vernon** (UCLA) *The Limits of Biomedicine and the Social Dimensions of Illness: A Cultural Analysis of Sex Reassignment Surgery in the U.S.*

11:00 AM  **Kathi R. Kitner** (Intel Research/PaPR) and **Kuriyan, Renee** *Imagining Class Through Technology Use: Gender and Shared Computing*

11:15 AM  **Lucia L.S. Siu** (Lingnan University) *The Floor in Red: Shifting Gender and Occupational Identities in a Chinese Futures Exchange*

11:30 AM  **Laury Oaks** (UC Santa Barbara) *The Genetic Is Political: How Gender, Ethnicity, and U.S. Health Care Experiences Shape Perspectives on Genetic Cancer Testing*

11:45 AM  **Jo Murphy-Lawless** (Trinity College Dublin)

12:00 PM  End of Session

1:064  **Performance, Place, and Power in Europe** (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Continental Parlor 6

Chair: Elise McCarthy (Rice University)

10:15 AM  **Julia Carolino** (University of Evora) *The Social Value of Landscapes. Dilemmas of Anthropological Engagement with Policy-Making*

10:30 AM  **Elise McCarthy** (Rice University) *Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainability in Ireland*

10:45 AM  **Toomas Gross** (University of Helsinki) *Politics of Collective Memory in the Postcommunist Context: The Case of “Monument Wars” in Estonia*

11:00 AM  **Rozita N Dimova** *The Poet on the Bridge in “The Biblical Land”: Art, Ideology and Borders in the Republic of Macedonia*

11:15 AM  **Franca E Boag** *Changing Landscape Ecologies in Rural Italy*

11:30 AM  **Nadeen M Thomas** *Plants, Power, and Patrimoine: The Role of the Parisian Botanical Garden*

11:45 AM  Discussion

12:00 PM  End of Session

1:065  **Social Support in East Asia - Practices, Ideologies, Issues** (Reviewed by Society for East Asian Anthropology) Franciscan C

Organizer: Friederike Fleischer (Max Planck Institute)

Chair: Charlotte Ikels (Case Western Reserve Universit) and Yunxiang Yan (UCLA)

10:15 AM  **Friederike Fleischer** (Max Planck Institute) *Our Message Is Love*: Religion as Emotional Support in Reform-Era China

10:30 AM  **Dorota Szawarska** (SOAS) *Caring from a Distance: Sakhalin Koreans Balancing Love, Compassion and Familial Duties*

10:45 AM  **Markus Schlecker** (Max Planck Institute) *Dead Bodies and State Welfare in Rural Northern Vietnam*

11:00 AM  **Jason A. Daniely** (UW Milwaukee) *Constructing Care: Social Support Choices of the Elderly in Urban Japan*

11:15 AM  **Charlotte Ikels** (Case Western Reserve Universit)

11:30 AM  **Yunxiang Yan** (UCLA)

11:45 AM  Discussion

12:00 PM  End of Session
1-066 Invited Session: SPECIES AT SEA: AQUEOUS ANTHROPOLOGIES OF NONHUMAN STRANGERS AND COMPANIONS (Society for Cultural Anthropology) Continental Parlor 1
Organizer/Chair: Stefan G Helmreich (MIT)

10:15 AM KAREN BARAO (UCSC (Univ. of CA, Santa Cruz)) BOAS, BRITTLESTARS, AND BIREFRINGENCE: HOW MEASUREMENT MATTERS
10:30 AM STEFAN G HELMREICH (MIT) ALIEN OCEAN: THE SYMBIOPOLITICS OF LIFE AT SEA
10:45 AM CELIA LOWE (U. of Washington) WHEN COMPANIONS ARE FRIENDS: THINKING HOLOTHURIANS FROM THE PHILIA-SITE
11:00 AM BILL M MAURER (U California-Irvine) SPECIE AT SEA: MONETARY MASHUPS, FROM COWRIE SHELLS TO CELL PHONES
11:15 AM ASTRID SCHRAEDER (UC Santa Cruz) TOXIC WATERS AND TURBULENT TIMES: RED TIDES, DINOFLAGELLATES, AND PHANTOMATIC SPECIES
11:30 AM DONNA J HARAWAY (UC Santa Cruz) Discussion
11:45 AM End of Session

1-067 Invited Session: TEACHING ANTHROPOLOGY 2.0: INNOVATIVE STRATEGIES FOR INCORPORATING VISUAL TECHNOLOGIES INTO TEACHING AND LEARNING (National Association of Student Anthropologists)

Organizer(s): Jason E Miller (University of South Florida) and Lakshmi Fjord (University of California, San Francisco)
Chair: Jason E Miller (University of South Florida)

10:15 AM JOHN K TRAINOR (University of South Florida)
10:30 AM MARC K HEBERT (Student)
10:45 AM JENNIFER COOL (U of Southern California)
11:00 AM JEN A CARDEW (University of North Texas)
11:15 AM REBEKAH SOBEL (George Washington University)
11:30 AM JENIFER SATHER-WAGSTAFF (North Dakota State University)
11:45 AM RIANNAN WADE (Columbia University, Teachers College)
12:00 PM End of Session

1-068 Invited Session: THE EPISTEMOLOGY OF LITERARY ETHNOGRAPHY (Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Golden Gate 5

Organizer/Chair: Kent Maynard (Denison University)

10:15 AM MELISA (MISHA) S CAHN-MANN-TAYLOR (University of Georgia) TRAN/SCRIPTS AND THE PERFORMANCE OF BILINGUAL TEACHERS’ LIVES
10:30 AM MICHAEL D JACKSON THE EPISTEMOLOGY OF LITERARY ETHNOGRAPHY
10:45 AM KENT MAYNARD (Denison University) ON RHYME AND REASONS
11:00 AM KIRIN NARAYAN (U.W. Madison) LOCATING ETHNOGRAPHY IN ALTERNATE GENRES
11:15 AM RENATO I ROSALDO (New York University) TELLING DETAILS: POETRY AS A COGNITIVE INSTRUMENT
11:30 AM RUTH BEHAR (University of Michigan)
11:45 AM PAUL STOLLER (West Chester U)
12:00 PM End of Session

1-069 Poster Session: THEATER AND COMMUNITY ACTIVISM (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Plaza A

Chair: Jessica L Rau (North Dakota State University)

10:15 AM-12:00 PM JESSICA L RAU (North Dakota State University) THE FARGO THEATER: A SYMBOL OF COLLECTIVE MEMORY AND COMMUNITY CONSCIOUSNESS
12:00 PM DOROTHY ABRAM (Johnson & Wales University) KWIZERA: A THEATER OF GLOBAL AWARENESS, SOCIAL ACTION, AND HOPE FOR HUMANITY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td><strong>INTRODUCTION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td><strong>Francisca L James Hernandez (UC Berkeley)</strong> 'NAFTA NO, TRABAJOS SI!': DISLOCATED WORKERS AND THE DEMOCRATIC IMAGINARY AT THE U.S.-MEXICO BORDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td><strong>Aida Hernandez (CIESAS-Mexico)</strong> NEW IDENTITIES AND NEW BORDER CROSSINGS IN THE SOUTHERN MEXICAN FRONTIER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td><strong>Federico Besserer (UAM)</strong> NETZA-YORK AND OTHER TRANSNATIONAL URBAN BORDERLANDS,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td><strong>Liliana Suarez-Nava (Autonomous University of Madrid)</strong> IDENTITIES, FRONTIERS, AND TRANSNATIONAL SOCIAL FIELDS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td><strong>Patricia Zavella (U of California Santa Cruz)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45 AM</td>
<td><strong>Discussion</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 PM</td>
<td><strong>End of Session</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>WANTED AND UNWANTED BODIES: AGE, HEALTH, AND FAMILY ROLES AS DETERMINANTS OF INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION IN PROCESSES OF TRANSNATIONAL MIGRATION</strong> (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) <strong>Sutter B</strong> Organizer/Chair: Vanessa L Fong (Harvard University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td><strong>Michele R Gamburd (Portland State)</strong> CARE CRISIS IN THE GLOBAL SOUTH: DEMOGRAPHICS, TRANSNATIONAL MIGRATION, AND THE STATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td><strong>Vanessa L Fong (Harvard University)</strong> THE OTHER SIDE OF THE HEALTHY IMMIGRANT PARADOX: CHINESE SOJOURNERS IN BRITAIN AND IRELAND WHO RETURNED TO CHINA DUE TO PERSONAL AND FAMILIAL HEALTH CRISSES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td><strong>Sarah B Horton (University of Colorado, Denver)</strong> NURSING HOME NO MORE: THE SETTLEMENT DILEmmas OF AGING MEXICAN LABOR MIGRANTS IN THE U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>**Biao Xiang and Toyota, Mika CREATING A TRANSNATIONAL &quot;RETIREMENT INDUSTRY:” A POLITICAL ECONOMY OF AGEING, MIGRATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN ASIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td><strong>Carolyn S Stevens (Univ of Melbourne)</strong> MIGRANT OPPORTUNITIES, MIGRANT DRAWBACKS: THE EXPERIENCES OF MIGRANT FAMILIES OF CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES IN URBAN AUSTRALIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td><strong>Karen Leonard</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45 AM</td>
<td><strong>Discussion</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 PM</td>
<td><strong>End of Session</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>YOUTH AND THE STRUGGLE FOR ADULTHOOD IN 21ST CENTURY AFRICA</strong> (Reviewed by Association for Africanist Anthropology) <strong>Yosemite B</strong> Organizer/Chair: Daniel C Mains (Washington University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td><strong>Emily J Margarettten (Univ. of Witwatersrand)</strong> YOUTH-HOOD AND RELATIONAL CHANGE: WORKING TOWARDS ADULTHOOD ON THE STREETS OF SOUTH AFRICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td><strong>Daniel C Mains (Washington University)</strong> NEGOTIATING MARRIAGE, FATHERHOOD, AND MASCULINITY AMONG YOUTH IN URBAN ETHIOPIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td><strong>Ana E Schaller de la Cova (Emory University)</strong> SENEGALESE YOUTH AND THE NEW POLITICS OF MAKING DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td><strong>Sarah M Mathis (University of the Pacific)</strong> STRUGGLING FOR INDEPENDENCE: YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT AND THE DECLINE IN MARRIAGE IN RURAL SOUTH AFRICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td><strong>Shanti A Parikh (Washington U)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td><strong>Discussion</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 PM</td>
<td><strong>End of Session</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1-073  AAA WORKSHOP ON LEADERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE IN ANTHROPOLOGY Union Square 17
11:00 AM-1:00 PM Virginia R. Dominguez (University of Illinois)

1-074  Society for Humanistic Anthropology WORKSHOP: POETIC WRITING FOR ANTHROPOLOGISTS Union Square 16
11:00 AM-2:00 PM Renato I Rosaldo (New York University)

1-075  AAA RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE Union Square 21
12:00 PM-2:00 PM Chair: Louise Lamphere (University New Mexico)

1-076  Committee on Practicing Applied and Public Interest Anthropology COMMITTEE MEETING
Union Square 6
12:00 PM-2:00 PM Chair: Linda Bennett (University of Memphis)

1-076A  Film Screening: AMERICANA AND IMMIGRATION II
12:00 PM Circe Sturm, Texas Tavola: A TASTE OF SICILY IN THE LONE STAR STATE
12:39 PM Daniel B. Gold, and Judith Helfand, EVERYTHING’S COOL
2:14 PM Joseph Sousa, FESTA
3:04 PM Jeremy Rocklin, DOLLARS AND DREAMS: WEST AFRICANS IN NEW YORK
4:14 PM J. Fredrick Dent, Jorge Campos, Shoemaker
4:19 PM Break and Discussion

1-077  Council on Anthropology and Education COMMITTEE MEETINGS Continental Parlor 2
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Norma E Gonzalez (U of Arizona)

1-078  Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING Union Square 9
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: John R Baker (Moorpark College)

1-079  AAA Committee for Human Rights OPEN FORUM Franciscan A
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Victoria D Sanford (Lehman College-CUNY)

1-080  Association of Black Anthropologists WORKS-IN-PROGRESS MENTORING SESSION Sutter A
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer/Chair: Kevin M Foster (University of Texas, Austin)

1-081  Society for Cultural Anthropology: HOW TO WRITE A CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY JOURNAL ARTICLE Lombard
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Kim Fortun (Rensselaer)

1-082  AGING AT THE LIFE COURSE - ORGANIZING MEETING OF THE INTEREST GROUP THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF AGING AND THE LIFE COURSE Sutter B
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Jay Sokolovsky (U of South Fl St. Petersb)

1-083  Society for Medical Anthropology AIDS AND ANTHROPOLOGY RESEARCH GROUP SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP MEETING Continental Parlor 8
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Delia E Easton (NYCDOHMH) Chair: Vinay R. Kamat (University of British Columbia)

1-084  Association for Indigenous Anthropologists ASSOCIATION FOR INDIGENOUS ANTHROPOLOGISTS BUSINESS MEETING Continental Parlor 9
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: JoAllyn Archambault (Smithsonian)

1-085  Society for the Anthropology of North America BOARD MEETING Union Square 12
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Sandra L Morgen (Oregon)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Organizer(s)</th>
<th>Chair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-086</td>
<td>Culture and Agriculture BOARD MEETING</td>
<td>Union Square 13</td>
<td>12:15 PM-1:30 PM</td>
<td>Organizer: Benjamin G Blount</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-087</td>
<td>General Anthropology Division BUSINESS MEETING OF THE COUNCIL FOR</td>
<td>Union Square 5</td>
<td>12:15 PM-1:30 PM</td>
<td>Organizer(s): Matti Bunzl (University of Illinois) and Marcy Brink-Danan (Brown University)</td>
<td>Chair: Marcy Brink-Danan (Brown University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF JEWS AND JUDAISM (CAJJ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-088</td>
<td>National Association for the Practice of Anthropology COLLABORATIONS</td>
<td>Union Square 10</td>
<td>12:15 PM-1:30 PM</td>
<td>Organizer(s): Nandini Gunawardena (UCLA) and Mark A Schuller (Vassar College)</td>
<td>Chair: Marcy Brink-Danan (Brown University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FOR HUMAN SECURITY IN DISASTER ASSISTANCE AND RECONSTRUCTION:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENT BEYOND NEOLIBERAL STRATEGIES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-089</td>
<td>National Association for the Practice of Anthropology EVALUATION</td>
<td>Union Square 22</td>
<td>12:15 PM-1:30 PM</td>
<td>Organizer: Jacqueline Copeland-Carson (Copeland Carson &amp; Associates)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-090</td>
<td>INTEREST GROUP MEETING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-091</td>
<td>Society for the Anthropology of Work EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING</td>
<td>Union Square 8</td>
<td>12:15 PM-1:30 PM</td>
<td>Organizer: Ann E Kingsolver (U of South Carolina)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-092</td>
<td>SEX IN THE SYLLABUS: OPEN FORUM ON TEACHING THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF SEX</td>
<td></td>
<td>12:15 PM-1:30 PM</td>
<td>Organizer(s): Anne Bolin (Elon University) and Patricia Whelehan (SUNY-Potsdam)</td>
<td>Chair: ANNE BOLIN (Elon University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RALPH BOLTON (Pomona C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DOUGLAS A FELDMAN (The College at Brockport, SUNY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-093</td>
<td>Society for Humanistic Anthropology SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC</td>
<td>Union Square 10</td>
<td>12:15 PM-1:30 PM</td>
<td>Organizer: Michael Harkin (U Wyoming)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-094</td>
<td>ANTHROPOLOGY BOARD MEETING</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AAA Executive Program Committee SPECIAL PANEL ON “URBAN OUTCASTS: A</td>
<td>Continental Parlor 5</td>
<td>12:15 PM-1:30 PM</td>
<td>Organizer/Chair: Setha M Low (Graduate Center, CUNY)</td>
<td>AKHIL GUPTA (UCLA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COMPARATIVE SOCIOLOGY OF ADVANCED MARGINALITY”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SETHA M LOW (Graduate Center, CUNY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LOIC WACQUANT (University of California, Berkeley)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PHILIPPE BOURGOIS (University of Pennsylvania)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>JOHN L JACKSON (U of Pennsylvania)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1-095 National Association of Student Anthropologists STUDENT ORIENTATION TO THE ANNUAL MEETINGS Yosemite A
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Jason E Miller (University of South Florida)
Organizer: Marcy M Hessling (Michigan State University)

1-096 Association of Senior Anthropologists BOARD AND BUSINESS MEETING Offsite
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Paul L Doughty (University of Florida)

1-097 National Association for the Practice of Anthropology WORKSHOP: “FIELDWORKS DATA NOTEBOOK”: A NEW SOFTWARE PROGRAM FOR WRITING AND MANAGING FIELDNOTES IN A DIGITIZED WORLD INEXPENSIVELY Union Square 15
1:00 PM-3:00 PM JAMES TIM M WALLACE (North Carolina State U)
TOM WOODWARD (SIL)

1-098 Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology WORKSHOP: DESIGNING AND TEACHING SUNTA-BASED INTRODUCTORY COURSES Union Square 17
1:00 PM-3:00 PM ROBERT ROTENBERG (DePaul U)

1-099 AAA Executive Program Committee WORKSHOP: TEACHING TIPS FROM WINNERS OF THE AAA/OXFORD PRESS UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING AWARD Union Square 14
1:00 PM-3:00 PM Organizer(s): Patricia C Rice (West Virginia U) and Scott A Lukas (Lake Tahoe)
CONRAD P KOTTAK (U. of Michigan-Ann Arbor)
DAVID W McCURDY (Macalester College)
RICHARD H ROBBINS (SUNY at Plattsburgh)
SCOTT A LUKAS (Lake Tahoe)
PATRICIA C RICE (West Virginia U)
ELIZABETH J CHIN (Occidental College)

1-101 Archeology Division MEETING OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE ARCHAEOLOGY DIVISION Union Square 11
1:30 PM-5:00 PM Organizer: Randolph J Widmer (University of Houston)
Chair: Janet E Levy (UNC-Charlotte)

1-102 REVAMPING THE MODERN GIRL IN JAPAN (Reviewed by Society for East Asian Anthropology) Yosemite C
1:45 PM GABRIELLA LUKACS (University of Pittsburgh) THE NET IDOL AS THE MODERN GIRL OF MILLENNIAL JAPAN
2:00 PM LAURA MILLER (Loyola Univ) MODERN GIRL OCCULT HUNTERS
2:15 PM CHRISTINE R YANO (University of Hawaii) FLYING MODERN GIRLS: STEWARDESS AS POSTWAR ICON IN AND OF JAPAN
2:30 PM SABINE M FRUHSTUCK (University of California) GIRL POWER? FEMALE SOLDIERS IN THE SELF-DEFENSE FORCES
2:45 PM MARIKO TAMANO
3:00 PM Discussion
3:00 PM End of Session
Invited Session: ANTHROPOLOGY PUT TO WORK: A WENNER·GREN INTERNATIONAL FORUM (AAA Presidential Session) Continental Parlor 1
Organizer(s): Les Field (Univ of New Mexico) and Richard G Fox (Wenner-Gren Foundation)
Chair: Les Field (Univ of New Mexico)

1:45 PM
Introduction: RICHARD G FOX (Wenner-Gren Foundation)

2:00 PM
 ESTEBAN KROTZ MEXICAN ANTHROPOLOGY AT THE CROSSROADS

2:15 PM
ANDREW D SPIEGEL (University of Cape Town) COLLABORATIVE APPROACHES, CLASS DISTINCTIONS AND 'PROGRESSIVE' FORCES: CHALLENGES FOR PUTTING ANTHROPOLOGY TO WORK IN 21ST CENTURY SOUTH AFRICA

2:30 PM
AMRIT SRINIVASAN (Indian Institute of Tech, New Delhi) OUT OF WORK: SOME THOUGHTS ON ANTHROPOLOGICAL 'ABSENCE' IN INDIA

2:45 PM
JOE E WATKINS (University of Oklahoma) ANTHROPOLOGISTS AS COLLABORATORS OR COLLABORATING WITH ANTHROPOLOGISTS? A VIEW FROM THE OTHER SIDE OF THE LOOKING GLASS.

3:00 PM
LES FIELD (Univ of New Mexico)

3:15 PM
Discussion

3:30 PM
End of Session

1-104
BELOW THE RADAR OF STATE POLITICS AND MAINSTREAM MEDIA, II: INITIATIVES FOR PEACE WITH JUSTICE IN ISRAEL/PALESTINE (Reviewed by Middle East Section) Yosemite B
Organizer(s): Gelya Frank (University of Southern California), Steven Roussos-Schindler (University of Southern California) and Aseel Sawalha (Pace University, New York)
Chair: Gelya Frank (University of Southern California)

1:45 PM
LORI A ALLEN (University of Cambridge) SMALL ACTS OF POLITICS AND ETHNOGRAPHY: ANTHROPOLOGISTS' PERSPECTIVES ON WORKING FOR PEACE WITH JUSTICE IN A WEST BANK YOUTH ORGANIZATION

2:00 PM
HAIM BELIAK (www.JewsOnFirst.org) and HUNTER, Jane (Jews on First) BELOW THE RADAR OF MAINSTREAM MEDIA: JEWISH ACTIVISM TO COMBAT ANTI-MUSLIM BIGOTRY IN THE UNITED STATES

2:15 PM
LAURE J BIAWI-LEVINE (Santa Clara University) AN IN-BETWEEN SPACE: THE PALESTINIAN REFUGEE CAMPS OF AL-WIHDAT AND AL-AMIR HASSAN IN AMMAN, JORDAN

2:30 PM
GELYA FRANK (University of Southern California) SOCIAL DEMOCRACY AS ENGAGED OCCUPATION: ANTHROPOLOGISTS DISCUSSING PEACE WITH JUSTICE "BELOW THE RADAR" IN ISRAEL/PALESTINE

2:45 PM
JASMIN HABIB (Wilfrid Laurier University) RE/MARKABLE LANDSCAPES: ZOCHR H/RE-MEMBERING ISRAEL AS PALESTINE

3:00 PM
ZEV KALIFON (Bar Ilan University) CAN EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTIONS WORK TO PROMOTE PEACE? A NEW MODEL FOR INTER-COMMUNAL RELATIONS IN ISRAEL

3:15 PM
ANNE T MENELEY (Trent University) EXTRA-VIRGIN PEACE: PALESTINIAN FAIR TRADE OLIVE OIL AND CULINARY PEACE INITIATIVES

3:30 PM
Break

3:45 PM
STEVEN ROUSSO-SCHINDLER (University of Southern California) THE ISRAELI "DEMOGRAPHY" NATIONAL NARRATIVE: HOW NARRATIVE STRATEGIES CAN BE EMPLOYED TO CREATE JUSTICE IN PALESTINE/ISRAEL

4:00 PM
MOSHE SHOKED (Tel Aviv U) REFLECTIONS ON "PEACE WITH JUSTICE": RESTORING MULTIPLE NARRATIVES AND FRAMEWORKS OF COMPROMISE

4:15 PM
ABIGAIL SONE (University of Toronto) 'RETURN TO THE WADI': THE CHANGING PLACE OF PALESTINIANS IN ISRAEL

4:30 PM
JESS P WEINBERG (New Mexico State University) THE INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S COMMISSION: BELOW THE RADAR AND BEHIND THE SCENES OF THE ISRAEL/PALESTINE CONFLICT
4:45 PM  PNINA MOTZAFI-HALLER (Ben Gurion University, Israel)
5:00 PM  AMALIA SA’AR (University of Haifa)
5:15 PM  ASEEL SAWALHA (Pace University, New York)
5:30 PM  End of Session

1-105  COLLABORATING WITH THE ENEMY: PARTICIPATORY ACTION RESEARCH WITH FRIENDS AND OTHERS
(Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education)  Continental Parlor 7
Organizer/Chair: Margaret D LeCompte (University of Colorado-Boulder)
1:45 PM  SHERYL A LUDWIG (Adams State College) CREATING THE VILLAGE: EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY FOR IMMIGRANT CHILDREN THROUGH IMMIGRANT INTEGRATION
2:00 PM  ELIAS L. MARTINEZ (Texas A&M Kingsville) ESTABLISHING BILINGUAL PROGRAMS IN A RURAL AND HOSTILE ENVIRONMENT.
2:15 PM  MARLENE J. BERG (Institutes for Community Research) COLLABORATION CHALLENGES: INFLUENCES OF EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL SUPPORT
2:30 PM  DONNA DEYHLE (University of Utah) FROM FRIEND TO FOE: NAVIGATING 25 YEARS OF FIELDWORK BORDERING THE NAVAJO NATION
2:45 PM  MARGARET D. LECOMPTE (University of Colorado-Boulder) WHEN COLLABORATION FAILS: TRYING TO BUILD A COALITION IN THE ACADEMY
3:00 PM  SALLY A. GALMAN (University of Massachusetts—Amherst)
3:15 PM  Discussion
3:30 PM  End of Session

1-106  Invited Session: COLLABORATION IN THE STUDY OF CHILDHOOD: ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON LEARNING (Society for Psychological Anthropology, Evolutionary Anthropology Society)  Continental Parlor 8
Organizer(s): Suzanne Gaskins (Northeastern Illinois Univ), David F Lancy (Utah State University) and John A Bock (Cal State Fullerton)
Chair: Suzanne Gaskins (Northeastern Illinois Univ.)
1:45 PM  Introduction: DAVID F LANCY (Utah State University)
2:00 PM  KERRY M. OSSIS LEARNING FROM AN EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE
2:15 PM  ELINOR OCHS (UCLA) LEARNING FROM A LANGUAGE SOCIALIZATION PERSPECTIVE
2:30 PM  LESLIE C. MOORE (The Ohio State University) LEARNING FROM AN ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION PERSPECTIVE
2:45 PM  JON M WOLSETH (Luther College) LEARNING FROM THE STREETS
3:00 PM  JOHN A. BOCK (Cal State Fullerton)
3:15 PM  ROBERT A. LEVINE (Harvard)
3:30 PM  End of Session

1-107  COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT IN HEALTH INTERVENTIONS (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology)  Union Square 23 & 24
Chair: Ruthbeth Finerman (The University of Memphis)
1:45 PM  CHAD T. MORRIS (University of Kentucky) “ON THE EDGES OF THEIR CHAIRS”: FACTORS ENABLING COMMUNICATIVE ACTION IN THE COMMUNITY-BASED PUBLIC HEALTH COALITION
2:00 PM  REBECCA M. LANGFORD (Durham University) ENGAGING PRINCIPLES, PROBLEMATIC PRACTICES: WHY ENGAGING COMMUNITIES IN HEALTH INTERVENTIONS IS SO HARD TO DO.
2:15 PM  JOHN S. LUQUE (Moffitt Cancer Center) and KAMBON, MAISHA BARBERS CLIPPING AT PROSTATE CANCER: LESSONS FROM A COMMUNITY-BASED PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH PROJECT IN EAST TAMPA, FLORIDA
2:30 PM  RUTHBETH FINERMAN (The University of Memphis), BRIDGES, NOORA C and PRITCHARD, KATHERINE E. GRASSROOTS INFANT MORTALITY PREVENTION: TAKING AUTHORITY KNOWLEDGE TO THE PEOPLE
2:45 PM AMY A MOFFAT (U South Florida, U Michigan) NAVIGATING HEALTH DISPARITIES: DOULAS AND INTERPRETERS WORKING AS CULTURAL BROKERS IN THE U.S.
3:00 PM PATRICIA ANTONIELLO (Brooklyn College, CUNY) COLLABORATION, INTEGRATION AND SUSTAINABILITY: WOMEN VILLAGE HEALTH WORKERS
3:15 PM ROCHELLE K ROSEN (Brown) and MCGARVEY, Stephen T (Brown) DIABETES CARE IN AMERICAN SAMOA: TRANSLATING ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH INTO EFFECTIVE HEALTH CARE PRACTICE
3:30 PM End of Session

1-108 CULTURAL CITIZENSHIP, PERSONHOOD, AND PARTICIPATION IN THE AMERICAS (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Yosemite A
Organizer(s): Misha Klein (University of Oklahoma) and Robert H McLaughlin
Chair: Misha Klein (University of Oklahoma)
1:45 PM Introduction: ROBERT H MCLAUGHLIN
2:00 PM MISHA KLEIN (University of Oklahoma) REMEMBERING DOUTOR SAMUEL: IMMIGRANT, CITIZEN, BRAZILIAN JEW
2:15 PM NATASHA ZARETSKY (Princeton University) PASSPORT TO ARGENTINA: FLEXIBLE CITIZENSHIP AND THE TRANSFORMATION OF ARGENTINE BELONGING
2:30 PM THERESA ALFARO-VELCAMP (Sonoma State University) 'MEXICO, MOTHER OF FOREIGNERS'?: AN EXPLORATION OF MEXICAN CITIZENSHIP
2:45 PM ROBERT H MCLAUGHLIN CANCER REGISTRATION AND PRIVACY INTERESTS: AN INTERSECTION OF THE BODY, THE BODY POLITIC, AND SURVEILLANCE
3:00 PM KATHLEEN M COLL (Stanford University)
3:15 PM Discussion
3:30 PM End of Session

1-109 Invited Session: DYNAMICS OF INCLUSION IN COLLABORATIVE ARCHAEOLOGIES (Archeology Division, AAA Committee on Ethics) (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Continental Parlor 9
Organizer(s): Christopher Matthews (Hofstra University) and Caroi McDavid (University of Houston)
Chair: Carol McDavid (University of Houston)
1:45 PM Introduction
2:00 PM CHIP COLWELL-CHANTAPHONH (Denver Museum of Nature & Science)
2:15 PM K ANNE PYBURN (Indiana University)
2:30 PM Discussion
2:45 PM JANET SIX (University of Pennsylvania)
3:00 PM WHITNEY L BATTLE-BAPTISTE
3:15 PM Discussion
3:30 PM End of Session

1-110 EPISTEMOLOGIES OF EDUCATION IN VARIED CULTURAL CONTEXTS (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Continental Parlor 5
Chair: Paloma Visscher (Harvard University)
1:45 PM PALOMA VISSCHER (Harvard University) TEACHING IN THEORY AND PRACTICE: COMPARING SCHOOLED AND UNSCHOOLED PARENTS IN HIGHLAND PERU
2:00 PM JANIS MASSA (Lehman College, Bronx, N.Y.) USING ANTHROPOLOGY TO PROMOTE EQUITY IN THE URBAN CLASSROOM
2:15 PM AMANDA L HOLMES GEOGRAPHIES OF THE HEART — REIMAGINING INDIGENOUS EDUCATION
2:30 PM JASKIRAN K DHILLON (University of Pennsylvania) SHIFTING TERRAINS OF STATE GOVERNANCE: INDIGENOUS EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT IN CANADA
2:45 PM JOSEPH J TOBIN KOMATSUDANI THEN & NOW: A DIACHRONIC ETHNOGRAPHY OF A JAPANESE PRESCHOOL
3:00 PM ALBERTO ARENAS and REYES-ROBLES, Iliana (University of Arizona, Tucson) and WYMAN, LESLIE T (University of Arizona) CHALLENGES FOR REINVIGORATING INDIGENOUS EDUCATION PROGRAMS

3:15 PM Discussion

3:30 PM End of Session

1-111 Invited Session: EXPLORING WORK AND WORKSCAPES THROUGH NEW MEDIA (Society for the Anthropology of Work, Society for Visual Anthropology) Golden Gate 5 Organizer/Chair: Charles R Menzies (UBC)

1:45 PM JENS KJÆRULFF (EASA) SITUATING TIME: WORK AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ENGAGEMENTS

2:00 PM MARKO A. MONTEIRO and KEATING, ELIZABETH (University of Texas at Austin) THE VISUAL COORDINATION OF KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION IN MULTIDISCIPLINARY SCIENTIFIC WORK

2:15 PM ANN L DAVIDSON (Carleton University) ACTION-RESEARCH THROUGH VIDEOS: REPORTING THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL TRAJECTORIES OF INTELLECTUALLY DISABLED ADULTS IN A PROCESS OF COMMUNITY AND RESIDENTIAL INTEGRATION.

2:30 PM PENNY M HOWARD (University of Aberdeen) “OPENING UP NEW GROUND:” PLACE-MAKING, WORK AND DIGITAL MEDIA AT SEA

2:45 PM KRISTA M HARPER (University of Massachusetts, Amherst)

3:00 PM PETER BIELLA (San Francisco State University)

3:15 PM Discussion

3:30 PM End of Session

1-112 FOOD FIGHTS: LOCAL CHALLENGES TO US FOOD COMMODITIES (Reviewed by Culture and Agriculture) Continental Parlor 6 Organizer: Joan Gross (Oregon State U) Chair(s): Joan Gross (Oregon State U) and Nancy R Rosenberger (Oregon State University)

1:45 PM JOAN GROSS (Oregon State U) CONSTRUCTING A COMMUNITY FOOD ECONOMY

2:00 PM SARAH E CUNNINGHAM SCALAR STRATEGIES FOR STUDENT FOOD SECURITY

2:15 PM GUADALUPE M RODRIGUEZ-GOMEZ (CIESAS Mexico) CONSTRUCTING NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY THROUGH FOOD STRUGGLES: AGRICULTURE, POPULAR MOVEMENTS PROTECTING LOCAL FOOD, AND FOOD SECURITY IN MEXICO

2:30 PM AYESHA NIBBE (University of California, Davis) LIVING ON FOOD AID IN NORTHERN UGANDA

2:45 PM NANCY R ROSENBERGER (Oregon State University) ORGANIC FOOD MOVEMENT IN JAPAN: CURRENT LIMITATIONS AND POSSIBILITIES

3:00 PM TIFFANY A RINNE UNDERSTANDING THE ACCEPTANCE AND NON-ACCEPTANCE OF GENETICALLY ENGINEERED FOOD AND CROP TECHNOLOGY IN THE UNITED STATES AND NEW ZEALAND THROUGH COGNITIVE MODELING

3:15 PM Discussion

3:30 PM End of Session

1-113 FOSTERING RESILIENCE IN COUPLED HUMAN/NATURAL SYSTEMS (Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Section) Golden Gate 2 Organizer(s): Flora E Lu (UNC-Chapel Hill) and Constanza V Ocampo-Raeder (University of Maine) Chair: Constanza V Ocampo-Raeder (University of Maine)

1:45 PM Introduction

2:00 PM CONSTANZA V OCAMPO-RAEDER (University of Maine) WHEN THE RAINBOWS BRING THE CRAYFISH: RESILIENCE AND VULNERABILITY IN THE COMMUNAL MANAGEMENT OF AN ANDEAN RIVER VALLEY, PERU
2:15 PM Flora E Lu (UNC-Chapel Hill) Patterns of Indigenous Resilience in the Amazon: A Cross-Cultural Study of Economic, Ecological, and Cultural Change in Northeastern Ecuador

2:30 PM Gabriella Valdivia The Politics of Livelihood Resilience: Agrarian Reform and the Defense of Place in the Bolivian Lowlands

2:45 PM Mark Sorensen Risk and Resilience in North Coast Peru: The Impacts of Privatization, Economic Development and Biofuels Production on Health and Well-Being

3:00 PM Paul W Leslie (University of North Carolina) and McCabe, J Terrence (CU, Boulder) The Ecology of Uncertainty: Risk, Response Diversity and Resilience

3:15 PM William H Durham (Stanford)

3:30 PM End of Session

1-114 Invited Session: Global Flows: Hip Hop Cultures, Youth Identities, and the Politics of Language (Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Golden Gate 6 Organizer/Chair: H. Samy Alim (UCLA)

1:45 PM Ian Condy (MIT) Samurai Gangsta: Language, Race, and Nationalism in Japanese Hip-Hop

2:00 PM Jennifer Roth-Gordon (University of Arizona) Conversational Sampling, Race Trafficking, and the Invocation of the “Gueto” in Brazilian Hip Hop

2:15 PM Break

2:30 PM Cecelia Cutler (Lehman College) Yo, I’m Doper Than You Even If I Am a Skater: White Rappers’ Self-Authentication Strategies in Tevised Performance

2:45 PM Karl F. Swinehart (University of Pennsylvania) Tupac in Their Veins: Wayna Rap’s Aymara Hip Hop and the Semiotics of Urban Indigeneity

3:00 PM H. Samy Alim (UCLA) Speech Is Our Hammer: Verbal Mujahidin in the Transglobal Hip Hop Umma

3:15 PM Marcyliena H Morgan (Harvard University)

3:30 PM End of Session

1-115 Green Lifestyles, Green Commodities, and Grassroots Environmentalism (Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Section) Union Square 18 Chair: Tendai Chitewere (San Francisco State University)

1:45 PM Tendai Chitewere (San Francisco State University) ECOVILLAGES AND THE EMERGENCE OF GREEN LIFESTYLES

2:00 PM Daniel E Renfrew (West Virginia University) Live Without Lead: Class, Place, and Urban Grassroots Environmentalism in Uruguay

2:15 PM Laura M Davis Re-Creating Urban Parks in Chicago

2:30 PM Hannah Rumble (Durham University) Die As You Wood: The ‘Green’ Agenda in Death

2:45 PM Eileen M Smith-Cavros (Nova Southeastern University) and Eisenhauer, Emily E Overtown: Neighborhood, Change, Challenge and “Invirement”

3:00 PM Discussion

3:30 PM End of Session

1-116 Growth, Development and Life History: Research From the Field and Lab (Reviewed by Biological Anthropology Section) Golden Gate 3 Chair: John A Bock (Cal State Fullerton)

1:45 PM Julienne N. Rutherford (Northwestern University) Engaging the Placenta in a Life Course Approach to Health

2:00 PM Courtney Helfrech (Washington State University) and Meehan, Courtney L (Washington State University) Cooperative Breeding, Daycare, and Allomothers in the United States
2:15 PM  JOHN A BOCK (Cal State Fullerton) SOCIOECOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF LABOR IN MIDDLE CHILDHOOD AMONG THE OKAVANGO DELTA PEOPLES OF BOTSWANA

2:30 PM  ELIZABETH A QUINN BIRTH SIZE AND MILK COMPOSITION: DOES A WOMAN’S OWN FETAL NUTRITION PREDICT HER MILK COMPOSITION IN ADULTHOOD?

2:45 PM  KATHERINE C SHARROCK

3:00 PM  CHARLA McCORMICK and HUNT, KEVIN and KAESTLE, FREDERIKA (Indiana University) UNDERSTANDING THE GENETIC BASIS OF PAIR-BONDING: AN ANALYSIS OF AVPR1A VARIATION IN SEVERAL PRIMATE SPECIES

3:15 PM  SARA E JOHNSON (Cal State Fullerton) FORAGING IN A SOCIAL NICHE: SEX BIASED DEVELOPMENTAL TRAJECTORIES

3:30 PM  End of Session

1-117  Poster Session: IDENTITY, TRADITION AND CHANGE (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Plaza A

1:45 PM-3:30 PM  Chair: Jessica V Amato (Michigan State University)

JESSICA V AMATO (Michigan State University) “BY RIGHT OF BLOOD”: ONLINE SLEEPER CITIZENS AND THEIR QUEST FOR REACTIVATION IN A EUROPEAN UNION CONTEXT

MARIO ALFREDO GONZALEZ (GSUC - CUNY) RELYING ON THE COMFORT OF STRANGERS: HIV/AIDS NGOs IN LATIN AMERICA.

PAUL V McDOWELL (Santa Barbara City College) ONE, TWO THREE MANY MAQUILAS; ANALYZING THE MODEL TO THREE GUATEMALAN INDIGENOUS SECTORS

FAEDAH M TOTAH (Virginia Commonwealth University) “KHAY! NOW WE PAY TO ENTER A COURTYARD HOUSE:” INVESTMENT AND CONSUMPTION IN THE OLD CITY OF DAMASCUS

1-118  Invited Session: KNORKS AND MEZZALUNAS: CUTTING EDGES OF FOOD STUDIES IN ANTHROPOLOGY (Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition) Powell B

Organizer(s): Rachel E Black (Universita degli Studi di Scienze Gastronomiche) and Carole M Counihan (Millersville U)

Chair: Rachel E Black (Universita degli Studi di Scienze Gastronomiche)

1:45 PM  DAVID I BERISS (University of New Orleans) WRITING FOOD CULTURE AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED ON IT

2:00 PM  HELENA VALLIANATOS (University of Alberta) IMAGINING HOME THROUGH FOOD: MIGRANTS’ CONSTRUCTIONS OF SELF THROUGH FOOD

2:15 PM  HEATHER A PAXSON (MIT) WHAT MAKES ARTISAN FOOD ARTISANAL?

2:30 PM  CAROLE M COUNIHAN (Millersville U) SPEAKING AND WRITING ABOUT FOOD: TESTIMONIOS AND FOOD CENTERED LIFE HISTORIES

2:45 PM  LIDIA MARTE (University of Texas at Austin) IMAGINING FOOD

3:00 PM  DAVID SUTTON (Southern Illinois U) CAN-OPENERS, KITCHEN COUNTERS, AND THEIR USERS: NEW APPROACHES TO THE MATERIAL CULTURE OF COOKING

3:30 PM  End of Session

1-119  Invited Session: LIVING AND LEARNING IN THE NEW LATINO DIASPORA: DISCOURSES OF DIFFERENTIATION IN THE NEW BORDERLANDS (Association for Latina and Latino Anthropologists) Powell A

Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Katherine Bruna (Iowa State Univ) and Stanton E Wortham (University of Pennsylvania)

1:45 PM  INTRODUCTION: KATHERINE BRUNA (Iowa State Univ)

2:00 PM  RYAN EVELY GILDERSLEEVE and BRUNA, KATHERINE (Iowa State Univ) EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY IN A TRANSNATIONAL CONTEXT: BECOMING A LATINA (IM)MIGRANT COLLEGE STUDENT IN THE MIDWEST

2:15 PM  KATHERINE BRUNA (Iowa State Univ) TO CARE OR NOT TO CARE?: COMPETING CONCEPTUALIZATIONS IN A TEACHER’S PRACTICE WITH MEXICAN NEWCOMERS
2:30 PM  Sofia A Villegas (Cornell University) and Allard, Elaine C (University of Pennsylvania), Lee, Kathleen (University of Pennsylvania), Mortimer, Katherine (University of Pennsylvania) and Wortham, Stanton E (University of Pennsylvania) Mexican Immigrants as Model Minorities in a Pennsylvania Suburb

2:45 PM  Bradley A Levinson (Indiana University) The Ambiguous Citizen: Host Communities and Identity Ascription for Newcomer Latinos in Central Indiana

3:00 PM  Edmund T Hamann (University of Nebraska) and Diaz-Debose, Chandra (University of Nebraska-Lincoln) Innocent Children, Illegal Adults, and the Disconnect as 'Innocent' Latino Youngsters Come of Age

3:15 PM  Jenelle Reeves

3:30 PM  End of Session

1-120 Invited Session: Multispecies Salon II (American Ethnological Society, Society for Cultural Anthropology) Golden Gate 1
Organizer/Chair: Eben Kirksey (UC Santa Cruz)

1-120 Invited Session: Multispecies Salon II (American Ethnological Society, Society for Cultural Anthropology) Golden Gate 1
Organizer/Chair: Eben Kirksey (UC Santa Cruz)

1:45 PM  Donna J Haraway (UC Santa Cruz) Speculative Fabulations for Technoculture's Generations: Taking Care of Unexpected Country

2:00 PM  Jake Kosek (UC Berkeley) 'Homeland Security Detective Devices': On the New Uses of the Honey Bee

2:15 PM  Agustín Fuentes (University of Notre Dame) Adventures in the In-Between: Lived Experiences of a Bio-Anthropologist Navigating the Human-Primate Interface

2:30 PM  Sarah B Franklin Future Mix

2:45 PM  Celia Lowe (U. of Washington)

3:00 PM  Geoffrey Bowker (Santa Clara)

3:15 PM  Discussion

3:30 PM  End of Session

1-121 Performance, Agency and the Meaning of Blackness (Reviewed by Association of Black Anthropologists) Franciscan A
Chair: Nichole D Payne

1:45 PM  Worku Nida (UCLA) The Cultural Politics of Categorization: (Re) Interrogating "Black/African Americanness"

2:00 PM  Linda Williamson Nelson (Richard Stockton College of NJ) Redeeming Faith and Social Dramas (1): The Location of Agency in the Life Narratives of Jamaican Women

2:15 PM  Kimberly E Simmons (University of South Carolina) Black to African American and Back Again: Identity Construction and the Politics of Naming

2:30 PM  Nichole D Payne A Seat at the Table: Race and Geography in the Dominican Republic

2:45 PM  Marvin D Sterling (Indiana University) Reggae Music in Japan: Towards an Ethnography of the Afro-Asian

3:00 PM  Sheila J Walker (Scripps College) Race, Gender, and Class in the Identities of African American Adolescent Girls

3:15 PM  Discussion

3:30 PM  End of Session
Organizer: Angela Torresan (University of Manchester)
Chair: Carlos Y Flores

1:45 PM  
CARLOS Y FLORES  
INDIGENOUS VIDEO WITHIN ANTHROPOLOGY, MODERNITY AND POWER: ANALYZING VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY PRACTICES IN MAYAN CONTEXTS

2:00 PM  
ANGELA TORRESAN  
(University of Manchester) BLACK IDENTITIES REFRAMED: FILMING ANTHROPOLOGISTS AT WORK IN TWO QUILOMBOLA COMMUNITIES, RIO GRANDE DO NORTE, BRAZIL.

2:15 PM  
JOCENY PINHEIRO  
GATHERING STRENGTH: IDENTITY PERFORMANCE IN AN INDIGENOUS POLITICAL ASSEMBLY.

2:30 PM  
CARLOS GUILHERME DO VALLE  
(UFRN/UF Rio Grande Norte) CLAIMING AUTHENTICITY THROUGH IMAGES: HOW INDIANS AND QUILOMBOLAS HAVE ENGAGED INTO ANTHROPOLOGICAL PRACTICE IN NORTHEAST BRAZIL.

2:45 PM  
ANGELA TORRESAN  
(University of Manchester)
Discussion
End of Session

PRODUCING PLACE, SPACE, AND MORAL GEOGRAPHIES IN THE U.S.-MEXICO BORDERLANDS (Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Section) Taylor A
Organizer(s): Jessica A Piekielek (U of Arizona) and David F Seibert (University of Arizona)
Chair: Jessica A Piekielek (U of Arizona)

1:45 PM  
MARIBEL L ALVAREZ  
FRACURING THE HEADLINES: ARTISTS’ INTERVENTIONS ON THE SONORA-ARIZONA IMMIGRATION CORRIDOR

2:00 PM  
JESSICA A PIEKIELEK  
(U of Arizona) “TRASHED:” THE MULTIPLE MEANINGS OF TRASH AND FOUND OBJECTS IN RELATION TO UNDOCUMENTED MIGRATION ON THE ARIZONA-SONORA BORDER

2:15 PM  
DAVID F SEIBERT  
(University of Arizona) MANAGING INFRASTRUCTURES, UNCERTAINTIES, AND SELVES ALONG THE MODERN U.S.-MEXICO DIVIDE

2:30 PM  
THOMAS E SHERIDAN  
(U of Arizona) JAGUARS, RANCHERS, AND THE URBAN GAZE ON THE U.S.-MEXICO BORDER

2:45 PM  
LAWRENCE J TAYLOR  
(National University of Ireland) SACRED GROUND: MORAL GEOGRAPHY AND THE PRODUCTION OF AMERICAN SPACE ON THE BORDER

3:00 PM  
Discussion
3:30 PM  
End of Session

RELIGION AND THE RELIEF OF SOCIAL SUFFERING IN THE FORMER SOVIET UNION (Reviewed by Society for Anthropology of Religion) Franciscan C
Organizer/Chair: Jarrett Zigon (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology)
Introduction: JARRETT ZIGON (Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology)

1:45 PM  
TUNDE KOMAROMI  
(MPI for Social Anthropology) IN SEARCH OF MORAL BALANCE: CONVERSION AND CHURCH ADHERENCE INSIDE THE RUSSIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH DURING THE POST-SOVIET PERIOD

2:00 PM  
MATHIEU E PEKINGMANS  
(London School of Economics) DOUBT, HOPE, AND DISILLUSION IN A POST-SOVIET CENTRAL ASIAN INDUSTRIAL WASTELAND

2:15 PM  
JARRETT ZIGON  
(Max Planck Institute for Social Anthropology) THE SUFFERING SELF AND OTHER: ETHICAL PRACTICE AND RUSSIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH DRUG REHABILITATION

2:45 PM  
KATHERINE R METZO  
(UNC Charlotte) BUDDHISM AND THE ENVIRONMENT IN SOUTH CENTRAL SIBERIA: RELIEVING POVERTY AND BUILDING ECOLOGICAL CONSCIOUSNESS
3:00 PM  DETELINA TOCHEVA (MPI for Social Anthropology) RUSSIAN ORTHODOX PARISHES AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH Beggars
3:15 PM  MELISSA L CALDWELL (U California, Santa Cruz)  
3:30 PM  End of Session

1-126  Poster Session: Teaching Strategies and the Culture of College Success  (Reviewed by Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges) Plaza A  
1:45 PM-3:30 PM  
MAREN J WILSON  ARAVAIPA LEARNING COMMUNITY: MAKING CONNECTIONS, BUILDING BRIDGES  
LISA M MALLEY (College of the Canyons)  USING BIOMIMETICS TO ENHANCE TEACHING METHODS ON EVOLUTION AND NATURAL SELECTION  
JACQUELINE C ROBINSON HUNSICKER (U of Wisconsin Milwaukee)  THE CULTURE OF COLLEGE SUCCESS AMONG MILWAUKEE INNER-CITY COLLEGE STUDENTS  

1-127  Invited Session: The Academy and the Publics  (AAA Presidential Session)  
1:45 PM  PAULA L SABLOFF (University of Pennsylvania)  INTRODUCTION: PROBLEM AND SOLUTIONS  
2:00 PM  JEREMY A SABLOFF (University of Pennsylvania)  CHANGING CRITERIA IN ACADEMIC ASSESSMENTS: THE PRACTICALITIES  
2:15 PM  NANCY SCHEPER-HUGUES  (U of California, Berkeley)  
2:30 PM  SETHA M LOW (Graduate Center, CUNY)  
2:45 PM  LINDA A BENNETT (U of Memphis)  
3:00 PM  JOHN L JACKSON (U of Pennsylvania)  
3:15 PM  Discussant: ROBERT HAHN (CDC)  
3:30 PM  End of Session

1-128  Transnational Exigencies: Deportation as Social Experience  (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America)  
1:45 PM  TRICIA GABANY-GUERRERO (University of Connecticut)  ANATOMIES OF MEXICAN REPATRIATION: HUMAN RIGHTS, CHILDREN AND THE BORDERLANDS OF COMPLICITY  
2:00 PM  SUNAINA MAIRA (UC Davis)  DEPORTING RADICALS, DEPORTING LA MIGRA: THE HAYAT CASE IN LODI  
2:15 PM  KATE E MASLEY (Cleveland State University) and DAHLBERG, Veronica (HOLA, Northeast Ohio)  BLENDING ADVOCACY WITH ETHNOGRAPHY TO UNDERSTAND LATINO IMMIGRANTS' EXPERIENCES OF ICE RAIDS IN NORTHEAST OHIO  
2:30 PM  RACHEL BUFF  THE DEPORTATION TERROR: HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE CURRENT CRISIS  
2:45 PM  LISA M KNAUER (UMass Dartmouth)  FORGING MAYANNESS IN NEW BEDFORD  
3:00 PM  GUILLERMINA G NUNEZ  
3:15 PM  Discussion  
3:30 PM  End of Session
1-129

**UNDER THE RADAR: ETHNOGRAPHIES OF SUB-NATIONAL FORCES IN MAINLAND SOUTHEAST ASIA** (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society)  
Golden Gate 7

Organizer(s): Jane M Ferguson (Australian National University) and Tyrell C Haberkorn (Colgate University)  
Chair: Erik L Harms (Yale University)

1:45 PM  
**HJÖRLEIFUR R JONSSON** (Arizona State) WAR, EXILE, AND ETHNICIZATION IN LAOS

2:00 PM  
**TYRELL C HABERKORN** (Colgate University) MEDICINE IN A TIME OF REVOLUTION: PUSHING THE LIMITS OF THE THAI STATE

2:15 PM  
**ERIK L HARMS** (Yale University) REAL ESTATE FEVER AS A PEOPLE'S MOVEMENT?: RETHINKING "EVERYDAY POLITICS" AND THE HOUSEHOLD IN POST-REFORM ERA VIETNAM

2:30 PM  
**JANE M FERGUSON** (Australian National University) SOVEREIGN RENUNCIATIONS: THE CASE OF SHAN INSURGENCY IN BURMA AND THE SHIFTING ALLEGIANCES OF THE HOME GUARD MILITIAS

2:45 PM  
**JONATHAN E PAOWE** (Yale University) DEVELOPMENT TIME: CHRONOLOGICAL CRISIS AND POSTWAR POWER AMONG THE JARAI OF CAMBODIA

3:00 PM  
**MARY-BETH MILLS** (Colby College)

3:15 PM  
Discussion

3:30 PM  
End of Session

1-130

**Invited Session: URBAN SUBJECTS OF VALUE: ETHNOGRAPHY IN THE NEOLIBERALIZING CITY**  
(Society for the Anthropology of North America, Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Sutter B

Organizer(s): Julian B Brash (The University of Toledo) and Jeffry Maskovsky (Queens College and the Graduate Center, CUNY)  
Chair: Julian B Brash (The University of Toledo)

1:45 PM  
Introduction

2:00 PM  
**JULIAN B BRASH** (The University of Toledo) NEW URBAN UTOPIAS: RENDERING ELITE REDEVELOPMENT FANTASIES IN BLOOMBERG'S NEW YORK CITY

2:15 PM  
**ARLENE DAVILA** (New York University) ON CULTURAL WORK IN THE NEOLIBERAL CITY

2:30 PM  
**ROBERT P. FAIRBANKS** (University of Chicago) “BODIES IS WHAT MAKES IT WORK:” STATECRAFT AND URBAN INFORMALITY IN PHILADELPHIA'S RECOVERY HOUSE MOVEMENT

2:45 PM  
**JEFFRY MASKOVSKY** (Queens College and the Graduate Center, CUNY) THE NEW URBAN DANGER: CITIES AND HOMELAND SECURITY IN THE UNITED STATES

3:00 PM  
**GAYLE RUBIN** (University of Michigan) SEX AND THE POST-INDUSTRIAL CITY: SAN FRANCISCO LEATHER AND THE FRAGILE FUTURE OF GAY COMMUNITIES

3:15 PM  
**JOHN M HARTIGAN** (University of Texas)

3:30 PM  
End of Session

1-131

**Invited Session: ANTHROPOLOGY AND TRANSGENDER: RETHINKING INCLUSION, COLLABORATION AND ENGAGEMENT** (AAA Executive Program Committee, Society of Lesbian and Gay Anthropologists) Continental Parlor 4

Organizer(s): William L Leap (American Univ), Elijah A Edelman (American University) and David Valentine (University of Minnesota)  
Chair(s): William L Leap (American Univ) and David Valentine (University of Minnesota)

1:45 PM  
**ALEXANDER LEE** (Transgender, Gender Variant, & Intersix Justice Project) IN PRISON SETTINGS

2:00 PM  
**WILLY WILKINSON** (Consultant) TRANS ISSUES IN HIV EDUCATION AND HEALTH CARE SERVICES

2:15 PM  
**MASEN DAVIS** (FTM Alliance of Los Angeles) TRANSFORMING SUBJECTIVE IDENTITIES INTO COLLECTIVE ACTION: AN ACTIVIST'S PERSPECTIVE
2:30 PM  SUSAN STRYKER  HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES ON TRANSGENDER INCLUSION, COLLABORATION, AND ENGAGEMENT WITHIN ANTHROPOLOGY

2:45 PM  MARA KEISLING (National Ctr for Transgender Equality) ENDA AND THE TRANSGENDER COMMUNITY

3:00 PM  CHRIS ROEBUCK  AN ANTHROPOLOGIST COMMENTARY

3:15 PM  WILLIAM L. LEAP (American Univ) WHY ANTHROPOLOGISTS WERE NOT INVOLVED IN SAVING ENDA AND HOW WE MIGHT DO A BETTER JOB OF IT NEXT TIME

3:30 PM  ELIJAH A. EDELMAN (American University) A "TRANS PUBLIC ANTHROPOLOGY"?: COLLABORATIVE DEMANDS FOR ACCESSIBILITY, ACCOUNTABILITY AND ACTION

3:45 PM  MEGAN E. DAVIDSON (Binghamton University/SUNY) ANTHROPOLOGY & ACTIVISM: CREATING USEFUL ETHNOGRAPHIC KNOWLEDGE FOR THE TRANS MOVEMENT

4:00 PM  DAVID VALENTINE (University of Minnesota) WHY "INCLUSION" IS DANGEROUS

4:15 PM  MARCIA OCHOA (UC Santa Cruz) and BYERLY, Alexandra (El/La Transgender Latina HIV Prevention Program) FROM "TAN BELLA" TO "NUBES Y ANGELES": DIVAS, CITIZENSHIP, AND ART

4:30 PM  STEPHEN WHITTLE (Manchester Metropolitan Univ) and COMBS, Ryan (The U of Manchester), SPEER, Susan (The U of Manchester) and TURNER, Lewis (Press for Change) "SO, TELL ME - HOW OFTEN DO YOU MASTURBATE?" HEALTH CARE CLINICAL DISCOURSES OF TRANSGENDER PEOPLE

4:45 PM  Discussion

5:30 PM  End of Session

1:132  Invited Session: ENGAGING A MOVING TARGET: ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH MODELS AND METHODS IN AN AGE OF UNPRECEDENTED CLIMATE CHANGE (Anthropology and Environment Section, National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Lombard Organizer/Chair: Susan A Crate (George Mason University)

1:45 PM  KARINA YAGER (Yale University) CONDUCTING AN INTERDISCIPLINARY WORKSHOP ON CLIMATE CHANGE: FACILITATING AWARENESS AND ADAPTATION IN SAJAMA NATIONAL PARK, BOLIVIA.

2:00 PM  PETER P. SCHWEITZER (U Alaska Fairbanks) and MARINO, Elizabeth K (University of Alaska Fairbanks) GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE AS REALITY, DISCOURSE, AND PR OPPORTUNITY: OBSERVATIONS FROM NORTHEASTERN ALASKA AND BEYOND

2:15 PM  DONALD R. NELSON (Tyndall Centre - U of East Anglia) and FINAN, Timothy J (BARA/Arizona) COMMUNITY RESILIENCE AND INSTITUTIONAL TENSIONS: ADAPTATION TO CLIMATE CHANGE IN NORTHEAST BRAZIL

2:30 PM  HEATHER LARZUS (University of Washington) CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS, CULTURAL MODELS, AND CONSSENSUS ANALYSIS: METHODS EXPLORED ON A PACIFIC ATOLL

2:45 PM  SUSAN A CRATE (George Mason University) ASSESSING KNOWLEDGE, RESILIENCE & ADAPTATION AND POLICY NEEDS IN NATIVE SIBERIAN VILLAGES EXPERIENCING UNPRECEDENTED CLIMATE CHANGE

3:00 PM  KATJA NEVES (Concordia University - Montreal) ENVIRONMENTAL ENTANGLEMENTS AND ETHNOGRAPHIC CONUNDRUMS: TOWARDS A HOLISTIC ANTHROPOLOGICAL APPROACH TO GLOBAL WARMING

3:15 PM  CARLA RONCOLI

3:30 PM  Break

3:45 PM  SUSAN CHARNLEY (US Forest Service) RURAL COMMUNITIES AND CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION IN THE U.S.

4:00 PM  AMBER WUTCH (Arizona State U) ANTHROPOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO STUDYING CLIMATE SCIENCE, POLICY, AND PERCEPTIONS IN A DESERT CITY

4:15 PM  SARA E. ALEXANDER and STONICH, SUSAN C DEVELOPING AN INDEX TO MEASURE RESILIENCE: HELPING COMMUNITIES COPE WITH CLIMATE-RELATED CRISSES IN THE MESOAMERICAN BARRIER REEF REGION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker/Institution</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Shirley Fiske (Consultant/Adjunct Prof)</td>
<td>Research That Matters: Views From a Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Daniel H De Vries (IntraHealth International)</td>
<td>A Method to Study Temporal Vulnerability to Surprise Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Laurie J Price (Cal State Hayward) and Myers, Carolyn (Cal State Univ East Bay)</td>
<td>Going Green: Knowing and Acting in the San Francisco Bay Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td>Ben Orlove (Current Anthropology)</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-133 LOST IN TRANSITION: DECOLONIZING INDIGENOUS HISTORIES AT THE &quot;PREHISTORIC/Colonial&quot; INTERSECTION THROUGH INCLUSION, COLLABORATION, AND ENGAGEMENT (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Union Square 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:45 PM</td>
<td>Siobhan M Hart (University of Massachusetts Amherst) and Oland, Maxine H (Northwestern University)</td>
<td>LOST IN TRANSITION: GLOBAL PATHWAYS TO DECOLONIZING INDIGENOUS HISTORIES IN ARCHAEOLOGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
<td>Stephen W Silliman (University of Massachusetts Boston)</td>
<td>THE LONGUE DUREÉ AND THE SHORT PUREÉ: POSTCOLONIAL ARCHAEOLOGIES OF INDIGENOUS HISTORY IN COLONIAL NORTH AMERICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45 PM</td>
<td>Ann B Stahl (SUNY at Binghamton)</td>
<td>WHEN DOES HISTORY BEGIN? MATERIAL GENEALOGIES AND GLOBAL ENTANGLEMENTS IN WEST AFRICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
<td>Francois G Richard (University of Chicago)</td>
<td>FOUND IN TRANSITION? WRITING ALTERNATIVE HISTORIES OF SIIN (SENEGAL) AT THE THRESHOLDS OF SCALE, MATERIALITY, AND HISTORICITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15 PM</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 PM</td>
<td>Alistair G Paterson</td>
<td>A REVIEW OF THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF ABORIGINAL AUSTRALIANS' HISTORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45 PM</td>
<td>Claire E Smith (Flinders University)</td>
<td>COLONIAL TRANSITIONS IN ABORIGINAL AUSTRALIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Maxine H Oland (Northwestern University)</td>
<td>LOST AMONG THE COLONIAL MAYA: ENGAGING INDIGENOUS MAYA HISTORY AT PROGRESSO LAGOON, BELIZE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Enrique Rodriguez-Alegria (U of Texas)</td>
<td>THE DISCOVERY AND DECOLONIZATION OF XALTOCAN, MEXICO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Stacie M King (Indiana University)</td>
<td>HIDDEN TRANSCRIPTS, CONTESTED LANDSCAPES, AND LONG-TERM INDIGENOUS HISTORY IN OAXACA, MEXICO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Steven A Wernke (Vanderbilt University)</td>
<td>HOUSEHOLDS IN TRANSITION: EXCAVATING DOMESTIC ORGANIZATION AT AN EARLY COLONIAL MISSION IN THE ANDEAN HIGHLANDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Patricia E. Rubertone (Brown University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td>Kent Lightfoot (UC Berkeley)</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1-134  MARITIME ARCHAEOLOGY AS ANTHROPOLOGY: DIVERSE MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACHES  (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Continental Parlor 3
  Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Pearce Paul Creasman (Texas A&M University) and Ben L Ford (Texas A&M University)
  1:45 PM  Introduction
  2:00 PM  ANDREW T PIETRUSZKA (Syracuse University) and DECORSE, Christopher (Syracuse University) UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY AS MICROHISTORY: PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS FROM CENTRAL GHANA
  2:15 PM  FREDERICK H HANSELMANN PIRATES, PLUNDER, AND PROGRESS: INTEGRATING ARCHAEOLOGY AND HISTORY IN THE MARITIME CULTURAL LANDSCAPE OF THE RIO CHAGRES, PANAMA
  2:30 PM  PEARCE PAUL CREASMAN (Texas A&M University) MARITIME ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE DESERT: A MULTIDISCIPLINARY SEARCH FOR THE LOST SHIPS OF A PHARAOH
  2:45 PM  BEN L FORD (Texas A&M University) INTEGRATING TERRESTRIAL AND UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY: MARITIME ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE LAKE ONTARIO SHORE
  3:00 PM  THOMAS KURT KNOERL (George Mason U. / MUA) MARITIME ARCHAEOLOGY AND THE BRITISH “MARIPERIAL” LANDSCAPE: ANTHROPOLOGY, HISTORY, AND THE NIAGARA RIVER SYSTEM
  3:15 PM  JAMES P. DELGADO INTEGRATING SAN FRANCISCO INTO THE WORLD SYSTEM: THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF COMMERCIAL COLLABORATION ON THE GOLD RUSH MARITIME FRONTIER
  3:30 PM  Break
  3:45 PM  AMANDA M EVANS BEYOND SHIPWRECKS: MULTIDISCIPLINARY INVESTIGATIONS OF SUBMERGED PREHISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES
  4:00 PM  DOMINIQUE RISSOLO (Waitt Family Foundation) and GLOVER, Jeffrey B (Georgia State University) MAYA MARITIME TRADE AND INTERACTION ALONG THE YUCATAN COAST: THE VIEW FROM VISTA ALEGRE
  4:15 PM  GREGORY D COOK (University of West Florida) “MARITIME ANTHROPOLOGY” IN WEST AFRICA: EXAMINING CULTURE CONTACT AND EXCHANGE VIA THE TRADE CARGO OF THE ELMINA SHIPWRECK
  4:30 PM  RACHEL L HORBINGS (Syracuse University) SETTING THE STAGE: AN INTEGRATIVE APPROACH TO SHIPWRECK SITE FORMATION PROCESSES IN GHANA
  4:45 PM  FILIPE V CASTRO COMPUTERS AND ARCHAEOLOGY. VIRTUAL REALITY AND THE RECONSTRUCTION A 17TH CENTURY PORTUGUESE INDIAMAN.
  5:00 PM  MICHELLE DAMIAN (U. of Southern California) MARITIME ARCHAEOLOGY ONLINE: A MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO PUBLIC OUTREACH
  5:15 PM  Discussion
  5:30 PM  End of Session

1-135  SOCIALIST AFTERMATHS: PAPERS IN HONOR OF KATHERINE VERDERY (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Golden Gate 4
  Organizer(s): Krista Hegburg (Columbia University) and Elizabeth C Dunn (University of Colorado)
  Chair: Elizabeth C Dunn (University of Colorado)
  1:45 PM  MARTHA LAMPLAND (Univ of California-San Diego) COMING TO TERMS WITH MONEY: METRICS OF VALUE IN 20TH C. HUNGARY
  2:00 PM  PAMELA L BALLINGER (Bowdoin College) THE INELASTICITY OF WATER? PRIVATIZING SEASPACE IN POSTSOCIALIST CROATIA
  2:15 PM  EMANUELA GRAMA (University of Michigan) SEARCHING FOR HERITAGE IN TRANSYLVANIA: MAKING MEMORY INTO PROPERTY
  2:30 PM  EWA K HAUSER (U of Rochester)
  2:45 PM  Discussion
  3:15 PM  Break
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3:30 PM  **Elizabeth C Dunn** (University of Colorado) **TIME AND SPACE: THEMES FROM KATHERINE VERDERY**

3:45 PM  **Krista Hegburg** (Columbia University) "OUR DESIRE FOR DEFINITIVE ORDER": ANIMATING THE DEAD IN POSTWAR CZECHOSLOVAKIA

4:00 PM  **David Karjosen** (University of Minnesota) FROM PARTY STATE TO PATRON STATE? NOTES ON "POSTSOCIALIST" GOVERNMENTALITY

4:15 PM  **Douglas J Rogers** (Yale U) POSTSOCIALISMS UNBOUND

4:30 PM  **Katherine M Verdery** (City University of New York Graduate Center) VERDERY'S AFTERMATHS: COMMENTS IN HONOR OF STUDENTS AND COLLEAGUES

4:45 PM  Discussion

5:30 PM  End of Session

---

**THE MULTIPLE VOICES OF JANE HILL (PART 1)** (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) **Imperial B**

Organizer(s): Jennifer Roth-Gordon (University of Arizona) and Norma Mendoza-Denton (U of Arizona)

Chair: Jennifer Roth-Gordon (University of Arizona)

1:45 PM  **William Hanks** (UC Berkeley) CONVERTING WORDS

1:52 PM  **Janet M Chernely** (U of Maryland) VOICING THE COLLECTIVE: SPEAKING TO, FOR, OR ABOUT ANTHROPOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGISTS

2:00 PM  **Leanne Hinton** (California, Berkeley) Jane Hill and the New Wave of Endangered Language Research

2:07 PM  **Regina D Darnell** (U of Western Ontario) FOUR DECADES PLUS WITH NATIVE AMERICANS AND NATIVE AMERICAN LANGUAGES

2:15 PM  **Karen Dakin** (UNAM-Mexico) ISOGLOSSES AND UTO-AZTECAN COSMOLOGY

2:22 PM  **Ofelia Zepeda** (Linguistics) VISITING SOME TOHONO O'ODHAM PARTICLES

2:30 PM  **Alexandra Y Aikhenvald** CODE-SWITCHING, LOAN TRANSLATIONS, AND THE BALANCE OF POWER: AN EXAMPLE FROM AMAZONIA

2:37 PM  **Paul V Kroksrity** (UCLA) FACING THE RHETORIC OF LANGUAGE ENDANGERMENT: VOICING THE CONSEQUENCES OF LINGUISTIC RACISM

2:45 PM  **Laura R Graham** (U Iowa) NO LAUGHING MATTER: RACIST LANGUAGE IN POLITICAL CARTOONS OF BRAZIL'S MARIO JURUNA

2:52 PM  **Marcylenia H Morgan** (Harvard University) "THE MESSAGE": RACE BAITING SIGIFYING AND SLANDER IN PUBLIC SPACE

3:00 PM  **Charles L Briggs** (UC Berkeley) COMMUNICATING RACE, RACIALIZING COMMUNICATION: PROJECTING RISKY BODIES AND DEFECTIVE SUBJECTIVITIES IN HEALTH NEWS

3:07 PM  **Rudolf P Gaudio** (SUNY/Purchase College) THE BLACKNESS OF "BROKEN ENGLISH"

3:15 PM  **Ben Rampton** PERFORMANCE, RITUAL AND URBAN CONVIVIALITY

3:22 PM  **Ana C Zentella** (UC San Diego)

3:30 PM  Break

---

**THE MULTIPLE VOICES OF JANE HILL (PART 2)**

Organizer(s): Norma Mendoza-Denton (U of Arizona) and Jennifer Roth-Gordon (University of Arizona)

Chair: Norma Mendoza-Denton (U of Arizona)

3:45 PM  **Bruce Mannheim** (U Michigan) THE VOICES OF JANE HILL: A SOCIAL TURN IN LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY

3:52 PM  **Judith Temkin Irvine** (Univ of Michigan) REVISITING "RESPONSIBILITY AND EVIDENCE"

4:00 PM  **Michael Silverstein** (University of Chicago) TAKE TWO! INTERDISCURSIVE "SELF"-REPETITION IN INTERACTIONAL IDENTITY-WORK

4:07 PM  **Webb Keane** (University of Michigan) INDEXING VOICES

4:15 PM  Alessandro Duranti (UCLA) THE ONTOLOGICAL COMMITMENT TO LANGUAGE AS A NON-NEUTRAL MEDIUM
4:22 PM  **Susan Gal** (U of Chicago) THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF MULTILINGUALISM
4:30 PM  **Bambi B Schieffelin** (New York) and **Jones, Graham M** (Princeton University) JKBMR (JUST KIDDING BUT NOT REALLY): TEXTING INTO TALK
4:37 PM  **Susan U Philips** (University of Arizona) HOW TONGANS MAKE SENSE OF VARIATION IN THE USE OF LEXICAL HONORIFICS
4:45 PM  **Asif Agha** (University of Pennsylvania)
4:52 PM  **Katherine Woolard** (California, San Diego)
5:00 PM  Discussion
5:30 PM  End of Session

1-137  **Invited Session: ANTHROPOLOGY EDUCATION CENTER: A COLLABORATIVE DISCUSSION**
(AAA Anthropology Education Committee) Sutter A
Organizer: Colleen P Popson (AEC)
Chair: Beverly Chiarulli (Indiana U of Pennsylvania)
1:45 PM  **David Homa** (Los Gatos High School),
**John M. Coggeshall** (Clemson University),
**Guven P Witteveen** (Indep Schlr; Curriculm consult)
5:45 PM  End of Session

1-138  **SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS AND ANTHROPOLOGY** (Reviewed by Society for Anthropological Sciences) Golden Gate 3
Organizer/Chair: Arthur D Murphy (UNC-Greensboro)
4:00 PM  **Thomas Pluckhahn** (University of South Florida) and **Jones, Eric C** (UNC-Greensboro) EXPLORING THE APPLICABILITY OF SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS FOR ARCHAEOLOGY: AN APPRAISAL OF HOPEWELLIAN INTERACTION NETWORKS ON THE GULF COAST
4:15 PM  **Carly L Hertz** (UNC-Greensboro), **Jones, Eric C** (UNC-Greensboro), **Murphy, Arthur D** (UNC-Greensboro) and **Whiteford, Linda M** (Univ.South Florida) COMBINING GIS AND NETWORK ANALYSIS TO COMPARE SOCIAL DISTANCE WITH GEOGRAPHIC DISTANCE
4:30 PM  **Arthur D Murphy** (UNC-Greensboro) and **FAAS, Albert J** and **WHITEFORD, Linda M** (Univ.South Florida) USING SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS TO UNDERSTAND CLASS RELATIONS IN AN AGRICULTURAL VILLAGE IN MEXICO
4:45 PM  **Linda J Jencson** (Appalachian State University) and **JONES, Eric C** (UNC-Greensboro), **Murphy, Arthur D** (UNC-Greensboro) and **NOBLE, Ezra** (UNC Greensboro) POST DISASTER MENTAL HEALTH AND THE STRUCTURE OF NETWORKS
5:00 PM  **Chris McCarty** (University of Florida) and **Gravlee, Clarence C** (U Florida) PERSONAL NETWORKS, CLASS AND STRESS AMONG AFRICANS AMERICANS
5:15 PM  **Christine B Avenarius** (East Carolina University) and **Johnson, Jeffrey C** (East Carolina University) WHAT EXPLAINS THE LIKELIHOOD OF TAKING A DISPUTE TO COURT IN RURAL CHINA? REFLECTIONS ON THE CORRELATION OF SOCIAL NETWORK STRUCTURES ON DECISION MAKING PROCESSES
5:30 PM  Discussion
5:45 PM  End of Session

1-140  AAA Committee on Minority Issues in Anthropology COMMITTEE MEETING Union Square 5
2:00 PM-4:00 PM Chair: Michael Winkelman (Arizona State University)

1-141  **National Association for the Practice of Anthropology WORKSHOP: ETHNOGRAPHIC FIELD SCHOOLS: TECHNIQUES AND TIPS** Union Square 16
2:00 PM-4:00 PM **George Gmelch** (Union College)
**James Tim M Wallace** (North Carolina State U)
Council on Anthropology and Education BOARD MEETING Union Square 9
2:00 PM-5:00 PM Organizer: Norma E Gonzalez (U of Arizona)

National Association for the Practice of Anthropology GOVERNING COUNCIL MEETING Union Square 12
2:00 PM-5:00 PM Organizer(s): Dennis Wiedman (Florida International) and Organizer: Mary Odell Butler (University of Maryland)

AAA Committee on the Status of Women in Anthropology COMMITTEE MEETING Union Square 13
2:30 PM-4:00 PM Chair: Carla Gueron-Montero (University of Delaware)

National Association for the Practice of Anthropology WORKSHOP: COLLABORATIVE ETHNOGRAPHY: PROSPECTS AND PROBLEMS Union Square 19
3:00 PM-5:00 PM EIZABETH CAMPBEU (Indiana University of Pennsylvania) LUKE ERIC LASSTER (Marshall University Graduate College)

Poster Session: ANTHROPOLOGY, ADVOCACY, AGENCY, AND IDENTITY (Reviewed by Society for Visual Anthropology) Plaza A
4:00 PM-5:45 PM Organizer(s): Pamela M Godde, Jonathan S. Marion (CSUSM / SDSU) and Jerome W Crowder (Univ of Houston)
Chair(s): Pamela M Godde and Jonathan S. Marion (CSUSM / SDSU)
ROSALYN HANSRIUK ARAB MEDICAL TOURISM IN BANGKOK
ELANA B MARION (Smith College) TRANSGRESSION, TRANSITION, TRADITION - INDIGENOUS ETHOS IN TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE
NARA K COX THE ROLE OF ANTHROPOLOGY IN COMBATING THE SPREAD OF HIV IN RURAL PAPUA NEW GUINEA
JESSICA L WILSON and CROWDER, Jerome W (Univ of Houston) WHERE'S THE PROGRESS? AN ETHNOGRAPHIC EXPLORATION OF GRASSROOTS DEMOCRACY IN HOUSTON
JEREMY S HUEY BODY AND BELONGING BY DESIGN: INSIDE THE STEROID CYCLE
PAMELA M GODDE REMAKING IDENTITY AND AGENCY THROUGH COLLABORATION AND ENGAGEMENT IN A CENTRAL CALIFORNIA FISHING COMMUNITY
JEROME W CROWDER (Univ of Houston) and WILSON, Jessica L SO CLOSE AND YET SO FAR: IMAGES FROM THE EDGE OF THE DIGITAL DIVIDE

Poster Session: ARCHAEOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO TIME, SPACE, AND MATERIALITY (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Plaza A
4:00 PM-5:45 PM Chair: Andrew P Roddick (UC Berkeley)
KEITH EPPICH ANATOMY OF A FEAST: A LATE CLASSIC ARCHAEOLOGICAL DEPOSIT FROM EL PERÚ-WAKA’, GUATEMALA.
CHRISTOPHER B WOLFF (Southern Methodist University) THE INTERSECTION OF SYMBOLIC ELEMENTS IN A 6500-YEAR-OLD RITUALLY KILLED HOUSE IN NORTHERN LABRADOR
ANNA M ASHBROOK HOPI VILLAGES COMPARATIVE ROCK ANALYSIS
NICHOLAS TRICPEVICH (UC Berkeley) LLAMA CARAVAN TRANSPORT: A GIS-BASED STUDY OF MOBILITY WITH A CONTEMPORARY ANDEAN SALT CARAVAN
CHESTER R CAIN (Univ. of the Witwatersrand) ANIMAL PRODUCTION & POLITICAL CHANGE AT DJENNE, MALI
A. GABRIELA CASTRO GESSNER (SUNY Binghamton) SOCIALIZATION IN PREHISTORY: THE DEVIL'S IN THE DETAILS
ANDREW P RODDICK (UC Berkeley) COMMUNITIES OF POTTING PRACTICE ON THE TARACO PENINSULA, BOLIVIA (200 BC -AD 500)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>RAVINDRAN SRIRAMACHANDRAN EXPERTS: COLONIAL AND POST-COLONIAL, UNDERSTANDING THE PLANTATION TAMIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>POORNIMA PAIDIPATY SPECTERS OF ABORIGINAL SPACES: SCHEDULED DISTRICTS, TRIBES AND NAXALISM IN CONTEMPORARY INDIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>ANTONIA VON SCHNITZLER (Columbia University) GAUGING POLITICS: MEASUREMENT AND THE MATERIALIZATION OF EXPERT KNOWLEDGES IN SOUTH AFRICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>SIVAKUMAR V ARUMUGAM PLAYING AT NEOLIBERALISM: CRICKET EXPERTS AND CHANGING TECHNIQUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td>ADAM H BUND 'INDIGENOUS' INNOVATION: INFRASTRUCTURE, NATION, AND LABOR IN CHINESE TECHNOLOGY ZONES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:45 PM</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>CATHERINE S FOWLER (U of Nevada Reno) BERTHA P. DUTTON AND GIRL SCOUTS IN THE SOUTHWEST U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>ELENA PORTACOLONE (UCSF) THE INVISIBLE STRUGGLES OF OLDER AMERICANS LIVING ALONE: BETTER EXCLUDED BUT AT HOME?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:45 PM</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>JANET I HECSH (California State U, Sacramento) ACTING LIKE A TEACHER: ARCHETYPES AND ANOMALIES IN THE VIDEOS PRODUCED BY PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>SCOTT M EDMONDSON (UCLA, Department of World Arts and Cultures) MAKING BELIEF AND MOVIE MAGIC: THE SPIRITUAL WARFARE IN AND OF GHANAIAN MEDIA PRODUCTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONTACT ZONES II: SITUATING LANDSCAPES AMONG GEOPOLITICAL RELATIONS, TERRITORIALITIES AND IDENTITIES (Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Section) Union Square 14
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Crystal L Fortwangler (Oberlin College) and Meredith E Dudley (Tulane University)

4:00 PM ALICIA L DAVIS REFLECTIONS ON LANDSCAPE AND LIVELIHOOD CHANGE: IDENTITY AND MEMORY AROUND TARANGIRE NATIONAL PARK, TANZANIA
4:15 PM MEREDITH E DUDLEY (Tulane University) NEGOTIATING IDENTITY THROUGH LANDSCAPE INTERACTIONS AND CONSTRUCTIONS OF PLACE
4:30 PM DERICK A FAY (U. of California, Riverside) RESETTLEMENT AND RESILIENCE IN A SOUTH AFRICAN LANDSCAPE
4:45 PM PEI-YI GUO (Academia Sinica, Taiwan) THE CULTURAL BIOGRAPHY OF LANGALANGA LANDSCAPE
5:00 PM LAURA C ZANOTTI (University of Washington) DYNAMIC LANDSCAPES: PLACE-MAKING AND TERRITORIAL ENFORCEMENT IN THE AMAZON
5:15 PM CRYSTAL L FORTWANGLER (Oberlin College)
5:30 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session

CULTURAL HERITAGE AND HUMAN RIGHTS: A CRITICAL VIEW (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Continental Parlor 7
Organizer: Brian I Daniels (University of Pennsylvania)
Chair(s): Richard M Leventhal (University of Pennsylvania Museum) and Brian I Daniels (University of Pennsylvania)

4:00 PM NEIL J BRODIE (Stanford University) ACADEMIC PRACTICE AND POLITICAL REALITY
4:15 PM IAN R HODDER (Stanford University) HERITAGE AS WITNESS: CULTURAL VALUE AND SOCIAL VALUE IN THE DISCOURSE OF CULTURAL HERITAGE RIGHTS.
4:30 PM CHRISTINA LUKE POLICIES OF PLACE: THE RIGHT TO MANAGE HERITAGE
4:45 PM BRIAN I DANIELS (University of Pennsylvania) IMAGINING HERITAGE “RIGHTS” IN A GLOBAL COSMOPOLITANISM
5:00 PM LYNN MESKELL (Stanford U) HERITAGE ETHICS AND HUMAN RIGHTS
5:15 PM MORAG M KERSEL (University of Toronto) THE RIGHT TO SELL? FREE ENTERPRISE IN THE ANTIQUITIES TRADE
5:30 PM RICHARD M LEVENTHAL (University of Pennsylvania Museum) IDENTITY AND CULTURAL HERITAGE
5:45 PM End of Session

Invited Session: DOING AND BEING: STANCE AND IDENTITY IN INTERACTION (Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Yosemite A
Organizer(s): John W Du Bois (UC Santa Barbara) and Mary Bucholtz (UC-Santa Barbara)
Chair: Mary Bucholtz (UC-Santa Barbara)

4:00 PM JOHN W DU BOIS (UC Santa Barbara) VOX AND THE DO-BE DANCE: VOICING IDENTITY AND THE SOCIAL IMAGINARY
4:15 PM NORMA MENDOZA-DENTON (U of Arizona) STANCE TRIANGULATION AMONG LATIN AMERICAN IMMIGRANTS TO SPAIN
4:30 PM ROBIN A SHOAPS (U Chicago) AXES OF MORAL EVALUATION AND STANCE-TAKING IN DISCOURSE AND GRAMMAR
4:45 PM MAEVE EBERHARDT (University of Pittsburgh) and KIESLING, Scott F TRACKING STANCE AND LINGUISTIC VARIATION IN INTERACTION
5:00 PM MARY BUCHOLTZ (UC-Santa Barbara), ADKINS, Madeleine (University of California, Santa Barbara), BARNWELL, Brendan B (UC Santa Barbara), LEE, Jung-Eun Janie (University of California, Santa Barbara) and SKAPOULLI, Elena (UC-Santa Barbara) STANCE AND ACTIVITY IN INDEXICAL ACTION: GENDER AS A SITUATED IDENTITY IN UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE
5:15 PM  CHARLES GOODWIN (UCLA) and GOODWIN, Marjorie H (UCLA) STANCE AS A RESOURCE FOR DISPLAYING UNDERSTANDING BY A MAN WITH APHASIA
5:30 PM  KIRA HALL (U of Colorado)
5:45 PM  End of Session

1-154  EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, CONTROL AND AGENCY AMONG ADOLESCENT YOUTH
(Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Union Square 16
Chair: Enora R. Brown (DePaul University, SOE)
4:00 PM  ENORA R. BROWN (DePaul University, SOE) THE PRODUCTIVE CULTURE OF SILENCE: DISCOURSE OF DIVERSITY AND POLITICS OF RESENTMENT FRAME REPRESENTATIONS AND FUTURE PROJECTIONS OF MIDDLE SCHOOL YOUTH
4:15 PM  KATHLEEN O. ELLIOTT (UW-Madison) STUDENT NEGOTIATIONS OF SEXUAL IDENTITY IN HIGH SCHOOL: THE STORY OF A GAY STRAIGHT ALLIANCE
4:30 PM  MELINDA GURR SOCIAL CONTROL OF DEVIANT ADOLESCENTS IN THE AMERICAN WEST
4:45 PM  SHAYLA R GRIFFIN "DISCIPLINING CRIMINALS": URBAN PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS, THE CRIMINALIZATION OF BLACK YOUTH AND THE POLITICS OF CARE
5:00 PM  SARA L YOUNG (University of Massachusetts) THE REPRODUCTION AND INTERRUPTION OF HETEROSEXISM IN A PUBLIC SCHOOL
5:15 PM  Discussion
5:45 PM  End of Session

1-155  ENGAGING IN ETHNOGRAPHY TO INFORM EDUCATIONAL POLICY FOR EQUITY
(Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Franciscan B
Organizer/Chair: Maria Timmons Flores (Western Washington University)
4:00 PM  MICA POLLOCK (Harvard U) BECAUSE OF RACE: HOW AMERICANS DEBATE HARM AND OPPORTUNITY IN OUR SCHOOLS
4:15 PM  CLARA A MARTINEZ (Naco Research Institute) THE INTERSECTION OF NCLB POLICY ACROSS CULTURE, GEOGRAPHY AND RESERVATION BOUNDARIES IN THE SW UNITED STATES
4:30 PM  KATHLEEN A KING and SULLIVAN, AMANDA L FAMILIES' PERCEPTIONS OF INCLUSIVE EDUCATION IN CONNECTION WITH SOCIAL IDENTITIES AND HISTORIES OF EXCLUSION
4:45 PM  MARY ANN MASLAK (St. John's University) USING ETHNOGRAPHY TO INFORM EDUCATIONAL POLICY FOR EQUITY: THE CASE OF FEMALE MUSLIM STUDENTS' EDUCATION IN NORTHWESTERN CHINA
5:00 PM  JENNIFER D. LUCKO (Dominican University) THE DYNAMIC OF ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE AND THE SOCIAL IDENTIFICATION OF ECUADORIAN TEENAGERS IN MADRID AS "LATINOS"
5:15 PM  ESPERANZA DE LA VEGA WE DON'T "DO" RECIPES: A NON-COOKIE-CUTTER APPROACH TO PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
5:30 PM  STEVEN M BORISH (Cal State East Bay, Hum Dev) FAILURE AS A GROWTH INDUSTRY: STANDARDIZED TESTING AND OTHER FORMS OF EDUCATIONAL SHOCK THERAPY
5:45 PM  End of Session

1-156  GLOBAL QUEER ACTIVISMS AND THE POLITICS OF "INCLUSION"
(Reviewed by Society of Lesbian and Gay Anthropologists) Continental Parlor 9
Organizer/Chair: Naisargi N Dave (University of Toronto)
4:00 PM  NAISARGI N DAVE (University of Toronto) DISAPPEARANCES FOR BELONGING: MAKING AND REMAKING LESBIAN SUBJECTS IN INDIA
4:15 PM  MARGOT WEISS (Wesleyan University) SEXUAL RIGHTS AND NEOLIBERALISM: CONTEMPORARY QUEER ACTIVISMS IN THE US
4:30 PM  BRIAN S RIEDEL (Rice University) GETTING MARRIED IN GREECE: AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL AND THE WORKING GROUP ON SEXUALITY, 2003 - 2004
4:45 PM  GAYATRI REDDY HIJRAS, 'AIDS COSMOPOLITANISM' AND THE POLITICS OF CARE IN HYDERABAD
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SCOTT MORGENSEN (Macalester College) 'WE ARE EVERYWHERE': NATIONAL INCLUSION AND GLOBALIST LEGACIES IN LESBIAN ACTIVISM AT THE 1977 NATIONAL WOMEN'S CONFERENCE

DAVID VALENTINE (University of Minnesota)
Discussion
End of Session

GOVERNING THE "GRASSROOTS": ETHNOGRAPHIES OF DEVELOPMENT POLITICS (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Union Square 18
Chair: Jessica S Cattaneo (University of Toronto)

MARCUS D. WATSON (Cornell University) ANTHROPOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS: BODILY-BASED ENGAGEMENTS IN DEVELOPMENT AND FIELDWORK

JESSICA S CATANEO (University of Toronto) THE CENSUS, THE SURVEY, AND THE ACTIVE PARTICIPANT: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN NORTHERN ARGENTINA

NICHOLAS J LONG (University of Cambridge) THE AGONIES OF AGONISM: BAD FAITH IN INDONESIA'S 'ACHIEVING SOCIETY'

KIRSTEN M BROWN (University of Toronto) MAKING PLACE: THE SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE OF EMPTY BUILDINGS AND PROMISES IN UPLAND SULAWESI-INDONESIA.

ROBERT R. LORWAY (University of Manitoba) CONTAINING SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION: COMMUNITY-LED STRUCTURAL INTERVENTION AS GOVERNMENT THROUGH COMMUNITY

CANAY OZDEN (New York University) A BELLICOSE DAM: BUILDING THE ILISU DAM IN THE MIDST OF A TURKISH-KURDISH CIVIL WAR

Discussion
End of Session

Invited Session: INCLUSION, COLLABORATION AND ENGAGEMENT IN THE RESEARCH AND PRAXIS OF KAREN BRODKIN (Society for the Anthropology of North America, Association for Feminist Anthropology) Sutter B
Organizer(s): Sandra L Morgen (Oregon) and Cynthia M Strathmann (USC)
Chair: Sandra L Morgen (Oregon)

CAROL B STACK (University of California) POSSIBILITIES AND CONSTRAINTS

A LYN BOLLES (UMaryland College Park) THE CENTERWOMAN IN THE STUDY OF WOMEN, WORK, RACE AND CLASS

KESHA FIKES BRODKIN ON LABOR AS POLITICS

Tritia Toyota and ZUCKER, Eleanor A (UCLA) PUSHING THE BOUNDARIES OF RACE, CLASS & ANTHROPOLOGICAL SUBJECTS

DAVID KAMPER (San Diego State University) and STRATHMANN, Cynthia M (USC) ENGAGING KAREN BRODKIN IN THE STUDY OF THE DISCOURSE AND CULTURE OF UNION ORGANIZING

LYNN M STEPHEN (University of Oregon) BRODKIN KEYWORDS IN THE STUDY OF SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

KAREN BRODKIN (UCLA)
End of Session

INTIMATE VIOLENCE, GLOBAL MIGRATION, SUFFERING AND SURVIVAL (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Golden Gate 6
Organizer: Nia C Parson (Southern Methodist University)
Chair: Maria Cristina Alcalde (University of Kentucky)

MADELAINE B ADELMAN (Arizona State U) INTERSECTIONS OF IMMIGRATION AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

NIA C PARSON (Southern Methodist University) 'THEY TAKE INTO ACCOUNT ONLY THE PHYSICAL, NOT THE INTERIOR': IMMIGRATION, INTIMATE VIOLENCE AND ERASES OF SUFFERING
4:30 PM  EMILY MENDENHALL and SELIGMAN, Rebecca (Northwestern University) UN CUENTO DE CORAJE: EMOTION, DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, AND DIABETES IN A CHICAGO MEXICAN POPULATION

4:45 PM  MARLA FREDERICK (Harvard University) ‘THE NEW FACE OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE TO THE WORLD’: RELIGION, MEDIA AND THE POWER OF PERSONAL TESTIMONY

5:00 PM  HAENG-IA CHUNG (Hamilton College) MULTI-BIND DISCRIMINATION: NATIONALITY, VISA, OCCUPATION, LANGUAGE AND INTIMACY OF KOREAN MIGRANT HOSTESSES IN JAPAN

5:15 PM  MARY K ANGLIN (Kentucky)

5:30 PM  MINDIE LAZARUS-BLACK (Univ. of Illinois at Chicago)

5:45 PM  End of Session

1-160  IS CROSS-CULTURAL TRAINING A KEY TO ANTHROPOLOGY’S GLOBAL PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT? (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Franciscan A Organizer: Laura Bathurst (University of the Pacific)
Chair: Analiese M Richard (University of the Pacific)

4:00 PM  BRUCE LA BRACK ANTHROPOLOGY AND INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION THEORY: DIVERGING, CONVERGING OR PARALLEL THEORETICAL INTERESTS?

4:15 PM  LAURA BATHURST (University of the Pacific) THE SILENT INTERCULTURALISTS

4:30 PM  ANALIESE M RICHARD (University of the Pacific) POWER AND ITS CONSEQUENCES: RE-OPENING THE CONVERSATION BETWEEN ANTHROPOLOGISTS AND INTERCULTURALISTS

4:45 PM  BENJAMIN H BAILEY (UMass-Amherst) INTERACTIONAL SOCIOLINGUISTICS AS A RESOURCE FOR CROSS-CULTURAL TRAINING

5:00 PM  R. MICHAEL PAIGE (University of Minnesota)

5:15 PM  JANET BENNETT (ICI)

5:30 PM  Discussion

5:45 PM  End of Session

1-161  JEWISH AND MUSLIM NEIGHBORS: NARRATIVES OF THE PAST (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Continental Parlor 8 Organizer(s): Alanna E Cooper (University of Michigan) and Sarah F Levin (UC Berkeley)
Chair: Oren Kosansky (Lewis & Clark College)

4:00 PM  SAMUEL R THOMAS MUSLIM-JEWS MUSICAL CULTURE IN BROOKLYN: EXPRESSIONS OF A PARADOXICAL IDENTITY

4:15 PM  ALANNA E COOPER (University of Michigan) NARRATIVES OF LEAVING: REMEMBERING JEWISH MIGRATION FROM MUSLIM LANDS

4:30 PM  NEFISSA N NAGUIB ADJUDICATING ATTACHMENTS: EGYPTIAN JEWRY AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.

4:45 PM  JOELLE BAHLOLUL (Indiana University) JEWS AND MUSLIMS UNDER THE SAME ROOF: REMEMBERING THE PAST DAILY TOGETHERNESS

5:00 PM  SARAH F LEVIN (UC Berkeley) ‘THERE’S NO SALT IN THE MARKET, NOW THAT THE JEWS ARE GONE’: NARRATIVES OF NOSTALGIA AMONG MOROCCAN JEWS AND MUSLIMS

5:15 PM  NAOMI S STONE OTHERNESS AND HOMELAND IN THE CASE OF DJERBAN JEWRY

5:30 PM  JOELLE BAHLOLUL (Indiana University) JEWS AND MUSLIMS UNDER THE SAME ROOF: REMEMBERING THE PAST DAILY TOGETHERNESS

5:45 PM  End of Session

1-162  MODALITIES OF VIOLENCE AND THE EVERYDAY (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Continental Parlor 1 Organizer(s): Ozge N Serin and Khashayar Beigi (UC Berkeley)
Chair: Shahla Talebi (Arizona State University)

4:00 PM  RUCHI CHATURVEDI (Hunter College, CUNY) PARADIGMS OF FEAR: POLITICAL VIOLENCE AND THE POLITICS OF CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

4:15 PM  KRISTEN DRYBREAD (Columbia University) WHERE MURDER IS NOT CONSIDERED A CRIME
4:30 PM Ozge N Serin ON THE VERGE OF DISAPPEARING: TIME OF LIFE ON THE HUNGER STRIKE
4:45 PM Khashayar Beigi (UC Berkeley) SENSORY REORGANIZATION AND THE ENABLING STATE
5:00 PM ShaHla Talebi (Arizona State University) IRANAIN STATE AND THE PRESENTATION OF ITS "MARTYRS" AS MODELS OF CHARITY
5:15 PM Stefania Pandolfi (UC Berkeley)
5:30 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session

1-163 MOTHERING (IN) THE FIELD: A ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Taylor B
Organizer(s): Carole McGranahan (University of Colorado), Colleen M Scanlan Lyons (University of Colorado, Boulder) and Laura M Deluca (UC of Colorado)
Chair: Colleen M Scanlan Lyons (University of Colorado, Boulder)

4:00 PM Panel: Carole McGranahan (University of Colorado)
4:15 PM Louise LampHERE (University of New Mexico)
4:30 PM Donna Goldstein (U of Colorado Boulder)
4:45 PM Alma Gottlieb (U. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
5:00 PM L. Kaifa Roland (CU Boulder)
5:15 PM Mary H Moran (Colgate University)
5:30 PM Laura M Deluca (UC of Colorado)
5:45 PM End of Session

1-164 MUSEUM ANTHROPOLOGY: COLLABORATION AND ENGAGEMENT IN REPRESENTING CULTURE AND KNOWLEDGE (Reviewed by Council for Museum Anthropology)
Golden Gate 5
Organizer(s): Rosemary Joyce (UC Berkeley), Gwyneira L Isaac (Arizona State University) and Robin M DeLugan (U of California Merced)
Chair: Robin M DeLugan (U of California Merced)

4:00 PM Robin M DeLugan (U of California Merced) INDIGENITY AND NATION: MUSEUMS, MEMORY AND COUNTER-MEMORY IN POST-CIVIL WAR EL SALVADOR
4:15 PM Doris Maldonado PARTICIPATORY ARCHAEOLOGY AND PUBLIC INTERPRETATION: A CASE FROM HONDURAS
4:30 PM Gwyneira L Isaac (Arizona State University) REAL LESSONS FROM VIRTUAL DATA: USING COLLABORATIVE MUSEUM DATABASES TO EXPLORE CULTURALLY SPECIFIC APPROACHES TO KNOWLEDGE
4:45 PM Howard Morphy (Australian National University) OPEN ACCESS VERSUS THE CULTURE OF PROTOCOLS
5:00 PM Christina Kreps (University of Denver) INDIGENOUS CURATION AS INTANGIBLE CULTURAL HERITAGE IN MUSEUMS
5:15 PM Ana M Alonso (University of Arizona)
5:30 PM Rosemary Joyce (UC Berkeley)
5:45 PM End of Session

1-165 NEGOTIATING INDIGENOUS AGENDAS: PERSPECTIVES ON COLLABORATION WITH/IN AMERICAN INDIAN COMMUNITIES (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division)
Golden Gate 1
Organizer/Chair: Samuel R Cook (Virginia Tech)

4:00 PM Samuel R Cook (Virginia Tech)
4:15 PM Karene Wood
4:30 PM Luke Eric Lassiter (Marshall University Graduate College)
4:45 PM Gus Palmer (member)
5:00 PM James C Woods
5:15 PM Sonya L Atalay (Indiana University)
5:30 PM Charles R Menzies (UBC)
5:45 PM End of Session
1-166  NEO-LIBERALISM AND AGRARIAN CHANGE: THE STATE, CAPITAL, AND RURAL SOCIETY
(Reviewed by Culture and Agriculture) Continental Parlor 5
Chair: Mark A Moberg (U of South Alabama)
4:00 PM  CASEY WALSH (UC Santa Barbara) THE PLACE OF "CULTURE" IN NEOLIBERAL WATER MANAGEMENT
4:15 PM  NICHOLAS L BABIN (U.C. Santa Cruz) AGRARIAN CHANGE AND SMALLHOLDER RESISTANCE IN SOUTHERN COSTA RICA
4:30 PM  MARK A MOBERG (U of South Alabama) THE DARK SIDE OF "TRANSPARENCY": UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES OF FAIR TRADE CERTIFICATION
4:45 PM  BETTY J HARRIS (Oklahoma) SOCIO-ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATION AND THE SOUTH AFRICAN WINE AND WHEAT INDUSTRIES: A COMPARISON
5:00 PM  YUSON JUNG (University of Chicago) BETWEEN THE STATE AND THE MARKET: THE PREDICAMENT OF BULGARIAN WINE PRODUCERS AFTER STATE SOCIALISM
5:15 PM  SASIKUMAR BALASUNDARAM DE-BONDED OR RE-BONDED LABOR: EFFECTIVENESS AND IMPACT OF THE TEA OUT-GROWER SCHEME IN TWO SRI LANKAN TEA ESTATES
5:30 PM  ANNA MARIE NICOLAYSEN (University of Connecticut) "EMPOWERING SMALL FARMERS THROUGH ORGANIC AGRICULTURE AND BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION IN INDIA"
5:45 PM  End of Session

1-167  NEW DIRECTIONS WITH CORE HEURISTICS IN POLITICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology) Franciscan C
Chair: Anush Kapadia (Columbia University)
4:00 PM  ANUSH KAPADIO (Columbia University) MONEY AND VALUE: CREDIT ALL THE WAY DOWN
4:15 PM  OLAF ZENKER (Max Planck Inst for Soc Anth) INDIVIDUALISED AND COLLECTIVISED AUTOCHTHONY: TIME-HONOURING MODES OF ROOTING INDIVIDUAL-TERRITORY-GROUP-TRIADS IN A GLOBALISING WORLD
4:30 PM  STEVEN L GAROINER (Monmouth) STATE OF EXCEPTION: EMERGENCY RULE, SOVEREIGNTY, AND CONSPIRACY THEORIES IN PAKISTAN
5:00 PM  MAJ MNC NYGAARD-CHRISTENSEN (Aarhus University) 'I WOULD RATHER BE A PUMPKIN FARMER': LEADERSHIP REPRESENTATIONS OF POLITICS AND AUTHORITY IN TIMOR LESTE
5:15 PM  DOLLY KIKON THE PREDICAMENT OF JUSTICE
5:30 PM  SUSAN H ELLISON DEBATING DEMOCRACY: AMERICAN FOREIGN AID AND DEMOCRACY PROMOTION IN BOLIVIA
5:45 PM  End of Session

1-168  POSTCOLONIAL DISORDERS: SUBJECTIVITY IN THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD (Reviewed by Society for Psychological Anthropology) Golden Gate 7
Organizer(s): Mary-Jo Del Vecchio Good (Harvard University) and Byron J Good (Harvard)
Chair: Sandra T Hyde (McGill)
4:00 PM  BYRON J GOOD (Harvard) THEORIZING THE SUBJECT IN CONTEMPORARY ETHNOGRAPHY
4:15 PM  ERICA C JAMES (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) NEO-MODERN INSECURITY IN HAITI AND THE POLITICS OF ASYLUM
4:30 PM  DEVON E HINTON (Harvard University) NEURASTHENIA AND POSTCOLONIAL ONTOLOGY
4:45 PM  CHRISTOPHER DOLE (Amherst College) HEALING THE RETURNS OF LOST LIFE IN TURKEY'S PROJECT OF SECULAR MODERNITY
5:00 PM  MARY-JO DEL VECCHIO GOOD (Harvard University) POLITICAL SUBJECTIVITY IN POSTCONFLICT ACEH
5:15 PM  SANDRA T HYDE (McGill)
5:30 PM  SARAH K PINTO (Tufts U)
5:45 PM  End of Session
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1-169  
**PUBLIC ANTHROPOLOGY THROUGH CROSS DISCIPLINARY AND CROSS CULTURAL COLLABORATION, INCLUSION AND ENGAGEMENT: "LOOKING FOR ANGOLA" IN FLORIDA AND THE BAHAMAS**  
(Reviewed by Association of Black Anthropologists) Continental Parlor 6  
Organizer/Chair: Rosalyn Howard (University of Central Florida)  
4:00 PM  
**VICKIE J OLDHAM** (Fort Valley State University) DOCUMENTING FLORIDA'S ROLE AS THE UNDERGROUND RAILROAD OF THE SOUTH  
4:15 PM  
**UZI BARAM** (New College of Florida) "REVEALING A HIDDEN HISTORY: LOOKING FOR ANGOLA'S PUBLIC ARCHAEOLOGY PROGRAM"  
4:30 PM  
**ROSALYN HOWARD** (University of Central Florida) "BRIDGING THE GULF: "LOOKING FOR ANGOLA": COLLABORATION, INCLUSION AND ENGAGEMENT IN FLORIDA AND THE BAHAMAS"  
4:45 PM  
**TERRANCE M WEIK** (University of South Carolina) "LOOKING FOR ANGOLA" FROM A WIDER PERSPECTIVE: ENGAGEMENT, REPRESENTATION AND COMMEMORATION OF MAROONS & ANTISLAVERY RESISTANCE IN THE AFRICAN DIASPORA  
5:00 PM  
Discussion  
5:45 PM  
End of Session  

1-170  
**Poster Session: SOLGA POSTER SESSION** (Reviewed by Society of Lesbian and Gay Anthropologists) Plaza A  
4:00 PM-5:45 PM  
**YU·YING HU** (Gender Studies Indiana U) GENDERED FEMALE SAME-SEX EROTICISM AND GLOBALIZING MEDIA IN MODERN TAIWAN  

1-171  
**Invited Session: SOUND BUSINESS: MUSIC MATTERS IN CONTEMPORARY URBAN POLITICAL ECONOMIES** (Society for the Anthropology of Work, Society for Cultural Anthropology) Union Square 23 & 24  
Organizer(s): Jelani K Mahiri (University of California, Santa Cruz), Duncan P Allard (UC Berkeley) and Marie Abe (UC Berkeley)  
Chair(s): Duncan P Allard (UC Berkeley) and Jelani K Mahiri (University of California, Santa Cruz)  
4:00 PM  
**MARIE ABE** (UC Berkeley) SOUNING IMAGINATIVE EMPATHY: CHINDON-YA'S MUSICAL ECONOMIES ON THE STREETS OF OSAKA, JAPAN  
4:15 PM  
**CHRISTINA M ZANFAGNA** (UCLA) "BANGIN' FOR CHRIST": MONEY, MORALITY, AND THE EVANGELICAL HUSTLE IN GOSPEL HIP-HOP  
4:30 PM  
**DUNCAN P ALLARD** (UC Berkeley) (RE)SOUNDING SURVIVAL: SUNGURA MUSIC AND URBAN LIVELIHOOD IN ZIMBABWE  
4:45 PM  
**PATRICIA MOONSAMMY** (The University of Michigan) "WORD, SOUND AND POWER": RAPSO AND THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF MUSIC IN TRINIDAD  
5:00 PM  
**OLGA NAJERA-ROMIREZ** (California, Santa Cruz)  
5:15 PM  
**GEORGE LIPSITZ**  
5:30 PM  
Discussion  
5:45 PM  
End of Session  

1-172  
**Invited Session: THE AFRICAN DIASPORA AND THE SEARCH FOR HIGHER GROUND**  
(Reviewed by Association of Black Anthropologists) (Reviewed by Association of Black Anthropologists) Powell B  
Organizer(s): Derrick Willis (Wayne State University) and Judy V Rosenthal (Michigan-Flint)  
Chair: Derrick Willis (Wayne State University)  
4:00 PM  
Introduction  
4:15 PM  
**JUDY V ROSENTHAL** (Michigan-Flint) THE GENDER OF THE FETISH  
4:30 PM  
**DERRICK WILLIS** (Wayne State University) MOVING BEYOND THE "HYPERMASCULINITY" PARADIGM: LOCATING RACE AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT IN GENDER PERFORMANCES  
4:45 PM  
**ANDREA P SANKAR** (Wayne State University)
5:00 PM  
**Akissi M Britton** (CUNY Graduate Center) RELIGION, RACE, AND GENDER IN THE MAKING OF DIASPORA

5:15 PM  
**Jacalyn D Harden** (Wayne State University)

5:30 PM  
Discussion

5:45 PM  
End of Session

**1-173**  
THE LIMITS OF GOVERNMENTALITY IN EUROPE (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Union Square 15  
Organizer(s): Jonah S Rubin and Michal Ran (University of Chicago)  
Chair: Fred Ketchum

4:00 PM  
**Elizabeth A Kelley** GOVERNMENTALITY AND AUTHORSHIP: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN CONTEMPORARY EUROPE

4:15 PM  
**Megan M Foreman** (Princeton) THE PROBLEM OF CONSPIRACY: GOVERNMENTALITY IN POST-SOCIALIST HUNGARY

4:30 PM  
**Alexandre B Beliaev** (UC Berkeley) ETHICS OF CIVILITY: TALLINN’S BRONZE NIGHT AND THE PROBLEM OF HISTORICISM

4:45 PM  
**Michal Ran** (University of Chicago) GOVERNING THE GENOMICS OF CITIZENSHIP: DNA-TESTING FOR IMMIGRANTS IN FRANCE

5:00 PM  
**George Paul Meiu** EMBODIED MEMORIES AND EMBROIDERED MEMOIRS: SELF-GOVERNMENTALITY IN THE WRITINGS OF EUROPEAN FEMALE TOURISTS TO KENYA

5:15 PM  
**Jonah S Rubin** THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SPAIN’S LAW OF HISTORICAL MEMORY: A CASE STUDY IN GOVERNMENTALITY AND RESISTANCE

5:30 PM  
**Mayanthi L Fernando** (University of California Santa Cruz)

5:45 PM  
End of Session

**1-175**  
INVITED SESSION: UNIONS IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY (Society for the Anthropology of Work, Central States Anthropological Society) Powell A  
Organizer/Chair: E Paul Durrenberger (Penn State)

4:00 PM  
**Steve M Striffler** (University of Arkansas) COLOMBIA, COAL, AND INTERNATIONAL LABOR SOLIDARITY

4:15 PM  
**E Paul Durrenberger** (Penn State) THE CHARLESTON 5: THE STRUGGLE FOR NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL LABOR SOLIDARITY

4:30 PM  
**Luis L Aguilar** (University of British Columbia -Okanagan) A GLOBAL ETHNOGRAPHY OF THE JUSTICE FOR JANITORS (JFJ) MODEL: THE STRATEGY IN THE NETHERLANDS

4:45 PM  
**Andrew Herod** (Department of Geography, University of Georgia) LABOR ORGANIZING AND SPACE IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY

5:00 PM  
**David Griffith** (East Carolina U) UNIONS WITHOUT BORDERS: ORGANIZING TRANSNATIONAL FARMWORKERS

5:15 PM  
**Gerrie Casey** (John Jay College, CUNY) GETTING OUT OF THE OFFICE: INTERNATIONAL LABOR SOLIDARITY AMONG WOMEN OFFICE WORKERS IN PUERTO RICO

5:30 PM  
Sharryn Kasmir (Hofstra University)

5:45 PM  
End of Session

**1-175A**  
PLEASURE IN THE GLOBALIZING CITY (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Golden Gate 2  
Organizer: Clare V Talwalker (University of California, Berkeley)  
Chair: Chad Haines (American University in Cairo)

4:00 PM  
**Rodney W Collins** BEZNESS TACTICS: HUSTLING AND HOMOSOCIALITY IN THE COFFEEHOUSES OF CONTEMPORARY TUNIS

4:15 PM  
**Clare V Talwalker** (University of California, Berkeley) SWIMMING CLASS IN BEACH RESORTS (MUMBAI, INDIA)
4:30 PM  JOSHUA TUCKER (University of Texas at Austin) PROLETARIAN DREAMS AND BOURGEOIS FANTASIES: MUSICAL TELENOVELAS AND THE MEDIATION OF SUBJECTIVITY IN CONTEMPORARY LIMA
4:45 PM  CHAD HAINES (American University in Cairo) NEW CAIRO: “GULFIS” AND NEOLIBERAL LANDSCAPES OF PLEASURE
5:00 PM  ORIN STARN (Duke University)
5:15 PM  Discussion
5:45 PM  End of Session

1-176  Society for Cultural Anthropology EDITORIAL INTERN PROGRAM Union Square 21
4:00 PM-6:00 PM  Organizer: Kim Fortun (Rensselaer)

1-176A  Film Screening: AMERICA WITHOUT A BLUSH  Franciscan D
4:40 PM  RICK WIDMER, AMERICAN FAIR
6:08 PM  MONIQUE DERENIA, WHY NOT DAD?
6:27 PM  STEVE DELANO, NO BIGGER THAN A MINUTE
7:25 PM  ALICE ARNOLD, TEETH
7:57 PM  Discussion

1-177  Anthropology and Environment Section BOARD MEETING Union Square 10
5:00 PM-7:00 PM  Organizer: Paige West (Barnard College / Columbia U)

1-178  Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology BOARD MEETING Union Square 5
6:00 PM-7:30 PM  Organizer: David W Haines (George Mason University)

1-179  Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology BOARD MEETING Union Square 6
6:00 PM-7:30 PM  Organizer: Gabriela Vargas-Cetina (Autonoma de Yucatan)
Chair: Andrew L Canessa (Univ of Essex)

1-180  National Association of Student Anthropologists BOARD MEETING Union Square 11
6:00 PM-7:30 PM  Organizer(s): Jason E Miller (University of South Florida) and Marcy M Hessling (Michigan State University)

1-181  Society for Psychological Anthropology BOARD MEETING Union Square 8
6:00 PM-7:30 PM  Organizer(s): Ashley E Maynard (University of Hawaii) and Tanya M Luhrmann (Stanford University)

1-182  Association for Latina and Latino Anthropologists BOARD MEETING Union Square 9
6:15 PM-7:30 PM  Organizer: Vilma Santiago-Irizarry (Cornell University)

1-183  Society for Visual Anthropology BOARD MEETING Union Square 13
6:15 PM-7:30 PM  Organizer: Mary Strong (Brooklyn College)

1-184  AAA Committee on Minority Issues in Anthropology AAA COMMISSION ON RACE AND RACISM IN ANTHROPOLOGY: Franciscan A
6:15 PM-7:30 PM  Organizer(s): Janis F Hutchinson (university of Houston) and Karen Brodkin (UCLA)
Chair: Yolanda T Moses (UC Riverside)

1-185  Culture and Agriculture BUSINESS MEETING Taylor B
6:15 PM-7:30 PM  Organizer: Benjamin G Blount

1-186  Association for Feminist Anthropology BUSINESS MEETING Continental Parlor 2
6:15 PM-7:30 PM  Organizer: Cheryl R Rodriguez (U South Florida)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 6:15 PM-7:30 PM | **Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology** **CONVERSATIONS ACROSS THE AMERICAS**  
Organizer(s): Gabriela Vargas-Cetina (Autonoma de Yucatan) and Travis A Du Bry (U of California-Santa Barbara)  
Chair: Gabriela Vargas-Cetina (Autonoma de Yucatan)  
Panel: **KAY B WARREN** (Brown University)  
**FRANCINE FS SAILLANT**  
**HORTENSIA CABALLERO-ARIAS** (IVIC - Venezuela)  
**FERNANDO SANTOS-GRANERO** (Smithsonian Tropical Research)  
**RAMONA L PEREZ** (San Diego State)  
Discussion |
| 6:15 PM-7:30 PM | **Society for the Anthropology of North America** **NETWORK OF CONCERNED ANTHROPOLOGISTS OPEN MEETING**  
Continental Parlor 1  
Organizer/Chair: David S Vine (American University) |
| 6:15 PM-7:30 PM | **Society for the Anthropology of North America** **SANA RECEPTION AND ROAST IN HONOR OF KAREN BRODKIN**  
cash bar Sutter B  
Organizer: Karen Brodkin (UCLA) |
| 6:15 PM-7:30 PM | **Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition** **EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING**  
Union Square 21  
Organizer: Barbara A Piperata (The Ohio State University) |
| 6:30 PM-7:30 PM | **AAA Presidential Session** **AAA WELCOME RECEPTION HOSTED BY SETHA LOW, AAA President**  
Continental Parlor 5 |
| 7:30 PM-9:30 PM | **AWARDS CEREMONY AND ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING**  
Continental Parlor 6  
American Anthropological Association 2008 Award winners  
**GEORGE ARMELAGOS:** Frans Boas Award for Exemplary Service to Anthropology  
**JAMES MCKENNA:** Anthropology in Media Award  
**DAVID GROVE:** Alfred Vincent Kidder Award for eminence in Field of American Archaeology  
**ROSITA WURL:** Solon T Kimball Award for Public and Applied Anthropology  
**KENNY THOMPSON:** Minority Dissertation Fellowship  
**PAULA K CLARK:** AAA/McGraw Hill Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching of Anthropology |
Names of discussants appear at the end of each session listing.

2-001  Association for Africanist Anthropology
Assocation FOR AFRICANIST ANTHROPOLOGY
BOARD BREAKFAST Union Square 8
7:30 AM-8:45 AM Organizer(s): Bennetta Jules-Rosette (U of California - San Diego) and Nancy P Schwartz (College of Southern Nevada)

2-002  AAA FINANCE COMMITTEE Union Square 6
8:00 AM-9:00 AM Chair: Edward B Liebow (Battelle Centers)

2-003  Invited Session: ANTHROPOLOGY'S LITTLE SECRETS (AAA Executive Program Committee, National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Golden Gate 2
Organizer/Chair: Inga E Treitler
8:00 AM Discussion
9:45 AM End of Session

2-004  Poster Session: ARCHAEOLOGIES OF HERITAGE AND HISTORY (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Plaza A
8:00 AM-9:45 AM ANDREW DUFF (Washington State University), BRUNING, Susan B, FERGUSON, T J (Anthropological Research, LLC) and WHITELEY, Peter M COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH IN A LIVING LANDSCAPE: PUEBLO LAND, CULTURE AND HISTORY IN WEST-CENTRAL NEW MEXICO
ALISON E RAUTMAN (Michigan State Univ) MANY PUBLICS, MANY PASTS: ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE, IDENTITY, AND HERITAGE TOURISM
CHRISTOPHER R LINDNER (Bard College) THE RHINEBECK SITES: RESEARCH, CRM, EDUCATION, AND PUBLIC POLICY
KATHERINE SHANOUR IRISH AMERICANS AND IRISH: HOW THE IDENTITY WAS TRANSMITTED AND ADAPTED IN CHICAGO
KRISTINA A SHULER (Auburn University), CORRUCCINI, Robert S (Southern Illinois University), PASQUARELLO, Raymond D. (Syracuse University) and SCHROEDER, Hannes (University of Oxford) NEWTON REVISITED: THE 1990S EXCAVATION, RECONSTRUCTION, AND INTERPRETATION OF A 1970S-EXCAVATED MORTUARY COMPLEX

2-005  BORDERS, MIGRATION AND IDENTITIES (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society)
Golden Gate 6
8:00 AM VICTORIA M PHANEUF BORDERS, MOVEMENT, AND IDENTITY: A CASE STUDY FROM THE VERMONT-QUÉBEC BOUNDARY
8:15 AM TOMONI J. EMOTO (Grand Valley State University) SILENCING THE PAST IN THE NATIONAL BORDER OF JAPAN: ETHNICITY AND PAST ON TSUSHIMA ISLAND, JAPAN.
8:30 AM JUDITH BORUCHOFF MAKING TRANSMNATIONAL POLITICAL ACTORS: THE POLITICIZATION OF MEXICAN MIGRANTS IN CHICAGO
8:45 AM MARY E HAYCOX A HOME AWAY FROM THE VILLAGE: AN ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDY OF THE CULTURAL AND LINGUISTIC RESULTS OF THE MUSLIM UYGHUR EDUCATIONAL EXODUS TO URMQI
9:00 AM YUKA MIZUTANI (Sophia University; University of California-Berkeley) PASCUA YAQUI MIGRATION AND THE FEDERAL RECOGNITION AS A SURVIVAL STRATEGY
9:15 AM LEELA K TANIKELLA (U of Texas-Austin) FIELDWORK PERFORMANCES: PRODUCING CULTURE IN THE INDO-CARIBBEAN DIASPORA
9:30 AM Discussion
9:45 AM End of Session
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Speaker/Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>CHILDREN'S PEER LANGUAGE SOCIALIZATION: FORMAT-TYING, CODE-SWITCHING, AND IDEOLOGY IN CHILDREN'S PEER GROUP INTERACTIONS</td>
<td>Bahar Koymen (University of California, Santa) &quot;USE YOUR WORDS&quot;: TYING TO AND COMMENTING ON THE SPEECH OF OTHERS IN TODDLER'S PEER INTERACTIONS IN DAYCARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Seyda D. Tarim (University of California, Santa) &quot;YOU DON'T ASK&quot;: LANGUAGE SOCIALIZATION IN A BOYS' PRESCHOOL PEER GROUP IN TURKEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Inmaculada M Garcia Sanchez (UCLA) CODE-SWITCHING AND IDENTITY IN MOROCCAN IMMIGRANT CHILDREN'S GAMES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Amy Kyratzis (UCSB) MEXICAN-AMERICAN IMMIGRANT CHILDREN'S PEER PLAY INTERACTIONS IN A BILINGUAL U.S. PRESCHOOL: CODE-SWITCHING, ALIGNMENT, AND LANGUAGE IDEOLOGIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ann-Carita Evaldsson and Ceikaite, Asta (Phd) COLLUSIVE MULTILINGUAL PEER PLAY: IDENTITY-PLAY AND CATEGORIZATION WORK IN PREADOLESCENT CHILDREN'S LANGUAGE ALTERNATION PRACTICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Susan M. Ervin-Tripp (Univ Calif Berkeley)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>COLLABORATIVE MEDIA (PART 1): ENGAGING YOUTH, STORIES, AND CITIES</td>
<td>Elizabeth A Landesberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Flights of Exhumation: COLLABORATIVE ETHNOGRAPHIC FILMMAKING WITH CHILD WORKERS IN A BOLIVIAN CEMETERY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jennifer M Wolowic (SFSU) RESEARCH TOOLS OR COLLABORATIVE TOYS? CAMERAS AND PARTICIPATORY PHOTOGRAPHY WITH YOUTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Patricia Feindel (Simon Fraser University) PHOTOGRAPHY AS A PERFORMATIVE STRATEGY: REFLECTIONS ON AN EXPERIMENTAL ETHNOGRAPHY PROJECT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>COMMON WORK AND COLLECTIVE EMOTIONS</td>
<td>Patrick J Heady (Max Planck Institute) STRUCTURES OF SPONTANEITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Brian R Donahoe (Max Planck Institute) EMOTIONS OF THE COMMONS: WHAT HAPPENS TO &quot;PROSOCIALS&quot; WHEN THE SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT TURNS &quot;PROSELF&quot;?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Liesl L Gambold (Dalhousie University) EMOTIONAL BANKING: SAVING FOR THE FUTURE IN TIMES OF CHANGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Danning Wana (Chinese University of HK) THE POLITICS OF FAMILY PROPERTY: FILIAL PIETY, INDIVIDUAL RIGHT, AND THE SOCIALIST EXPERIENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>John Leavitt (Université de Montréal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Session</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 8:00 AM| **Contemporary Ruralities: Language, Identity, and Place** (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Continental Parlor 5  
Organizer: Christy Bird (UCSB)  
Chair: Daisy Rosenblum (UC Santa Barbara) |
| 8:15 AM| **Petra S Shenk** (University of California, Santa Barbara) NOTIONS OF PLACE AND THE PEOPLE WHO CREATE THEM: BELONGING AND EXCLUSION IN RURAL WASHINGTON STATE |
| 8:30 AM| **Mary A Rose and Hall-LeW, Lauren Ranchers and Farmers: Social Meaning and Linguistic Variation in US Rural Communities** |
| 8:45 AM| **Michael Wrobleski** (University of Arizona) and Strand, Thea R (U of Arizona)  
THE CUTTING EDGE OF THE ‘PERIPHERY’: LANGUAGE VARIATION AND LINGUISTIC INNOVATION IN RURAL SOUTHERN LOUISIANA |
| 9:00 AM| **Daisy Rosenblum** (UC Santa Barbara) ‘ALGO MÁS RÚSTICO’: ARTFUL SPEECH AMONG MEXICAN EMPLOYEES AT AN URBAN FARM |
| 9:15 AM| **Christy Bird** (UCSB) “HILLBILLIES OF SANTA BARBARA”: THE IRONIC PERFORMANCE OF RURAL IDENTITY IN A CALIFORNIA “DIRTY COUNTRY” BAND |
| 9:30 AM| **AarOn Fox** (Columbia Univ) |
| 9:45 AM| End of Session |
| 2-010  | **Contested Spaces and Places in a Landscape of Globalization** (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America)  
Golden Gate 4  
Chair: Belinda Leach (Univ of Guelph) |
| 8:00 AM| **Jesse S MumM** REDOING THE CITY OF NEIGHBORHOODS: GENTRIFICATION AND RACE IN CHICAGO |
| 8:15 AM| **Mieka B Polanco** (University of Virginia) ONE-WAY STREETS AND EMPTY PORCHES: LANDSCAPES OF EXCLUSION IN A GENTRIFIED SOUTHERN NEIGHBORHOOD |
| 8:30 AM| **Claudine M Pied** (CUNY Graduate Center) AMERICAN SMALL TOWN CULTURE OF POVERTY: EXPLORING LOCAL WHITENESS IN A GLOBAL ECONOMY |
| 8:45 AM| **Belinda Leach** (Univ of Guelph) LOOKING WEST, MOVING OUT OR STAYING PUT: PRODUCING LABOUR THROUGH ROOTEDNESS AND MIGRATION |
| 9:00 AM| **Kelly M Ernst** GLOBAL WASTE, LOCAL SOLUTIONS: AN ANALYSIS OF FREEGAN ACTIVISM |
| 9:15 AM| Discussion |
| 9:45 AM| End of Session |
| 2-012  | **Debating Policies of Inclusion, Collaboration and Engagement with Circumcised African Women in Global Campaigns for Social Change** Sutter A  
Organizer(s): Fuambai S Ahmadu (University of Chicago) and Richard A Shweder (University of Chicago)  
Chair: Ellen Gruenbaum (Purdue University) |
| 8:00 AM| Introduction: **Richard A Shweder** (University of Chicago) |
| 8:15 AM| **Bettina K Shell-Duncan** (University of Washington) |
| 8:30 AM| **Heather L Lindkvist** (Bates College) |
| 9:00 AM| Discussion |
| 9:45 AM| End of Session |
| 2-013  | **Ethnographic Perspectives on Publics in Contemporary Turkey** (Reviewed by Middle East Section) Powell B  
Organizer(s): Kabir Tambar (University of Chicago) and Jeremy F Walton (University of Chicago)  
Chair: Kabir Tambar (University of Chicago) |
| 8:00 AM| Introduction |
8:15 AM  JEREMY F WALTON  (University of Chicago) PIOUS COUNTERPUBLICNESS: ETHNOGRAPHIC NOTES ON TURKEY'S NUR COMMUNITY
8:30 AM  GENEVRA F MURRAY  (University of Pennsylvania) SERVING TURKISH PUBLICS: MILITARY SERVICE, HEALTH SERVICE, AND ETHNO-NATIONALISM
8:45 AM  CEREN OZGU (Cuny-Graduate Center) ACTS OF LOYALTY: ON THE POSSIBILITIES AND LIMITS OF MINORITY PUBLICS IN TURKEY
9:00 AM  KABIR TAMBAR (University of Chicago) WEEPING IN PUBLIC: CITIZENSHIP AND THE SEMIOTICS OF INTIMACY IN TURKEY
9:15 AM  AYSE PARLA (Sabanci University) Discussion
9:30 AM  End of Session

2-014
Invited Session: EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVES ON HEALTH AND NUTRITION (Evolutionary Anthropology Society) Lombard Organizer: Brooke A Scelza (University of Washington) Chair: Dawn B Neill (U Washington)
8:00 AM  MICHAEL S ALVARD (Texas A & M University) LAMALERAN WHALE HUNTERS AND THE NUTRITIONAL STATUS OF THEIR CHILDREN
8:15 AM  ROBERT J QUINLAN (Washington State University) and BONANDER, Heather E EXTRINSIC MORTALITY, LIFE-HISTORY TRADE-OFFS AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF LONG-TERM HEALTH RISKS
8:30 AM  DEBORAH E SCHECHTER (University of Washington) EXPECTED LIFESPAN AND ATTITUDES TOWARDS RISK BEHAVIORS AND FUTURE LIFE EVENTS IN A SAMPLE OF NATIVE AMERICAN YOUTH
8:45 AM  BROOKE A SCELZA (University of Washington) BUSH FORAGING VS SHOP FORAGING: DIET CHOICE AMONG MARTU ABORIGINES
9:00 AM  BOBBI S LOW UNEXPECTED ECOLOGICAL INFLUENCES ON WOMEN'S REPRODUCTIVE LIVES
9:15 AM  DONNA L LEONETTI (University of Washington) GROWTH AND AGE AT FIRST REPRODUCTION FOR WOMEN WITHIN DIFFERENT KINSHIP ECOLOGIES
9:30 AM  JULIA C BERBESQUE and MARLOWE, FRANK W (Harvard University) SEX DIFFERENCES IN HADZA FOOD PREFERENCES, ACQUISITION, AND CONSUMPTION.
9:45 AM  End of Session

2-015
HUMOR WITHIN AND OUT OF BOUNDS: ETHNOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES ON LUDIC LIMITS (Reviewed by Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Union Square 22 Organizer: Jamie Sherman (Princeton University) Chair: Christopher E Garces (Princeton University)
8:00 AM  SUSAN C MCAVER (University of California, Santa Barbara) LAUGHING AT FOREIGNERS: HUMILIATION AND ANXIETY ON JAPANESE TV
8:15 AM  OTTO SANTA ANA (UCLA) DID YOU CALL IN MEXICAN TODAY? THE RACIAL POLITICS OF JAY LENO IMMIGRANT JOKES
8:30 AM  ELSE A KRAMER (University of Chicago) "RAPE IS (NEVER) FUNNY": AMERICAN IDEOLOGIES OF HUMOR AT THE LIMITS OF ACCEPTABILITY
8:45 AM  NADEZHDA D SAVOVA MOVING IMMOVABLES: HOW CULINARY AND PERFORMATIVE KINAESTHETICS CHOREOGRAPH SPACE IN CUBA AND BRAZIL
9:00 AM  SUZANNE M MENAIR FROM MISCHIEF TO MISUNDERSTANDING: VERBAL PLAY AND RACE RELATIONS ON CHICAGO'S TRADING FLOORS
9:15 AM  JAMIE SHERMAN (Princeton University) PLAYING WITH THE PLAY FRAME: BRINKSMANSHIP, STATUS AND HUMOR IN A BROOKLYN BODYBUILDING GYM
9:30 AM  CHRISTOPHER E GARCES (Princeton University)  End of Session
2·016  INCREDIBLE INDIA: TOURISM, PLACE-MAKING AND THE IMAGINATION IN SOUTH ASIA
(Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Yosemite B
Organizer(s): David M Geary (University of British Columbia) and Tapoja Chaudhuri (University of Washington)
Chair: David M Geary (University of British Columbia)
8:00 AM  TAPOJA CHAUDHURI (University of Washington) (RE)CREATING NATURE: ECO-
TOURISM AND PLACE-MAKING IN A SOUTH INDIAN TIGER RESERVE
8:15 AM  CHRISTIAN A ANDERSON YATRA: FOREIGN TOURISTS ON THE HINDU PILGRIMAGE TRAIL
8:30 AM  MEENA R KHANDELWAL (University of Iowa) GURU-SEEKING IN RISHIKESH
8:45 AM  DAVID M GEARY (University of British Columbia) 'BIHAR, AN ENLIGHTENED
EXPERIENCE:' RESOURCING AND RECASTING BUDDHISM FOR GLOBAL
CONSUMPTION
9:00 AM  JASON A RODRIGUEZ (UC Santa Cruz) "CLEANING UP" BODHGAYA FOR TOURISM
DEVELOPMENT
9:15 AM  JENNY M HUBERMAN (Univ of Missouri, Kansas City)
9:45 AM  End of Session

2·017  LOCAL IDENTITY, NEOUBERALISM, AND THE REGULATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES IN CHILE
(Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Section) Union Square 23 & 24
Organizer: Anton T Daughters
Chair: Frederick J Conway (San Diego State U)
8:00 AM  Introduction
8:15 AM  JUAN C SKEWES AND GUERRA, DEBBIE SHAPING A NEW GEOGRAPHY, SHAPING A
NEW SELF: THE REGULATORY POWER OF THE STATE IN CHILE
8:30 AM  FREDERICK J CONWAY (San Diego State U) THE POLITICAL ECOLOGY OF FIREWOOD
IN CHILE
8:45 AM  ANA PITCHON (Cal State Dominguez Hills) CRISIS OR OPPORTUNITY ON THE
ISLAND OF CHILOE, CHILE? ONE COMMUNITY'S RESPONSE
9:00 AM  ANTON T DAUGHTERS "CHILENO O CHILOTÉ?" LABOR RECIPROCITY AND THE
SHAPING OF IDENTITY IN SOUTHERN CHILE'S ARCHIPELAGO OF CHILOÉ
9:15 AM  ANITA CARRASCO and FERNANDEZ, Eduardo ENVIRONMENTALISM AND
STRATEGIC ESSENTIALISM: IT'S IMPACTS ON THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
MINING CORPORATIONS AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IN NORTHERN CHILE.
9:30 AM  WILLIAM L ALEXANDER (UNC Wilmington)
9:45 AM  End of Session

2·018  Poster Session: MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH AND HEALTH BEHAVIOR IN CLINICAL AND
COMMUNITY SETTINGS (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Plaza A
8:00 AM-9:45 AM
ROBERTA D BAER (Univ of S Fl) and WELLER, Susan C (University of Texas Medical Br) CONSENSUS ANALYSIS AS A METHOD OF MOVING FROM INDIVIDUAL
EXPLANATORY MODELS TO COMMUNITY LEVEL EXPLANATORY MODELS
MEREDITH A JACKSON (University of Alabama) INTRACULTURAL VARIATION IN A
MODEL OF PREGNANCY: EXAMINING CONSONANCE, STRESS, AND PREGNANCY
OUTCOMES IN JALISCO, MEXICO
LINDA ANNE REDHUN (Independent) and LANE, Sandra D (Syracuse University) MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACHES TO MATERNAL MORTALITY IN ZARIA, NIGERIA
LIANNE STRAUS (CRESIB (Barcelona Centre for International Health Research)) and POOL, ROBERT (CRESIB) THE LAW OF THE HOSPITAL: THE ROLE OF CLINICAL
TRIAL PARTICIPATION AND POWER RELATIONS
RENEE S HOSANG THE INFLUENCE OF CHILD INCLUSION ON THE PERCEPTIONS
PARENTS AND CHILDREN HAVE OF PEDIATRIC ASTHMA CARE
JUAN C VALDEZ THE TENT CITY PROJECT

109
NEGOTIATING SELVES: EXPLORING PATHS FROM GIRLHOOD TO WOMANHOOD IN SOUTH ASIA (Reviewed by Society for Psychological Anthropology) Continental Parlor 3
Organizer(s): Bambi L Chapin (UMBC) and Jeanne Marecek (Swarthmore College)
Chair: Jenny M Huberman (Univ of Missouri, Kansas City)
8:00 AM
JENNY M HUBERMAN (Univ of Missouri, Kansas City) 'SCARCIFYING' DAUGHTERS: THE GHAT GIRLS OF BANARAS
8:15 AM
JOCelyn MARROW (University of Chicago) MODERNITY AND THE "DOUBLE BIND" IN NORTH INDIAN GIRLS' DEVELOPMENTAL TRAJECTORIES
8:30 AM
JEANNIE MARCEK (Swarthmore College) STORYING SUICIDE: CONTESTED GENDER IDEOLOGIES, FAMILY RELATIONS, AND GIRLS' SELF-HARM IN SRI LANKA
8:45 AM
BAMBI L CHAPIN (UMBC) SELFWORK IN THE SPACE BETWEEN SCHOOLING AND MARRIAGE
9:00 AM
SANDYA HEWMANNE (Drake University) FROM BAD FTZ GIRLS TO GOOD WIVES/MOTHERS: FORMER GLOBAL FACTORY WORKERS NEGOTIATING NEW IDENTITIES IN VILLAGE SRI LANKA.
9:15 AM
CAITRIN LYNCH (Olin College)
9:30 AM
Discussion
9:45 AM
End of Session

PUBLIC SPACES, PUBLIC SOUNDS (Reviewed by Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Continental Parlor 9
Organizer: Matt Sakakeeny (Tulane University)
Chair: Charles K Hirschkind (U of Calif - Berkeley)
8:00 AM
DAVID E NOVAK (Columbia University) OF TENTS AND TRAINS: PUBLIC SOUNDSCAPES AND URBAN DISPLACEMENT IN SOUTH OSAKA
8:15 AM
ANA M OCHOA MOMPOX, BROKEN GEOGRAPHIES, RIVERINE SOUNDS
8:30 AM
LOUISE MEINTJES (Duke University) ON SILENCES AND DANCING AROUND THE TRUTH IN MSINGA, KWAZULU-NATAL, SOUTH AFRICA.
8:45 AM
MATT SAKAKEENY (Tulane University) A SOUND-BODY POLITIC: BRASS BANDS IN THE STREETS OF NEW ORLEANS
9:00 AM
ANDREW J EISENBERG (Columbia University) "MOMBASA, MOTHER OF THE WORLD": HADRAMI VOICES IN SWAHILI SPACES
9:15 AM
RYAN T SKINNER (Columbia University) THE ETHICS OF AMBIANCE: SOUND, SOCIABILITY, AND THE GLOBAL IMAGINATION IN BAMAKO, MALI
9:30 AM
STEVEN FELD (New Mexico) ACOUSTEMOLOGY IN ACCRA
9:45 AM
End of Session

RECIPIROCITY AND CO-CONSTRUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE: THE EXPERIENCE OF MENTORSHIP BETWEEN INDIGENOUS AND NON-INDIGENOUS SCHOLARS (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Yosemite C
Organizer(s): Christine P Sims (University of New Mexico), Mary Eunice Romero-Little and Marilee Coles-Ritchie
Chair: Bryan M Brayboy (ASU/UAF)
8:00 AM
Introduction: CHRISTINE P SIMS (University of New Mexico)
8:15 AM
MARY EUNICE ROMERO-LITTLE and HUAMAN, Elizabeth (Teachers College Columbia) RECIPIROCITY AND CO-CONSTRUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE: THE EXPERIENCE OF MENTORSHIP BETWEEN INDIGENOUS AND NON-INDIGENOUS SCHOLARS
8:30 AM
Break
8:45 AM
CHRISTINE P SIMS (University of New Mexico) RECIPIROCITY AND CO-CONSTRUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE
9:00 AM
DONNA BOYNTON (University of New Mexico)
9:15 AM
MARILEE COLES-RITCHIE and CHARLES, Walkie (University of Alaska, Fairbanks) RECIPIROCITY AND CO-CONSTRUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE: THE EXPERIENCE OF MENTORSHIP BETWEEN INDIGENOUS AND NON-INDIGENOUS SCHOLARS
9:30 AM
WALKIE CHARLES (University of Alaska, Fairbanks)
9:45 AM
End of Session
2-022

ROUTES, ROADBLOCKS, AND RESIDENCE: SITUATING AND CHALLENGING COMMUNITY IN EUROPE (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Union Square 15
Chair: Maja Hojer (University of Copenhagen)

8:00 AM
DIMITRIOUS DALAKOGLOU (UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON) ROAD MYTHOLOGIES AND ASYMMETRIC INTERNATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS: MOTORWAY CONSTRUCTION, GLOBALIZATION AND TRANSNATIONALISM IN POSTSOCIALIST ALBANIA

8:15 AM
JENNIFER D CARLSON (University of Texas) RETHINKING LOCALITY IN EUROPE: AFFECT AS A LENS TO AFFINITY IN NORTHERN GERMAN PLACES

8:30 AM
LISA DIKOMITIS (Ghent University (Belgium)) DOES DISPLACEMENT EVER END? A COMPARISON BETWEEN A GREEK CYPRIOT AND A TURKISH CYPRIOT REFUGEE COMMUNITY

8:45 AM
EDDY PLAQUY (UNIVERSITY OF LEUVEN) ‘EL CAMINO EUROPEO DEL ROCÍO’: A PILGRIMAGE TO EUROPE?

9:00 AM
MAJA HOER (University of Copenhagen) DANISH HOUSING COOPERATIVES. THE MATERIALITY OF COMMUNITIES

9:15 AM
JESSE O HARASTA ARISE ST. PIRAN: THE CULT OF THE SAINTS AND THE BRANDING OF CORNWALL

9:30 AM
Discussion

9:45 AM
End of Session

2-023

SCHOOLS AND IMMIGRANT SELVES IN THE CONTEXT OF CONTEMPORARY GLOBALIZATION
(Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Continental Parlor 2
Chair: Anita P Chikkatur (University of Pennsylvania)

8:00 AM
ANITA P CHIKKATUR (University of Pennsylvania) NARRATIVES OF AMERICA

8:15 AM
ANDREW I EPSTEIN (University of Wisconsin-Madison) THE PEDAGOGICAL CAMP: REFUGEES, EDUCATION, AND EMPLACEMENT IN A GLOBAL MILIEU

8:30 AM
AMEENA GHAFFAR-KUCHER (Teachers College, Columbia University) CITIZENSHIP AND BELONGING: PAKISTANI-AMERICAN YOUTH AND THE POLITICS OF IDENTITY

8:45 AM
ELIEN THEODOROU (University of Virginia) I SPEAK TURKISH BUT I AM GREEK: FORMING THE (IMMIGRANT) SELF THROUGH DISCOURSE, MEMORY AND PRACTICE.

9:00 AM
ALBA-LUCY GUERRERO (UC Santa Barbara) and TINKLER, Tessa J REFUGEE AND DISPLACED CHILDREN NEGOTIATING IDENTITIES IN THEIR CONTEXTS OF RELOCATION AND THE INFLUENCE OF THEIR PARTICIPATION IN A PHOTOGRAPHY-BASED EDUCATIONAL PROJECT IN THE UNITED STATES AND COLOMBIA

9:15 AM
SHABNAM KOIRALA-AZAD (University of San Francisco) EXPLORING SOLUTIONS AT THE INTERSECTION OF EDUCATION, IMMIGRATION AND TRANSNATIONALISM: EFFORTS OF THE DIASPORA IN NEPALI SOCIAL CHANGE

9:30 AM
Discussion

9:45 AM
End of Session

2-024

SOUTHERN AFRICA AND THE UN DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES: HOW CAN INTERNATIONAL MECHANISMS WORK IN LOCAL COMMUNITIES AND CONTEXTS? (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Franciscan A
Organizer: Jennifer Hays (University of Tromso)
Chair: Megan Bieseke (Kalahari Peoples Fund)

8:00 AM
Introduction: MEGAN BIESELE (Kalahari Peoples Fund)

8:15 AM
ROBERT K HITCHCOCK (Michigan State University) WHAT ABOUT OUR RIGHTS? SETTLEMENTS, SUBSISTENCE, AND SECURITY AMONG KALAHARI SAN

8:30 AM
SIDSEL SAUGESTAD (Univ of Tromso) IMPACT OF INTERNATIONAL MECHANISMS ON INDIGENOUS RIGHTS IN BOTSWANA

8:45 AM
RENEE SYLVAIN (U of Guelph) AT THE INTERSECTIONS: SAN WOMEN AND THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

9:00 AM
RODNEY HOPSON (Duquesne U) LANGUAGE, RIGHTS, AND RECONCILIATION: WHAT HOPE FOR THE SAN OF SOUTHERN AFRICA?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td><strong>Jennifer Hays</strong> (University of Tromsø) EXAMINING EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS FOR INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES IN SOUTHERN AFRICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 AM</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2-025**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td><strong>Linda J Seligmann</strong> (George Mason University) DANCING WITH WEALTH AND POWER: TWO ANDEAN RITAL COMMENTARIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td><strong>Michelle C Wibbselms</strong> (UT Austin/St. Edward’s Univ.) REFLEXIVE TRANSFORMATION: PERFORMANCE OF CENTRAL CONCEPTS AMONG INDIGENOUS ECUADORIAN COMMUNITIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td><strong>Jennifer A. Hardin</strong> (University of Illinois - UC) CONSUMING THE ECUADORIAN HACIENDA: HACENDADO CULTURAL PERFORMANCES ON THE GLOBAL MARKET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td><strong>Kathleen Fine-Dare</strong> (Fort Lewis College) and <strong>Williams, Julie L</strong> (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign) ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES OF URBAN INDIGENEITY IN THE QUITO BASIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td><strong>Rudi Colloredo-Mansfield</strong> (U of Iowa) ART, COMMERCE, AND POLITICS: SYMBOLIC Vs. ECONOMIC STRUCTURE IN THE FUTURE OF ECUADOR’S INDIGENOUS MOVEMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td><strong>Mary J Weismantel</strong> (Northwestern U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 AM</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2-026**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td><strong>William L Leap</strong> (American Univ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td><strong>William F Schroeder</strong> (University of Virginia) AN INVERTED DIASPORA: GLOBALIZING QUEER AFFECT IN URBAN CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td><strong>Roshanak Kheshti</strong> (UC Berkeley) NEW QUEER PROLIFERATION: THE GEOPOLITICS OF THE IRANIAN QUEER ORGANIZATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td><strong>Shaka P McGlotted</strong> (SUNY-Purchase College) VIRTUAL INTIMACIES: MOVEMENTS OF QUEER RELATIONALITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td><strong>Michelle R Baron</strong> FRAMING MEMORIALS MOVEMENT: MAPPLETHORPE, LEIBOVITZ, AND THE AFFECTIVE TRAVELS OF MOURNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td><strong>Juana Maria Rodriguez</strong> (UC Berkeley) FEELING SEXY, AND OTHER QUEER UTOPIAN LONGINGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 AM</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2-027**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td><strong>Mark Turin</strong> (University of Cambridge) MOTHER TONGUES AND LINGUISTIC INCOMPETENCE: THE POLITICS OF ENUMERATION IN THE LINGUISTIC SURVEY OF SIKKIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td><strong>Susan F Hirsch</strong> (George Mason University) and <strong>Grattan, Karen</strong> (George Mason University) WHEN ETHNOGRAPHY COUNTS: BRIDGING EPISTEMOLOGIES IN CAPITAL DEFENSE CASES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8:30 AM  ANA M WANDLESS (Rice University) THE TEXAS CHALLENGE: DEMOGRAPHY AND THE POLITICS OF EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

8:45 AM  AVERILL J LESLIE THE SOCIAL AND MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONING OF STATISTICS IN VERY SMALL COMMUNITIES

9:00 AM  PETER GRAF (University of Chicago) "WHY SHOULD WE COUNT OUR MEMBERS?": STATISTICS AND ADVOCACY IN DEAF NEPAL

9:15 AM  AMANDA T SNELLINGER (Cornell University) YOUTH CLAIMS: A DEPLOYABLE POLITICAL DEMOGRAPHIC OF THE FUTURE

9:30 AM  DAVID H HOLMBERG

9:45 AM  End of Session

2-028

THEORY IN PRACTICE: REFLECTING ON THE TRANSDISCIPLINARY AND TRANSNATIONAL IMPACT OF THE WORK OF JEAN LAVE (Reviewed by Society for Psychological Anthropology) Golden Gate 5
Organizer(s): Susan Shepler (American University) and Raymond June (Global Integrity/George Washington University)
Chair: Carole Nagengast (University of New Mexico)

8:00 AM  ERIK AXEL (Roskilde University) DEVELOPING PRAXIS IN CONFLICTUAL COOPERATION

8:15 AM  KLAUS NIELSEN (Aarhus University) LEARNING IN CONFLICTUAL PRACTICE

8:30 AM  CARSTEN OSTERLUND (Syracuse University) COGNITION IN PRACTICE: A STUDY OF DOCUMENTS AND THEIR MATERIALITY

8:45 AM  RAYMOND JUNE (Global Integrity/George Washington University) RETHINKING ELITE FORMATION IN THE MARGINS OF EUROPE

9:00 AM  SUSAN SHELTER (American University) SOCIAL REPRODUCTION IN POST WAR SIERRA LEONE

9:15 AM  AMANDA LASHAW (UC Berkeley) CONFESSIONS OF A RELUCTANT ETHNOGRAPHER

9:30 AM  JEAN CLAVE (U.C. Berkeley)

9:45 AM  End of Session

2-029

'TRANSBORDER' NETWORKS: ANTHROPOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO MIGRATION, MARKETS, ACTIVISM, AND CITIZENSHIP (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Union Square 20
Organizer: Jennifer L Erickson (University of Oregon)
Chair: Joshua B Fisher (University of Oregon)

8:00 AM  ELISSA HELMS (Central European University) MAPPING THE NETWORK EFFECT: WOMEN'S NGOs AND APPROACHES TO GENDERED VICTIMHOOD IN POST-WAR BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA

8:15 AM  KRISTEN E HUGGS (University of South Carolina) THE AMERICANS ARE HERE! USING POVERTY/DEVELOPMENT TOURISM TO MOVE "PA' LANTE" IN A BATEY IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

8:30 AM  JOSHUA B FISHER (University of Oregon) FAIR / COMPETITION: DEFINING THE PRODUCER-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP IN A NICARAGUAN FAIR TRADE NETWORK

8:45 AM  TAMIR R HILL (University of Oregon) FRAGILE COMMUNITY: TRAUMA, TRUTH, AND TRANSFORMATION AMONG LATIN AMERICAN SURVIVORS OF POLITICAL VIOLENCE AND THE STAFF OF A TORTURE TREATMENT CENTER

9:00 AM  JENNIFER L ERICKSON (University of Oregon) NETWORKING TO BECOME A CITIZEN: SUDANESE, BOSNIANS, AND SOCIAL SERVICES IN FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA

9:15 AM  MAURICE R MAGANA (University of Oregon) MESHWORKING IN A MEXICAN SOCIAL MOVEMENT: THE CASE OF THE APPO IN OAXACA

9:30 AM  MARC EDELMAN (Hunter C & CUNY Grad Ctr)

9:45 AM  End of Session
2-030 Invited Session: UNDERSTANDING AND NEGOTIATING RACISM IN ANTHROPOLOGY
(Association of Black Anthropologists) Powell A
Organizer/Chair: Kalfani Nyerere Ture (Statesman)
8:00 AM ALISHA R WINN (University of South Florida)
8:15 AM AIMEE M COX (University of Michigan)
8:30 AM BEATRIZ MORALES (U.A de Guerrero)
8:45 AM SAM BECK (Cornell U)
9:00 AM Break
9:15 AM A LYNN BOLLES (UMaryland College Park)
9:45 AM End of Session

2-031 Invited Session: UNPACKING JAPANESE CONSERVATISM: ETHNOGRAPHIC ENGAGEMENT
AND THE SOCIAL, POLITICAL, AND EMOTIONAL WORLDS OF THE RIGHT (Society for East
Asian Anthropology) Franciscan B
Organizer(s): Nathaniel M Smith (Yale University) and
Tomomi Yamaguchi (Montana State University)
Chair: Lisa Yoneyama (Univ of California, San Diego)
8:00 AM Introduction: LISA YONEYAMA (Univ of California, San Diego)
8:15 AM ANDREA G. ARAI (University of Washington) INSECURITIES OF THE EVERYDAY:
YOUTH, FOREIGNERS AND THE DIVIDED SOCIETY IN CONTEMPORARY JAPAN
8:30 AM RYO KAWAGUCHI (Hitotsubashi University) BEING A “CONSERVATIVE” YOUNG MALE
IN CONTEMPORARY JAPAN: FROM THE LIFE STORY OF ONE MILITARY OTAKU
AND “NETIZEN”
8:45 AM NATHANIEL M SMITH (Yale University) ON MODES OF MARGINALITY AND
MOTIVATION: REMAINING AN “OUTLAW” IN POST-LEFT JAPAN AND THE ANTI-
ESTABLISHMENT RIGHT WING
9:00 AM TOMOMI YAMAGUCHI (Montana State University) “FIGHT THE FEMI-NAZI!”: ANTI-
FEMINIST BACKLASH AND “GRASS ROOTS” CONSERVATISM
9:15 AM DAVID LEHENY (Princeton)
9:30 AM Discussion
9:45 AM End of Session

2-032 Society for Humanistic Anthropology WORKSHOP: THE THRILLS (AND CHILLS) OF TAKING
STUDENTS ABROAD Union Square 14
8:00 AM-10:00 AM JEANNE SIMONELLI (Wake Forest U)
LYNN A MEISCH (St Marys College of California)

2-033 Invited Session: ADVANCING INDIGENOUS SCHOLARS AND SCHOLARSHIP IN
ANTHROPOLOGY THROUGH LANGUAGE AND CULTURE REVITALIZATION RESEARCH AND
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT: CREATING A BETTER KIND OF ANTHROPOLOGY (AAA
Presidential Session, Council on Anthropology an Imperial B
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Perry Gilmore (University of Arizona) and
Ofelia Zepeda (Linguistics)
Introduction: PERRY GILMORE (University of Arizona)
8:00 AM CATHERINE A EDMONDS (University of Hawaii Hilo) VALIDITY: MAORI LANGUAGE
WRITTEN PROFICIENCY YEAR 8
8:15 AM SVEN D HAANANSON MUSEUM IN THE MIDDLE: UNITING TRIBAL AND SCHOLARLY
APPROACHES TO AWAKEN AN ALASKA NATIVE LANGUAGE
8:30 AM LARRY L KIMURA (University of Hawaii at Hilo) BRINGING TOGETHER HAWAIIAN
CULTURE WITH ASTRONOMY: A VISION FOR THE MAUNA KEA ASTRONOMY
EDUCATION CENTER (MKAEC)
8:45 AM SHEILAH E NICHOLAS (University of Arizona) LANGUAGE AND EPISTEMOLOGY:
HOPIQATISIT ANG NUUTUM HINTSAKME, HOPISINONWITNGWU. (PARTICIPATING
ALONG WITH OTHERS IN THE HOPI WAY OF LIFE, ONE BECOMES HOPI.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td><strong>WALKIE CHARLES</strong> (University of Alaska, Fairbanks) CRITICAL PEDAGOGY: A YUP’IK ESKIMO PERSPECTIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td><strong>MAXINE R BAPTISTE</strong> OKANAGAN LANGUAGE REVITALIZATION EFFORTS: USING THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF COMMUNICATION AND CREATING DOMAINS FOR INDIGENOUS LANGUAGE LEARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td><strong>PHILLIP CASH CASH</strong> CONTINGENT CODES: RITUAL INTERACTIONS IN THE SOUTHERN COLUMBIA PLATEAU LONGHOUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 AM</td>
<td><strong>KATHY R SKORSKI</strong> (University of Alaska Fairbanks) THE INTERFACE OF IDEOLOGY, IDENTITY AND POLITICS: EFFECTS ON ANCESTRAL LANGUAGE LEARNING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 AM</td>
<td><strong>TRACY M WILLIAMS</strong> INDIGENOUS LANGUAGE REVITALIZATION AND LANGUAGE USE: TOWARD AN INDIGENOUS THEORY OF LANGUAGE REVITALIZATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td><strong>HIAPO K PERREIRA</strong> REVITALIZING HAWAIIAN ORATORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td><strong>BETH R LEONARD</strong> (University of Alaska Fairbanks) DEG XINAG NARRATIVES AND INDIGENOUS EDUCATION: A LEARNER’S PERSPECTIVE ON TRANSLATION AND INTERPRETATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td><strong>BRYAN M BRAYBOY</strong> (ASU/UAF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td><strong>LAWRENCE D KAPLAN</strong> (University of Alaska, Fairbanks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td><strong>OFELIA ZEPEDA</strong> (Linguistics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45 AM</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2-034

AGRICULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY IN INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT: INCLUDING THE LOCAL, ENGAGING THE GLOBAL (Reviewed by Culture and Agriculture) Continental Parlor B

Organizer(s): Todd A Crane (Wageningen University, NL) and Carla Roncoli

Chair: Todd A Crane (Wageningen University, NL)

8:00 AM    | **WILLIAM DERMAN** (Michigan State U) AND THE LAND WILL BE RETURNED: HISTORY, RACE AND PARADOX IN SOUTH AFRICA’S LAND RESTITUTION PROCESS |
8:15 AM    | **FLORENCIA G PALIS** (IRRI) ENGAGING MULTI-STAKEHOLDERS FOR SUSTAINING RICE PRODUCTION IN ASIA: THE PHILIPPINE EXPERIENCE |
8:30 AM    | **HARI B GURUNG** (Intl. Rice Research Institute), ADHIKARI, Bishnu B (Inst. of Agri. & Animal Sc.), PANDEY, Sushil (IRRI), SAMSON, Benjamin (IRRI), SONGYIKHANGAUTHOR, Khamdok (NAFRI, Laos) and YADAV, Ram B (NARC, Nepal) MEETING THE CHALLENGE OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH NEEDS OF DIVERSE UPLAND MARGINAL FARMERS: EXAMPLES OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH PARADIGM SHIFT AND FARMER PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH |
8:45 AM    | **TODD A CRANE** (Wageningen University, NL) SCIENTIFIC AND LOCAL KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS AT THE NEXUS OF AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT: ETHNOGRAPHY OF PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH IN CENTRAL MALI |
9:00 AM    | **CARLA RONCOLI AND HOOGENBOOM, GERRIT** (University of Georgia), JOST, Christine (ILRI), KIRSHEN, Paul H (Tufts University), SANFO, Bienvenue Judith (Direction de la Meteorologie), SANON, Moussa (INERA) and SOME, Leopold (INERA) INFORMATION AS INPUT? THE ROLE OF CLIMATE PREDICTIONS IN AFRICAN AGRICULTURE. |
9:15 AM    | **NICOLE D PETERSON** (Columbia University) INSURING ADAPTATION/ADAPTING TO INSURANCE: RESPONSES OF AGRICULTURALISTS TO NEW DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS |
9:30 AM    | **ROBERT E RHODES** (U of Georgia) |
9:45 AM    | Break |
10:00 AM   | **DEBORAH S RUBIN** (Cultural Practice, LLC) THE CHALLENGES OF “PARTNERSHIP”: US GOVERNMENT SUPPORT TO US UNIVERSITIES UNDER TITLE XII |
10:15 AM   | **ANITA SPRING** (University of Florida) CHINESE FARMERS IN AFRICA: LAND, AGRIBUSINESS, AND TECHNOLOGY ASSISTANCE. |
10:30 AM   | **SARAH G GRANT** (University of California, Riverside) FRAMING AND FARMING THE FUTURE: THE CULTURAL POLITICS OF AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT IN POST-WAR VIETNAM |
10:45 AM  Kimberly D Hedrick (U. of California, Riverside) Decision-Making in Pastoral Societies: First World Studies and Applications for Developing Countries
11:00 AM  Kho Kim Export-Oriented Organic Farming as a Local Government Project in Northeast China
11:15 AM  Eugene N Anderson (UC Riverside) The World-System and a Local System: Maya Agriculture Meets International Agricultural Development
11:30 AM  William M Loker (CSU, Chico) End of Session

2:035 Invited Session: Collaborations, Experiments, and Care: At the Frontiers of Science and Medicine (Society for Medical Anthropology, General Anthropology Division) Continental Parlor 7
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Joao Biehl (Princeton) and Organizer: Alexandra A. Choby
8:00 AM  Linda F Hogle (U of Wisconsin Madison) Collectivities and the Quest for the Standardized Cell
8:15 AM  Claire L Somerville (TRIL Trinity College Dublin), Callinan, Sheila (Trinity College Dublin) and Finnegan, Deirdre (Trinity College Dublin) Pushing the Collaborative Boundaries: The Pursuit of Health Technologies in the Era of Interdisciplinarity
8:30 AM  Marcia C Inhorn (Yale U) The Test-Tube Baby Industry: Collaboration, Competition, and a Middle Eastern Ethics of Care
8:45 AM  Alexandra A. Choby Wasting Resources: Moral Assessments in Diagnosis of Suspected Seizure Disorder
9:00 AM  Angela N Garcia (UC Irvine) Private Domains; Addiction, Medicine and Care Relations
9:15 AM  Michael M.J. Fischer (MIT) Discussion
9:30 AM  Break
9:45 AM  Vincanne Adams (UCSF) Nonscience, Nonsense, and Social Theory: Experimenting with Global
10:00 AM  Betsey B Brada (University of Chicago) Producing the Future in Botswana: Exploring the Temporality of AIDS Treatment
10:30 AM  Stefan Ecks (University of Edinburgh) Pharmaceutical Collaborations at the Margins of Legality
10:45 AM  Clara Y Han (Johns Hopkins University) Experiments of the Everyday: Debt, Dependency, and Modes of Care in Santiago, Chile
11:00 AM  Adriana M Petryna (University of Pennsylvania) Discussion
11:15 AM  End of Session

2:036 Invited Session: Critical Ethnographic Perspectives on the War in Iraq (Association for Political and Legal Anthropology, Middle East Section) Golden Gate 3
Organizer(s): Jeffrey A Sluka (Massey U, New Zealand) and Antonius C Robben (Utrecht University)
Chair: Antonius C Robben (Utrecht University)
8:00 AM  Jeffrey A Sluka (Massey U, New Zealand) Civilian Casualties and Losing 'Hearts and Minds' in the War in Iraq
8:15 AM  William O Beeman (University of Minnesota) Shi'a and Sunni in Iraq--A Factionated Shifting Dynamic
8:30 AM  Allen Feldman (New York University) Animality, Torture and the Inhumanization of Sovereignty
8:45 AM  Francisco Ferrandiz (CSIC, Spain) Leaving Iraq Spanish Style
9:00 AM MATTHEW GUTMANN (Brown University/CIESAS) and LUTZ, Catherine (Brown U) 
EPHANIES AMONG THE TROOPS: IRAQ VETERANS IN DISSERT
9:15 AM HUGH GUSTERSON (George Mason U) INSURGENTS
9:30 AM ALEX HINTON (Rutgers U) 9/12: THE PATH TO ABU GHRAIB
9:45 AM CATHERINE LUTZ (Brown U) and GUTMANN, Matthew (Brown University/CIESAS) 
EPHANIES AMONG THE TROOPS: IRAQ VETERANS IN DISSERT
10:00 AM JOSEBA ZULAIKA THE WAR IN IRAQ AS COUNTERTERRORISM’S SELF-FULFILLING 
PROPHECY
10:15 AM CAROLYN R NORDSTROM (U of Notre Dame) WAR WRITES A LETTER TO ANTHROPOLOGY
10:30 AM JULIE PETEET (University of Louisville) THE WAR ON IRAQ FROM THE PERSPECTIVE 
OF PALESTINE
10:45 AM ROBERT A RUBINSTEIN (Maxwell School of SU) THE KNOWN AND THE 
UNKNOWN: AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE ON THE IRAQ
11:00 AM NANCY SCHEPER-HUGHES (U of California, Berkeley) TORTURE AND THE 
ACADEMY:BOTERO’S ABU GHRAIB EXHIBIT AT UC BERKELEY
11:15 AM ROBERT BOROFSKY (Hawaii Pacific) 
11:30 AM MARSHALL D SAHLINS
11:45 AM End of Session

Organizer(s): Jerry Jacka (North Carolina State Univ) and Bruce M Knauft (Emory University)
Chair: Bruce M Knauft (Emory University)
8:00 AM RYAN SCHRAM (UC San Diego) ‘BACK TO THE VILLAGE:’ CHRISTIANITY, 
DEVELOPMENT, AND DECLINE IN A MELANESIAN SOCIETY
8:15 AM patience sindani Kabamba (columbia university) DECLINE OF WHAT?
8:30 AM BRUCE M KNAUFT (Emory University) AFTER MODERN: DECLINE AT NOMAD 
STATION, PAPUA NEW GUINEA
8:45 AM ANN G GOLD (Syracuse) THE NEVER-ENDING STORY OF MODERNITY
9:00 AM SANDRA C BAMFORD (University of Toronto) THE ROAD TO DEVELOPMENT: 
CULTURE, IDENTITY FORMATION AND MILLENNIAL FANTASIES IN THE 
HIGHLANDS OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA.
9:15 AM CHRISTOPHER KRUPA (Emory University) “DEFLOWERING ECUADOR”: CHRONICLES 
OF AN INDUSTRIAL DEATH FORETOLD
9:30 AM JERRY JACKA (North Carolina State Univ) POSTCOLONIAL ECOCOLOGIES: 
LANDSCAPES OF MARGINALITY, DECLINE, AND DEGRADATION FROM PAPUA 
NEW GUINEA AND ELSEWHERE
9:45 AM ASLI BAYKAL (Emory University) “WE WERE NOT LIKE THIS”: MORAL EVALUATIONS 
OF POSTSOCIALIST DECLINE IN UZBEKISTAN
10:00 AM HOLLY WARLOW (U of Toronto) “THEY HAVE FORCED US BACK TO THE GROUND”: 
NARRATING DECLINE IN TARI, PAPUA NEW GUINEA
10:15 AM JOANNA DAVIDSON (Emory University) “WE USED TO BE ABLE TO DO THIS”:
DISCOURSES OF DECLINE AMONG RURAL DIOLA IN GUINEA-BISSAU, WEST AFRICA
10:30 AM PAIGE WEST (Barnard College / Columbia U) WHERE NEW GUINEA FITS IN A 
‘CONSERVED’ ASIAN LANDSCAPE: THE FATE OF THE CRATER MOUNTAIN 
WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREA
10:45 AM GASTON R GORDILLO (U of British Columbia) SHIPS STRANDED IN THE FOREST: 
DEBRIS OF PROGRESS AND IMAGINARIES OF DECLINE ON THE BERMEJO RIVER 
(ARGENTINA)
11:00 AM JOEL L ROBBINS (UCSD)
11:15 AM STUART KIRSCH (U of Michigan)
11:30 AM JAMES G FERGUSON (Stanford)
11:45 AM End of Session
2-038 DISCOURSES OF DISTANCE AMONG THE MAYA (Reviewed by Archeology Division)
Continental Parlor 4
Organizer(s): Timothy W Pugh (Anthropology, CUNY) and Cameron L McNeil (Queens College, CUNY)
Chair: Cameron L McNeil (Queens College, CUNY)
8:00 AM ALEXANDRE A TOKOVININE LEGITIMACY AND DISTANT PLACES IN CLASSIC MAYA INSCRIPTIONS
8:15 AM KATHERINE A MILLER (Arizona State University) and BUIKSTRA, Jane E (Arizona State University) THE JOURNEY TO COPAN: MIGRATION, FOREIGNNESS, AND KINGSHIP AMONG THE ANCIENT MAYA
8:30 AM MARLENE S LINVILLE (Queens College, CUNY) THE POWER OF FAR: MARINE SHELLS AND MAYA SYMBOLIC EXPRESSION IN EARLY CLASSIC COPAN
8:45 AM ZACHARY X HRUBY (UC Riverside) and KINGSLEY, Melanie J PEOPLE OR OBJECTS: LONG DISTANCE EXCHANGE AND COMMISSIONED CRAFT PRODUCTION
9:00 AM CAMERON L McNEIL (Queens College, CUNY) THE WATERY ORIGINS OF THE WORLD: "THE PLACE OF THE CATAIL" IN MESOAMERICA
9:15 AM ELLEN E BELL (CSU, Stanislaus), BISHOP, Ronald L (Smithsonian Institution), LINVILLE, Marlene S (Queens College, CUNY), REENTS-BUDET, Dorie (Smithsonian Institution) and SHARER, Robert J (University of Pennsylvania) POWER FROM AFAR: THE ROLE OF IMPORTED OBJECTS IN EARLY CLASSIC ROYAL TOMBS AT COPAN, HONDURAS
9:30 AM Break
9:45 AM LISA J LUCERO (U Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) THE IDEOLOGY OF THE ABSENT: THE FEATHERED SERPENT AND EARLY CLASSIC MAYA RULERSHIP
10:00 AM KATHRYN E SAMPECK (Illinois State University) THE MAYA WITHIN THE LATE POSTCLASSIC MESOAMERICAN WORLD-SYSTEM
10:15 AM SCOTT E SIMMONS DISTANCE AND THE MAINTENANCE OF STATUS IN POSTCLASSIC MAYA SOCIETY: EVIDENCE FROM THE MAYA ARCHAEOMETALLURGY PROJECT AT LAMANAI
10:30 AM YUKO SHIRATORI APPROPRIATIONS OF YUCATEC MATERIAL CULTURE IN POSTCLASSIC PETÉN
10:45 AM TIMOTHY W PUGH (Anthropology, CUNY) SPANISH THINGS IN MAYA WORLDS
11:00 AM JOHANNA KUFER (University of London) PLANTS "FROM CASTILE" AND PLANTS "FROM THE BUSH": INTRODUCED AND NATIVE PLANTS IN CH'ORTÍ' ETHNOBOTANY
11:15 AM BETTY B FAUST (CINVESTAV) TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY YUCATEC MAYA PERCEPTIONS OF FOREIGNERS AND VICE-VERSA.
11:30 AM Discussion
11:45 AM End of Session

2-039 IMAGINED FUTURES AND LIMITED PRESENTS: ENGAGING PARENTING AND INEQUALITY IN CONTEMPORARY NORTH AMERICA (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Golden Gate 7
Organizer(s): Tina M Lee (City University of New York Graduate Center) and Nicole D Laborde (CUNY, Graduate Center)
Chair: Sallie S Han (SUNY College at Oneonta)
8:00 AM DIANE M HOFFMAN (University of Virginia) THE POSSIBLE FUTURE OF A CRITICAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF PARENTING
8:15 AM JENNY R LEON (Dalhousie University) 'TEACH YOUR CHILDREN WELL': THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENTALITY IN PARENTING AND CHILDHOOD
8:30 AM SARAH LIPINGOA (University of Pennsylvania) and HOWARD, Kathryn M (Penn: GSE) INSTITUTIONAL PROJECTS OF 'GOOD PARENTING': VENTRILOQUATION AND SILENCE IN PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCES WITH MEXICAN IMMIGRANT FAMILIES
8:45 AM NICOLE S BERRY (Simon Fraser University) FROM THE WILD WEST TO THE NEW SOUTH: NEW IMMIGRANT ZONES AND CHALLENGES TO PARENTING IN THE HISPANIC IMMIGRANT COMMUNITY IN DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA
9:00 AM Eve L Tulbert CHILDHOOD, DIRT AND DANGER: FAMILY LIFE NEAR TIJUANA'S MUNICIPAL DUMP.
9:15 AM Linda L Layne (Rensselaer)
9:30 AM Discussion
9:45 AM Break
10:00 AM Susan M Barrow (Columbia University), Alexander, Mary Jane (Nathan S. Kline Institute), Lawinski, Terese, Levitt, Aaron (Center Urban Community Servic) and Mckinney, Jacki (MHEP, Inc.) EMPLOYING PARTICIPATORY ACTION RESEARCH TO EXPAND PARENTING OPPORTUNITIES OF MARGINALIZED MOTHERS
10:15 AM Tina M Lee (City University of New York Graduate Center) PARENTING, POVERTY, AND CHILD WELFARE IN NEW YORK CITY
10:30 AM Paul Spicer (University of Oklahoma) INEQUALITIES AND PARENTING IN A NORTHERN PLAINS TRIBE
10:45 AM Nicole D Laborde (CUNY, Graduate Center) DISCIPLINE NOT PUNISHMENT: ADVICE TO PARENTS IN COURT-MANDATED PARENTING CLASSES
11:00 AM Sallie S Han (SUNY College at Oneonta) BORN TO READ: PREGNANCY, PARENTING, AND LITERACY EVENTS
11:15 AM Charlotte R Faircloth (University of Cambridge)
11:30 AM Discussion
11:45 AM End of Session

2-039A Film Screening: MIDDLE EAST AND WAR
8:00 AM Ya-Hsuan Huang, THROUGH THE NEGEV
8:22 AM Jack Silberman, RAISED TO BE HEROES
9:20 AM Roxanne Varzi, PLASTIC FLOWERS NEVER DIE
9:54 AM John Pilger, THE WAR ON DEMOCRACY
11:32 AM Emily C. Cohen, IVAW PRESENTS OPERATION FIRST CASUALTY
11:40 AM Brandon Kohrt, RETURNED: CHILD SOLDIERS OF NEPAL'S MAOIST ARMY (BEST STUDENT FILM)
12:10 PM Break and Discussion

2-040 AAA COMMITTEE ON THE FUTURE OF PRINT AND ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING
8:30 AM-12:00 PM Chair: Alisse Waterston (John Jay College)

2-041 AAA Executive Program Committee ANTHROPOLOGY NEWS CONTRIBUTING EDITORS' BREAKFAST
9:00 AM-11:00 AM Organizer: Dinah Winnick (Associate Managing Editor)

2-042 AAA SECTION ASSEMBLY
9:00 AM-12:00 PM Chair: Florence E Babb (U of Florida)

2-043 Society for Anthropological Sciences WORKSHOP: TEXT ANALYSIS: SYSTEMATIC METHODS FOR ANALYZING QUALITATIVE DATA
9:00 AM-5:00 PM Amber Wutich (Arizona State U)
Clarence C Gravlee (U Florida)

2-044 Committee on Practicing Applied and Public Interest Anthropology WELCOME BRUNCH FOR EMPLOYER EXPO PARTICIPANTS
9:30 AM-11:00 AM Chair: Linda Bennett University of Memphis
2-045 National Association for the Practice of Anthropology WORKSHOP: DESIGNING ANTHROPOLOGICAL "BOUNDARY OBJECTS": HOW-TO COMPELLING AND EFFECTIVELY VISUALIZE ANTHROPOLOGICAL DATA FOR HETEROGENEOUS AUDIENCES Union Square 18
10:00 AM-12:00 PM ELIZABETH D TUNSTALL (University of Illinois at Chic) HUGH DUBERY (Dubberly Design Office)

2-046 National Association for the Practice of Anthropology WORKSHOP: EVALUATION ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE FIELD: APPLICATION IN CASE STUDY EVALUATION Union Square 14
10:00 AM-12:00 PM LENDRA BOHREN (Colorado State U) MARY ODELL BUTLER (University of Maryland) SUSAN E SQUIRES (Sun Microsystems) Discussion

2-047 National Association for the Practice of Anthropology NAPA EMPLOYER EXPOSITION Grand Ballroom
10:00 AM-4:00 PM Organizer(s): Dennis Wiedman (Florida International) and Cathleen E Grin (LTG Associates, Inc.)

2-047A INVITED POSTER SESSION: CURRENT STUDIES IN EVOLUTIONARY ANTHROPOLOGY, PART 2 (Evolutionary Anthropology Society) (Reviewed by Evolutionary Anthropology Society) Plaza A
10:15 AM-12:00 PM Organizer: Michael S Alvard (Texas A & M University) Chair: Rebecca Bird (Stanford University)
CARMOLYN R HODGES (University of California, Santa Barbara) PERCEPTIONS OF DOMINANCE AND ATTRACTIVENESS IN MALE VOICES SUGGEST FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICITY IN SIGNAL ATTENTION
CAMERON GRIFFITH (Indiana University) and SEPT, Jeanne M (Indiana University) EVALUATING ARCHAEOLOGICAL VISIBILITY THROUGH AGENT-BASED MODELING AND GIS: RECENT DEVELOPMENTS WITH THE HOMINIDS ABM
THOMAS J FLAMSON (UCLA - Anthropology) ENCRYPTION THEORY: CONVERSATIONAL HUMOR AND SOCIAL NETWORKS IN RURAL BRAZIL
JONATHAN STIEGLITZ (University of New Mexico) and KAPLAN, Hillard FEMALE PARTNER-DIRECTED VIOLENCE AMONG THE TSIMANE' OF BOLIVIA
MATTHEW D BRIDGES and PATTON, John Q (CSU - Fullerton) DEVELOPMENT OF POLITICAL COMPETENCY IN AN Egalitarian SOCIETY IN THE ECUADORIAN AMAZON.
SARAH MATHEW and BOYD, Robert T CAN OPTIONAL PARTICIPATION EXPLAIN THE EVOLUTION OF COSTLY PUNISHMENT FOR THE RANGE OF COOPERATION OBSERVED IN HUMAN SOCIETIES?
REBECCA BIRD (Stanford University) and BIRD, Douglas W (University of Maine) and Brian F Cudding, James H Jones ANTHROPOGENIC FIRE MOSAICS AND BIODIVERSITY IN THE WESTERN DESERT OF AUSTRALIA

2-048 ANIMAL SUBJECTS: EXPLORING THE SHIFTING GROUND OF HUMAN/ANIMAL RELATIONSHIPS (Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Section) Union Square 15
Organizer/Chair: Amanda L Moore (Univ of California Irvine)
10:15 AM JOSH WISNIEWSKI (University of Alaska, Fairbanks) "WELL, LET'S GO LOOK AROUND": KIGIQTAAMIUT HUNTING AS A RELATIONAL ECOLOGICAL KNOWING
10:30 AM JAMES J SIEGEL (University of Georgia) SHEPHERDING FISH: NATIVE AMERICAN STEWARDSHIP OF PACIFIC SALMON
10:45 AM NATALIE C HANSEN (UCSC) REHABILITATING MUSTANGS AND PRISONERS: NARRATIVES OF CAPTURE AND DOMESTICATION
11:00 AM REGINA W LUNA (University of Hawaii at Manoa) SEA TURTLES: 3000 YEARS OF REVERENCE
11:15 AM  CARLOS G GARCIA-QUIJANO  ECOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL CHANGE IN RESPONSE TO SPECIES INTRODUCTIONS: THE GREEN IguANA (IguANA IguANA) IN PUERTO RICO

11:30 AM  ETIENNE BENSON  CONSERVING RATIONAL ACTORS ON A GLOBAL STAGE: NEOLIBERAL MODELS OF ALBATROSS SUBJECTIVITY AS A BASIS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVISM

11:45 AM  AMANDA L MOORE (Univ of California Irvine)  WHO WAS KEIKO? THE UNEASY LIFE OF NEW ANIMAL SUBJECTS

12:00 PM  End of Session

2-049  ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE AFTERMATH OF WAR: POLITICS, RELIGION, AND CIVIL SOCIETY IN BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe)
Franciscan B
Organizer(s): Peter A Locke (Princeton University), Emira Ibrahimpasic (University of New Mexico) and Adam Moore (University of Wisconsin, Madison)
Chair: Andrew Gilbert (University of Toronto)

10:15 AM  Introduction: ANDREW GILBERT (University of Toronto)

10:30 AM  EMIRA IBRAHIMPASIC (University of New Mexico) ISLAM, WOMEN AND COMMUNITY BUILDING IN POST-WAR BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

10:45 AM  KIRSTIN SWAGMAN (University of Michigan) LEARNING TO LIVE TOGETHER: EDUCATION, LANGUAGE AND BORDER NEGOTIATIONS

11:00 AM  PETER A LOCKE (Princeton University) PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT, THE BOSNIAN WAY: TRAUMA AND POLITICAL SUBJECTIVITY IN SARAJEVO

11:15 AM  ADAM MOORE (University of Wisconsin, Madison) THE MAKING OF THE "NEW" ARIZONA MARKET: A CASE STUDY IN "LOCAL" POLITICAL PROCESSES

11:30 AM  DANIEL S HAMMER (University of Pittsburgh) INTERNATIONAL DEMOCRATIZATION AND LOCAL COMMUNITIES IN BOSNIA

11:45 AM  ELISSA HELMS (Central European University)

12:00 PM  End of Session

2-050  AUTHORITARIANISM AND THE POLITICS OF FORCE (Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology)
Union Square 23 & 24
Chair: Zongze Hu (Harvard University)

10:15 AM  Introduction: ZONGZE HU (Harvard University)

10:30 AM  ZONGZE HU (Harvard University) AMBIGUITY AND AMBIVALENCE: ENCOUNTERING AND PERCEIVING THE "STATE" IN A NORTH CHINA VILLAGE

10:45 AM  S. GEORGE VINCENTNATHAN (University of Texas - Pan American) HIERARCHICAL AND EgalITARIAN DISCOURSE IN COMMUNITY JUSTICE IN INDIA

11:00 AM  MIGUEL A MONToya (Stockholm University) CHALLENGING LEGITIMACY: INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION IN VENEZUELAN CIVIL SOCIETY

11:15 AM  PAK NUNG WONG (City University of Hong Kong) SOVEREIGN, DÉJÀ VU! THE LAW/FORCE INDESTINATION IN GOVERNING A PHILIPPINE CITY, 1987-2002

11:30 AM  NICHOLAS M COPeland (University of Maryland) BENEATH POPULISM: NEOLIBERAL DEMOCRACY IN GUATEMALA AS LIVED EXPERIENCE

11:45 AM  HEATHER SETTLE (Duke University) DUSTY FEET: CUBAN EXCEPTIONALISM AND CHANGE IN POST-FIDEL CUBA

12:00 PM  End of Session

2-051  CONTACT ZONES: RESEARCHING, THEORIZING AND WRITING LANDSCAPE ETHNOGRAPHY (Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Section)
Yosemite C
Organizer: Laura A Ogden (Florida International University)
Chair: Felice S Wyndham (U of British Columbia)

10:15 AM  LAURA A OGDEN (Florida International University) LANDSCAPES IN MOTION AND AT REST

10:30 AM  SUSANNE KUEHLING (Florida International University) THE BREEZE OF A PLACE: INVISIBLE LANDSCAPES OF IDENTITY

10:45 AM  CYNTHIA T FOWLER (Wofford College) DISTURBING CONSTRUCTIONS OF TROPICAL SAVANNAS AND THE PEOPLE WHO BURN THEM
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11:00 AM  YOSHITAKA Ota  GIS MAPPING OF FISHERMEN’S KNOWLEDGE: LIMITATIONS OF USING VISUAL PRESENTATION OF SEASCAPES

11:15 AM  GENESI M SOLEDAD (Rutgers University) HEAD OVER HEELS FOR THE RAIN FOREST: THE POLITICS OF VISUAL AND AMBULATORY PERCEPTION IN MADAGASCAR

11:30 AM  FELICE S WYNDHAM (U of British Columbia) THE IN-BETWEEN: PEOPLE, PLANTS AND LANDSCAPES

11:45 AM  JIM IGOE (UC Denver)  End of Session

12:00 PM  

2-052  COPING WITH TRAUMA IN POST-CONFLICT SOCIETIES (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Yosemite A
Chair: Sharon A Abramowitz (Harvard University)

10:15 AM  KATHRYN J AZEVEDO (Stanford School of Medicine) COMMUNITY BASED REHABILITATION- SETTING THE FOUNDATION FOR PEACE THROUGH SOLUTIONS ORIENTED RESEARCH THAT Focuses ON RECOVERY OF CHILDREN POST CONFLICT

10:30 AM  ERIN FINLEY (Emory University) BRINGING PTSD TO LIFE: BRIDGING CLINICAL AND EXPERIENCE-NEAR ETHNOGRAPHIES OF POST-TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER AMONG IRAQ VETERANS

10:45 AM  SHARON A ABRAMOWITZ (Harvard University) LIBERIA’S PSYCHOSOCIAL AFTERMATH: STUDYING THE EFFECTS OF HUMANITARIAN INTERVENTION ON POST-CONFLICT PSYCHO-SOCIALITY

11:00 AM  NADIA EL-SHAARAWI LIVING AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE: THE PREDICAMENT OF IRAQI REFUGEES IN CAIRO

11:15 AM  BRIAN P TYLER (University of Florida) CONCEPTUALIZING TRAUMA IN MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW

11:30 AM  Discussion
12:00 PM  End of Session

2-053  CULTURAL TOURISM: CASE STUDIES FROM THE AMERICAS (Reviewed by Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology) Golden Gate 5
Chair: Howard C Kress (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention)

10:15 AM  JENNIFER P MATHEWS (Trinity University) and SCHWARTZ, Norman B LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE CHICLE INDUSTRY: SUSTAINABILITY AND TOURISM IN THE MAYA REGION

10:30 AM  JENNIFER A GOETT (California State University, Northridge) “SHIPPING OUT:” THE POLITICS OF DIASPORIC IDENTIFICATION IN AFRO-NICARAGUAN CRUISE SHIP LABOR

10:45 AM  CHRISTOPHER A LOPERENA BITTERSWEET INCLUSION: CULTURAL TOURISM AND THE GARIFUNA LAND STRUGGLE IN HONDURAS

11:00 AM  PAUL B BICK PEARL OF THE ANTILLES: TOURISM, REVIVAL AND THE NEOLIBERALISATION OF HOPE IN HAITI.

11:15 AM  KATHERINE A. FAUST THE ASSOCIATION FOR HUASTEC ART AND CULTURE: PROMOTING TEENEK ART, CULTURE, AND ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY

11:30 AM  HOWARD C KRESS (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention) CHANGES IN FAMILY FORMATION IN OTAVALO, ECUADOR AS A RESULT OF THE HANDICRAFT MARKET

11:45 AM  Discussion
12:00 PM  End of Session
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2-054 Invited Session: DRESS, PERFORMANCE, AND SOCIAL ACTION IN AFRICA (Association for Africanist Anthropology, Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Continental Parlor 9
Organizer(s): Karen Tranberg Hansen (Northwestern) and D. Soyini Madison
Chair: Karen Tranberg Hansen (Northwestern)

10:15 AM MISTY L BASTIAN (Franklin & Marshall College) DRESSING FOR SUCCESS: THE POLITICALLY PERFORMATIVE QUALITY OF AN IGBO WOMAN’S ATTIRE

10:30 AM KAREN TRANBERG HANSEN (Northwestern) BARE BREASTS, CHEST EXPOSURE, AND NUDITY: CHANGING NOTIONS OF ‘UNDRESS’ IN POLITICAL PROTEST IN ZAMBIA

10:45 AM YOLANDA D COVINGTON-WARD (University of Michigan) REVELATION AND RITUAL, PURITY AND DANGER: WHITE CLOTH AND SPIRITUAL POWER IN THE DMNA CHURCH

11:00 AM ELISHA P RENNE (Univ of Michigan) WEARING THE HIJAB: DRESSING MORAL SPACE IN NORTHERN NIGERIA

11:15 AM D. SOYINI MADISON VIOLENCE, WOMEN’S BODIES, AND DRESS AS A TACTIC OF PUBLIC PROTEST PERFORMANCE IN GHANA

11:30 AM JOANNE B EICHER (U of Minnesota)

11:45 AM Discussion

12:00 PM End of Session

2-055 Invited Session: ENCOUNTERS WITH SPIRITS OR OTHER EXTRAORDINARY BEINGS: TOWARDS A NEW PARADIGM (Society for Humanistic Anthropology, Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness) (Reviewed by Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Taylor B
Organizer(s): Joan D Koss-Chioino (Arizona State) and Marlene Dobkin de Rios (U C Irvine)
Chair: Joan D Koss-Chioino (Arizona State)

10:15 AM DAVID J HUFFORD (Penn State, Medicine) DIFFERENTIATING VISIONARY SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCES FROM PSYCHOTIC HALLUCINATIONS

10:30 AM MARLENE DOBKIN DE RIOS (U C Irvine) THE ANTHROPOLOGIST AS FORTUNETELLER: THE POSTURE BECOMES THE PRODUCT

10:45 AM JOAN D KOSS-CHIOINO (Arizona State) WAYS OF KNOWING: DO SPIRITS EXIST?

11:00 AM BONNIE K GLASS-COFFIN (Utah State University) ANTHROPOLOGY, SHAMANISM AND ALTERNATE WAYS OF KNOWING/BEING IN THE WORLD: ONE ANTHROPOLOGIST’S JOURNEY OF DISCOVERY AND TRANSFORMATION

11:15 AM ANTONIA C MILLS (U of N British Columbia) THE CONUNDRUM OF REINCARNATION EXPERIENCE

11:30 AM EWATU Rmou (UW-Madison) ENCOUNTERS WITH SORCERY: AN ETHNOGRAPHER’S ACCOUNT

11:45 AM EDITH L TURNER (University of Virginia)

12:00 PM End of Session

2-056 ETHICS AND POLITICS OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENT (Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology) Union Square 22
Chair: E J Ford

10:15 AM Introduction: E J FORD

10:30 AM E J FORD BRINGING HOPE BACK TO CRITIQUE: RADICAL PEDAGOGY IN POLITICAL ANTHROPOLOGY

10:45 AM MANTAS KVEDARAVICIUS TORTURED ENGAGEMENT: THE ANTHROPOLOGIST AND HUMAN RIGHTS ACTIVISTS IN POST-SOVIET CHECHNYA

11:00 AM EDWARD SANKOWSKI (Univ of Oklahoma) ANTHROPOLOGY, UNIVERSITIES, PUBLIC HEALTH, ETHICAL POLITICS: VALUES IN COLLECTIVE DECISION-MAKING

11:15 AM MADELINE LANDAU (UC Berkeley - IGS) “GRASSROOTS EMPOWERMENT” AND MYTHS OF PROFESSIONAL REFORMISM: ON PUBLIC AND PHILANTHROPIC POLICY INTERVENTION, THE BYPASS OF ETHNIC CIVIL SOCIETY, AND DEMOCRATIC DEMOBILIZATION. (FINDINGS FROM UC BERKELEY’S PROGRAM ON COMMUNITY CHANGE AND PUBLIC POLICY)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>KRISTIN B SANDVIK (Harvard Law School)</td>
<td>SAVING ANTHROPOLOGY FROM INTERNATIONAL LAW'S ADDICTION TO ETHNOGRAPHY, OR VICE-VERSA?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td></td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2-057**

Invited Session: GENDER AND POLITICS FROM A FEMINIST ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE (Association for Feminist Anthropology, General Anthropology Division) (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Continental Parlor 3
Organizer(s): Carol C Mukhopadhyay (San Jose State Univ) and Damla Isik (Western Connecticut State University)
Chair: Patricia J Higgins

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>CAROL C MUKHOPADHYAY (San Jose State Univ)</td>
<td>SATI OR SHAKTI: AN UPDATE IN LIGHT OF U.S. PRESIDENTIAL POLITICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>HUGH GLADWIN</td>
<td>GENDER-RELATED CONTENT AND CONTEXT IN AMERICAN POLITICAL DISCOURSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>MELISSA S FISHER (Georgetown U)</td>
<td>WALL STREET WOMEN: CLIMBING THE CORPORATE LADDER TO NATIONAL POLITICS IN THE U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>DAMLA ISIK (Western Connecticut State University)</td>
<td>THE HEADSCARF CONUNDRUM OF DEMOCRACY AND LAICISM: MODERNITY, REPRESENTATION AND GENDER IN TURKISH POLITICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>NICOLE W. FABRICANT (Northwestern University)</td>
<td>BEYOND POLLERAS: EXPLORING GENDER POLITICS IN THE MORALES ERA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>CHERYL R RODRIGUEZ (U South Florida)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td></td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2-058**

GLOBAL COMINGS OF AGE: ELDERS, GENERATIONS, AND LATE LIFE IN THE 21ST CENTURY (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Franciscan A
Organizer/Chair: Roger Sanjek (Queens CUNY)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>SARAH E LAMB (Brandeis U.)</td>
<td>RETHINKING THE GENERATION GAP: AGE AND AGENCY IN MIDDLE-CLASS KOLKATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>LISA CLIGGETT (U of Kentucky)</td>
<td>AGING, AGENCY AND GETTING BY IN THE GWEMBE VALLEY, ZAMBIA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>CAROLINE J OLIVER (Cambridge University)</td>
<td>DISPLACING AGING? NORTHERN EUROPEAN RETIREMENT MIGRATION TO SPAIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>ROGER SANJEK (Queens CUNY)</td>
<td>THE GRAY PANTHER CONCEPT OF THE PERSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>LIUSE MARGOLIES (Universidad Central de Venezuela)</td>
<td>THE X X A CAREGIVING DAUGHTER: Lessons X the World of the X Elderly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>JAY SOKOLOVSKY (U of South Fl St. Petersb)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td></td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2-059**

HIV/AIDS PREVENTION AND TREATMENT IN AFRICA (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Union Square 20
Chair: Mark R Luborsky (Wayne State University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>KAJA TRETJAK, ESQ. (CUNY Graduate Center) and ABRELL, Elan L</td>
<td>CONTEMPORARY POLITICS OF HIV/AIDS: THE INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF TRADITIONAL MEDICINE IN SOUTH AFRICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>SOPHIE SK KOTANYI (Karl-Ruprecht Universitaet Heidelberg) and KRINGS-NEY, Brigitte (Medical Faculty of Catholic Un)</td>
<td>CULTURAL SENSITIVE INTRODUCTION OF HIV-AIDS PREVENTION BY INITIATION RITUAL OF RURAL GIRLS IN MOZAMBIQUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>DANIEL T HALPERIN</td>
<td>CURRENT TRANSFORMATIONS IN NORMS OF SEXUAL CULTURE AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH IN SWAZILAND, SOUTHERN AFRICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>JESSICA E PRICE, KAPOOR, Celina E, LUBORSKY, Mark R (Wayne State University) and SANKAR, Andrea P (Wayne State University)</td>
<td>PERSONAL NARRATIVES AND PREVENTION WITH HIV-POSITIVES (PWP) PROGRAMMING IN RWANDA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11:15 AM  MARK R LUBORSKY (Wayne State University), AYINKAMIYE, Anne Marie (FHI), DUCHARME, Francine, ILO VANEUIL, Jennifer (Wayne State U), MUNYAMBANZA, Emmanuel (family health international), NEVEDAL, Andrea (Wayne State University), PRICE, Jessica E and SANKAR, Andrea P (Wayne State University) RWANDAN LANDSCAPES OF ADVERSITY IN “LIVING POSITIVELY”: MAKING SENSE OF THE COLLECTIVE, LOCAL AND INDIVIDUAL IN HOW HIV+ PERSONS CONCEIVE OF MENACES AND STRATEGIES TO SUSTAINING MEANINGFUL LIVES WHILE PREVENTING HIV TRANSMISSION

11:30 AM  TONI J COPELAND (University of Alabama) POVERTY AND HIV-POSITIVE WOMEN IN NAIROBI, KENYA: A CULTURAL MODEL MANAGING HIV/AIDS

11:45 AM  Discussion

12:00 PM  End of Session

2-060  Poster Session: HUMAN BEHAVIOR IN EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE (Reviewed by Evolutionary Anthropology Society) Plaza A

10:15 AM-12:00 PM Chair: Carl W McCabe

DAWN B NEILL (U Washington) ROTI OR RAMEN: URBANIZATION AND DIETARY INTAKE OF URBAN AND RURAL INDO-FIJIAN CHILDREN

Peter B Gray THE DESCENT OF DAD’S SEXUALITY

ETHAN E COCHRANE (Institute of Archaeology, UCL) TEACHING THE EVOLUTIONARY EXPLANATION OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR

STACEY L RUCAS, MILLER, Alissa A (Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo) and MURPHY, Rikki B THE RELATIONSHIP OF REM SLEEP AND ECOLOGICAL RISK AMONG FIREFIGHTERS

CAROLYNN L FERREIRA SEXUAL DIFFERENCES IN THE VARIANCE IN PELVIC DIMENSIONS OF MACACA NEMESTRINA AND M. MULATTA

RIKKI B MURPHY, MILLER, Alissa A (Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo) and RUCAS, Stacey L THE EFFECTS OF SLEEP QUALITY ON HEALTH OUTCOMES AMONG FIREFIGHTERS

ALISSA A MILLER (Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo), MURPHY, Rikki B and RUCAS, Stacey L SLEEP, RISK AND REPRODUCTION: THE BEHAVIORAL ECOLOGY OF SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY/CAL FIRE FIREFIGHTERS

CYNTHIA J MARQUEZ (California State University, Fullerton) and RUCAS, Stacey L SEXUAL SELECTION FOR NEOTENY: ARE SUBMISSIVE WOMEN MORE ATTRACTIVE?

KERSTI M. HARTER (University of Washington) and LEONETTI, Donna L (University of Washington) EVIDENCE OF POSSIBLE BENEFITS TO WOMEN OF DELAYED WEANING IN NORTHEAST INDIA

MICHELLE R DILLON BIRTH ORDER AND SIBLING RIVALRY IN A DOMINICAN VILLAGE

MICHELLE A KLINE (UCLA Anthropology) SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS AND CULTURAL LEARNING IN FUJIAN HOUSE BUILDING

DANIEL HRUSCHKA (Santa Fe Institute) HOMICIDE: ARE ALL NON-KIN ALIKE?

Jordan Serin and SULLIVAN, Roger J PERCEPTIONS OF NATURAL IN THE DOMAINS OF FOOD AND MEDICINE

HENRY F LYE, SMITH, Eric A (U Washington) and SULLIVAN, Roger J WHY DO DONORS SHARE? BLOOD DONATIONS AS COSTLY SIGNALS OF DONOR QUALITY

CARL W MCCABE PROSOCIALITY IN A BEIJING MARKETPLACE

2-061  INDIGENOUS SUBJECTS, DIABETES, RIGHTS AND ADVOCACY PRACTICES (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Franciscan C

Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Francoise Dussart (U of Connecticut) and Daniela Heil (University of Sydney)

10:15 AM  Introduction

10:30 AM  MARIANA L FERREIRA (San Francisco State) OF SINGING SHELLS, PILLS AND COINS: HITTING THE DIABETES JACKPOT IN INDIAN COUNTRY, NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
MAUREEN T SCHWARZ (Syracuse University) HISTORICAL TRAUMA: NEGOTIATING NAVAJO NOTIONS OF PERSONHOOD TO CURE A WHITE MAN’S DISEASE

ALAN CASS (The George Institute) ‘ALL THEY SAID WAS MY KIDNEYS WERE DEAD’: INDIGENOUS AUSTRALIAN KIDNEY DISEASE PATIENTS’ UNDERSTANDING OF THEIR HEALTH AND ILLNESS AND PERSPECTIVES ON THEIR INTERACTIONS WITH THE HEALTHCARE SYSTEM

NAOMI ADELSON (York University) MEDIATING WELL-BEING

NOEL J CHRISMAN (U of Washington) Discussion

End of Session

2-062

Invited Session: ISSUES IN HUMANS AS COOPERATIVE BREEDERS (Society for Anthropological Sciences) Powell A
Organizer/Chair: Barry S Hewlett (Washington State U)

COURTNEY L MEEHAN (Washington State University) COOPERATIVE BREEDING IN HUMANS: AN EXAMINATION OF CHILDCARE NETWORKS AMONG FORAGER AND FARMERS

ADAM H BOYETTE (Washington State University) MALE REPRODUCTIVE STRATEGIES: AN ANALYSIS OF REARING ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON PATERNAL INVESTMENT

ALYSSA N CRITTEDEN and MARLOWE, Frank W (Harvard University) ALLOMATERNAL CARE AMONG THE HADZA OF TANZANIA

Break

BARRY S HEWLETT (Washington State U) NON-MATERNAL BREASTFEEDING AMONG FORAGERS

SHANE J MACFARLAN (Washington State University) and QUINLAN, Robert J (Washington State University) KINSHIP, FAMILY, AND GENDER EFFECTS IN THE ULTIMATUM GAME

End of Session

2-063

LAW, CUSTOM, AND THE COMMENSURABILITY OF DECIDABILITY (Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology) Taylor A
Organizer(s): Niklas Hultin (Swarthmore College) and Kristin C Doughty (University of Pennsylvania)
Chair: Niklas Hultin (Swarthmore College)

LIVIA HOLDEN (Griffith University, Freie University) and HOLDEN, Marius HINDU DIVORCE IN INDIA AND BEYOND

NIKLAS HULTIN (Swarthmore College) HOW GAMBBIANS DON'T SAVE: LEGAL CONSCIOUSNESS AND THE SPECTRE OF CUSTOM IN THE FISCAL PERIPHERY

KAREN E SMIO COMMENSURATING PROJECTIONS FROM PROMISES AND CONTRACTS IN GUINEAN DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATIONS (“PROJETS”)

KATHERINE LEMONS (U.C. Berkeley) DELHI’S SHARIA COURTS AND THE POSSIBILITY OF JUDGMENT

CHRISTY K SCHUETZE (University of Pennsylvania) and JACOBS, Carolien (Max Planck Inst. for Soc. Anth) ‘UNLIKELY PARTNERS’: THE DEPENDENCE OF STATUTORY LAW ON CUSTOMARY AUTHORITIES IN CENTRAL MOZAMBIQUE

End of Session
LEGACIES OF VIOLENCE: MEMORY, SYMPTOM, INTERVENTION (Reviewed by Society for Psychological Anthropology) Yosemite B
Organizer(s): Devon E Hinton (Harvard University) and Alex Hinton (Rutgers U)
Chair: Devon E Hinton (Harvard University)

10:15 AM ALEXANDRA M ARGENTI (University College London) 'THE SPACE THAT WILL NEVER BE FILLED': ETHNOGRAPHY AS A WAY OF PROCESSING EXTREME VIOLENCE?
10:30 AM ULI LINKE (Rochester Institute of Technology) TRACES OF GENOCIDE: TERROR AND VIOLENCE IN EUROPE’S INTERIOR BORDERLANDS
10:45 AM ROBERT B LEMELSON (UCLA Dept. of Anthropology) FORTY YEARS OF SILENCE: THE COMPLEXITIES OF RECONCILIATION IN CONTEMPORARY INDONESIA
11:00 AM CHRISTOPHER C TAYLOR (UAB) STATEGIES OF DISSIMULATION IN RWANDA’S GACACA

11:15 AM BYRON J GOOD (Harvard)
11:30 AM LAURENCE J KIRMAYER (McGill University)
11:45 AM Discussion
12:00 PM End of Session

Invited Session: MATTERS OF LIFE AND DEATH: TOWARDS A PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF INCLUSION, COLLABORATION AND ENGAGEMENT (Biological Anthropology Section) Sutter B
Organizer/Chair: Debra L Martin (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)

10:15 AM TRUDY R TURNER (University of WI-Milwaukee) MOLECULAR ANTHROPOLOGY AND WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT: AN EXAMPLE FROM SOUTH AFRICA
10:30 AM GEORGE J ARMELAGOS (Emory University) EMERGING DISEASE AND URBANIZATION IN A TIME OF GLOBAL WARMING
10:45 AM DANIEL C BENYSHEK (University of Nevada, Las Vegas) METABOLIC SYNDROME AND THE COMING GLOBAL EPIDEMIC: COULD PRENATAL NATIVE ALASKAN DIETS PROVIDE PROTECTIVE EFFECTS?
11:00 AM DAVID A HIMMELGREEN (University of South Florida) FOOD INSECURITY AND NUTRITIONAL STRESS: APPLICATIONS AND INTERVENTIONS IN RURAL COSTA RICA
11:15 AM VENTURA R PEREZ (University of Massachusetts) CROSSING BORDERS, CROSSING BOUNDARIES: THE ROLE OF SCHOLARLY ENGAGEMENT AND INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH IN VIOLENCE STUDIES, A CASE STUDY FROM MEXICO
11:30 AM DEBRA L MARTIN (University of Nevada, Las Vegas) RAIDING FOR WOMEN: DANGER, UNCERTAINTY AND SUFFERING
11:45 AM LESLIE C AIELLO (Wenner-Gren Foundation)
12:00 PM End of Session

Invited Session: NEW LANDSCAPES OF AMERICAN INEQUALITY (American Ethnological Society) Continental Parlor 1
Organizer(s): Jane L Collins (University of Wisconsin) and Micaela di Leonardo (Northwestern)
Chair: Jane L Collins (University of Wisconsin)

10:15 AM MICAELA DI LEONARDO (Northwestern) YOUR HAIRDRESSER’S BEST FRIEND’S NEW HAVEN: THE NEOLIBERALIZATION OF AMERICAN URBAN CONSCIOUSNESS
10:30 AM AMAL HASAN FADLALLA (U Michigan) SAVING DARFUR: NEOLIBERALISM, HUMANITARIANISM, AND THE POLITICS OF COMPASSION
10:45 AM ROGER N LANCASTER (George Mason U) THE WHITENESS OF THE SEXUAL PREDATOR: AN ANOMALY OF PUNITIVE GOVERNANCE?
11:00 AM MELISSA A CHECKER (Queens College-CUNY) WILL THE ‘GREENWAVE’ LIFT ALL BOATS?: ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM AND NEOLIBERAL SOLUTIONS TO CLIMATE CHANGE.
11:15 AM ANA CROEGAERT COFFEE DRINKING IN A NEOLIBERAL ERA: PAIN, WORK, AND PLEASURE IN THE
11:30 AM MICHAEL J WATTS (UC Berkeley)
11:45 AM Discussion
12:00 PM End of Session
2-067 Invited Session: ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE IN HIGHER EDUCATION: MIXED METHODS AND INTERDISCIPLINARY INQUIRY (Council on Anthropology and Education) (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Sutter A Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Kathryn M Borman (U of South Florida) and Susan Chandlerhan Forde (University of South Florida)
10:15 AM KATHRYN M BORMAN (U of South Florida)
10:30 AM SUSAN CHANDERBHAN FORDE (University of South Florida)
10:45 AM BRIDGEE A COTNER (University of South Florida)
11:00 AM JASON E MILLER (University of South Florida)
11:15 AM ARLAND NGUEMA NDIENG
11:30 AM CRYSTAL A SMITH (University of South Florida)
11:45 AM CASSANDRA L WORKMAN (University of South Florida)
12:00 PM End of Session

2-068 PROBLEMATIZING AGENCY IN CHILD CIRCULATION AND SOCIAL REPRODUCTION (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Golden Gate 4 Organizer(s): Megan B McCullough (Wheaton College) and A Katherine Lambert-Pennington (The University of Memphis) Chair: Megan B McCullough (Wheaton College)
10:15 AM RAMONA L PEREZ (San Diego State) BOYS ARE THE STREET: US/MEXICO POLICIES TOWARD DEPORTED CHILDREN AND YOUTH
10:30 AM LEA E PICKARD (Luther College) INEQUALITY, IMMIGRATION, AND HEALTH CARE POLICY IN AMERICA’S HEARTLAND
10:45 AM MEGAN B MCCULLOUGH (Wheaton College) TO HAVE AND TO HOLD: DISTRIBUTED MOTHERING, CHILD CIRCULATION AND STATE SURVEILLANCE AMONG URBAN ABORIGINAL AUSTRALIANS
11:00 AM VERONICA MIRANDA (San Diego State University), MERINO, Nidia and PEREZ, Ramona L (San Diego State) REDISTRIBUTING CHILDREN AND CONSTRUCTING MOTHERHOOD: TRI-REGIONAL NARRATIVES OF SURVIVAL, LOSS, AND AGENCY
11:15 AM JESSACA B LEINAWEAVER (Brown University)
11:30 AM JON M WOLSETH (Luther College)
11:45 AM Discussion
12:00 PM End of Session

2-069 RE-SIGNIFYING AND RE-PRESENTING POLITICAL STRUGGLES IN THE MIDDLE EAST (Reviewed by Middle East Section) Golden Gate 2 Chair: Zainab M Saleh
10:15 AM FADI A BARDAWIL (Columbia University) WHEN ALL THAT IS REVOLUTION MELTS INTO AIR: THE LIBERAL TURN OF MARXIST LEBANESE INTELLECTUALS
10:30 AM DANNY KAPLAN (Bar Ilan University) NATIONALISM AS COMMERCE: HAIFA RADIO STATION DURING THE JULY 2006 LEBANON WAR
10:45 AM ZAINAB M SALEH EMERGING IRAQI IDENTITY: STATE FORMATIN AND EXILE
11:00 AM NATHALIE M PEUTZ (Middlebury College) NOSTALGIA FOR SOCIALISM, NOSTALGIA FOR ISLAM: CONSERVATION, DEVELOPMENT AND RELIGION IN YEMEN’S SOQOTRA ARCHIPELAGO
11:15 AM NERINA WEISS ELITES AND POWER STRUGGLE IN EASTERN TURKEY
11:30 AM BAYARD E LYONS (UCLA, Anthropology) CULTURAL SELF-DETERMINATION AT THE MARGINS OF NATIONALISM: TURKISH CYPRiot STRUGGLES OVER EXCLUSION AND INCLUSION
11:45 AM RAMAZAN ARAS (The University of Western Ontario) LAMENTING FOR ASHES: POLITICAL VIOLENCE, PAIN AND THE KURDISH STRUGGLE IN TURKEY
12:00 PM End of Session
2-070  
Invited Session: RETHINKING ISLAM AND MUSLIM YOUTH CULTURE (Society for Anthropology of Religion, Association for Africanist Anthropology)  
Golden Gate 6  
Organizers(s): Benjamin F Soares (ASC, Leiden) and Marloes Janson (Centre for Modern Oriental Studies, Berlin)  
Chair: Benjamin F Soares (ASC, Leiden)  
10:15 AM  
HUDITA N MUSTAFA (Harvard U) REINVENTING FEMININITY AND RELIGIOSITY IN SENEGAL  
10:30 AM  
SAMULI SCHIELKE (University of Joensuu / ISIM) MAJNUN AND VALENTINE: LOVE AND ROMANTIC OBSESSION AMONG YOUNG EGYPTIANS  
10:45 AM  
ADELINE MASQUELIER (Tulane University) GOD MADE ME A RAPPER: SURVIVING IN AN AGE OF AUSTERITY IN NIGER  
11:00 AM  
MARLOES JANSON (Centre for Modern Oriental Studies, Berlin) YOUNG, MODERN, AND MUSLIM IN THE GAMBIA: TABLIGH JAMA'AT AND URBAN YOUTH CULTURE  
11:15 AM  
FILIPPO OSELLA (University of Sussex) MUSLIM YOUTH CULTURE IN NEO-LIBERAL INDIA  
11:30 AM  
MAGNUS MARSDEN (Cambridge University) THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING CIVILISED IN AFGHANISTAN: ISLAM, YOUTH AND AESTHETICS IN KUNDUZ  
11:45 AM  
LINDA A HERRERA (Institute of Social Studies) End of Session  

2-071  
SCALES OF INTERACTION BETWEEN PEOPLE AND THEIR ENVIRONMENT IN THE SOUTHERN MAYA LOWLANDS OF BELIZE, CENTRAL AMERICA (Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Section)  
Powell B  
Organizers(s): Sean S Downey (University of Arizona) and David G Buck  
Chair: Liza M Grandia (Clark University)  
10:15 AM  
MAIA CAMPBELL (University of Arizona) AN EXPANDING RIGHT TO PROPERTY: THE CASE OF THE MAYA VILLAGES OF BELIZE  
10:30 AM  
DAVID G BUCK RIPARIAN ZONE LAND USE AND CONSERVATION AMONG THE Q'EQCHI' MAYA OF THE TEMASH RIVER WATERSHED, BELIZE  
10:45 AM  
SEAN S DOWNEY (University of Arizona) THE ADAPTIVE CAPACITY OF SLASH AND BURN AGRICULTURE IN THE TOLEDO DISTRICT, BELIZE  
11:00 AM  
RICK STEPP (University of Florida) GARIFUNA ENVIRONMENTAL KNOWLEDGE AND BEHAVIOR IN SOUTHERN BELIZE  
11:15 AM  
SHOSHAUNNA P PARKS WINNING TITLE TO LAND BUT NOT ITS PAST: THE TOLEDO MAYA AND SITES OF PREHISPANIC HERITAGE  
11:30 AM  
JAMES STINSON COMPROMISING RESISTANCE AND RULE: NGOS, INDIGENOUS GOVERNMENT, AND THE MAYA MOVEMENT IN TOLEDO, BELIZE  
11:45 AM  
RICHARD R WILK (Indiana U) End of Session  

2-072  
Poster Session: THE ARTS AND AESTHETICS OF RACE MAKING (Reviewed by Association of Black Anthropologists)  
Plaza A  
10:15 AM-12:00 PM  
ARNOLD PEREY (Aesthetic Realism Foundation) GWE: A NOVEL AGAINST RACISM; OR, AESTHETIC REALISM SHOWS ANTHROPOLOGY IS ABOUT YOURSELF  
KYSHAWN T HOOKS "BUILDING COMMUNITY THROUGH ETHIOPIAN CUISINE"  
BETHANY MEADOWS THE LADY IS A STUD: AFRICAN AMERICAN LESBIANS, HIP HOP AND GENDER PRESENTATION
2-073

VISIONS OF THE PAST: HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY AND A COLLABORATIVE VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by Society for Visual Anthropology) Golden Gate 1
Organizer: Ritu G Khanduri (The University of Texas at Arlington)
Chair: Oscar F Gil (UC Santa Barbara)

10:15 AM  OScar F Gil (UC Santa Barbara) VISUAL TECHNOLOGY CULTURE AND GENDER IN REMAKING THE GLOBAL REPRESENTATION OF FORCED MIGRATION
10:30 AM  Jana Fortier (UCSD) INTENTIONALITY IN PHOTOETHNOGRAPHY
10:45 AM  RITu G KHAnDURI (The University of Texas at Arlington) BIOGRAPHY OF THE FORM: KUTTY AND THE HISTORY OF CARTOONING IN INDIA
11:00 AM  Janet A Hoskins (U of Southern California) BIOGRAPHICAL NARRATIVES AND TRANSNATIONAL RELIGION: PILGRIMAGES FROM CALIFORNIA TO VIETNAM
11:15 AM  Samuel J Redman (UC Berkeley) VISUALIZING MUSEUM HISTORY: IMAGES AND FEMINIST PROSOPOGRAPHY IN AMERICAN MUSEUMS, 1900-1965
11:30 AM  Kamran A Ali (U of Texas (Austin))
11:45 AM  Discussion
12:00 PM  End of Session

2-074

Invited Session: WIND OVER WATER: AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF MIGRATION FROM AN EAST ASIAN SETTING (AAA Executive Program Committee) Lombard
Organizer/Chair: David W Haines (George Mason University)

10:15 AM  Shinji Yamashita (U of Tokyo) TOURISTS OR MIGRANTS? LIVING HERE, THERE, AND IN-BETWEEN
10:30 AM  Jeremy S Eades (Ritsumeikan APU) FROM GLOBALIZATION TO GLOBAL WARMING: THE POSSIBLE IMPLICATIONS OF CLIMATE CHANGE FOR EAST ASIA
10:45 AM  Keiko Yamanaka SOCIAL INCORPORATION OF IMMIGRANT WORKERS AND SPOUSES IN JAPAN AND KOREA
11:00 AM  Eunshil Kim (Ewha University) WOMEN MARRIAGE MIGRANTS AND THE NEGOTIATION/TENSION OF NATION-STATE: THE CASE OF SOUTH KOREA
11:15 AM  JiJiaO Zhang (Chin. Acad. of Social Sciences) MIGRATION AND MIGRATION RESEARCH IN ASIA AND CHINA
11:30 AM  David W Haines (George Mason University) MIGRATION THEORY, POLICY, AND PRACTICE: THINKING OUTWARD FROM EAST ASIA
11:45 AM  Discussion
12:00 PM  End of Session

2-075

WORK, GENDER, AND IDENTIFY IN A GLOBAL CONTEXT (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Work) Continental Parlor 2
Chair: Sarah A Marion (Indiana University)

10:15 AM  Amalia Sa'ar (University of Haifa) OUT OF LOVE: LOW-INCOME WOMEN IN ISRAEL LEARNING TO BE MICRO-ENTREPRENEURS
10:30 AM  Jessica A Chelekis (Indiana University) AVON IN THE AMAZON: WOMEN AND DIRECT SELLING IN PONTA DE PEDRAS, PARÁ, BRAZIL
10:45 AM  Ayami Nakatani (Okayama University) WORK, MOTHERHOOD AND “EMANCIPATION” IN THE NETHERLANDS
11:00 AM  Sarah A Marion (Indiana University) IT’S BRITNEY, BITCH: CELEBRITY GOSSIP PRODUCTION AND THE IMAGINED AUDIENCE
11:15 AM  Tomomi Naka (University of Iowa) INAPPROPRIATE ENGAGEMENT IN THE WORLD OR A FORM OF MINISTRY? CONSERVATIVE MENNONITES AND THEIR WORK
11:30 AM  Jim Weil (Science Museum of Minnesota)
11:45 AM  Discussion
12:00 PM  End of Session
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2-076  Association for Indigenous Anthropologists ASSOCIATION FOR INDIGENOUS ANTHROPOLOGISTS BOARD MEETING Union Square 13
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: JoAllyn Archambault (Smithsonian)

2-077  Association for Latina and Latino Anthropologists BUSINESS MEETING Golden Gate 4
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Vilma Santiago-irizarry (Cornell University)

2-078  Association of Black Anthropologists ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGISTS BUSINESS MEETING Golden Gate 5
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Dana-Ain Davis (Queens College)

2-079  Biological Anthropology Section BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY SECTION EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING Union Square 12
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Trudy R Turner (University of WI-Milwaukee)

2-080  AAA Committee for Human Rights COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS ADVOCACY TRAINING Franciscan A
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Victoria D Sanford (Lehman College-CUNY)

2-081  Council for Museum Anthropology COUNCIL FOR MUSEUM ANTHROPOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING Continental Parlor 3
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Alex Barker (University of Missouri)

2-082  Council on Anthropology and Education COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION AND EDUCATIONAL POLICY IMPLEMENTATION: OPEN FORUM FOLLOW UP ON 2007 REPORTS Lombard
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Edmund T Hamann (University of Nebraska)
Chair: Norma E Gonzalez (U of Arizona)
Perry Gilmore (University of Arizona)
Mica Pollock (Harvard U)
Bryan M Brayboy (ASU/UAF)
Teresa L McCarty (Arizona State University)

2-083  Council on Anthropology and Education COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION WORKS-IN-PROGRESS DISCUSSION Golden Gate 2
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Kris Gutierrez (UCLA)

2-084  Evolutionary Anthropology Society EVOLUTIONARY ANTHROPOLOGY SOCIETY BOARD MEETING Union Square 9
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Patricia C Draper (U of Nebraska)

2-085  AAA Executive Program Committee FILM TRIBUTE TO DAVID MAYBURY-LEWIS Continental Parlor 7
12:15 PM-1:30 PM "Among Xa Vante friends, Herald Prins, Adam Bohannon, Jessie Stone

2-086  Society for Psychological Anthropology HELPING OTHERS IN THEIR TERMS Yosemite B
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer/Chair: Robert Borofsky (Hawaii Pacific)
Gavin Newsom (Mayor of San Francisco)
Nancy Scheper-Hughes (U of California, Berkeley)
Philipppe Bourgois (University of Pennsylvania)
Robert Borofsky (Hawaii Pacific)
2-087 HSAIG (HUMAN SEXUALITY AND ANTHROPOLOGY INTEREST GROUP) BUSINESS MEETING
Union Square 23 & 24
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Hulya Demirdirek (University of Victoria, BC)

2-088 INTEREST GROUP FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF PUBLIC POLICY BUSINESS MEETING
Sutter B
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer(s): Gregory M Feldman (University of British Columbia) and Janine R Wedel (George Mason University)
Chair: Janine R Wedel (George Mason University)

2-089 LAUNCHING OF THE COMMISSION ON WORLD ANTHROPOLOGIES
Franciscan B
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Mwenda Ntarangwi (Calvin College)
Chair: Ida S Susser (Hunter/CUNY)
GUSTAVO LINS RIBEIRO (Universidade de Brasilia)
FRANCES ROTHSTEIN (Montclair State University)
CHANDANA MATHUR (National University of Ireland, Maynooth)
MWENDA NTARANGWI (Calvin College)

2-090 Middle East Section MIDDLE EAST SECTION BOARD MEETING
Union Square 21
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: William O Beeman (University of Minnesota)

2-091 Middle East Section MIDDLE EAST SECTION: TEACHING ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE MIDDLE EAST
Taylor A
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Fida J Adely (Georgetown University)

2-092 National Association for the Practice of Anthropology NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY DESIGN AND ANTHROPOLOGY SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP COMMITTEE MEETING
Imperial B
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Elizabeth D Tunstall (University of Illinois at Chic)

2-093 National Association for the Practice of Anthropology NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY MEMBERSHIP SPEAK OUT
Continental Parlor 2
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer/Chair: Madelyn A Iris (Council for Jewish Elderly)

2-094 National Association of Student Anthropologists NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT ANTHROPOLOGISTS BUSINESS MEETING
Yosemite C
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer(s): Jason E Miller (University of South Florida) and Marcy M Hessling (Michigan State University)
Chair: Jason E Miller (University of South Florida)

2-095 Association for Political and Legal Anthropology NGO AND NONPROFIT INTEREST GROUP
Union Square 22
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Mark A Schuller (Vassar College)

2-096 SCHOLARLY COMMUNICATION INTEREST GROUP: BUSINESS AND PLANNING MEETING
Taylor B
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer(s): Lynne M Schmeiz (Harvard University) and Myra L Appel (UC Davis)

2-097 Society for Anthropological Sciences SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGICAL SCIENCES EXECUTIVE BOARD
Union Square 10
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: John B Gatewood (Lehigh University)

2-098 Society for East Asian Anthropology SOCIETY FOR EAST ASIAN ANTHROPOLOGY—EXECUTIVE BOARD
Union Square 11
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Laurel Kendall (American Museum of Natural His)
2-099 Society for Medical Anthropology SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING  Continental Parlor 1  12:15 PM-1:30 PM  Organizer: Carolyn Sargent (Washington U)

2-100 Society for Psychological Anthropology SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY ETHOS EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING  Union Square 6  12:15 PM-1:30 PM  Organizer(s): Ashley E Maynard (University of Hawaii) and Janet D Keller (University of Illinois)

2-101 Society for the Anthropology of Europe SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE BUSINESS MEETING  Franciscan C  12:15 PM-1:30 PM  Organizer: Sascha Goluboff (Washington & Lee Univ)  Chair: Anastasia Karakasidou (Wellesley College)

2-102 Society for the Anthropology of North America SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF NORTH AMERICA BUSINESS MEETING  Continental Parlor 8  12:15 PM-1:30 PM  Organizer: Sandra L Morgen (Oregon)

2-103 Society of Lesbian and Gay Anthropologists SOCIETY OF LESBIAN AND GAY ANTHROPOLOGISTS BOARD MEETING  Union Square 8  12:15 PM-1:30 PM  Organizer: Martin F Manalansan (Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)

2-104 Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology THE ETHICS OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL FIELDWORK IN LATIN AMERICA  Continental Parlor 4  12:15 PM-1:30 PM  Organizer(s): Luise Margolies and Jeffrey Ehrenreich (University of New Orleans)

2-104A  12:27 PM  Film Screening: COLLABORATIVE FILMMAKING AND PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH  Franciscan D  12:46 PM  JENNIFER ADAIR AND MICHELLE KEYS, BEGINNING A NEW LIFE: CARING FOR INFANTS IN AN ORPHANAGE SETTING
1:01 PM  MARGIE CONNOLLY AND CHRIS SIMON, VISIT WITH RESPECT
1:41 PM  LAURA R. GRAHAM, DAVID HERNÁNDEZ PALMAR AND CAIMI WAIÁSSE, OWNERS OF THE WATER: CONFLICT AND COLLABORATION OVER RIVERS
2:45 PM  BERIT MADSEN AND ANNE METTE JORGENSEN, FRIENDS, FOOLS, FAMILY: ROUCH'S COLLABORATORS IN NIGER
3:05 PM  KATE HENNESSY AND AMBER RIDINGTON, DANE WAJICH: DANE-ZAA STORIES AND SONGS - DREAMERS AND THE LAND (JEAN ROUCH AWARD)

2-105 Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology SOCIETY FOR URBAN, NATIONAL AND TRANSNATIONAL/GLOBAL ANTHROPOLOGY EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING II  Union Square 5  12:15 PM-1:30 PM  Organizer(s): David W Haines (George Mason University) and Petra Y Kuppinger (Monmouth College)

2-106 AAA WORKSHOP: HOW TO FIND AN ACADEMIC JOB  Union Square 14  1:00 PM-3:00 PM  Lynne Goldstein (Michigan State Univ)

2-107 Society for Visual Anthropology WORKSHOP: PHOTOGRAPHY FOR THE FIELD -PART 1: CAMERA AND PHOTOGRAPHY BASICS  Union Square 16  1:00 PM-3:00 PM  JONATHAN S. MARION (CSUSM / SDSU)  JEROME W CROWDER (Univ of Houston)
2·108  
Society for Anthropological Sciences WORKSHOP: KAES: THE NEW PARADIGM IN KINSHIP ANALYSIS  
Union Square 17  
1:00 PM-4:00 PM  
DWIGHT W READ (UCLA)  
MURRAY J LEAF (U T Dallas)  
MICHAEL D. Fischer (MIT)  
Discussion  

2·109  
Invited Poster Session: ALL INCLUSIVE? TOURISM AND ENGAGEMENT WITH "THE OTHER"  
(Reviewed by National Association of Student Anthropologists)  
Plaza A  
1:45 PM-3:30 PM  
MELISSA A STEVENS (University of Maryland) BUILDING A LOCAL DEFINITION OF COMMUNITY-BASED TOURISM IN VIETNAM  
BRYCE J PEAKE PERFORMING AUTHENTICITY IN MALTA: CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY, TOURISM ANTHROPOLOGY, AND ETHNOMUSICOCOLOGY IN GOZITAN RESTAURANTS  
SETH T PALMER FRAMING POWER: VISUAL EXPERIENCES IN COLONIAL AND POSTCOLONIAL AFRICA  
D SETH MURRAY (U North Carolina - Chapel Hill) CONTRASTING VISIONS OF NATURE AND TERRITORY IN THE BASQUE REGION  
STEVEN I GARTE-WOLF PUBLIC ARCHAEOLOGY AND EDUCATION  
VALERIE V FERIA-ISACKS "IMAGES OF SOUTH AFRICA: REAL, STEREOTYPE, ANACHRONISTIC OR FAKE"  

2·110  
Invited Session: BRICKS, BLOGS AND BUNGALOWS: REDEFINING LEISURE, REINVENTING SELF  
(Reviewed by National Association of Student Anthropologists)  
Powell A  
Chair: Lisa Bintrim (University of Wisconsin)  
1:45 PM  
LISA BINTRIM (University of Wisconsin) CONSUMING POVERTY: VOLUNTOURISM AND THE PRIVATIZATION OF DEVELOPMENT  
2:00 PM  
AMELIA M MOORE (UC Berkeley) ISLANDS BY DESIGN  
2:15 PM  
MARIA T BRODINE (Columbia University Teachers College) A RISING TIDE: LIVING TECHNOLOGIES IN POST-KATRINA NEW ORLEANS  
2:45 PM  
Discussion  
3:30 PM  
End of Session  

2·111  
BUREAUCRATIC ATTACHMENTS  
(Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology)  
Yosemine C  
Chair: Jerome Whitington (University of California, Berkeley)  
1:45 PM  
Introduction: JEROME WHITINGTON (University of California, Berkeley)  
2:00 PM  
JEROME WHITINGTON (University of California, Berkeley) WE’VE NEVER BEEN SOCIALIST: AFFECT AND INVESTMENT IN LAO BUREAUCRACY  
2:15 PM  
SETH A CURLEY THE POLITICAL IMAGINATION IN CENTER AND PERIPHERY COMMUNICATIONS IN UGANDA  
2:30 PM  
AURORA DONZELLI (ILTEC) THE CULTURAL POLITICS OF GOOD GOVERNANCE: CRISSCROSSING ARTICULATIONS OF THE GLOBAL AND THE LOCAL IN TORAJA (SULAWESI, INDONESIA)  
2:45 PM  
MEDEA K CSOBA DEHASS (University of Alaska Fairbanks) IT WASN’T BROKE UNTIL THEY TRIED TO FIX IT: VIEWS ON AUTHORITY AND GOVERNANCE IN AN ARCTIC COMMUNITY  
3:00 PM  
Discussion  
3:30 PM  
End of Session
Invited Session: COGNITIVE ANTHROPOLOGY METHODS IN MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY RESEARCH (Society for Anthropological Sciences) Golden Gate 5
Organizer/Chair: Margo-Lea Hurwicz (University of Missouri-St. Louis)

1:45 PM Introduction
2:00 PM LYNN M SIBLEY
2:15 PM JON A POEHLMAN (RTI International)
2:30 PM DAVID P KENNEDY (RAND Corporation)
2:45 PM MARGO-LEA HURWICZ (University of Missouri-St. Louis)
3:00 PM GERY W RYAN
3:15 PM Discussion
3:30 PM End of Session

Invited Session: COOPERATION IN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL LIFE (AAA Executive Program Committee) Sutter A
Organizer: Robert C Marshall (Western Washington University)
Chair: Gracia Clark (Indiana U)

1:45 PM CAROLYN K LESDROGOL (Washington University, St. Lou) CREATING COMMON GRAZING RIGHTS ON PRIVATE PARCELS: HOW NEW SOCIAL NORMS PRODUCE INCENTIVES FOR COOPERATIVE LAND MANAGEMENT
2:00 PM GRACIA CLARK (Indiana U) COOPERATION, EQUALITY AND DIFFERENCE
2:15 PM ALBERT A DUNCAN (BMCC) SUSU: AN INFORMAL INSTITUTION BASED ON TRUST AND COOPERATION
2:30 PM JAMES M ACHESON (University of Maine) COOPERATION AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONSERVATION LAWS: THE CASE OF THE MAINE LOBSTER INDUSTRY
2:45 PM ROBERT C MARSHALL (Western Washington University) WHO WILL CARE FOR JAPAN’S FRAIL ELDERLY? THE KOUREIKYOU MODEL OF COOPERATIVE HOME CARE.
3:00 PM RAHUL C OKA (Notre Dame/Field Museum) and FUENTES, Agustin (University of Notre Dame) FROM RECIPROCITY TO TRADE: COOPERATION AS THE BASIS FOR HUMAN SOCIO-ECONOMIC EVOLUTION
3:15 PM Discussion
3:30 PM End of Session

DECONSTRUCTING THE MYTH OF "TRADITIONAL" RESEARCH (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Continental Parlor 5
Organizer: Patrick E Marlow (University of Alaska Fairbanks)
Chair: Joan P Webster (University of Alaska Fairbanks)

1:45 PMIntroduction
2:00 PM JOAN P WEBSTER (University of Alaska Fairbanks) and JOHN, Theresa INSIDERS AND OUTSIDERS: FROM DUALISM TO CONTINUUM
2:15 PM PATRICK E MARLOW (University of Alaska Fairbanks) and COUNCELLER, April G.L. (University of Alaska Fairbanks) RECONCILING TENSIONS: CO-CREATING OWNERSHIP IN COMMUNITY ACTION RESEARCH
2:30 PM Break
2:45 PM LAURA HENRY-STONE (University of Alaska Fairbanks) CULTIVATING SUSTAINABILITY THROUGH PARTICIPATORY ACTION RESEARCH: PLACE-BASED EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY FOOD SYSTEMS
3:00 PM SABINE SIEKMANN (University of Alaska Fairbanks) PROBLEMATIZING THE ACADEMY: SEEKING INTERSUBJECTIVITIES
3:15 PM Discussion
3:30 PM End of Session
ENGAGEMENT WITH ART AND TECHNOLOGY (Reviewed by Archeology Division)
Continental Parlor B
Chair: Joshua P Feola (Boston University)
1:45 PM
JOSHUA P FEOLA (Boston University) and SATURNO, William A (University of New Hampshire) ANCIENT ART AND CONTEMPORARY AGENCY: LAS PINTURAS DE SAN BARTOLO, EL PETÉN, GUATEMALA
2:00 PM
SHEILA POZORSKI (UT-Pan American) and POZORSKI, Thomas G (UT-Pan American) OUR LORD OF SECHIN OR GI JOE? EXPLORING THE FUNCTION OF EARLY CERAMIC FIGURINES FROM THE CASMA VALLEY, PERU
2:15 PM
RUBEN G MENDOZA (CSU Monterey Bay) ART, SCIENCE, AND EARTHQUAKE-RESISTANT ARCHITECTURAL TECHNOLOGIES IN THE CALIFORNIA MISSIONS, 1769-1834.
2:30 PM
LOUIS W FORTIN FROM BEDROCK TO BIFACE: INVESTIGATIONS ON LITHIC TOOL PRODUCTION IN SOUTH COASTAL PERU
2:45 PM
JEB J CARD (SIU Carbondale) THE INDIGENOUS POPULATION OF EARLY SIXTEENTH-CENTURY SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR: ARCHAEOLOGICAL CERAMIC EVIDENCE
3:00 PM
AMY J HIRSHMAN (West Virginia University) CLARIFYING THE CONTEXT: SHEDDING LIGHT ON TARASCAN POTTERS
3:30 PM
End of Session

Invited Session: GOSSIP, RUMOR AND SCANDAL: ENGAGING IN PUBLIC MATTERS
(Society for Linguistic Anthropology, Taylor B)
Organizer(s): Alejandro Paz (University of Chicago) and Jack Sidnell (University of Toronto)
Chair: Jack Sidnell (University of Toronto)
1:45 PM
CHRISTOPHER BALL (Dartmouth College) NO SHAME: ALTERITY STANCES IN WAUJA REGISTERS OF IN-CIVILITY
2:00 PM
JENNIFER L JACKSON (University of Toronto) I WAS LIKE "YOU'RE JUST ASKING FOR IT, YOU KNOW THAT I AM GIVING A SPEECH, WHY DON'T YOU JUST PUT THE BUTTER UP?:" EVIDENTIAL TEXTS AND INTERTEXTS IN U.S PRESIDENTIAL POLITICAL ORATORY
2:15 PM
JOHN F THIELS (University of Michigan) REFRAMING CHISME: UNDERSTANDING THE METAPRAGMATICS OF THE POLITICAL IN A PARAGUAYAN TOWN
2:30 PM
SHAYLIH R MUEHLMANN "IF HE CAN'T REMEMBER THEN HOW DOES HE KNOW?" A SCANDALOUS EXPRESSION OF GENDER MALADJUSTMENT IN NORTHWEST MEXICO
2:45 PM
JACK SIDNELL (University of Toronto) “TALKING NAME” AND “GIVING COMPLAINT” - AUTHORSHIP AND THE INTEGRATION OF TWO SPEECH ACTIVITIES IN AN INDO-GUYANESE VILLAGE
3:00 PM
ALEJANDRO PAZ (University of Chicago) THE CIRCULATION OF CHISME AND RUMOR: GOSSIP, EVIDENTIALITY AND AUTHORITY IN THE PERSPECTIVE OF LATINO LABOR MIGRANTS IN ISRAEL
3:15 PM
JOHN B HAVILAND (UCSD)
3:30 PM
End of Session

Invited Session: INTEGRATING "LOCAL" AND "WESTERN" PSYCHOTHERAPIES: PROSPECTS FOR DISCIPLINARY AND CLINICAL COLLABORATION
(Society for Medical Anthropology, Society for Psychological Anthropology, Powell B)
Organizer(s): Carolyn Sargent (Washington U) and Tanya M Luhrmann (Stanford University)
Chair: Tanya M Luhrmann (Stanford University)
1:45 PM
CARYN M SMITH-MORRIS (Southern Methodist Univ.) CULTURAL COMPETENCY IN TRIBAL HEALTH CARE
2:00 PM CAROLYN SARGENT (Washington U) and LARCHANCHE-KIM, Stephanie (Southern Methodist University) “CULTURAL DIFFERENCE” AND MODELS OF MENTAL HEALTH CARE FOR MIGRANT POPULATIONS IN FRANCE
2:15 PM JOSEPH P GONE (University of Michigan) PSYCHOTHERAPY AND TRADITIONAL HEALING IN AMERICAN INDIAN CULTURAL CONTEXTS: A COMPARISON OF ETHNOTHERAPEUTIC PARADIGMS
2:30 PM TANYA M LUHRMANN (Stanford University) POSSESSED BY THE DEVIL: CHRISTIAN PSYCHOTHERAPY
2:45 PM STEFANIA PANDOLFO (UC Berkeley) PSYCHIATRIC PRACTICE AND THEOLOGICAL REASON. MOROCCAN CLINICAL ENCOUNTERS IN THE AFTERMATH OF CULTURE AND GLOBAL HEALTH.
3:00 PM REBECCA J LESTER (Wash U St. Louis) ANOREXIA TREATMENT AND LOCAL THEORIES OF MIND: MEXICO AND THE US
3:15 PM LAWRENCE COHEN (UC Berkeley)
3:30 PM End of Session

2-118 NAMING AND SEXUAL POLITICS: QUEER IDENTITIES IN A GLOBAL WORLD (Reviewed by Society of Lesbian and Gay Anthropologists) Continental Union Square 20 Chair: Jordan H Kraemer
1:45 PM GREGORY C MITCHELL (University of Chicago) GAY COLONIZATION AS CIVIL RIGHT: THE IDENTITY POLITICS OF GAY SEX TOURISM IN BRAZIL
2:00 PM SARAH E PAGE-CHAN (University of Florida) (HETERO)NATIONALISM AND SEXUAL CITIZENSHIP IN JAMAICA: WHEN QUEERNESS GOES PUBLIC
2:15 PM KATJA SARAJEVA (Stockholm University) MOSCOW PRIDE: THE POLITICS OF PERFORMING GLBT ACTIVISM IN POST-SOVIET
2:30 PM ELIZABETH R BUSBEE (Yale University) WHAT’S IN A NAME? RE-NAMING AS BDSM PERFORMATIVE
2:45 PM ROBERT F PHILLIPS (University of California, Irvine) “THE FURTHEST THINGS FROM ALL THAT (CHINESE) SINGAPOREANS CONSIDER GOOD”: GAY AND LESBIAN INDIANS AND THE QUEERING OF DIASPORA
3:00 PM JORDAN H KRAEMER SEXUALITY, SUBJECTIVITY AND CONSUMER DESIRE: RETHINKING SEXUALITY AND YOUTH CULTURE IN BERLIN
3:15 PM Discussion
3:30 PM End of Session

2-119 PERSPECTIVES ON COLLABORATION AND APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGIES (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Union Square 15 Chair: Rachel Douglas-Jones (Durham University)
1:45 PM RACHEL DOUGLAS-JONES (Durham University) and SAROLA, Salla STUDYING EXPECTATION: CONCEALED COLLABORATION IN EMERGENT BIOETHICAL GOVERNANCE
2:00 PM RICHARD L WARREN THE POLITICS OF COLLABORATION:COMPETITION FOR ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP IN THE DELIVERY OF HOMELESS SERVICES
2:15 PM CATHERINE TRUNDEL (University of Cambridge) COLLABORATION’S TWIN: COLLUSION AND MISTRUST IN A CHARITY CLUB
2:30 PM JULIE S ARMIN (University of Arizona) DESTINATION CANCER TREATMENT CENTERS: PRODUCING CONSUMER SUBJECTIVITIES AND DISPARITIES IN HEALTH CARE ACCESS
2:45 PM MIKEL M HOGAN (CSUF) NURSE VOICES ON ORGANIZATION CULTURE CHANGE IN TWO HOSPITALS
3:00 PM PATRICIA P KINGORI ‘WE ARE JUST LIKE...FOOTBALLERS’: FIELDWORKERS AND THEIR PLACE IN INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH COLLABORATIONS.
3:15 PM VELANA A HUNTINGTON (University of Iowa) THE ANCESTORS PUT YOU ON THE PATH AND THAT’S WHY I AGREED TO WORK WITH YOU: REFLECTIONS ON INCLUSIVE AND COLLABORATIVE ANTHROPOLOGY
3:30 PM End of Session
2-120  Poster Session: POSTER SESSION: ANTHROPOLOGY & ENVIRONMENT (Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Section) Plaza A
1:45 PM-3:30 PM  Chair: Douglas W Hume (Northern Kentucky University)
DOUGLAS W HUME (Northern Kentucky University) "MY FATHER SAID IT WAS SO": THE TRANSMISSION OF ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE IN RURAL AND URBAN KENTUCKY
ANNIKA ERICKSEN (University of Arizona) KEEPING PASTORALISM ALIVE: MONGOLIAN HERDERS' WINTER WEATHER STRATEGIES IN A CHANGING CONTEXT
MARK MORITZ (The Ohio State University) MAPPING MOBILE PASTORALISTS IN THE LOGONE FLOODPLAIN, CAMEROON
MATTHEW J MINARCHEK (EM)POWERING COMMUNITY: LOCAL PARTICIPATION AND RESPONSES TO DEVELOPMENT IN ACEH.
NICHOLAS C KAWA (PhD Student) and OYUELA-CAYCEDO, Augusto (Assistant Professor) THE REAL DIRT ON AMAZONIAN DARK EARTH (ADE): USE AND MANAGEMENT IN BORBA, AMAZONAS, BRAZIL
JACQUELINE MARTINEZ (CSULB) PUMA; ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE AND GRASSROOTS ORGANIZING

2-121  REFRAMING BIOCULTURAL RESEARCH: INTEGRATING SYMBOLIC AND MATERIALIST APPROACHES (Reviewed by Biological Anthropology Section) Golden Gate 7
1:45 PM  Chair: Ernesto Ruiz
ERNESTO RUIZ and HIMMELGREEN, David A (University of South Florida) A BIOCULTURAL CASE STUDY OF ECOTOURISM, FOOD INSECURITY AND PSYCHOSOCIAL STRESS IN MONTERVERDE, COSTA RICA
2:00 PM  ELIZABETH J DANFORTH DISCRETE CHOICE EXPERIMENTS: A METHOD FOR BIOCULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY
2:15 PM  RACINE MARCUS BROWN TOURISM, FOODWAYS, AND COLLECTIVE IDENTITY IN A BAY ISLAND COMMUNITY
2:30 PM  KENT M JOHNSON A BIOARCHAEOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF MOTIVES FOR PRE-HISPANIC PERUVIAN TREPANATION: INTEGRATING CULTURAL CONTEXT IN THE ANALYSIS OF DECONTEXTUALIZED HUMAN SKELETAL REMAINS.
2:45 PM  MALLORIE A HATCH (Arizona State University) and MILNER, George R (Pennsylvania State University) THE SOCIAL EMBEDDEDNESS OF VIOLENCE: WARFARE IN THE MISSISSIPPIAN PERIOD OF ILLINOIS
3:00 PM  EDGAR A AMADOR (University of South Florida) INTEGRATING BIOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL PARADIGMS: BEYOND POLITICAL ECONOMY AND THE BIOLOGY OF POVERTY
3:15 PM  DAVID A HIMMELGREEN (University of South Florida) End of Session

2-122  Invited Session: REINVENTING GOVERNANCE IN CHINA: RATIONALITIES, STRATEGIES AND PRACTICES (Society for East Asian Anthropology) Golden Gate 4
1:45 PM  Chair: Susan Greenhalgh (Univ. California at Irvine)
SUSAN GREENHALGH (Univ. California at Irvine) MAKING THE SCIENTIFIC STATE
FRANK N PIEKE (University of Oxford) CADRE TRAINING, CADRE CAREERS AND THE CHANGING COMPOSITION OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE ELITE IN YUNNAN PROVINCE
LISA M HOFFMAN (U Washington, Tacoma) CONTEMPORARY TECHNOLOGIES OF CITY-BUILDING IN CHINA: URBAN "MODELING" AND REGIMES OF GREEN URBANISMS
LUCI TOMBA (Australian National University) SAVING THE WORKING CLASS: WORK AND LIFE OF COMMUNITY CADRES IN CHINA'S RUSTBELT
DAVID M BRAY (University of Sydney) MASTER PLANS AND MODEL COMMUNITIES: RATIONALITIES OF PLANNING IN CONTEMPORARY URBAN CHINA
3:30 PM  End of Session
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:45 PM</td>
<td>JOHN M HARTIGAN (University of Texas)</td>
<td>POST GENOMIC CULTURAL ANALYSIS OF RACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
<td>CLARENCE C GRAVLEE (U Florida)</td>
<td>RACE AND HEALTH: GENES, ENVIRONMENT, AND THE MEANING OF BIOLOGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15 PM</td>
<td>LINDA M HUNT (Michigan State U)</td>
<td>RACE, GENES, AND PERSONALIZED MEDICINE: SHORTCUT OR DETOUR?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM</td>
<td>RON B EGLASH (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst)</td>
<td>TOWARDS A CYBERNETICS OF RACE: PLASTICITY AND DETERMINISM IN IDEOLOGY AND BIOLOGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45 PM</td>
<td>SANDRA S LEE (Stanford U)</td>
<td>RACING FOR JUSTICE AND THE POLITICS OF HOPE IN PERSONALIZED MEDICINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
<td>CHRISTOPHER W KUZAWA and SWEET, Elizabeth</td>
<td>THE EMBODIMENT OF RACE: HEALTH DISPARITIES IN THE AGE OF EPIGENETICS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion
End of Session

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:45 PM</td>
<td>KATHERINE SCHULTZ (University of Pennsylvania) and THROOP, Rachel N</td>
<td>“I'M JUST THAT KIND OF A PERSON”: NARRATIVES OF LEARNING TO TEACH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
<td>CHRISTOPHER LAWRENCE (CUNY)</td>
<td>TEACHING NEOLIBERALISM: DOCUMENTS AND DBQS IN THE HIGH SCHOOL SOCIAL STUDIES CLASSROOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15 PM</td>
<td>JENNIFER ADAIR (Arizona State University)</td>
<td>TEACHING CHILDREN OF IMMIGRANTS: USING BAKHTIN AND EDUCATIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY TO COMPARE THE PERSPECTIVES OF MONOLINGUAL AND BILINGUAL TEACHERS IN NEW YORK AND IOWA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM</td>
<td>ALFREDO J ARTILES (Arizona State University) and NOGUERON, Silvia (Arizona State University)</td>
<td>BECOMING SOCIAL JUSTICE EDUCATORS: IDENTITY TRAJECTORIES OF NOVICE TEACHERS WORKING WITH LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE CHILDREN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45 PM</td>
<td>SALLY A GALMAN (University of Massachusetts—Amherst)</td>
<td>WISE AND FOOLISH VIRGINS: GENDER, SELF, VOCATION AND EXPECTATION IN TEACHER EDUCATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
<td>STEVE BIALOSTOK (University of Wyoming)</td>
<td>NEW CAPITALISM, NEW WORKPLACES: RISK TAKING AND SCHOOLING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

End of Session

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:45 PM</td>
<td>SELMA SABANOVIC</td>
<td>AUTOMATIC FOR THE PEOPLE: ENGINEERING CULTURES AND IMAGINING COMMUNITIES THROUGH SOCIAL ROBOTICS PRACTICE IN THE US AND JAPAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
<td>KENT A WAYLAND (University of Virginia)</td>
<td>AGENCY WITH MACHINES: THE REFLEXIVITY OF TINKERING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15 PM</td>
<td>JEFFREY C KAUFMANN (Southern Mississippi)</td>
<td>A PASTORALIST SHELTER FROM MODERNITY? THE NON-MODERN CONSTITUTION OF ‘CACTUS PASTORALISM’ IN MADAGASCAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM</td>
<td>SUSAN M KAHN (Harvard U)</td>
<td>CANAAN'S CANINES: AN INITIAL INQUIRY IN TO THE CULTURAL HISTORY OF A HUMAN-ANIMAL BOND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45 PM</td>
<td>AKIO TANABE (Kyoto University) and TOKITA-TANABE, Yumiko (Osaka University)</td>
<td>CULTURAL POLITICS OF LIFE: BIOMORAL HUMANOSPHERE AND VERNACULAR DEMOCRACY IN RURAL ORISSA, INDIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
<td>YUKA SUZUKI (Bard College)</td>
<td>ANIMAL MODERNITIES AND THE POSTCOLONY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion
End of Session
2-127 Invited Session: THE INDIGENOUS FUTURES OF MUSEUM ANTHROPOLOGY (AAA Presidential Session) Continental Parlor 1
Organizer(s): Chip Colwell-Chanthaphonh (Denver Museum of Nature & Science) and Dorothy T Lip Pert
Chair: Dorothy T Lip Pert
1:45 PM ANN McCMullen (NMAI, Smithsonian Institution) MUSEUM INCLUSIVENESS: PANACEA OR PROBLEM?
2:00 PM JOHN BEAVER (NMAI) SELF-DETERMINATION AS CONFOUNDING VARIABLES IN CONSULTATION AND COMMUNITY-BASED COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS
2:15 PM STEPHEN LORING (Smithsonian Institution) "THE COUNTRY IS THE BEST MUSEUM": THE PRACTICE AND CURATION OF INNU ARCHAEOLOGY AND ARTIFACTS IN NITASSINAN (INTERIOR LABRADOR).
2:30 PM EMIN HER MANY HORSES (NMAI, Smithsonian Institution) RESPONSES TO THE COMMUNITY COLLABORATION PROCESS AT NATIONAL MUSEUM OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN
2:45 PM ANTONIO R CHAVARRIA (MIAC/Lab of Anthropology) LEAD, FOLLOW, OR GET THE HELL OUT OF THE WAY: INDIGENOUS INCLUSION IN ANTHROPOLOGY
3:00 PM KARL A HOERG (White Mountain Apache Tribe) FROM THIRD PERSON TO FIRST: NOTES TOWARD COMMUNITY-DRIVEN MUSEUM INTERPRETATION
3:15 PM WENDY G TEETER (UCLA Fowler Museum) and SPOONHUNTER, Hidonee (UCLA Department of Anthropology) CULTURAL LIVING SPACES
3:30 PM End of Session

2-128 THE INTERPLAY OF THE SENSES: REINTEGRATING POETICS INTO LINGUISTIC IDEOLOGY, LINGUISTIC RELATIVITY, AND IDENTITY (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Franciscan B
Organizer(s): Anthony K Webster (Southern Illinois University) and Sean P O'Neill (Univ of Oklahoma)
Chair: Gus Palmer (member)
1:45 PM LEV D MICHAEL (University of Texas at Austin) THE POWER OF POETRY: LANGUAGE IDEOLOGY AND POETIC VIRTUALITY IN NANTI SOCIETY (PERUVIAN AMAZONIA)
2:00 PM SEAN P O'NEILL (Univ of Oklahoma) AESTHETIC AND EMOTIONAL DIMENSIONS OF SPEAKING IN NATIVE NORTHWESTERN CALIFORNIA: POETICS, LINGUISTIC RELATIVITY, AND THE FORCE OF RHETORIC FROM ARISTOTLE TO SAPIR
2:15 PM ANTHONY K WEBSTER (Southern Illinois University) TO GIVE AN IMAGINATION TO THE LISTENER: ON THE POETICS OF NAVAJO POETRY
2:30 PM JANIS B NUCKOLLS (Brigham Young University) A PERSPECTIVAL AESTHETIC IN QUICHUA GRAMMAR AND DISCOURSE PATTERNING: IDEOPHONY, DIALOGUE AND PERSPECTIVE
2:45 PM DAVID W SAMUELS (U Massachusetts - Amherst)
3:00 PM GUS PALMER (member)
3:30 PM End of Session

2-129 Poster Session: THE MANY THREADS OF ENGAGEMENT IN BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by Biological Anthropology Section) Plaza A
Chair: Laurie M Kauffman (University of Florida)
1:45 PM-3:30 PM
LAURIE M KAUFFMAN (University of Florida) ECOTOURISTS AND PRIMATES IN THE CENTRAL SURINAME NATURE RESERVE: IMPACTS AND IMPLICATIONS
SARAH ETHEIDGE (CSUF) ANALYSIS OF BUSHMEAT HUNTING AND FREE-LIVING CHIMPANZEE POPULATIONS IN UGANDA AND CAMEROON USING ECONOMIC THEORY AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT LEVELS
SCHERRY MOMIN (Undergraduate) POLYMORPHIC ASSOCIATIONS IN PROGRAMMED DEATH 1 RECEPTOR IN TYPE-1 DIABETES IN THE MAPUCHE POPULATION
2·130 Invited Session: THE SQUEAKY WHEEL SQUEAKS AGAIN: REFLECTIONS ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN IN ANTHROPOLOGY (AAA Committee on the Status of Women in Anthropology) Sutter B
Organizer(s): Ken Brondo (University of Memphis) and Catherine P Kingfisher (University of Lethbridge)
Chair: Carla Guerrero-Montero (University of Delaware)
1:45 PM Introduction: CARLA GUERRON-MONTERO (University of Delaware)
2:00 PM NAOMI QUINN (Duke University)
2:15 PM LOUISE LAMPHERE (University of New Mexico)
2:30 PM ADRIENNE L ZILHMAN
2:45 PM JOAN M GERO
3:00 PM LOUISE LAMPHERE (University of New Mexico)
3:15 PM JOAN M GERO
3:30 PM End of Session

2·131 Invited Session: TOWARD CRITICAL COLLABORATIVE AND RECIPROCAL RESEARCHES (Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness, Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Golden Gate 1
Organizer(s): Luke Eric Lassiter (Marshall University Graduate College) and Stephen D Glazier (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)
Chair: Caroline B Brettell (Southern Methodist U)
1:45 PM STEPHEN D GLAZIER (University of Nebraska-Lincoln) WHEN I READ WHAT THE SPIRITUAL BAPTISTS OF TRINIDAD WRITE ABOUT ME: HOW “DEEPENED” COLLABORATION BEGETS “THICKER” DESCRIPTIONS
2:00 PM HELEN A. REGIS (Louisiana State University) and BREUNLIN, Rachel S (University of New Orleans) CREATIVITY AND ACTIVISM: TOWARD A CRITICAL-COLLABORATIVE ETHNOGRAPHY
2:15 PM ELIZABETH CAMPBELL (Indiana University of Pennsylvania) and JOHNSON, Michelle N (WV Higher Education Policy Commission) NEGOTIATED COLLABORATIONS: CRITICAL DIALOGUES ON THE OTHER SIDE OF MIDDLETOWN
2:30 PM LUKE ERIC LASSTER (Marshall University Graduate College) WHEN WE DISAGREE: ON ENGAGING THE FORCE OF DIFFERENCE IN COLLABORATIVE, RECIPROCAL AND PARTICIPATORY RESEARCHES
2:45 PM JOANNE RAPPAPORT (Georgetown U) GENEALOGIES OF COLLABORATION
3:00 PM CAROLINE B BRETTELL (Southern Methodist U)
3:15 PM Discussion
3:30 PM End of Session

2·132 TRANSFORMING POLITICAL ECOLOGY: ARTICULATING SYMBOLIC/POLITICAL/TECHNOLOGICAL REPRESENTATIONS OF NATURE (Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Section) Union Square 22
Organizer: Kristina Tiedje (Université Lyon 2/Mayo Clinic)
Chair: Benedict J Colombi (University of Arizona)
1:45 PM Introduction: KRISTINA TIEDJE (Université Lyon 2/Mayo Clinic)
2:00 PM LISA L GEZON (U West Georgia) WHAT LABELS DO FOR LIVELIHOODS: KHAT, COCA, AND THE WAR ON DRUGS
2:15 PM NICHOLAS ELLISON OUR ‘FLESH FROM THE EARTH’ AND THE SOULLESS MAIZE. DISCOURSES ON GMO-CROPS AMONGST THE TOTONAC OF HUEHUETLA (MEXICO)
2:30 PM CHARLES ZERNER (Sarah Lawrence College) IN THE THEATRE OF WAR: BIOMIMESIS, NATURE, AND AMERICA'S ROBOTIC ARMY
2:45 PM JAMES B GREENBERG THE POLITICAL ECOLOGY OF THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL OBJECT
3:00 PM PAIGE WEST (Barnard College / Columbia U)
3:15 PM PAUL F ROBBINS
3:30 PM End of Session
2-133 YOU ARE WHAT YOU EAT: FOOD, DISCOURSE AND IDENTITY IN MEXICO AND CUBA
(Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition) Union Square 23 & 24
Organizer(s): Jena Barchas Lichtenstein (UCLA) and Hanna F Garth (University of California, Los Angeles)
Chair: Hanna F Garth (University of California, Los Angeles)
1:45 PM LAUREN A WYNNE (University of Chicago) MAYONNAISE AND THE MODERN WOMAN:
CUINARY EXPERTISE AND SOCIAL ASPIRATION IN RURAL YUCATÁN, MEXICO
2:00 PM DVERA I SAXTON GOING AND GROWING ORGANIC IN MEXICO: EXPLORING
INEQUALITIES WITHIN PRODUCTION, EXCHANGE AND CONSUMPTION
2:15 PM ELIZABETH T NEWMAN FOODWAYS AND IDENTITY AT THE HACIENDA SAN MIGUEL ACOCOTLA
2:30 PM JENA BARCHAS LICHTENSTEIN (UCLA) FOOD, AUTHENTICITY, AND WOMEN’S
LANGUAGE: ZAPOTEC GIRLS IN THE KITCHEN
2:45 PM HANNA F GARTH (University of California, Los Angeles) FROM THE STATE TO THE
STOMACH: A DISCURSIVE AND IDEOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF PERSPECTIVES ON
URBAN GARDEN FOOD CULTIVATION IN HAVANA AND SANTIAGO
3:00 PM LAUREN (ROBIN) H. DERBY (UCLA)
3:15 PM Discussion
3:30 PM End of Session

2-134 ETHNOGRAPHIC COLLECTING - THE STORIES CONTINUE (Reviewed by Council for
Museum Anthropology) Golden Gate 2
Organizer: Leah N Niederstadt (Wheaton College)
Chair: Tobias Sperlich (University of Regina)
1:45 PM CLAIRE L WARRIOR (National Maritime Museum) COLLECTING THE ARCTIC,
DISPLAYING ‘RELICS’: UNDERSTANDING ETHNOGRAPHIC ARTEFACTS IN THE
NATIONAL MARITIME MUSEUM
2:00 PM KATHY A. M’CLOSKY (U of Windsor - Ontario, Canada) MAPPING THE GENEALOGY OF
CONNOISSEURSHIP AMONG COLLECTOR-ETHNOLOGISTS AND CONSEQUENCES
FOR CONTEMPORARY SOUTHWESTERN NATIVE AMERICAN ARTISANS
2:15 PM HUBERT BASTIDE (University of Oxford) “A PACIFIC CRUISE COLLECTION”:
NEGOTIATING AESTHETICS AND ETHNOGRAPHY ABOARD THE KORRIGANE
1934-1936 AND ITS INFLUENCE ON FRENCH PUBLIC COLLECTIONS.
2:30 PM CORY C WILLMOTT (SIU Edwardsville) “FAMILY TREASURES”: ARTIFACT
COLLECTION AS IDENTITY CONSTRUCTION AMONG MISSIONARY WOMEN IN
WEST CHINA, 1920 – 1950
2:45 PM DANIEL C SWAN (Sam Noble Oklahoma Museum of Natural History) A
LONGITUDINAL ASSESSMENT OF ETHNOGRAPHIC COLLECTIONS BUILDING:
PEYOTE ARTS AT GILCREASE MUSEUM
3:00 PM TOBIAS SPERLICH (University of Regina)
3:15 PM Discussion
3:30 PM Break
3:45 PM NANCY SULLIVAN CAVE ARTS, CARVINGS AND COLLECTING AMONG THE KARAWARI
4:00 PM LEAH N NIEDERSTADT (Wheaton College) COLLECTING AND THE PEACE CORPS:
TWO CASE STUDIES FROM AFRICA
4:15 PM DIANA A N’DIAYE (Smithsonian Institution) “LOOKING THE GIFT HORSE IN THE
MOUTH”: DILEMMAS OF ACQUISITION AND DISPLAY OF AN OFFICE
ETHNOGRAPHIC COLLECTION.
4:30 PM FRANCES M SLANEY (Carleton University) AN OFFICIAL HERITAGE GRAVESITE: THE
ULTIMATE ACQUISITION FOR CANADIAN COLLECTORS OF MULTI-CULTURAL ART
4:45 PM ROBIN NAGLE COLLECTION MEANS GARBAGE: THE DOUBLE ENTENDRE OF
MAKING A MUSEUM WITH A DEPARTMENT OF SANITATION
5:00 PM JENNIFER A HUBBERT (Lewis and Clark College)
5:15 PM Discussion
5:30 PM End of Session
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2-135  EXPERIENTIAL, BRANDED, AND LIFESTYLE SPACES: DIALOGUES BETWEEN
ARCHITECTURE AND ANTHROPOLOGY  (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology)
Gold Gate 6
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Scott A Lukas (Lake Tahoe) and
Brian Lonsway (Syracuse University)
1:45 PM  Introduction: BRIAN LONSWAY (Syracuse University)
2:00 PM  ANNA KLINKMANN (Klingmann Architects) BRANDSCAPES: ARCHITECTURE IN THE
EXPERIENCE ECONOMY
2:15 PM  HAI REN (University of Arizona) CONSUMPTION AESTHETICS AND POLITICS: REAL
ESTATE AND CULTURAL INDUSTRY IN CHINA
2:30 PM  JOHN A. HANNIGAN (University of Toronto) CONTROLLED EDGE AND URBAN
EXPERIENCE ESCAPES
2:45 PM  Break
3:00 PM  BRIAN LONSWAY (Syracuse University) PLACE BRANDING: MANAGING AND
MARKETING THE EVERYDAY
3:15 PM  DAVE GOTTLAND (academy of art university) THEMERICA: A VISUAL HISTORY OF
THEMATIC DESIGN FROM DISNEYLAND TO DUBAI
3:30 PM  SCOTT A LUKAS (Lake Tahoe) THE LIFESPACE AND CULTURE: TRANSFORMATIONS
OF THEMED SPACES
3:45 PM  Break
4:00 PM  MIODRAG MITRASINOVIC (Parsons_New School) PUBLIC SPACE IN THEMED MODE:
CITIES, THEMATIZATION, AND THERAPEUTIC URBAN DISCOURSES
4:15 PM  Discussion
4:30 PM  BRIAN L. MCLAREN (University of Washington)
5:00 PM  Discussion
5:30 PM  End of Session

2-136  INCLUSION OF AUTISM AND DISABILITY, COLLABORATION WITH DISABILITY STUDIES AND
OCCUPATIONAL SCIENCE, AND ENGAGEMENT OF KINSHIP AND CITIZENSHIP IN SOCIAL
JUSTICE  (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Franciscan A
Organizer(s): Devva Kasnitz (UCB) and
Gelya Frank (University of Southern California)
Chair: Pamela Block (SUNY Stony Brook)
1:45 PM  JOAN A TUCKER (University of South Florida) A PERSONAL STORY OF
LEGITIMATING RIGHTS AND DEMANDING ACCESS
2:00 PM  BRENDA G HART JOINT EMBODIMENT AND PARENTING AUTISTICS IN THE U.S.
2:15 PM  GAIL H LANDSMAN (SUNY-Albany) RANSOM NOTES AND GREEN HAIR:
DISCOURSES OF CHILDHOOD DISABILITY IDENTITY
2:30 PM  PAMELA BLOCK (SUNY Stony Brook), BLOCK, Hope (Unaffiliated) and KILCUP,
Barbara (Unaffiliated) AUTISM, COMMUNICATION, FAMILY & COMMUNITY
2:45 PM  DAWN PRINCE-HUGHES (Western Washington University) THE SILENCE BETWEEN:
AN AUTOETHNOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION OF THE LANGUAGE PREJUDICE AND ITS
IMPACT ON THE ASSESSMENT OF AUTISTIC AND ANIMAL INTELLIGENCE
3:00 PM  MARY LAWLOR (University of So. California)
3:15 PM  Break
3:30 PM  DEVVA KASNITZ (UCB) SPEAKER/SENDER, LISTENER/RECEIVER: SPEECH
IMPAIRMENT IS A TWO WAY THING
3:45 PM  GILLIAN R HAYES USE AND POTENTIAL OF TECHNOLOGIES TO SUPPORT
INDIVIDUALS WITH AUTISM
4:00 PM  ALISON D RENTELN IMPLEMENTING THE CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
4:15 PM  KRISTEN J LOUTENSOCK (UC Berkeley Film/Rhetoric) SIMULATING THE SELF:
THEORY OF MIND AND THE DISCOURSE OF AUTISM
4:30 PM  JUDITH A ROSENBERG AUTISM SPECTRUM STUDENTS IN TERTIARY EDUCATION
MELISSA M PARK (---) APPLE-APPLE-APPLE AND OTHER UNDERGROUND PLEASURES: ILLUMINATING AN AESTHETICS OF INTERSUBJECTIVITY FOR A CHILD DIAGNOSED WITH AUTISM IN A SENSORY INTEGRATION BASED CLINIC

OLGA SOLOMON (USC)

GELYA FRANK (University of Southern California)

End of Session

2-137

KINSHIP IN K'ICHE': FAITH IN FAMILY AND COHERENCE IN COMMUNITY AMONG THE MAYA OF NAHUALÁ AND SANTA CATARINA IXTAHUACÁN, GUATEMALA (Reviewed by Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology) Continental Parlor 4

Organizer/Chair: John P Hawkins (Brigham Young U)

JOHN P HAWKINS (Brigham Young U) THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDY OF KINSHIP AND FAMILY IN MAYA COMMUNITIES: 1928-2008.

STEPHEN R BRADY (Brigham Young University) PRACTICES OF RELATEDNESS AMONG THE K'ICHE' OF GUATEMALA

KRISTINE K WHipple CULTURAL CONSTRUCTION OF COMMUNICATION: LANGUAGE, SPACE, AND KINSHIP AMONG THE MAYA-K'ICHE'

EMILY F BRADY (Brigham Young University) GLOBALIZATION AND CHANGING REPRODUCTIVE PRACTICES IN NAHUALÁ, GUATEMALA

SILVIA P. SOLIS (University of Texas - Pan American) EXPLORING THE COMPLEXITIES OF FAMILY ON GENDER BASED VIOLENCE AMONG K'ICHE' WOMEN IN NAHUALÁ, GUATEMALA.

JOSE L NAPOLES GLOBALIZATION AND THE AMBIGUITIES OF PARENTING IN A MAYA VILLAGE: THE CONTINGENCY OF CULTURE AMONGST THE PEOPLE OF NAHUALÁ

TRISTAN CALL ADOPTION, CHILD-TRAFFICKING, AND THE CONFLICT BETWEEN INVESTMENT-KINSHIP AND CARE-KINSHIP IN HIGHLAND GUATEMALA

KEITH A BOND "IF WE DO NOT HAVE RESPECT, WE CANNOT LIVE TOGETHER": PERSPECTIVES ON THE DISSOLUTION OF COMMUNITY UNITY AND RISING INDIVIDUALISM AMONG SIBLINGS

MELARIE K WHEAT (Brigham Young University) “NUK’EX, MY REPLACEMENT”: TRANSFORMATIONS OF GRANDPARENT/GRANDCHILD RECIPROCITIES IN K’ICHE’ KINSHIP AND FAMILY LIFE.

ROBERTO E RIVERA Lalonde RELIGION, RESIDENCE, AND THE TRANSFORMATION OF COMMUNITY IDENTITY IN NUEVA SANTA CATARINA IXTAHUACAN, GUATEMALA

FRANCISCO C KORTMAN (Brigham Young University) "THE YOUNG PEOPLE HAVE GONE": MIGRATION FROM NUEVA SANTA CATARINA IXTAHUACAN AND K’ICHE’ PERCEPTIONS OF ADVERSE EFFECTS ON THE FAMILY.

ADRIANA L SMITH (Boston University) “JUST LIKE A DAUGHTER ~ JUST LIKE A SON”: THE IMPACT OF STUDENT FIELDWORKER BEHAVIOR ON FAMILY AND KINSHIP NETWORKS IN NAHUALÁ AND SANTA CATARINA IXTAHUACÁN

WALTER R ADAMS (Independent Scholar)

End of Session

2-138

MEDICAL INTERVENTIONS: HOW NEOLIBERALISM AND GOVERNMENTALITY STRUCTURE HEALTH PRACTICE, POLICY, AND RESEARCH (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Imperial B

Organizer: Donna Goldstein (U of Colorado Boulder)

Chair: Mary M Cameron (Florida Atlantic U)

DONNA GOLDSTEIN (U of Colorado Boulder) EPIDEMICS AND CONTROL GROUPS IN “EXOTIC” LOCATIONS: THREE INSTANCES OF PHARMACEUTICAL POLITICS

MARY M CAMERON (Florida Atlantic U) MODERN DESIRES, KNOWLEDGE CONTROL, AND PHYSICIAN RESISTANCE: REGULATING AYURVEDIC MEDICINE IN NEPAL
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2:15 PM  PETER A DE SCHWEINITZ (University of Utah) PHYSICIANS, CODES, AND COMPUTERS: AN ENVIRONMENTAL EXPLANATION OF BIOREDUCTIONISM

2:30 PM  MARIA E EPELE NEOLIBERALISM, HARM REDUCTION AND LOCAL PUBLIC HEALTH TRADITIONS IN ARGENTINA

2:45 PM  CHRISTINA HUNGER (Researcher) CULTURAL IMPERIALISM REVERSED: ENRICHMENTS AND THREATS

3:00 PM  CAROLYN M SMITH-MORRIS (Southern Methodist Univ.) Break

3:15 PM  PUNEET K.C. SAHOTA (Washington University in St. Louis) "WEAK GENES" OR "SURVIVAL GENES"? THE IMPACT OF BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH ON NATIVE AMERICANS' PERCEPTIONS OF DISEASE RISK

3:30 PM  GUTA G. DEBERT (UNICAMP/BRAZIL) GERIATRICS AND THE INVISIBILIZATION OF OLD AGE

3:45 PM  MAGDALENA EDYTA STAWKOWSKI RADIOACTIVE KNOWLEDGE: STATE CONTROL OF SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION IN POST-SOVIET KAZAKHSTAN

4:00 PM  CHRISTOPHER K MORRIS NEOLIBERALIZING HEALTHCARE CAPACITY: THE POLITICS OF GERMAN-TANZANIAN DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION

4:15 PM  LEIGH G HAYDEN (PhD Candidate, McMaster University) CLINICAL RESEARCH PARTICIPATION: IMAGES OF TRUST AND HOPE

4:30 PM  JANET E CHILDRENHOSE (McGill University) MAKING GENOMIC CITIZENS IN THE UNITED STATES

5:00 PM  SARA M BERGSTRESSER (Nathan Kline Inst) Discussion

5:15 PM  Discussion

5:30 PM  End of Session

2-139  RAISING CONTENTIOUS ISSUES IN CONSERVATIVE SETTINGS (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Continental Parlor 2

1:45 PM  CHRISTINE W GAILEY (U. California Riverside) PARTICIPATION AND ACCOUNTABILITY IN CONTROVERSIAL RESEARCH

2:00 PM  THERESA L MCCARTHY (University at Buffalo) "WHEN ALL HELL BREAKS LOOSE AT HOME": PUBLIC EDUCATION INTERVENTIONS IN THE MIDST OF THE KANONHSTATON CRISIS

2:15 PM  MICHELLE A MARZULLO (American University) SPEAKING OF UNHOLY ALLIANCES: MARRIAGE, NEOLIBERAL SEXUAL MANEUVERS AND ENGAGED ANTHROPOLOGY

2:30 PM  ERICA T LEHNER (Concordia University) INTERVENTIONS IN TOURISM: FACING OURSELVES FACING HISTORY

2:45 PM  CHRISTA C CRAVEN (C of Wooster) CHALLENGING KNOWLEDGE: SHIFTING STRATEGIES FOR REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS ACTIVISM UNDER NEOLIBERALISM

3:00 PM  KATIA K PETTINEN (Purdue University) CHANGES IN THE NATURE OF CONTENTIOUS KNOWLEDGE: PARENTS OF GAYS AND LESBIANS

3:15 PM  DENIELLE A ELLIOTT (Simon Fraser University) "IDEOLOGY TRUMPS SCIENCE IN THE WEIRD WORLD OF HARPER'S NEOCONSERVATISM": CONTESTING EVIDENCE AND IDEOLOGY IN CANADA'S INNER CITY

3:30 PM  Break

3:45 PM  MARIA D VESPERI (New College) THE NIP AND THE BITE: FRAMING DEBATE ABOUT RACE, CLASS AND GENDER AS HERITAGE PERFORMANCE

4:00 PM  BONNIE URCIUOLI (Hamilton College) THE INTRANSIGENCE OF NEOLIBERAL PRESUPPOSITIONS IN INSTITUTIONAL DIVERSITY DISCOURSES

4:15 PM  ALISSE WATERSTON (John Jay College of Criminal Justice) PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION AND CONSUMPTION OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE IN THE DIGITAL MARKETPLACE

4:30 PM  BRETT WILLIAMS (American)

4:45 PM  IDA S SUSSER (Hunter/CUNY)

5:00 PM  Discussion

5:15 PM  Discussion

5:30 PM  End of Session
**Recent Perspectives on Ecotourism: Questions of Territory, Identity and Environmental Conservation** (Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Section) Golden Gate 3

Organizer: David I Fleischer (University at Albany - SUNY)
Chair: RODRIGO PARANHOS FALEIRO (ABA-Brasil)

1:45 PM
**Keri Brondo** (University of Memphis) PROTECTING GARIFUNA TERRITORY?: RIGHTS, ROOTS AND RESOURCE CONTROL IN HONDURAS’ CAYOS COCHINOS MARINE PROTECTED AREA

2:00 PM
**Signe Th Strom** (University of Perugia, Italy) ECOTOURISM IN MASAI MARA (KENYA): THE QUEST FOR AUTHENTIC CULTURE AND UNCONTAMINATED NATURE.

2:15 PM
**Joanne E Galler** "ECOTOURISM’S CONTRIBUTION TO THE SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL RESILIENCE OF PROTECTED AREAS AND LOCAL COMMUNITIES: A CASE STUDY ANALYSIS OF RURAL, DRYLAND ECOTOURISM IN GUANACAITE, COSTA RICA”

2:30 PM
**Robert Fletcher** (University for Peace) ROMANCING THE WILD: THE CULTURAL DIMENSIONS OF ECOTOURISM

2:45 PM
**Eric J Schissler** THE IMPACT OF NEW POLICY ON KHMER PRAYER INSIDE THE TA PROHM COMPLEX

3:00 PM
**Shaqarat Hussain** TOURISM AND CHANGING SHIMSHALI IDENTITY

3:15 PM
**David I Fleischer** (University at Albany - SUNY) THE IDIOSYNCRASIES OF TOURISM ON THE COSTA OF OAXACA, MEXICO

3:30 PM
**Rodrigo Paranhos Faleiro** (ABA-Brasil) INDIGENOUS AND PROTECTED AREAS: NOTES ABOUT TOURISM INFLUENCE IN CONFLICT SITUATIONS

3:45 PM
**Elizabeth A Olson** (Case Western Reserve Univ) ROLE OF ECOTOURISM IN INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY IDENTITY AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: CASE STUDY FROM THE SIERA DE MANANTLAN BIOSPHERE RESERVE, JALISCO, MEXICO

4:00 PM
**Angeles A Lopez** (El Colegio de Michoacan AC) ECOTOURISM AND CONSERVATION: ¿BUSINESS OR NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT? HOLBOX ISLAND CASE STUDY

4:15 PM
**Grace L Bascope** (Maya Research Program) and ALCOCE-PUERTO, Elias M (U del Oriente) CULTURAL ECOTOURISM AS A DEVELOPMENT TOOL: PROS AND CONS

4:30 PM
**Rodrigo Grunewald** (Federal University of Campina Grande) ECOTOURISM AND CULTURAL REVIVAL IN THE PATAXÓ JAQUEIRA RESERVATION (BRAZIL)

4:45 PM
**Gayatri S Thampy** and COHEN, Jeffrey H (The Ohio State University) FACTORS AFFECTING RESIDENTS’ OPINIONS ON TOURISM IN BOCAS DEL TORO ARCHIPELAGO, PANAMA

5:00 PM
**Mora del Pilar Castro** (University of Buenos Aires) ECOTOURISM: LIGHTS AND SHADOWS OF A RISING ACTIVITY AMONG INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IN ARGENTINA.

5:15 PM
**Jeffrey H Cohen** (The Ohio State University)

End of Session

**2-141**

**Invited Session: The Anthropologist as Social Critic: Towards an Engaged Anthropology** (AAA Presidential Session, Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Yosemite A

Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Sally Engle Merry (New York U) and Setha M Low (Graduate Center, CUNY)

1:45 PM
**Maria Teresa Sierra** ENGAGED LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY AND SOCIAL CRITIQUE IN MEXICO: INDIGENOUS RIGHTS, HUMAN RIGHTS AND MULTICULTURAL RECOGNITION POLICIES

2:00 PM
**Michael Herzfeld** (Harvard U) ENGAGEMENT, GENTRIFICATION, AND THE NEOLIBERAL HIJACKING OF HISTORY

2:15 PM
**Kamari M. Clarke** (Yale U) VIOLENCE, WAR, AND PROFESSIONAL ETHICS AS POLITICS: TOWARD A CRITICALLY ENGAGED ANTHROPOLOGY OF SUBSAHARAN AFRICA

2:30 PM
**Alan Smart** (U of Calgary) SOCIAL CRITICISM IN HONG KONG: ARCHIVAL RESOURCES FOR ENGAGING WITH THE PRESENT
2:45 PM Kamran A Ali (U of Texas (Austin)) DIFFERENCE, TOLERANCE AND INTERVENTION: THE POLITICS OF AMBIVALENCE.
3:00 PM John L Jackson (U of Pennsylvania) ETHNOGRAPHIC INSINCERITY: THE POLITICS AND ETHICS OF A 21ST CENTURY ANTHROPOLOGY
3:15 PM Signe L Howell NORWEGIAN ACADEMIC ANTHROPOLOGISTS INPUBLI SPACES
3:30 PM Ida S Susser (Hunter/CUNY) ENGAGEMENT, RESEARCH AND SOCIAL CRITIQUE: GENDER AND AIDS IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
3:45 PM Sally Engle Merry (New York U) and Setha M (Graduate Center, CUNY) ANTHROPOLOGY AS SOCIAL CRITIQUE: TOWARD AN ENGAGED ANTHROPOLOGY
4:00 PM Merrill C Singer (University of Connecticut)
4:15 PM Barbara Rose Johnston (Ctr for Political Ecology)
4:30 PM Setha M Low (Graduate Center, CUNY)
4:45 PM Sally Engle Merry (New York U)
5:00 PM Discussion
5:30 PM End of Session

2:142 Invited Session: THE NAGPRA: TRIUMPHS, TRIALS, AND TRIBULATIONS (Association for Indigenous Anthropologists) Lombard
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Diane L Teeman and Deana D Dartt-Newton (University of Oregon)
1:45 PM Introduction: Diane L Teeman
2:00 PM Amy J Lonetree (UC Santa Cruz) REPATRIATION MATTERS: UNIVERSITY MUSEUMS AND THE STRUGGLE OVER NAGPRA COMPLIANCE
2:15 PM Tracey L Pierre GENETIC RESEARCH AND NATIVE AMERICANS
2:30 PM Elizabeth E Coahran (Conflict Resolution) NAGPRA AND COLLABORATION AS CONSTRUCTIVE CONFLICT RESOLUTION
2:45 PM Diane L Teeman VALUE ETHICS: A COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF REPATRIATION
3:00 PM Edith Thomas (Gila River Indian Community) HUHUGAM REPATRIATION: A PERSPECTIVE FROM AN AKIMEL O’ODHAM ARCHAEOLOGIST
3:15 PM Deana D Dartt-Newton (University of Oregon) and Teeman, Diane L THE NAGPRA: TRIUMPHS, TRIALS, AND TRIBULATIONS, VOICES FROM INDIAN COUNTRY
3:30 PM H Martin Wobst (U of Massachusetts - Amherst)
3:45 PM Discussion
5:30 PM End of Session

2:143 Transnational Intimacies (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Imperial A
Organizer/Chair: Teresa E. P. Delfin (Stanford University)
1:45 PM Taku Suzuki (Denison University) BODIES OF BELONGING: SEXUALIZED CITIZENSHIP AMONG INTERMARRIED OKINAWAN-BOLIVIAN TRANSMIGRANTS IN BOLIVIA AND JAPAN
2:00 PM Amy L Porter (Univ. of Minnesota) FOR LOVE OR MONEY? REINVENTING ROMANCE IN HAVANA, CUBA
2:15 PM Garrett A McDowell (Temple University) INTIMATE CHOICES: NIKEKI RETURN MIGRANTS MAKING "HOME," SHAPING FAMILY AND DEFINING SELVES
2:30 PM Faith R Warner (Bloomsburg) "WE ARE ALL HERE FOR LOVE": ELITE MEXICAN IMMIGRANT FAMILIES AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF REGIONAL IDENTITY IN TUXPAN, MEXICO
2:45 PM Teresa E. P. Delfin (Stanford University) A BRIDGE OUT OF CONFLICT: STRATEGIC INTIMACIES IN CUSCO, PERU
3:00 PM Brenda Chalfin (U. Florida) STATES OF INTIMACY: THE EMBODIED POLITICS OF TRANSNATIONAL MOBILITY
3:15 PM Break
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:30 PM</td>
<td>Alyshia F Galvez (New York University) LOVE IN A TIME OF MILITARIZED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BORDERS: ROMANCE, MODERNITY AND PRENATAL CARE AMONG MEXICAN IMMIGRANTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IN NEW YORK CITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45 PM</td>
<td>C Julia Huang (National Tsing Hua University,) WRITING AGAINST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRANSNATIONALISM: VIETNAMESE FEMALE MARRIAGE MIGRANTS IN TAIWAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AND SOUTHERN VIETNAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Sharon Nagy (DePaul University) MARRIAGE OF TRANSNATIONALS: CULTURAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AND ECONOMIC ASPIRATIONS OF FOREIGN RESIDENTS IN THE ARAB GULF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>Caren W Freeman (U of Virginia) MARRIED BUT SEPARATED: SPLIT TRANS-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NATIONAL COUPLES AND THE SPECTER OF INFIDELITY AMONG THE CHINESE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHOSONJOK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Erica L Williams SEXY MULATAS AND DIRTY ITALIANS: TRANSNATIONAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMAGINATIONS OF INTIMACY, RACE, AND MOBILITY IN SALVADOR, BRAZIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td>Rebecca Forgash (Metropolitan State College of Denver) FRONT LINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INTIMACIES: MILITARY INSTITUTIONAL DISCOURSES ON FRATERNIZATION,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OVERSEAS MARRIAGE, AND NATIONAL SECURITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>Frances E Mascia-Lees (Rutgers University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2-144

ANTHROPOLOGY'S KULEANA: RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL PRACTICE (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America)

Continental Parlor 6
Organizer: Sabine A Deiringer (University of Cambridge)
Chair: Christopher Fung (Hawai`i Pacific University)

1:45 PM

Ulla Hasager (University of Hawai`i) WAYS OF DOING - WAYS OF UNDERSTANDING: ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH, PEDAGOGIES - AND WORKING WITH THE COMMUNITY

2:00 PM

Discussion

2:15 PM

Mascha Gugganig A LESSON FOR THE STUDENT CALLED 'ANTHROPOLOGIST': WHAT WE CAN LEARN FROM UNUSUAL SCHOOL SETTINGS IN HAWAI`I

2:30 PM

Kathleen L Kawelu (UC Berkeley) KULEANA AND COMMITMENT IN HAWAIIAN ARCHAEOLOGY: SOCIOPOLITICAL RELATIONSHIPS AND THE PRACTICE OF ARCHAEOLOGY

2:45 PM

Jesse W Stephen (University of Hawai`i) AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL KULEANA: ENGAGING PASTS AND FUTURES AT HAWAIIAN MONUMENTS

3:00 PM

Daniel R Maile NA MEA I NA HANA NO`EAU: MODERN KANAKA MAOLI PERSPECTIVES ON TRADITIONAL CULTURAL ARTS

3:15 PM

Roderick N Labrador (University of Hawai`i at Manoa) PLACE-ING RACE, LABOR, AND INDIGENITY IN HAWAI`I

3:30 PM

Lucy Pickering (Liverpool John Moore's Univers) "...AND THEN I KNEW I'D BEEN ACCEPTED BY THE ISLAND": HAOLE NARRATIVES OF ARRIVAL AND ACCEPTANCE IN HAWAI`I

3:45 PM

Sabine A Deiringer (University of Cambridge) HAWAI`I, THE UNITED STATES AND EUROPE: ON THE PURCHASES AND LIMITATIONS OF COMPARISONS

4:00 PM

Christopher Fung (Hawai`i Pacific University) FEAR AND SOCIETY IN HAWAI`I AND THE UNITED STATES: A SET OF QUASI-ETHNOGRAPHIC FIELD-NOTES

4:15 PM

Ty P.K. Tengan (University of Hawai`i at Manoa)

4:30 PM

Judith Schachter (Carnegie Mellon)

4:45 PM

Wende E Marshall (University of Virginia)

5:00 PM

Geoffrey White (Univ of Hawai`i)

5:15 PM

Virginia R. Dominguez (University of Illinois)

5:45 PM

End of Session
2-145
Invited Session: ETHNOGRAPHIES OF POWER, PRIVILEGE, AND DIVERSITY IN ACADEMIA
(Association for Feminist Anthropology, Association of Black Anthropologists)
Franciscan C
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Linda Basch (Nat'l Council Research Women) and Yolanda T Moses (UC Riverside)

1:45 PM Introduction: LINDA BASCH (Nat'l Council Research Women)
2:00 PM SUSAN SCRIMSHAW (Simmons C) CHANGING THE "ISMS" OF ACADEMIA
2:15 PM GERTRUDE J FRASER A CULTURAL ANALYSIS OF THE FACULTY SEARCH PROCESS: WHY PROGRESS IS SO SLOW.
2:30 PM LINDA BASCH (Nat'l Council Research Women) INSTITUTIONAL TRANSFORMATION? CHALLENGES IN IMPLEMENTING STRATEGIES TO ADDRESS RACIAL AND GENDER DISCRIMINATION IN ACADEMIA
2:45 PM BEVERLEE J. BRUCE (Columbia University) CHALLENGING THE ACADEMIC STATUS QUO
3:00 PM CONSTANCE R SUTTON (New York University) WITH A FOCUS ON RACE, GENDER, AND INEQUALITY: A FIFTY-YEAR RETROSPECTIVE OF A SCHOLAR/ACTIVIST
3:15 PM Break
3:30 PM YOLANDA T MOSES (UC Riverside)
3:45 PM LEE D BAKER (Duke University)
4:00 PM A LYNN BOLLES (UMaryland College Park)
4:15 PM TONY WHITEHEAD
4:30 PM IRMA MCCLAURIN (University of Minnesota)
4:45 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session

2-146
IDENTITY, PLACE AND POWER IN ARCHAEOLOGICAL THEORY: CASE STUDIES FROM MESOAMERICA (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Yosemite B
Organizer: Eleanor Harrison-Buck (Boston University)
Chair: Cynthia Robin (Northwestern University)

1:45 PM JULIA A HENDON (Gettysburg College) PEOPLE AND THINGS IN ANCIENT HONDURAS
2:00 PM CYNTHIA ROBIN (Northwestern University) EVERYDAY LIFE, ORDINARY PLACES, AND COMMUNITY IDENTITY: THE 2000 YEAR HISTORY OF THE CHAN SITE IN BELIZE
2:15 PM BRADLEY E ENSOR CRAFTING CLASSES AND KINSHIP IN THE LATE CLASSIC PERIOD CHONTAL MAYA SOCIAL FORMATION AT ISLAS DE LOS CERROS, TABASCO, MEXICO
2:30 PM TRACI A ARDREN (University of Miami) FEMINIST THEORY AND MULTIPLE MASCULINITIES IN THE TERMINAL CLASSIC NORTHERN MAYA LOWLANDS
2:45 PM ALINE MAGNONI (Tulane U) PLACE, MEMORY, AND IDENTITY AT A CLASSIC PERIOD RESIDENTIAL GROUP, CHUNCHUCMIL, YUCATAN, MEXICO
3:00 PM ELEANOR HARRISON-BUCK (Boston University) METAPHORS OF IDENTITY, PLACE AND POWER: ANALYZING TERMINATION DEPOSITS IN TERMINAL CLASSIC MAYA ARCHAEOLOGY
3:15 PM Break
3:30 PM EMILY UMBERGER COYOLXAUHQUI'S BELLS
3:45 PM MATTHEW G LOOPER DANCE AND IDEOLOGY IN MAYA AND AZTEC SOCIETY
4:00 PM MARC N. LEVINE (University of Colorado) PRACTICE THEORY AND POLITICAL ECONOMY AT LATE POSTCLASSIC YUCU DZAA (TUTUTEPEC), OAXACA, MEXICO
4:15 PM CLAUDIA GARCIA-DES LAURIERS PUBLIC PERFORMANCE AND TEOTIHUACAN IDENTITY AT LOS HORCONES, CHIAPAS
4:30 PM PATRICIA A MCA NANY (Boston U)
4:45 PM SCOTT R Hutson (University of Kentucky)
5:00 PM BARBARA L STARK
5:15 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session
2-147  AAA PROGRAM COMMITTEE 2008-2009  Continental Parlor 9
2:00 PM-4:00 PM  Chair: Noel J Chrisman (U of Washington)

2-148  Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges  SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGY IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES BOARD MEETING  Union Square 8
2:00 PM-4:00 PM  Organizer/Chair: P. Ann Kaupp (Smithsonian Institution)

2-149  Society for Humanistic Anthropology  WORKSHOP: DOCUMENTING ACTUALITIES: RECORDING, LOGGING, TRANSCRIBING, ARCHIVING AND EDITING AUDIO AND VIDEO ACTUALITIES  Union Square 20
2:00 PM-4:00 PM  ROBIN RIDINGTON (University of British Columbia)

2-150  AAA MEETING FOR CURRENT AAA EDITORS  Union Square 21
3:00 PM-5:00 PM  Organizer: Tom Boellstorff (U of California, Irvine)

2-151  Society for Visual Anthropology  WORKSHOP: PHOTOGRAPHY FOR THE FIELD - PART 2: DIGITAL FLOW  Union Square 16
3:00 PM-5:00 PM  JONATHAN S. MARION (CSUSM / SDSU)
JEROME W CROWDER (Univ of Houston)

2-151A  Film Screening: WORLD ETHNOGRAPHIES II  Franciscan D
3:20 PM  ELVIRA DONES, SWORN VIRGINS
4:16 PM  FRANCO SACCHI, THIS IS NOLLYWOOD
5:17 PM  SUSAN VOGEL, THE FUTURE OF MUD
6:20 PM  AIOFE NUGEN, Allan Shinohara, Peter Scheele, and Nozomi Ito, ON THE OTHER SIDE
7:16 PM  AMY CATLIN-JAIRAZBHVOY and Nazir Ali Jairazbhoy, BABY-DROPPING AND FIREWALKING RITUALS (IN MUSIC FOR A GODDESS, PART III, CHAPTER 12)
7:30 PM  SARAH TAYLOR, GRACIAS A LOS GRINGOS
7:48 PM  Discussion

2-152  A GLOBAL SOLUTION? ENGAGING THE REALITY OF THE INTERNATIONAL HIV/AIDS TREATMENT SCALE-UP IN DEVELOPING NATIONS  (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology)  Golden Gate 7
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Marita Eibl (Michigan State University) and Joel C Reed (Michigan State University)
4:00 PM  MARITA EIBL (Michigan State University) SCALE-UP AND ROLL-OUT: HOW THERAPEUTIC DEVELOPMENT IS CHANGING ARV DISTRIBUTION IN TANZANIA
4:15 PM  JOEL C REED (Michigan State University) NEOLIBERALISM INVADES THE BODY: THE UTOPIAN PROJECT OF HIV/AIDS TREATMENT SCALE-UP
4:30 PM  KATHRYN A RHINE (Brown University) "GOING PRIVATE": CULTIVATING AN ETHIC OF POSITIVE LIVING IN A NORTHERN NIGERIAN SUPPORT GROUP
4:45 PM  GAELLE P KRIKORIAN THE POLITICS OF PATENTS: ACCESS TO GENERIC DRUGS AGAINST HIV/AIDS IN THAILAND
5:00 PM  JONATHAN S METCALFE (Case Western Reserve U) GOOD INTENTIONS ONLY GET YOU SO FAR: THE REALITIES AND CONSEQUENCES OF HIV/AIDS SCALE UP PROGRAMS IN ZIMBABWE
5:15 PM  MA-LOS A FOLLER THE SPREAD OF THE BRAZILIAN 'MODEL' INCLUDING DONATION OF DRUGS: A SOLIDARITY-BASED GLOBALIZATION OR AN INTERNATIONALIZATION OF THE BRAZILIAN PHARMACEUTICAL MARKET?
5:30 PM  BETSEY B BRADA (University of Chicago)
5:45 PM  End of Session
2-153  AAA TASK FORCE RESPONDS TO THE WORLD FOOD CRISIS (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition) Union Square 23 & 24
Organizer(s): Barrett P Brenton (St. John's U) and Solomon H Katz
Chair: Tom Marchione (George Mason University)

4:00 PM  Introduction: **Solomon H Katz**
4:15 PM  **Tom Marchione** (George Mason University)
4:30 PM  **Miriam Chaiken** (Indiana U of Penn)
4:45 PM  **Lois M Stanford** (New Mexico State U)
5:00 PM  **Barrett P Brenton** (St. John's U)
5:15 PM  **Ellen Messer**
5:30 PM  Discussion
5:45 PM  End of Session

2-154  AFRICA ON THE MOVE: MIGRATION AND DISPLACEMENT IN TURBULENT TIMES
(Reviewed by Association for Africanist Anthropology) Franciscan B
Chair: Abdoulaye A Kane

4:00 PM  **Timothy M Mechkinski** (Lewis and Clark College) WEST AFRICAN SOCIO-CULTURAL NORMS AND MOBILITY CONTROL
4:15 PM  **Scott M Youngstedt** (Saginaw Valley State Univ) IN AND OUT OF NIAMEY: COSMOPOLITANISM IN THE SAHEL
4:30 PM  **Eric Worby** (Univ. of the Witwatersrand) ADDRESS UNKNOWN: THE TEMPORALITY OF DISPLACEMENT AND THE ETHICS OF DISCONNECTION AMONG ZIMBABWEAN MIGRANTS IN JOHANNESBURG
4:45 PM  **Liza S Buchbinder** (UCSF/UC Berkeley) YOUTH RESILIENCE IN THE WEST AFRICAN LABOR MARKET
5:00 PM  **Angela M Beck** (Indiana University) THE FUTURE OF POLYGNY: INTERGENERATIONAL VIEWS OF MULTIPLE WIFE MARRIAGE AMONG THE TONGA
5:15 PM  **Abdoulaye A Kane**
5:30 PM  Discussion
5:45 PM  End of Session

2-155  AMBIVALENT ALLIANCES: EXPLORING COLLABORATIVE COMPLEXITIES AMONG DIGITAL YOUTH (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Continental Parlor 3
Organizer/Chair: Patricia G. Lange (U of Southern California)

4:00 PM  **CJ Pascoe** (U.C. Berkeley) LOGGING ON, LINKING IN AND COMING OUT: LGBT TEENS, NEW MEDIA AND COMMUNITY
4:15 PM  **Christo Sims** (UC Berkeley) and **Horst, Heather A** (University of California, Irvine) BEYOND THE FAMILY PLAN: CELL PHONES AND THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC LIVES OF TEENAGERS
4:30 PM  **Patricia G. Lange** (U of Southern California) WHEN “DO-IT-YOURSELF” VIDEO ISN’T
4:45 PM  **Dilan Mahendran** (UC Berkeley) WAYS OF LISTENING: HIP HOP AND THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF MUSICAL EXPERIENCE
5:00 PM  **Dan Perlak** (UC Berkeley) THE ART OF THEFT: CREATIVITY AND COPYRIGHT IN ONLINE ART WORLDS
5:15 PM  **Rebecca Herr** (USC) COOPERATION, CONTROL, OR MAGIC? STRUCTURES OF COLLABORATION IN PODCASTING
5:30 PM  Discussion
5:45 PM  End of Session
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Organizer/Chair(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-156</td>
<td>Society for Humanistic Anthropology AWARD WINNING WRITING IN HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY</td>
<td>4:00 PM-5:45 PM</td>
<td>Taylor B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-157</td>
<td>Poster Session: BREWING THE CHINESE NATION: NATION BUILDING IN CHA CHAAN TENG IN HONG KONG AND CHICAGO CHINATOWN</td>
<td>4:00 PM-5:45 PM</td>
<td>Michael Harkin (U Wyoming)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-158</td>
<td>Invited Session: COMPARING NOTES: MULTIVOCALITY AND THE SHIFT TO COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH</td>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Mira Z Amiras (San Jose State U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organizer: Mira Z Amiras (San Jose State U)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jeffery L MacDonald (Immigrant &amp; Refugee Comm Org)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: Chun Yi Sum (Washington and Lee University)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chun Yi Sum (Washington and Lee University) BREWING THE CHINESE NATION: NATION BUILDING IN CHA CHAAN TENG IN HONG KONG AND CHICAGO CHINATOWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-159</td>
<td>CONSUMERISM, CULTURE AND THE CITY</td>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Andrew M Gardner (University of Puget Sound)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organizer: Andrew M Gardner (University of Puget Sound)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rylan Higgins and Andrew M Gardner (University of Puget Sound)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair(s): Rylan Higgins and Andrew M Gardner (University of Puget Sound)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Marllynne Dlggs-Thompson (Univ of Pennsylvania) DESIRE AND DEMAND: BIRTH CONTROL AND CONSUMER REVOLUTION IN THE POSTWAR CARIBBEAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td>ANDREW M GARDNER (University of Puget Sound) CONSUMER CULTURE IN AL KHALEEF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td>SANJAY SRIVASTAVA (Deakin University) POST-NATIONALISM: URBAN SPACES, CONSUMERISM AND MIDDLE-CLASS ACTIVISM IN DELHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:45 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td>SARAH A TURIN (Boston University) ISLAMIC ECONOMICS IN JORDAN: AN EXAMINATION OF ‘ISLAMIC CONSUMPTION’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td>JIE J YANG CONSUMING OR CONSUMED: GENDER, CONSUMPTION AND BODY POLITICS IN URBAN CHINA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5:30 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5:45 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

152
2-160 Invited Session: Public Policy Session-DIRECT-TO-CONSUMER GENOMICS COMPANIES: ANTHROPOLOGISTS IN NEW TERRITORY (Public Policy Forum) Continental Parlor 7
Organizer/Chair: Barbara A Koenig (Mayo Clinic College of Medicine)
Introduction
4:00 PM JOANNA L MOUNTAIN (23andMe, Inc)
4:15 PM JENNIFER R. FISHMAN (McGill University)
4:30 PM KRISTINA TIEDE (Université Lyon 2/Mayo Clinic)
4:45 PM HENRY T. GREELY (Stanford University)
5:00 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session

2-161 Invited Session: EROTIC MOBILITIES: AFFECT, DESIRE, AND NATIONAL IMAGINARIES IN WOMEN’S CROSS-BORDER SEX (Association for Feminist Anthropology, Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Powell A
Organizer(s): Ara Wilson (Duke U) and Susan E Frohlick (U of Manitoba)
Chair: Susan E Frohlick (U of Manitoba)
4:00 PM SUSAN E FROHLICK (U of Manitoba) BORDER CROSSINGS AND DESIRE: EMBODIMENT AND EMOTIONS IN WOMEN’S ROMANCE TOURISM IN COSTA RICA
4:15 PM MARIA TORNQVIST (Stockholm University, Sweden) DANCING WITH STRANGERS: TANGO TOURISM IN BUENOS AIRES
4:30 PM ANA DRAGOJLOVIC DUTCH WOMEN IN BALI: CONTESTED NOTIONS OF CITIZENSHIP AND GENDER IN DUTCH-BALI INTIMACIES
4:45 PM ANASTASIA N PANAGAKOS (Cosumnes River College) CANADIAN GREEK WOMEN AND THE HERITAGE FLING IN GREECE
5:00 PM AKIKO TAKEYAMA (U of Kansas) “ALLOW ME TO DREAM”: THE ART OF SEDUCTION IN A TOKYO HOST CLUB
5:15 PM ARA WILSON (Duke U)
5:30 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session

2-162 ETHNOGRAPHY OF CLINICAL TRIALS (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Golden Gate 4
Organizer/Chair: Galen Joseph (UCSF, Anthropology)
4:00 PM GERGELY MOHACSI (The University of Tokyo) TRIALS OF DIFFERENCE: THE CASE OF CLINICAL RESEARCH ON DIABETES IN JAPAN
4:15 PM JULIE LAPLANTE (Max Planck Institute-UofOttawa) SOUTH AFRICAN ROOTS TOWARDS GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE; WHO AND HOW TO TRIAL A MEDICINE?
4:30 PM SIENNA R CRAIG (Dartmouth College) TIBETAN MEDICINE ON TRIAL: CLINICAL EVALUATIONS OF THE “SCIENCE OF HEALING”
4:45 PM JENNIFER CUFFE (McGill University) PRAGMATISM IN THE STATE AUTHORIZATION OF CLINICAL TRIALS EVALUATING ‘NATURAL’ MEDICINES IN A MULTICULTURAL CANADA
5:00 PM GALEN JOSEPH (UCSF, Anthropology) ETHICAL RECRUITMENT FOR CANCER THERAPEUTIC TRIALS: TRIAL PHASE, INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT AND PROVIDER PREFERENCES
5:15 PM JILL A FISHER (Arizona State University) RECRUITING (NEOLIBERAL) SUBJECTS FOR U.S. PHARMACEUTICAL CLINICAL TRIALS
5:30 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session
EXTERNAL FORMS, INTERNAL NORMS: INVESTIGATING CRITICAL TERMS OF INCLUSION, ENGAGEMENT AND COLLABORATION (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology)
Organizer(s): Zeynep D Gursel (UC Berkeley) and Elif M Babul (Stanford University)
Chair: Zeynep D Gursel (UC Berkeley)

PETRA Y KUPPINGER (Monmouth College) ISLAM, INCLUSION AND POLITICAL PARTICIPATION IN STUTTGART, GERMANY
4:00 PM

ELIF M BABUL (Stanford University) PROJECTING CIVIL SOCIETY: TOPOGRAPHIES OF EU ACCESSION AND NGO DEVELOPMENT AS "CAPACITY BUILDING" IN TURKEY
4:15 PM

CATHERINE E BOLten (University of Michigan) "SOMEONE MUST HOLD MY HAND AND TEACH ME TO STAND AS A MAN": ECONOMIC DISABILITY AND SOCIAL REGRESSION AMONG EX-COMBATANTS IN NORTHERN SIERRA LEONE
4:30 PM

ELİTAN Y WİLF (The University of Chicago) THE QUEST FOR CULTURAL LEGITIMACY AND ITS DISCONTENTS: THE COMPLIANCE OF JAZZ EDUCATION WITH THE INSTITUTIONAL NORMS OF THE UNIVERSITY
4:45 PM

CARI C KAPUR (Stanford University) GENDERED JOURNEYS: EXPLORING INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION AMONG "VIRTUAL MIGRANTS" IN INDIA
5:00 PM

Discussion
5:15 PM

Laurie K Hart (Haverford C)
5:30 PM
Discussion
5:45 PM

End of Session

Poster Session: FOOD AND NUTRITION (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition) Plaza A

KRISTEN S BORRE (NC Agromedicine/East Carolina) DIETARY ADAPTATIONS AND OBESITY AMONG NORTH CAROLINA LATINO FARMWORKER FAMILIES
4:00 PM-5:45 PM

Invited Session: GATEWAY COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENTS ENGAGE IN THE GEOGRAPHIC PROJECT: INNER-CITY STUDENTS EXAMINE ANCESTRAL ORIGINS AND ETHNIC DIVERSITY (Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges) Powell B
Organizer(s): Vincent C Huffman (Maricopa Community Colleges) and Richard E Ward (IUPUI)
Chair: Vincent C Huffman (Maricopa Community Colleges)

INTRODUCTION: DOMINIQUE RISSOLO (Waitt Family Foundation)
4:00 PM

Discussion
4:15 PM

RICHARD E WARD (IUPUI)
4:30 PM
Discussion
4:45 PM

End of Session

GENDERED SPACES: BEYOND THE PUBLIC AND THE PRIVATE (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Union Square 22
Organizer(s): Ana I Vivaldi (University of British Columbia), Marie-Eve Carrier-Moisan (University of British Columbia) and Tal Nitsan (University of British Columbia)
Chair: Stuart A Rockefeller (Fordham)

SUSANNA ROSENBAUM (Columbia University) FROM HOUSEHOLD TO WORKPLACE: DOMESTIC SERVICE AND THE MEANINGS OF "HOME"
4:00 PM

BRIAN L ADAMS-THIES (Drake University) SEXUAL POLICE AND SEXUAL SPACE: THE CONSTRUCTION, RULES AND ENGAGEMENTS IN CHUECA’S SEX CLUBS
4:15 PM

TAL NITSAN (University of British Columbia) and VIVALDI, Ana I (University of British Columbia) QUESTIONING THE PUBLIC ARENA AS A SPACE OF CONSTRUCTION OF WOMEN’S POLITICAL SUBJECTIVITY
4:30 PM

MELISSA M FORBIS (University of Texas at Austin) ENGENDERING AUTONOMY: NATIONAL AND LOCAL SPACES OF STRUGGLE
4:45 PM
5:00 PM  MARIE-EVE CARRIER-MOISAN (University of British Columbia) "GRINGO" MASCUCLINITY AND "TROPICAL" FEMININITY: PERFORMING GENDERED IDENTITIES IN A SEX TOURIST LANDSCAPE
5:15 PM  STUART A ROCKEFELLER (Fordham) Discussion
5:45 PM  End of Session

2-168
GOVERNING PUBLIC HEALTH RESEARCH FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF POPULATION SCIENCES AND THE EVIDENCE-BASED POLICY-MAKING MOVEMENT (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Continental Parlor 1 Organizer/Chair: Dominique P Behague (LSHTM, U of London)
4:00 PM  HELEN LAMBERT (Bristol University) MODELS OF INTERVENTION, EVIDENCE FOR MODELS: HIV PREVENTION, EVIDENCE-BASED MEDICINE & PUBLIC HEALTH POLICY IN INDIA
4:15 PM  SAHRA E GIBBON (University College London) EXAMINING THE 'EVIDENCE BASE' FOR CLINICAL BREAST CANCER GENETICS; A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE
4:30 PM  DOMINIQUE P BEHAGUE (LSHTM, U of London) "CONTEXT MATTERS": THE EPIDEMIOLOGICAL TRANSFORMATION OF THE 'SOCIAL CAPITAL' CONCEPT AND ITS IMPACT IN BRAZILIAN PUBLIC HEALTH
4:45 PM  MELISSA A PARKER (CRIMA, Brunel University) CONTROLLING NEGLECTED TROPICAL DISEASES IN AFRICA: A MAJOR ACHIEVEMENT OR A CASE OF THE EMPEROR'S NEW CLOTHES?
5:00 PM  IAN HARPER RE-THINKING PRIMARY HEALTH CARE INTERVENTIONS AND RESEARCH IN INDIA
5:15 PM  LESLIE BUTT (University of Victoria) SILENCE SPEAKS VOLUMES: ELITES AND AIDS RESEARCH IN PAPUA, INDONESIA
5:30 PM  JAMES TROSTLE (Trinity C Hartford) End of Session

High Table Invited Session: INCLUSION, COLLABORATION AND ENGAGEMENT: THE CONTINUING ROLE FOR ANTHROPOLOGISTS IN THE WORLDWIDE HIV/AIDS CRISIS. (AAA Executive Program Committee) Yosemite C Organizer/Chair: David K Beine (SIL International)
4:00 PM  Introduction: MERRILL C SINGER (University of Connecticut)
4:15 PM  FREDERICK BLOOM (CDC)
4:30 PM  DOUGLAS A FELDMAN (The College at Brockport, SUNY)
4:45 PM  EDWARD C GREEN (Harvard University) Discussion
5:00 PM  End of Session

2-169
SIBLINGS SOCIALIZING SIBLINGS: THE SOCIAL ORGANIZATION OF SIBLING ACTIVITIES, STYLES, AND AFFECT IN CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Golden Gate 5 Organizer(s): Jennifer F Reynolds (University of South Carolina) and Lourdes de Leon (CIESAS-Mexico) Chair: Lourdes de Leon (CIESAS-Mexico)
4:00 PM  AKIRA TAKADA (Kyoto Univ) SOCIALIZING TO AND THROUGH CHILDREN’S CULTURE: THE EMERGENCE OF SIBLING-CARE AMONG A SAN POST-FORAGING SOCIETY
4:15 PM  AMANDA G MINKS (University of Oklahoma) SOCIALIZING RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES: DOMESTIC PLAY AMONG MISKITU SIBLINGS ON THE ATLANTIC COAST OF NICARAGUA
4:30 PM  AMY L PAUGH (James Madison University) SIBLINGS AS AGENTS OF LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE AND CHANGE IN DOMINICA, WEST INDIES
4:45 PM Lourdes de Leon (CIESAS-Mexico) AUTHORITY, ATTENTION, AND AFFECT IN DIRECTIVE/RESPONSE SEQUENCES IN MAYAN ZINACANTEC SIBLINGS
5:00 PM Marjorie H Goodwin (UCLA) and Tulbert, Eve L TERMS OF ENDEARMENT: SIBLING CARETAKING INTERACTION IN DUAL EARNER LOS ANGELES FAMILIES
5:15 PM Jennifer F Reynolds (University of South Carolina) and Faulstich, Marjorie "ES MI MANO DERECHA" (S/HE IS MY RIGHT HAND): SIBLING CARE-GIVING AND LANGUAGE PARA-PHRASING ACTIVITIES WITHIN NEW IMMIGRANT FAMILIES IN MEXICAN CHICAGO
5:30 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session

2-171 SOCIAL PROBLEMS AND POSSIBILITIES IN AOTEAROA/NEW ZEALAND: MATERIAL AND SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING IN A POSTCOLONIAL WORLD (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Continental Parlor 5
Organizer(s): Cyril T Schafer and Ruth P Fitzgerald
Chair: Paul E Voninski
4:00 PM Charles W Nuckolls THE "ONCE WERE WARRIORS EFFECT": THE PERCEPTION OF AGGRESSION AND
4:15 PM Martine ML Darrou STORIES OF SPIRITUAL WELL BEING: LINKAGES BETWEEN TIBETAN BUDDHISM AND THE MAORI AND TAHIITIAN CULTURAL RENAISSANCE
4:30 PM Ruth P Fitzgerald and Legge, Mike (University of Otago) THE ETHICAL AND EMOTIONAL WORLDS OF EMBRYOLOGISTS WORKING IN AOTEAROA/NEW ZEALAND.
4:45 PM Crystall Jaye and Fitzgerald, Ruth P EMBODYING OCCUPATIONAL OVERUSE SYNDROME
5:00 PM Cyril T Schafer CELEBRANT CEREMONIES: LIFE-CENTERED FUNERALS AND HEALTHY GRIEF IN AOTEAROA/NEW ZEALAND
5:15 PM Paul E Voninski RISKS TO NEW ZEALAND FUNERAL PROVIDERS: THE CASE OF PTSD, PUBLIC AWARENESS, LEGAL LIABILITY, AND ADJUSTMENTS BY THESE RITUAL SPECIALISTS
5:30 PM Monte H Aranga (Wananga o Awanuiarangi)
5:45 PM End of Session

2-172 Invited Session: TEMPLES, MOSQUES AND CHURCHES: SPACES FOR CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AMONG “NEW” IMMIGRANTS IN NORTH AMERICA (Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology, Society for Anthropology of Religion) Sutter A Organizer: Deborah Reed-Danahay (SUNY Buffalo)
Chair: Caroline B Brettell (Southern Methodist U)
4:00 PM Karen Leonard AMERICAN MUSLIMS AND CIVIC ENGAGEMENT: MOSQUES, CAUCUSES, CAMPUSSES
4:15 PM Jennifer A Selby (Memorial University) PUBLIC POLICY AT THE MOSQUE: DEFINING AND DEBATING "CANADIAN MUSLIM-NESS" VIÉS-À-VIS THE SECULAR SCHOOL SYSTEM.
4:30 PM Sarah J Mahler (Florida International Univ.) SO CLOSE AND YET SO FAR AWAY: COMPARING LEADERSHIP CULTIVATION IN TWO CUBAN CONGREGATIONS IN MIAMI.
4:45 PM Ethan P Sharp THE PROMISE OF CITIZENSHIP: CATHOLIC REGENERATION AND CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AMONG MEXICAN IMMIGRANTS IN THE US HEARTLAND
5:00 PM Deborah Reed-Danahay (SUNY Buffalo) VIETNAMESE BUDDHIST AND CATHOLIC YOUTH GROUPS: COMMON GROUND FOR REINFORCING RELIGIOUS TRADITION AND BELIEF, TRANSMITTING CULTURE, AND FOSTERING LEADERSHIP AND CIVIC ENGAGEMENT
5:15 PM Caroline B Brettell (Southern Methodist U) SERVICE TO HUMANITY IS SERVICE TO GOD: ASIAN INDIAN RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS AS ARENAS FOR CIVIC ENGAGEMENT
5:30 PM Nina Glick Schiller (University of New Hampshire)
5:45 PM End of Session
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2-173

THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORK AND THE WORK OF ANTHROPOLOGY: BUSINESS AND PARTICIPATION (Reviewed by National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Taylor A
Chair: Hillary A Melchiors (Case Western Reserve U)
4:00 PM WENDY GUNN (Associate Professor), ASBOE, Mark and CLARK, Brendon H (University of Southern Denmark) OBSERVATION AS A FORM OF ENGAGEMENT: PLAYING WITH TENSIONS BETWEEN PRACTICES
4:15 PM BENEDICTE BROGER (Norwegian School of Management) COLLABORATION IN COMMERCE
4:30 PM HILLARY A MELCHIORS (Case Western Reserve U) THE BUSINESS OF ANTHROPOLOGY
4:45 PM MARIETTA L BABA (Michigan State University) ANTHROPOLOGIES OF WORK IN LATE CAPITALISM: CONSTRUCTING A DISCIPLINE FOR “WARNER’S QUADRANT”
5:00 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session

2-174

THE DYNAMICS OF BELIEF AND EXPERIENCE: CULTURAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSES ACROSS RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS (Reviewed by Society for Anthropology of Religion) Golden Gate 1
Organizer(s): Gregory M Simon and Steven G Carlisle
Chair: Steven G Carlisle
4:00 PM DOUGLAS A KLINE THE QUAKER ‘JOURNEY’ AND THE MANAGEMENT OF CORPORATE AND PERSONAL BELIEF
4:15 PM ABBY DAY (University of Sussex) EVERYDAY GHOSTS: THE MUNDANITY OF SUPERNATURAL EXPERIENCE
4:30 PM JAMES S BIELO (Michigan State University) THE PROBLEM WITH PROPOSITIONS: IDEOLOGIES OF BELIEF AND LANGUAGE AMONG “EMERGING” EVANGELICALS
4:45 PM GREGORY M SIMON CONVICTION WITHOUT BEING CONVINCED: MANAGING ISLAMIC PIETY IN MINANGKABAU, INDONESIA
5:00 PM JULIA CASSANTI (The University of Chicago) CHRISTIAN AND BUDDHIST BELIEF IN THAILAND: INTEGRATING THEORY AND PRACTICE
5:15 PM STEVEN G CARLISLE KARMA: AN ACTIVELY INTERNALIZED BELIEF
5:30 PM CHARLES LINDBLOM (Boston University)
5:45 PM End of Session

2-174A

REPRESENTING EXPERIENCE AND PERCEPTION THROUGH ETHNOGRAPHIC MEDIA PRACTICE (Reviewed by Society for Visual Anthropology) Union Square 18
Organizer/Chair: Diana K Allan
4:00 PM Introduction: DIANA K ALLAN
4:15 PM VERENA PARAVEL A DISORIENTED STROLL ETHNOGRAPHY
4:30 PM STEPHANIE SPRAY (Harvard University) FILMING INTERSUBJECTIVITY AND THE THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS FOR THE GAYEK FAMILY PROJECT
4:45 PM J.P. SNAdecki (Harvard University) SONGHUA AND CHAIQIAN: RENDERING THE SPONTANEOUS AND THE EPHEMERAL THROUGH IMAGE AND SOUND
5:00 PM EMILY ZEAMER REPRESENTING EXPERIENCE AND PERCEPTION THROUGH ETHNOGRAPHIC MEDIA PRACTICE
5:15 PM DIANA K ALLAN BORDER MEMORY: MNEMONIC PRACTICES AMONGST PALESTINIAN REFUGEES IN LEBANON
5:30 PM CHRISTOPHER PINNEY (University College London)
5:45 PM End of Session

2-175

WORKSHOP ON SUPPORTING AND GROWING PUBLICATIONS Union Square 14
Organizer: Andrea S Wiley (Indiana University)
ANDREA S WILEY (Indiana University)
RICHARD THOMAS (AAA)
OONA SCHMID (AAA)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Organizer/Chair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:00 PM-7:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>SOCIETY FOR ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING</strong> Powell B</td>
<td>Powell B</td>
<td>Judith E Marti (California State U - Northridge)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00 PM-8:00 PM</td>
<td><strong>Society for Anthropology of Religion BUSINESS MEETING</strong> Union Square 6</td>
<td>Union Square 6</td>
<td>Stephan Palmie' (Chicago)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00 PM-8:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>Society for East Asian Anthropology BUSINESS MEETING</strong> Golden Gate 4</td>
<td>Golden Gate 4</td>
<td>Laurel Kendall (American Museum of Natural His)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15 PM-7:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>American Ethnological Society BUSINESS MEETING</strong> Golden Gate 7</td>
<td>Golden Gate 7</td>
<td>David Nugent (Emory)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15 PM-7:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>Anthropology and Environment Section BUSINESS MEETING</strong> Yosemite A</td>
<td>Yosemite A</td>
<td>Paige West (Barnard College / Columbia U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15 PM-7:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>Biological Anthropology Section BUSINESS MEETING</strong> Golden Gate 5</td>
<td>Golden Gate 5</td>
<td>Trudy R Turner (University of WI-Milwaukee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15 PM-7:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>General Anthropology Board BUSINESS MEETING</strong> Union Square 23 &amp; 24</td>
<td>Union Square 23 &amp; 24</td>
<td>John D Rhoades (St. John Fisher)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15 PM-7:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>Council on Anthropology and Education BUSINESS MEETING</strong> Union Square 12</td>
<td>Union Square 12</td>
<td>Bradley A Levinson (Indiana University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15 PM-7:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>Society for Medical Anthropology BUSINESS MEETING</strong> Taylor A</td>
<td>Taylor A</td>
<td>Devva Kasnitz (UCB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15 PM-7:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>MELANESIAN INTEREST GROUP (MIG) BUSINESS MEETING</strong> Continental Parlor 1</td>
<td>Continental Parlor 1</td>
<td>Joshua A Bell (Smithsonian) &amp; Jamon A Halvaksz (University of Texas at San Antonio)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15 PM-7:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>NETWORK OF CHRISTIAN ANTHROPOLOGISTS</strong> Powell A</td>
<td>Powell A</td>
<td>Thomas N Headland (SIL Int'I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15 PM-7:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>Society for Anthropological Sciences BUSINESS MEETING</strong> Franciscan C</td>
<td>Franciscan C</td>
<td>John B Gatewood (Lehigh University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15 PM-7:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges BUSINESS MEETING</strong> Continental Parlor 7</td>
<td>Continental Parlor 7</td>
<td>P. Ann Kaupp (Smithsonian Institution)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2-189 Society for Cultural Anthropology SOCIETY FOR CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING Continental Parlor 3
6:15 PM-7:30 PM Organizer: Stacy L Pigg (Simon Fraser University)
Chair: Bruce Grant (New York University)

2-190 Society for Cultural Anthropology SOCIETY FOR CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY PUBLIC ADVISORY BOARD MEETING Sutter A
6:15 PM-7:30 PM Organizer: Kim Fortun (Rensselaer)

2-191 Society for Humanistic Anthropology SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING Taylor B
6:15 PM-7:30 PM Organizer: Michael Harkin (U Wyoming)

2-192 Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology SOCIETY FOR LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN ANTHROPOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING Union Square 22
6:15 PM-7:30 PM Organizer(s): Gabriela Vargas-Cetina (Autonoma de Yucatan) and Travis A Du Bry (U of California-Santa Barbara)
Chair: Gabriela Vargas-Cetina (Autonoma de Yucatan)

2-193 Society for Linguistic Anthropology SOCIETY FOR LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING Franciscan A
6:15 PM-7:30 PM Organizer: J Joseph Errington (Yale University)

2-194 Society for Medical Anthropology SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY AWARDS EVENT Continental Parlor 5
6:15 PM-7:30 PM Organizer: Carolyn Sargent (Washington U)

2-195 Society for Psychological Anthropology SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING Continental Parlor 9
6:15 PM-7:30 PM Organizer: Ashley E Maynard (University of Hawaii)
Chair: Tanya M Luhrmann (Stanford University)

2-196 Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF CONSCIOUSNESS DISTINGUISHED LECTURE AND BUSINESS MEETING Continental Parlor 6
6:15 PM-7:30 PM Organizer: John R Baker (Moorpark College)
Chair: Antonia C Mills (U of N British Columbia)

2-197 Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF FOOD AND NUTRITION BUSINESS MEETING AND DISTINGUISHED LECTURE Union Square 15
6:15 PM-7:30 PM Organizer: Barbara A Piperata (The Ohio State University)

2-198 Society for the Anthropology of Work SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORK BUSINESS MEETING Sutter B
6:15 PM-7:30 PM Organizer: Ann E Kingsolver (U of South Carolina)

2-199 Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology SOCIETY FOR URBAN, NATIONAL AND TRANSTATIONAL/GLOBAL ANTHROPOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING Lombard
6:15 PM-7:30 PM Organizer: David W Haines (George Mason University)

2-200 Society for Visual Anthropology SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING Golden Gate 3
6:15 PM-7:30 PM Organizer: Mary Strong (Brooklyn College)
2-201 General Anthropology Division GAD DISTINGUISHED LECTURE BY CLAIRE SMITH "ARCHAEOLOGISTS IN ACTION: COLLABORATION, INCLUSION, AND ENGAGEMENT" FOLLOWED BY RECEPTION AND CASH BAR Continental Parlor 2
6:15 PM-8:30 PM Organizer: Susan Buck Sutton (Indiana-Purdue (IUPUI))

2-202 COUNCIL FOR MUSEUM ANTHROPOLOGY RECEPTION AT THE DE YOUNG MUSEUM
6:30 PM-8:30 PM

2-203 Association for Africanist Anthropology INNOVATION AND AGENCY: STRUCTURES FOR CHANGE IN AFRICA AND THE AFRICAN DIASPORA (AFAA PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS AND RECEPTION) Golden Gate 2
6:30 PM-8:30 PM Organizer(s): Bennetta Jules-Rosette (U of California - San Diego) and Nancy P Schwartz (College of Southern Nevada)

2-204 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST ALUMNI & FRIENDS RECEPTION Union Square 13
6:30 PM-8:30 PM Organizer: Elizabeth Chilton (UMass Amherst)

2-205 Archeology Division ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING OF THE ARCHAEOLOGY DIVISION OF THE AAA Yosemite C
7:00 PM-8:00 PM Organizer: Randolph J Widmer (University of Houston) Chair: Janet E Levy (UNC-Charlotte)

2-206 National Association of Student Anthropologists AAA STUDENT RECEPTION Golden Gate 6
7:00 PM-8:30 PM Organizer: Jason E Miller (University of South Florida) Organizer: Sandhya Ganapathy (University of Wisconsin - Stevens Point)

2-207 J. I. STALEY AWARD CEREMONY, SCHOOL FOR ADVANCED RESEARCH Imperial A
7:00 PM-8:30 PM

2-209 WENNER-GREN FOUNDATION WINE AND CHEESE RECEPTION: INTRODUCING THE AAA COMMISSION ON WORLD ANTHROPOLOGIES Continental Parlor 8
7:00 PM-9:00 PM Organizer(s): Victoria Malkin (Wenner Gren Foundation) and Leslie C Aiello (Wenner-Gren Foundation)

2-210 Society for the Anthropology of Work ARENSBERG AWARD AND RECEPTION. MARIETTA L. BABA. ANTHROPOLOGIES OF WORK IN LATE CAPITALISM: CONSTRUCTING A DISCIPLINE FOR "WARNER'S QUADRANT." Yosemite B
7:30 PM-8:30 PM Organizer(s): Charles R Menzies (UBC) and Jim Weil (Science Museum of Minnesota) Chair: Jim Weil (Science Museum of Minnesota) MARIETTA L BABA (Michigan State University)

2-211 Society for Psychological Anthropology SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY CASH BAR Continental Parlor 9
7:30 PM-8:30 PM Organizer: Ashley E Maynard (University of Hawaii)

2-212 AAA DONOR RECEPTION Franciscan B
7:30 PM-9:00 PM Chair: Louise Lamphere (University of New Mexico)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Organizer(s)</th>
<th>Chair/Co-Chair</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-213</td>
<td>Society for Cultural Anthropology CASH BAR RECEPTION: SOCIETY FOR CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY, AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY, SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF NORTH AMERICA</td>
<td>Imperial B</td>
<td>Stacy L Pigg (Simon Fraser University) and Carla S Freeman (Emory University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-214</td>
<td>Biological Anthropology Section BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY SECTION DISTINGUISHED LECTURE AND RECEPTION</td>
<td>Golden Gate 5</td>
<td>Trudy R Turner (University of WI-Milwaukee)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-215</td>
<td>Archeology Division DISTINGUISHED LECTURE BY DR. ALISON WYLIE OF THE ARCHAEOLOGY DIVISION OF THE AAA</td>
<td>Yosemite C</td>
<td>Randolph J Widmer (University of Houston)</td>
<td>Janet E Levy (UNC-Charlotte)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-216</td>
<td>Society for Humanistic Anthropology AAA WRITERS' GROUP</td>
<td>Union Square 8</td>
<td>Michael Harkin (U Wyoming)</td>
<td>Kent Maynard (Denison University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-217</td>
<td>Council on Anthropology and Education JOINT RECEPTION CAE, ABA, AFA, ALLA, SLACA, SOLGA, SANA</td>
<td>Continental Parlor 4</td>
<td>Norma E Gonzalez (U of Arizona)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-218</td>
<td>Association for Africanist Anthropology ASSOCIATION FOR AFRICANIST ANTHROPOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING WILL FOLLOW THE AFAA RECEPTION AND PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS BY BENNETTA JULES-ROSETTE</td>
<td>Golden Gate 2</td>
<td>Bennetta Jules-Rosette (U of California - San Diego) and Nancy P Schwartz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-219</td>
<td>ANNUAL PARTY FOR ALUMS AND FRIENDS OF MICHIGAN ANTHROPOLOGY</td>
<td>Franciscan C</td>
<td>Judith Temkin Irvine (Univ of Michigan)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Names of discussants appear at the end of each session listing.

3·001  “DO YA FEEL ME?”: EXPLORING BLACK AMERICAN GENDER AND SEXUALITY THROUGH EMOTION AND AFFECT (Reviewed by Association of Black Anthropologists) Continental Parlor 5
Organizer: Bianca C Robinson (Duke University/ABA)
Chair(s): Bianca C Robinson (Duke University/ABA) and Jennifer A Woodruff
8:00 AM Introduction: JENNIFER A WOODRUFF
8:15 AM JENNIFER A WOODRUFF AN AESTHETIC OF REALNESS?: THEORIZING FEELING IN AFRICAN-AMERICAN GIRLS’ SINGING
8:30 AM MICAH C GILMER DON’T TELL NOBODY THIS, BUT I LOVE Y’ALL: THE NOT-SO-SECRET DISCUSSION OF FEELING AMONG BLACK MEN
8:45 AM C. RILEY SNORTON (Anenberg School, UPenn) FOR THE RECORD: DOCUMENTING EMERGENT ROUTES IN QUEER AFRICAN DIASPORA
9:00 AM BIANCA C ROBINSON (Duke University/ABA) “COME ON, GET HAPPY!”: AFRICAN AMERICAN ‘JAMAICAHOLICS’ AND THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS
9:15 AM FRED MOTEN (Duke University)
9:30 AM Discussion
9:45 AM End of Session

3·002  “IRRATIONAL” REPRODUCTION: POPULATION POLITICS AND PRACTICES AT THE INTERSECTIONS OF NORTH AND SOUTH (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Union Square 20
Organizer: Milena Marchesi (University of Massachusetts)
Chair: Silvia S De Zordo
8:00 AM SILVIA S DE ZORDO PLANNING THE FAMILY IN BAHIA, BRAZIL: BETWEEN EUGENICS AND NEW FORMS OF CITIZENSHIP
8:15 AM ERICA M NELSON MANAGING MOTHERHOOD IN TIMES OF CRISIS: FAMILY PLANNING POLICY AND REFORM IN CONTEMPORARY BOLIVIA
8:30 AM JOANNA Z. MISHTAL (Columbia University) WHY DON’T THEY WANT TO HAVE CHILDREN? THE CONTENTIOUS POLITICS OF POPULATION, GENDER, AND NEOLIBERAL ECONOMICS IN POLAND
8:45 AM MILENA MARCHESI (University of Massachusetts) “THREATENED COHESION”: THE POLITICS OF SOCIAL REPRODUCTION IN CONTEMPORARY ITALY
9:00 AM ANDREA D. CARDARELLO “BIRTH CONTROL THROUGH ADOPTION: ‘THE LEGAL TRAFFICKING OF CHILDREN’” IN BRAZIL
9:15 AM RENEE E KARL RECONCEIVING DIFFERENCE: REPRODUCTION AND IDENTIFICATION IN INDIA
9:30 AM ELIZABETH L KRAUSE (U of Massachusetts Amherst)
9:45 AM End of Session

3·003  Invited Session: AFTER FIELDWORK: ON THE DUTY OF ANTHROPOLOGISTS TO COLLABORATE, ENGAGE & RECIPROULATE WITH THEIR HOST COMMUNITIES (AAA Presidential Session, AAA Presidential Session) Continental Parlor 3
Organizer/Chair: Ralph Bolton (Pomona C)
Introduction: RALPH BOLTON (Pomona C)
8:00 AM CLARA E MANTINI-BRIGGS (U Cal Berkeley)
8:15 AM ORIN STARN (Duke University)
8:30 AM ELLEN R KINTZ (SUNY Geneseo)
8:45 AM SUSAN C MCCOMBIE (Georgia State University)
9:00 AM R. BROOKE THOMAS (UMass/Amherst)
9:15 AM Charles L Briggs (UC Berkeley)
9:45 AM End of Session
3-004 COMPROMISING POSITIONS: CAN ANTHROPOLOGY SURVIVE GOING PUBLIC? (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Golden Gate 6
Organizer/Chair: Rebecca Etz (Robert Wood Johnson Medical School)
8:00 AM ELIZABETH A. LILLIOTT (PIRE) "CULTURE" AND THE POLITICS OF TRANSLATION IN SUBSTANCE ABUSE RESEARCH AND EVALUATION IN RURAL NEW MEXICO
8:15 AM JOHNELLE C LAMARQUE (Rutgers U) IS THERE SUCH A THING AS AN "ETHNOGRAPHIC BULLET POINT"?
8:30 AM PAMELA E MUNROE (The Wildlife Experience) ANTHROPOLOGY AND MUSEUMS: IS IT PUBLIC?
8:45 AM REBECCA ETZ (Robert Wood Johnson Medical School) "WHAT'S RIGOROUS IS WHAT'S MEASURABLE"
9:00 AM GRETCHEN SCHAFFT (American University)
9:15 AM RENA LEDERMAN (Princeton University)
9:30 AM Discussion
9:45 AM End of Session

3-005 ENGAGING IN TRANSDISCIPLINARY PRAXIS: COMPARATIVE QUESTIONS, ASSUMPTIONS, METHODS, AND EVIDENCE OF ANTHROPOLOGY'S DISCIPLINARY INTERLOCUTORS (Reviewed by National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Lombard
Organizer/Chair: Elizabeth D Tunstall (University of Illinois at Chic)
8:00 AM Introduction: ELIZABETH D TUNSTALL (University of Illinois at Chic)
8:15 AM CHARLOTTE LINDE (NASA Ames Research Center) SYSTEMS ENGINEERING AS ETHNOTHEORY
8:30 AM MARY WALKER (Business consultant) HOW BUSINESS LEADERS THINK: THROUGH THE LENS OF THE QAME MODEL
8:45 AM CHRISTOPHER K. TRAVIS (Truehome.net) TRUEHOME - A TRANSDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO DESIGNING HOMES AS FITTING ECO-SYSTEMS
9:00 AM TODD WARFEL ETHNOGRAPHY AND DESIGN INNOVATION
9:15 AM Discussion
9:45 AM End of Session

3-006 ENGAGING TRANS-MIGRANT LIVES: VOICES OF FEMALE REFUGEES AND IMMIGRANTS (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Franciscan C
Organizer: Denise L Spitzer (University of Ottawa)
Chair: Laura M Deluca (UC of Colorado)
8:00 AM Discussion
8:15 AM CAROL SILVERMAN (U of Oregon) GENDER, RACE, AND FAMILY: ISSUES OF EDUCATION AND SEXUALITY AMONG MACEDONIAN ROMANI MIGRANTS IN NEW YORK CITY
8:30 AM DENISE L SPITZER (University of Ottawa) EMBODYING INEQUALITIES: GLOBALIZATION, HEALTH AND FOREIGN DOMESTIC CARE WORKERS IN CANADA
8:45 AM ERMITTE ST. JACQUES (University of Florida) UNDERSTANDING GENDER DYNAMICS IN TRANSNATIONAL MIGRATION: THE CASE OF SENEGAMBians IN SPAIN
9:00 AM Discussion
9:45 AM End of Session

3-007 EXPERIENCE AND CONTESTED MEANINGS IN THE MIDDLE EAST (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Union Square 17
Chair: Naomi Gale (Ashkelon College Israel)
8:00 AM Introduction
8:15 AM NAOMI GALE (Ashkelon College Israel) A STUDY OF THREE GENERATIONS OF IRAQI JEWISH WOMEN IN ISRAEL
8:30 AM  ANGELA D STOREY (University of Arizona) EXPERIENCE/ACTIVISM: PERCEPTIONS OF ENGAGEMENT AND AGENCY AMONG INTERNATIONAL PEACE VolUNTEERS IN THE WEST BANK

8:45 AM  Break

9:00 AM  SOPHIA C STAMATOPOLOU-ROBBINS (Columbia University) BETWEEN GOVERNMENTALITY AND THE NATIONAL POPULAR: BECOMING “MORALLY FIT FOR FREEDOM” AND THE HAMAS EFFECT

9:15 AM  OZLEM GONER (graduate student) CONTESTED MEANINGS: THE CONSTRUCTION OF KURDISHNESS IN TURKEY

9:30 AM  Discussion

9:45 AM  End of Session

3-008  FACETS OF DEVELOPMENT: RESEARCH FROM LATIN AMERICA  (Reviewed by Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology) Imperial B
Chair: Antonio De la Pena (University of Florida)

8:00 AM  RONALD B LOEWE (California State Univ at Long Beach) FROM FIELDS TO FACTORIES: ARTICLE 27, NEOLIBERAL REFORM AND THE CASE OF MAXCANU, MEXICO

8:15 AM  CHRISTINE A HIPPERT (University of Wisconsin-La Crosse) GENDER MAINSTREAMING AND DEVELOPMENT PRIORITIES: POPULAR PARTICIPATION AS GENDERED WORK IN RURAL BOLIVIA

8:30 AM  SUZANNE L SIMON (University of North Florida) THE INELEGANCE OF WIND ENERGY IN OAXACA, MEXICO: EXPLORING RESISTANCE TO WIND PARK CONSTRUCTION ON THE ISTHMUS DE TEHUANTEPEC

8:45 AM  XOCOHTLI RUIZ (University of Michigan) FOOD, VIOLENCE AND URBAN RENEWAL IN BOGOTÁ, COLOMBIA

9:00 AM  JONG-TAICK Joo (Soonchunhyang Univ., Korea) INTERNATIONAL LABOR MIGRATION AND THE ROLE OF REMITTANCES IN OAXACA, MEXICO

9:15 AM  MARIA MORENO GIFTS OF INEQUALITY AND SUBJECTION: PRACTICES OF CHILD SPONSORSHIP IN OTAVALO, ECUADOR

9:30 AM  ANTONIO DE LA PENA (University of Florida) BANKRUPT: THE SOCIAL CAPITAL CONCEPT AT THE WORLD BANK AND OTHER INSOLVENT USES OF CULTURE IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

9:45 AM  End of Session

3-011  HONORING RONALD J. KURTZ: OUTSTANDING TEACHER AND MENTOR  (Reviewed by Central States Anthropological Society) Continental Parlor 9
Organizer/Chair: Mac Marshall (U of Iowa)

8:00 AM  WILLIAM W DRESSLER (Alabama)

8:15 AM  JOEL L ROBBINS (UCSD) IF THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS SOCIETY, IS RITUAL STILL SPECIAL? ON USING THE ELEMENTARY FORMS AFTER TARDE

8:30 AM  DAVID S SIMMONS (Univ of South Carolina) AN IRON HAND IN A VELVET GLOVE: REFLECTIONS ON SPEAKING TRUTH TO POWER AND THE LEGACY OF RON KURTZ

8:45 AM  NICOLA TANNENBAUM (Lehigh University) CONTINUITIES AND CHANGES IN THE SHAN COMMUNITY OF THONGMAKHSAN, NORTHWESTERN THAILAND.

9:00 AM  MAC MARSHALL (U of Iowa) TEACHING AN INCLUSIVE, COLLABORATIVE, AND ENGAGED ANTHROPOLOGY: RON KURTZ AS MENTOR AND MODEL

9:15 AM  PEGGY F BARLETT (Emory U) BUILDING COMMUNITY IN THE ACADEMY

9:30 AM  Discussion

9:45 AM  End of Session
Invited Session: INCLUDING THE NATIVES IN THE DISCUSSION (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Taylor A
Organizer(s): Cathleen E Crain (LTG Associates, Inc.) and Nathaniel Tashima (LTG Associates, Inc.)
Chair: Cathleen E Crain (LTG Associates, Inc.)
8:00 AM NATHANIEL TASHIMA (LTG Associates, Inc)
8:15 AM PHILLIP HERR
8:30 AM CATHLEEN E CRAIN (LTG Associates, Inc.)
8:45 AM SUZANNE HEURTIN-ROBERTS (Office of Minority Health, HHS)
9:00 AM EDWARD LIEBOW (Battelle)
9:15 AM LINDA M WHITEFORD (Univ. South Florida)
9:30 AM DAVID P KENNEDY (RAND Corporation)
9:45 AM End of Session

LEVELS OF DISTINCTION: ON THE REGIMENTATION AND LAMINATION OF LINGUISTIC LEVELS (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Union Square 22
Organizer(s): Matthew S Wolfgram (University of Michigan) and Mark Sicoli (Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics)
Chair: Matthew S Wolfgram (University of Michigan)
8:00 AM MARK SICOLI (Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics) METALINGUISTIC PROSODY AND MULTILINGUALISM AT THE ZAPOTEC GAS STATION
8:15 AM KATHERINE HY CHEN (University of Hong Kong) AUTHENTIC CHINESE OR WORSHIPERS OF THE WEST? LINGUISTIC LEVELS AND THE SOCIAL DISTINCTIVENESS OF CODE-SWITCHING STYLES IN HONG KONG
8:30 AM TERRA EDWARDS (Berkeley) and NUCCIO, Vincent J (DBSC) MORPHOLOGICAL AND GESTURAL ELEMENTS OF “GOOD” TACTILE TRANSLATIONS IN THE SEATTLE DEAF-BLIND COMMUNITY
8:45 AM SONIA N DAS (University of Michigan) SOCIOLINGUISTIC DIVERSIFICATION OF THE MONTREAL TAMIL DIASPORA
9:00 AM VIVIANA H QUINTERO (University of Michigan) REGIMENTING “ZIGZAG SPEECH” AS AN INDEXICAL OBJECT OF GENDERED INDIGENEITY IN NORTHERN HIGHLAND ECUADOR
9:15 AM MATTHEW S WOLFGRAM (University of Michigan) INTIMACY AND AUTHORITY: DOUBLE-VOICED ENREGISTERMENT AS AN ENTREPRENEURIAL STRATEGY
9:30 AM Stephen C Levinson (MPI for Psycholinguistics)
9:45 AM End of Session

MARINE PROTECTED AREAS: EMERGING ISSUES IN COLLABORATION, INCLUSION, AND ENGAGEMENT IN MARINE RESOURCE GOVERNANCE (Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Section) Franciscan A
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Courtney Carothers (University of Alaska Fairbanks) and Arielle S Levine
8:00 AM KARMA C NORMAN (NOAA Fisheries) DEMOGRAPHIC AND ETHNOGRAPHIC ANALYSES OF MPAS ON OPPOSITE EDGES OF THE PACIFIC
8:15 AM COURTNEY CAROTHERS (University of Alaska Fairbanks) and GLAZIER, Edward W SARDINES TO SANCTUARY: AN ACCOUNT OF CHANGING ETHOS AND USE OF SPACE ALONG THE CENTRAL CALIFORNIA COAST
8:30 AM LAURA D STANLEY and MADGE, Leila (Impact Assessment, Inc) CHALLENGE AND ADAPTATION IN CENTRAL CALIFORNIA’S COMMERCIAL FISHERIES
8:45 AM ARIELLE S LEVINE SOCIOECONOMIC ASSESSMENT AND MONITORING FOR COMMUNITY-BASED MARINE MANAGEMENT IN AMERICAN SAMOA
9:00 AM LEILA SIEVANEN PATTERNS OF PARTICIPATION IN AN INDONESIAN MARINE PROTECTED AREA
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td><strong>Mark A Calamia</strong> (Ethnographic Inquiry) Indigenous Peoples, NGOs, and &quot;Good Governance&quot; in the Establishment of Community-Based Marine Protected Areas: Lessons from Southern Fiji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 AM</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3-015

**Mayan Languages and Cultural Change** (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Golden Gate 7
Organizer(s): Rusty Barrett (University of Kentucky) and Sergio F Romero (Vanderbilt University)
Chair: Sergio F Romero (Vanderbilt University)

8:00 AM Introduction
8:15 AM **Pierre R Colas** (Vanderbilt University) Language Shift in a Trilingual Indigenous Village in Belize
8:30 AM **Marc C Maddox** (Tulane University) A Wedding Tale: Language Maintenance in a Ritualized Context.
8:45 AM **Timothy J Smith** (Appalachian State University) Publish or Perish? Identity Politics and Language Revival in the Mayan Publication Boom of Guatemala
9:00 AM **Rusty Barrett** (University of Kentucky) The Interactional Negotiation of Maya Identity
9:15 AM **Sergio F Romero** (Vanderbilt University) Speaker Stance, Evidentiality and Syntactic Change in K'iche' Mayan
9:30 AM **Judith M Maxwell** (Tulane) End of Session

3-016

**Mediating Gender: Collaboration, Contestation, and the Imagined Audience** (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology) Taylor B
Organizer(s): Naomi Schiller (New York University) and Deborah C Matzner (New York University)
Chair: Deborah C Matzner (New York University)

8:00 AM **Michael Birenbaum** (University of Colorado, Boulder) Black Sexuality and the Politics of Self-Representation in Multiculturalist Colombia
8:15 AM **Deborah C Matzner** (New York University) Gender at Work in the Mumbai Television Industry
8:30 AM **Naomi Schiller** (New York University) Taking the Word: Gender Ideologies and the Production of Community Television in Caracas, Venezuela
8:45 AM **Nicole Margarete Wolf** (Goldsmiths', Univ of London) Realness and Feminism in Indian Documentary Film
9:00 AM **Roxanne Varzi**
9:15 AM **Carla M Jones** (University of Colorado, Boulder)
9:30 AM **Purnima Mankekar** (UCLA)
9:45 AM End of Session

3-017

**Migration, Economy, and Interdependence** (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Franciscan B
Chair: Agapi Filini

8:00 AM **Agapi Filini** (University of Colorado, Boulder) Ritual Economy and Systemic Interdependence: The Ancient Mesoamerican World-System
8:15 AM **Mather George** (U. C. Berkeley) Imagining the Urban Rural: Flow, Displacement and Encroachment
8:30 AM **Ann W Brittain** (U of Miami) The Giant Has Sneeze: Ripple Effects of the US Economy on Caribbean Families
8:45 AM  **NICCOLO CALDARARO** (San Francisco State University Department of Anthropology)  
THE STOCK MARKET AS GOD, CREDIT AS MANA: REVISITING DEBATES ON ECONOMICS IN ANTHROPOLOGY

9:00 AM  **FAIDRA PAPAVASILIOU** (Emory University)  
MONEY AS VESSEL: NAVIGATING THE TRICKY GROUND OF LOCALITY, COMMUNITY, AND POWER IN SUSTAINABILITY MOBILIZATION.

9:15 AM  Discussion

9:45 AM  End of Session

**3-018**  
ORTHODOX CHRISTIANITIES AND THE DEMANDS OF RELIGIOUS COEXISTENCE  
(Reviewed by Society for Anthropology of Religion) **Powell B**  
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Sonja Luehrmann (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor) and Angie D Heo (Barnard College)

8:00 AM  **SONJA LUEHRMANN** (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor)  
BEING OF ONE FAITH: PARALLEL PRACTICE AND RELIGIOUS (IN)DISTINCTION IN A RUSSIAN REPUBLIC

8:15 AM  **JEFFERS ENGELHARDT**  
MUSICAL PRACTICES AND ACTS OF FAITH IN THE MAKING OF ORTHODOX CHRISTIANITY

8:30 AM  **ANGIE D HEO** (Barnard College)  
COPTIC ORTHODOX TRUTH-TELLEING IN THE EGYPTIAN PUBLIC

8:45 AM  **BORIS I NIKOLOV** (Johns Hopkins University)  
CARE OF THE POOR AND ECCLESIASTICAL GOVERNMENT: THE SOCIAL SERVICES OF THE COPTIC ORTHODOX CHURCH IN EGYPT

9:00 AM  **EMILY HEIN** (University of Michigan)  
BECOMING THE MAJORITY: PERFORMING THE ECUMENE IN THE COPTIC ORTHODOX DIASPORA

9:15 AM  **SERGEI KAN** (Dartmouth C)

9:30 AM  Discussion

9:45 AM  End of Session

**3-019**  
PERFORMANCE, IDENTITY, AND RITUAL IN LATIN AMERICA  
(Reviewed by Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology) **Powell A**  
Chair: Angela E Roe (Florida International U)

8:00 AM  **ANGELA E ROE** (Florida International U)  
THE PERFORMANCE OF CURACAOAN IDENTITY AND CULTURE IN THE FILMS OF NORMAN DE PALM

8:15 AM  **GABRIELA VARGAS-CElNA** (Autonoma de Yucatan)  
TIME FOR STARDOM. RETIRED WOMEN AND MUSIC IN YUCATAN, MEXICO

8:30 AM  **SILVIA V. CITRO** (University of Buenos Aires - CONICET)  
RITUAL DANCES AS AN ARENA OF SOCIAL DISPUTE. THE RUEDA DANCE AMONG THE TOBA YOUTH IN THE ARGENTINE CHACO.

8:45 AM  **MARIANNA P KEISALO-GALvan**  
ANTHROPOLOGY OF RITUAL AND PERFORMANCE STUDIES – LOOKING FOR TOOLS OF ANALYSIS OF RITUAL CLOWNING

9:00 AM  **ANNE M GALVIN** (St. John’s University)  
MASCULINE SPACE AND “CLASSED” FEMALE GENDER NORMS IN JAMAICAN DANCEHALL CULTURE.

9:15 AM  **HEATHER J LEVI** (Temple University)  
URBAN LIGHT OR IT’S ALL IN THE ATTITUDE: STREET MUSIC IN MEXICO CITY

9:30 AM  Discussion

9:45 AM  End of Session

**3-020**  
POLITICAL SUBJECTIVITIES  
(Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) **Union Square 18**  
Chair: Nadia Guessous (Columbia University)

8:00 AM  **ARI S ANAND** (University of Arizona)  
ADAB AND AMWAY: SELFHOOD AND THE SECULAR IN MUSLIM INDIA

8:15 AM  **NADIA GUESSOUS** (Columbia University)  
LEFTIST FEMINIST AVersions TOWARDS THE HIJAB IN CONTEMPORARY MOROCCO
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8:30 AM  Leah M Koskimaki (University of Washington) Youth Leaders at the Margins: Development Aspiration and the Political Everyday of Uttarakhand's New Generation

8:45 AM  Pinky Hota Logic of Violence - The Relationship Between Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe Communities in Orissa, India

9:00 AM  Hadas Weiss Moral Agency under Neoliberal Capitalism - A View from West Bank Settlements

9:15 AM  Kalyani D Menon (DePaul University) Variegated Politics: The Cultural Politics of Hindu Nationalism in Neoliberal India

9:30 AM  Discussion

9:45 AM  End of Session

3-021  Religious Specialists: Between Hidden and Hegemonic Regimes of Knowledge
(Reviewed by Society for Anthropology of Religion) Golden Gate 4
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Joseph B Hill (University of Rochester) and Richard C. Payne (Yale University)

8:00 AM  Jonathan K Roberts (Mount Saint Vincent University) The Practice of Fetish Interment as a Challenge to Funerary Conventions in Accra, Ghana: The Case of Agbalegba

8:15 AM  Joseph B Hill (University of Rochester) Terms of Engagement: Linguistic and Epistemological Pluralism Among Senegalese Islamic Specialists

8:30 AM  Noah Butler (Northwestern University) "The Work of the Tongue": Spiritual Hierarchy, Exchange, and Interstitial Knowledge in Sufism in Niger

8:45 AM  Richard C. Payne (Yale University) Dayak Medical Cosmology in a Secular Age: Curing Techniques Caught Between Two Systems of Esoteric Knowledge, "Magical" and "Modern".

9:00 AM  Matthew D Meyer (Virginia) "The Religion of the Forest": Drugs and Culture in Amazonian Brazil

9:15 AM  Dorothea Schulz

9:30 AM  Discussion

9:45 AM  End of Session

3-022  Storage: Critical Ethnographies of Containment and Transmission
(Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Golden Gate 1
Organizer/Chair: Nicolette M Makovicky (Wolfson College, Oxford)

8:00 AM  Catherine M Alexander (London University) Storage: On the Maintenance, Memory, Anticipation and Abyance of Kin Relations

8:15 AM  Fabio R Gygi (London University) Storage: On the Maintenance, Memory, Anticipation and Abyance of Kin Relations

8:30 AM  Ellie F Reynolds (University College, London) Self Contained Today and Tomorrow: Chasing the Gift of HIV That Keeps on Giving

8:45 AM  Fiona R Parrott Never Enough Space: The Economy of Domestic Memory


9:30 AM  Victor A Buchli (University College London)

9:45 AM  End of Session

3-023  Invited Session: The Aftermath of Organizational Change: Its Impacts and Implications for Theory and Practice Part I (AAA Executive Program Committee) Yosemite C
Organizer: Elizabeth Briody (General Motors)
Chair: Robert T Trotter (Northern Arizona Univ)
8:00 AM CRYSTA J METCALF (Motorola Labs) THE SCIENTISTS' REVOLUTION: ON THE SUSTAINABILITY OF GRASSROOTS ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE CHANGE
8:15 AM JULIA C GLUESING (Wayne State U) A LONG LOOK AT A PROCESS INNOVATION
8:30 AM CHRISTINE Z MILLER (Savannah College of Art & Design) APPLYING DOUGLAS'S GROUP/GRID MODEL TO EXPLORE THE AFTERMATH OF ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
8:45 AM SHAWN T COLLINS (Rolls-Royce) "WE BOTH MUST CHANGE:" RETHINKING PROCESS IMPROVEMENT IN ENGINEERING PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
9:00 AM ROBERT T TROTTER (Northern Arizona Univ) and BRIODY, Elizabeth (General Motors) CAN CREATIVITY BE MASS PRODUCED? CULTURAL THEORY AS A FRAMEWORK FOR INNOVATION, DIFFUSION, AND CHANGE IN CORPORATIONS.
9:15 AM EDWARD LIEBOW (Battelle)
9:30 AM Discussion
9:45 AM End of Session

3-024 Invited Session: THE CULTURE CONCEPT IN POLITICAL STRUGGLE: INSIGHTS FROM THE MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA (Society for Cultural Anthropology, Middle East Section) Sutter B Organizer(s): Jessica Winegar (Temple University) and Amahl A Bishara (Tufts University)
Chair: Amahl A Bishara (Tufts University)
8:00 AM PAUL SILVERSTEIN (Reed College) THE CULTIVATION OF "CULTURE" IN THE MOROCCAN AMAZIGH/BERBER MOVEMENT
8:15 AM LARA DEEB (Scripps College) and HARB, Mona (American University of Beirut)
POLITICS, CULTURE, RELIGION: HOW HIZBULLAH IS CONSTRUCTING AN ISLAMIC SPHERE IN LIBANON
8:30 AM AHMED I KANNA (University of Iowa) THE CITY—CORPORATION, THE ARABIZATION OF NEOLIBERALISM, AND NEOLIBERALIZATION OF ARABISM IN THE CONTEMPORARY GULF
8:45 AM JESSICA WINEGAR (Temple University) BRINGING CULTURE TO THE MUSLIM MASSES: EGYPTIAN STATE ANXIETIES AND THE INSTRUMENTALIZATION OF HIGH CULTURE
9:00 AM AMAHL A BISHARA (Tufts University) CULTURES OF NONVIOLENCE? RELIGION AND RESISTING THE BARRIER IN THE "LITTLE TOWN" OF BETHLEHEM
9:15 AM KELLY M ASKEW (Univ of Michigan)
9:30 AM FRED R MYERS (New York University)
9:45 AM End of Session

3-025 WRITING ETHNOGRAPHY (Reviewed by Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Continental Parlor 2 Organizer/Chair: Carole McGranahan (University of Colorado)
8:00 AM L. KAIFA ROLAND (CU Boulder) BURIED TREASURE: ZORA NEALE HURSTON'S ETHNOGRAPHIC WRITING
8:15 AM GINA A ULYSSE (Wesleyan University) ALTER(ED)NATIVE (); SPOKENWORD AS ETHNOGRAPHY
8:30 AM CAROLE MCGRANAHAN (University of Colorado) ANTHROPOLOGY AS THEORETICAL STORYTELLING
8:45 AM ANN A ARMBRECHT THIN PLACES
9:00 AM KIRIN NARAYAN (U.W. Madson)
9:15 AM JEANNE SIMONELLI (Wake Forest U)
9:30 AM Discussion
9:45 AM End of Session

3-026 WRITING, RHETORIC, AND NARRATIVITY (Reviewed by Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Golden Gate 5 Chair: Ian Cosh (York University)
8:00 AM TAMARA KHOH (The University of Melbourne) CONVERGENCES OF MEMORY AND EXPERIENCE IN LETTERS FROM DEATH ROW
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8:15 AM  M. ELIZABETH DICK and MURPHY, SHONA  M INTERACTIVE ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE COMIC NOVEL: CHALLENGING NOTIONS OF SPACE AND IDENTITY IN LAKE WORTH, FL

8:30 AM  IAN COSH (York University)  MOTORING IN LESOTHO: REVISITING THE STORY OF A BREAK-DOWN

8:45 AM  HEATHER E O’LEARY  ELUSIVE CATEGORIZATION IN THE HYBRID WORLD OF THOREAU’S WALDEN

9:00 AM  EMMA L GILBERTHORPE  SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT RHETORIC AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENT: RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA

9:15 AM  LEONORE A PHILLIPS  REAL BUT NOT REAL: DREAMS AS HYBRIDS AND ENCHANTMENT

9:30 AM Discussion

9:45 AM End of Session

3-027  AAA STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE ASSEMBLY  Union Square 5

8:00 AM-10:00 AM

3-028  DEPARTMENT CHAIRS AND REPRESENTATIVES BREAKFAST (BY INVITATION)  Union Square 14

8:00 AM-10:00 AM

3-029  Invited Poster Session: FIRST RITES: INNOVATIVE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH I (AAA Executive Program Committee) (Reviewed by AAA Executive Program Committee) Plaza A

8:00 AM-11:30 AM Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Deborah Rotman (University of Notre Dame) and Agustin Fuentes (University of Notre Dame)

JILLIAN BREMS (University of Notre Dame)  COMMUNITY IN TRANSITION: THE EVACUATION OF INISAIRC

ANGELA L TOOLE (University of Missouri - StL)  MEDIA INFLUENCE ON CHANGING PERCEPTIONS OF MASCULINE BEHAVIOR

JESSICA ELAINE ZAPANTA CHUA (UCLA)  PAYING FOR LOVE: AN ANALYSIS OF GENDER AND SEXUALITY THROUGH SARARIMAN AND THE SEX TRADE

KATHRYN M SABELLA (University of Notre Dame)  LIBERTÉ, ÉGALITÉ, FRATERNITÉ: THE LIVES AND STRUGGLES OF NORTH AFRICAN AND EUROPEAN IMMIGRANTS INTEGRATING INTO FRENCH SOCIETY

FRANCISCO A MONTIEL-ISHINO and COHEN, Jeffrey H (The Ohio State University)  THE SOCIOECONOMIC AND NUTRITIONAL IMPORTANCE OF CHAPULINES (GRASSHOPPERS) IN RURAL OAXACA, MEXICO.

CHRISTINA L D’ANNA and HASSANI, Rose M and ULRICH, Sonja K. (CSUDH)  THE MYTHS AND REALITIES OF SUBSISTENCE FISHING IN LOS ANGELES COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

CRISTINA CUESPO  GREATER STATUS AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH IN CUSCO PERU

3-010  Invited Poster Session: FIRST RITES: INNOVATIVE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH II (AAA Executive Program Committee) (Reviewed by AAA Executive Program Committee) Plaza A

8:00 AM-11:30 AM Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Deborah Rotman (University of Notre Dame) and Agustin Fuentes (University of Notre Dame)

STEPHEN FISHER  “WE’RE NOT OF THIS WORLD”: MEMBER RETENTION TACTICS WITHIN AMISH/MENNONITE COMMUNITIES

PAULA S DIAS (Indiana University)  THE CHOICE OF FEMALE STERILIZATION IN THE BRAZILIAN AMAZON

LAUREN E DEAL (George Washington University)  “SANTIAGUITO BONITO:” TRADITION AND CHANGE THROUGH MUSIC IN SANTIAGO ATITLAN
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ANN MCCULLOUGH (Grinnell College) “IT JUST ISN’T HOME”: HOW BOUNDARIES SHAPE RELATIONS OF POWER IN A NURSING HOME

NATALIE R GLYNN NATIONAL ENERGY, LOCAL HEALTH: A COMMUNITY EXPERIENCE OF MINING TECHNIQUES

LYNN GODINO, ARNOLD, Elizabeth I, COX, Amber K and MIHAILOVIC, Tamara A (George Mason University) DEVELOPING A USABLE STUDENT METHODOLOGY FOR MUSEUM COLLECTIONS RESEARCH

Invited Poster Session: FIRST RITES: INNOVATIVE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH III (AAA Executive Program Committee) (Reviewed by AAA Executive Program Committee) Plaza A Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Deborah Rotman (University of Notre Dame) and Agustin Fuentes (University of Notre Dame)

SAMANTHA SEASONS (University of South Florida) ASSESSMENT OF VIRTUAL CRANIOFACIAL RECONSTRUCTION AND THE USE OF FACIAL FEATURES FOR FACIAL RECOGNITION

STEPHANIE G FAIRHURST CATALYST VS. COMMODITY: FOOD LESSONS FROM AMATLÁN PREHISTORIC LAND-USE ACROSS PERRY MESA, CENTRAL AZ

BRANDON A SPARKS FUNERALIS IN LESOTHO: HIV/AIDS AFFECTING ATTITUDES AND RITUAL FUNCTION

MATTHEW G ROTH “ALL BY MYSELF”: AN ETHNOGRAPHY OF HOW COLLEGE STUDENTS SPEND ALONE-TIME

IAN E MCKINNON (U.C. Davis) and EERKENS, Jelmer (UC Davis) THE COLOR OF THE HUNT: ANALYSIS OF PIGMENT USE ON WEAPONRY AT GYPSUM CAVE

KRISTEN VLIET AND HAY, M CAMERON (Miami University (Ohio)/UCLA) ORPHAN CAPACITY: A DYNAMIC DILEMMA FACED BY THE CARETAKERS OF BAPHUMELELE

Invited Poster Session: FIRST RITES: INNOVATIVE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH IV (AAA Executive Program Committee) (Reviewed by AAA Executive Program Committee) Plaza A Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Deborah Rotman (University of Notre Dame) and Agustin Fuentes (University of Notre Dame)

JENNIFER M ZABEL THE INTERSECTION OF POLICY AND HIV/AIDS SEXUAL TRANSMISSION NETWORKS

ALEKSANDRA O FEDUNCHAK (Bloomsburg University) EXERCISE AND HEALTHY LIFESTYLES IN THE UNITED STATES: APPLYING FITNESS ANTHROPOLOGY IN A UNIVERSITY SETTING

CASEY McNEILL (University of Notre Dame) PLACE, HIERARCHY, AND IDENTITY IN IRISH LIFESTYLE

ELISE M DOOSTER GIS AND SETTLEMENT PATTERN ANALYSIS AT CHAN, BELIZE

SEAN MALLIN CULTURE OR COMMODITY; PERSPECTIVES ON THE “NEW” NEW ORLEANS

Invited Poster Session: FIRST RITES: INNOVATIVE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH V (AAA Executive Program Committee) (Reviewed by AAA Executive Program Committee) Plaza A Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Deborah Rotman (University of Notre Dame) and Agustin Fuentes (University of Notre Dame)

HEATHER M WURTZ MATERNAL HEALTH IN AYACUCHO, PERU: HEALING SOCIAL SCARS IN A ‘MORBID DEPARTMENT’

JUDITH A STEINHILPER AN ORDERLY HOUSE: OHIO HOPEWELL PALEOETHNOBOTANICAL INTRASITE VARIABILITY AT THE BROWN’S BOTTOM 1 SITE
3-030  ETHICS AND PUBLIC ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology)  Yosemite B
Organizer(s): Carl A Maida (UCLA) and Sam Beck (Cornell U)
Chair: Sam Beck (Cornell U)

8:00 AM  Introduction
8:15 AM  JEAN J SCHENSUL (Inst. for Community Research) ETHICAL CONTRADICTIONS IN ADDRESSING HEALTH DISPARITIES AT THE INDIVIDUAL, COMMUNITY AND PUBLIC HEALTH LEVELS
8:30 AM  JOSIAH HEYMAN (University of Texas at El Paso) BEYOND PLAYING AT RADICALISM: THE HUMBLING EXPERIENCE OF ENGAGED ANTHROPOLOGY
8:45 AM  ROBERT T O’BRIEN (Rutgers University) RELEVANT ANTHROPOLOGY: FOR WHAT AND FOR WHOM?
9:00 AM  SAM BECK (Cornell U) MUTUALITY AND PUBLIC ANTHROPOLOGY: CORRECTING FOR PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION
9:15 AM  BRIAN M MCKENNA
9:30 AM  Discussion
9:45 AM  Break
10:00 AM  MATTHEW S DURINGTON (Towson) GENTRIFICATION DILEMMAS IN URBAN BALTIMORE
10:15 AM  ANGELA C STUESSE (University of California Los Angeles) “ANTHROPOLOGY FOR WHOM?” CHALLENGES AND PROSPECTS OF ACTIVIST SCHOLARSHIP
10:20 AM  KRISTA M HARPER (University of Massachusetts, Amherst) THE ETHICS OF EMERGENT METHODOLOGIES: PARTICIPATORY VISUAL/DIGITAL ETHNOGRAPHY IN A HUNGARIAN ROMANI (GYPSY) COMMUNITY
10:30 AM  CARL A MAIDA (UCLA) ETHICS OF DISCLOSURE: UNDERSTANDING AND CONVEYING ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH RISKS IN PACOIMA
10:45 AM  SUSAN HYATT (IUPUI)
11:00 AM  CHARLES R HALE (Univ of Texas at Austin)
11:15 AM  Discussion
11:30 AM  End of Session

3-031  ETHNOGRAPHIES OF DEVELOPMENT AND HUMANITARIAN AID: CHALLENGING DISENGAGED ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by Committee on Practicing Applied and Public Interest Anthropology)  Sutter A
Organizer(s): Laetitia Atlani-Duault (University Paris X Nanterre) and Kristina Tiedje (Universite Lyon 2/Mayo Clinic)
Chair: Carl Kendall (Tulane University)

8:00 AM  Introduction: LAETITIA ATLANI-DUAULT (University Paris X Nanterre)
8:15 AM  CARL KENDALL (Tulane University) INSIDE OUT: ENGAGED ETHNOGRAPHERS AND APPLIED CAREERS
8:30 AM  PAULA UIMONEN BROKERING DIVERSITY: ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENT IN THE WORLD(S) OF DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION
8:45 AM  TANIA M LI (University of Toronto) SOCIAL REPRODUCTION, SITUATED POLITICS, AND THE WILL TO IMPROVE
9:00 AM  ANNE-MEIKE FECHTER (University of Sussex) ‘AIDLAND’ AS A METAPHOR
9:15 AM  HUGH (SHER) S PLUNKETT (Retired U.S. Foreign Service) SWIMMING IN GLUE: THE ANTHROPOLOGIST AS USAID MANAGER
9:30 AM  FRANCOISE MORIN (University Lyon2) ENGAGING AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH
9:45 AM  BERNARD SALADIN D’ANGLURE (Laval University)
10:00 AM  IRENE BELLIER (CNRST - EHESS) ENGAGING ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE FIELD OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES RIGHTS: FROM LOCAL SITE ETHNOGRAPHY IN AN AMAZONIAN SOCIETY TO THE UN INDIGENOUS FORUM
10:15 AM  ALESSANDRO MONSUTTI (Yale University) TRANSNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE RECONSTRUCTION OF AFGHANISTAN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Affiliation</th>
<th>Title or Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Boris Petric (Laios (CNRS)-France)</td>
<td>Participatory Observation During an OSCE’s Electoral Observation Mission: Observe Observers in Post-Soviet Kyrgyzstan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Amy R Pollard (University of Cambridge)</td>
<td>Is There a Point? Ethnographic Objectivity and the Objective of Ethnography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Kimberley A Coles (U Redlands)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Giorgetto Blundo (EHESS)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**3-032**

MESOAMERICAN AND SOUTH AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Continental Parlor 1

Chair: Laura J Levi (Univ of Texas at San Antonio)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Affiliation</th>
<th>Title or Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>Matthew D Moriarty (Tulane University), Halperin, Christina T (University of Illinois Champaign-Urbana), Kennedy-Thornton, Erin E. (University of Florida), Lawton, Crorey (Tulane University) and Spensley, Ellen (Boston University)</td>
<td>Being 'Portly': Evidence for Gifting, Crafting, and Community in Refuse Deposits from the Ancient Maya Port of Trinidad de Nosotros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 AM</td>
<td>Astrid M Runngaldier (Boston University)</td>
<td>Social Memory and Political Strategy: The Palace Complex at the Maya Site of San Bartolo, Guatemala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Jessica H Craig (University of Kansas)</td>
<td>The Veneration of Their Sacred Past: Evidence for the Ceremonial Reuse of Ancestral Buildings and Monuments by the Late Classic Maya of San Bartolo, Guatemala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45 AM</td>
<td>Linnea H Wren (Gustavus Adolphus College) and Nygard, Travis E (University of Pittsburgh)</td>
<td>Rethinking Cochua Archaeological History: Indigenous Politics, Foreign Researchers, and International Economies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>David M Hyde (University of Texas at Austin) and Thompson, Lauri M</td>
<td>A Related Power Shift at the Medicinal Trail? A Preclassic to Postclassic Look at Groups A and B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 AM</td>
<td>Marie H Hopwood (Binghamton University, SUNY)</td>
<td>Tracing Mobility: Food Preparation and Community Cohesion at a Halaf Period Site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 AM</td>
<td>Sandra L Lopez Varela (U Autonoma Estado de Morelos)</td>
<td>Understanding the Structure of Agency by Multivariate Spatial Analysis of Chemical Residues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 AM</td>
<td>Laura J Levi (Univ of Texas at San Antonio)</td>
<td>Embedded Communities: Environment and Affiliation in the Maya Lowlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>Andrew R Wyatt</td>
<td>Where Does the Power Flow?: Local Water Management Practices Among the Ancient Maya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>Keith Prufert (University of New Mexico), Cullerton, Brendan (University of Oregon), Kennett, Douglas J (University of Oregon), Kindon, Andrew W. (West Valley College) and Moyses, Holley</td>
<td>Rethinking Early Settlements in Southern Belize: A View from Uxbenka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>Michelle E. Rich (Southern Methodist University), Freidel, David A (Southern Methodist U) and Reilly, F K (Texas St Univ)</td>
<td>Heirloom Ornament/Heirloom Concepts: Social Memory Embodied in an Olmec-Style Figurine from El Perú-Waka’, Petén, Guatemala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>John Millhauser</td>
<td>Embodying the State: Executions and Human Effigies in the Aztec Empire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>Melissa A Goodman-Elgar</td>
<td>Creating Sacred Space: Manufacture of Ceremonial Surfaces in Formative Bolivia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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11:30 AM  JERRY D MOORE (CSU Dominguez Hills), HUDSON, Edward (Independent Researcher) and RIEL, Rebecca (Independent Researcher) THE CREATION OF CULTURAL LANDSCAPES DURING THE FORMATIVE PERIOD OF FAR NORTHERN PERU: NEW DATA AND COLLABORATIVE RECONSTRUCTIONS FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF TUMBES, PERU.

11:45 AM  End of Session

3-033  MOVEMENT AND CONTROL: TECHNOLOGIES AND PRACTICES OF ALIEN CONFINEMENT
(Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Continental Parlor 8
Organizer(s): Chowra Makaremi (Universite de Montreal) and Carolina Kobelinsky
Chair: Carolina Kobelinsky

8:00 AM  JONATHAN XAVIER INDA (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign) GOVERNING IMMIGRANTS THROUGH CRIME: ANTI-CITIZENSHIP TECHNOLOGIES AND THE PRACTICE OF DETENTION

8:15 AM  SUSAN J TERRELL (Georgetown U) ETHNOGRAPHIC ENCOUNTERS IN PRISON: UNWELCOME MIGRANTS IN FRANCE

8:30 AM  ANNA C PRATT (York University) CANADIAN BORDER INSPECTIONS

8:45 AM  SARAH S WILLIEN (Harvard) THE HYPERPOLITICS OF ‘NEVER AGAIN’: SUDANESE ASYLUM SEEKERS IN ISRAEL, SPACES OF EXCEPTION, AND GOVERNMENTAL UNRULINESS

9:00 AM  CHOWRA MAKAREMI (Universite de Montreal) LIQUID, THICK, RETICULAR: VARIATIONS ON A BORDER AND THE ‘WAITING ZONES FOR PEOPLE IN PROCEEDINGS’

9:15 AM  Discussion

9:30 AM  Break

9:45 AM  WILLIAM H WALTERS (Carleton University) and BIEBUYCK, William A SHIPPING INDUSTRIES AND THE POLICING OF STOWAWAYS: MIGRATION GOVERNANCE BEYOND THE STATE

10:00 AM  SUSAN C COUTIN (U of CA - Irvine) CONFINED WITHIN: NATIONAL TERRITORIES AS ZONES OF CONTAINMENT (SUSAN COUTIN, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE)

10:15 AM  NIELS W FRENZEN (Univ. of Southern California) THE EXPANDING USE OF FOR-PROFIT IMMIGRANT DETENTION CENTERS AND CONDITIONS WITHIN SUCH FACILITIES

10:30 AM  MARIE-CLAUDINE HAINCE (University of Montreal / EHESS) “UPSTREAM” BORDERS: THE CANADIAN EMBASSY AND THE MANAGEMENT OF “UNWANTED” IMMIGRANTS

10:45 AM  CAROLINA KOBELINSKY HOW “TO MAKE THEM LEAVE”: ADMINISTRATION, CONTROL AND EXPULSION OF ASYLUM SEEKERS IN FRENCH RECEPTION CENTERS.

11:00 AM  JOSIAH HEYMAN (University of Texas at El Paso)

11:15 AM  Discussion

11:45 AM  End of Session

3-034  Invited Session: MULTIPLE INDIGENOUS VIEWS OF ANTHROPOLOGY’S FUTURE: ENVISIONING A NEW ANTHROPOLOGY (AAA Executive Program Committee) Imperial A
Organizer(s): Richard M Begay and Kerry F Thompson (University of Arizona)
Chair: Richard M Begay

8:00 AM  KAREN CAPUDER (University of Washington) TOWARD A KANIENKE:HAKA ANTHROPOLOGY

8:15 AM  KERRY F THOMPSON (University of Arizona) THE FUTURE IS BETWEEN THE PAST AND THE PRESENT: THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF INDIGENOUS RESEARCH IN ANTHROPOLOGY TODAY

8:30 AM  EDWARD A JOLIE (University of New Mexico) SOME THOUGHTS ON BALANCING PROFESSIONALISM AND ADVOCACY IN AN INDIGENOUS ANTHROPOLOGY

8:45 AM  TY P.K. TENGAN (University of Hawai'i at Manoa) GENEALOGIES: ARTICULATING INDIGENOUS ANTHROPOLOGY IN/OF OCEANIA
9:00 AM DESIREE R MARTINEZ (Harvard University) ENVISIONING AN INDIGENOUS ANTHROPOLOGY: UNITING INDIGENOUS AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL WAYS OF KNOWING

9:15 AM MICHAEL V WILCOX (Stanford Anthropology) TRANSFORMING A DISCIPLINE: INDIGENOUS ARCHAEOLOGY AND THE NEW ETHNOGRAPHY

9:30 AM JANINE A BOWECHOP MULTIPLE INDIGENOUS VIEWS OF ANTHROPOLOGY'S FUTURE: ENVISIONING A NEW ANTHROPOLOGY

9:45 AM SONYA L. ATALAY (Indiana University) ALL CREATION STORIES ARE TRUE: CHALLENGES AND STRENGTHS OF COMMUNITY-BASED PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH (CBPR)

10:00 AM RICHARD M BEGAY and HUNTER, Andrea A THE NEW GATEKEEPERS: TRIBES CONTROLLING RESEARCH ON THEIR

10:15 AM JOE E WATKINS (University of Oklahoma)

10:30 AM SVEN D HAAKANSON

10:45 AM CYNTHIA CHAVEZ LAMAR (School for Advanced Research)

11:45 AM End of Session

3-035

PARALLEL WORLDS: GENRE, DISCOURSE, AND POETICS IN CONTEMPORARY, COLONIAL, AND CLASSIC MAYA LITERATURE (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Continental Parlor 6

Organizer(s): Michael D Carrasco (Florida State University) and Kerry M Hull (Reitaku University)

Chair: Michael D Carrasco (Florida State University)

8:00 AM J KATHRYN JOSERAND (Florida State) and HOPKINS, Nicholas A (Jaguar Tours) THE NARRATIVE STRUCTURE OF CHOL FOLKTALES

8:15 AM KERRY M HULL (Reitaku University) LITERARY GENRES AND POETIC STYLES IN MAYA HIEROGLYPHIC WRITING

8:30 AM ALFONSO LACADENA (Universidad Complutense) SYNTACTIC INVERSION (HYPERBATON) AS A LITERARY DEVICE IN MAYA HIEROGLYPHIC TEXTS

8:45 AM MICHAEL D CARRASCO (Florida State University) THE POETICS AND RHETORIC OF THE TEMPLE OF INSCRIPTIONS NARRATIVE

9:00 AM LLOYD B ANDERSON (Ecological Linguistics) VARIATION IN DISCOURSE: BEYOND COUPLETS AND CALENDRICS-FIRST

9:15 AM DENNIS TEDLOCK (SUNY-Buffalo) BEYOND EPIGRAPHY: THE PERFORMANCE OF MAYAN TEXTS

9:30 AM Discussion

9:45 AM ALLEN J CHRISTENSON “WE THANK YOU DOUBLY, TRIPLY”— PARALLEL THOUGHTS IN THE POPOL VUH

10:00 AM ROBERT M LAUGHLIN TO SPEAK THE WORDS OF COLONIAL TZOTZIL

10:15 AM TIMOTHY W KNOWLTON (Berry College) THE POETICS OF MAYA MAGIC: “THAN” TEXTS

10:30 AM DANNY LAW (University of Texas at Austin) APPROPRIATING SACRED SPEECH: AESTHETICS AND AUTHORITY IN COLONIAL CH’OLT’I’

10:45 AM JOHN G FOUGHT (Independent Scholar) MAYAN COUPLETS IN THE MODERN CHORTI SPEECH COMMUNITY

11:00 AM KAREN E BASSIE (University of Calgary) THE DEFEAT OF ZIPACNA

11:15 AM CHARLES A HOFLING (Southern Illinois University)

11:30 AM Discussion

11:45 AM End of Session

3-036

Invited Session: POTENTIALITY AND HUMANNESS: REVISITING THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL OBJECT (Society for Medical Anthropology) Continental Parlor 7

Organizer(s): Karen-Sue Taussig (U of Minnesota), Mette N. Svendsen (University of Copenhagen) and Klaus Hoeyer

Chair(s): Klaus Hoeyer and Mette N. Svendsen (University of Copenhagen)
8:00 AM  Introduction

8:15 AM  METTE N. SVENDSEN (University of Copenhagen) SPATIALITY, TANGIBILITY, AND CATEGORIZATION: COLLECTING BIO-RESOURCES IN DENMARK

8:30 AM  KALINDI VORA (University of California Berkeley) SELLING POTENTIAL: SURPLUS FERTILITY AND BIOCAPITAL IN THE PRODUCTION OF TRANSNATIONAL INDIAN SURROGACY

8:45 AM  LYNN M MORGAN (Mount Holyoke College) RESURRECTING THE FETUS, ANIMATING THE EMBRYO

9:00 AM  TINE M GAMMELTOFT IMAGINING POTENTIALITY: THE POLITICS OF PRENATAL SPACES IN VIETNAM

9:15 AM  SARAH B FRANKLIN

9:30 AM  HANNAH LANDECKER (Rice U) PLASTICITY AND FATEFULNESS: THE "CRITICAL WINDOW" OF EPigenetic MODELS OF ADULT DISEASE

9:45 AM  JONATHAN M MARKS (UNC-Charlotte) THE PHENOTYPES I COULD HAVE BEEN

10:00 AM  NICHOLAS B KING (McGill University) METAGENOMICS: ANTICIPATING THE IMPACT OF A NEW SCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINE

10:15 AM  STEFAN G HELMREICH (MIT)

10:30 AM  KAREN-SUE TAUSISS (U of Minnesota) FANTASIES OF HUMAN PERFECTABILITY: CONCEPTUALIZING POTENTIALITY AND THE MOLECULAR MEDICAL TOOLKIT

10:45 AM  CARLOS NOVAS (Carleton University) POLITICAL ECONOMIES OF HOPE: PATIENTS’ ORGANISATIONS, BIOMEDICINE AND HUMANNESS

11:00 AM  KLAUS HOEYER HUMANNESS AT ITS MARGINS: EXPLORING AN UNWANTED POTENTIAL

11:15 AM  EMILY MARTIN (New York University)

11:30 AM  Discussion

11:45 AM  End of Session

3-037

REligion IN evOLutionARY perspektive (Reviewed by Evolutionary Anthropology Society) Continental Parlor 4

Organizer(s): Michael J Winkelman (ASU) and Carol P Weingarten (University of Pennsylvania)

Chair: Michael J Winkelman (ASU)

8:00 AM  Introduction: MICHAEL J WINKELMAN (ASU)

8:15 AM  BARBARA J. KING (Coll. of Wm. & Mary) ROOTS OF RELIGION IN PRIMATE BEHAVIOR

8:30 AM  JAMES S CHISHOLM AND WEINGARTEN, CAROL P (University of Pennsylvania) EVOLUTION, ATTACHMENT, AND RELIGION.

8:45 AM  MICHAEL J WINKELMAN (ASU) Hominid RELIGIOUS EVOLUTION: TRIANGULATION FROM CHIMPANZEE RITUALS AND SHAMANIC UNIVERSALS

9:00 AM  KATHLEEN R GIBSON (University of Texas Medical School)

9:15 AM  Discussion

9:30 AM  Break

9:45 AM  DWIGHT W READ (UCLA) RELIGIOUS THOUGHT AS THE DEFAULT CONDITION FOR HOMO SAPIENS

10:00 AM  WILLIAM IRONS (Northwestern) THE COMMITMENT THEORY OF RELIGION

10:15 AM  CAROL P WEINGARTEN (University of Pennsylvania) and CHISHOLM, James S THE ATTACHMENT SYSTEM AND COOPERATION IN RELIGIOUS GROUPS

10:30 AM  ROSS R MAXWELL (Institute for Historical Study) THE EVOLUTION OF COOPERATION, TRUST AND MORAL SYSTEMS

10:45 AM  MONTSESRAT SOLES (Rutgers University) TIES THAT BIND? EXPLORING THE IMPACT OF RELIGIOUS SIGNALING ON SOCIAL COHESION

11:00 AM  PHILLIPS STEVENS IS THE EVIL WITCH A PRODUCT OF OUR EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY?

11:15 AM  JOHN R BAKER (Moorpark College) WIRED AND PROGRAMMED, DESTINED OR DOOMED? BIOCULTURAL INSIGHTS INTO THE FUTURE OF RELIGIOSITY

11:30 AM  Discussion

11:45 AM  End of Session
THE OLMEC WORLD IN MIDDLE FORMATIVE MESOAMERICA (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Yosemite A
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Michael W Love (CSU Northridge) and David C Grove (U. Florida)

8:00 AM Introduction: MICHAEL W LOVE (CSU Northridge)
8:15 AM DAVID C GROVE (U. Florida) BEYOND THE OBVIOUS: CHALCATZINGO'S INTERREGIONAL INTERACTIONS
8:30 AM PAUL SCHMIDT THE MIDDLE FORMATIVE IN GUERRERO
8:45 AM SUSAN D GILLESPIE (University of Florida) MIDDLE FORMATIVE INTERREGIONAL INTERACTION: A VIEW FROM LA VENTA
9:00 AM ANDREW K BALKANSKY CHIEFLY COMPETITION SPURS URBAN EMERGENCE IN OAXACA, MEXICO
9:15 AM CHRISTOPHER A POOL (University of Kentucky), LOUGHLIN, Michael L and STONER, Wesley D (Univ of Kentucky) THE MIDDLE FORMATIVE PERIOD IN WESTERN OLMAN
9:30 AM ANATOLE POKHORENKO THE ICONOGRAPHY OF BUCCAL BANDS IN MIDDLE PRECLASSIC OLMEC ART
9:45 AM Break
10:00 AM TRAVIS W STANTON (Universidad de las Américas, Puebla) SELLING A GLOBAL ECONOMY TO HUNTERS AND GATHERERS IN NORTHERN YUCATÁN? THE RISE OF MIDDLE FORMATIVE ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE NORTHERN MAYA LOWLANDS

10:15 AM FRANCISCO ESTRADA-BELLI (Vanderbilt Univt) EARLY CIVILIZATION IN THE MAYA LOWLANDS AND LONG DISTANCE INTERACTION NETWORKS BETWEEN 1000 AND 400 B.C. A VIEW FROM THE HOLMUL REGION.
10:30 AM ROSEMARY JOYCE (UC Berkeley) MIDDLE FORMATIVE HONDURAS: FROM BACKWARD BACKWATER TO AGING PIONEER, OR CAN'T WE DO BETTER?
10:45 AM BARBARA ARROYO (Museo Popol Vuh) and PEREIRA, Karen (University of Florida) THE CENTRAL HIGHLANDS OF GUATEMALA DURING THE MIDDLE FORMATIVE
11:00 AM JULIA GERNSEY (University of Texas at Austin) and LOVE, Michael W (CSU Northridge) LA BLANCA IN THE MIDDLE FORMATIVE OLMEC WORLD
11:15 AM JOHN E CLARK (Brigham Young U) THE ZOQUE OLMECS OF CHIAPAS
11:30 AM Discussion
11:45 AM End of Session

3-039
REVISITING THE BEAUTY/JUSTICE DEBATE AND ANTHROPOLOGY'S PLACE IN IT: NEW ETHNOGRAPHIES OF AESTHETIC PRACTICES AND INDUSTRIES (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Union Square 16
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Stephanie N Sadre-Orafai (New York University) and Todd E Nicewonger (Columbia University, Teachers College)

8:00 AM Introduction
8:15 AM TODD E NICEWONGER (Columbia University, Teachers College) SOCIALIZING DESIGN AS AN ETHICAL PRACTICE: BEAUTY AND OBJECT-LOVE AMONG APPRENTICING FASHION DESIGNERS
8:30 AM KEITH M MURPHY (University of California, Irvine) JUST THINGS: EVERYDAY BEAUTY AND THE POWER OF DESIGN IN SWEDEN
8:45 AM LAURA HUBBARD (UC Berkeley) BUY ANY JEANS NECESSARY: STYLE AND THE LIMITS TO HOPE
9:00 AM M. ELAINE COMBS-SCHILLING (Columbia University) HAUNTING BEAUTY AND SOCIAL CRITIQUE IN OPERA
9:15 AM KATHLEEN C STEWART (University of Texas, Austin)
9:30 AM Discussion
9:45 AM Break
10:00 AM STEPHANIE N SADRE-ORAFAI (New York University) THE FIGURE OF THE MODEL: REFRAMING VISIBILITY, AGENCY, "DIFFERENCE," AND DESERT IN THE NEW YORK FASHION INDUSTRY
10:15 AM  FLETCHER LINDER (James Madison University) CRAFTING BIG BODIES: REACHING FOR BEAUTY, STRUGGLING WITH JUSTICE
10:30 AM  ROBERT Y. CHANG (New York University) ACTIVIST VISIBILITY: REFRAMING THE FAT BODY THROUGH DOCUMENTARY FILMMAKING
10:45 AM  THAIS M. BORGES (Stockholm University) PRODUCING BEAUTY IN BRAZIL - VANITY, VISIBILITY AND SOCIAL INEQUALITY
11:00 AM  MICHAEL RALPH (New York University) THE RHYTHM OF BLACKNESS IN A BASKETBALL INDUSTRY
11:15 AM  LESLEY A SHARP (Barnard College) Discussion
11:30 AM  End of Session

3-039A

HAIR, PUBIC AND BEYOND (Reviewed by Society of Lesbian and Gay Anthropologist(s)) Golden Gate 2
Organizer: Angelique MG Lalonde (University of Victoria)
Chair: Alix L Little (University of Victoria)
8:00 AM  ARUNA PANDAY (Carleton University) HAIR, NOT HERE? AN EXAMINATION OF MALE UNIVERSITY STUDENT’S BODY HAIR (NON)REMOVAL PRACTICES
8:15 AM  GRETCHEN A BAKKE (Photographer) SLOVENIA, SIMULACRA, AND THE PUBIC AS PUBLIC
8:30 AM  CHRISY MOUTSAOTOS (Iowa State University) THE POLITICS OF THE BRAZILIAN IN A GREEK DAY SPA
8:45 AM  JULIE E TRUESDELL (Purdue University) FOLLICLE ENFRANCHISEMENT: TRANSMEN, IDENTITY, AND BODY HAIR DISTRIBUTION
9:00 AM  EINAT BAR-ON COHEN (Hebrew University of Jerusalem) BECOMING WOMAN AT SHARON’S HAIR SALON IN JERUSALEM
9:15 AM  HULYA DEMIRDIREK (University of Victoria, BC) Discussion
9:30 AM  Break
10:00 AM  ANGELIQUE MG LALONDE (University of Victoria) THE POWER OF A “HOT” HAIRCUT: HAIR SALONS IN VICTORIA, FEMININITY, AND THE EMBODIMENT OF CAPITALISM
10:15 AM  JOKE CLUSTERS (Joke Clijsters) and SAUNDERS, Barbara A HAIR AND HEADSCARVES IN THE ISLAMIC WORLDS
10:30 AM  SARAH G CHEANG (London College of Fashion) HAIR, ‘RACE’, AND BRITISH FEMININE CHINESENESS
10:45 AM  BILLIE LESLIE (University of Victoria) and LITTLE, Alix L (University of Victoria) DIFFERENCE, RACE, PARENTS, CHILDREN, AND THEIR HAIR
11:00 AM  SHERREMA A BOWER REBELLIOUS WOMEN: THE NEGOTIATION OF HAIR AND POWER IN THE UNITED PENTECOSTAL CHURCH, INT’L
11:15 AM  BARBARA D MILLER (George Washington University) Discussion
11:30 AM  End of Session

3-040

SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS: BUILDING A NEW INTELLECTUAL COMMONS (Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology) Golden Gate 3
Organizer: Thomas W Pearson (SUNY Binghamton)
Chair: Daniel E Renfrew (West Virginia University)
8:00 AM  KAREN E STOCKER (CSU Bakersfield) TRADEMARKING INDIGENOUS IDENTITY
8:15 AM  ANITA J CHAN E-GOVERNANCE FOR ARTISANS: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, NETWORKED CULTURE, AND THE PROMISCUITY OF FREEDOM IN PERU
8:30 AM  NICHOLAS Q EMLEN (University of Michigan) LANGUAGE OWNERSHIP AND THE COMMON PROPERTY DISCOURSE OF LANGUAGE REVITALIZATION
8:45 AM  LORRAINE V ARAGON (UNC-Chapel Hill) THE LOCAL COMMONS AS A MISSING MIDDLE IN DEBATES OVER INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW
9:00 AM  Allison E Fish (University of California, Irvine) TRA NGUATING CULTURE’S VALUE: TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE, MODERN SCIENCE, AND THE DIGITAL ARCHIVE
9:15 AM  Stephanie J Glege (Micheal Wilson Partners, Ltd) and Marcus, Anthony A (University of Melbourne) COPYRIGHT ABUNDANCE AND COURSE MATERIAL SCARCITY: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS, CIVIL SOCIETY, AND EDUCATION IN POST-SOVIET KAZAKHSTAN
9:30 AM  Robert D Albro (George Washington University)
9:45 AM  Paul E Little (UnB) THE STRUGGLES OVER INDIGENOUS ENVIRONMENTAL KNOWLEDGE IN BRAZILIAN AMAZONIA
10:00 AM  Thomas W Pearson (SUNY Binghamton) DEFENDING ‘LIFE ITSELF’ FROM IPR: ENVIRONMENTALISTS AGAINST FREE TRADE IN COSTA RICA
10:15 AM  Scott M Lacy FOLLOW THE SEED: UNDERSTANDING PLANT VARIETY PROTECTION THROUGH FARMER SEED SYSTEMS AND PARTICIPATORY PLANT BREEDING IN SOUTHERN MALI
10:30 AM  Luis Felipe R Murillo (UFRGS) TECHNOLOGY AND POLITICS IN THE BRAZILIAN FREE AND OPEN SOURCE COMMUNITY
10:45 AM  Cara E Shank DISOWNING KNOWLEDGE: ANARCHIST INTERVENTIONS IN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
11:00 AM  Salvatore Poirer (Università di Milano (Italy)) TO HACK IN ITALY: ETHNOGRAPHIC NOTES ON ‘HACK MEETING 2007’
11:15 AM  Rosemary J Coombe (York University)
11:30 AM  Discussion
11:45 PM  End of Session

3-040A Film Screening: NATIVE AMERICANS  Franciscan D SUREE TOWFIGHNA, STANDING SILENT NATION  CATHERINE MULLINS, BEING INNU  ERWIN WAGENHOFER, WE FEED THE WORLD  BENNIE KLAIN and Leighton C. Peterson, WEAVING WORLDS (AWARD OF COMMENDATION)
8:00 AM  AAA Past Presidents Breakfast Union Square 13  Chair: Alan Goodman (Hampshire College)
8:58 AM  AAA Executive Program Committee AAA Workshop: Working with Journalists in a Shifting Media Landscape Union Square 11  Maria D Vesperi (New College)
9:56 AM  Central States Anthropological Society CENTRAL STATES ANTHROPOLOGY SOCIETY EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING Union Square 9  Organizer(s): Claude F. Jacobs (Univ. of Michigan-Dearborn) and Harriet J Ottenheimer (Kansas State U)
10:00 AM  General Anthropology Division GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION BOARD MEETING Union Square 6  Organizer: Susan Buck Sutton (Indiana-Purdue (IUPUI))
10:30 AM  AAA Executive Board II Union Square 21  Chair: Setha M Low (Graduate Center, CUNY)
10:45 AM  Society for Visual Anthropology WORKSHOP: CAMERAS AND PHOTOGRAPHS IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH Union Square 20  Malcolm Collier (SFSU)
3-048
A GROWING UNION?: ETHNOGRAPHIES OF INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION IN THE EUROPEAN UNION (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Golden Gate 7
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Marysia H Galbraith (U of Alabama) and Judith Pajo (UC Irvine)

10:15 AM ANDREW D ASHER (University of Illinois) MOVING THE SCHENGEN CURTAIN: MANAGING EXCLUSIONS AT THE EU’S BORDERS
10:30 AM MARYSIA H GALBRAITH (U of Alabama) INCLUSION WITHOUT EQUALITY: RURAL POLES’ ENCOUNTERS WITH THE EUROPEAN UNION
10:45 AM HEIDE CASTANEDA (University of South Florida) FRAGMENTED MEMBERSHIP AND EXCLUSIONARY PRACTICES: ETHNOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES ON EU LABOR MIGRATION TO GERMANY
11:00 AM JUDITH PAJO (UC Irvine) MAPPING NATURE: ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES OF INCLUSION IN REUNITIFIED GERMANY
11:15 AM KAI A HEIDEMANN FROM STRUGGLES OF EXCLUSION TO STRATEGIES OF INCLUSION: THE POLITICAL AGENCY OF BASQUE AND OCITAN LANGUAGE ACTIVISTS IN FRANCE
11:30 AM LIAM D MURPHY (California State U, Sacramento) CITIZEN CHURCHMEN: PUBLIC RELIGION IN THE “NEW” NORTHERN IRELAND
11:45 AM THOMAS M WILSON (Binghamton U, SUNY) End of Session

3-049
A PLACE OF OUR OWN: ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENT IN SPACES AND PLACES (Reviewed by National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Lombard
Organizer(s): Tatyana Mamut (IDEO) and Jay Hasbrouck (IDEO)
Chair: Daria Loi (intel)

10:15 AM Introduction: TATYANA MAMUT (IDEO)

10:30 AM JAY HASBROUCK (IDEO) “MY HOUSE MADE ME GREEN,” OR “WHY I’M NOT A TREEHUGGER”

10:45 AM JOHN W SHERRY AGING IN PLACE

11:00 AM DARIA LOI (intel) OF MATERIAL HOMES (THE EXPERIENTIAL, THE PHYSICAL AND THE TECHNOLOGICAL: AN ETERNAL GOLDEN BRAID)

11:15 AM TATYANA MAMUT (IDEO) FAREWELL PROJECTS, HELLO HOPE: ANTHROPOLOGY’S PLACE IN THE RE-DESIGN OF U.S. MIXED INCOME COMMUNITIES


11:45 AM Discussion

12:00 PM End of Session

3-050
ARCHAEOLOGIES OF HISTORY (Reviewed by Archeology Division) Continental Parlor 3
Chair: Jenna Wallace Coplin

10:15 AM NINIAN R STEIN (University of Massachusetts Boston) “CONSUMING IT WITH ECONOMY”: NATURAL RESOURCE USE, ARCHAEOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY AT THE GREENE FARM SITE IN RHODE ISLAND

10:30 AM JENNA WALLACE COPLIN CONSTRUCTING PASTS: COMMUNITY VOICES AND EARLY NEW YORK

10:45 AM SUZANNE M. SPENCER-WOOD (Oakland U. and Harvard U) COLLABORATIVE EMERGENCY EXCAVATIONS AT THE METHODIST EPISCOPAL PARSONAGE SITE IN TROY CORNERS, MICHIGAN

11:00 AM AMY M STINE A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF MISSION ERA MAIOICA CERAMICS RECOVERED ON THE ALTA CALIFORNIA CENTRAL COAST 1796-1833

11:15 AM STEVE LENIK (Syracuse University) EXAMINING CULTURE CHANGE ON THE FRONTIER: A JESUIT ESTATE AT GRAND BAY, DOMINICA, WEST INDIES (1748-1763)

11:30 AM DEEANNE WYMER (Bloomsburg University) IN MY REIGN NONE HUNGERED: THE PALEOETHNOBOTANICAL RECORD OF TELL ER-RUB’A, THE MENDES SITE, IN THE NILE DELTA, EGYPT

11:45 AM Discussion

12:00 PM End of Session
3-051
BEYOND TRANSPARENCY (Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology) Franciscan B
Organizer(s): Amy B Levine (Cornell University) and Gemma L John
Chair: Leticia Barrera-Lopez (Cornell University)
10:15 AM Introduction: Leticia Barrera-Lopez (Cornell University)
10:30 AM Gemma L John TRANSPARENCY IN DIVISION OR SAMENESS?
10:45 AM Jason M Cross (Duke University) FROM EXPOSÉ TO INTERVENTION: TRANSPARENCY PROCEDURES AND CULTURES OF ACCOUNTABILITY
11:00 AM Amy B Levine (Cornell University) "SETTING THE AGENDA" BEYOND TRANSPARENCY
11:15 AM Leticia Barrera-Lopez (Cornell University) RESTORING LEGALITY: PERFORMATIVITY, TRANSPARENCY, AND THE CRAFTING OF A NEW INSTITUTIONALITY
11:30 AM Andrea Ballesteros (University of California-Irvine)
11:45 AM Discussion
12:00 PM End of Session

3-052
Invited Session: Carol A. Smith Feitschrift... NOT! ESSAYS IN HONOR OF AN IRREVERENT MIND (American Ethnological Society) (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Golden Gate 4
Organizer(s): Shannon Speed (U of Texas, Austin), Brackette F Williams (Soros Justice Fellow) and Charles R Hale (Univ of Texas at Austin)
Chair: Les Field (Univ of New Mexico)
10:15 AM Joanne Passaro (Carroll College)
10:30 AM Circe Sturm (University of Oklahoma)
10:45 AM Irma Velasquez Nimatuj (Mecanismo de apoyo)
11:00 AM Kathleen E Dill (University of Texas, Austin)
11:15 AM Stefano Varese (UC Davis)
11:30 AM Discussion
12:00 PM End of Session

3-053
CIVIL SOCIETY AND POLITICAL PARTICIPATION ACROSS THE AMERICAS (Reviewed by Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology) Franciscan C
Chair: Giles B Harrison-Conwill (Duke University)
10:15 AM Giles B Harrison-Conwill (Duke University) SLIPPING FROM THE MIDDLE: ANTICIPATION AND LOSS IN CHAVEZ'S CARACAS
10:30 AM Kendra Fehrer SEEING THE VENEZUELAN STATE: SOCIAL PROGRAMS AND THE NATURE OF STATENESS IN THE CHAVEZ ERA
10:45 AM Hugo Santos-Gomez (University of California, Santa Barbara) FARM WORKERS, SOCCER, AND CIVIL SOCIETY
11:00 AM Maria L Vidart (Rice University) "STOP BLOCKING MY SUN!": CYNICISM AND DEMOCRACY IN COLOMBIA
11:15 AM Taylor C Nelms (University of California, Irvine) FAMILIAL SELF-FASHIONING, ETHNOGRAPHIC EXPLANATION: CLASS, IDENTITY, AND PERFORMANCE IN QUITO
11:30 AM Jon H Carter (Columbia University) SPOOK AND SOVEREIGN: ON GANG LIFE AND THE NEGATIVE IN HONDURAS
11:45 AM Discussion
12:00 PM End of Session

3-054
Invited Session: COLLABORATION AND ARCHAEOLOGY (General Anthropology Division) Golden Gate 1
Organizer: Celeste Ray (University of the South)
Chair: Celeste Ray (University of the South)
10:15 AM Michael J Heckenderger (University of Florida) ANTHROPOLOGY AS MEETING PLACE: ARCHAEOLOGY, INDIGENOUS HISTORY, AND COLLABORATION IN AMAZONIA
10:30 AM Larry J Zimmerman (IUPUI/Eiteljorg Museum) ARCHAEOLOGY IS POLITICS, OR IT'S NOTHING!: CREATING A MORE CIVICALLY-ENGAGED ARCHAEOLOGY
10:45 AM  **Liam M Brady** (Univ of Western Australia in Perth) (RE)ENGAGING WITH THE (UN)KNOWN: PARTNERSHIP ARCHAEOLOGY AND RE-AFFIRMING ABORIGINAL IDENTITY IN THE TORRES STRAIT ISLANDS, NE AUSTRALIA

11:00 AM  **Elizabeth Chilton** (UMass Amherst) BUILDING COLLABORATIVE ARCHAEOLOGIES FROM THE GROUND UP: TWO CASE STUDIES FROM NEW ENGLAND

11:15 AM  **T J Ferguson** (Anthropological Research, LLC), **Laluk, Nicholas C** (University of Arizona), **Mills, Barbara J** (University of Arizona) and **Murray, Wendi F** (University of Arizona) ARCHAEOLOGICAL COLLABORATION WITH NATIVE AMERICANS IN THE WESTERN UNITED STATES

11:30 AM  **Dorothy T Lippert**
11:45 AM  Discussion
12:00 PM  End of Session

3-056

FROM REMITTING MIGRANTS TO MARKET-SAVVY ENTREPRENEURS: RECONCEPTUALIZING DIASPORA AND DEVELOPMENT (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Sutter B
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Caroline M Melly (Smith College) and Monica C DeHart (University of Puget Sound)

10:15 AM  **Monica C DeHart** (University of Puget Sound) ENTERPRISING ETHNIC DIFFERENCE: IDENTITY AND DEVELOPMENT POLITICS IN LATIN AMERICA

10:30 AM  **Linta Varghese** (Vassar College) RECASTING THE DIASPORA: ENTREPRENEURS AS AGENTS OF INDIAN MODERNITY

10:45 AM  **Jane Henrici** (IWPR) and **Tamagnö, Carla C** (INMIGRA) REVOLVING FUNDS: PERUVIAN WOMEN MIGRANTS AS WORKERS, ENTREPRENEURS, AND TOURISTS

11:00 AM  **Caroline M Melly** (Smith College) DIASPORIC FRONTIERS: UNFINISHED INVESTMENT PROGRAMS AND PROJECTED FUTURES IN AN AFRICAN CAPITAL

11:15 AM  **David Pedersen** (Univ. of California, San Diego) IMMIGRANT ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND REMITTANCE-LED DEVELOPMENT AS DISCURSIVE MORALIZATION OF THE PRESENT

11:30 AM  **Lien M Vu** DISPLAYING IMAGES OF THE HOMELAND, FOR THE HOMELAND: THE BUILDING OF VIETNAM'S NATIONAL CINEMA THROUGH THE DIASPORIC ASSISTANCE OF VAALA

11:45 AM  Discussion
12:00 PM  End of Session

3-057

GOVERNING THROUGH CARE: THE POLITICS OF EXPERTISE AND THE MAKING OF EMPOWERED CHILDREN (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Union Square 22
Organizer(s): Jan Newberry (University of Lethbridge) and Karen L Greene (U. C. Berkeley/UCSF)
Chair: Karen L Greene (U. C. Berkeley/UCSF)

10:15 AM  **Jan Newberry** (University of Lethbridge) THE PRODUCTIVITY OF TRAUMA: DEVELOPMENTAL ASSEMBLAGES AND EARLY CHILDHOOD IN POST-SUHARTO INDONESIA

10:30 AM  **Mary W Crabb** (University of California, Berkeley) GOVERNING MIDDLE CLASS CHILDHOOD IN URBAN CHINA

10:45 AM  **Olga Nieuwenhuys** (University of Amsterdam) CHILD LABOUR NOSTALGIA IN THE KERALA MODEL STATE

11:00 AM  **J. Christopher Kovats-Bernat** (Muhlenberg College) DISPLACED, NURTURED, ABANDONED, BUT EMPOWERED: THE POOREST CHILDREN AS POLITICAL CAPITAL IN HAITI - 1994 TO 2008

11:15 AM  **Karen L Greene** (U. C. Berkeley/UCSF) GOVERNING THROUGH AND AGAINST CAREFUL ABANDONMENT: PEDAGOGIES OF FREEDOM AND THE TRAFFICK IN CAMBODIAN CHILDREN

11:30 AM  **Erica L Bornstein** (U Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
11:45 AM  **Veena Das** (Johns Hopkins University)
12:00 PM  End of Session
### 3-059 Human-Environmental Relations and Development Regimes: Case Studies in Conflict and Commoditization
(Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Section) Union Square 18

**Chair:** Jamon A Halvaksz (University of Texas at San Antonio)

10:15 AM  
**JAMON A HALVAKSZ** (University of Texas at San Antonio) Agriculture, Conservation and Mining: Transforming Human-Environment Relations Along the Upper Bulolo, Papua New Guinea

10:30 AM  
**MICHAEL M WALKER** (Michigan State) Patterns of Inclusion or Processes of Enclosure? Negotiating Access to Wetland Areas in Rural Mozambique

10:45 AM  
**PETER REDVERS-LEE** (Emory & Henry College) The Chemical Decomposition of Community Wellbeing: Economic Development, Conflict, and Environmental Degradation in an Afro-Ecuadorian Community.

11:00 AM  
**MEREDITH L WELCH DEVINE** What is Success?: Differing Conceptualizations among Different Stakeholders in the Implementation of Natura 2000

11:15 AM  
**CHRISTOPHER M ANNEAR** (Boston University) God’s Closed Season: The Socio-Ecology of Commons Conservation in Mweru-Luapula, Zambia

11:30 AM  
**DANIELLE DINOVELLI-LANG** Black-Tailed Deer and the Beach: A Fringe of Life and Territory

11:45 AM  
Discussion

12:00 PM  
End of Session

### 3-060 Invited Session: Implementing the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples: The Role of Anthropology
(Continental Poster 2)

Organizer(s): Miriam A Frank and Paul D Oldham  
Chair: Milliani Trask (Na Koa Ikaika o Ka)

10:15 AM  
**INTRODUCTION:** LES MALEZER (FAIRA)

10:30 AM  
**VICTORIA TAULI-CORPUZ** (United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues)

10:45 AM  
**WILLIAM VAN GENUGTEN** (U of Tilburg, The Netherland)

11:00 AM  
**JENNIFER PRESTON** (Quakers)

11:15 AM  
**CRAIG BENJAMIN** (Amnesty International)

12:00 PM  
End of Session

### 3-061 Invited Session: Liberal Religiosities
(Society for Political and Legal Anthropology, Society for Anthropology of Religion) Taylor A

Organizer(s): Daromir Rudnyckyj (University of Victoria) and Brian Silverstein (University of Arizona)

Chair: Brian Silverstein (University of Arizona)

10:15 AM  
**ASAD A AHMED** (Harvard U) Law and Muslim Public Identity in Colonial India

10:30 AM  
**BRIAN SILVERSTEIN** (University of Arizona) Liberalization and the Religious Sphere in Turkey

10:45 AM  
**PAUL K. EISS** (Carnegie Mellon University) The Rhetoric of Redemption

11:00 AM  
**DAROMIR RUDNYCKYJ** (University of Victoria) Neoliberal Spirituality: Islam and Globalization in Contemporary Indonesia

11:15 AM  
**JON BIALECKI** (Reed College) We’re Just Followers of Jesus: Transcendence, Contestation, and the Death of Religion in Southern Californian Neo-Charismatic Christianity

11:30 AM  
**SIMON M COLEMAN** (University of Sussex)

11:45 AM  
Discussion

12:00 PM  
End of Session
3-062  LIVING IN COMMUNITY: (RE)SOCIALIZATION THROUGHOUT THE LIFE COURSE  (Reviewed by Society for Psychological Anthropology) Taylor B  
Chair: Katie R Hejtmanek (Washington U)  
10:15 AM  JUNEHUI AHN (University of Seoul) “ARE YOU CHINESE, ABBY?”: RECONSTRUCTING AND REPRODUCING SOCIAL CATEGORIES IN CHILDREN’S SOCIAL WORLDS  
10:30 AM  JENNIFER L KUZARA, BROWN, RYAN A  (Robert Wood Johnson Foundation - UCSF/UCB) and WORTHMAN, Carol M (Emory U) VULNERABILITIES AND LIFE COURSE BARRIERS, STATUS, AND FUTURE EXPECTATIONS AMONG CHEROKEE YOUTH: ASSOCIATIONS WITH MOOD AND FEELING  
10:45 AM  KATIE R HEJTMANEK (Washington U) GETTING OUT AND GETTING BETTER: WAYS ADOLESCENT MINORITY STATE WARDS NEGOTIATE THEIR SELF CONCEPT IN RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT  
11:00 AM  LORI L JERVIS and SPICER, PAUL (University of Oklahoma) VIOLENCE AND ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOR IN A NORTHERN PLAINS AMERICAN INDIAN COMMUNITY  
11:15 AM  DENISE A LIN NOT YOUR GIRL NEXT DOOR: INTERCULTURAL/ INTERGENERATIONAL CONFLICT ON BODY IDEALS AMONG EAST ASIAN IMMIGRANT WOMEN  
11:30 AM  DANIEL P WOLK THE EXPRESSION OF GRATITUDE AND THE BALANCING OF BURDENS AMONG ASSYRIAN CHRISTIANS  
11:45 AM  Discussion  
12:00 PM  End of Session  

3-063  MIGRATION AND CITIZENSHIP IN EUROPE  (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Continental Parlor 5  
Chair: Maria M Stoilkova  
10:15 AM  MAURIZIO ALBAHARI (University of Notre Dame) ENGINEERED COSMOPOLITANISM: ANTHROPOLOGY, COLLABORATION AND ENGAGEMENT IN THE PERFORMANCE OF INCLUSION  
10:30 AM  ANGELA P SMITH (U Northern British Columbia) MIGRATION LANDSCAPES: MAPPING ASYLUM SEEKER SPACES AND EXPERIENCES IN IRELAND  
10:45 AM  MARIA M STOILKOVA THE PERMUTATIONS OF BULGARIAN CITIZENSHIP  
11:00 AM  LAURIE N. MCINTOSH (Harvard University) INTERLOPERS, IMMIGRANTS AND OTHERS IN THE MOST PEACEFUL COUNTRY IN THE WORLD  
11:15 AM  ANTON FERNANDEZ DE ROTA (University of A Coruna) IMAGINING A DIFFERENT EUROPE: EUROPEISM AND AUTONOMOUS SOCIAL MOVEMENTS.  
11:30 AM  MICHELE M HANKS (University of Illinois Urbana Champaign) IMAGINING THE EUROPEAN “OTHER”: THE EXPRESSION OF EUROSCERPTICISM IN DARK BRITISH TOURISM AND HERITAGE  
11:45 AM  Discussion  
12:00 PM  End of Session  

3-064  MOVING STORIES IN MEDICINE  (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Golden Gate 6  
Organizer(s): Louisa Schein (Rutgers) and Janelle S Taylor (University of Washington)  
Chair: Lynn M Morgan (Mount Holyoke College)  
10:15 AM  JANELLE S TAYLOR (University of Washington) SCRIPTING AND ENACTING THE CLINICAL “REAL”: STANDARDIZED PATIENT PERFORMANCES IN MEDICAL EDUCATION  
10:30 AM  NOELLE J MOLE (Princeton University) FICTIONAL PATIENTS, ELICITED COMPASSION: BECOMING WORK TRAUMA COUNSELORS IN ITALY  
10:45 AM  NANCY L. MCNAUGHTON (University of Toronto) PERFORMANCE OF EMOTION: MIMESIS OR METAMORPHOSIS?  
11:00 AM  LOUISA SCHEIN (Rutgers) HMONG VISIBILITIES: DOCUMENTARY STORIES COUNTERING A PRINT NARRATIVE MONOPOLY
11:15 AM Emily A McDonal (Rutgers University) MEDICAL TOURISM TO BUENOS AIRES: ONLINE STORIES ABOUT SURGERY IN THE “PARIS OF SOUTH AMERICA”

11:30 AM Linda Layne (Rensselaer) Discussion

11:45 AM End of Session

3-065 Invited Session: ONE LESS OR ONE MORE?: YOUTH, HEALTH AND AUTONOMY (National Association of Student Anthropologists) Powell A Chair: Elizabeth E Cooper (University of South Florida)

10:15 AM Introduction

10:30 AM Elizabeth E Cooper (University of South Florida) KAMINELER: POVERTY AND PROGRAM ELIGIBILITY FOR THE FAMILIES OF RURAL MALAY FISHERMEN

10:45 AM Stephanie T Melton NUTRITION RESEARCH WITH CHILDREN: A CASE EXAMPLE USING PHOTOGRAPHY

11:00 AM Heather T Battles (McMaster University) ADOLESCENT PERSPECTIVES AND ROLES IN DECISION-MAKING REGARDING HPV VACCINATION

11:15 AM Amanda K. Poplawsky RISK DISCOURSE AND HPV VACCINE POLICY: A CRITICAL LOOK AT PUBLIC POLICY

11:30 AM Melina T Czyzmoniewicz-Klippel (PhD Candidate, Monash Univ) FOR BETTER OR WORSE? THE RECONSTRUCTION OF CAMBODIAN CHILDHOODS

11:45 AM Discussion

12:00 PM End of Session

3-067 POLICING AS PRACTICE, PERFORMANCE AND RITUAL: RE-IMAGINING AND REPRESENTING STATE LEGITIMACY AND CITIZEN PARTICIPATION (Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology) Franciscan A Organizer/Chair: Beatrice A Jauregui

10:15 AM DeviKA BORDIA (Yale University) CONDITIONS OF APATHY AND CULTURES OF POLICING

10:30 AM Robert W Blunt (University of Chicago) CORRUPTUS INTERRUPTUS: FROM REPRODUCTION TO PREDATION IN MOI’S KENYA

10:45 AM Beatrice A Jauregui BEYOND ‘CORRUPTION’ AND ‘ILLEGALITY’: (NON-)STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES OF POLICING IN NORTHERN INDIA

11:00 AM Julia J Hornberger ‘GOD MOVES BIG TIME IN SOPHIA.TOWN’ – COMMUNITY POLICING IN A POOR JOHANNESBURG SUBURB AND THE FIGHT AGAINST EVIL.

11:15 AM Jeffrey T Martin (Chang Jung University) HOW LEGITIMATE FORCE CONNECTS A TAIWANESE VILLAGE TO THE TAIWANESE STATE

11:30 AM Discussion

12:00 PM End of Session

3-068 Invited Session: PRIVATIZING CHINA: POWERS OF THE SELF, SOCIALISM FROM AFAR (Society for East Asian Anthropology, Society for Cultural Anthropology) Continental Parlor 9 Organizer(s): Li Zhang (Univ of California-Davis) and Aihwa Ong (Berkeley) Chair: Aihwa Ong (Berkeley)

10:15 AM Ralph A Litzinger (Duke University)

10:30 AM Li Zhang (Univ of California-Davis)

10:45 AM Matthew Kohrman (Stanford)

11:00 AM Yongming Zhou (University of Wisconsin)

11:15 AM Mei Zhan (UC Irvine)

11:30 AM Ann S Anagnost (U. Washington)

11:45 AM Biao Xiang

12:00 PM End of Session
3-070
RESEARCHING (AGAIN) CULTURE: FORMAL METHODS AND COMPARATIVE APPROACHES
(Reviewed by Society for Anthropological Sciences) Powell B
Organizer/Chair: Eric C Thompson (National Univ. of Singapore)
10:15 AM  ERIC C THOMPSON (National Univ. of Singapore) PERMUTATIONS OF CULTURAL
TRANSMISSION, DIFFUSION AND CHANGE
10:30 AM  W PENN HANDWERKER (UConn) CAPITALISM, SOCIAL JUSTICE, AND VIOLENCE
10:45 AM  JEFFREY G SNODGRASS (Colorado State University) and VYVIAL-LARSON, Jessica L
INTERNET ADDICTION OR RESTORATIVE MAGICAL FLIGHT?: ‘CULTURAL
DISSONANCE’ IN THE WORLD OF WARCRAFT
11:00 AM  HENRI JF DENGAH II (Colorado State University) OF PRIESTHOODS AND BEEHIVES:
MORMON MENTAL HEALTH AND GENDER ROLES
11:15 AM  CHRISTOPH BRUMANN (U Cologne) EXPANDING CONSENSUS ANALYSIS:
PREFERENCES, OPINIONS, AND PATTERNS OF DISSENT
11:30 AM  STEPHEN M LYON (University of Durham) and JAMIESON, Mark A (Durham
University) RESETTING KINSHIP: ALGEBRAIC TRANSFORMATION AMONG
MISKITU IN THE PEARL LAGOON BASIN OF NICARAGUA
11:45 AM  H RUSSELL BERNARD (University of Florida)
12:00 PM  End of Session

3-071
RESOURCE POLITICS: THE POLITICAL ECOLOGY OF COLLABORATIVE MANAGEMENT,
RESETTLEMENT, AND CONSERVATION IMAGERY (Reviewed by Anthropology and
Environment Section) Union Square 17
Chair: Julie L Velasquez Runk (University of Georgia)
10:15 AM  JULIE L VELASQUEZ RUNK (University of Georgia) LANDSCAPES, LEGIBILITY, AND
CONSERVATION: WOUNAAN FOREST USE AND ITS AMBIGUITY IN SATELLITE
IMAGERY, EASTERN PANAMA
10:30 AM  REBECCA C WITTER (University of Georgia) ELEPHANTS AND INDUCEMENTS: HOW
TRANSFONIER CONSERVATION IS GAINING TERRITORY IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
10:45 AM  HIIDEKI YOSHIKAWA (Okinawa Prefectural University) THE DUGONG’S DAY IN IUCN
CONGRESS AND US COURT
11:00 AM  JESSICA E BARNES (Columbia University) BUILDING SOCIO-TECHNICAL WORLDS:
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF WATER USER ASSOCIATIONS IN FAYOUM, EGYPT
11:15 AM  ERIC C PONCELET (CONCUR, Inc.) ENGAGING ANTHROPOLOGY: INSIGHTS INTO
THE PRACTICE OF MULTISTAKEHOLDER ENVIRONMENTAL COLLABORATION
11:30 AM  ERIN P RILEY (San Diego State University) CONCEPTUALIZING FORESTS,
MONKEYS, AND PROTECTED AREAS IN THE LINDU ENCLAVE: IMPLICATIONS FOR
CONSERVATION IN SULAWESI, INDONESIA
11:45 AM  Discussion
12:00 PM  End of Session

3-072
THE AFTERMATH OF ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE: ITS IMPACTS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR
THEORY AND PRACTICE PART II (Reviewed by National Association for the Practice of
Anthropology) Yosemite C
Organizer: Elizabeth Briody (General Motors)
Chair: Robert T Trotter (Northern Arizona Univ)
10:15 AM  Introduction: ROBERT T TROTTER (Northern Arizona Univ)
10:30 AM  WENDY D. BARTLO (General Motors), BRIODY, Elizabeth (General Motors),
MEERWARTH, Tracy L (General Motors) and TROTER, Robert T (Northern
Arizona Univ) THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX WHILE WORKING IN A CUBE? A
GLOBAL FOOTPRINT FOR RESEARCHER WORKSPACE
10:45 AM  ANN T JORDAN (Univ of North Texas) PLANNED ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE IN THE
KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA
11:00 AM  TOMOKO HAMADA CONNOLLY (C of William & Mary) INDUCED HYBRIDITY AND ITS
AFTERMATH: A LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF A JAPANESE FIRM’S GLOBALIZATION PROCESS.
11:15 AM  **PETER T BURGI** (Research International) **SHOWING, KNOWING, AND GROWING: CONSTRUCTIVIST VISUALIZATION AND CHANGE IN ORGANIZATIONS**

11:30 AM  **ELIZABETH Broddy** (General Motors), **MEERWARTH, Tracy L** (General Motors) and **TROTTER, Robert T** (Northern Arizona Univ) **AN IMPLEMENTATION PATH TO COLLABORATION**

11:45 AM  **SUSAN E SQUIRES** (Sun Microsystems)

12:00 PM  End of Session

---

**3-072A**  **INDIGENEOUS EMPOWERED: THE IMPACTS OF GAMING ON INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES AND THEIR NEIGHBORS IN THE U.S. AND CANADA** (Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology, Union Square 19)

Organizer: **Paula L Wagoner** (Juniata College)

Chair: **Carolyn R Anderson** (St. Olaf College)

10:15 AM  **PAULA L WAGONER** (Juniata College) "NO, I'M NOT APPLYING FOR A POSITION. THANK YOU, I'LL HOLD": CULTURE CHANGE AMONG ANTHROPOLOGISTS VENTURING INTO TRIBAL GAMING STUDIES

10:30 AM  **SUSAN AppLEGATE KROUSE** (Michigan State University) BECOMING PLAYERS: ECONOMICS AND POLITICS FOR THE FOREST COUNTY POTAWATOMI

10:45 AM  **DARRELL MANITOWABI** (University of Sudbury) ONTARIO'S ABORIGINAL CASINO: NEOLIBERAL SOLUTION OR ABORIGINAL EMPOWERMENT?

11:00 AM  **MEGHAN Y McCUNE** OPPOSING CASINOS OR A OPPOSING A NATION?: ANALYZING THE DISCOURSE OF OPPOSITION.

11:15 AM  **JULIE A PELLETIER** (University of Minnesota Morris) THE "NOBLE SAVAGE" AS ENTREPRENEUR: GAMING SUCCESS FOR A CHIPPEWA TRIBE

11:30 AM  **CAROLYN R ANDERSON** (St. Olaf College) DAKOTA FORTUNES IN MINNESOTA: STRUGGLES AND CONTRADICTIONS

11:45 AM  **HEATHER A HOWARD·BOBIWASH** (Michigan State University)

12:00 PM  End of Session

---

**3-073**  Invited Session: **WRITING FOR SOCIAL CHANGE: USING WRITING STRATEGIES TO BRIDGE SCHOLARSHIP AND ACTIVISM** (Society for the Anthropology of Work) Golden Gate 5

Organizer/Chair: **Ann E Kingsolver** (U of South Carolina)

10:15 AM  **Introduction:**

10:30 AM  **DANA FRANK** (UC Santa Cruz)

10:45 AM  **Discussion**

12:00 PM  End of Session

---

**3-073A**  Invited Session: **BEYOND TOLERATION AND LIP SERVICE: TOWARD A MUTUALLY ENGAGED ANTHROPOLOGY** (AAA Presidential Session) Imperial B

Organizer(s): **Thomass C Patterson** (UC Riverside) and **Wendy Ashmore** (U California Riverside)

Chair: **Wendy Ashmore** (U California Riverside)

10:15 AM  **CAROLE L CRUMLEY** (Univ of North Carolina) ANTHROPOLOGY ENGAGES ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE

10:30 AM  **ROBERT W PAYNTER** (Univ of Mass, Amherst) THE FOUR FIELDS OF ANTHROPOLOGY THROUGH THE LENS OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL ARCHAEOLOGY

10:45 AM  **JAMES COLLING** (University at Albany/SUNY) "SEEING LIKE A STATE?: MEASUREMENT, CLASSIFICATION, AND MIGRANT HEALTH NEEDS IN UPSTATE NEW YORK"

11:00 AM  **JULIET M McMULLIN** (U of California Riverside) ENGAGING DIFFERENCES: REFLECTIONS ON DISCIPLINARY COLLABORATIONS

11:15 AM  **YOYANDA T MOSES** (UC Riverside) PRACTICING WHAT WE TEACH: BUILDING AN ENGAGED AND ENGAGING ANTHROPOLOGY

11:30 AM  **JANE E BURKSTRA** (Arizona State University) ANTHROPOLOGY AS THE CORE: TOWARD AN INCLUSIVE, INTEGRATED AND ENGAGED ANTHROPOLOGY

11:45 AM  **CARLOS G VELEZ-IBANEZ** (Arizona State University)

12:00 PM  End of Session
3-074 National Association for the Practice of Anthropology WORKSHOP: ENGAGING WITH UN PROCESSES: USING EXPERTISE AND EXPERIENCE TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE Union Square 14
10:45 AM-12:45 PM Pamela J Puntinneney (Env & Hum Sys Management) Eva Friedlander (Planning Alternatives for Chan)

3-075 Society for the Anthropology of Europe SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE ROUNDTABLE LUNCHEON Union Square 13
12:00 PM-2:00 PM Organizer: Jennifer J Patico (Georgia State U.)
Table 1 Krisztina Fehervary (Univ of Michigan)
Table 2 Amy L Ninetto (Rice University)
Table 3 Levent Soysal (Kadir Has U.-Istanbul)
Table 4 Douglas R Holmes (Binghamton University)
Table 5 Emanuela Guano (Georgia State Univ)
Table 6 Jack Murphy (New York University)

3-076 General Anthropology Division ANTHROPOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE CULTURE OF AAA MEETINGS: ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION Taylor B
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Peter J Brown (Emory Univ)

3-077 ANTHROPOLOGY OF CHILDREN AND CHILDHOOD INTEREST GROUP ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING Continental Parlor 2
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer(s): Kristen E Cheney and Susan Shepler (American University)

3-078 General Anthropology Division CASTAC BUSINESS MEETING Sutter A
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: Christopher A Furlow (University of Florida)

3-079 General Anthropology Division COMMITTEE ON TEACHING ANTHROPOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING Taylor A
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: John M. Coggeshall (Clemson University)

3-080 Council on Anthropology and Education COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION MISSION COMMITTEE OPEN MEETING Union Square 12
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer(s): Neriko M Doerr (Brookdale Community College) and Marta P Baltodano (Loyola Marymount University)

3-081 Council on Anthropology and Education COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION: HOW AND HOW MUCH?: A DISCUSSION ON ACTION AND PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS AND EMERGING SCHOLARS Sutter B
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer(s): Chiara M Cannella (University of Arizona) and Amina U Tawasli (Teachers College, Columbia University)
Chair: Chiara M Cannella (University of Arizona)
Teresa L McCarty (Arizona State University)
Julio Cammarota

3-082 Society for Medical Anthropology CRITICAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF GLOBAL HEALTH STUDY GROUP Franciscan C
12:15 PM-1:30 PM Organizer: James T Pfeiffer (University of Washington)
Chair: Vinay R. Kamat (University of British Columbia)
3-083  Evolutionary Anthropology Society  EVOLUTIONARY ANTHROPOLOGY SOCIETY BUSINESS MEETING  Franciscan A
12:15 PM-1:30 PM  Organizer: Patricia C Draper (U of Nebraska)

3-084  AAA Committee on Ethics  EXAMINATIONS AND PERSPECTIVES ON REVISIONING THEN AAA CODE OF ETHICS  Yosemite B
12:15 PM-1:30 PM  Chair: Dena K Pliehmmons (University of California, San Diego)

3-085  Society for Medical Anthropology  FROM RESEARCH TO POLICY: PRACTICING MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY EVENT  Continental Parlor 4
12:15 PM-1:30 PM  Organizer(s): Carolyn M Smith-Morris (Southern Methodist Univ.) and Carolyn Sargent (Washington U)
Chair: Carolyn M Smith-Morris (Southern Methodist Univ.)

3-086  Council on Anthropology and Education  INCLUSION, COLLABORATION, AND ENGAGEMENT: A DISCUSSION OF INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES IN ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  Continental Parlor 9
12:15 PM-1:30 PM  Organizer(s): Bryan M Brayboy (ASU/UAF) and Alfredo J Artiles (Arizona State University)
Chair: Teresa L McCarty (Arizona State University)

3-087  Society for Medical Anthropology  MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY QUARTERLY EDITORIAL BOARD MEETING  Union Square B
12:15 PM-1:30 PM  Organizer(s): Mark R Luborsky (Wayne State University) and Andrea P Sankar (Wayne State University)

3-088  Society for Medical Anthropology  MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY STUDENTS ASSOCIATION (MASA) SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP MEETING  Franciscan B
12:15 PM-1:30 PM  Organizer: Amorita E Valdez (University of Michigan)
Chair: Vinay R. Kamat (University of British Columbia)

3-089  National Association of Student Anthropologists  THE FIELD ROOM: A GLOBAL WORKSPACE FOR ALL ANTHROPOLOGISTS  Continental Parlor 3
12:15 PM-1:30 PM  Organizer: Elizabeth A Spreng (University of Illinois-UC)

3-090  American Ethnological Society  LAUNCHING ANTHROPOLOGY NOW  Continental Parlor 6
12:15 PM-1:45 PM  Organizer(s): Emily Martin (New York University), Ida S Susser (Hunter/CUNY) and Katherinne McCaffrey (Montclair State University)
Chair: Susan Harding (UCSC)

3-090A  Film Screening: RACE, CLASS AND ECONOMY I  Franciscan D
12:46 PM  LAURA PACHECO AND JOHN DE GRAAF, THE MOTHERHOOD MANIFESTO
1:48 PM  DAWN LOGSDON FAUBOURG Treme: THE UNTOLD STORY OF BLACK NEW ORLEANS (AWARD OF COMMENDATION)
2:55 PM  Break and Discussion

3-091  AAA LIBRARY ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETING  Union Square 5
1:00 PM-3:00 PM

3-092  National Association of Student Anthropologists  WORKSHOP: EIGHT ANNUAL NASA/AAA MENTOR WORKSHOP  Union Square 15
1:00 PM-3:00 PM  MARCY M HESSLING (Michigan State University)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-093</td>
<td>Society for Humanistic Anthropology WORKSHOP: ETHNOGRAPHIC WRITING</td>
<td>Union Square 18</td>
<td>1:00 PM-3:00 PM</td>
<td>Ruth Behar (University of Michigan)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-094</td>
<td>AAA WORKSHOP: HOW TO WRITE A RESEARCH PROPOSAL</td>
<td>Union Square 11</td>
<td>1:00 PM-4:00 PM</td>
<td>Jeffrey C Johnson (East Carolina University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-095</td>
<td>AAA Executive Program Committee AAA/SECTION WEBMASTER MEETING</td>
<td>Union Square 6</td>
<td>1:00 PM-4:00 PM</td>
<td>Chair: Lisa Myers (AAA Web Services Manager)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-095A</td>
<td>Invited Session: RACE, BIOLOGY, GENES AND CULTURE IN HEALTH RESEARCH: ANTHROPOLOGISTS AND GENETICIANS IDENTIFY OPPORTUNITIES FOR COLLABORATION, ENGAGEMENT AND INCLUSION</td>
<td>Yosemite A</td>
<td>1:45 PM</td>
<td>Mary M Overbey</td>
<td>Vence Bonham (NIH) HOW PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIANS THINK ABOUT RACE, HEALTH AND GENETICS 2:00 PM Michael Montoya (University of California - Irvine) GENETICS AND DIABETES RESEARCH IN THE U.S.: MORE HARM THAN HELP? 2:15 PM Fatimah L Jackson ETHNOGENETIC LAYERING (EL): AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE TRADITIONAL RACE MODEL IN HUMAN VARIATION AND HEALTH DISPARITIES STUDIES 2:30 PM Jeffrey Lona (U of Michigan Medical School) HUMAN DNA SEQUENCES: MORE VARIATION AND LESS RACE 2:45 PM Cheryl Mwaria (Hofstra University) PREIMPLANTATION GENETIC DIAGNOSIS: IMPLICATIONS OF BIOTECHNOLOGY FOR RACE, CLASS AND GENDER 3:00 PM Robert Nussbaum (U of California San Francisco) MEDICAL GENETICS AND PERSONALIZED MEDICINE: WHAT IS IT AND WHERE IS IT GOING? 3:15 PM Discussion 3:30 PM End of Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-095B</td>
<td>Poster Session: FAIR TRADE IN SOUTH AFRICA</td>
<td>Plaza A</td>
<td>1:45 PM-3:30 PM</td>
<td>Alison M Ketter (University of Florida)</td>
<td>Alisson M Ketter (University of Florida) FAIR TRADE AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES IN THE WESTERN CAPE PROVINCE OF SOUTH AFRICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-096</td>
<td>ACTIVISM, INEQUALITY AND EPISTEMOLOGY: THE RESEARCHER-INFORMANT RELATIONSHIP IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF BRAZIL</td>
<td>Continental Parlor 2</td>
<td>1:45 PM</td>
<td>Ana Paula Pimentel Walker (UCSD). James Holston (Univ of California-Berkeley) and Clarice M Rios (UCLA)</td>
<td>Ana Paula Pimentel Walker (UCSD) WHEN OBSERVATION IS THE BEST FORM OF PARTICIPATION: RESEARCHING PARTICIPATORY PLANNING AMONG COMPETING GROUPS IN BRAZIL 2:00 PM Sean T Mitchell (University of Notre Dame) ANTHROPOLOGY, INEQUALITY, AND THE REMAPPING OF DIFFERENCE AND CITIZENSHIP IN BRAZIL 2:15 PM Clarice M Rios (UCLA) NEGOTIATING KNOWLEDGE: ANTHROPOLOGISTS, SPIRITISTS AND THE SEARCH FOR “TRUTH” 2:30 PM Andrea M Alves (Andrea M Alves) THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON URBAN MIDDLE CLASS IN BRAZIL 2:45 PM Benjamin Junge (State University of New York/New Paltz) “AQUELE GRINGO”: REFLECTIONS ON FIELDWORK IN PORTO ALEGRE, BRAZIL 3:00 PM Valerie Singer (Oxford College of Emory U) “NOSSA ANTROPOLOGA, NOSSA CHEFA “, NEGOTIATING IDENTITY AND RELATIONSHIP IN BAHIAN FIELDWORK 3:15 PM Luis R Cardoso de Oliveira (U Brasilia) 3:30 PM End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Organizer(s): Tony Whitehead and Faye V Harrison (U of Florida)
Chair: Faye V Harrison (U of Florida)

1:45 PM
Introduction: FAYE V HARRISON (U of Florida)

2:00 PM
TONY WHITEHEAD AFRICAN AMERICANS AND THE US COMMUNITY-PRISON CONTINUUM: A “CULTURAL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS.”

2:15 PM
JASON BELL (SFSU Project Rebound)

2:30 PM
RACHEL J WATKINS (American University)

2:45 PM
BRACKETTE F WILLIAMS (Soros Justice Fellow)

3:00 PM
Pem D Buck (Elizabethtown Community and Technical Colleg)

3:15 PM
SUSAN HYATT (IUPUI)

End of Session

Invited Session: AFTER COLLABORATION: INDIGENOUS ONTOLOGIES, MEDIATION, MUSEUM PRACTICE (Council for Museum Anthropology, None Selected) — Imperial B
Organizer(s): Jennifer Kramer (University of British Columbia) and Aaron J Glass (AMNH/Bard Grad Center)
Chair: Jason B Jackson (Indiana U)

1:45 PM
RUTH B PHILLIPS (Carleton University) IS PLURALISM A PARADIGM OR A WAY STATION? THE GREAT LAKES RESEARCH ALLIANCE, TRADITIONAL INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGES, AND THE WESTERN DISCIPLINES

2:00 PM
JENNIFER KRAMER (University of British Columbia) OF KUMUGWE’ AND K’ILCTA: THE STICKINESS OF INDIGENOUS AND CURATORIAL MEDIATIONS

2:15 PM
AARON J GLASS (AMNH/Bard Grad Center) NARRATIVES OF LOSS AND RECOVERY: EXPANDING IDEAS OF PROVENANCE FOR BERLIN’S KWAKWAK’AWAKW COLLECTION.

2:30 PM
HAIDY GEISMAR (New York University) SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS AND DIGITAL RELATIONSHIPS; RETHINKING THE DATABASE AT THE VANUATU CULTURAL CENTRE

2:45 PM
PAUL C SMITH THIEVES LIKE US: INDIANS, MUSEUMS AND ANTHROPOLOGY IN SEARCH OF A NEW NARRATIVE

3:00 PM
JAMES CLIFFORD (UC Santa Cruz)

3:15 PM
Discussion

3:30 PM
End of Session

Invited Session: BEHIND THE POWER: NATIVE AMERICAN EXPRESSIVE CULTURES (Association for Indigenous Anthropologists) — Yosemite B
Organizer(s): Phyllis A Fast (University of Alaska Anchorage) and Hiroko Ikuta (University of Aberdeen)
Chair: Allan J Ryan (Carleton University)

1:45 PM
Introduction: ALLAN J RYAN (Carleton University)
2:00 PM  PHYLLIS A FAST (University of Alaska Anchorage) ALASKA NATIVE VISUAL ARTS IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY
2:15 PM  BECKIE ETUKEOK (Alaska Native Heritage Center) EMPOWERING NATIVE ARTISTS
2:30 PM  ERFESTINE HAYES (University of Alaska Southeast) THE NEGOTIATION OF IDENTITY IN ALASKA NATIVE TRANSITIONAL GENERATIONS
2:45 PM  HIROKO IKUTA (University of Aberdeen) ESKIMO DANCE AND INDIGENOUS EMPOWERMENT IN ALASKA
3:00 PM  ANGELA GONZALEZ (Cornell University) INDIGENOUS PERFORMANCE ART: CRITIQUING THE OBJECTIFICATION OF NATIVE CULTURE AND IDENTITY
3:15 PM  ALLAN J RYAN (Carleton University) End of Session

3-102

Invited Poster Session: DATA VISUALIZATION AND ANALYSIS (Society for Anthropological Sciences) (Reviewed by Society for Anthropological Sciences)
Plaza A
1:45 PM-3:30 PM

HAROLD D GREEN (University of Illinois), KENNEDY, David P (RAND Corporation) and RYAN, Gery W VISUAL ANALYSIS OF QUANTITATIVE DATA: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HOMELESS WOMEN'S PERSONAL NETWORKS AND RISKY BEHAVIORS
ERIN MULADORE VISUALIZING DATA FROM SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS ABOUT DEPRESSION

ERIC P KIGHTLEY, GRAVEE, Clarence C (U Florida) and TYLER, Brian P (University of Florida) CULTURAL CONSENSUS THEORY AND INTRACULTURAL VARIATION: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW, 1986–2007.

JEFFREY C JOHNSON (East Carolina University) VISUALIZING ANTHROPOLOGICAL NETWORK DATA: TOWARDS AN ANTHROINFORMATICS

ROSALYN NEGRON-GOLDBARG (University of Massachusetts Boston) A SEMANTIC NETWORK ANALYSIS OF LATINO ETHNIC CATEGORIES

DOUGLAS A MONROE, GRAVEE, Clarence C (U Florida) and MCCARTY, Chris (University of Florida) CAPTURING SOCIAL CONTEXT WITH PERSONAL NETWORK VISUALIZATION

KATY M GROVES (University of Alabama) and OTHS, Kathryn S (Alabama) PLANTING THE SEEDS OF CHANGE: COMMUNITY CONSENSUS ON A NEW FARMER'S MARKET

3-103

Invited Session: EDUCATION, NATIONALISM, AND CITIZEN FORMATION IN A "POST-NATIONAL" ERA (Council on Anthropology and Education)
Organizer/Chair: Kathleen D Hall (U of Pennsylvania)
1:45 PM  RITTY A LUKOSE (University of Pennsylvania) THE TITLE OF MY PRESENTATION IS: "DIASPORA AND THE 'IMMIGRANT': EDUCATION AND THE NATION IN THE US"
2:00 PM  AZRA HRMODADZIC (UPenn) "SMOKING DOESN'T KILL, IT UNITES!" CULTURAL MEANINGS AND PRACTICES OF MIXING AT THE GYMNASIUM MOSTAR, BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
2:15 PM  ANA M ALONSO (University of Arizona) DO OFFICIALIZING EDUCATIONAL DISCOURSES ALWAYS SUCCEED? NATIONALISM, FAMILY AND THE FRAMING OF MEMORY IN THE UNITED STATES
2:30 PM  JENNIFER RIGGANN (Arcadia University) DISCIPLINING CITIZENS: THE IMAGINATION OF AN EDUCATED NATION AND THE PRODUCTION OF THE TEACHER STATE IN ERITREA
2:45 PM  VERONIQUE S BENEI (LSE/CNRS) 'RE-EMBODYING THE FRAGMENTED SUBJECT: SCHOOLING THE SENSES IN CONTEMPORARY WESTERN INDIA'
3:00 PM  AMY STAMBACH (University of Wisconsin-Madiso) EDUCATION, RELIGION, AND PUBLIC POLICY: ANALYZING MODELS AND REALITIES
3:15 PM  DOUGLAS FOLEY (University of Texas, Austin) End of Session

193
3-104  FASHIONABLE ACTS: INNOVATION, DISSIMULATION, AND PRODUCTION (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Continental Parlor 5
Organizer/Chair: Clare M Wilkinson-Weber (Washington State University)
1:45 PM  HEATHER MARIE AKOU (Indiana University) ISLAMIC FASHION: REFLECTING AND SHAPING A MACROCULTURE
2:00 PM  B LYNN M MIlGRAM (Ontario C of Art and Design) FROM THE DISCARDED TO FASHION ACCESSORY: RECYCLING MATERIALS, RECLAIMING WORK IN THE PHILIPPINES
2:15 PM  ROSANA MISS PINHEIRO-MACHADO (Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul/UFRGS) FAKE BRANDS: FASHION AND IDENTITIES IN BRAZIL AND CHINA
2:30 PM  SANDRA CATE (San Jose State University) CIRCULATING IU MIEN GOODS, FASHIONING IU MIEN COMMUNITIES
2:45 PM  VICTORIA L. ROVINE (Univ of Florida) FASHION, YOUTH, AND TRAVEL: EMBROIDERED IMAGES OF MODERNITY IN MALI
3:00 PM  CLARE M WILKINSON-WEBER (Washington State University) BOLLYWOOD STYLINGS: FASHION CONSUMPTION WITHIN COSTUME PRODUCTION
3:15 PM  KAREN TRANBERG HANSEN (Northwestern)
3:30 PM  End of Session

3-105  FIELD OF FRICIONS: THE PRACTICE AND POLITICS OF TRANSNATIONAL MEDICAL RESEARCH IN AFRICA (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Continental Parlor 8
Organizer(s): Saida Hodzic (George Mason University) and Johanna T Crane (Cornell University)
Chair: Saida Hodzic (George Mason University)
1:45 PM  ANDI JOHNSON (University of Pennsylvania) THE OTHER END OF THE CONTINUUM: AFRICAN ATHLETIC DOMINANCE, MARGINAL SCIENCE, AND THE TRANSNATIONAL HUNT FOR A GENE FOR HUMAN PERFORMANCE
2:00 PM  STACEY A LANGWICK (Cornell University) COLLABORATIVE APPROPRIATIONS: THE MEDICINES AND MARKETS OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH ON AFRICAN HEALING
2:15 PM  Saida Hodzic (George Mason University) THE QUEST FOR CERTAINTY: MAKING MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE ABOUT FEMALE GENITAL CUTTING
2:30 PM  JOHANNA T CRANE (Cornell University) NEGOTIATING POWER AND DIFFERENCE IN TRANSNATIONAL HIV RESEARCH: ASSISTANCE, OPPORTUNITY, AND KNOWLEDGE AT THE DAWN OF UGANDA’S “TREATMENT ERA”
2:45 PM  RENE P GERRETS (New York University) THE PRACTICE AND POLITICS OF PARTNERSHIP IN TANZANIAN MALARIA CONTROL: A BOTTOM-UP LOOK
3:00 PM  VINCANNE ADAMS (UCSF)
3:15 PM  ABENA D OSSOE-ASARE (UC Berkeley)
3:30 PM  End of Session

3-106  Invited Session: FINDING COMMON GROUND: OVERCOMING BARRIERS IN APPLYING ANTHROPOLOGY FOR DEVELOPMENT, HUMANITARIAN, AND NONGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Sutter A
Organizer: Brandon A Kohrt (Emory University / Transcultural Psychosocial Organization)
Chair: Daniel Huenschka (Santa Fe Institute)
1:45 PM  JOANNA P DE BERRY (World Bank) THE ROLE OF ANTHROPOLOGY AT THE WORLD BANK
2:00 PM  KENT S GLENZER (Oxfam America) CECI N’EST PAS UN PIPE: INFLUENCING SENIOR MANAGERS AND BOARD MEMBERS WITH ETHNOGRAPHIC DATA
2:15 PM  LISA M RENDE TAYLOR (United Nations) BUSTING MYTHS AND TAKING NAMES: ANTHROPOLOGISTS AS COUNTER-TAFFICKING RESPONDERS
2:30 PM  BRANDON A KOHRT (Emory University / Transcultural Psychosocial Organization) WHAT CAN ANTHROPOLOGISTS CONTRIBUTE TO PSYCHOSOCIAL PROGRAMMING FOR NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS? LESSONS LEARNED WITH CHILD SOLDIERS IN NEPAL
2:45 PM  LYNN M SIBLEY
3:00 PM  Discussion
3:30 PM  End of Session
3-108  Poster Session: GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY: DIVERSE DISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVES
(Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Plaza A
Chair: Anne Bain (University of Michigan)
ANNE BAIN (University of Michigan) and BALESTRERY, Jean E TALK ABOUT TENSION
GRETCHEN M HERRMANN (Suny Cortland) EVIL SANTA: RITUAL REVERSAL OF U.S. CHRISTMAS GIFT EXCHANGE

3-110  HERE AND THERE: APPLIED PERSPECTIVES ON IMMIGRANTS AND BEING LOCAL
(Reviewed by National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Taylor A
Chair: Bethany R Applebaum
RAVIT COHEN (Tel Aviv University) WAITING “THERE” - WAITING “HERE”
REBECCA READ (Mississippi State University) CONTESTED SPACES AND TRANSNATIONAL MIGRATION: LATIN AMERICANS CELEBRATE THE FEAST DAY OF THE VIRGIN OF GUADALUPE IN THE RURAL SOUTH
BETHANY R APPLEBAUM and ZARPOUR, Mari T COLLABORATION FOR ENGAGING IMMIGRANT PARENTS: COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT FOR EDUCATIONAL SUCCESS
ANN ACHESON (Univ of Maine) PERSISTENT RURAL POVERTY: A VIEW FROM MAINE
EVA FRIEDLANDER (Planning Alternatives for Change) CIVIL SOCIETY NETWORKS, SOCIAL CHANGE AND PUBLIC POLICY: HOW MORE IS LESS AND LESS MORE
DIANE J SCHIANO (Palo Alto Research Center) TIME OUT IN TOKYO
Discussion
End of Session

3-111  HIV/AIDS PREVENTION AND TREATMENT (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Union Square 16
Chair: Arachu Castro (Harvard Medical School & PIH)
FABIAN JB CATALDO (Goldsmiths University of London) NEW FORMS OF CITIZENSHIP AND SOCIO-POLITICAL INCLUSION: UNIVERSAL ACCESS TO ANTIRETROVIRAL TREATMENT IN THE SHANTY TOWNS OF RIO DE JANEIRO
LEE M KOCHENS (The University of Chicago; California State University, Long Beach), DEL CASINO, Vincent J (California State U. Long Beach), FISHER, Dennis (CSULB), MECHLING, Jon P (CSULB) and REYNOLDS, Grace L (CSULB) GAY IDENTITY CONSTRUCTION FOCUSED RISK-REDUCTION - BEYOND BEHAVIOR CHANGE: GAY RESPECT (YEAR 3) WITH METHAMPHETAMINE-USE ASSESSMENT AN HIV INTERVENTION FOR WELL-INFORMED, HARD-TO-REACH, GAY & OTHER MSM IN LONG BEACH, CA
CASEY J MILLER (Brandeis University) IMAGINING IDENTITIES AND CREATING COMMUNITY THROUGH HIV/AIDS ACTIVISM IN A CHINESE GRASSROOTS GAY MEN’S GROUP
MARTHA J BOZKO (U Connecticut) NOT AS EASY AS “ABC”: DEVELOPING HIV PREVENTION STRATEGIES FOR YOUNG WOMEN IN UKRAINE
JENNIFER L FAGAN (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)), BEER, Linda (CDC) and BERTOLLI, Jeanne (Centers for Disease Control) WHEN TO VISIT THE DOCTOR: CULTURAL CONSTRUCTS OF HEALTH, ILLNESS, AND HIV MEDICAL CARE AMONG HIV-INFECTED INDIVIDUALS IN THE UNITED STATES
ANDREA P SANKAR (Wayne State University), LUBORSKY, Mark R (Wayne State University) and NEVEDAL, Andrea (Wayne State University) OLD AGE AS A CULTURAL CATEGORY IN HIV RESEARCH
End of Session
### Invited Session: INDIAN GAMING AND CASINOS IN AMERICA: A TWENTY-YEAR ANTHROPOLOGICAL RETROSPECTIVE ON THE IMPACT OF THE 1988 INDIAN GAMING REGULATORY ACT (AAA Committee on Minority Issues in Anthropology/Continental Parlor 1)

Organizer(s): Barrett P Brenton (St. John's U) and Katherine Spilde Contreras (San Diego State University)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presenter(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:45 PM</td>
<td><strong>Introduction:</strong> [Barrett P Brenton](St. John's U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
<td>[David Kamper](San Diego State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15 PM</td>
<td>[John J Bodinger De Uriarte](Susquehanna University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM</td>
<td>[Eve Darian-Smith](U of CA - Santa Barbara)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45 PM</td>
<td><a href="UCLA">Jessica R Cattell No</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
<td>[Douglas Foley](University of Texas, Austin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15 PM</td>
<td>[Katherine Spilde Contreras](San Diego State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 PM</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Invited Session: IS THE “SELF” STILL WORTHWHILE TO THINK WITH? (Society for Psychological Anthropology/Union Square 23 & 24)

Organizer/Chair: Yehuda C Goodman (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presenter(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:45 PM</td>
<td><strong>Katharine P Ewing</strong> (Duke U) CONTESTED SELVES: EMBODYING ISLAMIC SCHISM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
<td>[Yehuda C Goodman](Hebrew University of Jerusalem) “YOU LOOK, THANK GOD, QUITE GOOD ON THE OUTSIDE”: BETWEEN RELIGIOUS AND PSYCHOLOGICAL MANAGEMENTS OF THE SELF IN ISRAEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15 PM</td>
<td>[Elizabeth A. Davis](Duke University) BORDERS OF THE SELF: TRAUMA, PARANOIA, AND IMMIGRATION IN GREECE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM</td>
<td>[Chikako Ozawa-de Silva](Emory University) DIFFERENTIATING THE SELF: CHALLENGING THE INDEPENDENT VS. INTERDEPENDENT SELFHOOD DICHOTOMY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45 PM</td>
<td>[Michael Lamber](University of Toronto/LSE) HAVING, MAKING, DOING, CONTEMPLATING, OR BEING A SELF? ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENT WITH PHILOSOPHICAL QUESTIONS AND PSYCHOLOGICAL REALITIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
<td>[Geoffrey White](Univ of Hawai'i) IS PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY’S “SELF” CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY’S “CULTURE”?: REFLECTIONS ON THE POLITICS AND PRACTICE OF SELF THEORY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15 PM</td>
<td>[Rebecca J Lester](Wash U St. Louis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 PM</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Invited Session: LINGUISTIC CITIZENSHIP: MULTILINGUALISM, PEDAGOGY, AND TRANSNATIONAL FLOWS (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology/Golden Gate 5)

Organizer/Chair: Saul Mercado (University of California, Berkeley)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Presenter(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:45 PM</td>
<td><strong>Introduction:</strong> [Saul Mercado](University of California, Berkeley)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
<td>[Patricia Baquedano-Lopez](UC Berkeley) LANGUAGE USE AND ETHNO-RELIGIOUS CONSEQUENCE: SPANISH-BASED CATHOLIC RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION FOR MEXICAN IMMIGRANT CHILDREN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15 PM</td>
<td>[Shlomy Kattan](UC Berkeley) HEBREW, ENGLISH, JERUSALEM, NEW YORK: BILINGUAL PRACTICES IN THE SOCIALIZATION OF TRANSNATIONHOOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM</td>
<td>[Jung-eun Janie Lee](University of California, Santa Barbara) LINGUISTIC CITIZENSHIP AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF AMERICAN IDENTITY IN CITIZENSHIP CLASSES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45 PM</td>
<td>[Saul Mercado](University of California, Berkeley) REDEFINING LANGUAGE IDEOLOGY: LINGUISTIC CITIZENSHIP IN BARCELONA’S IMMIGRANT WELCOMING CLASSROOMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
<td>[Mary Bucholtz](UC-Santa Barbara)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15 PM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 PM</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MAKING PLANS IN AMAZONIA: SOME DILEMMAS OF FUTURE POLITICS IN BRAZIL
(Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Section) Union Square 14
Organizer/Chair: Jeremy M Campbell (UC Santa Cruz)
1:45 PM LEDA L MARTINS (Pitzer College) IS IT IN THE NATURE OF INDIANS TO LIKE NATURE?
Discussion
2:15 PM ROBERT P MILLER (Olhar Etnográfico) AMAZON CONSERVATION AND MEGA-INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS: LESSONS FROM TUCURUÍ DAM?
2:30 PM KATE GOLTERMAN (University of Florida) AVEDA AND NATURA: COMPANY-COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS IN THE COSMETIC INDUSTRY
2:45 PM JEREMY M CAMPBELL (UC Santa Cruz) FIXING SUSTAINABILITY ALONG THE UNPAVED SANTARÉM-CUIABÁ HIGHWAY
3:00 PM Discussion
3:15 PM MARIANNE SCHMINK
3:30 PM End of Session

MULTIPLE LEVELS OF EXCHANGE: DISCOURSES OF INCLUSION IN EAST ASIA (Reviewed by Society for East Asian Anthropology) Franciscan C
Organizer/Chair: Nonna D Moskowitz (University of Virginia)
1:45 PM HARRUMI BEFU (Stanford University) INCLUSION IS EXCLUSION: THE CASE OF JAPAN
2:00 PM SAMUEL G COLLINS (Towson University) GIREOGI NATION: RE-INScriBING THE KOREAN THROUGH ENGAGING THE FOREIGN
2:15 PM NONNA D MOSkowitz (University of Virginia) NATIONAL INCLUSION PERFORMED: AN ANALYSIS OF THE JAPANESE MIDDLE SCHOOL GRADUATION CEREMONY
2:30 PM ELLEN V FULLER INSTITUTIONAL AND NATIONAL FORMS OF INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION IN WOMEN'S DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
2:45 PM PAUL E. FESTA (Hong Kong University) THE UNESCO ETHIC AND THE SPIRIT OF CASINO CAPITALISM: GAMING, HERITAGE, AND NEOLIBERAL POLITICS IN MACAU
3:00 PM GORDON C MATHEWS (Chinese Univ. of Hong Kong)
3:15 PM Discussion
3:30 PM End of Session

Invited Session: PERFORMANCE, MEMORY, AND PRODUCTION IN TRANSNATIONAL EXPRESSIVE CULTURE (Association for Latina and Latino Anthropologists) Powell A
Organizer: Olga Najera-Ramirez (California, Santa Cruz)
Chair: Russell C Rodríguez (UC Santa Barbara)
1:45 PM ALEX E CHAVEZ (University of Texas of Austin) TRANSLOCAL SALUDADOS: HUAPANGO ARRIBEÑO, MULTI-SITED ETHNOGRAPHY, AND PRECURSOR CULTURAL MEMORY
2:00 PM ELISA DIANA HUERTA (University of California, Davis) AQUI TRAIGO MI CHICA BONITA: EMBODYING GENDER IN THE PRACTICE AND PERFORMANCE OF DANZA AZTECA
2:15 PM OLGA NAJERA-RAMIREZ (California, Santa Cruz) CHOREOGRAPHING THE NATION: THE ARTISTRY OF RAFAEL ZAMARRIPA
2:30 PM RUSSELL C RODRIGUEZ (UC Santa Barbara) FANDANGUEANDO CON JAROCHA/OS Y CHICANA/OS: TRANSNATIONAL CULTURAL PRODUCTION
2:45 PM RICHARD FLORES (U of Texas-Austin)
3:00 PM DORINNE KONDO (USC)
3:15 PM Discussion
3:30 PM End of Session
PERFORMANCES OF JAPAN, IDENTITIES AND ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by Society for East Asian Anthropology) Imperial A
Organizer/Chair: Millie Creighton (University of British Columbia)

1:45 PM SCOTT R SCHNELL (U of Iowa) KARATE AS RITUAL AND FOLK PERFORMANCE
2:00 PM MILLIE CREIGHTON (University of British Columbia) PERFORMING TAIKO, PERFORMING JAPAN, TRANSFORMING TRADITION THROUGH EMBODIMENT AND EMPLACEMENT
2:15 PM BRUCE LJ WHITE (Doshisha University) "BE YOUR OWN VESSEL!" POPULARIZATION OF JAPANESE REGGAE IDEOLOGY AS SOCIAL AGENCY?
2:30 PM KYLE CLEVELAND (Temple University Japan) PERFORMATIVE POLITICS AND REPRESENTATION IN JAPANESE YOUTH CULTURE
2:45 PM JAMES E ROBERSON (Tokyo Jogakkan College) KOZA ROCKS: PERFORMANCE, IDENTITY AND COLONIAL MODERNITY IN POSTWAR OKINAWA
3:00 PM CHRISTINE R YANO (University of Hawai'i) PERFORMATIVE POLITICS AND REPRESENTATION IN JAPANESE YOUTH CULTURE
3:15 PM JAMES E ROBERSON (Tokyo Jogakkan College) KOZA ROCKS: PERFORMANCE, IDENTITY AND COLONIAL MODERNITY IN POSTWAR OKINAWA
3:30 PM End of Session

RETHINKING COLLABORATION AND ENGAGEMENT THROUGH "HOME-BASED" ETHNOGRAPHY (Reviewed by Central States Anthropological Society) Sutter B
Organizer(s): Meredith L Johnson and Rachel V. Gonzalez 
Chair: Rachel V. Gonzalez

1:45 PM RACHEL V. GONZALEZ INTIMATE DISCOURSES/ DISCOURSE OF THE INTIMATE: RE-IMAGINING THE ETHNOGRAPHIC EXPERIENCE FROM AN "INSIDER" PERSPECTIVE
2:00 PM BRAD KROUPA (Indiana University) THE CASE OF THE ARIKARA: STUDY OF AN ENDANGERED CULTURE AND CONTEMPORARY REVIVAL EFFORTS
2:15 PM MINTZI A MARTINEZ-RIVERA "NANJUT'SIRÀS' Ini CHA?:" IDENTITY, NATIONALITY, GENDER, FAMILY, AND OTHER ISSUES WHILE CONDUCTING RESEARCH AT HOME
2:30 PM Discussion
3:00 PM MEREDITH L JOHNSON AT HOME IN THE FIELD: COLLABORATION AND ENGAGEMENT IN THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF CULTURAL REVITALIZATION
3:15 PM JOELLE BAHLOUL (Indiana University)
3:30 PM End of Session

Invited Session: SAINTHOOD IN THE AGE OF MECHANICAL REPRODUCTION (Middle East Section, Society for Anthropology of Religion) Continental Parlor 9
Organizer(s): Anthony Shenoda (Harvard University) and Amira Mittermaier (University of Toronto) 
Chair: Amira Mittermaier (University of Toronto)

1:45 PM OREN KOSANSKY (Lewis & Clark College) ICONOGRAPHIC MODERNITY IN JEWISH MOROCCO
2:00 PM EMILIO SPADOLA (Colgate University) VIRTUE AND VIRTUALITY: A TECHNO-ISLAMIC CURE FOR POSSESSION
2:15 PM EDITA SZANTO AL-DIB PIUS SENSATIONS IN THE AGE OF MECHANICAL REPRODUCTION: BASIM AL-KARBALA'I AND MOURNING RITUALS AMONG TWELVER SHI'IS
2:30 PM AMIRA MITTERMAIER (University of Toronto) VIRTUAL REALITIES AND THE REALITY OF VISIONS: ON MASS-MEDIATED ISLAM IN EGYPT
2:45 PM ANTHONY SHENODA (Harvard University) PRODUCING HOLINESS: COPTIC CHRISTIANS, MASS MEDIA, AND THE MIRACULOUS
3:00 PM BRIAN LARKIN (Barnard College)
3:15 PM Discussion
3:30 PM End of Session
3-122  Invited Session: THE RETURN OF GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY: BIG THINKING IN SMALL PROGRAMS  (General Anthropology Division)  Taylor B
Organizer: Clare L Boulanger (Mesa State College)
Chair: Lynn L Sikkink (Western State College)
1:45 PM  CLARE L BOULANGER (Mesa State College)  CULTURE: THE GRAND DELUSION
2:00 PM  THOMAS H JOHNSON  HOW PARAIVO BECAME SACAJAWEA AND ITS IMPACT ON THE WIND RIVER SHOSHONE
2:15 PM  LYNN L SIKKINK (Western State College)  TEACHING EVOLUTION AS A CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGIST: STUDENT PERCEPTIONS OF EVOLUTION AT WESTERN STATE COLLEGE
2:30 PM  JON G WAGNER (Knox C)  WHERE DARWIN MEETS DURKHEIM: METHODOLOGICAL INDIVIDUALISM, SOCIAL FACTS, AND EVOLVING INTERPRETATIONS OF HOMINID SOCIALITY
2:45 PM  ROBERT A MYERS (Alfred University)  GIMME THAT OLD-TIME, FORWARD-LOOKING, ANTHROPOLOGICALLY-GROUNDED ACADEMIC RELIGION: LIBERAL EDUCATION
3:00 PM  MERRILY STOVER (UMUC) and SMUCNY, Darlene A (University of Maryland University College)  HOW TO TEACH ALL FOUR FIELDS OF ANTHROPOLOGY ONLINE AND STAY SANE
3:15 PM  Discussion
3:30 PM  End of Session

3-123  TRICKY POSITIONS OR UNNATURAL RELATIONS?: PROBING THE LIMITS OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL COLLABORATION WITH NON-LIBERAL OR NON-WESTERN RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS  (Reviewed by Society for Anthropology of Religion)  Continental Parlor 4
Organizer/Chair: Hanna H Kim (Adelphi University)
1:45 PM  REBECCA M JOSEPH (Jewish Theological Seminary)  QUESTIONING ANTHROPOLOGISTS/ANSWERING BELIEVERS
2:00 PM  MARY I O’CONNOR (UC Santa Barbara)  ENGAGING LATIN AMERICAN PENTECOSTALS AS PARTICIPANTS IN FIELD RESEARCH; CONVINCING ANTHROPOLOGISTS THAT PENTECOSTALISM IS A VALID RESEARCH TOPIC
2:15 PM  JILL M WIGHTMAN (University of North Carolina Asheville)  “FAITH” AND “FAITHFULNESS”: ANTHROPOLOGICAL PARTICIPATION AND THE POWER OF REPRESENTATION AMONG BOLIVIAN PENTECOSTALS
2:30 PM  OMRI ELISHA (School for Advanced Research)  CONVERSION AND COMPLICITY: NEGOTIATING THE BOUNDARIES OF EVANGELISM, CHARITY, AND ETHNOGRAPHY AMONG CONSERVATIVE EVANGELICALS
2:45 PM  HANNA H KIM (Adelphi University)  AMBIGUOUS POSITIONALITY: RETHINKING CATEGORIES VIA COLLABORATIONS WITH A HINDU DEVOTIONAL COMMUNITY
3:00 PM  LUCINDA RAMBERG (University of Kentucky)  CAUGHT BY THE DEVI: ETHNOGRAPHIC ONTOLOGY AND CRIMINALIZED RELIGIOSITY IN SOUTH INDIA
3:15 PM  SUSAN HARDING (UCSC)
3:30 PM  End of Session

3-124  THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF PENTECOSTALISM: COMPARATIVE CASES AND CRITICAL REFLECTIONS  ( Reviewed by Society for Anthropology of Religion)  Golden Gate 3
Organizer(s): Simon M Coleman (University of Sussex) and Henri Gooren
Chair: David C Knowlton
1:45 PM  RUY DR. BLANES  ATLANTIC PENTECOSTALISMS: CHRISTIAN ENCOUNTERS IN LUANDA AND LISBON
2:00 PM  HENRI GOOREN  THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF PENTECOSTALISM: A VIEW FROM NICARAGUA
2:15 PM  DAVID C KNOWLTON  PENTECOSTALISM, CONCEPTS, AND POLITICAL ECONOMIC SPACE IN MEXICO
2:30 PM  **Marleen de Witte** (Free University Amsterdam) PENTECOSTAL FORMS ACROSS RELIGIOUS DIVIDES: REFLECTIONS ON THE LIMITS OF AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF PENTECOSTALISM

2:45 PM  **Fenella Cannell** (LSE) PROTESTANT ANTHROPOLOGY?

3:00 PM  Discussion

3:45 PM  End of Session

3-124A  **George W. Stocking Symposium in the History of Anthropology** (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) *Golden Gate 4*
Organizer: Andrew P Lyons (Wilfrid Laurier)
Chair: Harriet D Lyons (Waterloo)

1:45 PM  Introduction

2:00 PM  **Robert G Launay** LAFITAU REVISTED: AMERICAN “SAVAGES” AND UNIVERSAL HISTORY

2:15 PM  **Robert G. Adlam** CONNECTING ETHNOGRAPHIC TRADITIONS: THE ATHAPASKAN TAHLTAN OF JAMES A. TEIT

2:30 PM  **Lee D Baker** (Duke University) ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE RACIAL POLITICS OF CULTURE

2:45 PM  **Andrew P Lyons** (Wilfrid Laurier) MISSING ANCESTORS AND MISSING NARRATIVES: ANTHROPOLOGY’S NEGLECT OF EDWARD WESTERMARCK

3:00 PM  **Kath Weston** (University of Virginia) RADCLIFFE-BROWN ON THE CHAIN GANG: A TALE OF TWO DISCIPLINES

3:15 PM  **Robert Culin** (Western Michigan U)

3:30 PM  **Sergei Kan** (Dartmouth C) ALEXANDER GOLDENWEISER’S POLITICS

3:45 PM  **Priscilla P Faulhaber-Barbosa** INTELLECTUAL DIVISION OF LABOR IN THE PRODUCTION OF THE HANDBOOK OF SOUTH AMERICAN INDIANS (1938-1948)

4:00 PM  **Paul Shankman** NO JOKING MATTER: MISSING INTERVIEWS IN THE MEAD-FREEMAN CONTROVERSY

4:15 PM  **Susan S Sperling** ASHLEY’S GHOST: MCCARTHYISM, SCIENCE AND HUMAN NATURE

4:30 PM  **Elizabeth Stassinos** (Westfield State C) THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF SELF-DISCIPLINE: “HARIKARI” AND “EXPERTNESS” IN THE CONTEXT OF THE FAILED “WAR ON TERROR” USING STERN, RICHARDSON AND BENEDICT

5:00 PM  **Robert V Kemper** (Southern Methodist U) WHATEVER HAPPENED TO ...? AN ANALYSIS OF THE GENERATION OF 1971-1972

5:15 PM  **Frank A Salamone** (Iona College)

5:30 PM  **Harriet D Lyons** (Waterloo)

5:45 PM  End of Session

3-125  **Invited Session: Collaboration Between AAA Sections in Advancing the Position of Practicing Anthropology Within the AAA** (Central States Anthropological Society, Committee on Practicing Applied and Public Interest Anthropology) *Golden Gate 1*
Organizer(s): Linda A Bennett (U of Memphis), Nanthaniel Tashima (LTG Associates, Inc) and Chip Colwell-Chanthaphonh (Denver Museum of Nature & Science)
Chair: Linda A Bennett (U of Memphis)

1:45 PM  **Janet E Levy** (UNC-Charlotte)

2:00 PM  **Janis B Alcorn** (Garfield Foundation)

2:15 PM  **Kimberly E Simmons** (University of South Carolina)

2:30 PM  **Vilma Santiago-Irizarry** (Cornell University)

2:45 PM  **Madeleine B Adelman** (Arizona State U)

3:00 PM  **Catherine S Fowler** (U of Nevada Reno)

3:15 PM  **Susan Buck Sutton** (Indiana-Purdue (IUPUI))

3:30 PM  **Dennis Wiedman** (Florida International)

3:45 PM  **Lenore H Manderson** (Monash University)

4:00 PM  **Nanthaniel Tashima** (LTG Associates, Inc)

4:15 PM  Discussion

5:30 PM  End of Session
3-126

EMERGING ADULTHOOD, EMERGING IDENTITIES: THE LANGUAGE SOCIALIZATION OF YOUNG ADULTS  (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Golden Gate 7
Organizer/Chair: Cyndi Dunn (Northern Iowa)

1:45 PM  SUSANNE M COHEN (University of Michigan) SOCIALIZING OPENNESS: NEGOTIATING FOREIGN DISCOURSE NORMS IN RUSSIAN MANAGERIAL TRAINING

2:00 PM  KENNETH N EHRENSAL (Kutztown U. of Pennsylvania) BUT PROFESSOR, 'C': IS GOOD ENOUGH: STUDENT CHOICES AND THE LANGUAGE SOCIALIZATION PROCESS

2:15 PM  CYNDI DUNN (Northern Iowa) CREATING COMPANY EMPLOYEES: CULTURAL CONTINUITIES IN JAPANESE BUSINESS MANNER TRAINING

2:30 PM  AKIKO O. KAWASAKI (Rikkyo University) DEVELOPMENTAL SOCIOLINGUISTICS: STAGES OF LIFE AND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION OF JAPANESE WOMEN

2:45 PM  CINDI STURRSREETHARAN (CSU, Sacramento) FROM STUDENT TO SARARIIMAN: TAMING CORPORATE WARRIORS' TONGUES

3:00 PM  SUZANNE E WAGNER GETTIN' AHEAD: SOCIAL CLASS AND THE TRANSITION TO LINGUISTIC ADULTHOOD

3:15 PM  Discussion
3:30 PM  Break
3:45 PM  SARAH B BENOR (Hebrew Union College) ADULT LANGUAGE SOCIALIZATION: LEARNING STRATEGIES AMONG NEWLY ORTHODOX JEWS

4:00 PM  STEPHEN L MANN (University of South Carolina) GAY MALE LANGUAGE SOCIALIZATION THROUGH ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKS

4:15 PM  JOCelyn C. Ahlers (CSU San Marcos) LANGUAGE SOCIALIZATION IN THE CONTEXT OF LINGUISTIC REVITALIZATION

4:30 PM  JACQUELINE Messing (University of South Florida) CONSCIOUSLY REACTIVING A NATIVE LANGUAGE: LANGUAGE SOCIALIZATION AMONG YOUNG ADULTS IN MEXICO

4:45 PM  WAI FONG CHIANG (University of Texas at Austin) LANGUAGE SOCIALIZATION IN CANTONESE MULTIGENERATIONAL FAMILIES IN SINGAPORE

5:00 PM  INGE B KRAL (The Australian National University) and SCHWAB, Robert G NEW CONTEXTS FOR LANGUAGE SOCIALISATION: YOUTH, MEDIA, AND MULTIMODAL GENRES IN REMOTE ABORIGINAL AUSTRALIA

5:15 PM  Discussion
5:30 PM  End of Session

3-127

Organizer(s): Annelou Ypeij (CEDLA/U Amsterdam), Nadine Fernandez (SUNY Empire State College) and Elayne L Zorn (U of Central Florida)
Chair(s): Matthew J Hill (U of Chicago/Bryn Mawr) and Elayne L Zorn (U of Central Florida)

1:45 PM  Walter E Little (SUNY Albany) CONTESTED ANTIGUA COLONIAL: MAYAS, ARCHITECTURE, AND THE GENDERED TOURISTIC IMAGINARY

2:00 PM  Matthew J Hill (U of Chicago/Bryn Mawr) PRODUCING THE COLONIAL PAST, CONSUMING THE POST-SOCIALIST PRESENT: A VOYAGE TO THE UTOPIA OF OLD HAVANA

2:15 PM  Nadine Fernandez (SUNY Empire State College) TOURISM AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF AUTHENTICITY IN CENTRAL HAVANA

2:30 PM  Alessandro M Angelini (CUNY Graduate Center) METONYMY AND METROPOLIS: STORYTELLING THE CITY FROM THE SMALLEST FAVELA IN RIO DE JANEIRO

2:45 PM  Alicia Re Cruz TOURISM BORDER ZONES

3:00 PM  John F Collins (Queens College/CUNY)

3:15 PM  Discussion
3:30 PM  Break
3:45 PM  Mark B Padilla (University of Michigan) THE TOURISTIC BODY: SEXUAL PERFORMANCE AMONG DOMINICAN MALE SEX WORKERS
4:00 PM Carla Guerron-Montero (University of Delaware) Black Is Not As Beautiful: Gender, Sexuality and Tourism in Panama

4:15 PM Elayne L Zorn (U of Central Florida) Touring With Evo and Mas: Gender, Indigeneity, Ethnic Revitalization, and the State in Bolivia

4:30 PM Annelou Ypej (CEDLA/U Amsterdam) Tourism Revenues at the Crossroads of Ethnic and Gender Identities

4:45 PM Florence E Babb (U of Florida) Gender, Race, and Cultural Tourism in Andean Peru and Chiapas

5:00 PM Andrew L Canessa (Univ of Essex)

5:15 PM Discussion

5:30 PM End of Session


Organizer(s): Barbara Rose Johnston (Ctr for Political Ecology) and Gregory V Button (University of Tennessee Knoxvi)

Chair: Gregory V Button (University of Tennessee Knoxvi)

1:45 PM Sarah Strauss (University of Wyoming) Weathering Extremes: Human Rights, Hurricanes, and the Development of Resilient Communities

2:00 PM Preston O Hardison From National Security to Natural Security: Indigenous Rights and Obligations to Homelands, Bicultural Heritage and Traditional Knowledge

2:15 PM Brian M McKenna Right to a Healthy Environment? Contesting Chemical Factory Pollution in the Age of Homeland Insecurity.

2:30 PM Bonnie McCay (Rutgers University) Rights-Based Management of Marine Fisheries

2:45 PM Gregory V Button (University of Tennessee Knoxvi) The Human Rights Policy Challenges of Global Warming

3:00 PM Holly Barker Small Island Nations and the Inequities of Global Climate Change


3:30 PM Shannon K May (UC Berkeley) Right to Development? Carbon, Consumption and Rural Urbanization in China

3:45 PM Joan P Mencher (CUNY) Human Rights to Water, Land and Seeds — Who Will Be Eating 50-80 Years from Now?

4:00 PM Susan Slyomovics (UCLA) Crimes of Colonialism


4:30 PM Liza M Grandia (Clark University) Commodifying Land Rights: The World Bank's Fictitious Agrarian Reform

4:45 PM Alison D Renteln

5:30 PM End of Session

3-129 Invited Session: Radical Archaeology as Critical Anthropology: Papers Honoring Thomas C. Patterson (Archaeology Division, Archaeology Division) Franciscan B

Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Christina T Halperin (University of Illinois Champaign-Urbana) and Uzma Z Rizvi

1:45 PM Uzma Z Rizvi and Halperin, Christina T (University of Illinois Champaign-Urbana) Radical Archaeology as Critical Anthropology: Contextualizing the Work of Thomas C. Patterson
2:00 PM  PATRICIA HANSELL  INTERPRETING INEQUALITY IN PREHISPANIC PANAMA: A HISTORICAL REVIEW
2:15 PM  RICHARD BURGER  (Yale University)  TOM PATTERSON AND THE ORIGIN OF THE ANCIENT ANDEAN STATE
2:30 PM  CHARLES E ORSER  (New York State Museum)  HAS MARX GHOST FLED? POST-COLUMBIAN ARCHAEOLOGY AND THE CAPITALIST METAMARRATIVE
2:45 PM  PHILIP L KOHL  MARXIST ARCHAEOLOGY AFTER THE COLLAPSE OF THE USSR
3:00 PM  Randy McGuire  (Binghamton University)  LA ARQUEOLOGÍA SOCIAL IN A NEW CENTURY
3:15 PM  Break
3:30 PM  ROBERT W PREUCEL  (University of Pennsylvania)  ALTERNATIVE HISTORIES OF THE NATIVE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST
3:45 PM  PETER R SCHMIDT  (University of Florida)  POSTCOLONIAL ARCHAEOLOGY AND THE TOTALITARIAN STATE IN AFRICA
4:00 PM  LOU ANN WURST  (SUNY College at Brockport)  CLASS MATTERS
4:15 PM  ANANTHAKRISHNAN G AYER  (U Michigan-Flint)  FOR A FIRMLY GROUNDED HISTORICAL MATERIALISM: SOME REFLECTIONS ON THE WORK OF TOM PATTERSON
4:30 PM  JEREMY A SABLOFF  (University of Pennsylvania)
4:45 PM  ROBERT W PAYNTER  (Univ of Mass, Amherst)
5:30 PM  End of Session

3-130

RECENT TOPICS IN MAYAN LINGUISTICS  (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology)  Golden Gate 6
Organizer(s): David Mora-Marin (UNC-Chapel Hill) and Charles A Hofling (Southern Illinois University)
Chair: David Mora-Marin (UNC-Chapel Hill)
1:45 PM  DAVID MORA-MARIN  (UNC-Chapel Hill)  VOWEL ASSIMILATION PATTERNS AND THE RECONSTRUCTION OF PROTO-CH'OLAN-TZELTALAN (MAYAN)
2:00 PM  JAMES T DUGAN  (Tulane U)  SERIAL VERBS: KEEPING THINGS STRAIGHT WITHOUT INFINITIVES OR SUBJUNCTIVES.
2:15 PM  JUDITH M MAXWELL  (Tulane)  IS KAQCHIKEL REALLY GENDER NEUTRAL?
2:30 PM  Charles A Hofling  (Southern Illinois University)  LANGUAGE CONTACTS IN THE MAYA LOWLANDS IN THEIR SOCIOCULTURAL CONTEXTS
2:45 PM  MICHAEL J GROFE  THE NUMBER TREE GLYPH: A REINTERPRETATION
3:00 PM  Break
3:15 PM  MARTHA J MACRI  (UC Davis) and LOOPER, Matthew G  AN UPDATE ON THE GRAMMAR OF PALENQUE MAYAN
3:30 PM  SUNNY J MCGOVERN  AGENCY AND THE KAQCHIKEL ANTI PASSIVE
3:45 PM  NICHOLAS A HOPKINS  (Jaguar Tours)  PRE-PROTO-MUE-SOKEAN AND LANGUAGE ISOLATES ALONG THE MESOAMERICAN PACIFIC COAST: A RADICAL PROPOSAL
4:00 PM  BETHANY J. MYERS  (Southern Illinois University)  LANGUAGE SELECTION IN CLASSIC PERIOD MAYAN ETHNO-POLITICS
4:15 PM  YUKI TANAKA  (Southern Illinois University Carbondale)  A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF MAYA HIEROGLYPHIC WRITING AND JAPANESE ORTHOGRAPHY IN QUIRIGUA HIEROGLYPHIC CORPUS
4:30 PM  Discussion
5:30 PM  End of Session

3-131

THE POLITICS OF KINSHIP AND FAMILY IN “CRISIS”  (Reviewed by Association for Feminist Anthropology)  Union Square 22
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): R Sophie Statzel  (City University of New York) and Risa D Cromer  (The Graduate Center - CUNY)
1:45 PM  CHIA LONGMAN  (Ghent University)  SAFEGUARDING OR SACRIFICING ‘THE FAMILY’? RELIGIOUS TRADITIONALIST KINSHIP AND WOMEN’S AGENCY
2:00 PM  R SOPHIE STATZEL (City University of New York) "FAMILY VALUES": MEDIATING THE FAMILY AND THE POLITICS OF EXCLUSION
2:15 PM  HOLLY A DYGERT (Cornell University) CULTURE, FAMILY CRISIS AND NEOLIBERAL GOVERNANCE: AN ANALYSIS OF MEXICAN DEVELOPMENT IN AN INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY
2:30 PM  LYDIA C BOYD (New York U) LOVE AND LONGING: SEXUAL ABSTINENCE, FAMILY TIES, AND MORAL TRANSGRESSIONS IN UGANDA
2:45 PM  ARIANNE M GAETANO (Lund University) FAMILY IN CRISIS: PERCEPTIONS OF SINGLE WOMEN IN BEIJING
3:00 PM  ELIZABETH E BRUSCO (Pacific Luth University)
3:15 PM  Discussion
3:30 PM  Break
3:45 PM  RISA D CROMER (The Graduate Center - CUNY) EMBRYO ADOPTION: SOLUTION TO CRISSES OF INFERTILITY, PERSONHOOD, AND FAMILY?
4:00 PM  ALIX L LITTLE (University of Victoria) ADOPTING RACE TO FOSTER MULTICULTURALISM; CRISIS OF IDENTITY IN THE MOSAIC FAMILY
4:15 PM  LYNN E HORRIDGE (CUNY Graduate Center) RELATIVE DISRUPTIONS: THE OPEN ADOPTION OF NEWBORNS IN THE U.S.
4:30 PM  LARA R BRAFF (University of Chicago) FAMILY CRISIS? POPULATION CRISIS?: NEGOTIATING REPRODUCTION IN MEXICAN FERTILITY CLINICS
4:45 PM  DAISY DEOMAMPO (CUNY Graduate Center) KINSHIP AND INTERNATIONAL SURROGACY: MAKING FAMILIES IN INDIA IN THE AGE OF GLOBALIZATION
5:00 PM  RAYNA RAPP (New York University)
5:15 PM  Discussion
5:30 PM  End of Session

3-132
Invited Session: ON THE USEFULNESS OF THE CONCEPT OF ‘DIASPORA’: PERSPECTIVES ON STUDYING BLACKNESS, AFRICA, AND CONTEMPORARY FORMATIONS IN THE 21ST CENTURY (Association of Black Anthropologists) Yosemite C
Organizer: Jean M Rahier (Florida International)
Chair: Jean M Rahier (Florida International)
1:45 PM  Introduction: KAMARI M. CLARKE (Yale U)
2:00 PM  BAYO HOLSEY (Duke University)
2:15 PM  Discussion
2:30 PM  JACQUELINE N BROWN (Hunter College, CUNY)
2:45 PM  DEBORAH A THOMAS (U of Pennsylvania)
3:00 PM  Discussion
3:15 PM  PERCY C HINTZEN (Univ of California, Berkeley)
3:30 PM  KEVIN A YELVINGTON (University of South Florida)
3:45 PM  Discussion
4:00 PM  MARLON M BAILEY (UC-Berkeley)
4:15 PM  Discussion
4:30 PM  AKIN OGUNDIRAN (Florida International Univ.)
4:45 PM  Discussion
5:00 PM  FELIPE SMITH (Tulane University)
5:15 PM  Discussion
5:45 PM  End of Session

3-133
National Association for the Practice of Anthropology WORKSHOP: "BELOW THE RADAR" OF STATE POWER: INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS AND PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS Union Square 17
2:00 PM-4:00 PM  ALISON D RENTELN
STEVEN ROUSO-SCHINDLER (University of Southern California)
KENDA STEWART (University of Iowa)
Discussion
3·134 National Association of Student Anthropologists WORKSHOP: GETTING PUBLISHED: A GUIDE FOR STUDENTS Union Square 20
2:00 PM-4:00 PM MARCY M HESSLING (Michigan State University) JASON E MILLER (University of South Florida)

3·134A Film Screening: RACE, CLASS AND ECONOMY II Franciscan D
3:15 PM MARC ISAACS, ALL WHITE IN BARKING
4:33 PM CHARLES MENZIES AND JENNIFER RASHLEIGH, WEATHER THE STORM
5:12 PM LIZ MILLER, THE WATER FRONT
6:10 PM MARCO WILLIAMS, BANISHED (AWARD OF COMMENDATION)
7:34 PM Discussion

3·135 Society for Humanistic Anthropology WORKSHOP: SUBMITTING TO A PEER-REVIEWED JOURNAL Union Square 18
3:30 PM-5:30 PM MICHAEL HARKIN (U Wyoming)

3·135A Invited Poster Session: PERSPECTIVES ON PRACTICE: SOCIAL ACTION Plaza A
4:00 PM-5:45 PM Chair: Philip E Coyle (Western Carolina University) Patricia J Hammer (Center for Social Well Being) and BARRETO TOSI, Flor de Maria (Center for Social Well Being) TRANSFORMATIVE LEARNING THROUGH SOCIAL ACTION: MODELS OF AND MODELS FOR TEACHING PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH
KATHERINE S NUTTER (CSULB) DEFINING SUCCESS IN A LOW-INCOME HOUSING PROGRAM: WHY DOES IT MATTER?
SARAH D COTE VIEWS OF AN AFTER-SCHOOL RECREATION CENTER: FINDINGS FROM TWO YEARS OF PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION
PHILIP E COYLE (Western Carolina University) ETHNOGRAPHY IN A DESIGNED LANDSCAPE: INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION ALONG THE BLUE RIDGE PARKWAY
MARCELA URIBE (Virginia Tech) THINKING ABOUT THE COMMUNITY, REFRAMING THE BOUNDARIES OF THE BILINGUAL RESEARCHER

3·136 "GATHERING DATA": RECUPERATION, REPATRIATION, AND REINCARNATION AT THE MARGINS Imperial A
4:00 PM Introduction
4:15 PM ROBERT E RHODES (U of Georgia) SOCIAL LIFE OF DATA IN COTACACHI, ECUADOR
4:30 PM KAREN E HEBERT (University of Michigan) DISINTERESTED DATA? TRACKING THE DEPLOYMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE IN ALASKAN SALMON INDUSTRY RESTRUCTURING
4:45 PM KRISTINE SKARBO (University of Georgia) IMAGES AND IMAGINATION: PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA COLLECTION IN PERU AND THE PHILIPPINES
5:00 PM VIRGINIA D. NAZAREA (U of Georgia) UNCHAINED COMMODITIES: REPATRIATION AND RESILIENCE AT THE POTATO PARK
5:15 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session
Invited Session: AFRICAN DIVINATION, DIALOGUE AND MORAL IMAGINATION (Association for Africanist Anthropology) (Reviewed by Association for Africanist Anthropology) Yosemite A Organizer/Chair: Tonya N Taylor (Columbia Univ./HIV Center for Clinical and Behavioral Studies)

4:00 PM Knut Graw (Zentrum Moderner Orient (ZMO)) DIVINATION AS HERMENEUTIC ENCOUNTER: UNDERSTANDING, DIALOGUE AND THE INTERSUBJECTIVE CONSTITUTION OF KNOWLEDGE IN SENEGAMBIA DIVINATORY PRAXIS

4:15 PM Richard P Werbner (Manchester (UK)) ENIGMATIC REVELATION: SEANCE EMPATHY, SUSPICION AND YOUNG APOSTOLIC PROPHETS IN BOTSWANA'S CAPITAL

4:30 PM Koen Stroeken (University of Leuven) TREATING MAYABU PSYCHOSIS: THE SYSTEMIC AND TRANSMODAL VALUE OF DIVINATION

4:45 PM Tonya N Taylor (Columbia Univ./HIV Center for Clinical and Behavioral Studies) PRAXEOLOGICAL PERFORMATIVITY AND MYSTICAL REVELATION IN THE CARE

5:00 PM Break

5:15 PM Martin Holbraad (University College London) DIVINATION AND REVOLUTION: AFRO-CUBAN RELIGION AND 'MORAL CRISIS' IN CONTEMPORARY HAVANA

5:30 PM Discussion

5:45 PM End of Session

Invited Session: ANTHROPOLOGY, THE MILITARY, AND WAR (AAA Executive Program Committee) Imperial B Organizer/Chair: Phillips Stevens

4:00 PM Kerry B Fosher (MCIA) PEBBLES IN THE HEADWATERS: THE SHAPING POWER OF ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE SECURITY SECTOR

4:15 PM Roberto J Gonzalez (San Jose State University) WHAT'S HUMAN ABOUT HUMAN TERRAIN?

4:30 PM Brian R Selmeski (Air University) ANTHROPOLOGY FOR THE (MILITARY) MASSES: A MORAL-PRACTICAL ARGUMENT FOR EDUCATIONAL ENGAGEMENT

4:45 PM Montgomery McFate (US Army) INSURGENCY INSIDE THE BELTWAY

5:00 PM David H Price (St. Martin's University)

5:15 PM Robert A Rubinstein (Maxwell School of SU)

5:30 PM Charles C Cheney

5:45 PM End of Session

AT THE INTERSECTION OF DIALOGUE AND ACTIVISM: IMMIGRATION, POLITICS, AND THE STRUGGLE FOR EDUCATION (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Continental Parlor 1 Organizer/Chair: Lucila D Ek (UT San Antonio)

4:00 PM Yazmin Y Duarte (UC Santa Cruz) and NYGreen, Kysa (UC Santa Cruz) SIN VERGÜENZA: UNDOCUMENTED STUDENTS ORGANIZING FOR EDUCATIONAL EQUITY

4:15 PM Eric J Johnson (Arizona State University) LANGUAGE POLICY, IMMIGRATION, AND PUBLIC EDUCATION IN PHOENIX, ARIZONA

4:30 PM Cindy Cruz (Cornell University) TEACHING IMMIGRATION: LEARNING INTERDEPENDENCE THROUGH PEDAGOGIES OF MOVEMENT AND RELATION

4:45 PM Pia Moriarty (Popular Education Specialist) USING POPULAR EDUCATION AND TEATRO TO DOCUMENT LATINO IMMIGRANT EXPERIENCES

5:00 PM Patricia Sanchez (UT San Antonio)

5:15 PM Discussion

5:45 PM End of Session
3-140  
Invited Session: BAHIA'S PLACE IN TRAVELING THEORY: DIASPORA, ETHNOGRAPHY, AND COSMOPOLITANISM IN NORTHEASTERN BRAZIL  (Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology)  
Tayl0 B  
Organizer(s): John F Collins (Queens College/CUNY) and Keisha-Khan Y Perry (Brown University)  
Chair: Roger Sansi  

4:00 PM  
ROGER SANSI  THE ANTHROPOLOGIST AS NOTARY: NOTES ON FIELDWORK IN CACHOEIRA.  

4:15 PM  
SARAH J HAUTZINGER  "WHAT I’VE EARNED IS NOT TO GIVE TO HIM": REPRESENTATIONS OF BAHIAN WOMEN’S POWER  

4:30 PM  
KEISHA-KHAN Y PERRY (Brown University) BAHIA AND THE BLACK DIASPORA POLITICS OF FEMINIST ENGAGEMENT  

4:45 PM  
OLIVIA GOMES DA CUNHA (Federal U. of Rio de Janeiro) IMAGE TRANSFORMED: THE PAST THROUGH THINGS  

5:00 PM  
JAN H FRENCH (University of Richmond) ANTHROPOLOGICAL POLITICS OF GOVERNMENT RECOGNITION: RURAL BLACK COMMUNITIES BECOME QUILOMBOS  

5:15 PM  

5:30 PM  
J L MATORY (Harvard University)  
End of Session  

3-141  
CHANGING SOCIOSCAPES OF URBAN AND RURAL CHINA  (Reviewed by Society for East Asian Anthropology)  
Powell A  
Chair: Mun Young Cho (Stanford University)  

4:00 PM  
MUN YOUNG CHO (Stanford University) THE SPECTER OF “THE PEOPLE”: MANAGING THE URBAN POOR IN POST-MAO CHINA  

4:15 PM  
TRANG X TA (University of Washington) SPEAKING THROUGH AN ORGAN OF THE STATE: CRIMINALITY, PROPAGANDA AND POPULAR LAW IN CONTEMPORARY CHINA  

4:30 PM  
YINGJUN CHEN (The Chinese University of HK) HIRING A FILIPINA MAID – THE NEW ICON OF SOCIAL STATUS IN SHANGHAI  

4:45 PM  
XIA ZHANG (University of Pittsburgh) NARRATIVES, VALUE TRANSACTIONS, AND THE SUCCESS STORY OF A RURAL MIGRANT WORKER IN CHINA  

5:00 PM  
LIHONG SHI (Tulane University) TRANSFORMATION OF BRIDE PRICE NEGOTIATION IN RURAL NORTHEAST CHINA  

5:15 PM  
ADAM FRANK (University of Central Arkansas) CONJUNCTURES, COLONIALISTS, AND CRUEL THEORY IN A CHINESE MARTIAL ARTS ASSOCIATION  

5:30 PM  
Discussion  

5:45 PM  
End of Session  

3-142  
COLLABORATIVE ETHNOGRAPHY INSIDE THE WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION  (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology)  
Golden Gate  
Organizer: George E Marcus (U of California-Irvine)  
Organizer: Marc Abeles (EHESS, Paris)  
Chair: Mariella R Pandolfi (Université de Montréal)  

4:00 PM  
MARCO ABELLES (EHESS, Paris) THE SUBLIME POWER OF TECHNICAL EXPERTISE AT THE WTO  

4:15 PM  
JAE A CHUNG WTO: TESTING THE PLASTICITY OF TECHNICAL CRAFT  

4:30 PM  
MAXIMO BADARO (Universidad Nacional de San Martin (Argentina)) WTO’S POWER, EXPERT NETWORKS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IN GENEVA  

4:45 PM  
GEORGE E MARCUS (U of California-Irvine) TIMING, DISCRETION, AND THE DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION AS EXPERT FUNCTION WITHIN THE WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION  

5:00 PM  
DOUGLAS R HOLMES (Binghamton University) TECHNOCRACY AND EXPERIMENTAL ETHNOGRAPHY  

207
5:15 PM  DAVID A. WESTBROOK  CONFESSIONING SELF-INTEREST IN THE WTO: NOTES ON "PUBLIC" AND "PRIVATE" IN MARKET SOCIETIES
5:30 PM  DONALD BRENNEIS (UCSC)
5:45 PM  End of Session

3-143  COMPETING MODERNITIES: TRANSFORMATIONS OF RITUAL IN CONTEMPORARY VIETNAM
(Reviewed by Society for Anthropology of Religion) Continental Parlor 4
Organizer: Karen Fjelstad
Chair: Hien Thi Nguyen (Institute for Culture and Arts)
4:00 PM  Introduction
4:05 PM  BEN CHI NGUYEN  CONTENDING VIEWS OF THE CAU NHI TEMPLE
4:20 PM  Hong Nhung Thi Nguyen ON "SPIRITUAL PUNISHMENT" AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES: THE CASE OF THE TO LICH RIVER
4:35 PM  TU THI LOAN  THE SEARCH FOR MISSING TOMBS
4:50 PM  PHUONG ANH PHAN  SCRIPTS AND SPIRITUAL EFFICACY: PETITION SHEETS IN CONTEMPORARY VIETNAM
5:05 PM  PHAM NAM THANH  A TALE OF TWO VILLAGES: VILLAGE POLITICS AND THE REVITALIZATION OF RITUAL
5:20 PM  LAUREL KENDALL (American Museum of Natural His)
5:45 PM  End of Session

3-145  Invited Session: GOVERNING KENYA: INSIGHTS ON INCLUSION, COLLABORATION, AND ENGAGEMENT FROM THE 2007 ELECTIONS (Association for Africanist Anthropology)
Sutter B
Organizer: Jennifer E Coffman (James Madison University)
Chair: Mwenda Ntarangwi (Calvin College)
4:00 PM  Introduction: JENNIFER E COFFMAN (James Madison University)
4:15 PM  PETER D LITTLE (Emory U)
4:30 PM  VIGDIS BROCH-DUE (U of Bergen)
4:45 PM  Discussion
5:00 PM  MIROSLAVA PRAZAK (Bennington College)
5:15 PM  PARKER SHIPTON (Boston Univ)
5:30 PM  Discussion
5:45 PM  End of Session

3-146  KNOWLEDGE, ENGAGEMENT, ETHICS (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Union Square 16
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Narmala Halstead (University of East London) and Heather A Horst (University of California, Irvine)
4:00 PM  HELENA WULFF (Stockholm University) IN THE WORLD OF IRISH WRITERS: ENGAGEMENT AND ETHICS IN THE STUDY OF CELEBRITY AND FELLOW INTELLECTUALS
4:15 PM  PAOLO FAVERO (University College London, UK) REFLECTIONS ON ANTHROPOART, ENGAGEMENT AND KNOWLEDGE.
4:30 PM  HEATHER A HORST (University of California, Irvine) THE MYTH OF THE LONE FIELDWORKER: COLLABORATION AND (IN)AUTHENTIC KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION IN ANTHROPOLOGY
4:45 PM  NARMALA HALSTEAD (University of East London) ENGAGEMENT THROUGH ETHICS: CREATING AND BECOMING OTHERS
5:00 PM  PILAR RIANO RESEARCH PRAXIS IN VIOLENT CONTEXTS
5:15 PM  JUDITH M OKELY (U of Oxford) AGAINST ETHNOCENTRIC AND SEDENTARIST REDUCTIONISM: ENGAGING WITH GYPSY IDENTITIES
5:30 PM  SIGNE L HOWELL
5:45 PM  End of Session
3-147  LAND, TERRITORY AND IDENTITY (Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology) Continental Parlor 6

Chair: Chris M Beyers (IDS Program, Trent University)

Introduction: Chris M Beyers (IDS Program, Trent University)

4:15 PM Chris M Beyers (IDS Program, Trent University) NARRATIVES OF ENTITLEMENT AND COSMOPOLITANISM IN DISTRICT SIX, CAPE TOWN

4:30 PM Ricardo Moreno-Contreras OVERLAPPING LEGAL SPHERES IN MEXICO’S INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES

4:45 PM Mona Bhan (Rutgers) MILITARIZED MODERNITY: SHIFTING IDEOLOGIES OF LAND, LABOR, AND LIVELIHOODS IN NORTHERN INDIA

5:00 PM Kristyna Z Sieciechowicz (University of Toronto) NATIVE LAND RIGHTS, RESOURCE ACCESS AND LATOUR: RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN LAND RIGHTS IN CANADA

5:15 PM Barbara E Verchot (University of Central Florida) CREATING MARGINALITY AND CONSTRUCTING NARRATIVE: RECONFIGURATION OF THE KAREN SOCIAL AND GEO-POLITICAL ALIGNMENT

5:30 PM Sarasij Majumder PEASANTS AGAINST LIBERALIZATION: VEHEMENT OPPOSITION OR MEASURED AMBIVALENCE?

5:45 PM End of Session

3-148  LEARNING OUTSIDE TRADITIONAL ACADEMIC BOUNDARIES (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Golden Gate 5

Chair: Tryphenia B Peele-Eady, Ph.D. (University of New Mexico)

4:00 PM Tryphenia B Peele-Eady, Ph.D. (University of New Mexico) HAVE MERCY, LORD! EXPLORING AFRICAN AMERICAN CHILDREN’S USE OF PRAYER TALK IN THE CONTEXT OF SUNDAY SCHOOL

4:15 PM Anthony F. Guest-Scott (Indiana University) EVERYONE’S AN ANTHROPOLOGIST: THE PURSUIT OF CULTURAL UNDERSTANDING THROUGH MIDDLE EASTERN MUSIC IN AMERICA

4:30 PM Ruth H Kim POETIC SPONSORSHIP: YOUTH LITERACIES AND THE CULTURAL PRACTICES OF SPOKEN WORD ARTISTS

4:45 PM Shawn M Bender (Dickinson College) MAKING MUSIC-MAKING KIDS: POLITICS, HERITAGE, AND EDUCATION IN 21ST CENTURY JAPAN

5:00 PM Laura R Johnson COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE IN PUERTO RICAN CHICAGO

5:15 PM Leigh Graham (Columbia University) PILLARS OF KNOWLEDGE: WOMEN NEGOTIATING EDUCATION IN SACRED AND SOCIAL SPACES

5:30 PM Discussion

5:45 PM End of Session

3-149  Invited Session: LOCATING LABOR: ANTHROPOLOGISTS ENGAGE SERVICE WORKER STRUGGLES (Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology Society for the Anthropology of Work) Continental Parlor 9

Organizer: Deborah Pellow (Syracuse University)

Chair: David Bacon

4:00 PM David Bacon

4:15 PM E Paul Durrenberger (Penn State)

4:30 PM Gerrie Casey

4:45 PM Sharryn Kasmir (Hofstra University)

5:00 PM Robert T O'Brien (Rutgers University)

5:15 PM Discussion

5:45 PM End of Session
3-150

MEDIA IDEOLOGIES (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Continental Parlor B
Organizer: Ilana Gershon (Indiana University)
Chair: Lauren G Leve (University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill)
4:00 PM JEFFREY D HIMELE (Princeton University) MOVING IMAGES AND MEDIA
4:15 PM JOSHUA MALITSKY (Indiana University) DOCUMENTARY IDEOLOGY
4:30 PM ILANA GERSON (Indiana University) EMAIL MY HEART: MEDIATED BREAK-UPS AND MEDIA IDEOLOGIES
4:45 PM LAURA E KUNREUTHER (Bard College) TRANSPARENT MEDIA: RADIO AND IDEOLOGIES OF VOICE IN POST-DEMOCRATIC NEPAL
5:00 PM DANIEL B NOVECK (Smithsonian Institution) SPACETIMES OF DIFFERENCE IN MEXICAN REGIONAL RADIO
5:15 PM AMANDA WEIDMAN (Bryn Mawr College) MEDIATING VOICES: MIMICRY AND THE PHONOGRAPH IN SOUTH INDIA
5:30 PM SUSAN GAL (U of Chicago)
5:45 PM End of Session

3-151

OTHER ETHICS (ETHICS OF AND FOR THE OTHER): SITUATIONAL ETHICS OF FIELDWORK AND MORAL IMPERATIVES OF ENGAGED ANTHROPOLOGY (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Union Square 23 & 24
Organizer: Quetzil E Castaneda (OSEA & Indiana University)
Chair: Peter Benson (Washington University in St. Louis)
4:00 PM KEDRON L THOMAS (Harvard University), BENSON, Peter (Washington University in St Louis) and O'NEILL, Kevin L (Indiana University - Bloomington) IRRITATING ETHNOGRAPHY
4:15 PM QUETZIL E CASTANEDA (OSEA & Indiana University) FACING OFF LEVINAS IN FIELDWORK: THE ETHNOGRAPHER AS A PARTICULAR SPECIFIC INTELLECTUAL
4:30 PM KAREN M SYKES (Manchester) THE ETHICS OF VULNERABILITY
4:45 PM DON F SEEMAN (Emory University) GENEROSITY AND FIELDWORK: WHY WE SOMETIMES MISTAKE TRANSCENDENCE FOR MEANING
5:00 PM C JASON THROOP (UCLA) TOWARD A CULTURAL PHENOMENOLOGY OF MORAL EXPERIENCE: USELESS SUFFERING, ETHICAL SUBJECTIVITY, AND ALTERITY IN LEVINAS
5:15 PM ANGELA N GARCIA (UC Irvine)
5:30 PM DONALD BRENNIES (UCSC)
5:45 PM End of Session

3-152

PARTICIPATORY ACTION RESEARCH: COLLABORATING WITH COMMUNITY MEMBERS TO DESIGN AND EVALUATE PROGRAMS THAT WILL INFORM EQUITY AND SOCIAL JUSTICE (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Sutter A
Organizer(s): Dorothy Aguiler (Lewis and Clark College) and Maria Timmons Flores (Western Washington University)
Chair: Dorothy Aguiler (Lewis and Clark College)
4:00 PM MARIA TIMMONS FLORES (Western Washington University)
4:15 PM PAULINE LIPMAN (U of Illinois Chicago) CHALLENGING NEOLIBERAL URBAN EDUCATION POLICIES: COLLABORATIVE/ACTIVIST RESEARCH WITH TEACHERS, STUDENTS, FAMILIES, AND COMMUNITIES OF COLOR
4:30 PM AIKO MIYATAKE (Hofstra University) INTERGENERATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL TRANSITIONS AMONG THREE GENERATIONS KOREAN AMERICAN WOMEN
4:45 PM DOROTHY AGUILERA (Lewis and Clark College) BEATING TO THE URBAN DRUMS: NATIVE YOUTH ACTION RESEARCH FOR EQUIitable EDUCATION
5:00 PM FRANCES J RIEMER (Northern Arizona University) PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH IN BASARWA SETTLEMENTS: SHIFTING DEVELOPMENT PARADIGMS
5:15 PM EMMA H FUENTES "STRENGTH IN UNITY": POLITICS AND PRACTICE OF LATINO COMMUNITY ORGANIZING FOR SCHOOL CHANGE
5:45 PM End of Session
3-153

PENAL CITIES AND CARCERAL STATES: ACTIVISM, ANTHROPOLOGY AND MASS INCARCERATION
(Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology)
Golden Gate 3
Organizer(s): Kristi Brian (Temple University) and Nina E Brown (Maryland Inst. College of Art)
Chair: Nina E Brown (Maryland Inst. College of Art)

4:00 PM STEPHEN C PAVEY MASS INCARCERATION AS MODERN DAY LYNCHING
4:15 PM WENDY WILSON-FALL A GENDERED VOICE FROM THE INSIDE MARGINS:
AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF THE IMPACT OF “GET TOUGH” POLICIES
4:30 PM KRISTI BRIAN (Temple University) FAMILIES ON LOCKDOWN: THE IMPACT OF LIFE-SENTENCES ON MOTHERS, DAUGHTERS, SISTERS AND SOCIETY
4:45 PM ANNE SUTHERLAND (Univ of California Riverside) ROMA CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS
5:00 PM NICOLE I TORES (University of Washington - Seattle) POLITICS: INCARCERATION AND THE METAPHOR OF “WAR” IN THE UNITED STATES
5:15 PM ANDREA MORRELL (CUNY Graduate Center) THE CONTRADICTIONS OF PRISONS AS A “PUBLIC GOOD” IN AN ERA OF PRIVATIZATION: PRISONS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN AN UPSTATE NEW YORK PRISON TOWN
5:30 PM LORNA A RHODES (University of Washington)
5:45 PM End of Session

3-154

PERSPECTIVES ON ENVIRONMENT AND HUMAN RIGHTS
(Reviewed by General Anthropology Division)
Franciscan C
Chair: Thomas Foster (University of West Georgia)

4:00 PM Introduction
4:15 PM THOMAS FOSTER (University of West Georgia) THE POWER OF LONG-TERM PERSPECTIVES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT: COLLABORATION BETWEEN ECOLOGISTS AND ANTHROPOLOGISTS
4:30 PM LAURA H MENTORE (University of Cambridge) INDIGENOUS LAND RIGHTS IN AMAZONIA: THE HIDDEN COMPONENT OF TRUST
4:45 PM KIRSTEN B HASTRUP (University of Copenhagen) NEW SCALES OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL REASONING: THE CASE OF GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGES
5:00 PM VILLIA M JEFREMOVAS (Queen’s University) and PEREZ, Padmapani L. ENGAGING TEXTS, ENGAGING PEOPLE: ANTHROPOLOGY AND POWER IN THE CONTEXT OF THE INDIGENOUS PEOPLES’ RIGHTS ACT (IPRA) OF 1997 IN THE PHILIPPINES
5:15 PM ELIZABETH WEISS (San José State University) REASONS BEHIND REBURIAL: RELIGION, RESPECT, AND HUMAN RIGHTS
5:30 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session

3-155

POLITICAL USES OF MEMORY
(Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology)
Continental Parlor 2
Chair: Yukiko Koga (Columbia University)

4:00 PM MURAT K GUNEy (Columbia University) POLITICS AND ECONOMY OF DEAD BODIES: ‘CIVIL WAR IN TURKEY AND THE POWER OF DEAD BODIES OF KURDISH GUERRILLAS OVER LIFE’
4:15 PM SATENDRA KUMAR (Delhi School of Economics) SLIPPERY CASTE, VERNACULAR HISTORY-WRITING AND GLOBALIST HOMOGENISATION IN WESTERN UTTAR PRADESH, NORTH INDIA
4:30 PM YUKIKO KOGA (Columbia University) SCARRED LANDSCAPES: COLONIAL INHERITANCE, SITES OF MEMORY, AND THE ANXIOUS STATE
4:45 PM KATIA M UUSHAKALA RHODESIANALAND: COMMEMORATION IN AN EX-RHODESIAN DIASPORA COMMUNITY
5:00 PM AYA DR IKEGAME (the University of Edinburgh) FROM KINGS TO GURUS: THE USE OF KINGLY SYMBOLS IN MODERN SOUTH INDIAN POLITICS
5:15 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session
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Invited Session: RACE, GENDER AND ENGAGED RESEARCH: INTERROGATING THE ISSUES A DECADE LATER (Association of Black Anthropologists, National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Lombard Organizer/Chair: Karla Slocum (U North Carolina Chapel Hill)

4:00 PM Introduction
4:15 PM Kia L Caldwell (UNC-Chapel Hill) THE ETHICS AND POLITICS OF COMPARATIVE RESEARCH ON "BLACK" WOMEN AND HIV/AIDS IN BRAZIL AND THE UNITED STATES
4:30 PM Gina Sanchez Gibau (IUPUI) SCHOLAR, ACTIVIST, OTHER: ENGAGEMENT, ACCOUNTABILITY, AND MY "NATIVENESS" NOW
4:45 PM Sabiha R Prince ([AMERICAN]) COMMUTING TO MY PAST: RESEARCHING RACE, CLASS, AND GENTRIFICATION IN WASHINGTON, D.C.
5:00 PM Karla Slocum (U North Carolina Chapel Hill) RETURNING
5:15 PM Erica L Williams
5:30 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session

RECONFIGURING GENDER, NEGOTIATING NEOLIBERALISM IN GLOBAL JAPAN (Reviewed by Society for East Asian Anthropology) Franciscan A Organizer: Valerie H Barske (University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana) Chair: Linda I Angst (Lewis&Clark)

4:00 PM Introduction: Linda I Angst (Lewis&Clark)
4:15 PM Nana Okura (Yale University) RETHINKING MEN AS "MEN": THE MULTIPLICITY OF SALARYMEN IN SHIFTING IDEOLOGIES OF NEOLIBERALISM IN METROPOLITAN JAPAN
4:30 PM Ayako Takamori (New York University) OCCIDENTAL ORIENTALS: JAPANESE AMERICAN PERFORMANCES OF GENDER AND NATION IN JAPAN
4:45 PM Valerie H Barske (University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana) "WE'RE ALL SHIMANCHU (ISLAND PEOPLE)"; GENDER FLUIDITY AND ALTERNATIVE IDENTITIES IN CONTEMPORARY OKINAWAN ACTIVISM
5:00 PM Linda I Angst (Lewis&Clark)
5:15 PM Break
5:30 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session

RE-IMAGINING CHINA: TRANSNATIONAL BUSINESS, MIGRATION, AND ADOPTION IN A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Continental Parlor 5 Organizer(s): Suzanne Scheid (California State University NorthRidge) and Christina L Von Mayrhauser (Cal. State U - Northridge) Chair: Suzanne Scheid (California State University NorthRidge)

4:00 PM Yifei Sun (Cal State Northridge) BEYOND LOW-TECH MANUFACTURING: FOREIGN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT INVESTMENT IN CHINA
4:15 PM Suzanne Scheid (California State University NorthRidge) RETHINKING CHINESE TRADING: A CASE STUDY OF SMALL-SCALE TRADING IN DAKAR, SENEGAL
4:30 PM Christina L Von Mayrhauser (Cal. State U - Northridge) RETHINKING CHINA THROUGH TRANSNATIONAL ADOPTION
4:45 PM Josephine Smart (University of Calgary)
5:45 PM End of Session

TEMPORALITY AND CRISIS: ETHNOGRAPHIC REFLECTIONS (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Union Square 14 Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Noa Vaisman (University of Chicago) and Neta Bar (Duke University)

4:00 PM Luther C Elliott SYNCHRONICITY, SIMULTANEITY, AND THE ECSTATIC COUNTER-CHRONOLOGIES OF GOA TRANCE
4:15 PM  **Neta Bar**  (Duke University) EVERYDAY CRISSES AND THE PROMISE OF SELF CARE: YOGA CULTURES IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

4:30 PM  **Andrew Johnson**  (Cornell University) REBUILDING Lanna: CONSUMING AND CONSTRUCTING THE PAST IN THE NEW CITY

4:45 PM  **Jonathan L Larson**  (Columbia University) EMBODIED HISTORIES AND CULTURAL LOGICS: TEMPORAL BASES TO FOLK THEORIES OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA’S “VELVET REVOLUTION”

5:00 PM  **Noa Vaisman**  (University of Chicago) TEMPORAL FLOWS AND THE PRESENT: MANAGING CRISIS AND SEARCHING FOR MEANING IN CONTEMPORARY BUENOS AIRES

5:15 PM  **Peter Redfield**  (UNC - Chapel Hill)

5:30 PM  **Rachel Heiman**  (The New School)

5:45 PM  End of Session

---

**3-160 TEXTUALITY, ORALITY, AND LITERACY IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE MIDDLE EAST**

(Reviewed by Middle East Section) Yosemite B

Organizer/Chair: Kelda Jamison (University of Chicago)

4:00 PM  **Christine Allison**  (University of Exeter) TEXTUAL AND SCRIPTURAL PROCESSES AMONGST THE YEZIDIS

4:15 PM  **Tilman Hannemann**  (Independent scholar) CODIFICATION TRENDS IN NORTH AFRICAN CUSTOMARY LAW (16TH-19TH CENTURY): “ISLAMIZATION”, AUTHORITY, AND PUBLIC SPACES

4:30 PM  **Wayne H Osborn**  (University of California, San) TRIANGULATING ARABIC SCRIPT: THE SHAPE OF THE LETTER ACROSS THREE COMMUNITIES

4:45 PM  **Kelda Jamison**  (University of Chicago) INSCRIBING ILLITERACIES: LITERATE BELONGING AND TEXTUAL PUBLICS IN KURDISH TURKEY

5:00 PM  **Bryan F Gorrre**  “TRUTH”, “LIES”, AND “DOCUMENTED FACTS”: ORAL AND WRITTEN NARRATIVES AND THE PRODUCTION OF HISTORICAL KNOWLEDGE IN RURAL NORTHERN SYRIA


5:30 PM  **Andrew J Shryock**  (Michigan)

5:45 PM  End of Session

---

**3-161 Invited Session: THE ETHICS OF VISUAL DATA: PICTURING INCLUSION, COLLABORATION, AND ENGAGEMENT**  (Society for Visual Anthropology) Taylor A

Organizer/Chair: Jonathan S. Marion (CSUSM / SDSU)

4:00 PM  Introduction: **Jonathan S. Marion**  (CSUSM / SDSU)

4:15 PM  **Sara E Perry**  (University of Southampton)

4:30 PM  Discussion

4:45 PM  **Kate Hennessy**  (University of British Columbia)

5:00 PM  Discussion

5:15 PM  **Anne Zeller**  (University of Waterloo)

5:30 PM  Discussion

5:45 PM  End of Session

---

**3-162 Invited Poster Session: VISUALIZING ENGAGEMENT, COLLABORATION AND INCLUSION: SEVEN RESEARCH AND APPLIED PROJECTS FROM WESTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY**

(Society for Visual Anthropology)  (Reviewed by Society for Visual Anthropology) Plaza A

Organizer(s): Joyce D Hammond (Western Washington University) and Margaret E Kelley

Chair: Joyce D Hammond (Western Washington University)

**Joyce D Hammond**  (Western Washington University) and **Jenkins, Jeffrey S** COLLABORATING AND CONNECTING THROUGH DIGITAL STORYTELLING

**Lisa G Spicer**  (Western Washington University) PHOTO VOICE PROJECT: COLLABORATING WITH A KENYAN TEEN AND HER AMERICAN SPONSORS

---
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GRACE M. BOUMA DIFFERENCE AND INCLUSION: HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR YEARBOOK PHOTOGRAPHS AS A
KATHERINE G POWELL ENVIRONMENTAL ADVERTISING
MARGARET E KELLEY A COLLABORATIVE LOOK AT HOW TRACEURS VIEW, ENGAGE WITH, AND REDEFINE THEIR ENVIRONMENT
STEPHANIE L BUTTON ENGAGING PEOPLE FOR SOCIAL ACTION WITH WEBSITE IMAGES; A COMPARISON OF PEOPLE WITH HIV AND AIDS IN AFRICAN COUNTRIES VERSUS THE UNITED STATES
ANDREW C HOLCOM MEMORY AND SUFFERING: THE INCLUSION OF HUMANS, THE EXCLUSION OF HUMANITY

3-163 WHEN ANTHROPOLOGISTS WORK THROUGH ART; TECHNICAL ALTERNATIVES FOR CONTEMPORARY ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH (Reviewed by Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Powell B
Organizer: Susan M Ossman (University of California, Riverside)
Chair: Rupert A Cox (Manchester University)
4:00 PM Introduction: Susan M Ossman (University of California, Riverside)
4:15 PM Andrew Irving (University of Manchester) THE LIMITS OF THE WORLD
4:30 PM Wessie Ling (University of the Arts London) DRESS TO FUSE: FUSING ETHNOGRAPHY AND ART PRACTICE
4:45 PM Rupert A Cox (Manchester University) THINKING THROUGH MOVEMENT: PRACTISING MARTIAL ARTS AND WRITING ETHNOGRAPHY
5:00 PM Susan M Ossman (University of California, Riverside) PAINTING ANTHROPOLOGY
5:15 PM Nella N Arambasin
5:30 PM Discussion
5:45 PM End of Session

3-164 Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING OF THE SOCIETY FOR LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN ANTHROPOLOGY Union Square 5
Organizer(s): Gabriela Vargas-Cetina (Autonoma de Yucatan) and Ramona L Perez (San Diego State)
Chair: Gabriela Vargas-Cetina (Autonoma de Yucatan)
6:00 PM-8:00 PM

3-165 ANTHROPOLOGY OF SPACE AND PLACE Taylor A
Organizer/Chair: Denise Lawrence-Zuniga (Cal Poly Pomona) Union Square 23 & 24
6:15 PM-7:30 PM

3-166 Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology COMMITTEE ON REFUGEE AND IMMigrants (CORI) MEETING Sutter A
Organizer(s): Anna O’Leary (University of Arizona) and Anahi Viladrich (Hunter College, CUNY)
Chair: Anna O’Leary (University of Arizona)
6:15 PM-7:30 PM

3-167 Society for Medical Anthropology COUNCIL FOR ANTHROPOLOGY AND REPRODUCTION BUSINESS MEETING Golden Gate 1
Organizer: Sarah Orndorff (George Washington University)
6:15 PM-7:30 PM

3-168 DARTMOUTH COLLEGE RECEPTION Union Square 22
Organizer: Deborah L Nichols (Dartmouth)
6:15 PM-7:30 PM

3-169 GUATEMALA SCHOLARS NETWORK BUSINESS AND ORGANIZING MEETING Union Square 22
Organizer(s): Abigail E Adams (Central Connecticut State University) and Edward F Fischer (Vanderbilt Univ)
Chair: Abigail E Adams (Central Connecticut State University)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Organizer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:15 PM-7:30 PM</td>
<td>Middle East Section MIDDLE EAST SECTION BUSINESS MEETING</td>
<td>Franciscan C</td>
<td>William O Beeman (University of Minnesota)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15 PM-7:30 PM</td>
<td>National Association for the Practice of Anthropology NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING</td>
<td>Continental Parlor 3</td>
<td>Dennis Wiedman (Florida International)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15 PM-7:30 PM</td>
<td>Society for Anthropology of Religion SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGY OF RELIGION BUSINESS MEETING FOLLOWED BY CASH BAR RECEPTION</td>
<td>Sutter B</td>
<td>Stephan Palmie’ (Chicago)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15 PM-7:30 PM</td>
<td>Society for the Anthropology of Europe SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE WILLIAM DOUGLASS DISTINGUISHED LECTURE: IN MEMORIAM FOR DAPHNE BERDAHL. ALF LUEDTKE(U OF ERFURT, GERMANY)</td>
<td>Continental Parlor 3</td>
<td>Jennifer J Patico (Georgia State U.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15 PM-7:30 PM</td>
<td>Society of Lesbian and Gay Anthropologists SOCIETY OF LESBIAN AND GAY ANTHROPOLOGISTS BUSINESS MEETING</td>
<td>Franciscan A</td>
<td>Martin F Manalansan (Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15 PM-7:30 PM</td>
<td>SOYUZ: POSTSOCIALIST CULTURAL STUDIES BUSINESS MEETING</td>
<td>Yosemite A</td>
<td>Amy L Ninetto (Rice University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15 PM-8:00 PM</td>
<td>Council on Anthropology and Education COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION BUSINESS MEETING</td>
<td>Imperial A</td>
<td>Norma E Gonzalez (U of Arizona)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:15 PM-10:00 PM</td>
<td>Society for Medical Anthropology SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY BOARD MEETING</td>
<td>Union Square 12</td>
<td>Carolyn Sargent (Washington U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30 PM-7:30 PM</td>
<td>AAA DISTINGUISHED LECTURE Race and Gender in the 2008 Presidential Campaign: A Mirror on U.S. Culture</td>
<td>Continental 5 &amp; 6</td>
<td>Setha M Low (Graduate Center, CUNY) Johnetta Cole (Emory University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00 PM-8:00 PM</td>
<td>Association for Indigenous Anthropologists CASH BAR ASSOCIATION FOR INDIGENOUS ANTHROPOLOGISTS</td>
<td>Lombard</td>
<td>JoAllyn Archambault (Smithsonian)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30 PM-8:30 PM</td>
<td>Society of Lesbian and Gay Anthropologists SOCIETY OF LESBIAN AND GAY ANTHROPOLOGISTS CASH BAR</td>
<td>Franciscan A</td>
<td>Martin F Manalansan (Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30 PM-8:30 PM</td>
<td>Middle East Section MIDDLE EAST SECTION RECEPTION</td>
<td>Franciscan C</td>
<td>William O Beeman (University of Minnesota)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30 PM-8:30 PM</td>
<td>Society for Anthropology of Religion SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGY OF RELIGION CASH BAR RECEPTION</td>
<td>Sutter B</td>
<td>Stephan Palmie’ (Chicago)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 PM-11:45 PM</td>
<td>SATURDAY NIGHT DANCE</td>
<td>Imperial B</td>
<td>Samba Da! natural engagement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4-001  
"ACTION, CUT, PRINT!" NEW CULTURES OF MEDIA PRODUCTION (Reviewed by Society for Visual Anthropology) Francisco B  
Organizer/Chair: Adam R Fish (UCLA)  
8:00 AM  
**BRENT LUVAS** (UCLA) INDEPENDENT OF WHAT?: INDONESIAN RECORD LABELS AND THE CULTURE OF "INDIE" PRODUCTION  
8:15 AM  
**HARRISON P GISH** (UCLA) SONY STOCK FOOTAGE - DATABASE LOGIC AND THE SALE OF CINEMA'S SCRAPS  
8:30 AM  
**KAREN L ISHIZUKA** (UCLA) HOME MOVIES AS CULTURE AND CINEMA OF RECOVERY AND RESISTANCE  
8:45 AM  
**JENNIFER MOORMAN** THE ROYALLE TREATMENT: FEMALE PORNOGRAPHERS IN THE 21ST CENTURY  
9:00 AM  
**JOHN BRIDGE** THE PLACE OF THE AMATEUR IN TELEVISION NEWS PRODUCTION  
9:15 AM  
**CANDACE I MOORE** (Cinema and Media Studies, UCLA) CONSTRUCTING L WORLDS: SCREENING PARTIES AS LIMINAL PLACES AND SPACES  
9:30 AM  
**JEREMY W WALLACH** (Bowling Green State University) GLOBAL UNDERGROUND ROCK, MASS MEDIATION, AND THE PROBLEM OF AUTHENTICITY  
9:45 AM  
End of Session

4-002  
AESTHETIC REGIMES AND THE POLITICS OF THE SENSORY (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Imperial B  
Organizer(s): Emanuela Grama (University of Michigan) and Bridget L Guarasci  
Chair: Britt E Halvorson (University of Michigan)  
8:00 AM  
**DENISE LAWRENCE-ZUNIGA** (Cal Poly Pomona) THE POLITICIZED AESTHETICS OF "HISTORIC" HOME AND NEIGHBORHOOD PRESERVATION  
8:15 AM  
**YAZAN H DOUGHAN** (University of Chicago) POLITICS AS STREET PERFORMANCE: LOCATING AUTHORITY IN AMMAN'S URBAN DEVELOPMENT  
8:30 AM  
**BRIDGET L GUARASCI** BIRDS OF PARADISE: NATURALISTIC FORAYS AND U.S. MILITARISM AT THE HEIGHT OF THE IRAQ SURGE  
8:45 AM  
**BRITT E HALVORSON** (University of Michigan) ORDERING THE GLOBAL ECUMENE: HANDWORK, AESTHETICS, AND ETHICAL ENGAGEMENT IN AMERICAN MEDICAL RELIEF  
9:00 AM  
**EMANUELA GRAMA** (University of Michigan)  
9:15 AM  
Discussion  
9:45 AM  
End of Session

4-003  
ALLURE TO DIALOGUE: PUBLICS, KNOWLEDGE AND LANGUAGE IN THE TAIDAN AND ZADANKAI FORM IN MODERN JAPAN (Reviewed by Society for East Asian Anthropology) Union Square 16  
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Lorraine D Plourde (Columbia University) and Shunsuke Nozawa (University of Chicago)  
8:00 AM  
**MIYAKO INOUE** (Stanford University) FROM THE TALKING EVENT TO THE TALKED EVENT: THE STENOGRAPHER'S ROLE AT ZADANAIKAI AND JAPAN'S LINGUISTIC MODERNITY  
8:15 AM  
**SHUNSUKE NOZAWA** (University of Chicago) EPISTLES AND FRIENDS: 'DIALOGUE' AND DEMOCRATIC IMAGINARIES IN CONTEMPORARY JAPAN  
8:30 AM  
**LORRAINE D PLOURDE** (Columbia University) TALKING ABOUT 'DIFFICULT MUSIC': STAGING WORDS ABOUT SOUND IN TOKYO'S AVANT-GARDE MUSIC SCENE  
8:45 AM  
**TAKEHIRO WATANABE** (Sophia University) ONLINE RIVALRIES: PUBLIC FORUMS AND CRIMINAL VIOLENCE IN A JAPANESE FOLK FESTIVAL  
9:00 AM  
**CHRISTOPHER T NELSON** (U of North Carolina)  
9:15 AM  
Discussion  
9:30 AM  
9:45 AM  
End of Session
4-004

ANTHROPOLOGY AND REPRESENTATION(S): MATERIAL CULTURE, PERFORMANCE, AND MEDIA
(Reviewed by Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology) Union Square 8
Chair: Sarah A Nohe (Florida Atlantic University)

8:00 AM
ERIC DICKERSON (U of Iowa) SMOOTH AND ROUGH: CONTRASTING LINGUISTIC REGISTERS IN JAMAICAN DANCEHALL POSTERS

8:15 AM
STEFFAN I AYORA-DIAZ (Autonoma de Yucatan) THE NATURALIZATION OF YUCATECAN TASTE, TRANSLOCAL DEVELOPMENTS

8:30 AM
JUAN THOMAS ORDONEZ (University of California, Berk) “JAY MI COMPADRITO!” THE SANCHO AND ANXIETY ABOUT HOME AMONG LATIN AMERICAN DAY LABORERS IN THE BAY AREA

8:45 AM
MARTIN R. ROSALES MULTIDISCIPLINARY COLLABORATION FOR PUBLIC DECISION MAKING: ANTHROPOLOGY, FILM MAKING, AND THE DISCUSSION ABOUT THE EXPANSION OF THE PANAMA CANAL.

9:00 AM
THERESA M PRESTON-WERNER (Northwestern University) and OCONITRILLO A., Giancarlo (Universidad de Costa Rica) MI CORAZON DICE NO: CONSTRUCTING A POLITICAL COMMUNITY IN COSTA RICA THROUGH MATERIAL CULTURE

9:15 AM
SARAH A NOHE (Florida Atlantic University) NOTIONS OF IDENTITY AND THE SYMBOLIC LANGUAGE OF RESISTANCE IN COASTAL ECUADOR

9:30 AM
NATALIE M UNDERBERG (U. of Central Florida) FESTIVAL ONLINE: RECIPROCAL TECHNOLOGY AND ETHNOGRAPHIC STORYTELLING IN PERUVIAN/PERUDIGITAL

9:45 AM
End of Session

4-005

BECOMING INSTITUTIONAL OTHERS?: RACIAL TROPES IN U.S. URBAN HIGH SCHOOLS
(Reviewed by Association of Black Anthropologists) Golden Gate 3
Organizer(s): Laurence Ralph (The University of Chicago) and Jonathan D Rosa
Chair: Laurence Ralph (The University of Chicago)

8:00 AM
AMY E BROWN TO TEACH/ TO RESIST: INSURGENT PEDAGOGY IN TODAY’S AMERIKKKA

8:15 AM
NAOMI B REED FROM THE CANON TO THE CLASSROOM: WHITE EPISTEMOLOGY AND DISCOURSES OF RACE IN AN URBAN CLASSROOM

8:30 AM
DAMIEN M SCHNYDER (Univ of Texas Austin) THAT’S RACIST!: EXAMINATION OF STATE IDEOLOGY AND RESISTANCE IN LOS ANGELES, CA

8:45 AM
JONATHAN D ROSA MANAGING AND MAKING LATIN@ DIFFERENCE IN SCHOOL: CALIBRATING INSTITUTIONAL COMMENSURABILITY

9:00 AM
LAURENCE RALPH (The University of Chicago) TRUE CRIMES IN THE CAFETERIA: YOUTH SOCIALIZATION IN CHICAGO AND THE MARKET FOR REDEMPTION

9:15 AM
MICHAEL RALPH (New York University)

9:30 AM
Discussion

9:45 AM
End of Session

4-006

CAUSE, COMMODITY AND CRITIQUE (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Golden Gate 2
Organizer/Chair: Mireille McLaughlin

8:00 AM
MIREILLE MCLAUGHLIN GLOBAL PRIDE, MODERN ANXIETIES: THE ACADIAN LINGUISTIC MINORITY AND DISCOURSES OF NEO-LIBERALISM

8:15 AM
DONNA PATRICK (Carleton University), DI LEO BROWNE, Timothy (Carleton University) and RUHL, Jeff WHAT’S IN A NAME? ARCTIC SOVEREIGNTY AND THE INUIT TOPONYMIC LANDSCAPE

8:30 AM
LINDSAY A BELL DOING DEVELOPMENT DIFFERENTLY: PROCESSES OF INTERNAL DIFFERENTIATION IN THE RECRUITMENT OF ABORIGINAL LABOR IN THE CANADIAN DIAMOND INDUSTRY

8:45 AM
MARY E RICHARDS FROM "WITHIN" OR "WITHOUT"? EXPLORING THE POLITICS OF PARTICIPATION AND CRITIQUE IN DOING ETHNOGRAPHIC FIELDWORK IN A MINORITY FRENCH-LANGUAGE HIGH SCHOOL IN TORONTO, CANADA
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9:00 AM **Luisa Martín Rojo** (Universidad Autónoma de Madrid) STUDYING MULTILINGUALISM IN MONOLINGUAL AREAS: A POLITICAL CHALLENGE

9:15 AM **Monica Heller** (University of Toronto)

9:30 AM Discussion

9:45 AM End of Session

4-007

**CONJURING THE URBAN FUTURE: INDIAN CITIES AND THEIR "WORLD-CLASS" PURSUITS**

(Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) **Sutter A**

Organizer: D. Asher Ghertner (University of California, Berkeley)

Chair: Llerena G Searle (University of Pennsylvania)

8:00 AM **Llerena G Searle** (University of Pennsylvania) SELLING GLOBAL CONSUMERIST LIFESTYLES: REAL ESTATE AND IMAGES OF PERSONHOOD IN THE NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

8:15 AM **Nikhil Anand** (Stanford University) WATER WORK: DEVELOPING 24X7 PROJECTS IN THE INDIAN CITY

8:30 AM **D. Asher Ghertner** (University of California, Berkeley) INSCRIBED ON THE LANDSCAPE, HUNG ON THE WALL: PICTURING PRIVATE PROPERTY IN THE POSTER ART OF DELHI'S SLUMS

8:45 AM **Sapana Doshi** (University of California, Berkeley) REDEVELOPING WOMEN: PATIENCE, PERSUASION AND THE PARADOXES OF "SLUM-FREE" MUMBAI

9:00 AM **Diya Mehra** (University of Texas at Austin) REENGINEERING THE CITY: THE ROLE OF NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATIONS IN NEW DELHI

9:15 AM **Jonathan S Anjaria** (UC Santa Cruz) REMAKING MUMBAI: STREET VENDORS, MIDDLE CLASS CIVIC ACTIVISM AND THE POLITICS OF URBAN SPACE

9:30 AM **Arjun Appadurai** (The New School) WHO GETS TO DREAM ABOUT WORLD-CLASS CITIES?

9:45 AM End of Session

4-008

**CONTESTED GROUND: AGRICULTURAL GMOS AND RURAL FUTURES**

(Reviewed by Culture and Agriculture) **Franciscan C**

Organizer: Elizabeth (Liz) Fitting (Dalhousie University)

Chair: Christina P Holmes (Dalhousie University)

8:00 AM **Elizabeth (Liz) Fitting** (Dalhousie University) DISPLACING PEASANT KNOWLEDGE: THE GM CORN DEBATES AND RURAL RESTRUCTURING IN MEXICO

8:15 AM **Kregg Hetherington** (UC Davis) INTERNATIONAL BEANS AND NATIONAL SCIENCE IN PARAGUAY

8:30 AM **Abby J. Kinchy** (Rensselaer Polytechnic) FRAMING CONTAMINATION, FORGING COALITIONS: TRANSNATIONAL NETWORKS IN DEFENSE OF GE-FREE FOOD AND AGRICULTURE

8:45 AM **Chaya L Heller** POST-INDUSTRIAL AGRICULTURE: FARMERS SAYING NO TO GMOS AND TO THE WTOS

9:00 AM **Christina P Holmes** (Dalhousie University) A TALE OF TWO LABORATORIES: THE 'GENE REVOLUTION' AND GENETICALLY MODIFIED PLANTS IN CANADA AND COLOMBIA

9:15 AM **Karine Peschard** CHALLENGING SEED COMMODIFICATION: SEED FAIRS AND THE REVIVAL OF FARMER-SELECTED SEEDS IN SOUTHERN BRAZIL

9:30 AM **Glenn D Stone** (Washington U - StL)

9:45 AM End of Session
4-009 CONTESTING WOMEN’S PLACE IN THE MIDDLE EAST (Reviewed by Middle East Section) Continental Parlor 2
Chair: Anne Bennett (California State University/San Bernardino)
8:00 AM Miriam R Gould (University of Texas at Austin) “THAT’S NOT OUR CULTURE”: MARRAKECH DISCOURSES ABOUT PLACE JEMAA EL FNA
8:15 AM Amel Fahmy (American University in Cairo) WITHOUT A CLITORIS: A RE-READING OF WOMEN’S CONCEPTUALIZATION OF SEXUAL PLEASURE
8:30 AM Lindsay A Gifford (Boston University) SYRIAN WOMEN’S ROTATING CREDIT ASSOCIATIONS: CHALLENGES TO COLLABORATION AND ENGAGEMENT
8:45 AM Anne Bennett (California State University/San Bernardino) SOCIALIZATION AND STIGMA AMONG COLLEGIATE DRUZE WOMEN (SYRIA)
9:00 AM Amina U Tawasil (Teachers College, Columbia University) WOMEN IN THE IUZAH TRADITION: THE REPRODUCTION OF SHIA’ ISLAMIC KNOWLEDGE IN IRAN
9:45 AM End of Session

4-010 DISCERNMENT IN DEVOTIONAL PRACTICES (Reviewed by Society for Anthropology of Religion) Yosemite B
Chair: Jacqueline H. Fewkes (Florida Atlantic University)
8:00 AM Anne Pryor (Wisconsin Arts Board) DISCERNING MARY: THE PRACTICE OF BELIEF IN AN APPARITION COMMUNITY
8:15 AM Julie A Jenkins (University of Sussex) THE ‘TROKOSI’ DEBATES: INTERFACES BETWEEN PRACTICE AND ENGAGEMENT
8:30 AM Jacqueline H. Fewkes (Florida Atlantic University) A WOMEN’S PLACE IN ISLAM: SPATIAL PRACTICES OF WOMEN’S MOSQUES IN THE MALDIVES
8:45 AM Paivi Hasu (University of Helsinki) THE WITCH, THE ZOMBIE AND THE HOLY SPIRIT - A TRINITY OF SPIRITUAL WARFARE IN TANZANIAN PENTECOSTALISM
9:00 AM Discussion
9:45 AM End of Session

4-011 DISJUNCTIVE CHILDHOODS: CHILDREN’S AGENCY IN CULTURAL REPRODUCTION ORGANIZED BY THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF CHILDREN AND CHILDHOOD INTEREST GROUP (Reviewed by Society for Psychological Anthropology) Union Square 10
Organizer/Chair: Heather Rae-Espinoza (California State University, Long Beach)
8:00 AM Jill R Brown (Creighton University) WHEN THE BOND IS CHIPPED”: OWAMBO WOMEN’S MEMORIES OF CHILD FOSTERAGE
8:15 AM Heather Rae-Espinoza (California State University, Long Beach) PICKING TEAMS AND CASTING ROLES IN PLAZA SESAMO: SELECTIVE PLAY AS AGENTIVE NEGOTIATION
8:30 AM Lubna N Chaudhry (chaudhry@binghamton.edu) and Watson-Gegeo, Karen A (U of California, Davis) TRANS-CHILD: ON NEGOTIATING GENDERED IDENTITY ACROSS DISPARATE CONTEXTS
8:45 AM Tyler Bickford CHILDREN’S MEDIA CONSUMPTION AND INSTITUTIONAL IDENTITIES AT A NEW ENGLAND PRIMARY SCHOOL
9:00 AM Anna R Beresin (University of the Arts) NIKE AND THE BIG FAT STICK: NEGOTIATING CULTURE THROUGH PLAY
9:15 AM Paula Levin (UC San Diego)
9:30 AM Discussion
9:45 AM End of Session
4-012

**EASTERN EUROPE IN A GLOBAL AGE** (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) *Taylor A*
Chair: Lisa Pope Fischer (UCLA)

8:00 AM
Introduction

8:15 AM
*Lisa Pope Fischer* (UCLA) SHARING CHORES, SHARING STORIES, AND EMPOWERING IDENTITY: THE COLLABORATIVE WORK OF AN ANTHROPOLOGIST AND SENIOR WOMEN IN POST-SOCIALIST HUNGARY

8:30 AM
*Tatiana Tchoudakov* "FIRST KNOW THYSELF:” THE DISCIPLINARY CONSTRUCTION OF LOCALITY STUDIES IN THE SOVIET 1920S

8:45 AM
Break

9:00 AM
*Kathleen Young* (Western Washington U) RELATIONS FORGED BY WAR, RELIGIOUS, AND ETHNO-NATIONAL IDENTITY AMONG DIASPORIC CROATIANS, BOSNIANS, AND SERBS.

9:15 AM
*Tina Palivos* (Yale) VEVAIOS—CYCLES OF UNCERTAINTY AMONG SUB-SAHARAN AFRICAN MIGRANTS IN ATHENS, GREECE. A STUDY OF IMMIGRATION, RACE AND GOVERNMENTALITY

9:30 AM
Discussion

9:45 AM
End of Session

4-013

**EMERGENT MODES OF PARTICIPATIVE ACTION IN TECHNOSCIENTIFIC CONTEXTS**
(Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) *Taylor A*
Organizer/Chair: Carlo Caduff (UC Berkeley)

8:00 AM
*Arpita Roy* PHYSICS AND THE META-PHYSICS OF ENGAGEMENT

8:15 AM
Anthony Stavrianakis THE ETHICS OF ORGANIZATION: THOUGHTS ON COLLABORATION AS A METHODOLOGICAL, ETHICAL AND EPISTEMOLOGICAL PROBLEM

8:30 AM
*Benjamin H Hickler* (UCSF and Berkeley) POLITICS OF PARTICIPATORY EFFORTS TO CONTROL HIGHLY PATHOGENIC AVIAN INFLUENZA IN CAMBODIA AND LAO PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC

8:45 AM
*Carlo Caduff* (UC Berkeley) PRESUMPTIONS OF PARTICIPATION: PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT AND THE LEGACIES OF THE PAST

9:00 AM
*Celia Lowe* (U. of Washington)

9:15 AM
Discussion

9:45 AM
End of Session

4-014

**ENGAGING THE HOKEY POKEY: NEW DIRECTIONS, EMERGING THEORIES, METHODS AND PEDAGOGIES IN UNDERSTANDING SCHOOLS AND THEIR COMMUNITIES THROUGH ETHNOGRAPHY AND ETHNOGRAPHIC PRACTICES AND PRAXIS** (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) *Powell A*
Organizer(s): Janet I Hecsh (California State U, Sacramento) and Mariela Nunez-Janes (U of North Texas)
Chair: Janet I Hecsh (California State U, Sacramento)

8:00 AM
*Chiara M Cannela* (University of Arizona) ACTION RESEARCH ON (PARTICIPATORY) ACTION RESEARCH: ENACTING AND ADJUSTING PAR AS PEDAGOGY IN AN INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT

8:15 AM
*Mariela Nunez-Janes* (U of North Texas) DIGITAL STORYTELLING AS PRAXIS: ENGAGING YOUTH USING STORYTELLING AND MEDIA TECHNOLOGY

8:30 AM
*Char Ullman* (University of Texas at El Paso) THESE AMERICAN LIVES: EXPLORING RADIO RECEPTION AND THE RISKS OF EMPATHY IN THE EDUCATION OF PRE-SERVICE TEACHERS

8:45 AM
*Kathryn N Hayes* CHANGING THE LENS: UNDERSTANDING NEW PERSPECTIVES AMONG PRE-SERVICE TEACHERS ENGAGED IN THE PRACTICE OF ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH

9:00 AM
*Porfirio M Loëza* (CSU Sacramento) TEACHING AND LEARNING AN ENDANGERED LANGUAGE: TEACHER IDENTITY, MULTICULTURALISM AND PEDAGOGY
4·015 9:15 AM  JACQUE ENSIGN (Evergreen State College) COMMUNITIES OF INQUIRY IN TEACHER EDUCATION: THE ROLE OR NON-ROLE OF AN EXPERT
9:30 AM  JULIO CAMMAROTA
9:45 AM  End of Session

4-015
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION, BIODIVERSITY, AND CONTESTED SPACES (Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Section) Union Square 15
Chair: Rodrigo G Guimaraes (CIIS)
8:00 AM  RODRIGO G GUIMARAES (CIIS) and GUIMARAES, Eveline (São Paulo State University) BRAZILIAN DISCUSSIONS ON CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: A CRITICAL REVIEW AND PRACTICAL APPLICATION.
8:15 AM  REBECCA ELLIS (Lancaster University) THE BARCODING OF LIFE INITIATIVE: SOCIAL AND NATURAL SCIENTISTS RETHINK BIOLOGICAL VALUE FOR TAXONOMY AND NATURE
8:30 AM  CASSIE M HAYS (Yale Dept of Sociology) SAFARI CIRCUITS: AUTOMOBILITY ON TOUR IN TANZANIA
8:45 AM  ANALIA VILLAGRA (CUNY - GC) FURRY FRIENDS AND FUZZY FOODS: REFLECTIONS ON FOOD CATEGORIES AND ANIMAL KINSHIP
9:00 AM  Discussion
9:45 AM  End of Session

4-016
ETHNO-CONNECTIONS OF FOOD, NUTRITION, HEALTH, AND POLICY (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition) Yosemite A
Organizer/Chair: Valerie E Foster (PhD Candidate)
8:00 AM  VALERIE E FOSTER (PhD Candidate) INTEGRATING ETHNO-CONNECTIONS BETWEEN HIV/AIDS AND BANANA PLANTS IN BAHAYA AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY FOR MORE EFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT POLICIES
8:15 AM  MARIAELISA GRAFF (East Carolina University) A QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF FOOD BELIEFS DURING PREGNANCY AND LACTATION IN LADINO RURAL GUATEMALAN WOMEN
8:30 AM  TY S MATEJOWSKY (University of Central Florida) FAST FOOD CONSUMPTION, “GLOBESITY” AND NUTRITIONAL PERCEPTIONS IN THE CONTEMPORARY PHILIPPINES
8:45 AM  ELAINE G GERBER (Montclair State University) A DISABILITY STUDIES PERSPECTIVE ON FOOD STUDIES
9:00 AM  JOYLIN NAMIE (Utah Valley State College) THE “GOOD”, THE “BAD”, AND THE UGLY: NUTRITIONISM AND FOOD CHOICE AMONG A DIVERSE POPULATION
9:15 AM  LESLIE E CARLIN (Brighton and Sussex Medical School), GUY, E.S (U of Brighton), HENWOOD, F (U of Brighton), MARSHALL, A.M. (U of Brighton), SMITH, H.E. (Brighton & Sussex Med School) and WALKER, M (SCIP) WEIGHT, WILLPOWER, AND THE WEB: ATTITUDES TOWARD INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) AND SELF-CARE FOR WEIGHT MANAGEMENT IN AN ENGLISH COMMUNITY
9:30 AM  Discussion
9:45 AM  End of Session
GEOGRAPHIES OF HEALTH AND AFFLICTION (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Union Square 23 & 24
Organizer(s): Barbara L Ley (U Wisconsin-Milwaukee) and Erin Koch (University of Kentucky)
Chair: Barbara L Ley (U Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

8:00 AM HANSPEKER C.W. REILING (Freie University Berlin) TANGIBLE MOVEMENTS: SPATIALIZING THE SEXUAL IN A VIRALLY DIVIDED CITY
8:15 AM SARAH RASKIN (University of Arizona) and RATTRAY, Nicholas A (University of Arizona) "NOBODY WANTS TO SAY, 'ARE YOU REALLY BLIND?'": UNIVERSAL DESIGN, SEMIOTIC IDEOLOGIES, AND THE MAKING OF DIS/ABILITIES ON THE UA CAMPUS
8:30 AM BARBARA L LEY (U Wisconsin-Milwaukee) CONSTRUCTING SAFE SPACE: THE SOCIAL AND TECHNICAL CULTURES OF ONLINE PREGNANCY AND MOTHERING GROUPS
8:45 AM SIMON W ROBERTS (Intel Corporation) and MCLEAN, Athena (Central Michigan U) ENVIRONMENTAL PRESS OF “EMPTY” SPACE AND VISIBILITY OF THE NULL AMONG OLDER PERSONS: CONSEQUENCES FOR HEALTH AND WELL-BEING

9:00 AM LISA K VANDERLINDEN (Texas Christian University) TOXIC GEOGRAPHIES: PUTTING 9/11 ILLNESS ON THE MAP
9:15 AM ERIN KOCH (University of Kentucky)
9:30 AM Discussion
9:45 AM End of Session

GIVING MORE THAN WE TAKE: RECIPROCITY IN THE RESEARCH PROCESS (Reviewed by National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Yosemite C
Organizer: Neely A Myers (University of Chicago)
Chair: Elizabeth H Nickrenz (University of Chicago)

8:00 AM WENDE E MARSHALL (University of Virginia) GIVING MORE THAN WE TAKE: RECIPROCITY IN THE RESEARCH PROCESS
8:15 AM KIMBERA L SMITH (Univ of Colorado) MAKING ANTHROPOLOGY RELEVANT: BRIDGING THE THEORY/PRACTICE DIVIDE
8:30 AM DAVID B PACIFICO ARCHAEOLOGY IS MORE THAN STONES AND BONES: GIVING BACK TO COMMUNITIES NEAR ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES IN PERU
8:45 AM NEELY A MYERS (University of Chicago) HERE I AM, STUCK IN THE MIDDLE WITH YOU: DEALING WITH DILEMMAS IN COLLABORATIVE ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH

9:00 AM TIANTIAN ZHENG (SUNY Cortland) APPLYING ANTHROPOLOGY TO THE CAUSE OF SOLVING SOCIAL ISSUES
9:15 AM SUZANNE E WINT (University of Chicago) GIVING BACK: PARTICIPATING IN THE CREATION OF “SUSTAINABLE” RESEARCH AND PERFORMANCE CENTERS IN KAMPALA, UGANDA
9:30 AM ANGELA C STUESSE (University of California Los Angeles)
9:45 AM End of Session

LANGUAGE, GESTURE AND COMMUNITY; ENGAGING WITH THEORIES OF LANGUAGE EVOLUTION (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Golden Gate 4
Organizer(s): Leila Monaghan (Indiana) and Richard J Senghas (Sonoma State University)
Chair: Angela M. Nonaka (University of Texas, Austin)

8:00 AM Introduction
8:15 AM LEILA MONAGHAN (Indiana) KID TALK: PHONOLOGY AND THE EFFECTS OF VARIED SOCIALIZATION PRACTICES
8:30 AM DAVID W SAMUELS (U Massachusetts - Amherst) OF THE SINGING AND THE SUPPER: WHAT DOES MUSIC TELL US ABOUT LANGUAGE EVOLUTION?
8:45 AM JENNY L SINGLETON THE SOCIALIZATION OF VISUAL ENGAGEMENT AND VISUAL LANGUAGE: DO INDIGENOUS CULTURAL PRACTICES CREATE A DEVELOPMENTAL NICHE FOR DEAF CHILDREN?
9:00 AM  ANGELA M. NONAKA (University of Texas, Austin) LANGUAGE USE AND INTERACTION: (R)EVOLUTIONARY ASPECTS OF BAN KHOR SIGN LANGUAGE

9:15 AM  KAREN NAKAMURA (Yale University) JSL, JS, OR NS: SIGN LANGUAGE POLITICS AND LANGUAGE IDEOLOGIES IN JAPAN

9:30 AM  JULIE GROS-LOUIS (Indiana University) PRAGMATICS AND LANGUAGE ORIGINS: ONTOGENY AND EVOLUTION

9:45 AM  End of Session

4-021  LANGUAGING IN THE MEDIA: REPRESENTATIONS, ENGAGEMENT AND IDEOLOGIES
(Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Union Square 6
Organizer: Alexandra M Jaffe (Cal State Long Beach)
Chair: Tommaso M Milani (University of Leeds)

8:00 AM  TOMMASO M MILANI (University of Leeds) 'LANGUAGING' THE NEWS: THE DISCURSIVE CONSTRUCTION OF NEWS VALUES ABOUT LANGUAGE-RELATED ISSUES

8:15 AM  BARBARA JOHNSTONE (Carnegie Mellon University) INTERACTIVITY AND EXPERTISE IN MEDIA REPRESENTATIONS OF DIALECT

8:30 AM  DEBRA SPITULNIK (Emory University)

8:45 AM  EMILY McEWAN-FUJITA (U Pittsburgh) "£400 PER HEAD PER YEAR FOR EVERYONE IN SCOTLAND WHO ACTUALLY SPEAKS GAELIC": CONSTRUCTING A NEOLIBERAL PUBLIC AGAINST MINORITY LANGUAGE REVITALIZATION

9:00 AM  ALEXANDRA M JAFFE (Cal State Long Beach) LINGUISTIC DIVERSITY IN THE MEDIA: AUTHORITY, AUTHENTICITY, MEDIATIZATION AND MEDIATION

9:15 AM  MONICA HELLER (University of Toronto)

9:30 AM  Discussion

9:45 AM  End of Session

4-022  MEDIA OF IMAGINATION: IMAGE AND POSSIBILITY IN THE WORK OF MODERN MEDIA
(Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Continental Parlor 3
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Heiko Henkel (Copenhagen University) and Anand Pandian (Johns Hopkins University)

8:00 AM  PURNIMA MANKEKAR (UCLA) IMAGINATION AT WORK: MEDIA, AFFECTIVE LABOR, AND INFORMATION

8:15 AM  ZEYNEP D GURSEL (UC Berkeley) SEEING BODY POLITICS: PHOTOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATIONS AND THE MODERN WORLD PICTURE

8:30 AM  ANAND PANDIAN (Johns Hopkins University) IMAGINING ELSEWHERE: IMAGE AND DISPLACEMENT IN SOUTH INDIAN CINEMA

8:45 AM  HEIKO HENKEL (Copenhagen University) DANISHNESS AND ISLAM: FORMS OF MEDIATION AND IMMEDIACY IN CONTEMPORARY DENMARK

9:00 AM  CHARLES K HIRSCHKIND (U of Calif - Berkeley)

9:15 AM  ARJUN APPADURAI (The New School)

9:30 AM  Discussion

9:45 AM  End of Session
4-023

MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY AND SYSTEMS-CHALLENGING PRAXIS IN CONTEMPORARY NORTH AMERICAN OBSTETRICS (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology)

Continental Parlor B

Organizer/Chair: Melissa J Cheyney (Oregon State University)

8:00 AM MELISSA J CHEYNEY (Oregon State University) HOMEBIRTH AS SYSTEMS-CHALLENGING PRAXIS: NARRATIVES OF RESISTANCE

8:15 AM DANA WALRATH (University of Vermont) GENDER, GENES, AND THE EVOLUTION OF BIRTH

8:30 AM CLAIRE L WENDLAND (University of Wisconsin) FIRST-WORLD EVIDENCE, THIRD-WORLD BODIES: CHALLENGING CESAREAN DOGMA

8:45 AM PAUL QUALTRE-BURCHER (University of Oregon) 17 ALPHA-HYDOXYPROGESTERONE, KUHNIAN REVOLUTIONS AND SYSTEMS-CHALLENGING PRAXIS: THE CASE OF PRETERM LABOR THERAPEUTICS

9:00 AM BETTY-ANNE DAVIS (Perinatal Epidemiology Consultant) DISTURBING TRENDS IN EVIDENCE-BASED OBSTETRICS: CAN THE BREECH ISSUE BE TURNED AROUND

9:15 AM ROBBIE E DAVIS-FLOYD (U Texas Austin)

9:30 AM HANS A BAER

9:45 AM End of Session

4-024

RAPPAPORT STUDENT PRIZE (Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Section) Sutter B

Organizer: Nora M Haenn (North Carolina State University)

Chair: Katja Neves (Concordia University - Montreal)

8:00 AM GUNTRA A AISTARS (University of Michigan) SEEDS OF KIN, KIN OF SEEDS: PRODUCTION OF ORGANIC SEEDS AND SOCIAL NETWORKS IN LATVIA AND COSTA RICA

8:15 AM EIAL DUJOVNY THE DEEPEST CUT: POLITICAL ECOLOGY AND MARGINALIZATION IN THE DREDGING OF A NEW SEA MOUTH IN CHILIKLA LAKE, ORISSA, INDIA

8:30 AM CINDY J ISENHOUR (University of Kentucky) SUSTAINABLE CONSUMERISM IN SWEDEN: ECOLOGICAL RISK PERCEPTION AND RESPONSE IN THE AGE OF HIGH CONSUMPTION

8:45 AM YU WANG (Duke University) PUSHING GRAIN FOR WATER: THE SUSTAINABILITY CHALLENGES TO HANI HIGHLANDERS' AGRO-ECOSYSTEM IN SOUTHWEST CHINA

9:00 AM TROY M WILSON (Washington State University) ALONGSIDE THE GRAIN: SMALL-SCALE FARMING STRATEGIES AND COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS IN THE PALOUSE AGRO-INDUSTRIAL REGION

9:15 AM JERRY JACKA (North Carolina State Univ)

9:30 AM JULIE L VELASQUEZ RUNK (University of Georgia)

9:45 AM End of Session

4-025

REBUILDING SOCIAL CAPITAL AMONG VULNERABLE POPULATIONS (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Union Square 14

Chair: Cheryl S Ajiriotutu (UW - Milwaukee) and JACKSON, Joyce Marie (Louisiana State University) ANTHROPOLOGY IN ACTION: URBAN ETHNOGRAPHY AND SERVICE LEARNING IN NEW ORLEANS' LOWER 9TH WARD

8:00 AM CHERYL S AJIROTUTU (UW - Milwaukee)

8:15 AM BETH BRUINSMA CHANG (UT Austin) "A DISASTER AFTER DISASTER": SOCIAL NETWORKS AND LONG-TERM DISPLACEMENT OF HURRICANE SURVIVORS

8:30 AM THOMAS LYONS (University of Illinois-Chicago) BREAKING THE CYCLE: POST-TRAUMATIC STRESS AND REBUILDING SOCIAL CAPITAL AMONG RETURNING PRISONERS

8:45 AM KIRK DOMBROWSKI (John Jay and CUNY Grad Center) and CURTIS, Ric RESPONSIVE DRIVEN SAMPLING AND SOCIAL NETWORK TOPOLOGIES AMONG HARD TO REACH POPULATIONS

9:00 AM Discussion

9:45 AM End of Session
4-026 RECONFIGURING FAMILY AND SOCIAL NETWORKS IN EUROPE (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Union Square 11
Chair: Caterina F Anderson (Maxwell School of Syracuse U.)
8:00 AM INNA LEVKIN (Brown University) “DON’T SWEAR OFF OF BEGGARY AND JAIL”: PRIVATIZATION, REGIONAL POLICIES AND THE ECONOMY OF FAVORS IN PUTIN’S RUSSIA
8:15 AM VENETIA KANTSA (UNIVERSITY OF AEGEAN) “I WILL PROTECT ANYONE UNDER MY ROOF”: STATE POLICIES, HOUSEHOLD POLITICS AND NON-HETEROSEXUAL REPRODUCTION IN GREECE
8:30 AM LAURA AM VARES (Brown University) THE CONSTITUTION OF FAMILY IN A TRANSNATIONAL SETTING
8:45 AM CATERINA F ANDERSON (Maxwell School of Syracuse U.) THE NEW POLITICS OF INFANT ABANDONMENT IN ITALY
9:00 AM CHRISTINE SUCK (University of Western Ontario) WHAT IS MISSING IN THIS PICTURE?: FAMILY POLICY AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN POSTSOCIALIST EAST GERMANY
9:15 AM ANDREA C MAZZARINO URBAN RUSSIAN BUSINESSWOMEN AND CORPORATE “SELF DEVELOPMENT” PROGRAMS AS SITES FOR DEVELOPING SOCIAL CONNECTIONS
9:30 AM Discussion
9:45 AM End of Session

4-027 RE-READING ETHNOGRAPHIES OF JAPAN AND KOREA (Reviewed by Society for East Asian Anthropology) Union Square 12
Organizer(s): Amy B Borovoy (Princeton U) and Robert M Oppenheim (University of Texas/Austin)
Chair: William W Kelly (Yale University)
8:00 AM Introduction
8:15 AM ROBERT M OPPENHEIM (University of Texas/Austin) THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF “SOVIEITIZATION”: KOREAN WAR ETHNOGRAPHY AND THE LEGACIES OF INSTITUTIONALISM
8:30 AM WILLIAM W KELLY (Yale University) ETHNOGRAPHY OF THE EMERGENT: REVISITING EZRA VOGEL’S JAPAN’S NEW MIDDLE CLASS (1963)
8:45 AM AMY B BOROVOVY (Princeton U) CULTURE AND CAPITALISM IN THOMAS P. ROHLEN’S _FOR HARMONY AND STRENGTH_
9:00 AM THOMAS P ROHLEN
9:15 AM ALLISON ALEXY (Yale U)
9:30 AM NANCY A ABELMANN (U of Illinois)
9:45 AM End of Session

4-029 TECHNOLOGY, MASCULINITY, AND MODERNITY IN CONTEMPORARY JAPAN (Reviewed by Society for East Asian Anthropology) Union Square 17
Organizer/Chair: Hirofumi Katsuno (University of Hawaii, Manoa)
8:00 AM Introduction
8:15 AM SATSUKI TAKAHASHI (Rutgers University-New Brunswick) CHANGES IN RYOSHIKONJO: FISHERMEN’S MASCULINITY AND TECHNOLOGY
8:30 AM PAUL S HANSEN (University of London (SOAS)) HANDS OFF EXPERIENCE: MASCULINITY, DESKILLING AND VIOLENCE ON HOKKAIDO DIARY FARMS.
8:45 AM HIROFUMI KATSUNO (University of Hawaii, Manoa) ROMANTICIZING TECHNOLOGY: POWER AND PLEASURE IN ROBOT-BUILDING IN CONTEMPORARY JAPAN
9:00 AM FUMITAKA WAKAMATSU SECURING “NATIONAL” FOOD AND SCIENCE: EXAMINING JAPAN’S SCIENCE ON WHALES
9:15 AM JAMES E ROBERSON (Tokyo Jogakkan College)
9:30 AM Discussion
9:45 AM End of Session
4·030  THE 60TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE UDHR: ANTHROPOLOGY, POLITICS, HISTORY.  (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division)  Golden Gate 5
Organizer/Chair: Edgar Krebs (Smithsonian Inst)
8:00 AM  ANTHONY PAGDEN (UCLA) ON THE MODERN CONCEPT OF RACE
8:15 AM  EDGAR KREBS (Smithsonian Inst)  "THE BLACK BRUTE IS LURKING IN THE DARK..." LEARNED IMAGES OF AFRICAN AMERICANS AND SCHOLARLY DISCUSSIONS OF RACE, FROM 1901 TO THE UNESCO STATEMENTS.
8:45 AM  CAROL ANDERSON (University of Missouri) FROM THE WHITE MAN'S BURDEN TO THE SUPREMACY OF EQUALITY: THE NAACP'S ALLIANCE WITH THE REVEREND MICHAEL SCOTT FOR SOUTH WEST AFRICA'S LIBERATION, 1946-1951.
9:00 AM  ALAN CAMPBELL (Independent Scholar) THE UNESCO COURIER, RACE AND ANTHROPOLOGY
9:15 AM  HARALD E PRINS (Kansas State)
9:30 AM  HENRIKA KUKLICK (U of Pennsylvania)  End of Session
9:45 AM  End of Session

4·031  THE MORALITY OF WORK: PARENTING IDEOLOGIES AND PRACTICES IN THE EVERYDAY LIVES OF DUAL-EARNER FAMILIES  (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Work)  Union Square 25
Organizer: Wendy L Klein (UCLA)
Chair: Tamar Kremer-Sadlik (UCLA)
8:00 AM  ELISA PIGERON (UCLA) INVOKEWORKPLACE IDEOLOGIES TO MORALIZE CHILDREN’S MEDIA USE
8:15 AM  LEAH WINGARD (San Francisco State University) PARENTS’ MORAL CONSTRUCTIONS OF HOMEWORK AS WORK TASK
8:30 AM  RACHEL GEORGE PARENTING AND THE WORK OF CIVIC ENGAGEMENT IN DUAL-EARNER FAMILIES
8:45 AM  WENDY L KLEIN (UCLA) HOUSEHOLD WORK AS A MORAL ACTIVITY: CHILDREN’S SOCIALIZATION INTO WORK IN DUAL-EARNER FAMILIES
9:00 AM  TAMAR KREMER-SADLIK (UCLA) BEING MORAL PARENTS: WHEN WORK INFRINGES ON FAMILY LIFE
9:15 AM  Discussion
9:45 AM  End of Session

4·032  THE POLITICS OF DIFFERENCE IN THE POSTSOCIALIST PRESENT  (Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology)  Union Square 21
Organizer(s): Dace A Dzenovska (UC Berkeley) and Hadley Z Renkin (Albion College)
Chair: Hadley Z Renkin (Albion College)
8:00 AM  KAROLINA SZMAGALSKA (University of Pennsylvania) WHAT IS AN ECONOMIC MIGRANT? EUROPE’S NEW BORDERS AND THE POLITICS OF CLASSIFICATION.
8:15 AM  DACE A DZENOVSKA (UC Berkeley) LOSING RACIAL INNOCENCE: DIFFERENCE AND THE MAKING OF RACIST SUBJECTS IN LATVIA
8:30 AM  JUSTINE B QUIJADA (University of Chicago) WHOSE BAIKAL? UFO-LOGISTS, SHAMANS AND THE POSTSOCIALIST POLITICS OF DIFFERENCE
8:45 AM  DATA DEA BARATA (University of Northern British Columbia) SACRED AND SECULAR DIFFERENCE IN POSTSOCIALIST ETHIOPIA
9:00 AM  HADLEY Z RENKIN (Albion College) QUEERING THE DIFFERENCE ENGINE: CONTESTING DISCOURSES OF SEXUAL DIFFERENCE IN HUNGARY
9:15 AM  BRUCE GRANT (New York University)
9:30 AM  Discussion
9:45 AM  End of Session
4-033
THE VISUAL PRODUCTION OF PAST AND PRESENT IDENTITIES IN THE AMERICAS
(Reviewed by Society for Visual Anthropology) Powell B
Chair: Thomas Gregor (Vanderbilt U)
8:00 AM Thomas Gregor (Vanderbilt U) THE EVOLUTION OF MEHINAKU ART
8:15 AM Ryan B Anderson (San Diego State University) PHOTOGRAPHIC PASTS/PHOTOGRAPHIC FUTURES: RETELLING THE PAST AND CONSTRUCTING THE FUTURE THROUGH PHOTOGRAPHS IN SANTA MARIA ATZOMPA
8:30 AM Susan Falls (Savannah College of Art and Design) THE MEANING OF SIGNS: OUTSIDER ART VS. CULTURAL HERITAGE
8:45 AM Alicia J. M. Colson (MacKenzie Ward Foundation) UNDERSTANDING THE RED IMAGES OF THE CANADIAN SHIELD: VISUAL BIOGRAPHIES AND COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH.
9:00 AM Trudi L Smith (University of Victoria) SHARED ETHNOGRAPHIC SPACE: ART, ETHNOGRAPHY AND THE RE-ENACTMENT OF PHOTOGRAPHIC MOMENTS IN A CANADIAN NATIONAL PARK
9:15 AM Junaid A Rana LOOK OF TERROR/RACIAL FEELINGS: ETHNOGRAPHIC CINEMA IN THE GLOBAL WAR ON TERROR
9:30 AM Discussion
9:45 AM End of Session

4-034
THEORY, RELEVANCE, METHODS, AND THE FUTURE OF COGNITIVE ANTHROPOLOGY II
(Reviewed by Society for Anthropological Sciences) Continental Parlor 7
Organizer/Chair: Ken Jacobson (Boston University)
8:00 AM Richard H Wallace (CSU, Stanislaus) TAPPING KNOWLEDGE IN AMAZÔNIA: ECONOMIC CHANGE AND INTRA-CULTURAL VARIATION IN CULTURAL KNOWLEDGE AMONG RUBBER TAPPERS IN THE WESTERN BRAZILIAN AMAZON
8:15 AM Robert L Moore (Rollins College) LANGUAGE WITH ATTITUDE: SLANG, AFFECT AND COGNITION
8:30 AM Ichiro Numazaki (Tohoku University) CULTURAL MODELS OF SPOUSAL ABUSE: AN EXAMINATION OF CASES FROM NON-WESTERN SOCIETIES
8:45 AM Ken Jacobson (Boston University) CULTURAL ROBOT OR AWARE SELF: TOWARDS DEVELOPING A MODEL OF BRAIN, BEHAVIOR, AND CULTURE
9:00 AM Stephen C Levinson (MPI for Psycholinguistics) SEMPLATES – IMPLICIT CONCEPTUAL TEMPLATES IN LANGUAGE – AND THEIR ORIGIN
9:15 AM Benjamin G Blount RETHINKING CULTURAL MODELS
9:30 AM Tracy Van Holt and Cronkleton, Peter J THE INFLUENCE OF THE EXPERT EFFECT ON CULTURAL CONSENSUS MODELS IN A HUNTING VILLAGE IN BOLIVIA.
9:45 AM End of Session

4-035
TO WALK THE TALK: POLICY AS 'APPROPRIATION' AND 'LIVED EXPERIENCE'
(Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Continental Parlor 5
Organizer(s): Teresa Kuan (University of Southern California) and Lone Groen Chair: Cheryl Mattingly (USC)
8:00 AM Lotte L Meinert POLITICAL ASPIRATIONS AND FAMILY HOPES: THE CRITICAL EVENT OF UNIVERSAL PRIMARY EDUCATION IN UGANDA.
8:15 AM Teresa Kuan (University of Southern California) THE PROBLEM OF INFRASTRUCTURE IN POLICY AND PERSONAL EXPERIENCE
8:30 AM Lone Groen THE COMPLEX SOCIALITY OF SELF-CARE
8:45 AM Anne L Dalsgaard (Aarhus University) COPING WITH FRustrATION: IDEALIZED MOTHERHOOD AND STERILIZATION IN URBAN NORTHEAST BRAZIL.
9:00 AM Cheryl Mattingly (USC)
9:15 AM Break
9:30 AM Discussion
9:45 AM End of Session
4-036  WAR, DEBT & CHARITY (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Lombard
Chair: Christopher E Garces (Princeton University)
8:00 AM  CONERLY C CASEY (University of Chicago) SYMPATHY OR VIOLENCE?: THE WAR IN IRAQ FROM NIGERIAN AND KUWAITI PERSPECTIVES
8:15 AM  MISHRA PANDYA (University of Chicago) INVERTING SURVEILLANCE: CHARTING THE UNSEEN PRODUCTION OF AMERICAN POWER
8:30 AM  JENNIFER HSIEH (Columbia University) UNPREDICTABILITY AFTER 9/11: THE SITE OF THE BODY AND THE REACHES OF THE STATE
8:45 AM  EVAN KILLICK (LSE) GOOD DEBT AND BAD CREDIT: A CROSS-CULTURAL CONSIDERATION OF DEBT
9:00 AM  CHRISTOPHER E GARCES (Princeton University) WHAT POLITICAL SATIRE KNOWS ABOUT REPUBLICS OF CHARITY
9:15 AM  Discussion
9:45 AM  End of Session

4-036A Invited Session: THE CULTURES OF CHRISTIAN CONVERSION (MELANESIAN INTEREST GROUP) (AAA Executive Program Committee) Continental Parlor 4
Organizer/Chair: John Barker (U of British Columbia)
8:00 AM  FREDERIC B LAUGRAND FROM FIDJI TO NUNAVUT: CONVERSION AND HEALING THE LAND IN INUIT PENTECOSTAL AND EVANGELICAL MOVEMENTS
8:15 AM  JOHN BARKER (U of British Columbia) MODELING CHRISTIAN CONVERSION IN MELANESIA
8:30 AM  ROBERT L WELSH (Dartmouth College) IS IT CONVERSION?: RELIGIOUS TENSIONS AFTER THE AITAPE TSUNAMI OF 1998
8:45 AM  LAURIE L ZADNIK (University of Toronto) MAINTAINING BELIEFS AND VALUES, CHANGING LIVES: STORIES OF BECOMING MORMON IN MADANG, PAPUA NEW GUINEA
9:00 AM  COURTNEY J HANDMAN (University of Chicago) DENOMINATIONAL CONVERSION IN CHRISTIAN HISTORIES: CONTINUITIES AND GAPS IN SERIAL CONVERSION AMONG THE GUHU-SAMANE, PAPUA NEW GUINEA
9:15 AM  SANDRA WIDMER (York University) POLITICIZING SUBJECTS, CONTESTING THERAPIES: CHRISTIAN CONVERSION AND THE STRUGGLE FOR HEALTH, SOULS AND MEANING IN VANUATU
9:30 AM  KUN-HUI KU CONTINUITY OR DISCONTINUITY: RELIGIOUS PROCESSES EMBEDDED IN CHRISTIAN CONVERSION MOVEMENTS AMONG AUSTRONESIAN PAIWAN IN TAIWAN
9:45 AM  YANNICK FER (GSRL (CNRS-EPHE)) CULTURE AS AN INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM? THE AMBIGUITIES OF CULTURAL "NEW BIRTH" IN CHARISMATIC PROTESTANTISM IN POLYNESIA
10:00 AM  APARECIDA MARIA VILACA (Museu Nacional/UFRJ) THE BIBLE AS READ BY THE WARI' (RONDÔNIA, BRAZIL)
10:15 AM  ANDREW ORTA (U of Illinois Urbana Champaign) VULGAR CITIZENSHIP: CONVERSION, LOCAL CHRISTIANITY AND THE REPERTOIRES OF NEOLIBERALISM
10:30 AM  ARISTOTELES BARCELOS NETO (University of East Anglia) TOUCHING GOD IN THE PERUVIAN ANDES: SENSES, IMAGES AND THE CONFLICTS OVER RE-CONVERSION
10:45 AM  DAN JORGENSEN (Western Ontario)
11:00 AM  RITA S KIPP (Marietta College)
11:45 AM  End of Session
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td><strong>ARCHAEOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENT WITH IDENTITY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: Chelsea Blackmore (Univ. of California, Riverside)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00-8:15</td>
<td><strong>JOHN M CHENOWETH</strong> (University of California, Berkeley) RELIGION AND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RECENT APPROACHES TO THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF SOCIAL IDENTITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td><strong>C BROUGHTON ANDERSON</strong> (University of Massachusetts) NOU, WHIT IS IT YE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DAE AGAIN? (NOW, WHAT IS IT YOU DO AGAIN?) AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARCHAEOLOGIST PREPARES TO ANSWER A TOUGH QUESTION.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td><strong>BEN M. SHIELDS</strong> NEGOTIATIONS IN THE PAST, FOR PAST'S SAKE: ACTOR-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NETWORK THEORY FOR WHY WE DO ARCHAEOLOGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td><strong>HILARY A SODERLUND</strong> (Boalt Hall, Berkeley) INDIGENITY AND THE ROLE OF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LEGALITY WITHIN THE DOMAIN OF ARCHAEOLOGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td><strong>CHELSEA BLACKMORE</strong> (Univ. of California, Riverside) &quot;QUERYING&quot; ANCIENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAYA ARCHAEOLOGY: THE APPLICATION OF CRITICAL SOCIAL THEORY TO CLASS AND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IDENTITY FORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td><strong>JOHN GUST</strong> (UC Riverside) THE PAST AS A CONSTRUCT OF A POLITICAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PRESENT: AN EXAMPLE FROM MY EXPERIENCES AT FORT CARSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30-9:45</td>
<td><strong>LIZA A GIANTO</strong> TRADE, CONTACT, AND CHANGE ON THE GAMBIA RIVER FROM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THE 16TH TO THE 19TH CENTURY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td><strong>JUSTIN M JENNINGS</strong> (Royal Ontario Museum) ANCIENT GLOBALIZATION?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td><strong>LISA OVERHOLTZER</strong> (Northwestern University) MEN AND WOMEN IN THE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOUSEHOLD IN POSTCLASSIC CENTRAL MEXICO: INSIGHT FROM CERAMIC FIGURINES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AT XALTOCAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td><strong>OLIVIA C NAVARRO FARR</strong> (Southern Methodist University) and ALSTATT,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kristoffer E (Southern Methodist Univ) EMBODYING SACRED IDENTITY:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND ETHNOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES ON THE RITUAL MANIPULATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OF THE HUMAN HEAD AMONG ANCIENT AND MODERN MAYA PEOPLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td><strong>CHRISTINE A HASTORF</strong> (University of California-Berke) THE COMMUNAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SENSIBILITIES OF EARLY SETTLED LIFE: WORK FROM THE BOLIVIAN ALTIPLANO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td><strong>MICHAEL G CALLAGHAN</strong> (Vanderbilt University) INALIENABLE POSSESSIONS AND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>POTTERY OF THE TERMINAL PRECLASSIC HOLMUL REGION, GUATEMALA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td><strong>JASON L KING</strong> (University of New Mexico) ANCESTOR IDEOLOGY: CREATING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RELATEDNESS VIA MORTUARY RITUAL IN WOODLAND PERIOD ILLINOIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4-038**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td><strong>CIVILIZING CHILDREN: THE LAST PRIMITIVES?</strong> (Reviewed by American</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethnological Society)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organizer: Sally D. Anderson (Aarhus University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td><strong>NOEL E DICK</strong> (Simon Fraser) CIVILIZING PLAY: THE PREMISES AND PRACTICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OF TUTELAGE IN CHILDREN'S SPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td><strong>USHIO MIURA</strong> (University of Wisconsin-Madison) TESTING FOR &quot;MAN&quot;-NESS:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EDUCATIONAL TESTING AND CIVILIZING MISSIONS IN POST-SLAVERY JAMAICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td><strong>EVA GULLMOEV</strong> (Aarhus University) LEARNING TO BE SOCIAL - A STUDY OF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOCIALISING PRACTICES IN DANISH DAYCARE INSTITUTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td><strong>GILLIAN M EVANS</strong> (University of Manchester) CIVIL SOCIETY AND THE END</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OF MULTICULTURALISM: WHAT ABOUT WORKING CLASS WHITE CHILDREN IN BRITAIN?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td><strong>LAURA GILLIAM</strong> (University of Aarhus, Denmark) CALM CHILDREN, WILD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHILDREN, EXPLORING THE RELATION BETWEEN CIVILIZING PROJECTS AND CHILDREN'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S SCHOOL IDENTITIES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


9:15 AM Laura M Rival (Univ of Oxford) THE HUAORANI FOREST SCHOOL PROJECT
9:30 AM Sally D. Anderson (Aarhus University) THE COMPETITION, THE RABBI, AND THE PRIZE: ANGER, GUILT, AND INCLUSION IN A PLURALISTIC JEWISH DAY SCHOOL
9:45 AM Break
10:00 AM Alma Gottlieb (U. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) ARE (CAN) BABIES (BE) CIVILIZED? BENG VS. WESTERN NOTIONS OF CULTURE, SPIRITUALITY, AND THE HUMAN LIFE CYCLE
10:15 AM Karen Fog Olwig (U of Copenhagen) NEGOTIATING THE TERMS OF CIVILIZING: MIDDLE CLASS CHILDREN AND EDUCATORS IN DANISH DAY CARE CENTERS
10:30 AM Lotte Louise Bach (Arhus University) CIVILIZING FAMILIES - CHILD-REARING IN A HIGH INCOME AREA IN DENMARK
10:45 AM Adrie Kusserow (St. Michael's College) HARD AND SOFT CIVILIZING: PARENTING AND PRESCHOOL SOCIALIZATION IN MANHATTAN AND QUEENS
11:00 AM Bradley A Levinson (Indiana University)
11:15 AM Lisa H Malkki (Stanford University)
11:30 AM Discussion
11:45 AM End of Session

4-039 CONFRONTING VIOLENCE IN POST-WAR GUATEMALA (Reviewed by Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology) Golden Gate 6
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Michelle J Bellino (New York University) and Thomas A Offit (Baylor U)
8:00 AM Jacob Lesniewski (University of Chicago) FORCED RECRUITMENT, COUNTER-INSURGENCY TRAINING AND PSYCHOSOCIAL DEVELOPMENT: REBUILDING COMMUNITY AND LIVES AMONG MAYA-Q'EQCHI'
8:15 AM Yoshinobu Ota (Kyushu U.) NEOLIBERALISM AND THE "GHOSTLY PRESENCE OF RACE": TRACE OF TERROR IN THE FUTURE OF GUATEMALA.
8:30 AM Rachel A Hall-Clifford (Boston University) OF MACHETES AND MEDICINE: THE IMPACTS OF VIOLENCE ON ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE IN RURAL GUATEMALA
8:45 AM Patricia Foxen (University of Toronto) IDIOMS OF DISTRESS AND RESILIENCE AMONG INDIGENOUS MEN AND WOMEN IN GUATEMALA
9:00 AM Jennifer L. Burrell (University at Albany SUNY) CONCEPTUALIZING LOCAL POWER ACROSS BORDERS
9:15 AM Thomas A Offit (Baylor U) THE DEATH OF DON PACO: VIOLENCE AND CULTURAL CONTINUITY IN NEOLIBERAL GUATEMALA
9:30 AM Timothy J Smith (Appalachian State University)
9:45 AM Avery Dickins de Giron (Vanderbilt University) NEGOTIATING POST-WAR VIOLENCE: CONNECTIONS BETWEEN RURAL ALTA VERAPAZ AND URBAN GUATEMALA CITY
10:00 AM Eva Kalny (Dept for Social & Cultural Ant) LIVING WITH DEATH THREATS
10:15 AM Ellen J Sharp (UCLA) "IT'S NOT 1982 ANYMORE": NARRATING THE RETURN OF THE CIVIL PATROL IN TODO SANTOS
10:30 AM Brent E Metz (University of Kansas) VIOLENCE AFTER 'THE VIOLENCE' IN THE CH'ORTI' REGION OF EASTERN GUATEMALA
10:45 AM Doc M Billingsley (Washington University in Saint Louis) TEACHING ABOUT VIOLENCE IN A 'CULTURE OF PEACE'? REFLECTIONS FROM MAYA EDUCATORS IN POST-WAR GUATEMALA
11:00 AM Michelle J Bellino (New York University) THE MEMORY WAR IN POST-WAR GUATEMALA
11:15 AM M Gabriela Torres (Wheaton College) A SITE OF VIOLENCE: UNRAVELING AN ENTRAINCHED ETHNOGRAPHER IN GUATEMALA'S TRAILS OF VIOLENCE.
11:30 AM Victoria D Sanford (Lehman College-CUNY)
11:45 AM End of Session
4-040 ETHNOGRAPHIES OF THE RECORD: THE CODES OF INCLUSION (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Continental Parlor 6 Organizer(s): Rocio Magana (University of Chicago) and Catherine K Fennell (University of Chicago) Chair: Joseph D Hankins (University of Chicago) 8:00 AM KHIARA M. BRIDGES THE CASE OF THE "ALPHA PATIENT POPULATION": "POPULATION" AS A DERACIALIZED RACIALIST DISCOURSE IN A NEW YORK CITY OBSTETRICS CLINIC 8:15 AM CATHERINE K FENNELL (University of Chicago) NO LONGER IN THE HOUSING BUSINESS: ACCOUNTING FOR SINCERITY IN POST-WELFARE CHICAGO 8:30 AM ALVARO E JARRIN COSMETIC NATIONALISM: ENCODING PLASTIC SURGERY AS A BASIC HEALTH NEED IN SOUTHEASTERN BRAZIL 8:45 AM CAROLINE MCLOUGHLIN WORTH KNOWING: CONSUMER-DEBTOR SUBJECTIVITIES IN AN ONLINE PUBLIC 9:00 AM MARYNA YEVGENYNA BAZYLEVYCH (State University of New York at Albany) THE GAME OF NUMBERS. ACCOUNTING FOR CHILDHOOD VACCINATIONS AND ANNUAL MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS IN POST-SOCIALIST UKRAINE. 9:15 AM SUMMERSON CARR (University of Chicago) Discussion 9:45 AM Break 10:00 AM SANDHYA GANAPATHY (University of Wisconsin - Stevens Point) COUNTING CARIBOU: CHANGING SOCIAL MEANING THROUGH "NATURAL FACTS" ACROSS ALASKA AND THE CANADIAN NORTH 10:15 AM ROCIO MAGANA (University of Chicago) DEATH TOLLS, THE POLITICS OF COUNTING, AND THE MAKING AND BREAKING OF THE U.S.-MEXICO BOUNDARY: BORDER-CROSSING NUMBERS FROM THE SONORAN DESERT. 10:30 AM KRISTIN J SKRABUT LEGIBILITY AND LAND TRAFFICKING: HOW TO DO LIVING IN LIMA’S CENTRAL MARGINS 10:45 AM SOHINI KAR MEASURING CITIZENSHIP: CENSUS AND THE MANAGEMENT OF THE MUSLIM POPULATION IN INDIA 11:00 AM CALLIE MAIDHOF PRODUCING THE MUSLIM MINORITY: CENSUS AND LAY DEMOGRAPHY IN ISRAEL AND INDIA 11:15 AM MARCY BRINK-DAMAN (Brown University) Discussion 11:30 AM 11:45 AM End of Session 4-041 QUEER ROUTES AND CRITICAL REGIONALITIES WITHIN AND BEYOND ‘ASIA’ (Reviewed by Society of Lesbian and Gay Anthropologists) Golden Gate 7 Organizer(s): Mark Johnson and Gayatri Gopinath (New York University) Chair: Mark Johnson 8:00 AM GAYATRI GOPINATH (New York University) and JOHNSON, Mark QUEER ROUTES AND CRITICAL REGIONALITIES 8:15 AM ARA WILSON (Duke U) QUEERING ASIA: INTRA-REGIONAL CIRCUITS AND SEXUAL MODERNITY IN URBAN SOUTHEAST ASIA 8:30 AM ANTONIA CHAO THE ETHICS OF CARETAKING: LIFE-AND-DEATH POLITICS OF ELDERLY LESBIAN TOMBOYS IN TAIWAN 8:45 AM Discussion 9:00 AM THOMAS P GIBSON FROM COSMOLOGICAL MEDIATION TO PSYCHOLOGICAL VARIATION: ANDROGYNOUS TRANSFORMATIONS IN SOUTH SULAWESI, INDONESIA 9:15 AM CAROLINE OSSELLA (SOAS anthropology / sociology) KERALA MUSLIMS: SHIFTING INTIMACY AND GENDERING ACROSS THE INDIAN OCEAN. (ABSTRACT FOR ‘CRITICAL REGIONALITIES’ PANEL, LED BY MARK JOHNSON, GAYATRI GOPINATH, AAA 2008.) 9:30 AM Discussion
9:45 AM Break
10:00 AM **Eufracio C. Abaya** (Self-Making Projects: Citizenship, LGBT Activism, and Desire among Filipino Transsexuals)
10:15 AM **Paul Boyce** (Cosmopolitan Fantasies and Regional Claims: Discussion)
10:45 AM **Michael G Peletz** (Asylum, Diaspora, Pluralism: Discussion)
11:00 AM **Martin F Manalansan** (End of Session)

**4-042**

**RACING HOME: RACE, SEX AND TRANSNATIONAL DIASPORIC COMMUNITIES**

(Reviewed by Society for Cultural Anthropology) Union Square 22
Organizer(s): Aisha M Beliso-DeJesus (Stanford University) and Sima Shakhsari (Stanford University)
Chair: Sylvia J Yanagisako (Stanford U)

8:00 AM Introduction
8:15 AM **Neha Vora** (Gendered Citizenship and Migration in Dubai: The Production of Purified Domains)
8:30 AM **Katya D Wesolowski** (Imagining Brazil in Africa: A Diasporic Practice Goes "Home"
8:45 AM **Aisha M Beliso-DeJesus** (Contentious Traditions, Women's Rights, and Global Citizenship: The Iya Onifá Debate in Transnational Santería Communities)
9:00 AM **Barnor Hesse** (Muslim Belongings and Becomings: Migrant Domestic Workers and Islamic Da'wa in Kuwait)
9:15 AM Discussion
9:30 AM Break
10:00 AM **Marlon M Bailey** (Muslim Belongings and Becomings: Migrant Domestic Workers and Islamic Da'wa in Kuwait)
10:15 AM **Atiya Ahmad** (Diasporic Practice Goes "Home"
10:30 AM **Lalai Ameeriar** (Mediating Globalization: Karachi Immigration Offices and the Promise of a Better Life)
10:45 AM **Sima Shakhsari** (Iranian Diaspora and Cybergovernmentality in Weblogistan)
11:00 AM **Gayatri Gopinath** (End of Session)
11:15 AM Discussion
11:45 AM

**4-043**

**RESPONSIBLE REPRODUCTION: TECHNOLOGIES OF RISK IN MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH**

(Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Union Square 18
Organizer(s): Lauren Fordyce (University of Florida) and Sarah Orndorff (George Washington University)
Chair: Sarah Orndorff (George Washington University)

8:00 AM **Sarah Orndorff** (Linked Birth and Death Data in US Infant Mortality: The Definition of Risk, the Influence of Racism)
8:15 AM **Lauren Fordyce** (Accounting for Risk: Vital Statistics and the Utilization of Prenatal Care Among Haitians in South Florida)
8:30 AM **Noga Weiner** (Neonatal Intensive Care, Future Risks and Fragile Subjectivities)
8:45 AM **Matthew R Dudgeon** (Risk in K'iche' Maya Reproduction)
9:00 AM **Qingyan Ma** ("New Countryside and New Family": State Policy and Cultural Politics of Reproduction and Knowledge in Post-Mao China)
9:15 AM **Laury Oaks** (Discussion)
9:30 AM
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:45 AM</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 AM</td>
<td>AARON R DENHAN (Northern Arizona University) RISKING BLAME: INFANT AND MATERNAL VULNERABILITIES AT THE INTERSECTION OF TRADITIONAL AND BIOMEDICAL EPISODES IN NORTHERN GHANA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 AM</td>
<td>ANNE-MARIE NIEKAMP THE USE OF OBSTETRICAL ULTRASOUND IN THE DUTCH BIRTHING SYSTEM: THE EXPERIENCES OF PREGNANT WOMEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>ALISON B HAMILTON (UCLA ISAP) (IR) RESPONSIBLE REPRODUCTION? WOMEN METHAMPHETAMINE USERS' PERCEPTIONS OF RISK DURING PREGNANCY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 AM</td>
<td>AMINATA MARAES (NYU) RISK: A GAME OF DEVELOPMENT, SUBJECTIVITY, AND MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>VANIA SMITH-OKA (University of Notre Dame) RISKING BODY AND CHILD: BIOMEDICAL AND LOCAL PERCEPTIONS OF PREGNANCY AND BIRTH IN MEXICO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>CAROLE H BROWNER (UCLA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45 AM</td>
<td>End of Session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4-044**

THE FRONTIERS OF RISK AND SECURITY (Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology) Imperial A
Organizer(s): Robert Samet (Stanford University), Austin G Zeiderman (Stanford University) and Emily C Cohen (New York U)
Chair: Andrew Lakoff (UC San Diego)

8:00 AM Introduction
8:15 AM BRIAN AXEL (University of California) ANTHROPOLOGY AT RISK
8:30 AM MARK P WHITAKER (University of South Carolina) NOTES TOWARD AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF RISK IN CIVIL CONFLICTS
8:45 AM ERICH W SCHIENKE (Penn State) THE CONSTRUCTION OF “DECISION SUBJECTS” IN RISK/SECURITY CONTEXTS OF ABRUPT AND CATASTROPHIC CLIMATE CHANGE
9:00 AM AUSTIN G ZEIEMAN (Stanford University) THE SPATIAL POLITICS OF SECURITY AND RISK IN MILLENNIAL BOGOTA: FROM SLUM CLEARANCE TO RISK PROTECTION, 1998-2008
9:15 AM EMILY C COHEN (New York U) LEGAL AND MEDICAL ACTS OF COMPLETION: ASSESSING RISK, SECURITY, AND REHABILITATION AFTER LANDMINE INJURY IN COLOMBIA
9:30 AM ROBERT SAMET (Stanford University) RIGHTS, RISKS, AND RESPONSIBILITY: CRIME REPORTING IN VENEZUELA
9:45 AM ANDREW LAKOFF (UC San Diego)
10:00 AM Daniel M Goldstein (Rutgers U)
10:15 AM Discussion
10:45 AM End of Session

**4-044A**

DISCOURSE-BASED APPROACHES TO NARRATIVE: STANCE, IDENTITY, RESPONSIBILITY, MEMORY, TRADITION (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Union Square 19
Organizer(s): Minerva Oropeza (CIESAS) and Joanne Neff-van Aertvelde (Universidad Complutense)
Chair: Maggie Ronkin (Oberlin College)

8:00 AM Introduction: MAGGIE RONKIN (Oberlin College)
8:15 AM JOANNE NEFF-VAN AERTVELDE (Universidad Complutense) THE POLITICALLY, SOCIALLY, AND CULTURALLY NEGOTIATED DYNAMICS OF LANGUAGE LEARNERS IN STUDY ABROAD CONTEXTS
8:30 AM MARIS THOMPSON (University of California, Berk) THEY USED GERMAN WHEN THEY DIDN'T WANT US TO UNDERSTAND; NARRATING ETHNICITY, AMERICANIZATION AND LANGUAGE LOSS IN SOUTHWESTERN ILLINOIS
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8:45 AM  MAART H NIEMELA (University of Oulu, Finland) and RAUNIO MAA, Mirka (University of Oulu) CONFESSIONS OF A SERIAL STORYTELLER: STRUCTURAL AND ATTITUDEVOLVING OF A STORY OVER A SERIES OF TELLINGS

9:00 AM  MAGGIE RONKIN (Oberlin College) POSITIONING AND PROJECTING A MORAL IDENTITY ACROSS AN AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL NARRATIVE

9:15 AM  JILL BRODY (Louisiana State) CO-CONSTRUCTION OF CONVERSATIONAL NARRATIVES IN TOJOLAB'AL MAYA

9:30 AM  PATRICK J MOORE (University of British Columbia) A VOICE OF THEIR OWN: KASKA NARRATIVES, REVITALIZATION, AND LAND CLAIMS

9:45 AM  JOHN M CONLEY (University of North Carolina) and CONLEY, Robin H (UCLA) STORIES FROM THE JURY ROOM: HOW JURORS USE NARRATIVE TO PROCESS EVIDENCE

10:00 AM  Discussion

10:15 AM  R. McKENNA BROWN (VA Commonwealth U) WHO OWNS THE MAYAN APOCALYPSE? IDENTITY CLAIMS IN _EL 13 B’AKTUN_ BY GASPAR PEDRO GONZALEZ

10:30 AM  NATASHA M AZARIAN (UC Berkeley) COMMEMORATION AND NARRATIVE: THE HISTORICAL PROGRESSION OF MEMORY

10:45 AM  BRADFORD S STRICKLAND (American Institutes for Research) BELITA’S STORY ABOUT WITCHCRAFT AND AIDS: KUNDA NARRATIVE VIRTUOSITY OPENING DOORS TO THE FUTURE

11:00 AM  MINERVA OROPEZA (CIESAS) LEXICAL CHOICE IN SPANISH FOLKTALES: TRADITION, EMERGENCY, INTERACTION

11:15 AM  KYOIM YUN (University of Kansas) EMBEDDED TRADITION IN CONVERSATIONAL MYTH-TELLING BETWEEN PERFORMER AND RESEARCHER

11:30 AM  Discussion

11:45 AM  End of Session

4-044B  ECSTATIC CATHOLICISM AND THE GLOBAL CULT OF MARY (Reviewed by Society for Anthropology of Religion) Continental Parlor 9 Organizer(s): Katherine Boris Dernbach (Univ. of Calif., San Diego) and Jennifer N Sime (Columbia U) Chair: Ellen Badone (McMaster University)

8:00 AM  KATHERINE BORIS DERNBACH (Univ. of Calif., San Diego) FATIMA, FAITH AND FERVOR: ECSTATIC CATHOLICISM AND THE GLOBAL CULT OF MARY

8:15 AM  WADE R GLENN (Tulane University) MARIANISM, INDIGENISM, AND NATIONALISM: CONSTRUCTION AND PERFORMANCE OF IDENTITY IN THE CULT OF MARIA LIONZA

8:30 AM  ANA M BACIGALUPO (SUNY Buffalo) MARIANISM AS COLONIALISM AND AS A GENDERED IDEOLOGY OF POWER: MAPUCHE WOMEN SHAMANS IN CHILE

8:45 AM  HISAKO OMORI FOLLOWING THE FOOTSTEPS OF MARY: SURRENDERING TO DIVINE WILL AND THE EXPERIENCE OF ELATION AMONG TOKYO CATHOLICS

9:00 AM  STEPHEN L SELKA DIASPORIC DIALOGUES: AFRICAN AMERICAN CULTURAL TOURISM AND THE AFRO-CATHOLIC FESTIVAL OF OUR LADY OF GOOD DEATH IN BRAZIL

9:15 AM  JOYCE M BISHOP (CSU, SACRAMENTO) TWO VIRGINS, DUAL IDENTITY: MARY IN A LATTER-DAY PUREPECHA COMMUNITY

9:30 AM  Discussion

9:45 AM  Break

10:00 AM  JENNIFER N SIME (Columbia U) INVISIBLE INSCRIPTIONS, CATASTROPHIC PLEASURE, AND THE VIRGIN IN THE BASQUE COUNTRY

10:15 AM  LISA M BITEL (University Southern California) VIRGIN OF THE ROCKS: THE VISUAL ENVIRONMENT OF A DESERT VISION

10:30 AM  JUDITH SAMSON (University of Nijmegen) THE LADY OF ALL NATIONS IN AMSTERDAM: MARIAN ECUMENISM AS GOD’S GIFT FOR UNITY AND PEACE

10:45 AM  SANNE DERKS (Ph.D.-student) ANGER AND SUFFERING: DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND MARIANISMO AT A BOLIVIAN PILGRIMAGE
11:00 AM  JILL DUBISCH (Northern Arizona University) MARIAN PILGRIMAGE IN THE NEW AGE: SEEKING THE SPIRITUAL FEMININE
11:15 AM  ELLEN BADONE (McMaster University)  
11:45 AM  End of Session

4-045  WHAT DO WE LEARN BY DOING LONG TERM FIELDWORK? (Reviewed by Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Continental Parlor 1  
Organizer/Chair: James M Taggart (Franklin and Marshall) 
8:00 AM  Edith L Turner (University of Virginia) "THIS IS MY PROFESSION"—CHANGES IN AFRICAN RITUAL CONSCIOUSNESS OVER 31 YEARS 
8:15 AM  MARIA G CATTELL (Field Museum) CONVERGENCE, ENTANGLEMENT AND AMBIGUITY: LIVING THROUGH HISTORY WITH ABALUYIA OF KENYA 
8:30 AM  FRANK A SALAMONE (Iona College) WRESTLING WITH IDENTITY: FROM NEWBIE TO ELDER 
8:45 AM  BRIAN MOERAN (Copenhagen Business School) LONG TERM FIELDWORK AND PROBLEMS OF THE ETHNOGRAPHIC PRESENT 
9:00 AM  FRAN MARKOWITZ (Ben Gurion U) HOW POST-WAR IS POST-WAR SARAJEVO? LONG-TERM FIELDWORK AND PROBLEMS OF THE ETHNOGRAPHIC PRESENT 
9:15 AM  MITCHELL W SEDGWICK (Oxford Brookes University) NETWORKS OF "CAREER PROGRESSION," NETWORKS OF KNOWLEDGE: POSITIONALITY AND ETHNOGRAPHY ACROSS LIVES, TIME AND PLACE 
9:30 AM  LYNN A MEISCH (St Marys College of California) TRADING FUTURES: LONG TERM RESEARCH IN OTAVALO, ECUADOR 
9:45 AM  CATHARINE L. GOOD (ENAH-INAH Mexico) REFLECTIONS ON CULTURE, HISTORY AND ETHNOGRAPHY: MY THIRTY YEARS IN MEXICO 
10:00 AM  DAVID L ROBICHAUX (Universidad Iberoamericana) BETWEEN SHIFTING PARADIGMS AND UNBRIDLED CHANGE: REFLECTIONS ON 30 YEARS OF FIELD WORK IN TLAXCALA (MEXICO) 
10:15 AM  ALAN R SANDSTROM (Indiana Univ-Purdue Univ Fort Wayne) and SANDSTROM, PAMELA EFFREIN (Indiana Univ-Purdue Univ Fort Wayne) THE LONG AND THE SHORT OF CONDUCTING ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH AMONG THE NAHUA OF NORTHERN VERACRUZ, MEXICO 
10:30 AM  JEANNE SIMONELLI (Wake Forest U) THE TRICKSTER IN OUR MIDST: ETHNOGRAPHY CHANGES SHAPE 
10:45 AM  HEIDI KELLEY (UNC-Asheville) and BETSALEL, Kenneth A (University of North Carolina Asheville) TRAUMA, SILENCE, RESISTANCE: LESSONS FROM GALICIA 
11:00 AM  ROBIN RIDINGTON (University of British Columbia) WHEN YOU SING IT NOW, JUST LIKE NEW 
11:15 AM  RHODA HALPERIN ENGAGEMENT IN AN IMAGINED COMMUNITY: WORKING CLASS DIASPORAS AND LONG TERM FIELDWORK IN THE U.S. 
11:30 AM  BRUCE GRINDAL (Florida State Univ.) REDNECK REDUX: UNHEARD VOICES FROM THE BOYS AT DOWN HOME AUTO REPAIR 
11:45 AM  End of Session

4-045A  THE SOCIOLOGY OF DRINKING: CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON ALCOHOL AND PERSONHOOD (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition) Union Square 5  
Organizer/Chair: Mette M High (Cambridge University) 
8:00 AM  EVE M ZUCKER (London School of Economics) THE NATURE OF SPIRITS AND THE SPIRITS OF NATURE: MAKING RELATEDNESS ON THE BORDER OF THE WILD IN SOUTHWESTERN CAMBODIA 
8:15 AM  METTE M HIGH (Cambridge University) EVIL SPIRITS: DRINKING AND SOCIALITY IN THE MONGOLIAN GOLD MINES 
8:30 AM  MAGNUS COURSE (University of Edinburgh) PERSON AND WINE IN MAPUCHE RITUAL 
8:45 AM  ROLAND S MOORE (Prevention Research Center/PIRE) and AMES, Genevieve M (U.C. Berkeley/PIRE) PRODUCING CONVIVIALITY: AFTER-WORK DRINKING RITUALS AMONG EMPLOYEES OF A NATIONWIDE CASUAL DINING CHAIN
9:00 AM  **CASEY R HIGH** (Goldsmiths, Univ. of London) **DRINKING WITH THE ENEMY: ALCOHOL AND SOCIAILITY IN THE ECUADORIAN AMAZON**

9:15 AM  **DANIELE MORETTI**  BEER, GOLD, AND GOD: DRINKING AND THE MORALITY OF FAILED DEVELOPMENT IN THE MOROBE GOLDFIELDS OF PAPUA NEW GUINEA

9:30 AM  Discussion

9:45 AM  Break

10:00 AM  **WILSON WIL** (McGill University) **SIN AND ALCOHOL IN THE AMERICAN HOSPITAL**

10:15 AM  **BARBARA A. BODENHORN** (Cambridge University) **CONVENTION, CONVERSION AND CONSUMPTION: DRINKING AND NOT DRINKING IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE**

10:30 AM  **JOSEPH J. LONG** (University of Aberdeen) **RITUALIZED RECIPROCITY AND WESTERN BURIAT DRINKING PRACTICE IN PRIBAIKAL’E, SOUTHEASTERN SIBERIA**

10:45 AM  **LEE STRUNN** (Boston U. School Public Health) **FAMILIAL DRINKING AND SOCIAILITY AS PROTECTIVE FACTORS IN ITALY**

11:00 AM  Discussion

11:15 AM  **JOSEPH M. COMELLES** (Universitat Rovira i Virgili)

11:30 AM  **STANLEY H. BRANDES** (UC BERKELEY)

11:45 AM  End of Session

4·045b

**SYMBOLIC AFFINITIES, PRAGMATIC ENGAGEMENTS: SHAPING LATIN AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY THROUGH THE COLLABORATIVE WORK OF NORMAN AND DOROTHEA SCOTT WHITTEN: PART 2** (Reviewed by Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology) **Golden Gate 1**

Organizer/Chair: Kathleen Fine-Dare (Fort Lewis College)

8:00 AM  **JEAN M. RAHI** (Florida International) **ECONOMIC MARGINALITY AND ADAPTATION FROM ESMERALDAS TO SAN LORENZO: THE RELEVANCE OF NORM WHITTEN’S 1960S AND 1970S WORK FOR AFRICAN DIASPORA STUDIES**

8:15 AM  **ARLENE T. RO** (U of Illinois U-C) **RACIALIZED INSCRIPTIONS AND CARTOGRAPHIES IN THE PUERTO RICAN IMAGINARY**

8:30 AM  **DIEGO QUIROGA** (Universidad San Francisco de Q) **GALÁPAGOS IN THE MAKING: SCIENCE, CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN A RAPIDLY CHANGING ARCHIPELAGO**

8:45 AM  **RACHEL CORR** (Florida Atlantic) **THE TRAGEDY OF THE YUMBA LOVER: IMAGERY AND TRANSFORMATION IN INDIGENOUS EXPRESSIVE CULTURE**

9:00 AM  **WILLIAM T. VICKERS** (Florida International Univ.)

9:15 AM  Discussion

9:30 AM  Break

9:45 AM  **JONATHAN D. HILL** (Southern Illinois University) **REFASHIONING IDENTITIES, REMAKING THE WORLD: ADAPTABILITY, CREATIVITY, AND TRANSFORMATION IN THE WORKS OF NORMAN AND DOROTHEA S. WHITTEN**

10:00 AM  **MARY-ELIZABETH REEVE** (March of Dimes Foundation) **EXTENDED FAMILY TIES AND ETHNICITY WITHIN A REGIONAL SOCIAL SYSTEM IN AMAZONIAN ECUADOR**

10:15 AM  **MICHAEL A. UZENDOSKI** (Florida State University) **THE ECOLOGY OF THE SPOKEN WORD: THE SEMIOTIC COMPLEXITY OF NAPO QUICHUA STORYTELLING**

10:30 AM  **EDUARDO KOHN** (McGill University) **ALWAYS ALREADY RUNA**

10:45 AM  **MICHAEL L. CEPEK** (University of Texas at San Antonio) **IMAGINING THE UNIVERSAL: CREATION AND DESTRUCTION IN SHAMANIC PRACTICE**

11:00 AM  **MICHAEL F. BROWN** (Williams College)

11:15 AM  **NORMAN E. WHITTEN** (University of Illinois, Urbana)

11:30 AM  Discussion

11:45 AM  End of Session
Invited Session: AN EMPIRE OF GOVERNANCE? DISJUNCTURES IN THE ANTI-CORRUPTION INDUSTRY (AAA Executive Program Committee) Golden Gate 4
Organizer/Chair: Raymond June (Global Integrity/George Washington University)

10:15 AM
BABKEN V BABAJANIAN (LSE) PROMOTING ‘GOOD GOVERNANCE’ IN POST-SOVIET KYRGYZSTAN

10:30 AM
STEVEN SAMPSON (Lund U, Sweden) TRUST IN NUMBERS: RANKINGS, BAROMETERS AND INDICATORS IN THE ANTI-CORRUPTION INDUSTRY

10:45 AM
RUYUN BAI (New York University) GUILTY BUT GLAMOROUS - HOW THE LOGIC OF CAPITALISM TRANSFORMS THE FACE OF CORRUPTION ON CHINESE PRIMETIME TELEVISION

11:00 AM
GIORGIO BLUNDO (EHESS) GOOD GOVERNANCE BROKERS AND CIVIC MOVEMENTS IN WEST AFRICA. THE LOCAL APPROPRIATION OF GLOBAL ANTI-CORRUPTION POLICIES

11:15 AM
MARTIN J WEBB (University of Sussex) DISCIPLINING THE EVERYDAY STATE IN INDIA

11:30 AM
SMOKI MUSARAJ INCONGRUENT TRANSLATIONS: CONDUCTING CORRUPTION PERCEPTION SURVEYS IN ALBANIA

11:45 AM
JANINE R WEDEL (George Mason University) End of Session

12:00 PM

ARCHITECTING CONTINGENCY: KNOWLEDGE, POWER, AND CHANCE IN VIRTUAL WORLDS
(Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Work) Golden Gate 3
Organizer(s): Thomas M Malaby (U of Wisconsin-Milwaukee) and Alex J Golub (University of Hawaii at Manoa)
Chair: Alex J Golub (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

10:15 AM
E. GABRIELLA COLEMAN (New York University) OLD AND NEW NET WARS OVER FREE SPEECH, FREEDOM AND SECRECY OR HOW TO UNDERSTAND THE HACKER AND LULZ BATTLE AGAINST THE CO$,

10:30 AM
CHRISTOPHER D DAMITIO COLLABORATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING WITHIN ONLINE FAN COMMUNITIES

10:45 AM
ALEX J GOLUB (University of Hawaii at Manoa) RAIDING, ITS PROJECT, AND ITS PUBLICS: SHARING KNOWLEDGE ABOUT WORLD OF WARCRAFT

11:00 AM

11:15 AM
BONNIE NARDI FARMING IN WORLD OF WARCRAFT: ARCHITECTING NON­CONTINGENCY

11:30 AM
TIMOTHY J BURKE Discussion

11:45 AM
12:00 PM
End of Session

4-048

BIOETHICS AND NEW TECHNOLOGIES (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Union Square 17
Chair: Sarah Wagner (University of North Carolina Greensboro)

10:15 AM
ASHWIN BUDDEN (UCSD) ENTERING THE ERA OF “SMART DRUGS”: BIOSOCIALITY AND THE NEW ETHICS OF MIND

10:30 AM
JENNIFER J THOMPSON (University of Arizona) IS IT NATURAL? IS IT SAFE? HARM REDUCTION AND THE DEBATE ABOUT BIO-IDENTICAL HORMONE THERAPY FOR MENOPAUSE SYMPTOM MANAGEMENT

10:45 AM
ANDY PHAM (UCB graduate) BIOPROSPECTING AND THE REMAKING OF CHINESE HERBS AS PHARMACEUTICALS: THE MAKING OF AN ETHNOBOTANICAL DRUG COMPANY

11:00 AM
MONIR MONIRUZZAMAN (University of Toronto) LIGHTER BODIES: THE SALE OF HUMAN ORGANS

11:15 AM
MASAAKI NAKASHIMA (Tokyo Medical University) and LEVIN. Betty Woldet (Brooklyn College/CUNY) SHAPING END OF LIFE POLICY IN JAPAN IN THE SHADOW OF AMERICAN BIOETHICS
11:30 AM  SARAH WAGNER (University of North Carolina Greensboro) NAMING FIRST LIEUTENANT MICHAEL BLASSIE: DNA IDENTIFICATION, NATIONAL IMAGINARIES, AND THE DISINTERRED TOMB OF AN UNKNOWN SOLDIER
11:45 AM  JAMES P. MEZA  THE SOCIAL BODY AND NARRATIVE EMBODIMENT
12:00 PM  End of Session

4-049  BIOSOCIALITY WITHOUT BORDERS: CITIZENSHIP AND SUBJECTIVITY IN A CONTEMPORARY WORLD (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Yosemite A Organizer(s): Thurka Sangaramoorthy (UC-Berkeley and San Francisco) and Ippolytos A Kalofonos (University of California San Francisco / Berkeley Joint Program in Medical Anthropology) Chair: Ippolytos A Kalofonos (University of California San Francisco / Berkeley Joint Program in Medical Anthropology)
10:15 AM  IPPOLYTOS A KALOFONOS (University of California San Francisco / Berkeley Joint Program in Medical Anthropology) "ALL I EAT IS ARVS": LIVING WITH AIDS IN THE TREATMENT ERA
10:30 AM  JENNIFER A LIU (UC Berkeley - UCSF) TAIWANESE BIOTECH: SCALAR BIOSOCIALITY?
10:45 AM  THURKA SANGARAMOORTHY (UC-Berkeley and San Francisco) CLAIMING AND REJECTING DISEASE: RETHINKING BIOLOGICAL CITIZENSHIP AND BIOSOCIALITY
11:00 AM  AMY MORAN THOMAS (Princeton University) PARASITES, POLICY, AND PERSONHOOD: THE MORAL AND POLITICAL MEANINGS OF DEWORMING TECHNOLOGY
11:15 AM  CARLOS NOVAS (Carleton University)
11:30 AM  PHILIPPE BOURGOIS (University of Pennsylvania)
11:45 AM  Discussion
12:00 PM  End of Session

4-050  BODY OF WORK: MIGRANTS AND THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF RISK (Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Continental Parlor 5 Organizer: Robin C Reineke (University of Arizona)
Chair: Megan A Sheehan (University of Arizona)
10:15 AM  MEGAN A SHEEHAN (University of Arizona) THE TIES THAT ENABLE: SOCIAL CAPITAL AND THE REDUCTION OF RISK AMONG PERUVIAN MIGRANTS IN CHILE
10:30 AM  PRESCOTT L VANDERVOET (University of Arizona) HOW FAR? HOW HOT? HOW MANY SNAKES? MIGRATION AND RISK PERCEPTION ALONG THE U.S.-MEXICO BORDER
10:45 AM  DANIEL EDUARDO MARTINEZ (U. of Arizona, Sociology) DEATH IN THE DESERT: AN EXAMINATION OF DIFFERENTIAL DEATH-TYPES AMONG UNAUTHORIZED BORDER CROSSERS IN SOUTHERN ARIZONA BY AGE, SEX, AND REGION OF ORIGIN
11:00 AM  FRANCISCO J. BAires (University of Arizona Anthropology) PROCESSING RECOVERED MIGRANT REMAINS IN BORDER COMMUNITIES: REVIEWING POLICIES, PROTOCOLS AND PRACTICES
11:15 AM  ROBIN C REINEKE (University of Arizona) BORDER DESAPARECIDOS: CLANDESTINE DEATHS AND AMBIGUOUS LOSS ON THE U.S.-MEXICO BORDER
11:30 AM  ALLISON R DAVIS DECENTRALIZATION, CIRCULAR MIGRATION, AND THE LOCAL POLITICS OF POWER: RETURN MIGRANTS AND THE REPRESENTATION OF LOCAL CONCERNS IN EASTERN SENEGAL
11:45 AM  LINDA GREEN (U of Arizona)
12:00 PM  End of Session
Invited Session: CORPORATE OXYMORONS: ENTRY POINTS INTO THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF CAPITALISM (Society for Cultural Anthropology) Continental Parlor 7
Organizer(s): Peter Benson (Washington University in St. Louis) and Stuart Kirsch (U of Michigan)
Chair: Stuart Kirsch (U of Michigan)

10:15 AM  
PETER BENSON (Washington University in St. Louis) SAFE CIGARETTES

10:30 AM  
ADRIANA M PETRYNA (University of Pennsylvania) PARADIGMS OF EXPECTED FAILURE

10:45 AM  
KIM FORTUN (Rensselaer) CHEMISTRY = “ESSENTIAL2LIFE”

11:00 AM  
CHRISTOPHER M KELTY (Rice University) DON’T BE EVIL

11:15 AM  
SUZANA M SAWYER (UC Davis) HUMAN ENERGY

11:30 AM  
STUART KIRSCH (U of Michigan) SUSTAINABLE MINING

11:45 AM  
ROBERT J FOSTER (Univ of Rochester)

12:00 PM  
End of Session

DIVIDING SUBJECTS, BLURRING PREEMPTION, AND THE CITIZEN-NON-CITIZEN DIVIDE
(Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Sutter A
Organizer/Chair: Luis F.B. Plascencia (Arizona State University—West)

10:15 AM  
MARTHA MENCHACA

10:30 AM  
Discussion

10:45 AM  
FAITH G NIBBS (Southern Methodist University) and BRETTTELL, Caroline B (Southern Methodist U) FARMERS BRANCH, TEXAS: LOCAL RESPONSES IN THE ABSENCE OF NATIONAL IMMIGRATION REFORM

11:00 AM  
DE ANN PENDRY (University of Tennessee-Knoxville) and ANSLEY, Fran L (University of Tennessee) ENGAGING IN IMMIGRATION DEBATES AT THE STATE AND LOCAL LEVELS: CONUNDRUMS FOR IMMIGRANTS AND THEIR ALLIES IN TENNESSEE

11:15 AM  
LUIS F.B. PLASCENCIA (Arizona State University—West) WHOM SHALL WE PUNISH, WHOM SHALL WE HELP?: ARIZONA’S WAR OF POSITION ON MIGRATION

11:30 AM  
Discussion

12:00 PM  
End of Session

EMBODIED ENGAGEMENTS: SHIFTING SUBJECTIVITIES IN ETHNOGRAPHIC PRACTICE
(Reviewed by American Ethnological Society) Golden Gate 5
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Naomi M Leite (UC Berkeley) and Alexis Bunten (UCLA)

10:15 AM  
NAOMI M LEITE (UC Berkeley)

10:30 AM  
ALEXIS BUN TEN (UCLA) WHO IS THE REAL INSIDER AT THE CULTURAL TOURISM SITE? IMPLICATIONS FOR METHODS AND ANALYSIS

10:45 AM  
SHALINI R ATYAGAR (UC Berkeley) ENCOUNTERING THE PERFORMANCE, PERFORMING THE ENCOUNTER: SHIFTING SUBJECTIVITIES IN FIELDWORK AMONG A MUSICIAN COMMUNITY IN RAJASTHAN, INDIA

11:00 AM  
JENNIFER TUCKER (University of Michigan) THE POLITICS OF VIRTUALITY IN FIELDWORK PRACTICES DURING WELFARE REFORM IN LOS ANGELES

11:15 AM  
S. MEGAN MULET (UCLA) MORE “INSIDE” THAN THE RESEARCH SUBJECTS? AT PLAY WITH IDENTITY AT BURNING MAN

11:30 AM  
CELIA WEISS BAMBARA RACING RESEARCH, DANCING “RACE”? EMBODIED METHODOLOGIES IN HAITIAN DANCE IN PORT-AU-PRINCE AND NEW YORK

11:45 AM  
FRAN MARKOWITZ (Ben Gurion U)

12:00 PM  
End of Session
ENGAGING IDENTITIES IN THE CLINIC: CONFLICTS, TENSIONS, AND CRITIQUES OF SELF-CONCEPTS (Reviewed by Society for Psychological Anthropology) Union Square 11
Organizer: Timothy M Hall (UC Los Angeles)
Chair: Theodore K Gideonse

10:15 AM
TIMOTHY M HALL (UC Los Angeles) THE WORK OF EMPATHY: CONFLICTS, CARING, AND LIMIT-SETTING AMONG AMERICAN PSYCHIATRY TRAINEES

10:30 AM
ELIZABETH A CARPENTER-SONG (Harvard University) SELF AND RESPONSIBILITY IN THE SHADOW OF PSYCHIATRIC DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT AMONG U.S. CHILDREN AND FAMILIES

10:45 AM
SADEQ RAHIMI (Harvard University) MEANING, MADNESS AND POLITICAL SELVES: A STUDY OF SCHIZOPHRENIAS IN TURKEY

11:00 AM
THEODORE K GIDEONSE PARTY AND PLAY? IDENTITY CONFLICT AMONG GAY MEN WITH HIV IN SAN DIEGO

11:15 AM
ADIA BENTON (Harvard University) BECOMING HIV-POSITIVE: SHAPING SELVES IN FREETOWN'S HIV SUPPORT ASSOCIATIONS

11:30 AM
ELIZABETH A. DAVIS (Duke University)

11:45 AM
Discussion

12:00 PM
End of Session

ENVIRONMENTAL SUBJECTS AND ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVISM: SHIFTING Contexts IN AN AGE OF ENVIRONMENTALITY (Reviewed by Anthropology and Environment Section) Union Square 15
Chair: Edward K Snajdr (John Jay College (CUNY))

10:15 AM
EDWARD K SNAJD (John Jay College (CUNY)) POST-ECOLOGY: NEW CULTURAL CONFIGURATIONS OF ENVIRONMENTALISM IN EAST EUROPE AND BEYOND

10:30 AM
JEREMY D SPOON TOURISM IN A SACRED LANDSCAPE: POLITICAL ECONOMY AND SHERPA ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE

10:45 AM
STALE KNUDSEN THE POLITICAL ECOLOGY OF A MARINE INTRODUCED SPECIES

11:00 AM
TERESSA A TRUSTY (University of Washington) CREATING ENVIRONMENTAL SUBJECTS: EXPLORING THE FORMATION OF CONSERVATION-ORIENTED ATTITUDES IN NORTHWESTERN BOLIVIA

11:15 AM
JOSE E MARTINEZ-REYES (UMass-Boston) COLONIALITY OF NATURE AND TOURISM: CONTESTED KNOWLEDGES AND CONSERVATION IN THE ZONA MAYA OF QUINTANA ROO

11:30 AM
DAVID M LIPSET (University of Minnesota) RISING SEA-LEVELS, KINGTIDES AND THE MODERN SUBJECT: LOCAL DIALOGUE ON AN ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS IN COASTAL PAPUA NEW GUINEA

11:45 AM
Discussion

12:00 PM
End of Session

EXPERIENCE IN THE WORLD (Reviewed by Society for Humanistic Anthropology) Franciscan B Chair: Meredith M Feike (Department of Geography and Anthropology, Louisiana State University)

10:15 AM
JAMES M TAGGART (Franklin and Marshall) MEMORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND STORIES IN LONG TERM FIELDWORK

10:30 AM
JANPERIE J STONE (UC Davis) GIFTS IN FIELDWORK: THEORY AND PRACTICE.

10:45 AM
JESSICA R WALTON (University of Newcastle) ENGAGING EXPERIENCE: TOWARD UNDERSTANDING KOREAN ADOPTEE IDENTITIES

11:00 AM
MEREDITH M FEIKE (Department of Geography and Anthropology, Louisiana State University) THE VIETNAMESE OF EASTERN NEW ORLEANS: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO UNDERSTANDING COMMUNITY RESILIENCE

11:15 AM
JOCELYN H DEHAAS (Western Washington University) CREATING UTOPIA: A CLASSROOM EXERCISE AS A WINDOW INTO STUDENTS' IDEAS OF A PERFECT WORLD
11:30 AM  ANNA K JONSSON (University of Michigan SI) "I STILL HAVEN'T FOUND WHAT I'M LOOKING FOR": THE INFORMATION SEEKING BEHAVIOR OF PART TIME MUSICIANS
11:45 AM  HUSHANG PHILSOOPH NON WESTERN ANTHROPOLOGY, HARMONY, AND WASTED BRAINS
12:00 PM  End of Session

4-059  EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGICS OF CAPITAL (Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology) Yosemite B  Organizer: Kristin Peterson
10:15 AM  JOSEPH DUMIT (UC Davis) and SUNDER RAJAN, Kaushik (UC Irvine) EXPERIMENTAL VALUES AND GLOBAL CLINICAL SUBJECTS
10:30 AM  KRISTIN PETERSON TRACKING THE TRAFFICKING: MOLECULES, HUMANS, AND SECURITY
10:45 AM  P. SEAN BROHTERON (Yale University) (BIO)MEDICAL EXPERTISE, TRANSACTIONAL HUMANITARIANISM, AND THE "STRUGGLE FOR SOCIALISM" IN POST-SOVIET CUBA
11:00 AM  MICHELLE MURPHY REPRODUCTION, ECONOMY, AFFECT
11:15 AM  Discussion
11:30 AM  JULIA ELVACHAR (New York University)
11:45 AM  Discussion
12:00 PM  End of Session

4-060  FIELDWORK AND THE CO-PRODUCTION OF INTERPERSONAL AND THEORETICAL ENGAGEMENTS (Reviewed by General Anthropology Division) Taylor A  Organizer: Sherina Feliciano-Santos
10:15 AM  Introduction: JESSICA M SMITH (University of Michigan)
10:30 AM  JESSICA M SMITH (University of Michigan) "YOU WANT ME TO SIGN WHAT?": IMPLICATIONS OF IRB IMAGINATIONS FOR FIELDWORK Collaborations
10:45 AM  SHERINA FELICIANO-SANTOS "¿Y TÚ, QUIEN ERES? ¿ERES UNA TAÑA?" (AND YOU, WHO ARE YOU? ARE YOU A TAINA?): NAVIGATING FIELDWORK WHILE CONSIDERING THE POSITIONS, MARGINS AND IDENTIFICATIONS OF RESEARCHERS AND THEIR "SUBJECTS"
11:00 AM  KELLY N FAYARD COLLABORATION WITH FAMILY: FIELDWORK ON THE POARCH CREEK RESERVATION
11:15 AM  EMILY A WENTZELL (University of Michigan) "WHAT DO YOU THINK, DOCTORA?:" UNEXPECTED FIELDWORK ENGAGEMENTS WITH PATIENTS, THEORY, AND POWER
11:30 AM  CLAIRE E INSEL (U of Michigan) "MY GERMAN IS MERDA, LET'S SPEAK PORTUGUESE!": COLLABORATION DENIALS THROUGH CODEMIXING
11:45 AM  LANTIA JACOBS-HuEY (USC)
12:00 PM  End of Session

4-061  Invited Session: FIVE FIELDS UPDATE (Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges) Lombard  Organizer/Chair: Rob Edwards (Cabrillo College)
10:15 AM  LEANNE HINTON (Univ. of California)  "THE STATE OF HUMAN EVOLUTIONARY STUDIES IN EAST AND SOUTHEAST ASIA"
10:30 AM  DENNIS A ETTLERshaw (California Santa Cruz) THE NATURE OF GENDER: BODIES, CULTURE AND THE PERFORMANCE IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF GENDER.
10:45 AM  CAROLYN MARTIN "THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF COLONIALISM: NEW INSIGHTS FROM THE PACIFIC COAST OF NORTH AMERICA"
11:00 AM  KENT LIGHTFOOT "RIGHT FROM THE START, APPLYING ANTHROPOLOGY WITH LOWER DIVISION STUDENTS".
11:15 AM  JUNE A ENGLISH-LUECK (San Jose State) "THE NATURE OF THE STATE, APPLYING ANTHROPOLOGY WITH LOWER DIVISION STUDENTS".
11:30 AM  Discussion
12:00 PM  End of Session
GLOBAL MEDIA, JOURNALISM, AND THE POLITICS OF RECEIPTION (Reviewed by Society for Visual Anthropology) Union Square 25
Chair: Richard B Pace (Middle Tennessee State U)
10:15 AM
RICHARD B PACE (Middle Tennessee State U) WHITE CHRISTMAS IN GREEN AMAZONIA: HEEDING AND SUBVERTING INTERNATIONAL DISCOURSES AND CONSUMER INTERPELLATION FOR CHRISTMAS CELEBRATIONS AND ENVIRONMENTALISM IN THE BRAZILIAN AMAZON - A TV AUDIENCE
10:30 AM
AMY E COX (University of Florida) FRAMING MACHU PICCHU: SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY AND THE MAKING OF PATRIMONY
10:45 AM
SARINA R PEARSON (University of Auckland) VIDEO NIGHT IN NUKU'ALOFA: DISJUNCTURE AND DIFFERENCE ON TONGAN SCREENS.
11:00 AM
SOPHIA POWERS NATIONALISM AND THE NUDE: MEDIATING CONTROVERSY OVER M. F. HUSSAIN’S INFAMOUS ART
11:15 AM
CARLOS D TORRES (University of Colorado) POST-MODERN REVOLUTION/POST-MODERN JOURNALISM: ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE ENGAGEMENT WITH PRESS REPORTAGE IN CHIapas 1994-2004
11:30 AM
KRISTIN L DOWELL (Western Kentucky University) "BARE SKINS": TWO SPIRIT IDENTITY AND THE POLITICS OF INCLUSION IN THE REDWIRE NATIVE YOUTH MAGAZINE
11:45 AM
SHANTI H AVIRGAN (NYU) PASSING AS PRESS / PRESSING FOR ACCESS
12:00 PM End of Session

GLOBALIZATION FROM BELOW: NEW TECHNOLOGIES FOR REMITTANCES, MICROFINANCE AND TRANSNATIONAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of North America) Sutter B
Organizer/Chair: Paule C Takash (UCLA Cesar E. Chavez Center)
Introduction: PAULE C TAKASH (UCLA Cesar E. Chavez Center)
10:15 AM
10:30 AM
RAUL A HINOJOSA OJEDA (UCLA)
10:45 AM
DAVID GRIFFITH (East Carolina U)
11:00 AM
ISABEL CRUZ HERNANDEZ (AMUCSS)
11:15 AM Discussion
12:00 PM End of Session

INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES, IDENTITIES, AND EDUCATION: RESEARCH IN MULTIPLE CONTEXTS (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Powell B
Organizer: Melissa J Rickey (University of Alaska Fairbanks)
Chair: Beth R Leonard (University of Alaska Fairbanks)
10:15 AM
Introduction: BETH R LEONARD (University of Alaska Fairbanks)
10:30 AM
HYEJIN NAH (New York University) EMBODYING AUTHENTIC MAPUCHE IDENTITY THROUGH LANGUAGE PRACTICES: FROM POLITICAL ACTIVISM TO SELF-COMMODIFICATION
10:45 AM
PATRICIO R ORTIZ (University of Texas at Austin) KIMÚN, KIMCHES AND MAPUDUNGÚN: NATIVE AMERICAN (MAPUCHE) STUDENT’S HYBRID IDENTITIES CONSTRUCTED BETWEEN THEIR INDIGENOUS, NATIONAL AND GLOBAL EXPERIENCES IN AN INTERCULTURAL BILINGUAL EDUCATION (IBE)
11:00 AM
NOEMIE N WALDHEBEL KNOWLEDGE SEEKERS-KNOWLEDGE GIVERS: CULTURALLY RESPONSIVE EDUCATION AT AN URBAN INTERTRIBAL SCHOOL
11:15 AM
MELISSA J RICKEY (University of Alaska Fairbanks) CULTURALLY RESPONSIVE PRACTICE AND COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH IN A PRIMARY CLASSROOM
11:30 AM
LEISY T WYMAN (University of Arizona), ANDREW, Fannie, MARLOW, Patrick E (University of Alaska Fairbanks), MILLER, Gayle, NICHOLAI, Rachael and REARDEN, Nita COLLABORATIONS AND CRITICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN SETTINGS OF LANGUAGE ENDANGERMENT: A YUP’IK EXAMPLE
11:45 AM
RAY BARNHARDT (University of Alaska Fairbanks)
12:00 PM End of Session
4-065  Invited Session: INSIDE OUT: SPACE, PLACE AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF IDENTITY
(National Association of Student Anthropologists, National Association of Student Anthropologists) Powell A
Chair: Dennis L Ward (University of Regina)
10:15 AM Introduction: Dennis L Ward (University of Regina)
10:30 AM Dennis L Ward (University of Regina) ALTERNATIVE IDENTITIES: A CROSS-CULTURAL STUDY OF SELF-REPRESENTATION IN ONLINE PLAY THROUGH THE USE OF AVATARS
10:45 AM Philip A Karash (Student) MALE RESTROOM ETIQUETTE AND MASCULINITY
11:00 AM Amy M. Carattini (University of Maryland) and Vergara, Patricia (Univ of Maryland) HERITAGE, MUSIC, AND HEALING: THE EMERGENT ROLE OF THE DABTARA IN AN ETHIOPIAN DIASPORIC COMMUNITY
11:15 AM Kelly Gwynn (University of Alaska-Anchorage) IDENTIFYING IDENTITY: CULTURAL HYBRIDIZATION AMONG ALASKA NATIVES
11:30 AM Kohanya J Ranch Engaged in the Process of Becoming: Flexing the Boundaries of Indigenous Identity
11:45 AM Discussion
12:00 PM End of Session

4-066  LABOUR, WORKERS, AND CORPORATE ORGANIZATION IN THE NEOLIBERAL AGE
(Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Work) Yosemite C
Chair: Luke Plurkowski (Palo Alto Research Center)
10:15 AM Francisco Arqueros (National University of Ireland) INHERENT TENSIONS IN UNION ORGANISING PROJECTS: A CASE FROM IRELAND
10:30 AM Liang Wu SAILING ON THE SEA OF NEOLIBERAL CAPITALISM — AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDY OF MIXED NATIONALITY SEAFARRERS
10:45 AM Daena A Funahashi (Cornell University) RE-IMAGINING THE SELF IN THE WORKPLACE: UN-HOMELINESS AND LOSS IN FINLAND
11:00 AM Andrew S Macnaughton (University of Hong Kong) HISTORY IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF CORPORATE IDEOLOGY; ANTHROPOLOGY IN MANAGEMENT STUDIES
11:15 AM Ed Chung (Elizabethtown College) and Ngo, Paul (St. Norbert College) and Pisan, Peter M NIGHTMARE AVOIDANCE AND THE FABRICATION OF ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
11:30 AM Luke Plurkowski (Palo Alto Research Center) THE AFFORDANCES OF DEEP-EMERSION TEAM-BASED VIDEO ETHNOGRAPHY IN THE WORKPLACE
11:45 AM Michael Chibnik (University of Iowa) End of Session

4-067  MOBILITY MENTALITIES: MOVING THROUGH URBAN SPACES IN ASIA
(Reviewed by Society for East Asian Anthropology) Imperial B
Organizer: Joshua Roth (Mount Holyoke C)
Chair: Beth E Notar (Trinity College)
10:15 AM Jun Zhang (Yale University) WHOSE AUTOMOBILITY? THE PRODUCTION OF HIERARCHICAL SPACE IN URBAN SOUTH CHINA
10:30 AM Beth E Notar (Trinity College) OFF LIMITS: TAXI DRIVER PERCEPTIONS OF DANGEROUS PEOPLE AND PLACES IN KUNMING, CHINA
10:45 AM Emily K Chiao (Pitzer College)
11:00 AM Elizabeth F Vann (Rice University) "RAISING UP" MOTORBIKES IN VIETNAM
11:15 AM Joshua Roth (Mount Holyoke C) HEARTFELT DRIVING: DISCOURSES ON MANNERS, EMOTIONS, SAFETY IN THE ERA OF MASS MOTORIZATION IN JAPAN
11:30 AM Helen F Siu (Yale U) Discussion
11:45 AM End of Session
NEW TERRITORIALITIES: ENTITLEMENTS, RULE AND CITIZENSHIP (Reviewed by Association for Political and Legal Anthropology) Golden Gate 2
Organizer(s): Monique C. M. Nuijten (Wageningen UR), Juliet S. Erazo (Florida International University) and Yves Pierre Benoit Leynseele (Wageningen University)
Chair: Monique C. M. Nuijten (Wageningen UR)
10:15 AM YVES PIERRE BENOT LEYNSEELE (Wageningen University) CONSTRUCTING 'ANCESTRAL SPACE' IN THE NEW SOUTH AFRICA
10:30 AM DAVID LORENZO TERRITORIALITY WITHOUT THE STATE: AUTONOMOUS TERRITORIES, COMMUNITY AUTHORITY AND DIFFERENTIATED CITIZENSHIP IN THE CENTRAL PERUVIAN ANDES
10:45 AM JULIET S. ERAZO (Florida International University) GOVERNING INDIGENOUS TERRITORIES IN THE ECUADORIAN AMAZON
11:00 AM MICHAEL J HATHAWAY (Simon Fraser University) PRODUCING TRANSTUTIONAL TERRITORIES: ENVIRONMENTALISM AND CITIZENSHIP IN SOUTHWEST CHINA
11:30 AM JANE KOSEK (UC Berkeley)
11:45 AM NANCY LEE PELUSO (UC Berkeley)
12:00 PM End of Session

OPPORTUNITIES FOR INCLUSION, COLLABORATION, AND ENGAGEMENT WITH NEW MEDIA (Reviewed by Council on Anthropology and Education) Union Square 21
Organizer: Kate T Anderson (National Institute of Education, Singapore)
Chair: Lalitha M Vasudevan (Teachers College)
10:15 AM AMY J. BACH (Temple University) RECONCEPTUALIZING LITERACY PRACTICES: YOUTH-PRODUCED MEDIA, PUBLIC ACCESS TELEVISION, AND THE SHARING OF VISUAL "TEXTS"
10:30 AM KAREN L MICHAELSON (TINCAN) AT-RISK TEENS, NEW MEDIA, AND COMMUNITY KNOWLEDGE
10:45 AM KORINA M JOSCON (Stanford University) COUNTER-MEDIA(TING): LITERACY LEARNING AND MEDIA PRODUCTION IN URBAN CLASSROOMS
11:00 AM KATE T ANDERSON (National Institute of Education, Singapore) VIRTUAL SPACE, GLOBAL PLACE, AND CONTESTED SCHOOLING PRACTICES IN A MULTI-USER VIRTUAL CURRICULUM
11:15 AM MARK E NELSON AND HULL, GLYNDA NEGOTIATING DIVERSITY IN WORDS, IMAGES, AND SOUNDS: THE GENESIS AND DEVELOPMENT OF AN INTERNATIONAL YOUTH NETWORK
11:30 AM ELISABETH JOHNSON (Teachers College, Columbia U.) POP CULTURE IS A VERB: HOW POP CULTURE TEXTS COME TO MEAN IN A HIGH SCHOOL CLASSROOM
11:45 AM Discussion
12:00 PM End of Session

PATIENTS, PRESCRIPTIONS, AND POWER: NEW ANTHROPOLOGICAL UNDERSTANDINGS OF MEDICAL COMPLIANCE (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Union Square 16
Organizer/Chair: Michael J Oldani (U of WI - Whitewater)
Introduction: MICHAEL J OLDANI (U of WI - Whitewater)
10:15 AM INTRODUCTION
10:30 AM IAN WHITMARSH (UC San Francisco) PATHOLOGIES OF COMPLIANCE: MEDICAL SCHISMOMGENICS AROUND THE PHARMACEUTICAL IN THE CARIBBEAN
10:45 AM JERRY E FLOERSCH (Case Western Reserve University) ADOLESCENTS AND PARENTS MAKING SENSE OF PSYCHIATRIC MEDICATION REGIMENS
11:00 AM **ROBERTO ABADIE** (Independent Researcher) TAKING DRUGS FOR MONEY: EXAMINING NEW FORMS OF CORPORATE/MEDICAL COMPLIANCE FOR PROFESSIONAL CLINICAL TRIAL SUBJECTS IN THE U.S.

11:15 AM **KELLY A MCKINNEY** (McGill University) SELF-COMPLIANCE AT PROZAC CAMPUS

11:30 AM **MICHAEL J OLDANI** (U of WI - Whitewater) FROM “GOOD COMPLIERS” TO “DROP-EM” STATUS: ASSESSING THE RELATIVE VALUE OF DIABETIC PATIENTS TREATED THROUGH A CORPORATE/MEDICAL COMPLIANCE MODEL

11:45 AM **KALMAN APPLBAUM** (Wisconsin-Milwaukee) End of Session

12:00 PM **POLITICAL ECONOMY OF HEALTH AND HEALTH CARE** (Reviewed by Society for Medical Anthropology) Union Square 14

10:15 AM **JAMES W HERYNK** ON THE THRESHOLD WITH THE WALKING DEAD: STRUCTURAL VIOLENCE AND ANEMIA AMONG POQOMCHI’ MAYA OF GUATEMALA

10:30 AM **VINAY R. KAMAT** (University of British Columbia) SAND MINERS, SINGLE MOTHERS AND CHILDHOOD MALARIA IN TANZANIA

10:45 AM **SHEILA R TULLY** (San Francisco State University) INVISIBLE BODIES: THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF BREAST CANCER

11:00 AM **NANCY J BURKE** (University of California, San Francisco) DISRUPTED CARE: CANCER AND POVERTY IN THE US

11:15 AM **BARBARA A. ANDERSON** (Seattle University) and **ANDERSON, Eugene N** (UC Riverside) ENVIRONMENT, HUMAN HEALTH, AND THE WORLDWIDE HEALTH CARE WORKFORCE SHORTAGE

11:30 AM **KATHRYN A HICKS and FABRICANT, NICOLE W.** (Northwestern University) CUBAN DOCTORS AND THE SHIFTING POLITICS OF HEALTH-CARE IN BOLIVIA

11:45 AM **ELIZABETH A WAHL** (Harvard Medical School, Department of Social Medicine) THE CLINICAL EXPERIENCE OF INTERETHNIC HEALTH CARE IN THE U.S.-DISPARITIES IN OVERCOMING DISPARITY

12:00 PM End of Session

**4-071**

10:15 AM **JAMES W HERYNK** ON THE THRESHOLD WITH THE WALKING DEAD: STRUCTURAL VIOLENCE AND ANEMIA AMONG POQOMCHI’ MAYA OF GUATEMALA

10:30 AM **VINAY R. KAMAT** (University of British Columbia) SAND MINERS, SINGLE MOTHERS AND CHILDHOOD MALARIA IN TANZANIA

10:45 AM **SHEILA R TULLY** (San Francisco State University) INVISIBLE BODIES: THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF BREAST CANCER

11:00 AM **NANCY J BURKE** (University of California, San Francisco) DISRUPTED CARE: CANCER AND POVERTY IN THE US

11:15 AM **BARBARA A. ANDERSON** (Seattle University) and **ANDERSON, Eugene N** (UC Riverside) ENVIRONMENT, HUMAN HEALTH, AND THE WORLDWIDE HEALTH CARE WORKFORCE SHORTAGE

11:30 AM **KATHRYN A HICKS and FABRICANT, NICOLE W.** (Northwestern University) CUBAN DOCTORS AND THE SHIFTING POLITICS OF HEALTH-CARE IN BOLIVIA

11:45 AM **ELIZABETH A WAHL** (Harvard Medical School, Department of Social Medicine) THE CLINICAL EXPERIENCE OF INTERETHNIC HEALTH CARE IN THE U.S.-DISPARITIES IN OVERCOMING DISPARITY

12:00 PM End of Session

**4-072**

10:15 AM **CLAIRE MACHEREY** (CNRS, Paris) A CHILDHOOD MEMORY OF CLAUDE LÉVI-STRAUSS

10:30 AM **PATRICK PLATTE** (University of Alaska Fairbanks, Swiss National Science Foundation) THE Efficacy of Religious Phenomena: Symbols and Cognition in Koryak Hunting Shamanism

11:00 AM **THIERRY J. E. WENDLING** (Institute of Anthropology, University of Neuchatel (Switzerland)) GAMES and the Play Principle in the Works of Claude Lévi-Strauss

11:15 AM **SVETA YAMIN-PASTERNAK** (Johns Hopkins University) AN ANTHROPOLOGIST, A MYCOPHILE, and A COOK: CLAUDE LÉVI-STRAUSS And the Study of Mushrooms in Culture

11:30 AM **DAVID KOESTER** (University of Alaska Fairbanks) The Temporal Sense of Structure - Orthodox Religious Revitalization in Kamchatka, Russia

11:45 AM **PATRICK J MENGET** (EPHE, Paris) End of Session
4-073  SHIFTING IDENTITIES IN THE AMERICAS (Reviewed by Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology) Union Square 13
Chair: Barry J Lyons (Wayne State U)
10:15 AM  BARRY J LYONS (Wayne State U) INDIGENOUS RESURGENCE AND MESTIZO IDENTITIES: NON-INDIGENOUS SCHOOLTEACHERS AND BILINGUAL EDUCATION IN ECUADOR
10:30 AM  ANTHONY BALZANO (Sussex C) ENDOGAMY AND THE SOCIAL REPRODUCTION OF COLOR AMONG A LIGHT-SKINNED HAITIAN PEASANTRY AND ITS ÉMIGRÈS: THE CASE OF FOND-DES-BLАНCS
10:45 AM  GRANT RICH (University of Alaska) BLOOD FALLA VEIN: PERSPECTIVES ON BELIZEAN CREOLE TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AFTER INDEPENDENCE
11:00 AM  MARNIE K WATSON (University of New Mexico) WHAT’S IN A NAME? AMAZON CABOCLO IDENTITY REVISITED
11:30 AM  HORTENSIA CABALLERO-ARIAS (IVIC - Venezuela) RECONSTRUCTIONS OF THE PAST IN PRESENT POLITICAL TIMES:
11:45 AM  THOMAS J KIES (Truckee Meadows Community College) APPRENTICESHIP AND THE MANUFACTURING OF HANDCRAFTING IDEOLOGY BY MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CRAFTSPEOPLE OF CENTRAL MEXICO
12:00 PM  End of Session

4-074  STRUCTURAL VIOLENCE AND RESISTANCE: OUTLINE OF MULTICULTURALISM IN JAPAN (Reviewed by Society for East Asian Anthropology) Union Square 10
Organizer/Chair: Kensuke Sumii (UC Berkeley/San Francisco)
Introduction: KENSUKE SUMII (UC Berkeley/San Francisco) JAPAN AND STRUCTURAL VIOLENCE IN THE ERA OF GLOBALIZATION
10:15 AM  MITZI UEHARA CARTER BASE(IC) VIOLENCE IN OKINAWA
10:30 AM  JOHN J ERTL (University of California, Berkeley) CRITICAL MULTICULTURALISM IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF JAPAN
10:45 AM  YOKO IKARI OBESITY, RISK, AND HOPE IN JAPAN AND THE UNITED STATES
11:00 AM  NELSON H GRABURN (UC BERKELEY) Discussion
12:00 PM  End of Session

4-076  THE INCLUSIVE CITY: AFRICAN IMAGINARIES (Reviewed by Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology) Continental Parlor 3
Organizer(s): Ruti Talmor (University of Michigan) and Deborah Pellow (Syracuse University)
Chair: Ruti Talmor (University of Michigan)
10:15 AM  WILLIAM BISELL (Lafayette College) OF DHOW CULTURES AND SLAVE ROUTES: FILM, THE CITY, AND DIVERGENT TRANSNATIONAL IMAGINARIES
10:30 AM  DAVID A EATON (California State Univ., Chico) IMPROVISING FULFILLMENT IN THE EQUATORIAL CITY
10:45 AM  JON P KIRBY ENVISIONING HEALTHY SPACES IN AFRICA
11:00 AM  ANNE S LEWINSON (Berry College) EXPLORING INTERSECTIONS AND MULTILOCALITY IN THE PERI-URBAN ZONES OF DAR ES SALAAM, TANZANIA
11:15 AM  DEBORAH PELLOW (Syracuse University) NORTHERNERS IN ACCRA: A COMMUNITY RE-CONSTITUTED
11:30 AM  RUTI TALMOR (University of Michigan) BORDER CROSSINGS: THE PATHS OF ARTISTS AND CONSUMERS OF CULTURE IN ACCRA
11:45 AM  RUTH P WILSON (San Jose State University) RE-INHABITING DURBAN: RE-FRAMING SOUTH AFRICAN CITY SPACES IN THE POST-APARTHEID ERA
12:00 PM  End of Session
4-077  THE SOCIAL LIVES OF NATURE: LANDSCAPE AND INCLUSION/EXCLUSION IN A RE(B)ORDERED EUROPE (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe)  Franciscan C
Organizer(s): Bettina Y Stoetzer (UCSC) and Eunice L Blavascunas (University of California Santa Cruz)
Chair: Adrian J Ivakhiv (University of Vermont)
10:15 AM  HEATH CABOT (University of California, Santa Cruz) ISLANDS OF ARRIVAL: NEW LAND/SEASCAPES OF BELONGING IN THE AEGEAN
10:30 AM  BETTINA Y STOETZER (UCSC) THE FOREST EDGES OF BERLIN
10:45 AM  EUNICE L BLAVASCUNAS (University of California Santa Cruz) POGROMS IN THE PEAT BOG THAT BECAME THE BIEBRZA NATIONAL PARK, POLAND
11:00 AM  ADRIAN J IVAKHIV (University of Vermont) RECENTERING MARGINS: ON BORDERS, AFFECTS, AND THE GAZE TOWARD EUROPE
11:15 AM  OANA MATEESCU (University of Michigan) THE EVERYDAY FORENSIC: NATURE AND EVIDENCE IN A ROMANIAN COMMUNITY FOREST
11:30 AM  PAMELA L BALLINGER (Bowdoin College)
11:45 AM  Discussion
12:00 PM  End of Session

4-079  TOWARD A NEW SEMIOTIC ANTHROPOLOGY: SOCIAL THEORIES OF MEANING, MOVEMENT AND SUBJECT FORMATION (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology)
Continental Parlor 2
Organizer(s): Ayala Fader (Fordham U) and Shalini Shankar (Northwestern University)
Chair: Jillian R Cavanaugh (Brooklyn College, CUNY)
10:15 AM  JILLIAN R CAVANAUGH (Brooklyn College, CUNY) CELEBRATING CULTURE: LOCAL FESTIVALS AND THE REPRESENTATIONAL ECONOMY OF NOSTALGIA IN NORTHERN ITALY
10:30 AM  AYALA FADER (Fordham U) SIGNS OF JEWISH SPIRITUALITY
10:45 AM  GRAHAM M JONES (Princeton University) TRICK OR TRUTH? MANAGING THE MEANING OF ILLUSION IN CHRISTIAN MAGIC
11:00 AM  SHALINI SHANKAR (Northwestern University) MATERIALIZING MEDIA: PRODUCING ASIAN AMERICAN ADVERTISING
11:15 AM  BETSY RYMES (Penn/Georgia) ENDLESS RECYCLING OF YOUTH PERFORMANCE: THIRD GRADERS AND SOULJA BOY'S ONE-HIT-WONDER
11:30 AM  WEBB KEANE (University of Michigan)
11:45 AM  Discussion
12:00 PM  End of Session

4-080  TRANSFORMATIONS AND COLLABORATIONS: REFLECTIONS ON LONG-TERM FIELD RESEARCH IN GREECE (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Union Square 23 & 24
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Deborah R Altamirano (SUNY-Plattburgh) and Diane O'Rourke (Victoria-Wellington NZ)
10:15 AM  DEBORAH R ALTAMIRANO (SUNY-Plattburgh) ENGAGING ANDARTISSES: REFLECTIONS ON LONG-TERM ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH WITH WOMEN OF THE GREEK RESISTANCE
10:30 AM  DIANE O’ROURKE (Victoria-Wellington NZ) IMAGES OF THE PAST: RECORDING, RECALLING, AND THE NATURE OF REALITY
10:45 AM  PETER S ALLEN (Rhode Island C) REFLECTIONS ON FIELDWORK IN GREECE, 1970-2008
11:00 AM  MARGARET E KENNA (Swansea University) TIME AFTER TIME: RETHINKING ANAFI, NENI E PANOURGIA
11:15 AM  NENI E PANAGAKOS (Cosumnes River College)
11:30 AM  ANASTASIA N PANAGAKOS (Cosumnes River College)
11:45 AM  ROLAND S MOORE (Prevention Research Center/PIRE)
12:00 PM  End of Session
TRAVEL, TOURISM, AND CONSUMPTION IN THE CULTURAL IMAGINATION OF EAST ASIA
(Reviewed by Society for East Asian Anthropology) Union Square 12
Chair: Tami R Blumenfield (University of Washington)

10:15 AM  
TAMI R BLUMENFIELD (University of Washington) CULTURE INDUSTRY IN YUNNAN, CHINA: FROM THE YUNNAN NEW FILM PROJECT TO THE MOSO SPICE GIRLS

10:30 AM  
XIANGHONG FENG (Washington State University) GENDER AND HMONG WOMEN'S HANDICRAFTS IN FENGYANG'S "TOURISM GREAT LEAP FORWARD", CHINA

10:45 AM  
HSUTA LIN (National Dong Hwa University) TRAVEL TO POSTCOLONIAL IMAGINATION

11:00 AM  
SATOMI FUKUTOMI-KURBAN (University of Hawai'i at Manoa) TRAVELING THROUGH BRANDS: BRANDING RAMEN AND CREATING "LOCAL" IDENTITY

11:15 AM  
CHRISTOPHER D LOY (SUNY Binghamton) AFFECTING PRODUCTIONS: SPACE, RITUAL AND DEFACEMENT IN NORTHERN JAPAN

11:30 AM  
DAVID J KIM (Columbia University) CONSUMING FUTURES AND DIFFERENCE: HOROSCOPIC 'SAJU' DIVINATION AND THE COMMODIFICATION OF FATE IN SOUTH KOREA

Discussion

End of Session

WHAT IS HAPPENING TO THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF ART? BRIDGING THE WORLDS OF ART, RITUAL AND SCIENCE IN TEACHING, FIELDWORK AND PRACTICE  (Reviewed by Society for Visual Anthropology) Union Square 6
Organizer(s)/Chair(s): Andrea M Heckman (U of New Mexico) and Liam M Buckley (James Madison University)

10:15 AM  
ANDREA M HECKMAN (U of New Mexico) ANTHROPOLOGY, ART AND AESTHETICS: PRACTICING AND TEACHING THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF ART

10:30 AM  
LARA STEIN PARDO (Dept of Anthropology) SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS AND THE PRODUCTION OF ART: TOWARD AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF CARIBBEAN WOMEN ARTISTS IN MIAMI, FLORIDA

10:45 AM  
WENDY B DICKINSON (University of South FL) ART, AESTHETICS, AND MATHEMATICS: COLLABORATIVE PRACTICE

11:00 AM  
TARA A HOLLAND (SIU Edwardsville) and WILLMOTT, Cory C (SIU Edwardsville) "DIVINE DESIGN" EXHIBIT OF SACRED ARTS: ENGAGING COMMUNITIES THROUGH VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY IN VIRTUAL SPACE

11:15 AM  
MARK R WESTMORELAND (American University in Cairo) THE PS WESTMORELAND PROJECT: THE CONVERGENCE OF ART AND ETHNOGRAPHY

11:30 AM  
MORGAN PERKINS

11:45 AM  
LIAM M BUCKLEY (James Madison University)

12:00 PM  
End of Session

YOUTH AND TRANSGRESSION IN EUROPE  (Reviewed by Society for the Anthropology of Europe) Union Square 8
Chair: Ahmet Yukleyen (University of Mississippi)

10:15 AM  
AIRI-ALMA ALLASTE (Tallinn University) YOUTH SUBCULTURES IN ESTONIA, WHERE LIES THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN DISTINCTIVE AND DEVIANT BEHAVIOUR?

10:30 AM  
JACK MURPHY (New York University) INCLUDING THE EXCLUDED: CLASS SOCIABILITY AMONG BLUE-COLLAR YOUTH IN FRANCE

10:45 AM  
ELANA F RESNICK TRANSNATIONAL AFFILIATIONS, LOCAL ARTICULATIONS: RECONFIGURING "BLACKNESS" IN BULGARIA

11:00 AM  
AHMET YUKLEYEN (University of Mississippi) RADICALIZATION AMONG MUSLIM YOUTH IN EUROPE: COMPARING MOROCCAN AND TURKISH ISLAMIC ORGANIZATIONS IN THE NETHERLANDS

11:15 AM  
RACHEL DONKERSLOOT (University of British Columbia) HOME IS WHERE THE HEART IS... OR NOT: YOUNG PEOPLE'S PERSPECTIVES ON HOME AND MIGRATION IN IRELAND'S PREMIER FISHING PORT

11:30 AM  
Discussion

12:00 PM  
End of Session
NEW COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES AND HUMAN INTERACTION (Reviewed by Society for Linguistic Anthropology) Taylor B
Organizer(s): Elizabeth Keating (University of Texas at Austin) and Chiho Sunakawa Inoue (University of Texas, Austin)
Chair: Elizabeth Keating (University of Texas at Austin)

10:15 AM CHIGO SUNAKAWA INOUE (University of Texas, Austin) EMBODIED INTERACTION THROUGH WEBCAMS: A CASE STUDY IN JAPANESE FAMILIES
10:30 AM LEIGHTON C PETERSON (Miami University of Ohio) SAAD NIILYA: NEW TECHNOLOGIES, NEW LITERACIES, AND NAVAJO AS A LIVING LANGUAGE
10:45 AM QING ZHANG (U of Texas at Austin) THE ROLE OF TELEVISION IN THE RECONFIGURATION OF INDEXICAL ORDER
11:00 AM JOSH IORIO NEGOTIATING LINGUISTIC NORMS IN AN ONLINE ROLE-PLAYING GAME
11:15 AM JOHN HANDY BOSMA (IBM) WHAT MAKES A GOOD FRAMEWORK? APPROACHES TO NEW COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES AND HUMAN INTERACTION
11:30 AM ELIZABETH KEATING (University of Texas at Austin) CO-ORDINATING TALK AND ACTIVITY IN SOCIOTECHNICAL ENVIRONMENTS
11:45 AM LUCY SUCHMAN (Lancaster University)
12:00 PM End of Session
## Workshop Schedule

### Wednesday November 19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Presenter(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00am - 11:00am</td>
<td><strong>Where To Begin On Program Evaluation</strong> (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology)</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Satish Kedia</strong> (Dunavant U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00am - 11:00am</td>
<td><strong>Theory and Practice Of Anthropology</strong> (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology)</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Sunil K. Khanna</strong> (Oregon State U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30am - 3:00pm</td>
<td><strong>Ethnography in the Corporation: A Workshop</strong> (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology)</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Julia C. Gluesing</strong> (Wayne State U), <strong>Brigitte Jordan</strong> (Palo Alto Research Center)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00pm - 3:00pm</td>
<td><strong>How To Write A Successful Grant</strong> (Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research and National Science Foundation)</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Leslie Aiello</strong> (Wenner-Gren) and <strong>Deborah Winslow</strong> (National Science Foundation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00pm - 4:00pm</td>
<td><strong>How to Turn Your Dissertation into A Book</strong> (Society for Humanistic Anthropology)</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Gary Dunham</strong> (SUNY Press)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30pm - 7:30pm</td>
<td><strong>Tourism Research: Workshop In Theories, Methods And Practices</strong> (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology)</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Quetzil Castaneda</strong> (Indiana U and OSEA), <strong>Tim Wallace</strong> (North Carolina State U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00pm - 7:00pm</td>
<td><strong>Funding and Distribution of Ethnographic Films</strong> (Society for Visual Anthropology)</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Cynthia Close</strong> (Documentary Educational Resources)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Thursday, November 20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Presenter(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00am - 5:00pm</td>
<td><strong>Introduction to Social Network Analysis</strong> (Society for Anthropological Sciences)</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Christopher McCarty</strong> (U of Florida), <strong>Jeffrey Johnson</strong> (East Carolina U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00am - 12:00pm</td>
<td><strong>How To Sell Yourself: Creating Anthropological Curriculum Vitas (Cv's) And Resumes</strong> (National Association for Student anthropologists)</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Jason Miller</strong> (U of South Florida), <strong>Marcy Hessling</strong> (Michigan State U)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am - 1:00pm</td>
<td><strong>Leadership and Governance Anthropology</strong> (American Anthropological Association)</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Virginia Dominguez</strong> (U of Illinois)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am - 2:00pm</td>
<td><strong>Poetic Writing For Anthropologists</strong> (Society for Humanistic Anthropology)</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Renato Rosaldo</strong> (NYU)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Advance registration is required. See AAA staff at the on-site registration desk.
Workshop Schedule

1:00pm - 3:00pm  Designing And Teaching Sunta-Based Introductory Courses (Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology)
                  Presenter: ROBERT ROTENBERG (DePaul)

1:00pm - 3:00pm  Teaching Tips From The Winners Of The Aaa/Oxford Press Undergraduate Teaching Award (American Anthropological Association)
                  Presenters: PATRICIA RICE (West Virginia U), SCOTT LUKAS (Lake Tahoe)

1:00pm - 3:00pm  Fieldworks Data Notebook*: A New Software Program For Writing And Managing Fieldnotes In A Digitized World Inexpensively (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology)
                  Presenters: TOM WOODWARD (Sil. International), TIM WALLACE (North Carolina State U)

2:00pm - 4:00pm  Ethnographic Field Schools: Techniques And Tips (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology)
                  Presenters: TIM WALLACE (North Carolina State U), GEORGE GMELCH (Union C)

3:00pm - 5:00pm  Collaborative Ethnography: Prospects And Problems (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology)
                  Presenters: LUKE ERIC LASSITER (Marshall University Graduate C), ELIZABETH CAMPBELL (Indiana U of Pennsylvania)

Friday, November 21

8:00am - 10:00am  The Thrills (And Chills) Of Taking Students ABROAD (Society for Humanistic Anthropology)
                  Presenters: LYNN MEISCH (Saint Mary’s College of California, Moraga), JEANNE SIMONELLI (Wake Forest U)

10:00am - 12:00pm  Designing Anthropological “Boundry Objects”: How To Compelling And Effectively Visualize Anthropological Data For Heterogeneous Audiences (National Association For The Practice Of Anthropology)
                    Presenters: ELIZABETH TUNSTALL (U of Illinois at Chicago), HUGH DUBBERLY (Dubberly Design Office)

10:00am - 12:00pm  Evaluation Anthropology In The Field: Application In Case Study Evaluation
                    (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology)
                    Presenters: LENORA BOHREN (Colorado State U), SUSAN SQUIRES, MARY ODELL BUTLER

1:00pm - 3:00pm  How To Find An Academic Job (American Anthropological Association)
                    Presenter: LYNNE GOLDSTEIN (Michigan State U)

1:00pm - 3:00pm  Photography For The Field – Part 1: Camera And Photography Basics (Society for Visual Anthropology)
                    Presenters: JONATHAN S. MARION (California State U, San Marcos), JEROME W. CROWDER (U of Houston)

1:00pm - 4:00pm  KAES: The New Paradigm In Kinship Analysis (Society for Anthropological Sciences)
                    Presenters: MURRAY J LEAF (U of Texas, Dallas), DWIGHT READ (UCLA), MICHAEL FISCHER (U of Kent, Canterbury)
Workshop Schedule

2:00pm - 4:00pm  Documenting Actualities: Recording, Logging, Transcribing, Archiving And Editing Audio And Video Actualities (Society for Humanistic Anthropology)  
Presenters: ROBIN RIDINGTON (U of British Columbia), JILLIAN RIDINGTON (Independent Researcher)

3:00pm - 5:00pm  Photography For The Field – Part 2: Digital Flow (Society for Visual Anthropology)  
Presenters: JONATHAN S. MARION (California State U, San Marcos), JEROME W. CROWDER (U of Houston)

5:00pm - 6:30pm  Workshop On Supporting And Growing Publications (CFPEP/AAA Publishing Department)  
Presenters: RICHARD THOMAS (American Anthropological Association), OONA SCHMID (American Anthropological Association), ANDREA WILEY (Indiana U)

Saturday, November 22

9:00am - 11:00am  Working with Journalist in a Shifting Media Landscape  
Presenter: MARIA VESPERI

9:00am - 5:00pm  Demystifying Spss™: Anthropological Data Management And Analysis Made Easy (Section for Anthropological Sciences)  
Presenters: WILLIAM DRESSLER (U of Alabama), KATHRYN OTHS (U of Alabama)

10:00am - 1:00pm  Cameras And Photographs In Anthropological Research (Society for Visual Anthropology)  
Presenter: MALCOLM COLLIER (San Francisco State)

10:00am - 12:00pm  Engaging With Un Processes: Using Expertise And Experience To Make A Difference (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology)  
Presenters: EVA FRIEDLANDER (Planning Alternatives for Change), PAMELA PUNTEENKEY (Environmental and Human Systems Management)

1:00pm - 3:00pm  Eighth Annual Nasa/Aaa Mentor Workshop (National Association for Student Anthropologists)  
Presenters:

1:00pm - 3:00-pm  Ethnographic Writing (Society for Humanistic Anthropology)  
Presenter: RUTH BEHAR (U of Michigan)

1:00pm - 4:00pm  How To Write A Research Proposal (American Anthropological Association)  
Presenter: JEFFREY C. JOHNSON (East Carolina U)

2:00pm - 4:00pm  "Below The Radar" Of State Power: International Human Rights And Practical Implications (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology)  
Presenters: ALISON RENTELN (U of Southern California), STEVEN ROUSSO-SCHINDLER (U of Southern California), KENDA STEWART (U of Iowa)

2:00pm - 4:00pm  Getting Published: A Guide For Students (National Association of Student Anthropologists)  
Presenters: JASON MILLER (U of South Florida), MARCY HESSLING (Michigan State U)

3:30pm - 5:30pm  Submitting To A Peer-Reviewed Journal (Society for Humanistic Anthropology)  
Presenters: MICHAEL HARKIN (U of Wyoming)
Invited Sessions

AAA Anthropology Education Committee
1-137 ANTHROPOLOGY EDUCATION CENTER: A COLLABORATIVE DISCUSSION Thursday, November 20, 2008 1:45 pm - 5:45 pm Sutter A

AAA Committee for Human Rights
0-031 ADVOCACY ON THE FRONTLINES: REFLECTIONS FROM ACTIVIST SCHOLARS WORKING FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND SOCIAL CHANGE Wednesday, November 19, 2008 12:00 pm - 3:45 pm Union Square 17

AAA Committee on Minority Issues in Anthropology
0-079 THE CULTURAL POLITICS OF EXCLUSION, FRAGMENTATION, AND DISCONNECT Wednesday, November 19, 2008 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm Sutter B

3-112 INDIAN GAMING AND CASINOS IN AMERICA: A TWENTY YEAR ANTHROPOLOGICAL RETROSPECTIVE ON THE IMPACT OF THE 1988 INDIAN GAMING REGULATORY ACT Saturday, November 22, 2008 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm Continental Parlor 1

AAA Committee on the Status of Women in Anthropology
2-130 THE SQUEAKY WHEEL SQUEAKS AGAIN: REFLECTIONS ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN IN ANTHROPOLOGY Friday, November 21, 2008 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm Sutter B

AAA Executive Program Committee
0-050 GLOBALIZATION AND ANTHROPOLOGY: BUILDING THEORIES THROUGH A SCHOLAR-PRACTITIONER LENS Wednesday, November 19, 2008 2:00 pm - 3:45 pm Lombard

1-028 EXTREME EVENTS: SOCIAL VULNERABILITY AND GLOBAL POLICY/LOCAL REALITY. Thursday, November 20, 2008 8:00 am - 11:45 am Franciscan A

1-055 ANTHROPOLOGY ON-THE-GROUND: INTERPRETING THE CONCEPT OF CULTURE AS A COMPETENCY IN HEALTH CARE Thursday, November 20, 2008 10:15 am - 12:00 pm Continental Parlor 8

1-131 ANTHROPOLOGY AND TRANSGENDER: RETHINKING INCLUSION, COLLABORATION AND ENGAGEMENT (with Society of Lesbian and Gay Anthropologists) Thursday, November 20, 2008 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm Continental Parlor 4

2-003 ANTHROPOLOGY'S LITTLE SECRETS (with National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Friday, November 21, 2008 8:00 am - 9:45 am Golden Gate 2

2-074 WIND OVER WATER: AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF MIGRATION FROM AN EAST ASIAN SETIING Friday, November 21, 2008 10:15 am - 12:00 pm Lombard

2-113 COOPERATION IN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL LIFE Friday, November 21, 2008 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm Sutter A

3-029A FIRST RITES: INNOVATIVE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH I Friday, November 21, 2008 8:00 am - 11:30 am Plaza A
Invited Sessions

2-169 INCLUSION, COLLABORATION AND ENGAGEMENT: THE CONTINUING ROLE FOR ANTHROPOLOGISTS IN THE WORLDWIDE HIV/AIDS CRISIS. Friday, November 21, 2008 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm Yosemite C

3-010 FIRST RITES: INNOVATIVE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH II Saturday, November 22, 2008 8:00 am - 11:30 am Plaza A

3-023 THE AFTERMATH OF ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE: ITS IMPACTS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORY AND PRACTICE PART I Saturday, November 22, 2008 8:00 am - 9:45 am Yosemite C

3-034 MULTIPLE INDIGENOUS VIEWS OF ANTHROPOLOGY'S FUTURE: ENVISIONING A NEW ANTHROPOLOGY Saturday, November 22, 2008 8:00 am - 11:45 am Imperial A

3-055 FIRST RITES: INNOVATIVE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH III Saturday, November 22, 2008 8:00 am - 11:30 am Plaza A

3-095A RACE, BIOLOGY, GENES AND CULTURE IN HEALTH RESEARCH: ANTHROPOLOGISTS AND GENETICISTS IDENTIFY OPPORTUNITIES FOR COLLABORATION, ENGAGEMENT AND INCLUSION Saturday, November 22, 2008 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm Yosemite A

3-107 FIRST RITES: INNOVATIVE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH IV Saturday, November 22, 2008 8:00 am - 11:30 am Plaza A

3-138 ANTHROPOLOGY, THE MILITARY, AND WAR Saturday, November 22, 2008 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm Imperial B

3-144 FIRST RITES: INNOVATIVE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH V Saturday, November 22, 2008 8:00 am - 11:30 am Plaza A

4-046 AN EMPIRE OF GOVERNANCE? DISJUNCTURES IN THE ANTI-CORRUPTION INDUSTRY Sunday, November 23, 2008 10:15 am - 12:00 pm Golden Gate 4

4-036A THE CULTURES OF CHRISTIAN CONVERSION (MELANESIAN INTEREST GROUP) Sunday, November 23, 2008 8:00 am - 11:45 am Continental Parlor 4

AAA Presidential Session

0-060 SITUATING TRANSFORMATIONAL PRACTICES (with American Ethnological Society) Wednesday, November 19, 2008 2:00 pm - 5:45 pm Franciscan A

1-011 INCLUSION, COLLABORATION, ENGAGEMENT: ADVANCING THE BIOCULTURAL PERSPECTIVE IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL INQUIRY, PART 1 (with Biological Anthropology Section) Thursday, November 20, 2008 8:00 am - 9:45 am Imperial B

1-057 COLLABORATION AGAINST MILITARY ENGAGEMENTS: RECONSIDERING ANTHROPOLOGISTS FOR RADICAL POLITICAL ACTION 35 YEARS AFTER THE FACT Thursday, November 20, 2008 10:15 am - 12:00 pm Imperial A
Invited Sessions

1-103 ANTHROPOLOGY PUT TO WORK: A WENNER-GREN INTERNATIONAL FORUM
Thursday, November 20, 2008
1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Continental Parlor 1

1-127 THE ACADEMY AND THE PUBLICS
Thursday, November 20, 2008
1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Franciscan B

2-033 ADVANCING INDIGENOUS SCHOLARS AND SCHOLARSHIP IN ANTHROPOLOGY THROUGH LANGUAGE AND CULTURE REVITALIZATION RESEARCH AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT: CREATING A BETTER KIND OF ANTHROPOLOGY (with Council on Anthropology and Education)
Friday, November 21, 2008
8:00 am - 11:45 am
Imperial B

2-124 RETHINKING RACE: BIOLOGY, GENES AND CULTURE
Friday, November 21, 2008
1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Continental Parlor 7

2-127 THE INDIGENOUS FUTURES OF MUSEUM ANTHROPOLOGY
Friday, November 21, 2008
1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Continental Parlor 1

2-141 THE ANTHROPOLOGIST AS SOCIAL CRITIC: TOWARDS AN ENGAGED ANTHROPOLOGY (with Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology)
Friday, November 21, 2008
1:45 pm - 5:30 pm
Yosemite A

3-003 AFTER FIELDWORK: ON THE DUTY OF ANTHROPOLOGISTS TO COLLABORATE, ENGAGE & RECIPROCATE WITH THEIR HOST COMMUNITIES (with AAA Presidential Session)
Saturday, November 22, 2008
8:00 am - 9:45 am
Continental Parlor 3

3-060 IMPLEMENTING THE UNITED NATIONS DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES: THE ROLE OF ANTHROPOLOGY (with AAA Committee for Human Rights)
Saturday, November 22, 2008
10:15 am - 12:00 pm
Continental Parlor 2

3-097 AFRICAN AMERICANS AND THE US COMMUNITY-PRISON CONTINUUM: A "CULTURAL SYSTEMS ANALYSIS"
Saturday, November 22, 2008
1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Lombard

3-073A BEYOND TOLERATION AND LIP SERVICE: TOWARD A MUTUALLY ENGAGED ANTHROPOLOGY
Saturday, November 22, 2008
10:15 am - 12:00 pm
Imperial B

3-128 PULSE OF THE PLANET - HUMAN RIGHTS, ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIAL JUSTICE IN THE 21ST CENTURY.
INVITED PRESIDENTIAL, ANTHROPOLOGY & ENVIRONMENT, AND COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS SESSION (with Anthropology and Environment Section)
Saturday, November 22, 2008
1:45 pm - 5:30 pm
Continental Parlor 7

American Ethnological Society

0-062 TRANSCONTINENTAL NETWORKS, GLOBALIZATION AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS (with Society for Cultural Anthropology)
Wednesday, November 19, 2008
2:00 pm - 5:45 pm
Franciscan C

1-120 MULTISPECIES SALON II (with Society for Cultural Anthropology)
Thursday, November 20, 2008
1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Golden Gate 1
Invited Sessions

2-066 NEW LANDSCAPES OF AMERICAN INEQUALITY
Friday, November 21, 2008
10:15 am - 12:00 pm
Continental Parlor 1

Anthropology and Environment Section
1-132 ENGAGING A MOVING TARGET: ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH MODELS AND METHODS IN AN AGE OF UNPRECEDENTED CLIMATE CHANGE (with National Association for the Practice of Anthropology)
Thursday, November 20, 2008
1:45 pm - 5:30 pm
Lombard

Archaeology Division
3-129 RADICAL ARCHAEOLOGY AS CRITICAL ANTHROPOLOGY: PAPERS HONORING THOMAS C. PATTERSON (with Archaeology Division)
Saturday, November 22, 2008
1:45 pm - 5:30 pm
Franciscan B

Association for Feminist Anthropology
1-026 THE PROBLEM OF GLOBAL TRANSLATION: FEMALE/QUEER MASCULINITIES IN A SAME-SEX WORLD (with Society of Lesbian and Gay Anthropologists)
Thursday, November 20, 2008
8:00 am - 10:15 am
Imperial A

Association for Africanist Anthropology
0-075 HIV/AIDS: UNDERSCORING NEEDS FOR AND CHALLENGES TO COLLABORATION (with National Association for the Practice of Anthropology)
Wednesday, November 19, 2008
4:00 pm - 5:45 pm
Continental Parlor 1

0-077 POLITICAL PARTIES AND SUBJECTIVITY IN AFRICA (with Association for Political and Legal Anthropology)
Wednesday, November 19, 2008
4:00 pm - 5:45 pm
Continental Parlor 2

2-054 DRESS, PERFORMANCE, AND SOCIAL ACTION IN AFRICA (with Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology)
Friday, November 21, 2008
10:15 am - 12:00 pm
Continental Parlor 9

3-145 GOVERNING KENYA: INSIGHTS ON INCLUSION, COLLABORATION, AND ENGAGEMENT FROM THE 2007 ELECTIONS
Saturday, November 22, 2008
4:00 pm - 5:45 pm
Sutter B

Association for Feminist Anthropology
2-145 ETHNOGRAPHIES OF POWER, PRIVILEGE, AND DIVERSITY IN ACADEMIA (with Association of Black Anthropologists)
Friday, November 21, 2008
1:45 pm - 5:45 pm
Franciscan C

Association for Africanist Anthropology
2-161 EROTIC MOBILITIES: AFFECT, DESIRE, AND NATIONAL IMAGINARIES IN WOMEN'S CROSS-BORDER SEX (with Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology)
Friday, November 21, 2008
4:00 pm - 5:45 pm
Powell A

Association for Indigenous Anthropologists
2-142 THE NAGPRA: TRIUMPHS, TRIALS, AND TRIBULATIONS
Friday, November 21, 2008
1:45 pm - 5:30 pm
Lombard

3-100 BEHIND THE POWER: NATIVE AMERICAN EXPRESSIVE CULTURES
Saturday, November 22, 2008
1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Yosemite C

257
### Invited Sessions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Association for Latina and Latino Anthropologists</th>
<th>3-156</th>
<th>RACE, GENDER AND ENGAGED RESEARCH: INTERROGATING THE ISSUES A DECADE LATER (with National Association for the Practice of Anthropology)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-119 LIVING AND LEARNING IN THE NEW LATINO DIASPORA: DISCOURSES OF DIFFERENTIATION IN THE NEW BORDERLANDS Thursday, November 20, 2008 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm Powell A</td>
<td>3-118 PERFORMANCE, MEMORY, AND PRODUCTION IN TRANSNATIONAL EXPRESSIVE CULTURE Saturday, November 22, 2008 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm Powell A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association of Political and Legal Anthropology</td>
<td>1-027</td>
<td>BEYOND GOOGLING: ELUSIVE FIGURES IN ANTHROPOLOGY Thursday, November 20, 2008 8:00 am - 11:45 am Union Square 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-036 CRITICAL ETHNOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES ON THE WAR IN IRAQ (with Middle East Section) Friday, November 21, 2008 8:00 am - 11:45 am Golden Gate 3</td>
<td>2-030 UNDERSTANDING AND NEGOTIATING RACISM IN ANTHROPOLOGY Friday, November 21, 2008 8:00 am - 9:45 am Powell A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-061 LIBERAL RELIGIOSITIES (with Society for Anthropology of Religion) Saturday, November 22, 2008 10:15 am - 12:00 pm Taylor A</td>
<td>3-132 ON THE USEFULNESS OF THE CONCEPT OF 'DIASPORA': PERSPECTIVES ON STUDYING BLACKNESS, AFRICA, AND CONTEMPORARY FORMATIONS IN THE 21ST CENTURY Saturday, November 22, 2008 1:45 pm - 5:45 pm Yosemite C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association of Black Anthropologists</td>
<td>Association of Senior Anthropologists</td>
<td>2-065 MATTERS OF LIFE AND DEATH: TOWARDS A PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF INCLUSION, COLLABORATION AND ENGAGEMENT Friday, November 21, 2008 10:15 am - 12:00 pm Sutter B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-006 ENGAGING THE AFRICAN DIASPORA: RACE, IDENTITY AND SOCIAL CHANGE Thursday, November 20, 2008 8:00 am - 9:45 am Powell B</td>
<td>3-125 COLLABORATION BETWEEN AAA SECTIONS IN ADVANCING THE POSITION OF PRACTICING ANTHROPOLOGY WITHIN THE AAA (with Committee on Practicing Applied and Public Interest Anthropology) Saturday, November 22, 2008 1:45 pm - 5:30 pm Golden Gate 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological Anthropology Section</td>
<td>2-065</td>
<td>MATTERS OF LIFE AND DEATH: TOWARDS A PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF INCLUSION, COLLABORATION AND ENGAGEMENT Friday, November 21, 2008 10:15 am - 12:00 pm Sutter B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-061 INCLUSION, COLLABORATION, ENGAGEMENT: ADVANCING THE BIOCULTURAL PERSPECTIVE IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL INQUIRY, PART 2 (with AAA Presidential Session) Thursday, November 20, 2008 10:15 am - 12:00 pm Imperial B</td>
<td>2-160 DIRECT-TO-CONSUMER GENOMICS COMPANIES: ANTHROPOLOGISTS IN NEW TERRITORY Friday, November 21, 2008 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm Continental Parlor 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central States Anthropological Society</td>
<td>Committee on Practicing Applied and Public Interest Anthropology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Invited Sessions

Council for Museum Anthropology
3-098  AFTER COLLABORATION: INDIGENOUS ONTOLOGIES, MEDIATION, MUSEUM PRACTICE
Saturday, November 22, 2008
1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Imperial B

Council on Anthropology and Education
1-005  COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION NEW SCHOLAR INVITED POSTER SESSION
Thursday, November 20, 2008
8:00 am - 9:45 am
Plaza A

1-060  IMMIGRANTS AND THE NEW DIASPORA: WHEN IS CULTURAL?
Thursday, November 20, 2008
10:15 am - 12:00 pm
Golden Gate 6

3-103  EDUCATION, NATIONALISM, AND CITIZEN FORMATION IN A "POST-NATIONAL" ERA
Saturday, November 22, 2008
1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Powell B

Culture and Agriculture
0-074  GLOBAL PROCESSES, LOCAL PLACES: REDEFINING MARGINALIZED FOODS
Wednesday, November 19, 2008
4:00 pm - 5:45 pm
Sutter A

1-052  "LOCATING THE FACTORY IN THE FARM": FORMS OF INDUSTRIAL AGRICULTURE IN THE CONTEMPORARY UNITED STATES
Thursday, November 20, 2008
10:15 am - 12:00 pm
Powell B

Evolutionary Anthropology Society
0-063A  CURRENT RESEARCH IN EVOLUTIONARY ANTHROPOLOGY, PART 1
Wednesday, November 19, 2008
2:00 pm - 3:45 pm
Continental Parlor 9

2-047A  CURRENT STUDIES IN EVOLUTIONARY ANTHROPOLOGY, PART 2
Friday, November 21, 2008
8:00 am - 9:45 am
Plaza A

2-014  EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVES ON HEALTH AND NUTRITION
Friday, November 21, 2008
8:00 am - 9:45 am
Lombard

General Anthropology Division
0-009  ANTHROPOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING IN INTERNATIONAL AND INTERCULTURAL CONTEXTS
Wednesday, November 19, 2008
12:00 pm - 1:45 pm
Taylor B

3-054  COLLABORATION AND ARCHAEOLOGY
Saturday, November 22, 2008
10:15 am - 12:00 pm
Golden Gate 1

3-122  THE RETURN OF GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY: BIG THINKING IN SMALL PROGRAMS
Saturday, November 22, 2008
1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Taylor B

4-072  RITUAL, MYTH AND MIND - SESSION IN HONOR OF CLAUDE LÉVI-STRAUSS ON THE OCCASION OF HIS 100TH BIRTHDAY (with Society for Humanistic Anthropology)
Sunday, November 23, 2008
10:15 am - 12:00 pm
Continental Parlor 8

Middle East Section
3-121  SAINTHOOD IN THE AGE OF MECHANICAL REPRODUCTION (with Society for Anthropology of Religion)
Saturday, November 22, 2008
1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Continental Parlor 9
Invited Sessions

National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
3-012  INCLUDING THE NATIVES IN THE DISCUSSION
Saturday, November 22, 2008
8:00 am - 9:45 am
Taylor A

3-135A PERSPECTIVES ON PRACTICE: SOCIAL ACTION (with National Association for the Practice of Anthropology)
Saturday, November 22, 2008
4:00 pm - 5:45 pm
Plaza A

3-106 FINDING COMMON GROUND: OVERCOMING BARRIERS IN APPLYING ANTHROPOLOGY FOR DEVELOPMENT, HUMANITARIAN, AND NONGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS
Saturday, November 22, 2008
1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Sutter A

National Association of Student Anthropologists
1-001 A ROUNDTABLE ON GRADUATE STUDENT COLLABORATIONS AND ENGAGEMENTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE RESEARCH
Thursday, November 20, 2008
8:00 am - 9:45 am
Powell A

1-067 TEACHING ANTHROPOLOGY 2.0: INNOVATIVE STRATEGIES FOR INCORPORATING VISUAL TECHNOLOGIES INTO TEACHING AND LEARNING
Thursday, November 20, 2008
10:15 am - 12:00 pm
Taylor B

2-109 ALL INCLUSIVE? TOURISM AND ENGAGEMENT WITH 'THE OTHER'
Friday, November 21, 2008
1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Plaza A

2-110 BRICKS, BLOGS AND BUNGALOWS: REDEFINING LEISURE, REINVENTING SELF
Friday, November 21, 2008
1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Powell A

3-065 ONE LESS OR ONE MORE?: YOUTH, HEALTH AND AUTONOMY
Saturday, November 22, 2008 10:15 am - 12:00 pm
Powell A

4-065 INSIDE OUT: SPACE, PLACE AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF IDENTITY (with National Association of Student Anthropologists)
Sunday, November 23, 2008 10:15 am - 12:00 pm
Powell A

Society for Anthropological Sciences
0-028 THEORY, RELEVANCE, METHODS, AND THE FUTURE OF COGNITIVE ANTHROPOLOGY
Wednesday, November 19, 2008
12:00 pm - 1:45 pm
Lombard

2-062 ISSUES IN HUMANS AS COOPERATIVE BREEDERS
Friday, November 21, 2008 10:15 am - 12:00 pm
Powell A

2-112 COGNITIVE ANTHROPOLOGY METHODS IN MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY RESEARCH
Friday, November 21, 2008 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Golden Gate 5

3-102 DATA VISUALIZATION AND ANALYSIS
Saturday, November 22, 2008 1:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Plaza A

Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges
2-166 GATEWAY COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENTS ENGAGE IN THE GENOGRAPHIC PROJECT: INNER-CITY STUDENTS EXAMINE ANCESTRAL ORIGINS AND ETHNIC DIVERSITY
Friday, November 21, 2008 4:00 pm - 5:45 pm
Powell B

4-061 FIVE FIELDS UPDATE
Sunday, November 23, 2008 10:15 am - 12:00 pm
Lombard
### Invited Sessions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Organized by</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-070</td>
<td><strong>RETHINKING ISLAM AND MUSLIM YOUTH CULTURE</strong> (with Association for Africanist Anthropology)</td>
<td>Society for Anthropology of Religion</td>
<td>Golden Gate 6</td>
<td>Friday, November 21, 2008</td>
<td>10:15 - 12:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-066</td>
<td><strong>SPECIES AT SEA: AQUEOUS ANTHROPOLOGIES OF NONHUMAN STRANGERS AND COMPANIONS</strong></td>
<td>Society for Cultural Anthropology</td>
<td>Continental Parlor 1</td>
<td>Thursday, November 20, 2008</td>
<td>10:15 - 12:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-024</td>
<td><strong>THE CULTURE CONCEPT IN POLITICAL STRUGGLE: INSIGHTS FROM THE MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA</strong> (with Middle East Section)</td>
<td>Society for Anthropology of Religion</td>
<td>Sutter B</td>
<td>Saturday, November 22, 2008</td>
<td>8:00 am - 9:45 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-051</td>
<td><strong>CORPORATE OXYMORONS: ENTRY POINTS INTO THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF CAPITALISM</strong></td>
<td>Society for Cultural Anthropology</td>
<td>Continental Parlor 7</td>
<td>Sunday, November 23, 2008</td>
<td>10:15 - 12:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-031</td>
<td><strong>UNPACKING JAPANESE CONSERVATISM: ETHNOGRAPHIC ENGAGEMENT AND THE SOCIAL, POLITICAL, AND EMOTIONAL WORLDS OF THE RIGHT</strong></td>
<td>Society for East Asian Anthropology</td>
<td>Franciscan B</td>
<td>Friday, November 21, 2008</td>
<td>8:00 am - 9:45 am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-122</td>
<td><strong>REINVENTING GOVERNANCE IN CHINA: RATIONALITIES, STRATEGIES AND PRACTICES</strong></td>
<td>Society for Anthropology of Religion</td>
<td>Golden Gate 4</td>
<td>Friday, November 21, 2008</td>
<td>1:45 pm - 3:30 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-068</td>
<td><strong>PRIVATIZING CHINA: POWERS OF THE SELF, SOCIALISM FROM AFAR</strong> (with Society for Cultural Anthropology)</td>
<td>Society for East Asian Anthropology</td>
<td>Continental Parlor 9</td>
<td>Saturday, November 22, 2008</td>
<td>10:15 am - 12:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-054</td>
<td><strong>MOVING EXPERIENCES: DANCE, PERFORMANCE, AND EMBODIED ETHNOGRAPHY</strong></td>
<td>Society for Humanistic Anthropology</td>
<td>Sutter B</td>
<td>Wednesday, November 19, 2008</td>
<td>2:00 pm - 3:45 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-068</td>
<td><strong>THE EPistemology of LITERARY ETHNOGRAPHY</strong></td>
<td>Society for Cultural Anthropology</td>
<td>Golden Gate 5</td>
<td>Thursday, November 20, 2008</td>
<td>10:15 am - 12:00 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-127</td>
<td><strong>ENGAGEMENT, AUTHENTICITY, AND TOURISM: GENDER, SEXUALITY, ETHNICITY/RACE, AND SPACE IN THE AMERICAS</strong></td>
<td>Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology</td>
<td>Continental Parlor 3</td>
<td>Saturday, November 22, 2008</td>
<td>1:45 pm - 5:30 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-140</td>
<td><strong>BAHIA'S PLACE IN TRAVELING THEORY: DIASPORA, ETHNOGRAPHY, AND COSMOPOLITANISM IN NORTHEASTERN BRAZIL</strong></td>
<td>Society for Anthropology of Religion</td>
<td>Taylor B</td>
<td>Saturday, November 22, 2008</td>
<td>4:00 pm - 5:45 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-114</td>
<td><strong>GLOBAL FLOWS: HIP HOP CULTURES, YOUTH IDENTITIES, AND THE POLITICS OF LANGUAGE</strong></td>
<td>Society for Linguistic Anthropology</td>
<td>Golden Gate 6</td>
<td>Thursday, November 20, 2008</td>
<td>1:45 pm - 3:30 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-153</td>
<td><strong>DOING AND BEING: STANCE AND IDENTITY IN INTERACTION</strong></td>
<td>Society for Linguistic Anthropology</td>
<td>Yosemite A</td>
<td>Thursday, November 20, 2008</td>
<td>4:00 pm - 5:45 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-116</td>
<td><strong>GOSSIP, RUMOR AND SCANDAL: ENGAGING IN PUBLIC MATTERS</strong></td>
<td>Society for Anthropology of Religion</td>
<td>Taylor B</td>
<td>Friday, November 21, 2008</td>
<td>1:45 pm - 3:30 pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Invited Sessions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Society for Medical Anthropology</th>
<th>2-035</th>
<th>COLLABORATIONS, EXPERIMENTS, AND CARE: AT THE FRONTIERS OF SCIENCE AND MEDICINE (with General Anthropology Division)</th>
<th>Friday, November 21, 2008</th>
<th>8:00 am - 11:45 am</th>
<th>Continental Parlor 7</th>
<th>3:114</th>
<th>IS THE &quot;SELF&quot; STIL WORTHWHILE TO THINK WITH?</th>
<th>Saturday, November 22, 2008</th>
<th>1:45 pm - 3:30 pm</th>
<th>Union Square 23 &amp; 24</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-117</td>
<td>INTEGRATING “LOCAL” AND “WESTERN” PSYCHOTHERAPIES: PROSPECTS FOR DISCIPLINARY AND CLINICAL COLLABORATION (with Society for Psychological Anthropology)</td>
<td>Friday, November 21, 2008</td>
<td>1:45 pm - 3:30 pm</td>
<td>Powell B</td>
<td>0-078</td>
<td>BLACK ATLANTIC AND CARIBBEAN RELIGIONS: TRANSNATIONAL FLOWS AND LOCAL HISTORIES (with Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology)</td>
<td>Wednesday, November 19, 2008</td>
<td>2:00 pm - 5:45 pm</td>
<td>Taylor A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-036</td>
<td>POTENTIALITY AND HUMANNESS: REVISITING THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL OBJECT</td>
<td>Saturday, November 22, 2008</td>
<td>8:00 am - 11:45 am</td>
<td>Continental Parlor 7</td>
<td>1-007</td>
<td>RELIGION, ANTHROPOLOGY, AND COGNITIVE SCIENCE (with Society for Anthropology of Religion)</td>
<td>Thursday, November 20, 2008</td>
<td>8:00 am - 9:45 am</td>
<td>Golden Gate 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for Psychological Anthropology</td>
<td>0-078</td>
<td>ROUNDTABLE: WORKING WITH CHILDREN: METHODOLOGICAL AND ETHICAL ISSUES IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF CHILDHOOD *ORGANIZED BY THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF CHILDREN AND CHILDHOOD INTEREST GROUP</td>
<td>Wednesday, November 19, 2008</td>
<td>4:00 pm - 5:45 pm</td>
<td>Taylor B</td>
<td>2-131</td>
<td>TOWARD CRITICAL COLLABORATIVE AND RECIPROCAL RESEARCHES (with Society for Humanistic Anthropology)</td>
<td>Wednesday, November 19, 2008</td>
<td>1:45 pm - 3:30 pm</td>
<td>Golden Gate 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-039</td>
<td>THE ENCUULTURED BRAIN: NEUROANTHROPOLOGY AND INTERDISCIPLINARY ENGAGEMENT (with Central States Anthropological Society)</td>
<td>Thursday, November 20, 2008</td>
<td>8:00 am - 11:45 am</td>
<td>Lombard</td>
<td>2-158</td>
<td>COMPARING NOTES: MULTIVOCALITY AND THE SHIFT TO COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH (with Society for Humanistic Anthropology)</td>
<td>Friday, November 21, 2008</td>
<td>4:00 pm - 5:45 pm</td>
<td>Sutter B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-106</td>
<td>COLLABORATION IN THE STUDY OF CHILDHOOD: ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON LEARNING (with Evolutionary Anthropology Society)</td>
<td>Thursday, November 20, 2008</td>
<td>1:45 pm - 3:30 pm</td>
<td>Continental Parlor 8</td>
<td>0-061</td>
<td>THE LEGACY OF DAPHNE BERDAHL</td>
<td>Wednesday, November 19, 2008</td>
<td>2:00 pm - 5:45 pm</td>
<td>Continental Parlor 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for the Anthropology of Europe</td>
<td>0-061</td>
<td>THE LEGACY OF DAPHNE BERDAHL</td>
<td>Wednesday, November 19, 2008</td>
<td>2:00 pm - 5:45 pm</td>
<td>Continental Parlor 3</td>
<td>1-058</td>
<td>GRETEL PELTO AND THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF FOOD AND NUTRITION</td>
<td>Thursday, November 20, 2008</td>
<td>10:15 am - 12:00 pm</td>
<td>Powell A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for the Anthropology of Food and Nutrition</td>
<td>1-058</td>
<td>GRETEL PELTO AND THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF FOOD AND NUTRITION</td>
<td>Thursday, November 20, 2008</td>
<td>10:15 am - 12:00 pm</td>
<td>Powell A</td>
<td>3-114</td>
<td>IS THE &quot;SELF&quot; STIL WORTHWHILE TO THINK WITH?</td>
<td>Saturday, November 22, 2008</td>
<td>1:45 pm - 3:30 pm</td>
<td>Union Square 23 &amp; 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invited Sessions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **1-118**  KNORKS AND MEZZALUNAS: CUTTING EDGES OF FOOD STUDIES IN ANTHROPOLOGY  
   Thursday, November 20, 2008  
   1:45 pm - 3:30 pm  
   Powell B |
| **3-073**  WRITING FOR SOCIAL CHANGE: USING WRITING STRATEGIES TO BRIDGE SCHOLARSHIP AND ACTIVISM  
   Saturday, November 22, 2008  
   10:15 am - 12:00 pm  
   Golden Gate 5 |
| **Society for the Anthropology of North America**  
   **0-081**  TRANSNATIONAL LIVES, POLITICAL PRACTICES  
   Wednesday, November 19, 2008  
   4:00 pm - 5:45 pm  
   Lombard |
| **Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology**  
   **2-172**  TEMPLES, MOSQUES AND CHURCHES: SPACES FOR CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AMONG "NEW" IMMIGRANTS IN NORTH AMERICA  
   (with Society for Anthropology of Religion)  
   Friday, November 21, 2008  
   4:00 pm - 5:45 pm  
   Sutter A |
| **1-130**  URBAN SUBJECTS OF VALUE: ETHNOGRAPHY IN THE NEOLIBERALIZING CITY  
   (with Society for Urban, National and Transnational/Global Anthropology)  
   Thursday, November 20, 2008  
   1:45 pm - 3:30 pm  
   Sutter B |
| **3-149**  LOCATING LABOR: ANTHROPOLOGISTS ENGAGE SERVICE WORKER STRUGGLES  
   (with Society for the Anthropology of Work)  
   Saturday, November 22, 2008  
   4:00 pm - 5:45 pm  
   Continental Parlor 9 |
| **Society for the Anthropology of Work**  
   **1-111**  EXPLORING WORK AND WORKSCAPES THROUGH NEW MEDIA  
   (with Society for Visual Anthropology)  
   Thursday, November 20, 2008  
   1:45 pm - 3:30 pm  
   Golden Gate 5 |
| **Society for Visual Anthropology**  
   **0-049**  ETHNOGRAPHIC FILM, ETHICS, AND EMOTION: HONORING THE WORK OF KARL G. HEIDER  
   Wednesday, November 19, 2008  
   2:00 pm - 3:45 pm  
   Continental Parlor 1 |
| **1-158**  INCLUSION, COLLABORATION AND ENGAGEMENT IN THE RESEARCH AND PRAXIS OF KAREN BRODKIN  
   (with Association for Feminist Anthropology)  
   Thursday, November 20, 2008  
   4:00 pm - 5:45 pm  
   Sutter B |
| **1-171**  SOUND BUSINESS: MUSIC MATTERS IN CONTEMPORARY URBAN POLITICAL ECONOMIES  
   (with Society for Cultural Anthropology)  
   Thursday, November 20, 2008  
   4:00 pm - 5:45 pm  
   Union Square 23 & 24 |
| **3-162**  VISUALIZING ENGAGEMENT, COLLABORATION AND INCLUSION: SEVEN RESEARCH AND APPLIED PROJECTS FROM WESTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY  
   Saturday, November 22, 2008  
   4:00 pm - 5:45 pm  
   Plaza A |
| **1-175**  UNIONS IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY  
   (with Central States Anthropological Society)  
   Thursday, November 20, 2008  
   4:00 pm - 5:45 pm  
   Powell A |
Honors and Awards

Distinguished Lecturers

Established in 1969, the Distinguished Lecture Award is given annually to recognize intellectual contributions in anthropology. The text of the recipient's lecture, presented at the annual meeting, is published in the American Anthropologist. All AAA Fellows are eligible for this award.

Joseph Greenberg (1970)  
Robert Braidwood (1971)  
George Condominas (1972)  
John W M Whiting (1973)  
Miguel Leon-Portilla (1974)  
Elizabeth Colson (1975)  
Robert McC Adams (1976)  
F Clark Howell (1977)  
Milton Singer (1978)  
Eliot D Chapple (1979)  
Raymond Firth (1980)  
Kent Flannery (1981)  
Clifford Geertz (1983)  
Charles F Hockett (1984)  
David R Pilbeam (1985)  
David F Aberle (1986)  
Albert C Spaulding (1987)  
Mary T Douglas (1988)  
Eric R Wolf (1989)  
Floyd G Lounsbury (1990)  
Marvin Harris (1991)  
J Desmond Clark (1992)  
Patty Jo Watson (1994)  
Sidney M Mintz (1996)  
*Yolanda T Moses (1997)  

The Franz Boas Award for Exemplary Service to Anthropology

Established in 1976, the Franz Boas Award (formerly the Distinguished Service Award) annually recognizes a career of achievement in a science or service to anthropology.

Margaret Mead (1976)  
Lita Osmundsen  
Bela Maday (1977)  
Nathalie F S Woodbury  
Sol Tax (1978)  
W W Howells  
John O Brew (1979)  
Frederick Johnson  
Philip Sapir  
Edward H Spicer  
George M Foster (1980)  
Raymond H Thompson  
Sherwood L Washburn (1982)  
John W M Whiting and  
Beatrice Blyth Whiting  
William N Fenton (1983)  
Charles F Voegelin and  
Florence M Voegelin  
Ashley Montagu (1984)  
Philip Nash  
B Irving Rouse  
Thomas A Sebeok  
David P Boynton (1985)  
Katherine Dunham  
Pearl E Primus  
Helen Fisher  
J Lawrence Angel (1986)  
Frederica de Laguna  
Ward H Goodenough  
Harold E Driver (1987)  
Mary Green Seymour  
David H French (1988)  
David H P Maybury-Lewis and  
Pia H Maybury-Lewis  
Paul T Baker (1989)  
John W Bennett  
Fred Eggan (1990)  
Priscilla Reining  
Beatrice Medicine (1991)  
Clyde C Snow  
Douglas Schwartz (1992)  
Charles Leslie  
E Elke Szathmary (1998)  
* Jane Hill (1999)  
Laura Nader (2000)  
* Louise Lamphere (2001)  
Frederik Barth (2002)  
* Don Brenneis (2003)  
* Elizabeth Brumfiel (2005)  
Sydel Silverman (2006)  
* Alan Goodman (2007)  
Johnnetta Cole (2008)  
* Presidential addresses
Honors and Awards

Anthropology In Media Award

Established in 1987, the AIME Award is given annually in recognition of successful communication of anthropology to the general public, through the media. Anthropologists and non-anthropologists alike are eligible for this distinction.

Jane Goodall (1989)  
Tony Hillerman (1990)  
Ursula K Le Guin (1991)  
Jean Rouch (1992)  
Jack Weatherford (1992)

Jonathan Benthall (1993)  
Katherine Newman (1994)  
Alan Lomax (1995)  
Micaela di Leonardo (1996)  
Edward T Hall (1997)  
Donald C Johanson (1999)  
John R Rickford (2002)  
Meredith Small (2005)  
Eugenie Scott (2006)  
James McKenna (2008)

Alfred Vincent Kidder Award for Eminence in the Field of American Archaeology

Awarded every three years since 1950, (now awarded every two years) the Kidder Award recognizes eminence in the field of American archaeology.

Alfred Marsten Tozzer (1950)  
Earl H Morris (1953)  
Samuel K Lothrop (1956)  
Charles C DiPeso (1959)  
Tatiana Proskouriakoff (1962)  
Neil Judd (1965)  
Paul S Martin (1968)  
Richard S MacNeish (1971)

Gordon R Willey (1974)  
Email W Haury (1977)  
William T Sanders (1980)  
Watson Smith (1983)  
Ignacio Bernal (1986)  
Richard B Woodbury (1989)  
Kent V Flannery (1992)  
Jesse D Jennings (1995)  
Jeffrey R Parsons (1998)  
Linda S Cordell (2001)  
Réné Millon (2004)  
Jeffrey S Dean (2006)  
David C. Grove (2008)

Solon T Kimball Award for Public and Applied Anthropology

Offered every even-numbered year since 1978, the Kimball Award recognizes outstanding achievements that have contributed to the development of anthropology as an applied science and have had important impacts on public policy.

Thayer Scudder (1984)  
Culture and Learning Department, Kamehameha Schools, Honolulu, Hawaii (1986)  
Michael M Cernea (1988)

Jean J Schensul (1990)  
Stephen L Schensul  
William Rathje (1992)  
Muriel Crespi (1994)  
Douglas A Feldman (1996)  
Terrance Turner (1998)  
Michael Horowitz (2000)  
Barbara Johnston (2002)  
T J Ferguson (2006)  
Rosita Worl (2008)

Margaret Mead Award

Established by the Society for Applied Anthropology. Beginning in 1982, the Award has been given jointly by the Society and the American Anthropological Association.

John Ogbu (1979)  
Brigitte Jordan (1980)  
Nancy Scheper-Hughes (1981)  
Mary Elmendorf (1982)  
Ruthann Knudson (1983)  
Sue E Estroff (1984)  
Susan C M Scrimshaw (1985)  
Jill E Korb (1986)  
Myra Bluebon-Langner (1987)  
Alex Stepick (1988)  
Marck Nichter (1989)  
Wenda Ruth Trevathan (1990)  
Will Roscoe (1991)  
Leo Chavez (1993)  
Katherine A Dettwyler (1995)  
Philippe Bourgois (1997)  
Paul F Farmer (1999)  
Kathryn Dudley (2000)  
Tobias Hecht (2001)  
Mimi Nichter (2002)  
Marc Sommer (2003)  
Donna Goldstein (2004)  
Joao Biehl (2007)
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AAA/Oxford University Press Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching of Anthropology

This award (formerly the AAA/Mayfield award) was established in 1997 to recognize teachers who have contributed to and encouraged the study of anthropology.

Jonathan Marks Scott Lukas (2005)

Robert B Textor and Family Prize for Excellence in Anticipatory Anthropology

This award was established in 1998 to encourage and reward excellent contributions in the use of anthropological perspectives, theories, models and methods in an anticipatory mode.


David M Schneider Award

First awarded in 2005. The David M Schneider Award is awarded to a graduate student whose original essay treats cultural theory and/or American culture in a fresh and innovative fashion.

Laurel A Monnig (2005)
Elana Shever (2007)
Noa Vaisman (2007)

Minority Dissertation Fellowship

First awarded in 1999 is intended to increase the number of PhDs in anthropology among persons from historically underrepresented populations, and thus improve diversity in the discipline and promote research on issues of concern among minority populations.

Honors and Awards

**AAA President’s Award**

Lynn Goldstein (1991)  
Nathalie F S Woodbury (1992)  
Art Gallaher (1993)  
Janet Keller (1994)  
Robert Benjamin (1994)  
John Anderson (1995)  
Laila El Hamamsy (1996)  
Barbara Tedlock (1997)  
Dennis Tedlock (1998)  
Esther Boserup (1998)  
Jane Hill (1999)  
Helena Ragoné (2000)  
Deborah Heath (2002)  
Lucille Horn (2003)  
Regna Darnell (2003)  
Wendy Ashmore (2003)  
Sally Merry (2003)  
William E Davis (2004)  
Tanya Luhrmann (2004)  
Susan Skomal (2005)  
Sandra Berlin (2006)  
Alisse Waterston (2006)  
Susan H Lees (2006)  
Frances E Mascia-Lees (2006)  
Dan Segal (2006)  
Maria Vesperi (2006)  
Mary Margaret Overbey (2007)  
Faye V. Harrison (2007)  
Yolanda Moses (2007)

**AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY**

The Sharon Stephens First Book Award

Julia Paley (2001)  
John Hartigan, Jr. (Honorable Mention 2001)  
Kim Fortun (2003)  
Adriana Petryna (2003)  
Kim Gutschow (2005)  
Gaston R. Gordillo (2005)  
Charles Hirschkind (2007)  
Julia Elyachar (2007)

Elsie Clews Parsons Award For Best Graduate Student Essay

Helena Hanson (Honorable Mention 2003)  
Marc David (2005)  
Limor Samimian Darash (2007)

Senior Book Prize

Teresa Caldeira (2001)  
Susan Harding (Honorable Mention 2001)  
Mary Weismantel (2003)  
Anna L. Tsing (2005)  
Michael M. Fischer (2005)  
Lila Abu-Lughod (2007)

**ANTHROPOLOGY & ENVIRONMENT SECTION**

Roy A Rappaport Graduate Student Award in Environmental Anthropology

Melissa Checker (1998)  
Loretta Ann Cormier (1999)  
Marsha J Brofka (1999)  
Robert Porro (2000)  
Anne Rademacher (2001)  
Alison Bidwell Pearce (2003)  
Jill Constantino (2004)  
Michael Hathaway (2005)  
Sarah Hunt (2007)  
Dr. Paul Nadasdy (2004)  
J Terrence McCabe (2005)  
Julie M Cruikshank (2006)  
Steve Lansing (2007)  
Lourdes Arlizpe Award  
J. Peter Brosius (2004)  
George M. Guilmet (2004)  
Barbra Rose Johnston (2007)  
Peter Reiss (2007)  
Shauna Burn Silver (2007)  
Junior Scholar Award  
Michael Paolisso (2002)  
C. Paige West (2002)  
Michael Sheridan (2002)  
Hugh Raffles (2003)  
David McDermott Hughes (2003)  
Cori Hayden (2004)  
Melissa Checker (2004)  
Genese Sodikoff (2006)  
Paul Nadasdy (2006)  
Ken Bauer (2007)  
Small Grants Fostering Collaboration Awards  
Dana Powell (2007)  
Jim Igoe (2007)  
Felice Wyndham (2007)  
Melissa Checker (2007)  
Honors and Awards

ARCHEOLOGY DIVISION

The Willey Prize for Excellence in Archeological Research
- Melinda Zeder (1997)
- Patricia Crown (1998)
- Suzanne Fish (1999)
- Glen Stone (2001)
- James Snead (2002)
- Susan Gillespie (2003)
- R Alan Covey (2005)
- Katherine A Spielmann (2006)
- Barbara J.Mills (2007)
- Christopher T Fisher (2008)

Distinguished Lecturer
- Charles Redman (1989)
- Bruce Trigger (1990)
- Elizabeth Brumfiel (1991)
- George Cowgill (1992)
- Mark Leone (1993)
- Carol Kramer (1994)
- Patrick V Kirch (1995)
- Jeremy Sabloff (1996)
- Margaret Conkey (1997)
- Gil Stein (1998)
- Theresa Singleton (1999)
- Wendy Ashmore (2000)
- William A Longacre (2001)
- Timothy Earle (2002)
- Colin Renfrew (2005)
- David Hurst Thomas (2006)
- Philip L Kohl (2007)

Student Diversity Travel Grant
- Olivia Clementina (2005)
- Navarro-Farr (2006)
- Janet Six (2007)
- Nawa Sugiyama (2008)
- Radhika Sundararajan-Bauer (2009)
- Sara L Gonzalez (2010)
- Desireé Renée Martinez (2011)
- Uzma Zehra Rizvi (2012)
- Grase S R Turner (2013)

ASSOCIATION FOR AFRICANIST ANTHROPOLOGY

African Scholars Travel Grant
- Babatunde Omoniyi (1999)
- David Bogopa (2003)

Distinguished Lecture
- Sally Falk Moore (1999)
- John Ogbu (2000)
- Parker Shipton (2001)

Carolyn Martin (2002)
- Betty Harris (2003)
- Bogumil Jewskiwicki (2006)
- Gwendolyn Mikell (2007)

ASSOCIATION FOR FEMINIST ANTHROPOLOGY

Sylvia Forman Paper Prize

Graduate Student Award
- Susan Seizer (1996)
- Malathi de Alwis (1997)
- Angie Danyluk (1998)
- Kathryn Forbes (Honorable Mention 1998)
- Rachel Meyers (1999)
- Shanshan Du (1999)
- Kathleen Coll (2000)
- Stephenic Krammer (2000)
- Alyssa Cymene Howe (2000)
- Susan L Erickson (Honorable Mention 2000)
- Maribel Garcia (2001)
- Vanessa Fong (Honorable Mention 2001)
- Jessook Song (2002)

Christian Croegaert (2006)
- Victoria Luong (Honorable Mention 2006)
- Kate Goldade (2007)

Undergraduate Student Award
- Karissa Moreno (1998)
- Renee J Walker (Honorable Mention 1998)
- Brandy Bourne (1999)
- Esha Clearfield (2000)
- Prasanthi Koduru (2001)
- Meaghan MacIntyre (2002)
- Rebecca Tarlau (2006)
- Julia Harris (Honorable Mention 2006)
- Fae Goodman (2007)

Zora Neale Hurston Travel Grant
- Rebecca Etz (2004)
- Svatia Shah (2006)
- Ramona Perez (2007)
- Lae McCchesney (2008)
- Judith Singleton (2009)
- Lauren Fordyce (2010)
- Brenda Sendejo (2011)
- Kenda Stewart (2012)
- Lai Zimmerman (2013)
## Honors and Awards

### ASSOCIATION FOR LATINA AND LATINO ANTHROPOLOGISTS

**Book Award**
- Ana Celia Zentella (1999)
- Bonnie Urciuoli & Marta Menchaca (Honorable Mentions 1999)
- Nicholas De Genova (2006)
- Ana Aparicio (Honorable Mention 2006)
- Sylvia Rodriguez (2007)
- Christian Ziolinski (Honorable Mention 2007)

**ANA Aparicio (Honorable Mention 2006)**

### ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGISTS

**Vera Green Award**
- Aimee Cox (2007)

### ASSOCIATION FOR POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY

**Student Paper Prize**
- Harry G West (1996)
- Conerly Casey (1997)
- Nitasha Sharma (1998)
- Ayse Parla (1999)
- Kimberley Coles (2001)
- John Tofik Karam (2002)
- Christopher Colvin (2003)
- Jessica Greenberg (2005)
- Tomi Castle (2006)
- Amy L Porter
- Mark Schuller (2007)

**Bioarcheology Student Paper Prize**
- Matthew Lowery (2001)
- Emily Bowler (2003)
- Scott Bellanger (2004)
- Keelan Smart (2005)
- Anna Baraitser (2006)
- Lily Shriver (2007)
- John Relethford (2008)
- Niall Hing (2009)
- Megan Cull (2010)
- William Cheng (2011)
- David Reinhart (2012)
- William Wooten (2013)
- Emily J. Crowder (2014)
- Justin North (2015)
- Erik Holtorf (2016)
- Daniel Petruzzello (2017)

**Toni Castle (2006)**

### BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY SECTION

**WW Howells Book Prize in Biological Anthropology**
- Dorothy Cheney (1993)
- Robert Seyfarth (1994)
- Matt Cartmill (1994)
- James Wood (1997)
- Milford Wolpoff (1998)
- Rachel Caspari
- Ian Tattersall (1999)
- Sarah Blaffer Hrdy (2000)
- Christopher Beard (2005)
- Nina G. Jablonski (2007)
- Frans de Waal (2001)
- Eugenie Scott (2002)
- George Armelagos (2004-05)

### CENTRAL STATES ANTHROPOLOGY SOCIETY

**Distinguished Lecturer**
- John Messenger (1992)
- Erick Bourguignon (1993)
- Raymond Fogelson (1994)
- Alice Kehoe (1995)
- James Fernandez (1996)
- Scott Whiteford (1997)
- Jean Comaroff (1999)
- Elizabeth Brumfiel (2000)
- David McCurdy (2001)
- Andrew Stratem (2004)
- C Owen Lovejoy (2005)
- E Paul Durrenberger (2006)
- Donald L Birchfield (2007)
- Beth Wilder Dillingham Award
- Nancy Marie Mitchell (1989)
- Nancy Marie Mitchell (1990)
- Robin B Devin (1991)
- Marta Zambrano (1993)
- Xiuxing Liu (1995)
- Susan L Erickson (1997)
- Elizabeth L Krause (1998)
- Angela Giaros (2005)
- Heidi Orcutt (Honorable Mention 2005)
- Anna J Willow (2007)
- Leslie A. White Award
- Nicolette I Teufel (1986)
- Nicolette Teufel (1988)
- Shih-Chung Hsieh
- Amber Ault (1989)
- Marc Kodack
- Holly H Mullin (1990)
- Ronnie Mallinger (1991)
- Laura A Zeeman
- Laura M DeLuca (1994)
- Jason Baird Jackson (1995)
- Kearsley Stewart (1996)
- Michelle Lynette Ramirez (1997)
- Kazuko Yamazaki (1998)

---

**Leslie A. White Award**
- Nicolette I Teufel (1986)
- Nicolette Teufel (1988)
- Shih-Chung Hsieh
- Amber Ault (1989)
- Marc Kodack
- Holly H Mullin (1990)
- Ronnie Mallinger (1991)
- Laura A Zeeman
- Laura M DeLuca (1994)
- Jason Baird Jackson (1995)
- Kearsley Stewart (1996)
- Michelle Lynette Ramirez (1997)
- Kazuko Yamazaki (1998)
Honors and Awards

Heather Lindkvist (2000)
Timothy James McCollum
Amanda Olson (2001)
Mary Ann J. Ladia (2002)
David Chaudoir (2003)
Angela Martin (2004)
Celine Miceli (2005)
Sarah Surface-Evans
Melissa Rinehart (Honorable Mention 2005)
Lacey Fleming (2006)
Bronwyn Nicole Fleming (2007)

Student Paper Prize
Graduate Student Award
William Parkinson (1996)

Marko Zivkovic (1997)
Kimberly Hart (1998)
Derek P. Brereton (1999)
Denene Ann-Marguerite De Quinal (2002)
Ann Williams (2004)
Angela Martin
Jessica Smith (2005)

Undergraduate Student Award
Heidy Fry (1993)
Bjorn Munson (1995)
Elizabeth N C Jones (1996)
Erik A Dahl (1997)
Joyce Hughes (Honorable Mention 1997)

COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION

George and Louise Spindler Award
Elizabeth Eddy (1988)
Harry F Wolocott (1989)
David Fetterman (1990)
Frederick Erickson (1991)
Shirley Brice Heath (1992)
Courtney B Cazden (1993)
Frederick Gearing (1994)
Henry Torres Trueba (1995)
John Chilcott (1996)
Jacqueta Hill (1997)
John Singleton
Murray L Wax (1998)
Raymond J Barnhardt (1999)
Concha Delgado Gaitan (2000)
Ray McDermott (2001)
Donna Deyhle (2002)

Beatrice Medicine (2005)
Hugh Mehan (2006)
Michèle Foster (2007)

Outstanding Dissertation Awards
Bradley Levinson (1994)
Phyllis Ryan (1995)
Aurolyn Luykx (1997)
Bryan Brayboy (1999)
Ellen Skilton-Sylvester (1999)
Thea Abu El-Haj (2000)
Mica Pollock
Julie Koomea (2001)
Edmund Hamann
Cati Coe (Honorable Mention 2001)
Denise Blum (2003)

Evolutionary Anthropology Society

Best Student Presentations
Wesley Allen Arave (2005)

Best New Investigator
Elizabeth Blum (2005)
Aimée Plourde (2006)
Daniel Hruschka (2007)

Student Paper Award
David Nolin (2007)

General Anthropology Division

General Anthropology Award for Exemplary Cross-Field Scholarship
Nancy M Flowers

Francisco M Salzano
Ricardo V Santos
Honors and Awards

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY

NAPA Student Achievement Award
- Charles Nash (2001)
- Elena O'Curry (2001)
- Carina Vasquez (2002)
- Jason Ppaiment (2005)
- Jacob Hickman (2005)
- Cynthia S. Hernandez (2007)
- Alejandro Angee (2007)
- Anita Carrasco (2008)

Leana Cuellar
Paul Egez
Jayne B. Hoffman
Jennifer Gilroy Hunsecker

Charles Nash
Elena O'Curry
Carina Vasquez
Gordon Rice (2002)
Adam D. Kiš (2004)

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT ANTHROPOLOGISTS

Carrie Hunter Tate Award—Graduate Student
- Donald Wood (1999)
- Melissa Cahnmann (2000)
- Adam Fish (2000)
- Marlene Codwell (2001)
- Rory McCarthy (2002)

Carrie Hunter Tate Award—Undergraduate Student
- Mary Ownby (1999)
- Adrienne Isaac (2000)
- Christina Dorsey (2003)
- Jacob Hickman (2004)
- Meli Glenn (2001)
- Chad Morris

Travel Award
- Meli Glenn (2001)
- Chad Morris

Carrie Hunter Tate Award—Graduate Student
- Donald Wood (1999)
- Melissa Cahnmann (2000)
- Adam Fish (2000)
- Marlene Codwell (2001)
- Rory McCarthy (2002)

Carrie Hunter Tate Award—Undergraduate Student
- Mary Ownby (1999)
- Adrienne Isaac (2000)
- Christina Dorsey (2003)
- Jacob Hickman (2004)
- Meli Glenn (2001)
- Chad Morris

Travel Award
- Meli Glenn (2001)
- Chad Morris

SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGY IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Presidential Recognition Award
- Richard Furlow (1991)
- Charles Ellenbaum (1992)
- Lloyd J Miller (1996)

Phil Stein (1997)
Tony Baizano (2000)
Mark Levine (2001)
Mark Tromans (2002)

SOCIETY FOR CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY

Cultural Horizons Prize
- Saba Mahmood (2002)
- Paul Eliss (2003)

Shao Jing (2007)

SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY

Victor Turner Prize in Ethnographic Writing
- Kirin Narayan (1990)
- Dennis Tedlock (1991)
- Karen McCarthy Brown (1992)
- Jim Wafter
- Alma Gottlieb (1993)
- Philip Graham
- Lila Abú-Lughod (1994)
- Mary Margaret Steedley
- Margaret Weiner (1995)
- Carol Stack (1996)
- Keith Basso (1997)
- Lawrence Cohen (1998)
- Jean L Briggs (1999)
- Robert Desjarlais
- Cheryl Mattingly (2000)
- Tanya M Luhrman (2001)
- Hugh Raffles
- Bill Maurer (2005)
- Julie Cruikshank (2006)
- Ira Bashkow (2007)

Ethnographic Fiction Competition
- Barbara Tedlock (1986)
- Ernest Schusky (1988)
- Michael Hittman (1989)
- Susan Scott-Stevens (1990)
- Kate Altork (1993)
- Maria Nieves Zedeno

Bill Maurer (2005)
Julie Cruikshank (2006)
Ira Bashkow (2007)
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Loretta Orion (1994)
Paul Heinrich (1995)
Simone Isadora Flynn (1996)
Nancy Lindisfarne (1997)
Don Mitchell (1998)
Ayala Emmett (2000)
Tiffany Marie Hamburger
Marisabel Almer (2005)
Michelle Bellino (2006)
Sally Bellerose
Roxanne Varzi (2007)

Ethnographic Poetry Competition
Anthony Leeds (1986)
Gordon Lester-Massman (1987)
Susan Landgraf (1988)
Stephanos Stephanides (1989)
Charles F. Underwood (1990)
John F Sherry, Jr. (1991)
Kate Altork (1992)
Don Mitchell (1993)
Charles Underwood (1994)
John McCail (1995)
Charles Underwood (1995)
Tara Waters Lumpkin (1996)
Keith Smith

Jim Funaro (1997)
Adrie Kusserow (1998)
Helen Frost (1999)
Jeanne Simonelli (2000)
Adrie Kusserow (2001)
Tracy Lewis (2002)
Heidi Kelley (2003)
Melissa Cahnmann
Kristina Lyons (2005)
Roy Jacobstein (2006)
Liz Beasley (2007)

Student Paper Prize
Mara Buchbinder (2007)

SOCIETY FOR LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN ANTHROPOLOGY

Keynote Lectures
Lynn Stephen (2005)

Presidential Lectures
Joanne Rappaport (2002)
Bruce Mannheim (2006)

Roseberry-Nash Award
Brian Burke (2006)
Kristine Latta (2007)
Kate Goldade

SOCIETY FOR LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY

SLA Student Essay Prize
Andrew Wong (2000)
Quing Zhang
Sarah Meacham (2001)

The Sapir Book Prize
Alexandra Jaffe (2002)
Richard Bauman (2006)
Charles Briggs

SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY

New Millennium Book Award
Adriana Petryna (2006)
Sharon Kaufman (2007)

Career Achievement Award
Cecil Helman (2004)
George Foster (2005)
Ronnie Frankenberg (2007)
Margaret Lock

WHR Rivers Undergraduate Student Paper Competition
Tiffany Star Behringer (2004)
Amy Saltzman (2005)
Hayder Al-Mohammad (2006)
Irit Rasooly (2007)

Charles Hughes Graduate Student Paper Competition
Benjamin Hickler (2004)
Jennifer Liu (2005)
Elise Andaya (2006)
Kate Goldade (2007)

The Steven Polgar Professional Paper Competition
James Pfeiffer (2003)
Michelle Rivkin-Fish (2005)
Vincanne Adams, Suellen Miller, Sienna Craig, Nyima, Sonam, Droyoung, Lhakpen and Michael Varner (2006)
Robin Root (2007)

Rudolf Virchow Award, Professional Category
Ronnie Frankenberg (1987)
Ellen Lazarus (1988)
Lynn Morgan (1989)
John O'Neil (1990)
Merill Singer (1991)
Mark Nichter (1992)
Mimi Nichter
Soheir Morsy (1993)
Hans Baer (1994)
Barbara Ryko-Bauer (2003)
Paul Farmer
James Pfeiffer (2004)
Paul Farmer (2005)
Honors and Awards

Arachu Castro
Joao Biehl
Charles Briggs (2006)
Philippe Bourgois (2007)
Jeff Schonberg

Rudolf Virchow Award, Student Category
Michael C. Carolyn Smith (2000)
Sarah Horton (2002)
Cesar Abadia-Barrero (Graduate 2003)
Scott Sang-Hyun Lee (Undergraduate 2003)
Sarah Willen (Graduate 2004)
Hanna Garth (Undergraduate 2004)
Michael Westerhause (Graduate 2005)
Seth Holmes (2006)

Krista Schumacher (Graduate 2007)
Aki Nakanishi (Undergraduate 2007)

George Foster Memorial Prize in the Practice of Medical Anthropology
Merill Singer (2005)
Spero Manson (2006)
Susan Hunter (2007)

Mentor Award
Joan Ablon (2004)
Mark Nichter (2005)

Eileen Basker Memorial Prize
Emily Martin (1988)
Joan Jacobs Brumberg (1989)

COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY OF REPRODUCTION

Keynote Lectures
Edited Collection
Most Enduring Collection
Thomas Buckley (2002)
Robbie Davis-Floyd (2003)
Carolyn Sargent (2004)
Rayna Rapp (2005)
Lynn Morgan (2005)
Rayna Rapp (2005)
Linda Layne (2006)

Most Notable Recent Collection
Margaret Lock (2002)
Patricia Kaufert (2002)
Marcia Inhorn (2003)
Frank Balen (2004)
Vicki Lukere (2004)
Margaret Jolly (2005)
Janelle Taylor (2005)
Linda Layne (2006)
Danielle Wozniak (2006)

CAR Student Paper Prize
Susan Erickson (2001)
Elly Teman (2002)
Helene Goldberg (2003)
Susi Krehbiel (2005)
Heide Castaneda (2006)

SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY

Lifetime Achievement Award
Melford E Spiro (1991)
Robert A LeVine (1997)
Erika E Bourguignon (1999)
Robert I Levy (2001)
Walter Goldschmidt (2003)
Jean Briggs (2005)
Roy D'Andrade (2005)
Robert Edgerton (2007)

Stirling Prize for Best Work In Psychological Anthropology
Victor Barnouw (1968)
James P Spradley (1969)
Carolyn Henning Brown (1970)
Theodore Graves (1971)
Ralph Bolton (1972)
Charlene Bolton (1974)
Ralph Bolton (1974)
Carol Michelson (1976)
Jeffrey Wilde (1976)
Nancy G Graves (1975)
Theodore D Graves (1975)
Lorraine Kirk (1976)

Michael Burton (1989)
Geoffrey White (1978)
William W Dressler (1979)
Catherine Lutz (1980)
Claudia Strauss (1983)
Nancy Scheper-Hughes (1985)
Tanya Luhrmann (1986)
Dennis B Mc Gilvray (1987)
Thomas J Csordas (1988)
Thomas Gregor (1989)
Charles W Nuckolls (1989)
Janis Jenkins (1990)
Steve Derné (1991)
Honors and Awards

Penelope Brown (1992)  
Stephen Levinson  
Begoña Aretxaga (1993)  
Yoram Bilu (1997)  
Yehuda C. Goodman  
Linda Garro (1999)  
Carmella Moore (2003)  
Kim Romney  
Ti-Lien Hsia  
Susan Seymour (2005)  
Joao Biehl (2006)  
Everett Yuehong Zhang (2007)  

Boyce Prize for Contributions to Psychoanalytic Anthropology  
Yoram Bilu (1986)  
Sudhir Kakar (1987)  
Waud Kracke (1988)  

SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGY OF CONSCIOUSNESS  
Distinguished Article Award  
Christopher Dana Lynn (2005)  
Lewis Mehl-Madrona (2008)  

Distinguished Lecturer  
Joan Townsend (2003)  
Anthony F.C. Wallace (2005)  
Edith Turner (2006)  
Stanley Krippner (2007)  

SOCIETY FOR EAST ASIAN ANTHROPOLOGY  
The Francis L. K. Hsu Book Prize  
Bonnie Adrian (2004)  
Yunxiang Yan (Honorable Mention 2004)  
Vanessa L Fong (2005)  
Theodore C. Bestor (Distinguished Mention 2005)  
Susan Orpott Long (2006)  
Tamara Jacka (2007)  

David Plath Media Award  
John W. Bennett (2004)  
Futuru Tsai (2005)  
Jane Bachnik (Special Mention 2005)  
Kyoung-Soon (2007)  
Hee-Jeong Sohn (Jay Sohn)  

Theodore C. Bestor Prize for Outstanding Graduate Student Paper  
Ayumi Miyazaki (2004)  
Paul Festa (Honorable Mention 2004)  
Shannon May (2006)  
John (Song Pae) Cho (2007)  

SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE  
William A. Douglass Distinguished Lecture  
Ernest Gellner (1989)  
Natalie Zemon Davis (1990)  
Marilyn Strathern (1991)  
João de Pina-Cabral (1992)  
Caroline Humphrey (1993)  
Anthony P. Cohen (1994)  
Ovar Lófgren (1995)  
Tamás Hofer (1996)  

Judith Okley (1997)  
Scott Lash (1999)  
Ray Abrams (2000)  
Marc Abéél (2001)  
Johannes Fabian (2002)  
András Zempléni (2003)  
Valery Tishkov (2005)  
Mathijs Pelkmans (2007)  
Andrea L. Smith  

William A. Douglas Book Prize in Europeanist Anthropology  
Marilyn Silverman (2002)  
Jenny White (2003)  
Katherine Verdery (2004)  
Christopher Tilley (2005)
Honors and Awards

**SAE Council of European Studies Pre-Dissertation Fellowship Award**
Louise Morgan (2002)
Noelle Mole (2003)
Angelina Zontine (2004)
Narcis Tulbure (2005)
Smoki Musaraj (2007)
Ceren Ozgul (2008)

**Student Paper Competition Graduate Student**
Sharon Roseman (1993)
Pamela Ballinger (1994)
Anglea K Martin (Honorable Mention 1994)
Matt Bunzl (1996)
Jennifer Patico (2000)
Jane Cowley
Noelle Mole (2003)
Petra Tjitske Kalshoven (2005)

**Student Paper Competition Undergraduate Student**
Carolyn Monk (1994)
Arnaud F Lambert (1996)
Andrew Asher (2000)

**SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF FOOD AND NUTRITION**

**Distinguished Lecture**
Nevin Scrimshaw (1998)
Sidney Mintz (2001)
Kathleen Dettwyler (2002)
Marion Nestle (2003)
Solomon Katz (2005)
Thomas Marchione (2006)
Warren Belasco (2007)

**Christine Wilson Student Award**
George Luber (2001)
Sera Yong (2002)
Christine Newkerk (2004)
Sarah Szurek (2005)
Lindsay Marshall (2006)
Melissa Salazar (Graduate 2007)
Yuanyuan Zhang (Undergraduate 2007)

**SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF NORTH AMERICA**

**Distinguished Achievement in the Critical Study of North America**
Elliot Liebow (1994)
Renato Rosaldo (1995)
Louise Lamphere (1996)
Carol Stack
Leith Mullings (1997)
Anna Lou Dehavenon (1998)
Delmos Jones
Jagna Scharff
Roger Sanjek (1999)
Judith Granich Goode (2000)

**Delmos Jones and Jagna Sharff Memorial Book Prize for the Critical Study of North America**
Gina Perez (2005)
Dorothy Holland (2007)
Catherine Lutz
Don Nonini
Lesley Bartlett
Marla Frederick-McGlathery
Thaddeus C. Guldbrandsen
Enrique Murillo
Ann Aurelia Lopez

**SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF RELIGION**

**Roy A. Rappaport Distinguished Lecture in the Anthropology of Religion**
Talal Asad (1999)
Edith Turner (2001)
Mary Douglas
John Peel (2003)
Maurice Bloch (2005)
Jean Comaroff (2007)

**Clifford Geertz Prize in the Anthropology of Religion**
Heonik Kwon (2007)
Charles Hirschkind (Honorable Mention, 2007)

**SAR Student Abstract Award**
Gretchen Pfiel (Best 2005)
Hanna Kim (Excellence 2005)
Ryan Schram
Gregory M. Simon (First Prize 2007)
Neena Mahadev (Second Prize 2007)
Ryan Schram (Honorable Mention 2007)
Honors and Awards

SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORK

Conrad Arensberg Award
Conrad Arensberg (1991)
June Nash (1992)
Karen Brodkin (1993)
Louise Lamphere (1994)
Frederick Gamst (1995)
Elliot Chapple (2000)
Herbert Applebaum (2001)
Hans and Judith-Maria Buechler (2002)
Helen I Safa (2003)
Susan George (2004)
Arlie Hochschild (2006)

Eric R Wolf Award
Ariana Hernandez-Reguanta (2002)
Kelly Felzault (2004)
Laurie Duthie (2005)
Theresa Preston-Werner (2007)

Diana Forsythe Prize
(Awarded jointly with CASTAC, a Committee of GAD)
Rayna Rapp (1999)
David Hess (2000)
Stefan Helmreich (2001)
Lucy Suchman (2002)
Cori Hayden (2003)
Joe Dumit (2005)
Marcia Inhorn (2007)

SOCIETY FOR URBAN NATIONAL AND TRANSNATIONAL/GLOBAL ANTHROPOLOGY

Anthony Leeds Prize in Urban Anthropology
Alejandro Portes (1995)
Alex Stepick (1996)
Charlotte Ikels (1996)
Ewa Morawska (1997)
Steven Gregory (1998)
Roger Sanjek (1999)
Mary Beth Mills (2000)
Setha Low (2001)
Catherine Lutz (2002)
Kim Hopper (2003)
Nancy Abelmann (2004)
Lorna Rhodes (2005)
Joao Biehl (2006)
Steven Gregory (2007)

SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY

Lifetime Achievement Award
Joan Swayze Williams (2007)
Karl Heider (2008)

Amber Ridington
Dane Wajich
Giselle Portenier
Bennie Klain (2008)
Leighton Peterson
Dawn Logsdon
Marco Williams

Awards of Excellence
Micha X Peled (2007)
Anne Makepeace

Peter Biella (2007)
Tadashi Nakamura (2008)

Best Short Film

Best Student Work
Jennifer Wolowic (2007)
Brandon Kohrt (2008)

Daisy Lamothe (2007)
Tobias Wendt
Christian Leong
Ervin Chartrand
Lorne Olson
Darryl Nepinak
Shannon Letandre

Collier Award for Books Featuring Still Photography
Andrea Heckman (2006)
Joanna Scherer (2008)

Jean Rouch Award
Lisa Katzman (2007)
Kate Hennessy (2008)

Amber Ridington
Dane Wajich
Giselle Portenier
Bennie Klain (2008)
Leighton Peterson
Dawn Logsdon
Marco Williams

Awards of Commendation
Daisy Lamothe (2007)
Tobias Wendt
Christian Leong
Ervin Chartrand
Lorne Olson
Darryl Nepinak
Shannon Letandre

Collier Award for Books Featuring Still Photography
Andrea Heckman (2006)
Joanna Scherer (2008)
### Honors and Awards

**SOCIETY OF LESBIAN AND GAY ANTHROPOLOGISTS**

**Ruth Benedict Prize**
- Walter L Williams (1986)
- Gilbert Herdt (1987)
- Kath Weston (1990)
- Serena Nanda
- Richard Parker (1991)
- Ellen Lewin (1992)
- Madeline D Davis (1993)
- Elizabeth Lapovsky Kennedy
- Roger Lancaster
- Esther Newton (1994)
- William Leap
- Sabine Lang (1997)
- Wesley Thomas
- Sue-Ellen Jacobs
- Kath Weston
- Jennifer Robertson (1998)
- Evelyn Blackwood (1999)
- Saskia E Wieringa
- Esther Newton
- Barbara Voss
- Rob Schmidt
- Arlene Stein (2001)
- Hector Carrillo (2002)
- Ellen Lewin
- William Leap
- Tom Boellstorff (2005)
- Tanya Erzen (2006)
- David Valentine (2007)
- Gloria Wekker

**Best Anthology**
- Saskia Wieringa (2007)
- Evelyn Blackwood
- Abha Bhaiya

**Kenneth W Payne Student Prize**
- Scott Bravman (1988)
- Raleigh Watts (1989)
- Carolyn White (1990)
- Dwayne C Turner (1991)
- Martin F Manalansan IV (1992)
- Robert J Morris
- Deborah A Elliston (1993)
- Patrick Larvie (1995)
- Niels Teunis (1996)
- Constance Sullivan-Blum (1998)
- Lauren Hasten (1999)
- Alyssa Cymene Howe (2002)
- Susan Bullington (2003)
- Anthony Petro
- Tomi Castle (2005)
- Natasha Sandraya Wilson (Honorable Mention 2006)
- Chris Tan (2007)
- John Song-Pae Cho
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Society for Visual Anthropology, American Anthropological Association

Wednesday, November 19

Franciscan D

0-063  World Ethnographies I  3:00 PM to 7:00 PM
3:00 PM  Jean-Luc Chevé, Holy Week in Sicily (La Settimana Santa Sicilienne)
4:35 PM  Hector Aiarcon, Tunnel Vision
4:50 PM  Adam Fish, World of Wonder: Queer Television
5:21 PM  Kyi Phy Phyu Shin, A Sketch of Wathone (in The Art of Documentary Editing)
5:41 PM  Lay Thida, Just a Boy (in The Art of Documentary Editing)
5:59 PM  Shin Daewa, Like Father, Like Son
6:18 PM  Thu Thu Shein, A Million Threads (in The Art of Documentary Editing)
6:33 PM  Break and Discussion

Society for Visual Anthropology, Video and Interactive Media Festival

0-120  Awards Ceremony  7:00 PM to 9:00 PM
7:00 PM  Short clips of award winners
7:53 PM  Tadashi Nakamura, Pilgrimage (Best Short Film)
8:15 PM  Discussion with the filmmaker
8:30 PM  Kate Hennessy and Amber Ridington, Dane Wajich: Dane-zaa Stories and Songs - Dreamers and the Land (Jean Rouch Award)
8:50 PM  Discussion with the producers

Thursday, November 20

Franciscan A

1:043A  Americana and Immigration I  8:00 AM to 12:00 PM
8:00 AM  Almudena Carracedo and Robert Bahar, Made in L.A.
9:15 AM  Laura Terruso, The Last Butcher in Little Italy
9:26 AM  Matthew Durington, Record Store
10:08 AM  Mitch Teplitsky, Soy Andina
11:23 AM  Tadashi Nakamura, Pilgrimage (Best Short Film)
11:45 AM  Break and Discussion

1:076A  Americana and Immigration II  12:00 PM to 4:40 PM
12:00 PM  Circe Sturm, Texas Tavola: A Taste of Sicily in the Lone Star State
12:39 PM  Daniel B. Gold and Judith Helfand, Everything's Cool
2:14 PM  Joseph Sousa, Festa
3:04 PM  Jeremy Rocklin, Dollars and Dreams: West Africans in New York
4:14 PM  J. Fredrick Dent, Jorge Campos, Shoemaker
4:19 PM  Break and Discussion

1:176A  America Without a Blush  4:40 PM to 8:15 PM
4:40 PM  Rick Widmer, American Fair
6:08 PM  Monique Derenia, Why Not Dad?
6:27 PM  Steve Delano, No Bigger Than a Minute
7:25 PM  Alice Arnold, Teeth
7:57 PM  Discussion
2008 Film, Video and Interactive Media Screening Program

Friday, November 21
Franciscan D
2:039A  Middle East and War  8:00 Am to 12:27 PM
8:00 AM  Ya-Hsuan Huang, Through the Negev
8:22 AM  Jack Silberman, Raised to be Heroes
9:20 AM  Roxanne Varzi, Plastic Flowers Never Die
9:54 AM  John Pilger, The War on Democracy
11:32 AM  Emily C. Cohen, IVAW Presents Operation First Casualty
11:40 AM  Brandon Kohrt, Returned: Child Soldiers of Nepal's Maoist Army (Best Student Film)
12:10 PM  Break and Discussion

2-104A  Collaborative Filmmaking and Participatory Research 12:27 PM to 3:20
12:27 PM  Jennifer Adair and Michelle Keys, Beginning a New Life: Caring for Infants in an Orphanage Setting
12:46 PM  Margie Connolly and Chris Simon, Visit with Respect
1:01 PM  Laura R. Graham, David Hernández Palmar and Caimi Waiáisse, Owners of the Water: Conflict and Collaboration Over Rivers
1:41 PM  Berit Madsen and Anne Mette Jorgensen, Friends, Fools, Family: Rouch's Collaborators in Niger
2:45 PM  Kate Hennessy and Amber Riddington, Dane Wajich: Dane-zaa Stories and Songs - Dreamers and the Land (Jean Rouch Award)
3:05 PM  Break and Discussion

2-151A  World Ethnographies II  3:20 PM to 8:00 PM
3:20 PM  Elvira Dones, Sworn Virgins
4:16 PM  Franco Sacchi, This is Hollywood
5:17 PM  Susan Vogel, The Future of Mud
6:20 PM  Aoife Nugen, Allan Shinohara, Peter Scheele, and Nozomi Ito, On the Other Side
7:16 PM  Amy Catlin-Jairazbho and Nazir Ali Jairazbho, Baby-Dropping and Firewalking Rituals (in Music for a Goddess, Part III, Chapter 12)
7:30 PM  Sarah Taylor, Gracias a los Gringos
7:48 PM  Discussion

Saturday, November 22
Franciscan D
3:040A  Native Americans  8:00 AM to 12:46 PM
8:00 AM  Suree Towfighnia, Standing Silent Nation
8:58 AM  Catherine Mullins, Being Innu
9:56 AM  Erwin Wagenhofer, We Feed the World
11:34 AM  Bennie Klain and Leighton C. Peterson, Weaving Worlds (Award of Commendation)
12:31 PM  Break and Discussion

3-090A  Race, Class and Economy I  12:46 PM to 3:15 PM
12:46 PM  Laura Pacheco and John de Graaf, The Motherhood Manifesto
1:48 PM  Dawn Logsdon, Faubourg Tremé: The Untold Story of Black New Orleans (Award of Commendation)
2:55 PM  Break and Discussion

3-134A  Race, Class and Economy II  3:15 PM to 8:00 PM
3:15 PM  Marc Isaacs, All White in Barking
4:33 PM  Charles Menzies and Jennifer Rashleigh, Weather the Storm
5:12 PM  Liz Miller, The Water Front
6:10 PM  Marco Williams, Banished (Award of Commendation)
7:34 PM  Discussion
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Award Winners

Awards Ceremony
Society for Visual Anthropology (Wed. 7:00 PM)

Awards of Commendation
Bennie Klain and Leighton Peterson, Weaving Worlds (Sat. 11:34 AM)
Dawn Logsdon, Faubourg Tremé: The Untold Story of Black New Orleans (Sat. 1:48 PM)
Marco Williams, Banished (Sat. 6:10 PM)

Best Short Film
Tadashi Nakamura, Pilgrimage (Wed. 7:53 PM and Thu. 11:23 AM)

Jean Rouch Award
Kate Hennessy and Amber Ridington, Dane Wajich: Dane-zaa Stories and Songs - Dreamers and the Land (Wed. 8:30 PM and Fri. 2:45 PM)

Best Student Film
Brandon Kohrt Returned: Child Soldiers of Nepal’s Maoist Army (Fri. 11:40 AM)

Collier Award
Joanna Scherer Benedicte Wrensted, A Danish Photographer of Idaho Indians

Student Works

Wednesday
Hector Alarcon, Tunnel Vision (Wed. 4:35 PM)
Adam Fish, World of Wonder: Queer Television (Wed. 4:50 PM)
Kyi Phyu Shin, A Sketch of Wathone (Wed. 5:21 PM)
Lay Thida, Just a Boy (Wed. 5:41 PM)
Shin Daewa, Like Father, Like Son (Wed. 5:59 PM)
Thu Thu Shin, A Million Threads (Wed. 6:18 PM)
Tadashi Nakamura, Pilgrimage - Best Short Film (Wed. 7:53 PM)
Kate Hennessy and Amber Ridington, Dane Wajich: Dane-zaa Stories and Songs - Dreamers and the Land - Jean Rouch Award (Wed. 8:30 PM)

Thursday
Laura Terruso, The Last Butcher in Little Italy (Thu. 9:15 AM)
Tadashi Nakamura, Pilgrimage - Best Short Film (Thu. 11:23 AM)
J. Fredrick Dent, Jorge Campos, Shoemaker (Thu. 4:14 PM)
Monique Derenia, Why Not Dad? (Thu. 6:08 PM)

Friday
Emily C. Cohen, IVAW Presents Operation First Casualty (Fri. 11:32 AM)
Brandon Kohrt, Returned: Child Soldiers of Nepal’s Maoist Army - Best Student Film (Fri. 11:40 AM)
Jennifer Adair and Michelle Keys, Beginning a New Life: Caring for Infants in an Orphanage Setting (Fri. 12:27 PM)
Kate Hennessy and Amber Ridington, Dane Wajich: Dane-zaa Stories and Songs - Dreamers and the Land - Jean Rouch Award (Fri. 2:45 PM)
Nozomi Ito, On the Other Side (Fri. 6:20 PM)
Sarah Taylor, Gracias a los Gringos (Fri. 7:30 PM)
Sylvia Abonyi
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**Exhibitors' Products/Services**

**Altamira Press (705,707)**: A Division of the Rowman and little Field Publishing Group. Altamira's focus is on the humanities and social sciences, particularly helping the professional development of those who work in the cultural life of a community.

**American Association for the Advancement of Science (713)**: AAAS Science & Technology Policy Fellowships. One-year fellowships are available in congressional offices and federal agencies for scientist and engineers. Applicants must hold a PhD (or MS in engineering). [Http://fellowships.aaas.org](http://fellowships.aaas.org)

**Association Book Exhibit (518)**: Current new books of professional interest from leading publishers worldwide. Free catalog

**Association for Anthropology and Gerontology (AAGE) (807)**: AAGE is a multidisciplinary network of scholars who explore aging and the life course in various cultures and publish the journal Anthropology & Aging Quarterly

**Berghahn Books (505, 507)**: BB is an independent, scholarly press, specializing in the Humanities and Social Sciences, with a focus on anthropology, history, politics as well as cultural, media, and migration studies

**Bone Clones (312,411)**: Bone Clones are a series of skillfully cast skulls and skeletons. We offer an extensive list of fossil hominios & modern human reproductions.


**California Newsreel (206)**: California Newsreel distributes award-winning documentary films on globalization, race, African American life and Africa

**Cambridge University Press (406)**: Cambridge University Press is one of the world's leading publishers of scholarly books and journals in the areas of H&SS and STM. Internationally recognized for the quality and excellence of our products, we publish over 2000 titles and 215 journals every year.

**Columbia University Press (614)**: Columbia University Press is a publisher of scholarly, trade and reference books.

**Cornell University Press (213)**: Cornell University Press was established in 1869 and now publishes nearly 175 books each year, in fields ranging from aesthetics to zoology, from classics to contemporary politics. An assortment of recent books will be displayed, including titles with the ILR Press imprint. Staff members will be at the booth to distribute catalogs and to talk about the publishing program, recognized as one of the most distinguished in the country.

**Documentary Educational Resources (602)**: We are the foremost distributor of classic ethnographic film and new media for teaching anthropology, human rights, religion, gender globalization, ethnomusicology, film studies and more.

**Duke University Press (511, 513, 515)**: Duke University Press publishes approximately 120 books annually and more than 30 journals, primarily in the humanities and social sciences.

**Human Relations Area Files, Inc (811)**: eHRAF World Cultures is a full-text, subject indexed at the paragraph level, multi-cultural database with information on all aspects of social and cultural life.

**Indiana University Press (412,414)**: Indiana University Press is recognized internationally as a leading academic publisher in the humanities and social sciences.
Exhibitors’ Products/Services

**Left Coast Press/ Paradigm Publishers (408)** - Two innovative, independent presses offer high quality publications for scholars and practitioners in anthropology and related disciplines in the social sciences and humanities.

**Mayan Women’s Weaving Cooperative (801)** - Fair Trade tablecloths, blouses, shawls, scarves, pillowcases, purses - cotton & naturally dyed wool, traditional Mayan symbols and new Paris design line, hand woven on backstrap looms.


**National Ctr for Science Education (212)** - NCSE is the only organization in the country dedicated to supporting the teaching of evolution in the public schools. Visit our website at www.ncseweb.org

**National Research Council of the National Academies (606)** - The NRC/National Academies conducts Ford Foundation Diversity Predoctoral, Dissertation, and Postdoctoral Fellowships for research-based study in the sciences and humanities. Apply online at www.national-academies.org/fellowships.

**NYU Press (207)** - New York University Press will be exhibiting titles from its acclaimed publishing program in anthropology. NYU Press is committed to publishing cutting edge work in the areas of race and gender for general readers, students, and scholars. Visit our booth to share your book ideas with us and to peruse our classic and new titles.

**Oxford University Press (402)** - Oxford University Press is committed to offering innovative scholarship and exceptional value in anthropology books for both your personal and classroom use.

**Palgrave Macmillan (702, 704, 706)** - Palgrave Macmillan is a global cross-Market publisher specializing in quality trade non-fiction and cutting edge academic books.

**Pearson (603, 605)** - At Pearson, we are committed to the discipline of anthropology. Through our partnerships with leading authors in the field and our burgeoning technological offerings, we provide the materials you and your students need to succeed—now and in the future.

**Pluto Press (716)** - Pluto Press is an independent publisher of the best in progressive, critical thinking across politics, the social sciences and anthropology.


**Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS) (607)** - The proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A. (PNAS), publishes high-impact, original Research that broadly spans the biological, physical, and social sciences and mathematics.

**Routledge (415, 417)** - Routledge is a global publisher of academic books, journals and online resources in the humanities and social sciences. Stop by our booth and save 20% off any book purchase. www.routledge.com
**Exhibitors’ Products/Services**

**Routledge (413)**: Routledge publishes a distinguished list of Anthropology Journals including *Ethnos, Folklore, Reviews in Anthropology* and *Visual Anthropology*. For more information, or to view a free sample copy, please visit www.informaworld.com/anthropology.

**Rutgers University Press (516)**: Rutgers University Press publishes high quality books in anthropology and related fields. Our program features several distinguished series, including the Rutgers series in childhood studies and studies in Medical Anthropology.

**School for Advanced Research (SAR Press) (517)**: School for Advanced Research Press (SAR Press) Specialized in anthropology and related fields, the arts and cultures of Indigenous peoples worldwide, and American South west.

**SIL International (317)**: Our publications and software reflect our desire to facilitate research, translation, and literacy work worldwide, making the results of that work accessible to the wider research community.

**Society for Applied Anthropology (817)**: SFAA is an interdisciplinary, international professional association concerned with the application of the social sciences to contemporary issues.

**Stanford University Press (416, 418)**: University Press books

**Stylus Publishing (215, 217)**: Stylus is an independent publisher as well as distributor for independent publishers and NGOs, targeting a wide range of audiences, including academics, development practitioners, and environmentalists.

**SUNY Press (214)**: Publisher of scholarly and trade books


**The Scholars Choice (504)**: The Scholar’s Choice is a combined exhibit company which markets books on behalf of University and scholarly presses.

**Transaction Publishers (612)**: Transaction Publishers, founded in 1962, is a major independent, international publisher of books and serials in all disciplines of the social sciences. Transaction’s list includes major works of anthropologist of the twentieth century and important new authors and their books.

**University of Arizona Press (711)**: The University of Arizona Press is a nonprofit publisher committed to the highest standards of scholarly and literary publishing.

**University of California Press (316, 318)**: University of California Press, one of the most distinguished university presses in the United States, enriches lives and advances anthropological scholarship.

**University of Chicago Press (311, 313, 315)**: The University of Chicago Press is the largest American University press publisher of books and journals.

**University of Hawaii Press (502)**: Scholarly publisher of anthropology books on Asia and the Pacific. Please visit us at www.uhpress.hawaii.edu or call us toll-free at 888-UH PRESS (847-7377).

**University of Minnesota Press (314)**: Founded in 1925, the University of Minnesota Press is best known as the publisher of ground breaking work in social and cultural thought, critical theory, race and ethnic studies; urbanism, feminist criticism and media studies.

**University of Nebraska Press (613, 615, 617)**: The University of Nebraska Press specializes in (pre)historical cultural experiences of Native peoples in North America, theoretical studies in archaeology and the study of anthropology.
Exhibitors’ Products/Services

University of Nevada Press (712) The University of Nevada Press is a nonprofit publisher of scholarly and regional books dealing with contemporary affairs, ethnic groups, history, government, literature and natural resources.


University of Pennsylvania Press (211) The University of Pennsylvania Press publishes upwards of 100 new books and journals a year, including studies in contemporary ethnography, ethnopolitical conflict, and international human rights.

University of Texas Press (512, 514) The University of Texas Press publishes the results of original anthropological research conducted across the United States, Latin America, and in centers of learning throughout the world.

University of Toronto Press (718) The University of Toronto Press, a leader in scholarly publishing, presents its outstanding anthropology list for your perusal at this year’s AAA meeting.

University of Utah Press (210) Books pertaining to anthropology and archaeology.

University of Wisconsin Press (618) Featuring books in the history of anthropology, African studies, Latin American studies, gender studies, and popular culture, among other subject areas.

University Press of America (703) University Press of America publishes over 300 scholarly titles annually in the humanities and social sciences.

University Press of Colorado (813) Publisher of anthropology and archaeology with a focus on North and South America, including our Mesoamerican worlds series, which focuses on traditions of Mesoamerican cultures.

Wadsworth Cengage Learning (803, 805) Wadsworth Cengage Learning is a premier higher education publisher. We are committed to offering a spectrum of choices that enhance our ability to meet your unique teaching needs.

Waveland Press (203, 205) Publisher of college-level textbooks and supplements, waveland press proudly makes more than 200 reasonably priced titles available to U.S. and Canadian Faculty and Students in anthropology and its related fields. Visit us at www.waveland.com

Wenner-Gren Foundation (404) The Wenner-Gren Foundation seeks to support significant and innovative anthropological research into human origins, development and variation, and to foster the international community of scholars in anthropology.

Westview Press (701) A member of the Perseus Books Group, Westview Press is a distinguished publisher of academic and college books in the social sciences and humanities.

Wiley Blackwell (305, 307) In partnership with the most distinguished academics and international societies, including the AAA, Wiley-Blackwell publishes more than 25 anthropology journals and hundreds of books.

Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars (714) The Wilson center offers residential fellowships in Washington DC to academics, official, journalist and business professionals who research their areas of interest while interacting with policy makers and staff.
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Enjoy the benefits!

With membership comes:

- Fellowship and intellectual stimulation of your peers
- Networking opportunities with 3,000 scholars across all disciplines at the Annual Meeting
- Annual subscriptions to *Asian Studies Newsletter* and the *Journal of Asian Studies* (print and digital versions)
- Discounts on all other AAS publications
- Reduced Annual Meeting registration fee
- Access to the "Member Only" sections of the AAS website. Features include:
  - AAS Member Directory – search and contact all current AAS members (over 7,000 individuals)
  - *Journal of Asian Studies* on-line
  - View and edit your profile
  - View job listings

www.aasianst.org

JOIN TODAY

Formed in 1941, the AAS is a scholarly, non-political, and non-profit professional association open to all persons interested in Asia and the study of Asia.
NEW!

AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF WAR
Views from War Zones
Alisse Waterston (Ed.)
200 pp • ISBN 978-1-84545-622-1 Paperback

ECONOMY’S TENSION
The Dialectics of Community and Market
Stephen Gudeman

GOD-BOTHERERS AND OTHER TRUE-BELIEVERS
Gandhi, Hitler, and the Religious Right
F.G. Bailey
244 pp • ISBN 978-1-84545-512-5 Hardback

TAKING SIDES
Ethics, Politics, and Fieldwork in Anthropology
Heidi Armburer and Anna Laerke (Eds.)
272 pp • ISBN 978-1-84545-421-0 Hardback

KNOWING HOW TO KNOW
Fieldwork and the Ethnographic Present
Narmala Halstead, Eric Hirsch, and Judith Okely (Eds.)
212 pp • ISBN 978-1-84545-477-7 Paperback

CONCEIVING KINSHIP
Assisted Conception, Procreation and Family in Southern Europe
Monica M. E. Bonaccorso
176 pp • ISBN 978-1-84545-113-4 Paperback

HEALTH, RISK, AND ADVERSITY
Catherine Panter-Brick and Agustin Fuentes (Eds.)

VICTOR TURNER AND CONTEMPORARY CULTURAL PERFORMANCE
Graham St John (Ed.)
368 pp • ISBN 978-1-84545-462-3 Hardback

THE GULF WAR SYNDROME
An Investigation into Masculinity and Vulnerability
Susie Kilshaw

Visit the BB booth! #505/507

NEW IN PAPERBACK!

RETHINKING MIGRATION
New Theoretical and Empirical Perspectives
Alejandro Portes and Josh DeWind (Eds.)

THE STATE AND THE ARTS
Articulating Power and Subversion
Judith Kapferer (Ed.)
180 pp • ISBN 978-1-84545-578-1 Paperback

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES, CIVIL SOCIETY, AND THE NEO-LIBERAL STATE IN LATIN AMERICA
Edward F. Fischer (Ed.)

REPRODUCTIVE DISRUPTIONS
Gender, Technology, and Biopolitics in the New Millennium
Marcia C. Inhorn (Ed.)
208 pp • ISBN 978-1-84545-595-8 Paperback

LEARNING RELIGION
Anthropological Approaches
David Berliner and Ramon Sarró (Eds.)

FORTHCOMING IN PAPERBACK!

ANTHROPOLOGY AS ETHICS
Nondualism and the Conduct of Sacrifice
T. M. S. Evens

www.berghahnbooks.com
Thin Places
A Pilgrimage Home
Ann Armbrcht
978-0-231-14652-4 - cloth - $27.50

Kissing Cousins
A New Kinship Bestiary
Frances Bartkowski
978-0-231-14452-0 - cloth - $27.50

Zulu Identities
Being Zulu, Past and Present
Edited by Benedict Carton
978-0-231-20058-0 - cloth - $135.00
Columbia/Hurst

Food, Medicine,
and the Quest
for Good Health
Nancy N. Chen
978-0-231-13484-2 - cloth - $24.50

Men to Boys
The Making of
Modern Immaturity
Gary Cross
978-0-231-14430-8 - cloth - $29.50

The Body Adorned
Sacred and Profane
in Indian Art
Vidya Dehejia
978-0-231-14028-7 - cloth - $40.00
JANUARY

Intimacies
Love and Sex Across Cultures
Edited by
William R. Jankowiak
978-0-231-14347-8 - paper - $24.50

Tattooing the World
Pacific Designs
in Print and Skin
Juniper Ellis
978-0-231-14369-1 - paper - $27.50

The Multivoiced Body
Society and Communication
in the Age of Diversity
Fred Evans
978-0-231-14500-8 - cloth - $32.50

Globalizing the Streets
Cross-Cultural Perspectives
on Youth, Social Control,
and Empowerment
Edited by Michael Flynn
& David C. Brotherton
978-0-231-12823-0 - paper - $32.50

Shivers Down
Your Spine
Cinema, Museums,
and the Immersive View
Alison Griffiths
978-0-231-12988-6 - cloth - $45.00
Film and Culture Series

Leprosy in China
A History
Angela Ki Che Leung
978-0-231-12300-6 - cloth - $30.00
Studies of the Weatherhead East
Asian Institute, Columbia University

Mind and Life
Discussions with
the Dalai Lama on
the Nature of Reality
Pier Luigi Luisi
With Zara Houshmand
978-0-231-14350-3 - cloth - $24.95
Columbia Series in
Science and Religion

Religion and
Public Memory
A Cultural History of
Saint Namdev in India
Christian Lee Novetzke
978-0-231-14184-0 - cloth - $50.00

NEW IN PAPER
Bodies, Commodities,
and Biotechnologies
Death, Mourning,
and Scientific Desire in
the Realm of Human
Organ Transfer
Lesley A. Sharp
978-0-231-13839-0 - paper - $19.50
Leonard Hastings Scholl Lectures
JANUARY

Reshaping the Holy
Democracy, Development,
and Muslim Women
in Bangladesh
Elora Shehabuddin
978-0-231-14157-4 - paper - $27.50

The Long Partition
and the Making of
Modern South Asia
Refugees, Boundaries,
Histories
Vazira Fazila-Yacoobali Zamindar
978-0-231-13846-8 - cloth - $50.00
Cultures of History

Please visit Booth #614 for a 30% conference discount
Best in Scholarship

Titles to TEACH
Titles for RESEARCH
Titles for PROFESSIONAL ADVANCEMENT

New Departures in Anthropology
Cambridge Studies in Biological and Evolutionary Anthropology
Cambridge Studies in Law and Society
Ideas in Context
Learning in Doing

Many path-breaking new books!

Visit BOOTH # 406
to explore our excellent range of books.

www.cambridge.org/us
BIOSOCIETIES
An innovative new journal dedicated to advancing analytic understanding of the social, ethical, legal, economic, public and policy aspects of current and emerging developments in the life sciences.
journals.cambridge.org/BIO

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF CULTURAL PROPERTY
Provides a vital, international and multidisciplinary forum for the broad spectrum of views surrounding cultural property, cultural heritage, and related issues.
journals.cambridge.org/JCP

JOURNAL OF ASIAN STUDIES
Offering empirical, multidisciplinary work on Asia, spanning the social sciences and cultural studies. Coverage reaches from South and Southeast Asia to China, Inner Asia, and Northeast Asia.
journals.cambridge.org/JAS

EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF SOCIOLOGY
Publishes original articles of broad interdisciplinary scope and the highest quality research in historical and comparative sociology with a strongly international perspective.
journals.cambridge.org/EUR

For sample material and TOC alerts visit journals.cambridge.org
TO PLEAD OUR OWN CAUSE
Personal Stories by Today’s Slaves
Edited by Kevin Bales and Zoe Trodd
272 PAGES | $18.95 PAPER

TRANSNATIONAL TORTILLAS
Race, Gender, and Shop-Floor Politics in Mexico and the United States
CAROLINA BANK MUNOZ
216 PAGES | $18.95 PAPER

HUMANITARIANISM IN QUESTION
Politics, Power, Ethics
Edited by Michael Barnett and Thomas G. Weiss
320 PAGES | $19.95 PAPER

NEVER GOOD ENOUGH
Health Care Workers and the False Promise of Job Training
ARIEL DUCEY
312 PAGES | $19.95 PAPER

BREAKING THE ASHES
The Culture of Illicit Liquor in Sri Lanka
MICHELE RUTH GAMBURD
280 PAGES | $22.95 PAPER

MUSLIMS AND MatriARCHS
Cultural Resilience in Indonesia through Jihad and Colonialism
JEFFREY HADLER
224 PAGES | $39.95 CLOTH

MAGNETIC APPEAL
MRI and the Myth of Transparency
KELLY A. JOYCE
208 PAGES | $21.95 CLOTH

STANDARDS AND THEIR STORIES
How Quantifying, Classifying, and Formalizing Practices Shape Everyday Life
Edited by MARTHA LAMP LAND and SUSAN LEIGH STAR
280 PAGES | $32.95 CLOTH

BLUE-GREEN COALITIONS
Fighting for Safe Workplaces and Healthy Communities
BRIAN MAYER
256 PAGES | $19.95 CLOTH

TAMING THE DISORDERLY CITY
The Spatial Landscape of Johannesburg after Apartheid
MARTIN J. MURRAY
280 PAGES | $22.95 CLOTH

TAKING SOUTHEAST ASIA TO MARKET
Commodities, Nature, and People in the Neoliberal Age
Edited by JOSEPH NEVINS and NANCY LEE PELUSO
304 PAGES | $24.95 PAPER

SACRED GIFTS, PROFANE PLEASURES
A History of Tobacco and Chocolate in the Atlantic World
MARCY NORTON
352 PAGES | $35.00 CLOTH

DARFUR
The Ambiguous Genocide, Third Edition
GERARD PRUNIER
288 PAGES | $17.95 PAPER

FIGHTING FOR FOREIGNERS
Immigration and Its Impact on Japanese Democracy
APICHAI W. SHIPPER
208 PAGES | $35.00 CLOTH

THE GOOD TEMP
VICKI SMITH and ESTHER B. NEUWIRTH
248 PAGES | $29.95 CLOTH

STATE OF SUFFERING
Political Violence and Community Survival in Fiji
SUSANNA TRNKA
224 PAGES | $31.95 PAPER

TO LIVE UPON HOPE
Mohicans and Missionaries in the Eighteenth-Century Northeast
RACHEL WHEELER
336 PAGES | $45.00 CLOTH

BIOMEDICAL AMBIGUITY
Race, Asthma, and the Contested Meaning of Genetic Research in the Caribbean
IAN WHITMARSH
240 PAGES | $21.95 PAPER

PRIVATIZING CHINA
Socialism from Afar
Edited by LI ZHANG and AIHWA ONG
296 PAGES | $22.95 PAPER
New Titles for 2008

The Archaeology of Ritual
EDITED BY EVANGELOS KYRIAKIDIS
COTSEN ADVANCED SEMINARS 3 • $70 CLOTH, $40 PAPER

This book is the fruit of the third Cotsen Advanced Seminar conducted at the Cotsen Institute of Archaeology at UCLA. A wide spectrum of scholars, historians, art historians, anthropologists, students of performance and of religion, archaeologists, cognitive scientists, and linguists were all asked to think and comment on how ritual can be traced in archaeology and on possible directions for ritual research in the discipline. The outcome is a collection of papers that is thought provoking, often controversial, but always of extremely high quality.

Chavin: Art, Architecture, and Culture
EDITED BY WILLIAM J CONKLIN AND JEFFREY QUILTER
MONOGRAPH 61 • 400 PAGES • $80 CLOTH, $50 PAPER

"Chavin—the once-touted mother culture of all Andean civilization—is refreshingly scrutinized in this penetrating volume of new data, analysis and interpretation that will influence subsequent inquiry for decades to come. Over ten chapter authors bring individual expertise in archaeology, art, and ethnohistory together to new research addressing the fundamental issues of what was Chavin and how it originated. Marvelously illustrated, this is a true gem in Andean studies." — Michael E. Moseley, Professor of Anthropology, University of Florida

Andean Civilization: A Tribute to Michael E. Moseley
EDITED BY JOYCE MARCUS AND PATRICK RYAN WILLIAMS
MONOGRAPH 63 • AVAILABLE FALL 2008
ISBN: 978-1-931745-54-3 (CLOTH), 978-1-931745-40-6 (PAPER)

This volume brings together exciting new field data by more than two dozen Andean scholars who came together to honor a friend, colleague, and mentor. These new studies cover the enormous temporal span of Moseley's own work from the preceramic era to the Tiwanaku and Moche states to the Inka empire. The papers in this book demonstrate the vibrant range of exciting new work by his former students and collaborators in fieldwork.

See our full catalog at: http://www.ioa.ucla.edu/publications
For orders, contact David Brown Book Company: www.oxbowbooks.com
Being Innu takes an unvarnished look at life in the village of Sheshatshiu, in the Canadian province of Labrador. Six savvy, gutsy young people talk about addiction, suicide, lack of jobs, and hopelessness in this portrait of a community in crisis.

On the Other Side follows a group of Jamaican migrant workers through the highs and lows of the tobacco season, where they must make the best of a life far from home and cope with the often unpredictable nature of farm work.

Through the Negev tells through interwoven first-person accounts by Sudanese women and children who have made the journey by walking from Egypt to Israel. Through the Negev encapsulates these refugees’ struggle for home and safety.

Founded in 1968 by independent filmmakers whose collaborations reflect a lifetime of engagement and respect for their subjects, DER fosters cross-cultural understanding through educational video and film. We produce, distribute and promote quality ethnographic and documentary films from around the world.

www.der.org

Visit our booth in the exhibit hall 800.569.6621
Ethnographica Moralia
Experiments in Interpretive Anthropology
Edited by Neni Panourgia and George Marcus
224 pages
978-0-8232-2886-7, Cloth, $70.00
978-0-8232-2887-4, Paper, $25.00

Dangerous Citizens
The Greek Left and the Terror of the State
Neni Panourgia
256 pages, Illustrated
978-0-8232-2967-3, Cloth, $80.00
978-0-8232-2968-0, Paper, $27.00

Political Theologies
Public Religions in a Post-Secular World
Edited by Hent de Vries and Lawrence E. Sullivan
800 pages, Illustrated
978-0-8232-2644-3, Cloth, $90.00
978-0-8232-2645-0, Paper, $32.00

Religion
Beyond a Concept
Edited by Hent de Vries
1000 pages, Illustrated
978-0-8232-2724-2, Cloth, $90.00
978-0-8232-2725-9, Paper, $35.00

Anthropology's Wake
Attending to the End of Culture
David E. Johnson and Scott Michaelsen
224 pages
978-0-8232-2877-5, Cloth, $65.00
978-0-8232-2878-2, Paper, $25.00

Jewishness and the Human Dimension
Jonathan Boyarin
180 pages
978-0-8232-2922-2, Cloth, $65.00
978-0-8232-2923-9, Paper, $22.00

On Lingering and Being Last
Race and Sovereignty in the New World
Jonathan Elmer
256 pages, Illustrated
978-0-8232-2940-6, Cloth, $75.00
978-0-8232-2941-3, Paper, $24.00

www.fordhampress.com • 800-996-6987
New from Duke University Press

Urban Margins: Envisioning the Contemporary Global South
a special issue of Social Text (number 95)
Kamran Asdar Ali and Martina Rieker, special issue editors

Expanding on urban studies’ frequent focus on megacities, this special issue addresses various forms of marginality in small and medium-size towns. Read the introduction for free at socialtext.dukejournals.org/content/vol26/issue2_95.

Constructing the Maya: Ethnicity, State Formation, and Material Culture in Yucatán, Chiapas, and Guatemala
a special issue of Ethnohistory (volume 55, number 4)
Paul K. Eiss, special issue editor

A significant contribution to the history and anthropology of the Maya, this special issue explores the ethnic dimensions of state formation as well as state practice in indigenous regions. Read the introduction for free at ethnohistory.dukejournals.org/content/vol55/issue4.

Settler Colonialism
a special issue of SAQ (volume 107, number 4)
Alyosha Goldstein and Alex Lubin, special issue editors

Revisiting the history of settler colonialism in the United States, South Africa, Eritrea, and Palestine/Israel, this special issue examines diverse historical, geographical, and economic instances of settler colonialism. Read the introduction for free at saq.dukejournals.org/content/vol107/issue4.

Queer/Migration
a special issue of GLQ (volume 14, numbers 2 and 3)
Eithne Luibhéid, special issue editor

This special double issue argues that sexuality scholarship must rethink the role of migration in constructing heterogeneous sexual identities, communities, politics, and practices. Read the introduction for free at glq.dukejournals.org/content/vol14/issue2-3.

Check out these issues at booths 511, 513, and 515!
To order, please call 888-651-0122 or 919-688-5134, or e-mail subscriptions@dukeupress.edu. dukejournals.org
Celebrating 20 years of Public Culture

Public Culture is a prizewinning, field-defining cultural studies journal in its twentieth year of publication. Edited by Claudio Lomnitz, the journal increasingly shapes the way we talk about public cultures and globalization in a diasporic world.

To read a sample issue online, visit publicculture.dukejournals.org.

Subscribe to Public Culture and receive

• free online access with a print subscription
• optional RSS feeds and table-of-contents alerts
• electronic access to back issues since 2000 at publicculture.dukejournals.org

Subscription Information

Three issues annually
Individuals: $37
Students: $25 (photocopy of valid student ID required)
Single issues: $15

To place your order using a credit card, please call 888-651-0122 (toll-free in the U.S. and Canada) or 919-688-5134, or e-mail subscriptions@dukeupress.edu.

publicculture.dukejournals.org
ANTHROPOLOGY

Designs for an Anthropology of the Contemporary
PAUL RABINOW, GEORGE E. MARCUS
WITH JAMES FAUBION AND TOBIAS REES
A JOHN HOPE FRANKLIN CENTER BOOK
150 pages, paper, $19.95

Territories of Difference
Place, Movements, Life, Redes
ARTURO ESCOBAR
New Ecologies for the Twenty-First Century
A JOHN HOPE FRANKLIN CENTER BOOK
456 pages, paper, $24.95

Fixing Sex
Intersex, Medical Authority, and Lived Experience
KATRINA KARKAZIS
376 pages, paper, $23.95

Native Men Remade
Gender and Nation in Contemporary Hawai‘i
TY P. KAWIKA TENGAN
288 pages, 25 illustrations, paper, $22.95

Hawaiian Blood
Colonialism and the Politics of Sovereignty and Indigeneity
J. KĒHAULANI KAUAUNUI
Narrating Native Histories
312 pages, 5 photographs, paper, $22.95

Abalone Tales
Collaborative Explorations of Sovereignty and Identity in Native California
LES W. FIELD
Narrating Native Histories
208 pages, 12 illustrations, paper, $21.95

Ethnography as Commentary
Writing from the Virtual Archive
JOHANNES FABIAN
152 pages, paper, $19.95

Anthropological Intelligence
The Deployment and Neglect of American Anthropology in the Second World War
DAVID H. PRICE
400 pages, paper, $24.95

High Stakes
Florida Seminole Gaming and Sovereignty
JESSICA R. CATTELINE
304 pages, 37 illustrations, paper, $22.95

A New Series from Duke
Narrating Native Histories
A SERIES EDITED BY
K. TSIANINA LOMAWAIMA,
FLORENCIA E. MALLON,
ALCIDA RITA RAMOS, AND
JOANNE RAPPAPORT

www.dukeupress.edu
ETHNOGRAPHY

Two Bits
The Cultural Significance of Free Software
CHRISTOPHER M. KELTY
Experimental Futures
400 pages, 10 illustrations, paper, $23.95

Networking Futures
The Movements against Corporate Globalization
JEFFREY S. JURIS
Experimental Futures
400 pages, 29 illustrations, paper, $23.95

CT Suite
The Work of Diagnosis in the Age of Noninvasive Cutting
BARRY F. SAUNDERS
Body, Commodity, Text
384 pages, 47 b&w photographs, paper, $24.95

Johannesburg
The Elusive Metropolis
SARAH NUTTALL AND ACHILLE MBEMBE, EDITORS
A Public Culture Book
392 pages, 24 illustrations, paper, $27.95

Rumba Rules
The Politics of Dance Music in Mobutu's Zaire
BOB W. WHITE
328 pages, 62 illustrations, paper, $23.95

Itineraries in Conflict
Israelis, Palestinians, and the Political Lives of Tourism
REBECCA L. STEIN
232 pages, 26 illustrations, paper, $22.95

Signal and Noise
Media, Infrastructure, and Urban Culture in Nigeria
BRIAN LARKIN
A JOHN HOPE FRANKLIN CENTER BOOK
328 pages, 56 illustrations, paper, $23.95

Living with Bad Surroundings
War, History, and Everyday Moments in Northern Uganda
SVERKER FINNSTRÖM
The Cultures and Practice of Violence
304 pages, 8 b&w photographs, paper, $22.95

Governing Gaza
Bureaucracy, Authority, and the Work of Rule, 1917-1967
ILANA FELDMAN
344 pages, 14 illustrations, paper, $22.95

www.dukeupress.edu
Hans Staden's True History
An Account of Cannibal Captivity in Brazil
HANS STADEN
EDITED AND TRANSLATED BY NEIL L. WHITEHEAD AND MICHAEL HARBSMEIER
The Cultures and Practice of Violence
296 pages, 65 illustrations, paper, $22.95

The Indian Militia and Description of the Indies
CAPTAIN BERNARDO DE VARGAS MACHUCA
EDITED WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY KRIS LANE
TRANSLATED BY TIMOTHY F. JOHNSON
The Cultures and Practice of Violence
344 pages, 33 illustrations, paper, $23.95

New Masters, New Servants
Migration, Development, and Women Workers in China
YAN HAIRONG
328 pages, 2 photographs, paper, $23.95

Bacchanalian Sentiments
Musical Experiences and Political Counterpoints in Trinidad
KEVIN K. BIRTH
280 pages, paper, $21.95

Cosmopolitan Anxieties
Turkish Challenges to Citizenship and Belonging in Germany
RUTH MANDEL
440 pages, 25 illustrations, paper, $24.95

Crucible of Conflict
Tamil and Muslim Society on the East Coast of Sri Lanka
DENNIS B. MCGILVRAY
448 pages, 56 illustrations, paper, $25.95

Desi Land
Teen Culture, Class, and Success in Silicon Valley
SHALINI SHANKAR
264 pages, paper, $22.95

www.dukeupress.edu
ANTHROPOLOGY

The World of Lucha Libre
Secrets, Revelations, and Mexican National Identity
HEATHER LEVI
American Encounters/Global Interactions
288 pages, 18 illustrations, paper, $22.95

Countering Development
Indigenous Modernity and the Moral Imagination
DAVID D. GOW
320 pages, 12 b&w photos, paper, $23.95

The Quality of Home Runs
The Passion, Politics, and Language of Cuban Baseball
THOMAS F. CARTER
256 pages, 6 photographs, paper, $22.95

Cuba
Religion, Social Capital, and Development
ADRIAN H. HEARN
232 pages, 23 illustrations, paper, $22.95

Human Rights in the Maya Region
Global Politics, Cultural Contentions, and Moral Engagements
PEDRO PITARCH, SHANNON SPEED, AND XOCHITL LEYVA SOLANO, EDITORS
376 pages, paper, $23.95

The Circulation of Children
Kinship, Adoption, and Morality in Andean Peru
JESSACA B. LEINAWEAVER
Latin America Otherwise
224 pages, 13 illustrations, paper, $21.95

Creating Our Own
Folklore, Performance, and Identity in Cuzco, Peru
ZOILA S. MENDOZA
256 pages, 36 b&w photos, paper, $22.95

Global Indigenous Media
Cultures, Poetics, and Politics
PAMELA WILSON AND MICHELLE STEWART, EDITORS
376 pages, 30 illustrations, paper, $24.95

www.dukeupress.edu
FROM DUKE

Capitalism and Christianity, American Style
WILLIAM E. CONNOLLY
192 pages, paper, $21.95

The Female Complaint
The Unfinished Business of Sentimentality in American Culture
LAUREN BERLANT
368 pages, 41 illustrations, paper, $23.95

History, the Human, and the World Between
R. RADHAKRISHNAN
286 pages, paper, $22.95

The French Atlantic Triangle
Literature and Culture of the Slave Trade
CHRISTOPHER L. MILLER
592 pages, 17 illustrations, paper, $27.95

Afro Asia
Revolutionary Political and Cultural Connections between African Americans and Asian Americans
FRED HO AND BILL V. MULLEN, EDITORS
416 pages, 2 illustrations, paper, $23.95

Production Culture
Industrial Reflexivity and Critical Practice in Film and Television
JOHN THORNTON CALDWELL
Console-ing Passions
464 pages, 85 illustrations, paper, $25.95

The Assassination of Theo van Gogh
From Social Drama to Cultural Trauma
RON EYERMAN
Politics, History and Culture
232 pages, paper, $22.95

Moral Spectatorship
Technologies of Voice and Affect in Postwar Representations of the Child
LISA CARTWRIGHT
304 pages, 10 illustrations, paper, $22.95

Come visit us in Booths 511, 513 & 515!
These and other discounted titles available.

Toll-free 1-888-651-0122
www.dukeupress.edu
Michael Rockefeller
New Guinea Photographs, 1961
Kevin Bubriski
2007 ForeWord Magazine Book of the Year Third Place Winner
Photography Category
$29.95 paper

Remembering Awatovi
The Story of an Archaeological Expedition in Northern Arizona, 1935-1939
Hester A. Davis
$35 cloth, $18.95 paper

Kebbara Cave, Mt. Carmel, Israel
Part I: The Middle and Upper Paleolithic Archaeology
Edited by Ofer Bar-Yosef & Liliane Meignen
$44.95 paper

Making Dead Birds
Chronicle of a Film
Robert Gardner
$35.00

Artistry of the Everyday
Beauty and Craftsmanship in Berber Art
Lisa Bernasek
$21.95 paper

Res
Anthropology and Aesthetics, 52
Fall 2007
Francesco Pellizzi
$50.00 paper

Res
Anthropology and Aesthetics, 53/54
Spring and Autumn 2008
Francesco Pellizzi
$50.00 paper

www.hup.harvard.edu • 1-800-405-1619
Indiana University Press

Youth and the City in the Global South
Karen Tranberg Hansen in collaboration with Anne Line Dalsgaard, Katherine Gough, Ulla Ambrosius Madsen, Karen Valentin, and Norbert Wildermuth
Tracking Globalization
Paper $24.95 • Cloth $65.00

The Politics of Heritage from Madras to Chennai
Mary E. Hancock
Cloth $39.95

Women's Social Activism in the New Ukraine
Development and the Politics of Differentiation
Sarah D. Phillips
New Anthropologies of Europe
Paper $24.95 • Cloth $65.00

Made in Mexico
Zapoteco Weavers and the Global Ethnic Art Market
W. Warner Wood
Tracking Globalization
Paper $21.95 • Cloth $55.00

Religion, Morality, and Community in Post-Soviet Societies
Edited by Mark D. Steinberg and Catherine Wanner
Paper $24.95 • Cloth $65.00

Readings in Modernity in Africa
Edited by Peter Geschiere, Birgit Meyer, and Peter Pels
Readings in . . .
Paper $24.95 • Cloth $65.00

The State of Sovereignty
Territories, Laws, Populations
Edited by Douglas Howland and Luise White
21st Century Studies
Paper $24.95 • Cloth $65.00

The Politics of Heritage from Madras to Chennai
Mary E. Hancock
Cloth $39.95

Women's Social Activism in the New Ukraine
Development and the Politics of Differentiation
Sarah D. Phillips
New Anthropologies of Europe
Paper $24.95 • Cloth $65.00

Made in Mexico
Zapoteco Weavers and the Global Ethnic Art Market
W. Warner Wood
Tracking Globalization
Paper $21.95 • Cloth $55.00

Religion, Morality, and Community in Post-Soviet Societies
Edited by Mark D. Steinberg and Catherine Wanner
Paper $24.95 • Cloth $65.00

Readings in Modernity in Africa
Edited by Peter Geschiere, Birgit Meyer, and Peter Pels
Readings in . . .
Paper $24.95 • Cloth $65.00

The Atlantic World
1450–2000
Edited by Toyin Falola and Kevin D. Roberts
Blacks in the Diaspora
Paper $24.95 • Cloth $65.00

Now in Paperback!
Always a People
Oral Histories of Contemporary Woodland Indians
Collected by Rita Kohn and W. Lynwood Montell
Oil Portraits by Evelyn J. Ritter
Paper $24.95

Long Journey Home
Oral Histories of Contemporary Delaware Indians
Edited by James W. Brown and Rita T. Kohn
Photographs by James W. Brown
cloth $34.95

Transformations
Identity Construction in Contemporary Culture
Grant McCracken
Paper $19.95 • Cloth $50.00

Hikâye
Turkish Folk Romance as Performance Art
İlhan Başgöz
Special Publications of the Folklore Institute, Indiana University
Paper $21.95 • Cloth $55.00

Visit us at booths 412-414 for a 20% discount!
India in Africa, Africa in India
Indian Ocean Cosmopolitanisms
Edited by John C. Hawley
Paper $24.95 • Cloth $65.00

DVD Included!
Sacred Waters
Arts for Mami Wata and Other Divinities in Africa and the Diaspora
Edited by Henry John Drewal
African Expressive Cultures
Cloth $75.00

A Bird Dance near Saturday City
Sidi Balle and the Art of West African Masquerade
Patrick R. McNaughton
African Expressive Cultures
Paper $24.95 • Cloth $65.00

Now in Paperback!
Bogolan
Shaping Culture through Cloth in Contemporary Mali
Victoria L. Rovine
African Expressive Cultures
Paper $24.95

Storytelling on the Northern Irish Border
Characters and Community
Ray Cashman
Cloth $34.95

Museums and Difference
Edited by Daniel J. Sherman
21st Century Studies
Paper $27.95 • Cloth $75.00

Ramayana Stories in Modern South India
An Anthology
Compiled and Edited by Paula Richman
Paper $24.95 • Cloth $65.00

Kurdistan
Crafting of National Selves
Christopher Houston
Paper $27.95 • Cloth $85.00

Masquerades of Modernity
Power and Secrecy in Casamance, Senegal
Ferdinand de Jong
Cloth $39.95

Deep Roots
Rice Farmers in West Africa and the African Diaspora
Edda L. Fields-Black
Blacks in the Diaspora
Cloth $34.95

Forthcoming!
The Masons of Djenne
Trevor H. J. Marchand
African Expressive Cultures
Paper $29.95 • Cloth $75.00

South Asian Cultures of the Bomb
Atomic Publics and the State in India and Pakistan
Edited by Itty Abraham
Paper $24.95 • Cloth $65.00

Revenge of the Women's Studies Professor
Bonnie J. Morris
Paper $19.95 • Cloth $50.00
Indiana University Press/Journals

**Transition:** An International Review

EDITED BY F. ABIOLA IRELE AND TOMMIE SHELBY—Transition is an international review of politics, culture, and ethnicity. Its writers fill the magazine’s pages with unusual dispatches, unforgettable memoirs, unorthodox polemics, unlikely conversations, and unsurpassed original fiction. Transition tells complicated stories with elegant prose and beautiful images.

**Race/Ethnicity:** Multidisciplinary Global Contexts

EDITED BY JOHN A. POWELL AND MAC A. STEWART—Race/Ethnicity offers a critical intervention in contemporary thinking on race and ethnicity by recognizing and responding to shared challenges. Through a multidisciplinary approach and a willingness simultaneously to engage theory, practice, and other forms of knowledge, the journal offers new ways to exchange vital information.

**The Global South**

EDITED BY ADETAYO ALABI—The Global South is an interdisciplinary journal that focuses on how world literatures and cultures respond to globalization. Authors, writers, and critics contribute essays on a variety of issues under the umbrella of globalization.

**Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies**

EDITED BY HANNAH BUXBAUM, JOST DELBRÜCK, AND CHRISTIANA OCHOA—By focusing directly on globalization as involving not only a shift in the scale of law but also the dynamics of domestic legal processes, the Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies is instrumental in creating new analytical frameworks that will enhance understanding of the nature of law and society in the current global era.

800-842-6796/812-855-8817
http://inscribe.iupress.org
INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIPS
FOR US SCHOLARS AND PROFESSIONALS

INDIVIDUAL ADVANCED RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES
PROGRAM (IARO)
The IARO Program provides fellowships to US scholars and
professionals for long-term overseas research on topics relevant to US
foreign policy.

Deadline: November 17, 2008

REGIONAL POLICY SYMPOSIUM
IREX and Woodrow Wilson Center for International Scholars sponsor the
annual Regional Policy Symposium to bring senior and junior fellows
together with members of the policy community to examine and discuss
current policy research of the countries of Eurasia and Central and
Eastern Europe from multi-disciplinary and multi-regional approaches.
The selection of junior scholars is administered through an open grant
competition. The topic of the upcoming symposium and application
materials will be available on the IREX website in late summer/early fall.

Deadline: December 1, 2008

SHORT-TERM TRAVEL GRANTS PROGRAM (STG)
The STG Program provides fellowships to US scholars and professionals
for short-term overseas research on issues relevant to US foreign policy.

Deadline: February 2, 2009

US EMBASSY POLICY SPECIALIST PROGRAM
Selected postdoctoral scholars and professionals serve as policy
specialists-in-residence at a US Embassy or Consulate in Eurasia as
well as conduct independent research.

Deadline: March 2, 2009

***Eligible countries of research: Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic,
Estonia, Georgia, Hungary, Kazakhstan, Kosovo, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia,
Lithuania, Macedonia, Moldova, Montenegro, Poland, Romania, Russia,
Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine,
Uzbekistan***

More information is available at www.irex.org
NEW FROM NYU PRESS
Visit our booth for a 30% discount

SHARING OUR WORLDS
An Introduction to Cultural and Social Anthropology
Second Edition
Joy Hendry
$24.00 paper

THE RACIAL MIDDLE
Latinos and Asian Americans Living Beyond the Racial Divide
Eileen O'Brien
$22.00 paper

SOCIETY WITHOUT GOD
What the Least Religious Nations Can Tell Us About Contentment
Phil Zuckerman
$35.00 Cloth

DYING TO GET HIGH
Marijuana as Medicine
Wendy Chapkis and Richard J. Webb
$22.00 paper = 17 illus.

HOOKING UP
Sex, Dating, and Relationships on Campus
Kathleen A. Bogle
$17.95 Paper

GRAFFITI LIVES
Beyond the Tag in New York's Urban Underground
Gregory J. Snyder
$24.95 Cloth = 60 illus. = Alternative Criminology Series

LATINO SPIN
Public Image and the Whitewashing of Race
Arlene Dávila
$19.00 paper

THE SEXUALITY OF MIGRATION
Border Crossings and Mexican Immigrant Men
Lionel Cantú
Edited by Nancy A. Naples and Salvador Valdés-Ortiz
$22.00 Paper = Intersections: Transdisciplinary Perspectives on Genders and Sexualities

IMMIGRATION AND RELIGION IN AMERICA
Comparative and Historical Perspectives
Edited by Richard Alba, Albert J. Raboteau and Josh DeWind
$26.00 paper

NYU Press
Champion of Great Ideas since 1916
WWW.NYUPRESS.ORG
FROM POVERTY TO POWER argues that to break the cycle of poverty and inequality and to give poor people power over their own destinies a radical redistribution of power, opportunities, and assets is required. The two driving forces behind such a transformation are active citizens and effective states.

There is now an added urgency beyond the moral case for tackling poverty and inequality. We need to build a secure, fair, and sustainable world before climate change makes it impossible. This book argues that there is still time, provided leaders, organizations, and individuals act. Starting today...

2008 • 978-0-85598-593-6 • 434pp paperback • £29.95

"Read it so you can understand why development requires not just effective governments, but also active citizens, not just good policies, but also good politics, not just local action, but global cooperation as well." Dini Rodrik, John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University

"Masterfully put in one place the tools we have all been waiting for: a strong analysis of how the forces of globalization and power are affecting the world’s poor, inspirational examples of how effective states and enlightened citizens are shaping a more sustainable society in parts of the world, and a roadmap showing the rest of us to get on the path to a better world." Kevin P. Gallagher, Boston University

DISTRIBUTED IN THE US BY STYLUS PUBLISHING LLC
Order by Phone: 1 800-232-0223 • By Fax: 703-661-1501 • Online: www.styluspub.com

Pluto Press
Fair Trade & a Global Commodity
Coffee in Costa Rica
Peter Luetchford
P 978-0-7453-2698-6 $29.95

Anthropology at the Dawn of the Cold War
Dustin M. Wax
P 978-0-7453-2586-6 $32.50
For more information or to order go to

Slave of Allah
Zacara: Mausauni vs The USA
Katherine C. Donahue
P 978-0-7453-2619-1 $24.95

The Anthropology Art & Cultural Production
Histories, Themes, Perspectives
Maruska S. Svasek
P 978-0-7453-1794-6 $28.95

On the Game
Women & Sex Work
Sophie Day
P 978-0-7453-1758-8 $32.50

Drugs in Afghanistan
Opium, Outlaws & Scorpion Tales
David Macdonald
P 978-0-7453-2617-7 $35.00
www.plutobooks.com or call 800.343.4499

373
Now in full color and only $80!

Cultural Anthropology
A Perspective on the Human Condition
Seventh Edition
EMILY A. SCHULTZ and ROBERT H. LAVENDA
2008 512 pp.; 315 illus. paper

Medical Anthropology
A Biocultural Approach
ANDREA WILEY and JOHN S. ALLEN
2008 480 pp.; 100 illus. paper

Anthropology
What Does It Mean to Be Human?
ROBERT H. LAVENDA and EMILY A. SCHULTZ
2007 560 pp.; 279 illus. paper

The Fossil Trail
Second Edition
IAN TATTERSALL
2008 352 pp.; 97 illus. paper

Sacred Realms
Readings in the Anthropology of Religion
Second Edition
Edited by RICHARD WARMS, JAMES GARBER, and R. JON MCGEE
2008 544 pp.; 8 illus. paper

Making Sense of Language
Readings in Culture and Communication
Edited by SUSAN D. BLUM
2008 464 pp.; 35 illus. paper

This Land Was Theirs
A Study of Native North Americans
Ninth Edition
WENDELL H. OSWALT
2008 592 pp.; 152 illus. paper

Evolution of Human Behavior
AGUSTÍN FUENTES
2008 288 pp.; 31 illus. paper

Linking to the Past
A Brief Introduction to Archaeology
Second Edition
KENNETH L. FEDER
2007 496 pp.; 175 illus. paper

To request an examination copy, please visit www.oup.com/us/he
For more information, call 1-800-280-0280.
In Canada, call 1-800-387-8020.
Why Men Die First
How to Lengthen Your Lifespan
Marianne J. Legato

It's a universal fact that men die before women. But the causes of this have long remained unexplored. In this trailblazing book, Dr. Marianne Legato—an expert in gender specific health—examines the reasons behind men's fragility and explains what they need to do to live longer. A bestselling author and Professor of Medicine at Columbia University, Dr. Legato shows how the forces of culture and biology conspire against male mortality. Drawing on the latest research and narrated through the lives of her patients, she delves into problems that both men and women care about—from why the male fetus is at greater risk, to why boys have a hard time adjusting to school, to how elevated levels of the stress hormone cortisol make men more prone to aggression and why they are more likely to die from cardiac arrest or cancer and even depression.


Next Exit Magic Kingdom
Florida Accidentally
Rory MacLean

Abandoning himself to the winds of chance, MacLean stumbles across an alternative Florida, and his final destination is Disney's Magic Kingdom where Mickey Mouse can be best man at your Fairy Tale Wedding. Next Exit Magic Kingdom shatters every stereotypical image you have ever associated with Florida. Entertaining and warm, this is a story of the places that chance can take you to and a portrait of the many sides of Florida, where dreams can be made as quickly as they are broken.


Tauris Parke Paperbacks

COCA-GLOBALIZATION
Following Soft Drinks from New York to New Guinea
Robert J. Foster

2008 / 304 pp. / $28.95 pb. 0-230-60386-6

DOING A SUCCESSFUL RESEARCH PROJECT
Using Qualitative or Quantitative Methods
Martin Brett Davies


BODY/MeanING/HEALING
Thomas J. Csordas

Contemporary Anthropology of Religion
July 2002 / 384 pp. / $33.95 pb. 0-312-29392-5

INVENTING THE MODERN SELF AND JOHN DEWEY
Modernities and the Traveling of Pragmatism in Education
Edited by Thomas S. Popkewitz

2008 / 320 pp. / $29.95 pb. 0-230-60514-1

MAY THE BEST MAN WIN
Sport, Masculinity, and Nationalism in Great Britain and the Empire, 1880-1935
Patrick F. McDevitt

2008 / 192 pp. / $27.95 pb. 0-230-60635-0

Twins in the World
The Legends They Inspire and the Lives They Lead
Alessandra Piontelli

2008 / 256 pp. / $24.95 pb. 0-230-60597-4

X-RATED!
The Power of Mythic Symbolism in Popular Culture
Marcel Danesi


Of Cigarettes, High Heels, and Other Interesting Things
An Introduction to Semiotics
Second Edition
Marcel Danesi

2008 / 248 pp. / $27.95 pb. 0-230-60523-0

AN INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Sharing Our Worlds, Second Edition
Joy Hendry

2008 / 288 pp. / $32.95 pb. 0-230-00527-6

VISIT US AT OUR BOOTHS!
Distributor of Berg Publishers, I.B.Tauris,
Manchester University Press, and Zed Books
(888) 330-8477 • Fax: (800) 672-2054 • www.palgrave-usa.com
NEW FROM BERG PUBLISHERS

Distributed by Palgrave Macmillan

ART RULES
Pierre Bourdieu & the Visual Arts
Michael Grenfell and Cheryl Hardy
2007 / 256 pp. / $29.95 pb.
1-84520-285-9

BITE ME
Food in Popular Culture
Fabio Parasecoli
2008 / 192 pp. / $29.95 pb.
1-84520-761-0

ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE BUSHMAN
Alan Barnard
2007 / 224 pp. / $29.95 pb.
1-84520-429-8

BY NOON PRAYER
The Rhythm of Islam
Fadwa El Guindi
1-84520-097-8

THE RESTAURANTS BOOK
Ethnographies of Where we Eat
Edited by David Beriss and David Sutton
2007 / 256 pp. / $29.95 pb.
1-84520-755-6

THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF ISLAM
Gabriele Marranci
2008 / 224 pp. / $29.95 pb.
1-84520-285-6

BY NOON PRAYER
The Rhythm of Islam
Fadwa El Guindi
1-84520-097-7

THE EMOTIONS
A Cultural Reader
Edited by Helena Wulff
1-84520-368-2

BECOMING ART
Exploring Cross-Cultural Categories
Howard Morphy
2008 / 288 pp. / $34.95 pb.
1-84520-657-6

CULINARY ART AND ANTHROPOLOGY
Joy Adapon
2008 / 192 pp. / $39.95 pb.
1-84788-212-7

CULTURE AND POWER
A History of Cultural Studies
Mark Gibson
2007 / 256 pp. / $29.95 pb.
1-84520-117-3

EVERYDAY MASCULINITIES AND EXTREME SPORT
Male Identity and Rock Climbing
Victoria Robinson
1-84520-137-1

FOOD AND GLOBALIZATION
Consumption, Markets and Politics in the Modern World
Alexander Nützenadel and Frank Trentmann
1-84520-679-7

FOOD AND GLOBALIZATION
Consumption, Markets and Politics in the Modern World
Alexander Nützenadel and Frank Trentmann
1-84520-679-7

MEMORIAL MUSEUMS
The Global Rush to Commemorate Atrocities
Paul Williams
2008 / 224 pp. / $34.95 pb.
1-84520-489-1

VISIT US AT OUR BOOTHS!
www.palgrave-usa.com
Don Brenneis, Joseph Dumit, Susan Harding, Louise Lamphere, George Marcus, Emily Martin, Katherine McCaffrey, Frances Mascia-Lees, Mary Murrell, Lorna Rhodes, Dan Segal, Ida Susser, and Will Thomson announce a new journal for cultural anthropology

Anthropology Now

*Anthropology Now* offers the best of new and innovative research by anthropologists in a venue that combines the literary and visual qualities of a magazine. This exciting new journal makes anthropological research available to a wide readership, including students, general readers, and scholars in other disciplines and will be a vital publication for university and departmental libraries for use in teaching, research, and student papers.

"Anthropology Now offers a critical perspective on contemporary issues that is available nowhere else."
—Richard Handler, University of Virginia

"The field of anthropology has changed tremendously since the days of Margaret Mead. *Anthropology Now* will bring some of this surprising and an illuminating work into the public domain."
—Sherry Ortner, UCLA

Come by booth #408 to pick up your complimentary copy of our inaugural issue and get an invitation to our *Anthropology Now* launch event on Saturday, November 22 where the editors will be discussing both their work and vision for the journal.

---

**Anthropology Unbound**
A Field Guide to the 21st Century
E. Paul Durrenberger and Suzan Erem

"The only introductory anthropology text I have ever seen that has the courage not only to address current humanitarian issues of class and state, but to tackle the problems head-on."
—Karaleah Reichart, University of North Carolina

Paper, 978-1-59451-262-9, $25.95

**Peacekeeping Under Fire**
Cultural Dimensions of Intervention
Robert Rubinstein

"A fascinating and thought-provoking investigation. Ethnographically rich and theoretically sophisticated, it is essential reading for anyone interested in peace and international security."
—Carolyn Nordstrom, University of Notre Dame

Paper, 978-1-59451-548-4, $28.95

**Why Are Our Babies Dying?**
Pregnancy, Birth, and Death in America
Sandra D. Lane

"This pathbreaking study explains why more infants die in America than in many third-world countries... required reading for all those working to end health disparities in the U.S."
—Marcia C. Inhorn, University of Michigan

Paper, 978-1-59451-441-8, $22.95

www.paradigmpublishers.com • (800) 887-1591
AMIR D. ACZEL
THE JESUIT AND THE SKULL
Teilhard de Chardin, Evolution, and the Search for Peking Man
Riverhead 978-1-59448-335-6

STEVEN PINKER
THE STUFF OF THOUGHT
Language as a Window into Human Nature
Penguin 978-0-14-311424-6

MARK KINGWELL
CONCRETE REVERIES
Consciousness and the City
Viking 978-0-670-03780-3

GEOFF NICHOLSON
THE LOST ART OF WALKING
The History, Science, Philosophy, and Literature of Pedestrianism
Riverhead 978-1-59448-998-3

MARCUS REDIKER
THE SLAVE SHIP
A Human History
Penguin 978-0-14-311425-3

DANIEL B. SMITH
MUSES, MADMEN, AND PROPHETS: Hearing Voices and the Borders of Sanity
Penguin 978-0-14-311315-7

PAMELA DRUCKER MAN
LUST IN TRANSLATION
The Rules of Infidelity from Tokyo to Tennessee
Penguin 978-0-14-311329-4

MICHAEL POLLAN
IN DEFENSE OF FOOD
An Eater’s Manifesto

DAN KOEPPEL
BAHAMA: The Fate of the Fruit That Changed the World
Hudson St. Press 978-1-59463-038-5

PENGUIN GROUP (USA)
ACADEMIC MARKETING DEPARTMENT
375 Hudson St. New York, NY 10014

www.penguingroup.com/academic

STEVEN PINKER
THE STUFF OF THOUGHT
Language as a Window into Human Nature
Penguin 978-0-14-311424-6

JULIE SALAMON
HOSPITAL: Man, Woman, Birth, Death, Infinity, Plus Red Tape, Bad Behavior, Money, God and Diversity on Steroids
Penguin Press 978-1-59420-171-4

DAVID LIDA
FIRST STOP IN THE NEW WORLD: Mexico City, the Capitol of the 21st Century
Riverhead 978-1-59448-989-1

MOUSTAFA BAYOUMI
HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE A PROBLEM? Being Young and Arab in America
Penguin Press 978-1-59420-176-9

ANDREW RICKITT
THE FENRANNERS: Reformers, Retreats, and a Quest for Serenity
Penguin 978-0-14-311329-4

CHRISTINE KENNEALLY
THE FIRST WORD: The Search for the Origins of Language
Penguin 978-0-14-311374-4

REBEKAH NATHAN
MY FRESHMAN YEAR
Penguin 978-0-14-303747-7

CHRISTINE KENNEALLY
THE FIRST WORD: The Search for the Origins of Language
Penguin 978-0-14-311374-4

MATTHEW POLLY
AMERICAN SHAO LIN
Flying Kicks, Buddhist Monks, and the Legend of Iron Crotch: An Odyssey in the New China
Gotham 978-1-59448-996-9

JONI SEAGER
THE PENGUIN ATLAS OF WOMEN IN THE WORLD
Fourth Edition
Penguin 978-0-14-311451-2

DAN SMITH
THE PENGUIN STATE OF THE WORLD ATLAS
Eighth Edition
Penguin 978-0-14-311452-9
Anthropology Journals from Routledge

Anthropological Forum
A Journal of Social Anthropology and Comparative Sociology
Editor: Robert Tonkinson, The University of Western Australia, Australia
Assistant Editor: Gillian Hutcherson, The University of Western Australia, Australia
Volume 19, 2009, 3 issues per year

Anthropology & Medicine
Founding Editor: Sushrut Jadhav, University College London, UK
Volume 16, 2009, 3 issues per year

The Asia Pacific Journal of Anthropology
Editor: Kathryn Robinson, Australian National University, Australia
Volume 10, 2009, 4 issues per year

Cultural Studies
Editors: Lawrence Grossberg and Delia Pollock, both at University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, USA
Volume 23, 2009, 6 issues per year

Culture and Religion
An Interdisciplinary Journal
Editor: Malory Nye, Al-Maktoum Institute, Dundee, UK
Assistant Editor: Paul-Francois Tremlett, School of Oriental and African Studies, UK
Volume 10, 2009, 3 issues per year

Ecology of Food and Nutrition
Editor: Peter L. Pellett, University of Massachusetts at Amherst, USA
Volume 48, 2009, 6 issues per year

ethnos
Journal of Anthropology
Editors-In-Chief: Nils Bubandt, University of Aarhus, Denmark and Mark Graham, Stockholm University, Sweden
Volume 74, 2009, 4 issues per year

Ethnomusicology Forum
Journal of the British Forum for Ethnomusicology
Editors: Andrew Killick, University of Sheffield, UK and Laudan Nooshin, City University, UK
Volume 18, 2009, 2 issues per year

Food and Foodways
Explorations in the History and Culture of Human Nourishment
Editors: Allen J. Grieco, University Center for Italian Renaissance Studies, Italy and Carole Counihan, Millersville University, USA
Volume 17, 2009, 4 issues per year

Folklore
The Journal of The Folklore Society
Editor: Patricia Lysaght, University College Dublin, Ireland
Volume 120, 2009, 3 issues per year

History and Anthropology
Editor: Paul Sant Cassia, University of Durham, UK
Volume 20, 2009, 4 issues per year
Identities
Global Studies in Culture and Power
Editors: Jonathan D. Hill, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, USA and Thomas M. Wilson, Binghamton University, USA
Volume 16, 2009, 6 Issues per year

Journal of Island and Coastal Archaeology
Editors: Scott M. Fitzpatrick, NC State University, USA and Jon McVey Erlandson, University of Oregon, USA
Volume 4, 2009, 2 issues per year

Medical Anthropology
Cross-Cultural Studies in Health and Illness
Editor: Steve Ferzacca, University of Lethbridge, Canada
Volume 28, 2009, 4 issues per year

Mortality
Promoting the Interdisciplinary Study of Death and Dying
Editors: Glennys Howarth and Allan Kellehear, both at the University of Bath, UK
Volume 14, 2009, 4 issues per year

Myth & Symbol
Editor: Rochelle Sadowsky, University of South Africa, South Africa
Volume 6, 2009, 2 issues per year

Reviews in Anthropology
Editor: Roger Ivar Lohmann, Trent University, Canada
Volume 38, 2009, 4 issues per year

Storytelling, Self, Society
An Interdisciplinary Journal of Storytelling Studies
Editors: Joseph Sobol, East Tennessee State University, USA and Caren Neile, Florida Atlantic University, USA
Volume 5, 2009, 3 issues per year
NEW CO-EDITOR!
Formally the managing editor of Storytelling, Self, Society, Caren Neile will now serve as a co-editor to the journal.

Visual Anthropology
Editor: Paul Hockings, United International College, China
Volume 22, 2009, 5 issues per year

Visual Studies
Journal of the International Visual Studies Association
Editor: Darren Newbury, Birmingham City University, UK
Volume 24, 2009, 3 issues per year

JOURNALS OF RELATED INTEREST:
Ethnic and Racial Studies
Journal of Aging Humanities and the Arts
Journal of Pacific History
Norwegian Archaeological Review
The Review of Education, Pedagogy & Cultural Studies
Souls
Visitor Studies
World Archaeology

For more information on these related journals visit www.informaworld.com/journals or come and see us at stand 413

Routledge
Taylor & Francis Group
www.informaworld.com/anthropology

PROMO CODE: XJ 118 01 A

383
New from Princeton

Coming of Age in Second Life
An Anthropologist Explores the Virtually Human
Tom Boellstorff
Cloth $29.95

Apocalypse
Earthquakes, Archaeology, and the Wrath of God
Amos Nur
With Dawn Burgess
Cloth $26.95

Sara Baartman and the Hottentot Venus
A Ghost Story and a Biography
Clifton Crais & Pamela Scully
Cloth $29.95

Because of Race
How Americans Debate Harm and Opportunity in Our Schools
Mica Pollock
Cloth $29.95

Who Owns Antiquity?
Museums and the Battle over Our Ancient Heritage
James Cuno
Cloth $24.95

The Spaces of the Modern City
Imaginaries, Politics, and Everyday Life
Edited by Gyan Prakash & Kevin M. Kruse
Paper $24.95 Cloth $65.00

American Christians and Islam
Evangelical Culture and Muslims from the Colonial Period to the Age of Global Terrorism
Thomas S. Kidd
Cloth $29.95

Along the Archival Grain
Epistemic Anxieties and Colonial Commonsense
Ann Laura Stoler
Paper $22.95 Cloth $59.50

Margaret Mead
The Making of an American Icon
Nancy C. Lutkehaus
Cloth $29.95
New in paperback

Why the French Don't Like Headscarves
Islam, the State, and Public Space
John R. Bowen
Paper $19.95

Nationalist Politics and Everyday Ethnicity in a Transylvanian Town
Rogers Brubaker, Margit Feischmidt, Jon Fox & Liana Grancea
Paper $24.95

Winner of the 2007 Herbert Jacob Book Prize, Law and Society Association

In the Moment of Greatest Calamity
Terrorism, Grief, and a Victim's Quest for Justice
With a new preface by the author
Susan F. Hirsch
Paper $19.95

Law as Culture
An Invitation
Lawrence Rosen
Paper $19.95

A Culture of Corruption
Everyday Deception and Popular Discontent in Nigeria
Daniel Jordan Smith
Paper $22.95

Bipolar Expeditions
Mania and Depression in American Culture
Emily Martin
Paper $22.95
Due Spring 2009

New in the Series
Princeton Studies in Muslim Politics
Dale F. Eickelman & Augustus Richard Norton, Series Editors

Egypt after Mubarak
Liberalism, Islam, and Democracy in the Arab World
Bruce K. Rutherford
Cloth $35.00

Journeys to the Other Shore
Muslim and Western Travelers in Search of Knowledge
Roxanne L. Euben
New Paperback $22.95

With a new afterword by the author

Hezbollah
A Short History
Augustus Richard Norton
New Paperback $12.95
Due Spring 2009

Forthcoming
An Intellectual History of Cannibalism
Cătălin Avramescu
Translated by Alistair Ian Blyth
Cloth $29.95

The Empire of Trauma
An Inquiry into the Notion of Victimhood
Didier Fassin & Richard Rechtman
Translated by Rachel Gomme
Paper $22.95 Cloth $65.00

The Politics of Women's Rights in Iran
Arzoo Osanloo
Paper $22.95 Cloth $69.50

When Experiments Travel
Clinical Trials and the Global Search for Human Subjects
Adriana Petryna
Paper $24.95 Cloth $39.50

Island of Shame
The Secret History of the U.S. Military Base on Diego Garcia
David Vine
Cloth $29.95
The author will donate all royalties from the sale of this book to the Chagossians

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS
Booth 501
20% Discount
Citizenship, Political Engagement, and Belonging
Immigrants in Europe and the United States
Edited by Deborah Reed-Danahay and Caroline B. Bretteell
Paper $25.95  •  978-0-8135-4330-7

Conversion of a Continent
Contemporary Religious Change in Latin America
Edited by Timothy J. Steigenga and Edward L. Cleary
Paper $25.95  •  978-0-8135-4202-7

Muslims of Metropolis
The Stories of Three Immigrant Families in the West
Kavitha Rajagopalan
Cloth $25.95  •  978-0-8135-4344-4

Rutgers Series in Childhood Studies

Pleasures and Perils
Girls’ Sexuality in a Caribbean Consumer Culture
Debra Curtis
Paper $23.95  •  978-0-8135-4430-4
Available January 2009

Matters of Choice
Puerto Rican Women’s Struggle for Reproductive Freedom
Iris Lopez
Paper $25.95  •  978-0-8135-4373-4

Security Disarmed
Critical Perspectives on Gender, Race, and Militarization
Edited by Barbara Sutton, Sandra Morgen, and Julie Novkov
Paper $26.95  •  978-0-8135-4360-4

Studies in Medical Anthropology Series

The Public Life of the Fetal Sonogram
Technology, Consumption, and the Politics of Reproduction
Janelle S. Taylor
Paper $22.95  •  978-0-8135-4364-2

An Uncertain Cure
Living with Leprosy in Brazil
Cassandra White
Paper $23.95  •  978-0-8135-4457-1

Revisiting Race in a Genomic Age
Edited by Barbara A. Koenig, Sandra Soo-Jin Lee, and Sarah S. Richardson
Paper $32.95  •  978-0-8135-4324-6

Veins of Devotion
Blood Donation and Religious Experience in North India
Jacob Copeman
Paper $25.95  •  978-0-8135-4449-6
Available December 2008

20% DISCOUNT AND FREE SHIPPING • VISIT US AT BOOTH 516

To order, call 800-848-6224 or visit rutgerspress.rutgers.edu
Intelligent Books
on Questions That Matter to You Today

**Memory Work**
*Archaeologies of Material Practices*
Edited by Barbara J. Mills & William H. Walker

2008. 320 pp., 45 illustrations, 21 tables, notes, references, index, 6 x 9
978-1-930618-88-6, Paper, $34.95

**New Landscapes of Inequality**
*Neoliberalism and the Erosion of Democracy in America*
Edited by Jane L. Collins, Micaela di Leonardo, & Brett Williams

2008. 304 pp., 5 illustrations, notes, references, index, 6 x 9
978-1-934691-01-4, Paper, $29.95

**Small Worlds**
*Method, Meaning, & Narrative in Microhistory*
Edited by James F. Brooks, Christopher R. N. DeCorse, & John Walton

2008. 346 pp., 27 illustrations, 2 tables, notes, references, index, 6 x 9
978-1-930618-94-7, Paper, $29.95

Stop by booth 517 for special show discounts on classic and new texts.

School for Advanced Research Press
P.O. Box 2188, Santa Fe, NM 87504
888-390-6070 • sarpress.sarweb.org
New from
STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
Visit us in booth 416/418 for these and other exciting Press titles

The Lady of Linshui
A Chinese Female Cult
BRIGITTE BAPTANDIER
Translated by KRISTIN INGRID FRYKLUND
Asian Religions and Cultures
$65.00 cloth

Houses in Motion
The Experience of Place and the Problem of Belief in Urban Malaysia
RICHARD BAXSTROM
Cultural Memory in the Present
$55.00 cloth

Schooling Passions
Nation, History, and Language in Contemporary Western India
VERONIQUE BENE
$24.95 paper $75.00 cloth

NOW IN PAPERBACK
Miraculous Response
Doing Popular Religion in Contemporary China
ADAM YUET CHAU
$24.95 paper $63.00 cloth

The Latino Threat
Constructing Immigrants, Citizens, and the Nation
LEO R. CHAVEZ
$21.95 paper $55.00 cloth

Comparing the Incomparable
MARCEL DETIENNE Translated by JANET LLOYD
Cultural Memory in the Present
$21.95 paper $55.00 cloth

Stolen Honor
Stigmatizing Muslim Men in Berlin
KATHERINE PRATT EWING
$21.95 paper $60.00 cloth

Dilemmas of Modernity
Bolivian Encounters with Law and Liberalism
MARK GOODALE
$24.95 paper $85.00 cloth

Service Encounters
Class, Gender, and the Market for Social Distinction in Urban China
AMY HANSER
$21.95 paper $55.00 cloth

Degrees Without Freedom?
Education, Masculinities, and Unemployment in North India
CRAIG JEFFREY,
PATRICIA JEFFERY, and
ROGER JEFFERY
$21.95 paper $55.00 cloth

Surrounded
Palestinian Soldiers in the Israeli Military
RHODA ANN KANAN
Stanford Studies in Middle Eastern and Islamic Societies and Cultures
$24.95 cloth

Shifting Ethnic Boundaries and Inequality in Israel
Or, How the Polish Peddler Became a German Intellectual
AZIZA KHAZZOOM
Studies in Social Inequality
$65.00 cloth

True to Her Word
The Faithful Maiden Cult in Late Imperial China
WEIJING LU
$60.00 cloth

Passionate Uprisings
Iran's Sexual Revolution
PARDIS MAHDAVI
$27.95 cloth

Genealogical Fictions
Limpieza de Sangre, Religion, and Gender in Colonial Mexico
MARIA ELENA MARTINEZ
$65.00 cloth

Uneasy Reunions
Immigration, Citizenship, and Family Life in Post-1997 Hong Kong
NICOLE NEWENDORP
$55.00 cloth

Empire of Law and Indian Justice in Colonial Mexico
BRIAN P. OWENSBY
$65.00 cloth

Consumption and Social Change in a Post-Soviet Middle Class
JENNIFER PATICO
Copublished with the Woodrow Wilson Center Press
$24.95 paper $60.00 cloth

The Teahouse
Small Business, Everyday Culture, and Public Politics in Chengdu, 1900-1950
DI WANG
$65.00 cloth

Chinese Human Smuggling Organizations
Families, Social Networks, and Cultural Imperatives
SHELDON X. ZHANG
$45.00 cloth

800.621.2736 www.sup.org

Stanford University Press
NEW PARTNERSHIPS FOR EMPOWERMENT
Participatory Research for Community-based Natural Resource Management
Edited by Carl Wilmsen, William Elmendorf, Larry Fisher, Jacquelyn Ross, Brinda Sarathy, and Gail Wells
Cloth, 978 1 84407 562 1, $166.00
Paper, 978 1 84407 563 8, $48.95

MULTI-CHOICE POLICING IN AFRICA
Bruce Baker
Paper, 978 91 7106 603 9, $43.95

THE WORLD BANK AND THE GODS OF LENDING
Steve Berkman
Paper, 978 1 56549 259 2, $24.95

BEGGING AND ALMSGIVING IN GHANA
Muslim Positions Towards Poverty and Distress
Holger Weiss
Paper, 978 91 7106 597 1, $21.95

HOLLOW BODIES
Institutional Responses to Sex Trafficking in Armenia, Bosnia, and India
Susan Dewey
Cloth, 978 1 56549 265 3, $24.95
Paper, 978 1 56549 266 0, $69.95

Visit Booth #215/217 for more titles and to receive 20% off all orders. Use source code AAA08 on all orders to SAVE 20%. Offer expires 12/31/08.

Distributed in the U.S. by Stylus Publishing, LLC.
1-800-232-0223 www.Styluspub.com
EDUCATING FOR HUMAN RIGHTS AND GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP
Ali A. Abdi and Lynette Shultz, editors

STAIRWAY TO NIRVĀṆA
A Study of the Twenty Samghas
Based on the Works of Tsong kha pa
James B. Apple

TEACHING NONMAJORS
Advice for Liberal Arts Professors
P. Sven Arvidson

A BUDDHIST IN THE CLASSROOM
Sid Brown

UNDERSTANDING GREGORY BATESON
Mind, Beauty, and the Sacred Earth
Noel G. Charlton

MIRACLE AS MODERN CONUNDRUM IN SOUTH ASIAN RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS
Corinne G. Dempsey and Selva J. Raj, editors

MIPAM ON BUDDHA-NATURE
The Ground of the Nyingma Tradition
Douglas S. Duckworth

IMAGINED FAMILIES, LIVED FAMILIES
Culture and Kinship in Contemporary Japan
Akiko Hashimoto and John W. Traphagan, editors

NATIVISM AND MODERNITY
Cultural Contestations in China and Taiwan under Global Capitalism
Ming-yan Lai

THE TEACHINGS OF THE ODD-EYED ONE
A Study and Translation of the Virupaksapāṇaśīkā, with the Commentary of Vidyacakravartin
David Peter Lawrence

BLACK ELK SPEAKS
Being the Life Story of a Holy Man of the Oglala Sioux,
The Premier Edition
As told through John G. Neihardt

RESILIENCE
Queer Professors from the Working Class
Kenneth Oldfield and Richard Greggory Johnson III, editors

BUDDHISM IN THE KRISHNA RIVER VALLEY OF ANDHRA
Sree Padma and A. W. Barber, editors

CONTESTING JUSTICE
Women, Islam, Law, and Society
Ahmed E. Souaiaia

MODERN AND GLOBAL AYURVEDA
Pluralism and Paradigms
Dagmar Wujastyk and Frederick M. Smith, editors

Visit us at Booth #214
20% / 40% discount and free shipping on orders placed at the conference

- The first ever annotated edition of Black Elk’s story by renowned Lakota scholar Raymond J. DeMallie
- The first ever complete collection of Standing Bear’s original illustrations, with new detailed commentary on them
- An attractive, larger format
- The most comprehensive index ever available

$13.95 pb

Excelsior Editions
An imprint of State University of New York Press
www.sunypress.edu
Global Health
WHY CULTURAL PERCEPTIONS, SOCIAL REPRESENTATIONS, AND BIOPOLITICS MATTER
MARK NICTER
320 pp., $65.00 library cloth, $22.95 paper

Sueños Americanos
BARRIO YOUTH NEGOTIATING SOCIAL AND CULTURAL IDENTITIES
JULIO CAMMAROTA
208 pp., $39.95 cloth

A Zapotec Natural History
TREES, HERBS, AND FLOWERS, BIRDS, BEASTS, AND BUGS IN THE LIFE OF SAN JUAN GBEE
EUGENE S. HUNN
288 pp., $50.00 cloth + CD ROM

Global Maya
WORK AND IDEOLOGY IN RURAL GUATEMALA
LILIANA R. GOLDIN
264 pp., $60.00 cloth

Native American Language Ideologies
BELIEFS, PRACTICES, AND STRUGGLES IN INDIAN COUNTRY
Edited by PAUL V. KROSKRITY and MARGARET C. FIELD
336 pp., $49.95 cloth

Yaqui Homeland and Homeplace
THE EVERYDAY PRODUCTION OF ETHNIC IDENTITY
KIRSTIN C. ERICKSON
208 pp., $50.00 cloth, $24.95 paper

Landscapes of Fraud
MISSION TUMACÁCORI, THE BACA FLOAT, AND THE BETRAYAL OF THE O'ODHAM
THOMAS E. SHERIDAN
316 pp., $19.95 paper

Diabetes among the Pima
STORIES OF SURVIVAL
CAROLYN SMITH-MORRIS
248 pp., $22.95 paper

Edible Medicines
AN ETHNOPHARMACOLOGY OF FOOD
NINA ETKIN
304 pp., $24.95 paper

Lives of Dust and Water
AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF CHANGE AND RESISTANCE IN NORTHWESTERN MEXICO
MARÍA LUZ CRUZ-TORRES
325 pp., $22.95 paper

WWW.UAPRESS.ARIZONA.EDU
For more great titles, visit us at booth #711
New from UC Press

BOOTHS #316 & 318

Catherine Besteman
Transforming Cape Town
California Series in Public Anthropology
$24.95 paper. $60.00 cloth

Stéphane Dufoix
Diasporas
Translated by William Rodarmor
Foreword by Roger Waldinger
$21.95 paper. $55.00 cloth

Mike Fortun
Promising Genomics
Iceland and deCODE
Genetics in a World of Speculation
$24.95 paper. $60.00 cloth

Michael D. Frachetti
Pastoralist Landscapes
and Social Interaction
in Bronze Age Eurasia
$45.00 cloth

Lynn H. Gamble
The Chumash World
at European Contact
Power, Trade, and Feasting
Among Complex Hunter-Gatherers
$49.95 cloth

Melvyn C. Goldstein, Ben Jiao, and Tanzen Lhundrup
On the Cultural Revolution in Tibet
The Nyemo Incident of 1969
$24.95 cloth

Macarena Gómez-Barris
Where Memory Dwells
Culture and State Violence in Chile
$24.95 paper. $60.00 cloth

Mary-Jo DelVecchio Good,
Sandra Teresa Hyde,
Sarah Pinto, and Byron J. Good, Editors
Postcolonial Disorders
Ethnographic Studies in Subjectivity
$275.00 paper. $65.00 cloth

Susan Greenhalgh
Just One Child
Science and Policy in Deng's China
$21.95 paper. $55.00 cloth

Francio Guadeloupe
Chanting Down the New Jerusalem
Calypso, Christianity, and Capitalism in the Caribbean
The Anthropology of Christianity
$19.95 paper. $50.00 cloth

Yohannes Haile-Selassie
and Giday WoldeGabriel, Editors
Ardipithecus kadabba
Late Miocene Evidence from the Middle Awash, Ethiopia
The Middle Awash Series
$80.00 cloth

www.ucpress.edu
New from UC Press

Jennifer Heath, Editor
The Veil
Women Writers on Its History, Lore, and Politics
$21.95 paper, $55.00 cloth

Stefan Helmreich
Alien Ocean
Anthropological Voyages in Microbial Seas
$24.95 paper, $50.00 cloth

Patty Kelly
Lydia's Open Door
Inside Mexico's Most Modern Brothel
$21.95 paper, $55.00 cloth

Kent G. Lightfoot and Otis Parrish
California Indians and Their Environment
An Introduction
California Natural History Guides
$19.95 paper, $30.00 cloth

Randall H. McGuire
Archaeology as Political Action
California Series in Public Anthropology
$29.95 paper, $55.00 cloth

Ben Orlove, Ellen Wiegandt, and Brian H. Luckman, Editors
Darkening Peaks
Glacier Retreat, Science, and Society
$45.00 cloth

Adrienne Pine
Working Hard, Drinking Hard
On Violence and Survival in Honduras
$19.95 paper, $50.00 cloth

Torben C. Rick and Jon M. Erlandson, Editors
Human Impacts on Ancient Marine Ecosystems
A Global Perspective
$60.00 cloth

Russell Leigh Shamian and Cheryl Harris Shamian
Nightshift NYC
Photographs by Corey Hayes
$24.95 cloth

Jim Shultz and Melissa Draper, Editors
Dignity and Defiance
Stories from Bolivia's Challenge to Globalization
$24.95 paper, $50.00 cloth

Robert J. Thornton
Unimagined Community
Sex, Networks, and AIDS in Uganda and South Africa
California Series in Public Anthropology
$24.95 paper, $50.00 cloth

Barbara L. Voss
The Archaeology of Ethnogenesis
Race and Sexuality in Colonial San Francisco
$45.00 cloth

Sarah E. Wagner
To Know Where He Lies
DNA Technology and the Search for Srebrenica's Missing
$21.95 paper, $55.00 cloth

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Lila Abu-Lughod
Writing Women's Worlds
Bedouin Stories
15th Anniversary Edition with a New Preface
$22.95 paper

Liza Dalby
Geisha
25th Anniversary Edition with a New Preface
$24.95 paper

Micheline R. Ishay
The History of Human Rights
From Ancient Times to the Globalization Era
Updated Edition with a New Preface
$27.50 paper

Nina G. Jablonski
Skin
A Natural History
$16.95 paper

Gregory E. Smoak
Ghost Dances and Identity
Prophetic Religion and American Indian Ethnogenesis in the Nineteenth Century
$24.95 paper

Please visit our booth for the special meeting discount.

www.ucpress.edu
ANTHROPOLOGY

New from Chicago

Peripheral Visions
Publics, Power, and Performance in Yemen
LISA WEDEEN
Paper $20.00

Forthcoming in 2009

Arrernte Present, Arrernte Past
Invasion, Violence, and Imagination in Indigenous Central Australia
DIANE AUSTIN-BROOS
Paper $25.00

Ethnicity, Inc.
JOHN L. AND JEAN COMAROFF
Chicago Studies in Practices of Meaning
Paper $18.00

Remains of Ritual
Northern Gods in a Southern Land
STEVEN M. FRIEDSON
Chicago Studies in Ethnomusicology
Paper $22.00

The City at Its Limits
Taboo, Transgression, and Urban Renewal in Lima
DANIELLA GANDOLFO
Paper $22.00

The Perils of Belonging
Autochthony, Citizenship, and Exclusion in Africa and Europe
PETER GESCHIERE
Paper $22.00

New from Prickly Paradigm Press

Time and Human Language Now
JONATHAN BOYARIN and MARTIN LAND
PAPER $12.95

The Western Illusion of Human Nature
With Reflections on the Long History of Hierarchy, Equality and the Sublimation of Anarchy in the West, and Comparative Notes on Other Conceptions of the Human Condition
MARSHALL SAHLINS
Paper $12.95

Now in paperback

My Family and Other Saints
KIRIN NARAYAN
Paper $15.00

Evicted from Eternity
The Restructuring of Modern Rome
MICHAEL HERZFELD
Paper $27.50

Corporate Tribalism
White Men/White Women and Cultural Diversity at Work
THOMAS KOCHMAN and JEAN MAVRELIS
Cloth $22.50

Political Spiritualities
The Pentecostal Revolution in Nigeria
RUTH A. MARSHALL
Paper $24.00

Art Without Borders
A Philosophical Exploration of Art and Humanity
BEN-AMI SCHARFSTEIN
Cloth $35.00

What Color Is the Sacred?
MICHAEL TAUSIG
Paper $24.00
Fully Revised and Updated

Kate L. Turabian

A Manual for Writers of Research Papers, Theses, and Dissertations

Chicago Style for Students and Researchers

Revised by Wayne C. Booth, Gregory G. Colomb, Joseph M. Williams, and The University of Chicago Press Editorial Staff

7th Edition

The standard for generations of students and their teachers, revised for a new age.

For more information, go to www.turabian.org.

436 p., 42 line drawings, 11 tables • Paper $17.00 • Cloth $35.00

The University of Chicago Press www.press.uchicago.edu
Current Anthropology
Mark Aldenderfer, Editor
Sponsored by The Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research

Current Anthropology is a transnational journal devoted to research on humankind, encompassing the full range of anthropological scholarship on human cultures and on the human and other primate species. Communicating across the subfields, the journal features papers in a wide variety of areas, including social, cultural, and physical anthropology as well as ethnology and ethnohistory, archaeology and prehistory, folklore, and linguistics.

Critical Inquiry
Presents articles by eminent critics, scholars, and artists on a wide variety of issues central to contemporary criticism and culture.

Signs
Publishes pathbreaking articles, review essays, comparative perspectives, and retrospectives of interdisciplinary interest addressing gender, race, culture, class, nation, and sexuality.

History of Religions
Strives to publish scholarship that reflects engagement with particular traditions, places, and times and yet also speaks to broader methodological and/or theoretical issues in the study of religion.

Journal of Consumer Research
Publishes empirical, theoretical, and methodological scholarly research that describes and explains consumer behavior.

Visit us at Booth #311-315 and Save 20% on Subscriptions!

The University of Chicago Press
www.journals.uchicago.edu
JeR's articles are highly cited by scholars and receive prominent media attention. In fact, an article in JCR was one of the most cited business and economics articles ever, according to Thomson Scientific, which tracks citations for more than 11,000 academic journals. Departments with scholars who publish in JCR are flourishing.

Every serious scholar and student of consumer behavior should have a subscription.

JCR's articles are highly cited by scholars and receive prominent media attention. In fact, an article in JCR was one of the most cited business and economics articles ever, according to Thomson Scientific, which tracks citations for more than 11,000 academic journals. Departments with scholars who publish in JCR are flourishing.


Submit your best research to JCR

- Prompt turnaround on reviews
- Deep domain expertise among reviewers
- Outstanding publicity and citation rates

Take advantage of your member discount.

AAA Members pay only $65 for six issues/year.

This is $95 off the regular price of $160.

Order Online
www.journals.uchicago.edu/JCR/order1.html
Choose the MEMBER rate

Order by Phone
Toll-free 1.877.705.1878 or 773.753.3347
Mention the MEMBER rate
Asen, Ancestors, and Vodun
Tracing Change in African Art
EDNA G. BAY
Illus. Cloth $40.00

Enduring Nations
Native Americans in the Midwest
Edited by R. DAVID EDMUNDS
Illus. Cloth $75.00; Paper $25.00

Outsider Within
Reworking Anthropology in the Global Age
FAYE V. HARRISON
Cloth $70.00; Paper $25.00

Fanti Kinship and the Analysis of Kinship Terminologies
DAVID B. KRONENFELD
Illus. Cloth $65.00

Human Organizations and Social Theory
Pragmatism, Pluralism, and Adaptation
MURRAY J. LEAF
Illus. Cloth $50.00

Journal of American Folklore
Quarterly journal of the American Folklore Society
Edited by HARRY M. BERGER and GIOVANNA P. DEL NEGRO
Vol. 120; Institutions $100.00

Interpretations of Culture in the New Millennium

Made-from-Bone
Trickster Myths, Music, and History from the Amazon
JONATHAN D. HILL
Illus. Cloth $65.00; Paper $22.00

Finding Cholita
BILLIE JEAN ISBELL
Cloth $60.00; Paper $20.00

Ritual Encounters
Otavalan Modern and Mythic Community
MICHELLE WIBBELSMAN
Illus. Cloth $65.00; Paper $22.00

Chinese Street Opera in Singapore
TONG SOON LEE
Illus. Cloth $40.00

Visit Booth #608
COLLABORATIVE ANTHROPOLOGIES
Edited by Luke Eric Lassiter

Exploring the role of collaboration in anthropology and closely related fields, with a special focus on collaborative research between and among researchers and communities of informants, consultants, and collaborators.

A New Journal Launching Fall 2008

University of Nebraska Press
www.nebraskapress.unl.edu
800-755-1105
The Lakota Ghost Dance of 1890
BY RANI-HENRIK ANDERSSON
$50.00 cloth

Dance Lodges of the Omaha People
Building from Memory
BY MARK AWAKUNI-SWETLAND
$19.95 paper

The 1904 Anthropology Day and Olympic Games
Sport, Race, and American Imperialism
EDITED BY SUSAN BROWNELL
$55.00 cloth
CRITICAL STUDIES IN THE HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGY SERIES

FORTHCOMING IN PAPER SPRING 2009
American Indians, the Irish, and Government Schooling
A Comparative Study
BY MICHAEL C. COLEMAN
INDIGENOUS EDUCATION SERIES

White Man's Club
Schools, Race, and the Struggle of Indian Acculturation
BY JACQUELINE FEAR-SEGAL
$55.00 cloth
INDIGENOUS EDUCATION SERIES

Buffalo Nation
American Indian Efforts to Restore the Bison
BY KEN ZONTEK
$19.95 paper

The Meskwaki and Anthropologists
Action Anthropology Reconsidered
BY JUDITH M. DAUBENMIER
$55.00 cloth
CRITICAL STUDIES IN THE HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGY SERIES

Iroquois Journey
An Anthropologist Remembers
BY WILLIAM N. FENTON
$55.00 cloth
THE IROQUOISANS AND THEIR WORLD SERIES
A Dictionary of Skiri Pawnee
BY DOUGLAS R. PARKS
AND LULA NORA PRATT
$85.00 cloth
STUDIES IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF
NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS SERIES

Lakotas, Black Robes, and Holy Women
German Reports from the Indian Missions in South Dakota, 1886-1900
EDITED BY KARL MARKUS KREIS
$55.00 cloth
FORTHCOMING IN PAPER SPRING 2009

Choctaw Nation
A Story of American Indian Resurgence
BY VALERIE LAMBERT
NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN PROSE AWARD SERIES

Make a Beautiful Way
EDITED BY
BARBARA ALICE MANN
$14.95 paper

Anthropology Goes to the Fair
The 1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition
BY NANCY J. PAREZO
AND DON D. FOWLER
$55.00 cloth
CRITICAL STUDIES IN THE HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGY SERIES

Lewis Henry Morgan and the Invention of Kinship, New Edition
BY THOMAS R. TRAUTMANN
$24.95 paper

A Description of New Netherland
BY ADRIAEN VAN DER DONCK
Edited by Charles T. Gehring and William A. Starna, Translated by Diederik Willem Goedhuyys
$40.00 cloth
THE IROQUOIANS AND THEIR WORLD SERIES

American Indian Autobiography
BY H. DAVID BRUMBLE III
$18.95 paper

Please visit us in booths 613, 615 & 617 for a 25% discount
*or visit our website using discount code XAAA8
YOUNG AND DEFIANT IN TEHRAN
Shahram Khosravi
Contemporary Ethnography
2007 | 240 pages | 1 map | Cloth | $45.00

LEARNING FROM GREENSBORO
Truth and Reconciliation in the United States
Lisa Magarrell and Joya Wesley. Foreword by Bongani Finca
Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights
2008 | 296 pages | 10 illus. | Cloth | $49.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK
EXILE AND RETURN
Predicaments of Palestinians and Jews
Edited by Ann M. Lesch and Ian S. Lustick
2008 | 368 pages | Paper | $26.50

WOMEN OF FES
Ambiguities of Urban Life in Morocco
Rachel Newcomb
Contemporary Ethnography
2008 | 248 pages | 7 illus. | Cloth | $49.95

THE DYNAMICS OF VIOLENCE IN CENTRAL AFRICA
René Lemarchand
National and Ethnic Conflict in the 21st Century
2008 | 328 pages | 10 illus. | Cloth | $59.95

HUMAN RIGHTS NGOS IN EAST AFRICA
Political and Normative Tensions
Edited by Makau Mutua
Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights
2008 | 384 pages | 1 illus. | Cloth | $79.95

THE INTERNATIONAL STRUGGLE FOR NEW HUMAN RIGHTS
Edited by Clifford Bob
Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights
2008 | 192 pages | Cloth | $45.00

SARAJEVO UNDER SIEGE
Anthropology in Wartime
Ivana Macek
The Ethnography of Political Violence
2008 | 272 pages | 25 illus. | Cloth | $55.00

CREATING HUMAN RIGHTS
How Noncitizens Made Sex Persecution Matter to the World
Lisa S. Alfredson
Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights
2008 | 320 pages | 3 illus. | Cloth | $69.95

NEW IN PAPERBACK
HUMAN RIGHTS
A Political and Cultural Critique
Makau Mutua
Pennsylvania Studies in Human Rights
2008 | 256 pages | Paper | $24.95
VISIT UT PRESS AT BOOTHS 512–514
FOR THESE NEW TITLES AND MORE

ARABS IN THE MIRROR
Images and Self-Images from Pre-Islamic to Modern Times
By Nissim Rejwan
$24.95 paper, $55.00 cloth

THE ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE MOCHE
An Ancient Andean Society of the Peruvian North Coast
Edited by Steve Bourget and Kimberly L. Jones
14 color and 334 b&w photos and line drawings $65.00 cloth

ARABS IN THE MIRROR
Images and Self-Images from Pre-Islamic to Modern Times
By Nissim Rejwan
$24.95 paper, $55.00 cloth

THE ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE MOCHE
An Ancient Andean Society of the Peruvian North Coast
Edited by Steve Bourget and Kimberly L. Jones
14 color and 334 b&w photos and line drawings $65.00 cloth

CHICANO RAP
Gender and Violence in the Postindustrial Barrio
By Pancho McFarland
13 color photos $24.95 paper, $60.00 cloth

THE ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE MOCHE
An Ancient Andean Society of the Peruvian North Coast
Edited by Steve Bourget and Kimberly L. Jones
14 color and 334 b&w photos and line drawings $65.00 cloth

ARABS IN THE MIRROR
Images and Self-Images from Pre-Islamic to Modern Times
By Nissim Rejwan
$24.95 paper, $55.00 cloth

THE ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE MOCHE
An Ancient Andean Society of the Peruvian North Coast
Edited by Steve Bourget and Kimberly L. Jones
14 color and 334 b&w photos and line drawings $65.00 cloth

CHICANO RAP
Gender and Violence in the Postindustrial Barrio
By Pancho McFarland
13 color photos $24.95 paper, $60.00 cloth

THE ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE MOCHE
An Ancient Andean Society of the Peruvian North Coast
Edited by Steve Bourget and Kimberly L. Jones
14 color and 334 b&w photos and line drawings $65.00 cloth

ARABS IN THE MIRROR
Images and Self-Images from Pre-Islamic to Modern Times
By Nissim Rejwan
$24.95 paper, $55.00 cloth

THE ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE MOCHE
An Ancient Andean Society of the Peruvian North Coast
Edited by Steve Bourget and Kimberly L. Jones
14 color and 334 b&w photos and line drawings $65.00 cloth

CHICANO RAP
Gender and Violence in the Postindustrial Barrio
By Pancho McFarland
13 color photos $24.95 paper, $60.00 cloth
NEW IN ANTHROPOLOGY

CULTURE, PLACE, and NATURE: Studies in Anthropology & Environment
K. Sivaramakrishnan, Series Editor

Forest Guardians, Forest Destroyers
The Politics of Environmental Knowledge in Northern Thailand
Tim Forsyth and Andrew Walker

Nature Protests
The End of Ecology in Slovakia
Edward Snajdr

The Earth’s Blanket
Traditional Teachings for Sustainable Living
Nancy J. Turner
New in paper

From Enslavement to Environmentalism
Politics on a Southern African Frontier
David McDermott Hughes
New in paper

Anóoshi Lingít Aaní Ká / Russians in Tlingit America
The Battles of Sitka, 1802 and 1804
Edited by Nora Marks Dauenhauer, Richard Dauenhauer, and Lydia T. Black

Becoming Tsimshian
The Social Life of Names
Christopher F. Roth

Communist Multiculturalism
Ethnic Revival in Southwest China
Susan K. McCarthy
Studies on Ethnic Groups in China
Forthcoming Spring 2009

Explaining Culture Scientifically
Edited by Melissa J. Brown

Gathering Leaves and Lifting Words
Histories of Buddhist Monastic Education in Laos and Thailand
Justin Thomas McDaniel
Critical Dialogues in Southeast Asian Studies

Grass Roots
African Origins of an American Art
Dale Rosengarten, Theodore Rosengarten, and Enid Schildkraut
Dist. for the Museum for African Art

Haa Léelk’w Has Aaní Saax’ú / Our Grandparents Names on the Land
Edited by Thomas F. Thornton
Pub. with Sealaska Heritage Institute

The Interweaving of Rituals
Funerals in the Cultural Exchange between China and Europe
Nicolas Standaert
A China Program Book

Love, Passion and Patriotism
Sexuality and the Philippine Propaganda Movement, 1882–1892
Raquel A. G. Reyes
Critical Dialogues in Southeast Asian Studies

Mami Wata
Arts for Water Spirits in Africa and Its Diasporas
Henry John Drewal et al.
Dist. for Fowler Museum at UCLA

Paitarkiutenka / My Legacy to You
Miisaq / Frank Andrew, Sr.
Transcriptions and Translations by Alice Rearden and Marie Meade
Edited by Ann Fienup-Riordan

The Power of Promises
Rethinking Indian Treaties in the Pacific Northwest
Edited by Alexandra Harmon
Foreword by John Borrows

S’abadeb, The Gifts
Pacific Coast Salish Art and Artists
Edited by Barbara Brotherton
Pub. with Seattle Art Museum
Spirit, Structure, and Flesh
Gendered Experiences in African Instituted Churches among the Yoruba of Nigeria
Deidre Helen Crumley
Cloth $50.00

Modern Noise, Fluid Genres
Popular Music in Indonesia, 1997–2001
Jeremy Wallach
With a music CD, Cloth $50.00, Paper $24.95

Picturing Indians
Photographic Encounters and Tourist Fantasies in H. H. Bennett’s Wisconsin Dells
Steven D. Hoelscher Foreword by Paul S. Boyer
Studies in American Thought and Culture
Cloth $39.95, Paper $24.95

Of God and Gods
Egypt, Israel, and the Rise of Monotheism
Jan Assmann
Mosse Series in Modern European Cultural and Intellectual History
Cloth $55.00, Paper $26.95

Tourism, Landscape, and the Irish Character
British Travel Writers in Pre-Famine Ireland
William H. A. Williams
History of Ireland and the Irish Diaspora
Cloth $65.00

Bloodstoppers and Bearwalkers
Folk Traditions of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula
Third Edition, with additional tales
Richard M. Dorson Edited and with introduction by James P. Leary
Paper $24.95

Anthropology Goes to War
Professional Ethics and Counterinsurgency in Thailand
Eric Wakin
Distributed for the Center for Southeast Asian Studies, UW-Madison
Back in Print Paper $29.95

An Anarchy of Families
State and Family in the Philippines
Edited by Alfred W. McCoy
With a new preface
New Perspectives in Southeast Asian Studies
Back in print Paper $29.95

The Mekong Delta
Pierre Brocheux
Distributed for the Center for Southeast Asian Studies, UW-Madison
Back in print Paper $26.95

Discounts of 20%–50%
See us at our booth
Now Available from Wadsworth, a part of Cengage Learning

Culture Counts: A Concise Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
Serena Nanda and Richard L. Warms
ISBN-10: 0-495-00787-0

James Peoples and Garrick Bailey
ISBN-10: 0-495-50874-8

Cengage Advantage Books: Cultural Anthropology: A Problem-Based Approach, 5th Edition
Richard H. Robbins
ISBN-10: 0-495-50928-0

Essentials of Physical Anthropology, 7th Edition
Robert Jurmain, Lynn Kilgore, and Wenda Trevathan

The Anthropology of Language: An Introduction to Linguistic Anthropology, 2nd Edition
Harriet Joseph Ottenthal
ISBN-10: 0-495-55664-9

An Introduction to Linguistic Anthropology Workbook and Reader, 2nd Edition
Harriet Joseph Ottenthal
ISBN-10: 0-495-55664-9

Visit our booth and learn more about our outstanding Case Study series.

Case Studies in Cultural Anthropology
edited by George D. Spindler and Janice E. Stockard
Case Studies on Contemporary Social Issues
edited by John Young
Case Studies in Archaeology
edited by Jeffrey Quilter

Visit us at the AAA Annual Meeting and online at www.cengage.com/anthropology
NEW AND CLASSIC TITLES FROM WESTVIEW PRESS!

A member of the Perseus Books Group

NEW EDITION!
Third Edition
Human Adaptability
An Introduction to Ecological Anthropology
Emilio F. Moran
Westview Press, January 2008, 496 Pages
978-0-8133-4367-9, $42.00, pb

NEW EDITION!
Expanded Edition
Rigoberta Menchú and the Story of
All Poor Guatemalans
David Stoll
New Foreword by Elizabeth Burgos
Westview Press, January 2008, 384 Pages
978-0-8133-4396-9, $30.00, pb

Second Edition
Economies and Cultures
Foundations of Economic Anthropology
Richard R. Wilk and Lisa C. Cliggett
Westview Press, January 2007, 248 Pages
978-0-8133-4365-5, $30.00, pb

Third Edition
Race in North America
Origin and Evolution of a Worldview
Audrey Smedley
Westview Press, January 2007, 400 Pages
978-0-8133-4357-0, $43.00, pb

Fourth Edition
Language, Culture, and Society
An Introduction to Linguistic Anthropology
Zdenek Salzmann
Westview Press, 2006, 432 Pages
978-0-8133-4342-6, $43.00, pb

FORTHCOMING NEW EDITION!
Fifth Edition
Medical Anthropology in Ecological Perspective
Ann McElroy and Patricia K. Townsend
Westview Press, January 2009, 496 Pages
978-0-8133-4384-6, $49.00, pb

NEW EDITION!
Expanded Edition
Man the Hunted
Primates, Predators, and Human Evolution
Donna Hart and Robert W. Sussman
Winner, 2006 W.W. Howells Book Prize
Westview Press, July 2008, 376 Pages
978-0-8133-4403-4, $35.00, pb

Third Edition
Kinship and Gender
An Introduction
Linda Stone
Westview Press, 2005, 336 Pages
978-0-8133-4302-0, $34.00, pb

NEW!
International Studies
An Interdisciplinary Approach to Global Issues
Sheldon Anderson, Jeanne A. K. Hey,
Mark Allen Peterson, Stanley W. Toops,
and Charles Stevens
Westview Press, January 2008, 472 Pages
978-0-8133-4372-3, $50.00, pb

Please visit us at booth #701!

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THESE AND OTHER ANTHROPOLOGY TEXTS, PLEASE VISIT US ONLINE AT WWW.PERSEUSACADEMIC.COM.
Recognized worldwide as a leading publisher in anthropology, Wiley-Blackwell’s distinguished list of journals spans the full spectrum of the discipline and related subjects of interest to anthropologists. We partner with the world’s leading societies and organizations to deliver high-quality, must-have content to students, faculty, researchers, and practitioners in the field. In 2008, Wiley-Blackwell celebrates its first year as publishing partner of the American Anthropological Association.

Our partners include:

- American Academy of Forensic Sciences
- American Anthropological Association (AAA)
- American Association of Physical Anthropologists
- American Ethnological Society
- American Society of Primatologists
- American Sociological Association
- Archeology Division of the AAA
- Association for Political and Legal Anthropology
- Association for the Study of Ethnicity and Nationalism
- Association of Black Anthropologists
- Australian Anthropological Society (from 2009)
- Center for Migration Studies
- Council for Museum Anthropology
- Council on Anthropology and Education
- Culture and Agriculture Section of the AAA
- European Association of Social Anthropologists
- European Society for Rural Sociology
- General Anthropology Division of AAA
- Guttmacher Institute
- Human Biology Association
- Institute of Archaeology, Denmark
- International Organization for Migration
- Keele University
- National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
- Nautical Archaeology Society
- Population Council
- Royal Anthropological Institute
- Society for Cultural Anthropology
- Society for Humanistic Anthropology
- Society for Latin American and Caribbean Anthropology
- Society for Latin American Studies
- Society for Linguistic Anthropology
- Society for Medical Anthropology
- Society for Psychological Anthropology
- Society for the Anthropology of Consciousness
- Society for the Anthropology of Europe
- Society for the Anthropology of North America
- Society for the Anthropology of Work
- Society for Urban, National, and Transnational Global Anthropology
- Society for Visual Anthropology
- The Law and Society Association

Please visit the Wiley-Blackwell stand No. 305

www.blackwellpublishing.com/anthropology
www.interscience.wiley.com
NEW FROM

Wiley-Blackwell

An Introduction to Childhood
Anthropological Perspectives on Children's Lives
HEATHER MONTGOMERY
OCTOBER 2008
978-1-4051-2590-1 - PB
978-1-4051-2591-8 - HB

The Everyday Language of White Racism
JANE H. HILL
OCTOBER 2008
987-1-4051-8453-3 - PB
987-1-4051-8454-0 - HB

The Anthropology of Globalization
A Reader
Second Edition
Edited by
JONATHAN XAVIER INDA and RENATO ROSALDO
2007
987-1-4051-3612-9 - PB
987-1-4051-3613-6 - HB

Anthropology and Child Development
A Cross-Cultural Reader
Edited by
ROBERT A. LEVINE and REBECCA S. NEW
JANUARY 2008
978-0-631-22976-8 - PB
978-0-631-22975-1 - HB

AIDS, Sex, and Culture
Global Politics and Survival in Southern Africa
IDA SUSSER
JANUARY 2009
987-1-4051-5587-8 - PB
987-1-4051-5586-1 - HB

Crying Shame
Metaculture, Modernity, and the Exaggerated Death of Lament
JAMES M. WILCE
FEBRUARY 2009
987-1-4051-6992-9 - HB

A New History of Anthropology
Edited by
HENRIKA KUKLICK
2007
987-0-631-22900-0 - PB
987-0-631-22909-7 - HB

Human Rights
An Anthropological Reader
Edited by
MARK GOODALE
OCTOBER 2008
978-1-4051-8334-5 - PB
978-1-4051-8335-2 - HB

Early Human Kinship
From Sex to Social Reproduction
Edited by
NICHOLAS J. ALLEN, HILARY CALLAN, ROBIN DUNBAR, and WENDY JAMES
JUNE 2008
987-1-4051-7901-0 - HB

Gender Violence
A Cultural Perspective
SALLY ENGLE MERRY
NOVEMBER 2008
987-0-631-22359-7 - PB
987-0-631-22358-0 - HB

Plunder: When the Rule of Law is Illegal
Edited by
UGO MATTEI and LAURA NADER
MARCH 2008
987-1-4051-7894-5 - PB
987-1-4051-7895-2 - HB

Environmental Anthropology
A Historical Reader
Edited by
MICHAEL DOVE and CAROL CARPENTER
2007
987-1-4051-1127-9 - PB
987-1-4051-1125-6 - HB

A Companion to Latin American Anthropology
Edited by
DEBORAH POOLE
APRIL 2008
987-0-631-23468-5 - HB

A Companion to the Anthropology of American Indians
Edited by
THOMAS BIOLSI
FEBRUARY 2008
987-1-4051-6228-1 - PB
987-0-631-22886-4 - HB

Homegirls
Language and Cultural Practice among Latina Youth Gangs
NORMA MENDOZA-DENTON
2007
987-0-631-23489-0 - HB

Kinship
978-1-4051-8334-5 - PB
978-1-4051-8335-2 - HB

A Reader in the Anthropology of Religion
Second Edition
Edited by
MICHAEL LAMBEK
JANUARY 2008
987-1-4051-3614-3 - PB
987-1-4051-3615-0 - HB

New in Paperback!
A Companion to the Anthropology of Japan
Edited by
JENNIFER ROBERTSON
APRIL 2008
987-1-4051-8289-8 - PB
987-0-631-22955-1 - HB

www.blackwellpublishing.com/anthropology
www.wiley.com
Building the Emerging Field of Digital Media and Learning

The MacArthur Foundation is investing $50 million to explore how digital media are changing the way young people learn, play, socialize, and participate in civic life.

To learn more about MacArthur's investments in digital media and learning, visit www.digitallearning.macfound.org.

Learn more about the International Journal of Learning and Media (IJLM), the groundbreaking, online-only quarterly journal devoted to the examination of how current and emerging forms of digital media have influenced traditional practices of teaching and learning at http://mitpress.mit.edu/ijlm.

MacArthur
The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
www.macfound.org
Notes
The American Anthropological Association would like to thank the following sponsor for its generous support:
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Intel®